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PREFACE 

This report was prepared as a joint venture with Franklin Associates, 
Ltd. of Prairie Village, Kansas, and Valley Forge Laboratories, Inc., of Devon, 
Pennsylvania. Franklin Associates was prime contractor on the project. The 
study was performed for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Office of 
Solid Waste, under Contract No. 68-01-6014. 

This report has been separated into two volumes because of its size. 
Volume One is the "Issues and Technical Survey." Volume Two is "Technical Data 
and Appendices." It contains the full technical reports authored by Valley 
Forge Laboratories, as well as appendices which contain support documentation 
for the entire report. 

This project relied heavily on interviewing people knowledgeable 
about the procurement process, and about the issues relevant to this project. 
We are indebted to the numerous people who contributed to this project. They 
include people in state, local, and Federal government service, suppliers of 
highway construction material, contractors, trade associations, and others. 
Special recognition is made to the American Association of State Highway 
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) who put forth substantial effort to secure 
information for this project. 

Finally, appreciation is due William Kline who served as the EPA 
project officer, and to John M. Heffelfinger and Penelope Hansen who provided 
general guidance for the study. 
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Part I 

POWER PLANT ASH 

INTRODUCTION 

The residual materials collected from the burning of coal at electric 
utility plants are referred to as power plant ash. These materials are produced 
in two forms: fly ash and bottom ash. ny ash is the fine-grained dusty mater
ial from the combustion of ground or powdered coal that is recovered from boiler 
flue gases by means of electrostatic or mechanical collection systems. Bottom 
ash is the granular material which, after coal combustion, collects in the ash 
hopper at the base of the boiler unit. 

The relative amounts of fly ash and bottom ash produced at a partic
ular power plant location are determined mainly by the design of the boiler 
units. However, as a general rule, 70 percent or more of all power plant ash 
is fly ash. Although fly ash and bottom ash are collected separately, at many 
power plants these materials are mixed together for storage or disposal. 

FLY ASH 

Production and Handling 

The production of fly ash has increased tremendously over the past 
15 years as more coal-burning power plants come on line and ash collection 
methods :improve. Ash collection and utilization statistics compiled by the 
National Ash Association show that fly ash production has tripled between 1966, 
the first year the association began collecting data, and 1979. In 1966, 17.l 
million tons of fly ash was collected, while in 1979, the most recent year that 
statistics are available, a total of 57.5 million tons of fly ash was collected 
(Reference I-1).as shown in Table I-1. 

Fly ash is currently being produced at a total of 380 coal-burning 
power plants located in 39 states. The locations of all existing coal-fired 
power plants in the United States are shown in Figure I-1. Estimated quanti
ties of total ash produced in 1978 in each state are shown in Figure I-2. 
These quantities were determined· based on 1978 consumption of coal by electric 
utility companies in each state, as shown in Table I-2. No attempt was made 
to further determine amounts of fly ash produced in each state because the 
respective quantities of fly ash and bottom ash at each plant vary depending 
on plant design, operation, and other factors. From Figure I-2, it is evi
dent that half of all ash which is now being generated in the United States 
is found in the six largest ash-producing states (Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois, 
Indiana, Kentucky, and West Virginia). 
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Table I-1 

PRODUCTION OF POWER PLANT ASH IN 
THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1970 

(Millions of tons) 

Fly Bottom Boiler Total 
Year Ash Ash Slag Ash 

1970 26.5 9.9 2.8 39.2 

1971 27.8 10.l 5.0 42.9 

1972 31.8 10.7 3.8 46.3 

1973 34.6 10.8 3.9 49.3 

1974 40.4 14.3 4.8 59.5 

1975 42.3 13.1 4.6 60.0 

1976 42.8 14.3 4.8 61.9 

1977 48.5 14.l 5.2 67.8 

1978 48.3 14.7 5.1 68.1 

1979 57.5 12.5 5.2 75.2 

Note: In 1978, a total of 8.4 million tons of fly ash was utilized, 
representing 17.4 percent of the 48.3 million tons of fly ash 
produced. This is the highest percentage of ash utilization 
in any one year so far. Replacement of portland cement in 
concrete mixes is the largest single use of fly ash. 
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figure 1-1. Locations of Power plant ash. 





Table 1-2 

~UANTITIES OF UTILITY COAL BURNED AND TOTAL ASH PRODUCED IN 1978 BY STATE 
(Thousands of tons) 

Number Utility Total Number Utility Total 
of Coal Ash of Coal Ash 

State Plants Burned Produced State Plants Bu med Produced 

1. Alabama 9 17 ,100 2,394 21. New Jersey 4 2,220 311 
2. Arizona 2 7,560 1,058 22. New Mexico 2 8,820 1,235 
3. Colorado 9 5,680 795 23. New York 10 6,350 890 
4. Delaware 2 1,170 162 24. North Carolina 13 21,690 3,037 
5. Florida 6 8,630 1,208 25. North Dakota 5 8,020 1,123 
6. Georgia 8 15,620 2,187 26. Ohio 32 53,310 7,463 

·1. Illinois 27 35,780 5,009 27. Oklahoma 1 600 84 
8. Indiana 26 29,280 4,100 28. Pennsylvania 27 40,340 5,648 
9. Iowa 22 6,730 942 29. South Carolina 9 6,860 960 

10. Kansas 6 6,350 890 30. South Dakota 3 2,360 330 
11. Kentucky 19 26,880 3,763 31. Tennessee 8 21,700 3,038 

H 12. Maryland 5 4,230 592 32. Texas 6 9,780 1,369 
I 13. Michigan 24 25,190 3,527 33. Utah 4 2,490 349 Vt 

14. Minnesota 18 12 ,l100 1,736 34. Vermont 1 10 2 
15. Mississippi 2 1,450 203 35. Virginia 6 4,830 676 
16. Missouri 18 21,750 3,045 36. Washington 1 5,410 757 
17. Montana 3 1,720 241 37. West Virginia 12 27,740 3,884 
18. Nebraska 4 2,220 311 38. Wisconsin 18 11,310 1,583 
19. Nevada 2 5,140 719 39. Wyoming 5 111380 11593 
20. New Hampshire 1 750 105 

TOTAL 380 480,850 67,319 

Note: Fly ash (fly ash and bottom ash) quantities detennined by assuming 14 percent ash content for all 
utility coal burned. 



According to the most recently published figures, a total of 255 
new coal-fired power plants are expected to come on line in the United States 
by 1987. Of this total, 164 plants are expected to be completed by 1985. 
These 164 plants will be built in 36 states, including 4 states (Arkansas, 
California, Louisiana, and Oregon) that do not presently have any coal-fired 
plants (Reference I-2). Based on projected new plant construction and planned 
conversions from oil to coal, it is estimated that the total amount of fly ash 
that will be generated in 1985 will be 90 million tons (Reference I-3). 

Not all fly ash is the same. The quantity and quality of fly ash is 
influenced by the source of the coal burned, the basic design of the coal-fired 
boiler, and the means used to collect the fly ash. Most of the coal mined and 
burned in the United States is bituminous coal, but ashes from anthracite coal 
tend to have higher carbon content, while ashes from lignite and sub-bituminous 
coals have a much higher percentage of calcium oxide. The physical and chem
ical characteristics of fly ash are discussed in greater detail in the follow
ing section of this report. 

There are three basic types of coal-burning boilers: stoker-fired, 
cyclone-fired, and pulverized coal-fired units. Stoker-fired units generally 
produce a comparatively coarse fly ash, the amount varying depending on whether 
the stoker is a traveling grate or spreader type. With cyclone or slagging 
boilers, from 0 to 65 percent of the fly ash is released into the flue gases 
and collected. Most of the fly ash produced in cyclone units melts and is 
collected with the bottom ash as a slag at the base of the furnace. In pul
verized coal-fired units, finely ground coal is burned in suspension, causing 
the f1y ash to enter the stream of flue gases for eventual removal either by 
mechanical collectors or electrostatic precipitators (Reference I-4). 

After collection, the quality of fly ash is further influenced by 
the techniques used at the power plant for ash handling and storage. To some 
extent, ash handling and storage techniques are related to power plant design, 
but are also influenced by utility practice and available land. Basically, 
ash handling and storage is accomplished either by wet or dry methods. At 
least 50 percent of all ash currently produced is handled dry. Dry methods 
involve short-term storage of fresh ash from the precipitator in hoppers or 
long-term storage of the dry ash in silos. Dry ash can be discharged through 
gates or pneumatically into transport vehicles. 

Wet handling of fly ash involves adding a certain quantity of water 
to the fly ash, wil.ich puts it in either a conditioned or ponded form. Con
ditioned fly ash results from the addition of sma.11 amounts of water (20 
percent or less by weight) sufficient to prevent dusting of the fly ash and 
enable it to be stockpiled in large quantities. Ponded fly ash results from 
the addition of large a.mounts of water to produce a slurry and enable trans
port of the ash by pipeline to settling ponds or lagoons. At many power 
plants, fly ash and bottom ash are collected and disposed of together in the 
same lagoon, although a power plant may employ more than one means of ash 
collection and storage (Reference I-5). 
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Physical and Chemical Properties 

Not only are there differences in the fly ash from different coal 
sources and power plants, but there is also a certain amount of variability 
in the ash from a single power plant. Normally, fly ash is gray in color, 
although the color can range from cream to light tan, through various shades 
of gray, to dark brown and nearly black. The cream color is usually indica
tive of high calcium oxide content. The tan color is usually attributed to 
the presence of iron oxide, while the darker colors are most often associated 
with an increasing presence of carbon. 

Fly ash is composed of fine particles that are predominantly 
spherical in shape, solid or hollow, and of a glassy or amorphous nature. 
The carbon content in ash is composed of angular particles. The particle 
size distribution of most bituminous coal fly ashes, as shown in Figure I-3, 
lies essentially within the range of a silt (Reference I-6). Particle sizes 
for glassy spheres in bituminous fly ash vary from 10 to 300 microns (Ref
erence I-7). In general, lignite and sub-bituminous coal fly ashes are 
coarser than bituminous coal fly ashes. 

The specific gravity of fly ash usually ranges from 2.1 to 2.6, 
while Blaine fineness values vary2from 1,700 cm2/gm. for fly ashes from 
mechanical collectors to 6,400 cm /gm for fly ashes from electrostatic 
precipitators. As a general rule, fly ash from mechanical collectors is 
normally coarser than fly ash from electrostatic precipitators. The water 
soluble content for bituminous fly ash is from 1 to 7 percent. The leachate 
from most fly ashes is alkaline with a pH ranging from 6.2 to ll.5. Com
pacted dry densities of fly ash are generally from 70 to 95 pounds per cubic 
foot, with the lower densities often attributable to higher carbon content 
(Reference I-8). 

Chemically. the principal components of bituminous coal fly ash are 
silica, alumina, iron oxide, lime, and magnesia, with varying amounts of car
bon, as measured by loss on ignition. Figure I-4 shows the range of chemical 
constituents found in typical bituminous coal fly ashes (Reference I-9). The 
composition of fly ashes from the western (lignite and sub-bituminous) coals, 
or fly ashes produced from limestone or dolomite injection processes, are 
often significantly different from bituminous fly ashes. Lignite and sub
bituminous fly ashes are characterized by higher concentrations of calciu:!l 
and magnesium oxide and reduced percentages of silica and iron oxide, as •-el: 
as a lower carbon content. Modified fly ash from limestone and dolomite i:l
jection processes, as expected, have significantly higher lime and magnesia 
content. The western and the modified fly ashes also have a much higher -Cite= 
soluble content than bituminous fly ashes (Reference I-10). 
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Table I-3 compares the normal range of chemical composition of 
bituminous coal fly ash with that of lignite and sub-bituminous coal fly 
ashes. From this table, it is evident that lignite and sub-bituminous 
coal fly ahses have much higher free lime content and lower loss on ig
nition characteristics than fly ashes from bituminous coals (Reference I-11). 

Although the use of fly ash in portland cement concrete is not 
being considered in this report, classification of fly ash for this purpose 
may be of some use in identifying basic chemcial differences between fly 
ashes from different types of coal. There are three different classif ica
tions of fly ash, according to ASTM C618-80, "Fly Ash and Raw or Calcined 
Natural Pozzolan for Use as a Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement Concrete," 
which is included in the Appendix of this report. These classifications are 
defined in the specification as follows: 

1. Class N - raw or calcined natural pozzolans that 
comply with the applicable requirements for the 
class, such as some diatomaceous earths, opaline 
cherts and shales; tuffs and volcanic ashes or 
pumices, any of which may or may not be processed 
by calcination; and various material requiring 
calcination to induce satisfactory properties, 
such as some clays and shales. 

2. Class F - fly ash normally produced from burning 
anthracite or bituminous coal that meets the ap
plicable requirements for this class. This class 
of fly ash has pozzolanic properties, which will 
be explained later in this report. 

3. Class C - fly ash normally produced from lignite 
and sub-bituminous coal that meets the applicable 
requirements for this class. In addition to having 
pozzolanic properties, Class C fly ash also has 
some cementitious properties. Some Class C fly 
ashes may contain lime contents higher than 10 
percent. 

The chemical requirements for these three classes of fly ash are 
presented in ASTM C618 as follows: 

Mineral Admixture Class 
Chemical Composition N F c 

Si02 + Al2o3 + Fe2o3 - min., % 70.0 70.0 50.0 
Sulfur trioxide (S03) - max. , % 4.0 5.0 5.0 
Moisture content - max., % 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Loss on ignition - max., % 10.0 12. 0 6.0 
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Table I-3 

NORMAL RANGE OF CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF 
FLY ASHES FROM DIFFERENT TYPES OF COALS 

Bituminous Sub-bituminous Lignite 

20 to 60 40 to 60 15 to 45 

5 to 35 20 to 30 10 to 25 

10 to 40 4 to 10 4 to 15 

1 to 20 5 to 25 15 to 35 

0 to 5 1 to 6 3 to 10 

0 to 4 0 to 2 0 to 10 

0 to 4 0 to 2 0 to 6 

0 to 20 0 to 3 0 to 5 

In terms of quality control for use in highway construction, the 
most significant fly ash properties are fineness, as measured by the -325 
mesh sieve, and loss on ignition. Also of importance are the specific grav
ity and surface area, although the latter is no longer part of ASTM C618. 
Table I-4 summarizes these physical properties for a number of bituminous 
and western coal fly ash s~ples. 

Utilization of Fly Ash in Highway Construction 

Over the years, fly ash has proven an extremely useful material. 
Its principal use at the present time is a partial replacement for portland 
cement in the production of concrete and concrete block. Fly ash has also 
been used in substantial quantities as a highway construction material. Its 
main applications have been as a road fill material, as a stabilization agent 
for highway and parking lot base courses, and as a filler in asphalt paving 
mixes. 
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Table I-4 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FLY ASH FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES 

Plant Source: Ft. Martin Albright Hatfield's Hawthorn Heramec Leland Four Big Hoot J.E. 
Ferry Olds Corners Brown Mohave Lake Corette 

Location: Maidsville, Albright. Masontown, Kansas City, St. Louis. Stanton, Fruitland• Fairfield, Laughlin, Fergus Billings, 
W. Va. W, Va. Pa. Mo. Mo. N.D. N.M. Tx. Ne. Falls Mt. 

Mn. 

Ash Type; Bitilllinous Bituminous Bituminous Bituminous Bitwuinous Lignite Sub-bit. Lignite Sub-bit. Lignite Sub-bit. 

Physical 
Proeerties 

Ignition 
Loss (%) 1.2 2.0 3.1 2.6 2.6 0.3 0.2 0.4 o. 7 1.9 0.5 

H Specific I 

2.12 ~ Gravity 2.39 2.34 2.57 2.43 2. 77 1.67 2.44 2.24 2.58 2.,8 

Percent Retained 
1325 Mesh Sieve 15.9 18.9 12.0 20,8 15.2 27.7 44.9 19.2 10.0 12.7 11.2 

Surface Area 
2 3 (cm /cm ) 2,404 1,980 2,456 2,470 3,701 2,606 1,777 2,101 9,115 6,435 7,802 



This section of the report discusses in detail the quantities of 
fly ash used in these applications, the properties of fly ash that make it 
suitable for each use, technical factors associated with such uses, and the 
performance of selected highway projects in which fly ash has been used in 
these applications. 

Structural Fill and Backfill. The earliest documented use of fly 
ash as a structural fill material occurred in Great Britain during the late 
1950s. After repeated field trials, the use of fly ash, or pulverized fuel 
ash, as it is known in England, has become more or less standard practice 
on British highway projects. Over the years, a number of other European 
countries (such as France, Germany, Poland) have also begun utilizing sig
nificant portions of their fly ash in the construction of roadway fills and 
embanlanents. 

In the United States, however, there has to date been very limited 
use of fly ash for highway fill material, despite the comparatively large 
quantities of fly ash that exist in many parts of this country. This is 
probably due in large part to the lack of familiarity many highway engineers 
possess concerning fly ash and some of its unique engineering properties. 

Engineering Properties of Fly Ash as Fill Material. 

Frost Susceptibility. As noted previously, fly ash is pre
dominantly a silt-size non-plastic material. As such, its particle size 
distribution falls essentially within normally recognized limits for frost
susceptible soils, as shown in Figure I-5 (Reference I-12). This apparent 
frost susceptibility of fly ash may be one of the principal reasons why most 
highway engineers in the United States are reluctant to use fly ash as a fill 
material. However, this objection can be overcome by restricting the use of 
fly ash in embankments to depths below that normally expected for frost pene
tration and covering the fly ash with non-frost susceptible soil. Alterna
tively, fly ash within the frost penetration zone can be stabilized with 
either lime or cement to inhibit the effects of damaging frost action. 

Despite the fact that fly ash falls within the grain size of a 
frost-susceptible material, particle size distribution alone is not a fully 
reliable indicator of frost susceptibility. Other factors such as pore size, 
permeability, and mineralogy also influence the response of a material to 
frost. Although no frost susceptibility criteria have been established in 
the United States, the Road Research Laboratory in England has developed a 
test method to evaluate frost susceptibility. The test method involves sub
jecting a compacted 6-inch high specimen to freezing temperatures which 
simulate actual field conditions. The test is run over a 250-hour time 
period and then the total amount of frost heave of the specimen is measured. 
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Figure I-5. Particle size distribution of fly ash compared with gradation 
limits of normally frost-susceptible soils. 
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The foll~wing criteria have been adopted by the Road Research 
Laboratory.for the frost susceptibility test: 

1. Materials considered to be essentially non-frost 
susceptible exhibit a heave of 0.5 inches or less. 

2. Marginally frost susceptible materials heave be
tween 0.5 and 0.7 inches. 

3. Frost susceptible materials heave 0.7 inches or 
more (Reference I-13). 

Results of frost heave tests performed on a number of fly ash 
samples by the Road Research Laboratory have shown that some fine-grained 
fly ashes have performed satisfactorily with respect to their frost-heave 
characteristics, despite the fact that their particle size distribution is 
indicative of frost susceptibility. However, the fact remains that some 
fine-grained fly ashes are frost susceptible and that testing of a partic
ular source of fly ash prior to its intended use is the only reliable way 
to identify the extent of frost susceptibility. A copy of the Road Research 
Laboratories' Frost Susceptibility test method is included in the Appendix 
of this report. 

In summary, the possible frost susceptibility of compacted fly ash 
for use as borrow or embankment fill material is not as serious a problem as 
most engineers are led to believe. In the first place, the depth of frost 
penetration varies with geographical location and is not a major consideration 
in some ash-producing regions of the United States. Secondly, the resistance 
of fly ash to frost heaving can be substantially increased by the addition of 
cement or lime in moderate amounts (5 to 15 percent by weight). Such stabi
lization increases the tensile strength of the compacted ash, providing added 
resistance to heave pressure from ice lenses, and reduces fly ash permeability, 
allowing less water to penetrate the ash for later frost formation. Finally, 
objections to the use of fly ash as compacted fill within the frost depth can 
be overcome simply by substituting a non-frost susceptible soil for fly ash 
within the frost zone. In Great Britain, for example, the use of frost sus
ceptible materials is not allowed within 450 mm (approximately 18 inches) of 
the road surface (Reference I-14). 

Moisture-Density Characteristics. One of the most important 
considerations of a material to be used in a fill or embankment is proper 
compaction. Fly ash is somewhat of a unique engineering material in terms 
of its compaction characteristics. In dry form, fly ash is cohesionless and 
is generally considered a dusty nuisance. When saturated, it becomes an 
unmanageable mess. But, as with most fine-grained soils, it can be easily 
handled and compacted at more intermediate moisture contents, and does ex
hibit some cohesion. Conditioned fly ash tailgated over the slope of an 
embankment can have a dry density as low as 40 to 50 pounds per cubic foot. 
However, when it has been well compacted at an optimum moisture content 
(usually between 18 and 30 percent), the dry unit weight of fly ash may be 
in excess of 85 pounds per cubic foot. · 
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The objective of any compacted fill is to achieve the highest 
practical densification at a reasonable cost. In this respect, fly ash 
offers some distinct advantages compared to conventional soils, insofar 
as it possesses a lower compacted density, thereby reducing the applied 
loading and resultant settlement to the supporting subgrade and allowing 
for greater usage of an equivalent amount of fly ash. 

The compaction characteristics of a fill material are defined 
by the results of moisture-density tests performed in the laboratory using 
standardized testing methods. The two moisture-density tests used by Amer
ican engineers are the standard and modified proctor test methods. Both 
tests involve the compaction of material into a standard size steel mold 4 
inches (10.16 cm) in diameter by 4.6 inches (ll.68 cm) high. The standard 
proctor test (ASTM D698 or AASHTO T-99) involves the compaction in three 
equal layers using a 5.5 pound (2.5 kg) hammer and a drop of 12 inches, with 
a total of 25 blows for each layer. The modified proctor test (ASTM Dl557 
or AASHTO T-180) also involves compaction in three equal layers with a total 
of 25 blows for each layer, but specifies the use of a 10 pound (4.5 kg) 
hammer and a drop of 18 inches. 

A copy of each test method is included in the Appendix. For each 
test method, material is compacted at different moisture contents and the 
dry density is determined. For most materials, there is a level of moisture, 
termed the optimum moisture content, at which the compacted dry density 
achieves a maximum value. At moisture levels above or below the optimum, 
the dry density is reduced. 

Because of the basic dif fe~ences in the composition and prpperties 
of different fly ashes, there may be considerable variation in the moisture
density characteristics of fly ashes from different power plants, or even 
different samples of fly ash from the same power plant. Such variations are 
attributable to changes in compactive effort and the behavior of fly ash to 
compaction at different moisture levels. Consequently, both laboratory and 
field compaction tests are recommended for use of any fly ash source as fill 
material in order to define the anticipated range of moisture contents and 
dry density values. 

Since fly ash may be delivered to the field over a wide range of . 
moisture (depending upon whether it has been handled in a dry, conditioned, 
or ponded state), it is necessary to determine the practical range of density 
values which are associated with such levels of moisture. 

Dry fly ash should be conditioned to within 4 percent of optimum 
moisture content prior to being delivered to the job site. Conditioned fly 
ash that has been stockpiled may exhibit considerable variability in mois
ture content, depending on its relative location within the stockpile. 
Ponded ash should have a moisture content as close as possible to optimum 
following excavation from the lagoon, especially since ponded fly ash has a 
characteristically flat moisture-density curve (Reference I-15). 
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Figure I-6 shows a range of modified Proctor moisture-density 
curves developed from a National Ash Association study of engineering 
properties of seven western Pennsylvania bituminous coal fly ashes for 
use as structural fill materials (Reference I-16). Each ash sample had 
a different particle size distribution and specific gravity. From this 
figure, it can be seen that the maximum density of compacted fly ash 
varied from 89.0 pounds per cubic foot at an optimum moisture content of 
19 percent to a low of 76.7 pounds per cubic foot at an optimum moisture 
content of 29 percent. Further study of Figure I-o shows that compaction 
characteristics are not directly related to specific gravity, since the 
fly ash with the highest maxim.um dry density in this study also had the 
lowest specific gravity. 

The use of the modified Proctor compaction curves in Figure I-6 
serve to establish approximate limits of a compaction envelope for fly ash. 
The area within the compaction envelope defines ranges of achievable density 
at corresponding unit weights for a modified Proctor compactive effort, which 
is attainable in the field using modern compaction equipment. Such informa
tion is of practical value in the field since it is not always possible to 
adjust the moisture content of delivered fly ash at the job site. Using 
such a compaction envelope enables an engineer to control the method of 
placement and compaction of fly ash in the field to achieve more uniform 
density results and achieve a desired percentage of the maximum compacted 
density value. 

Figure I-7 shows modified Proctor moisture-density curves for 
four samples of Michigan fly ash. The maximum dry density values for these 
samples ranged from 74 to 96 pounds per cubic foot, while optimum moisture 
contents varied from 18 to 32 percent (Reference I-17). 

Shear Strength. Development of shear strength is an essen
tial characteristic of embankment and fill materials. The shear strength of 
a material is determined by means of the undrained triaxial compression test 
(AS'n! D2850 or AASHTO T-234-74). Shear strength tests conducted on freshly 
compacted fly ash samples show that fly ash derives most of its shear strength 
from internal friction (Reference I-18). 

The shear strength of fly ash is affected by the density and mois
ture content of the test sample. Remolded triaxial test specimens may be 
prepared at any predetermined density and moisture content and, if required, 
may also be soaked prior to testing. Undrained shear strength has been 
found to decrease significantly in fly ash samples compacted on the wet side 
of optimum moisture content (Reference I-19), or to less than maximum dry 
density. 

Generally, it is not practical nor possible to compact a material 
to 100 percent of its maximum dry density in the field. In most cases, a 
minimum compaction of 90 to 95 percent is specified as a more realistic com
paction limit in the field. According to the FHWA Fl-y Ash Users Manual, 
recommended reductions in the laboratory test values for shear strength, ap
parent cohesion, and angle of internal friction with associated reductions 
in compacted density of fly ash are as follows: 
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Figure I-6. Moisture-density relationships for western Pennsylvania 
bituminous coal fly ashes. 
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Figure I-7. Moisture-density relationships for Michigan bituminous 
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One distinct advantage of using fly ash as a fill or embankment 
material is its self-hardening or age-hardening ability. The age-harden
ing of fly ash can best be correlated with the amount of free lime present 
in the ash. Most self-hardening fly ashes contain at least 4 to 6 percent 
free lime. Fly ashes that have been ponded prior to compaction exhibit much 
less age-hardening than conditioned fly ashes. This is probably because the 
water used to convey ash to the lagoon results in agglomerations, uneven dis
tribution of internal moisture, and largely dissipates the chemical reactions 
responsible for age-hardening of fly ash. 

Not all fly ashes possess age-hardening properties. Most eastern 
coal fly ash is not self-hardening, while western coal fly ash is. But even 
in those fly ashes with little or no age-hardening, there is still an ap
parent cohesion due to capillary forces produced by pore water (Reference 
I-20). However, this apparent cohesion can be destroyed either by saturation 
or complete drying. Fly ashes possessing self-hardening properties develop a 
cohesion resulting from the cementing action which occurs between the fly ash 
particles and which increases with age (Reference I-21). 

The shear strength and compressive strength characteristics of com
pacted fly ashes have been found to increase over time, particularly if the 
fly ash is self-hardening. Table I-5 presents data from British fly ashes 
used as compacted fill, which clearly shows cohesion and compressive strengths 
which double or triple within a three month period (Reference I-22). 

In the case of western fly ashes, high free lime contents often 
necessitate that such ashes be conditioned and stockpiled for a period of 
time prior to use to reduce their reactivity. Neverthelesss, such reactive 
fly ashes, even after conditioning and-stockpiling, may exhibit age-harden
ing properties. 

Compressibility. An embankment or fill material should possess 
low compressibility in order to minimize roadway settlements or differential 
settlements between structures and adjacent approaches and to maintain to 
the maximum extent possible a smooth riding surface. Available data reported 
to date show that settlements within fly ash embankments, either with or with
out age-hardening properties, have been within acceptable limits and have pro
vided satisfactory performance. 
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Table I-5 

DEVELOP~ffiNT OF SHEAR AND COMPRESSIVE 
STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPACTED 

FLY ASH OVER TI~m 

Source of Fl! Ash 
Baron! Brae head Porto hello 

Unit Friction Compressive Unit Friction Compressive Unit Friction Compressive 
Age (Da!s) Cohesion Angle· Strength Cohesion Angle Strength Cohesion Angle Strength 

1 11 38 45 9 34 34 13 35 50 

7 29 41 127 29 39 122 17 41 75 

28 32 42 144 32 41 140 20 43 92 

91 38 42 171 35 42 157 22 43 101 

182 40 42 180 39 41 171 24 43 111 

371 42 42 189 43 40 185 25 43 115 

749 51 45 246 45 39 189 25 46 124 

1,230 79 41 346 70 40 300 29 44.5 138 
(3.4 years) 

Note: All ash sources are located in Great Britain. Data initially reported by Sutherland, H. B. (Reference 
22). Unit cohesion and compressive strength data are experienced in pounds per square inch. 



The compressibility of fly ashes with no self-hardening character
istics is basically similar to the compressibility of a typical cohesive soil. 
The compressibility of a material is determined by means of a laboratory con
solidation test (ASTM D2435), wherein a sample (2-inch diameter by at least 
0.5 inch high) is subjected to a series of incremental pressures and the change 
in height of the sample is measured after full consolidation at each loading. 
The void ratio of the sample is then determined at each pressure. The slope 
of the resultant curves is called the compression index and is a measure of 
the compressibility of the material. A copy of the ASTM consolidation test 
method may be found in the Appendix. 

Figure I-8 shows that consolidation occurs more rapidly in compacted 
fly ashes than in clay soils because fly ash has a greater permeability than 
clay. Although a number of factors affect the compressibility of fly ashes 
which do not self-harden, the predominant factor in determining the overall 
compressibility of such ashes is the initial compacted density (Reference I-
23). 

For fly ashes with self-hardening properties, the time-dependent 
phenomena of age-hardening can reduce the time rate of consolidation, as 
well as the magnitude of the compressibility. The results of a study of 
the compressibility of compacted fly ashes with age-hardening properties 
show that the overall magnitude of settlements in these materials is less 
than that which would occur in ordinary soils and is a function of the hard
ening characteristics of the ash material and the age at which loading is 
applied to the compacted material. This study also indicates that partly 
saturated. fly ashes, regardless of whether or not they are self-hardening, 
tend to be less compressible than fully saturated samples (Reference I-24). 

Permeability and Leaching Characteristics. The permeability 
of fly ash which has been compacted to its maximum dry density in accordance 
with the standard Proctor method (ASTM D698 or AASHTO T99-74) has been found 
to range from 4xlo-10 cm per second to sxio-7 cm per second (Reference I-24). 
These values were determined by means of the falling head permeability test, 
described in U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Manual 110-2-1906, Appendix 7, 
Section 4, which is included in the Appendix. 

Despite air void ratios ranging from 8 to 14 percent, these values 
represent relatively low permeabiJ.ity rates, comparable to those of a clay 
or silty clay soil (Reference I-25). The permeability of a compacted fly 
ash embankment material is a function. of the degree of compaction, the ex
tent of age-hardening of the fly ash, and the grain size distribution of 
the material. 

ASTM Subcommittee E-38.06.05 task group on process wastes had 
developed a Reconnnended Practice for Use of Process Waste in Structural 
Fill. This recommended practice describes the physical characteristics 
of and procedures for the use of certain process wastes (inorganic by-
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Figure I-8. Comparison of consolidation rates of fly ash and 
silty clay soil. 
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products such as coal combustion wastes, including fly ash) in structural 
fill and similar applications. This practice also describes structural 
and engineering properties of such in-place materials related to structural 
integrity and protection of ground and surface water, as well as test pro
cedures to be used in determining these properties. 

The Recommended Practice has a special provisions section dealing 
with handling leachate from process wastes where leachate concentrations ex
ceed certain levels. The Special Provisions of the Recommended Practice, 
which is found in the Appendix, are: 

• Materials having an in-place permeability of 
greater than 1 x lo-5 cm/sec. should have an 
appropriate underdrain and permeate collection 
and disposal system. 

• Materials having an in-place permeability of 
1 x 10-S cm/sec. or lower do not require per
meate collection systems. 

These provisions apply only to process wastes having leachate concentrations 
in excess of 100 times Drinking Water Standards. 

The criteria for the Drinking Water Standards and the testing pro
cedures used in producing and analyzing the leachate for comparison with 
these criteria are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

In order to simulate leachate production, laboratory techniques 
have been developed to combine water and waste materials such as ash for a 
specific contact period and degree of agitation, separate the ash and water, 
and then analyze the water for the presence of trace elements. 

An extraction procedure (EP) was developed by the U.S. Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) as a means of generating leachate from a 
particular material so that the leachate could be analyzed for toxicity as 
defined by the hazardous waste regulations of the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA). A waste material is considered hazardous if the extract 
from the EP has a concentration of any substance listed in The·National In
terim Primary Drinking Water Standards that is greater than or equal to lime 
hundred times that standard. The .following inorganic chemicals and permis
sible concentrations are listed in the Drinking Water Standards: 

Contaminant 

Arsenic 
Barium 
Cadmium 
Chorm.ium 
Lead 
Mercury 
Selenium 
Silver 
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Drinking Water Level 
(mg/l. or ppm) 

0.05 
1.00 
0.01 
0.05 
0.05 
0.002 
0.01 
0.05 



The basic steps involved in the EPA extraction procedure are 
detailed in the hazardous waste guidelines and regulations that were first 
published in the December 18, 1978 issue of The Federal Register and re
cently updated in the May 19, 1980 issue of The Federal Register. A copy 
of the updated extraction procedure is included in the Appendix. The ex
traction procedures involves the following: 

• A minimum 100 gram sample of the waste material 
is separated in liquid and solid phases by means 
of a filter or a centri.fuge. 

• The liquid portion is refrigerated between 1° and 
5° Centi~rade (34° to 41° Fahrenheit) until the 
analysis is performed. 

• The solid portion must be ground so that it will 
pass through a 3/8 inch (9.55 mm) sieve. 

• The solid portion of the sample, after grinding, 
is added to 16 times its own weight of deionized 
water. The solution is adjusted to a pH of 5 and 
the mixture is agitated for 24 hours, using an 
approved shake or extractor apparatus. During the 
24-hour agitation period, the solution must be 
maintained at a pH of 5 by adding 8.5N acetic acid 
and the sample temperature must be kept between 20° 
and 40° Centigrade (68° to 104° Fahrenheit). 

• After the 24-hour extraction procedure is completed. 
the sample is again filtered to separate the liquid 
and solid phases. The second liquid phase is di
luted with more deionized water and mixed with the 
original liquid phase which has been i:efrigerated. 

• The liquid extract is then analyzed for the sub
stances listed in the Primary Drinking Water Stan
dards. Appropriate methods for analyzing the 
leachate generated by the extraction procedure 
are listed in "Methods for Chemical Analysis of 
Water and Wastes," published by the U.S. Environ
mental Protection Agency (Reference I-26). 

A collaborative interlaboratory testing program was performed 
during 1979 under the joint sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Energy's 
Laramie Energy Technology Center and the American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM). A total of 18 laboratories participated in the testing 
program. Nineteen fossil energy materials were tested, including various 
fly ashes, bottom ash, boiler slag, and other combustion by-products. Each 
material was tested using three different extraction procedures, including 
the Environmental Protection Agency's procedure, although not all materials 
were tested by each laboratory. 
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Table I-6 presents a summary of the test results for those labora
tories participating in leachate extraction testing of fly ash samples using 
the EPA extraction procedure. A total of five fly ash samples were analyzed-
three bituminous coal fly ashes, one lignite, and one sub-bituminous coal fly 
ash. There were a total of 39 extraction tests performed, each involving analy
sis of concentrations for eight different inorganic chemicals, or a total of 
312 separate an~yses. 

From Table I-6, it can be seen that from the total of 312 analyses, 
there were 29 test values which exceeded 10 times drinking water standards, 
but only one in excess of 100 times drinking water standards. This involved 
the selenium concentration tested by one of the 16 laboratories analyzing 
bituminous coal fly ash sample number l. Leachate concentrations exceeding 
10 times drinking water standards included 13 selenium analyses, 9 arsenic, 
3 cadmium, 2 chormium, l mercury, and 1 lead. Bituminous coal fly ash sample 
number 3 had no test values in excess of ten times drinking water standards 
(Reference I-27). 

Although more extensive leachate testing of coal combustion by
products will be conducted in the future, the preceding test results, while 
performed on a small number of samples, indicate that fly ashes, when used 
in an embankment or fill situation, do not typically leach hazardous concen
trations of inorganic chemicals. Further discussion of the environmental 
impacts of fly ash use is presented in Volume One of this report. 

Actual field experience with fly ash embankments to date has shown 
that very little water has been observed to percolate through such embank
ments. This is probably due not only to the comparatively low permeability 
of compacted fly ash, but also to the gradual cementing action resulting from 
self-hardening of the ash. 

Because of relative impermeability and alkalinity, the danger of 
pollution to underlying ground water or to surf ace waters in the vicinity of 
a fly ash embankment is minimal, particularly if the entry of surface water 
is well controlled and the fly ash is capped with an envelope of natural 
soil. As noted earlier, the permeability of compacted fly ash can also be 
substantially reduced by chemical stabilization with lime or portland cement. 
Another advantage of low permeability is that construction operations are not 
adversely affected by inclement weather. 

Because of the relatively low permeability of compacted fly ash, 
unprotected side slopes are subject to a high degree of runoff. Therefore, 
side slope protection in the form of natural soil and topsoil covering with 
vegetation, or at the very least a bituminous seal coating, is required to 
prevent erosion. 
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Sample Description 

l. Bituminous Coal 
Fly Ash No. l 
(From 2% sulfur 

coal) 

2. Bituminous Coal 
Fly Ash No. 2 

H 
(From 4% sulfur 

I coal) 
N 

" 3. Bituminous Coal 
Fly Ash No. 3 
(From 2% sulfur 

coal) 

4. Lignite Coal 
Fly Ash 
(From less than 1% 

sulfur coal) 

5. Sub-bituminous Coal 
Fly Ash 
(From less than 1% 

sulfur coal) 

Table I-6 

SUMMARY OF LABORATORY TEST RESULTS FROM 
LEACHATE EXTRACTION ANALYSES OF FLY ASH SAMPLES 

No. of Tests Total Values 
by Exceeding 

Power Company Plant Location Labs 10 x CMS 

Pennsylvania Electric Keystone Station 16 17 
Company Shelocta, Pa. 

Ohio Power Company Kanmer Plant 
Capt in~, ~I. Va. 

5 7 

Monongahela Power Harrison Station 7 
Company Haywood, W. Va. 

Minnkota Power Milton Young Plant 7 4 
Center, N. O. 

Commonwealth Waukeegan Plant 4 1 
Edison Company Waukeegan, I 11. 

TOTAL 39 29 

Elements Total Values 
Exceedinq Exceedinq 
10 x DWS 100 x ows 

8 Se l 
7 As (Se) 
l Pb 
1 Hg 

3 Cd 
2 Cr 
1 As 
l Se 

3 Se 
l As 

l Se 

6 out 1 
of 8 

possible 
elements 



Capillary Action. Water has been observed to rise by capil
lary action in some compacted conditioned fly ash embankments. Capillarity 
can cause saturation and resultant instability in embankments or fills less 
than 2 feet (0.6 meters) in thickness. The phenomenon of capillary rise is 
not reduced or materially affected by self-hardening or the increase in shear 
strength of the compacted fly ash over time. An effective means of prevent
ing capillary,rise in fly ash embankments and fills is the placement of a 
drainage layer of full-draining granular material at the base of the embank
ment to a height of at least 18 inches above the ground water level (Reference 
I-28). The ASTM Recommended Practice for Use of ~ocess Waste in Structural 
Fill notes that such material should be placed a minimum of 5 feet above the 
historical high water table. 

Slope Stability. An average slope of two horizontal to one 
vertical should provide a minimum safety factor against sliding based on an 
effective internal friction angle of 33° and zero cohesion. This is felt 
to be a conservative estimate of the safety factor of a fly ash slope be
cause the beneficial effects of apparent cohesion and age-hardening of the 
fly ash were not included in the analysis (Reference I-29). 

Handling Characteristics. The moisture content of fly ash 
brought to the field for use as a fill or embankment material can present 
certain difficulties above and beyond those normally encountered in place
ment and compaction of conventional soils. First, the handling of dry 
or silo stored ash creates in many cases a severe dusting problem when the 
material is dumped and spread, especially on hot, windy days. The following 
precautions are advised to minimize the dusting problem: 

l. Wet the material with water to bring its moisture 
content up to the optimum range. 

2. Have a water truck with a spray bar attachment 
available for additional wetting of the surface 
after placement and rolling. 

3. Keep traffic off the surface of the fill after 
rolling unless placing an additional layer. 

4. Seal the exposed surface at the end of each day's 
work. 

When stockpiles of conditioned or ponded ash are used, lumps of 
hardened ash are sometimes encountered. These must be broken up by con
struction equipment prior to using the ash for embankment or fill purposes. 
The effects of lensing (the formation of small, shallower, transverse shear 
cracks) and crusting of the surface can be avoided by using discing or till
ing equipment to agitate the loose lift and the surface of the preceding 
compacted lift (Reference I-30). 
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One of the principal advantages of using fly ash as a fill material 
is that, unlike conventional soils, fly ash can be placed throughout the win
ter months. Table I-7 presents a comparison of the advantages and disadvan
tages of fly ash embankments with those of conventional soils. 

ADVANTAGES OF FLY ASH 

Table I-7 

COMPARISON OF FLY ASH EMBANKMENTS 
WITH CONVENTIONAL SOILS 

Lighter compacted unit weight, resulting in lower settlements and 
ability to place fill on soft or marginal ground. 

Self-hardening properties for many fly ashes ultimately result in 
higher cohesion and shear strength than most conventional soils. 

Low compressibility when properly compacted with negligible re
sultant settlement. 

Fly ash can be placed throughout the winter because it does not 
freeze like conventional soils. 

DISADVANTAGES OF FLY ASH 

Most fly ashes are frost susceptible, requiring either chemical 
stabilization or substitution with suitable natural soils in 
frost prone areas. 

Sensitivity to moisture, necessitating that compaction be done 
very close to, and preferably below, optimum moisture content. 

Subject to capillary action, requiring underlayment with a drain
age layer of granular material directly above the ground water 
table. Some clay and soil borrow materials also are subject to 
capill.ary action. 

Subject to dust generation during placement. 

Examples of Fly Ash Utilization in Highway Embankment Con
struction. There are numerous examples of the use of fly ash in the con
struction of highway fills or embankments throughout the United Kingdom. 
A few of the more outstanding projects are cited herein to d~amatize the 
advantages of fly ash, or pulverized fuel ash, use for embankment purposes. 
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Motorway M.5 - Bristol and Somerset, England. A section of 
motorway M.5 two m11.es in length was constructed on a highly compressible 
alluvium layer up to 40 feet thick. Embankment heights of up to 7 feet 
were built along the main road with interchange road fills up to 20 feet 
high. The embankments were constructed of pulverized fuel ash because of 
the relatively light unit weight of the ash in comparison to locally avail
able borrow material. In addition, potential settlement problems at 14 
bridges and 2 interchanges were alleviated by using the lighter ash over 
the compressible alluvium subgrade. When sufficient amounts of ash could 
not be obtained from the nearest generating station, over l m:i.llion tons of 
additional ash was transported to the job site from another power station 80 
miles away by rail so that the unique properties of the ash could continue to 
be utilized (Reference I-31). 

Alexandria By-Pass - Dumbarton, Scotland. The construction of 
the Alexandria By-Pass included a bridge over the River Leven with very high 
approach embankments due to clearance requirements for navigational purposes. 
The use of a lightweight fill material was warranted because of poor subsoil, 
in this case a saturated silt. Construction of the facility in two stages 
involved placement of nearly 670,000 cubic yards of pulverized fuel ash in 
the embankments, which reached a maximum height of 39 feet. Two years after 
completion of the project, the total settlement of the embankment was only 
10 inches, which is considered quite satisfactory (Reference I-31). 

Clop hill By-Pass, Motorway A. 6 - Bedfordshire, ·England. During 
1975, approximately 20,000 cubic yards of pulverized fuel ash was used to con
struct an 8-f oot high roadway embankment over a 16 foot thick layer of highly 
compressible peat on a section of the A.6 Motorway. In addition, the ground 
water table in the area was essentially at ground surface, making it almost 
impossible to operate construction equipment. In order to minimize settle
ments, pulverized fuel ash was used for construction of the embankment. The 
total settlement of the embankment is 6 inches, which is less than the pre
dicted settlement (Reference I-31). 

Despite numerous projects utilizing fly ash as fill material for 
construction of highways in Europe, only five documented instances of such 
use in the United States have been determined from available literature. 
Three projects are described in this report. 

U.S. Route 250 - Fairmont, West Virginia. Approximately 5,000 
tons of fly ash were utilized in the repair of an embankment along a section 
of U.S. Route 250 in Fairmont, West Virginia. The repair work resulted from 
a slide failure caused by poor drainage. The slide mass was removed, sub
surface drainage installed, and the slide material that had been removed was 
replaced with fly ash. The embankment had an average height of 25 feet with 
1-1/2 to 1 side slopes. 
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Fly ash was hauled to the site in open trucks with no dusting 
problems during hauling or placement. The ash was tailgated and spread 
in 9-inch thick lifts and compacted by a rubber-tired vibratory roller 
to a density of 97 percent or more of Standard Proctor (ASTM D698 or 
AASHTO T-99) density values. Upon completion of compaction operations, 
the exposed surf ace of the fly ash embankment was sealed with a coat of 
hand-sprayed road tar (Reference I-32). 

Melvin E. Amstutz Expressway - Waukegan, Illinois. The Melvin 
E. Amstutz project (Federal Aid Route 437, Section 8) in Lake County, Illinois 
involved the construction of a fill embankment for a four-lane divided highway 
with a 42-foot wide median between Grand and Greenwood Avenues in Waukegan, 
Illinois, some 40 miles north of Chicago. This is probably the most outstand
ing example of fly ash use in highway embankment construction thus far in the 
United States. 

A total of 246,000 cubic yards of embankment material were required 
for this job. Fly ash was selected as an alternate because a nearby Common
wealth Edison power plant offered an available source of material at a poten
tial cost savings. Alternate bids indicated that construction of a fly ash 
embankment would result in a savings of approximately $62,000 compared to an 
earth embankment (Reference I-33). 

Prior to placement of the fly ash, unsuitable in-place soils were 
removed and replaced with granular fill to a height of 2 feet above the ground 
water table. The average height of the fly ash embankment was 3.5 feet, al
though 18 to 20 foot embankments were built in ramp areas. The fly ash em
bankment was covered by 8 feet of earth fill on the outside slopes and by 2 
feet of earth fill in the median areas. 

Fly ash was trucked to the site either from stockpiles located out
side the power plant or from closed storage silos and placed in 6 inch layers. 
Each layer was compacted by means of a 10-ton vibratory single steel drum 
roller to densities in excess of 85 percent of the maximum dry density at op
timum. moisture levels of 25 percent. 

The contractor added water where necessary to obtain the desired 
density. Side slopes of 2 to l were maintained and are performing satis
factorily. 

The fly ash placed in this embankment is stronger than most natural 
soils because of its age-hardening characteristics. The material was work
able and stable with excellent compaction characteristics, provided the proper 
construction methods and equipment are utilized. The use of fly ash enabled 
work to proceed under wet conditions when it might not have been possible to 
work with conventional soils. Moreover, the lighter weight fly ash was found 
to be advantageous in bridging over weak subsoils (Reference I-33). 
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Route 7 and 148 - Powhatan Point, Ohio. Nearly 6,000 tons 
of fly ash from the Burger Station of Ohio Edison Company were used as back
fill material around a concrete bridge over a railroad at the intersection 
of state routes 7 and 148 in Powhatan Point, Belmont County, Ohio, which is 
located in the southeastern part of the state. The conditioned ash was placed 
between the Fall of 1979 and March of 1980. 

At its deepest point, the ash embankment is 27 feet high and ex
tends longitudinally about 80 feet. The material was compacted in 12 inch 
lifts except near the top, where 6 inch lifts were used. Compaction opera
tions were monitored by a field representative of the Ohio Department of 
Transportation, who verified that all layers of fly ash were compacted to at 
least 95 percent of Standard Proctor density. Prior to placement of the com
pacted ash fill, the surfaces of the bridge abutment were coated with an 
asphalt preparation. In addition, a base of steel mill slag was placed and 
overlain with a celanese filter cloth. 

According to the contractor on the project, the amount of ash used 
on the project worked out closer in planned quantity than any other material 
he had ever used and did not demonstrate the shrinkage one normally expects 
with dirt or gravel. He also felt that there was no way he could have 
achieved the same degree of compaction with an earthen fill in that situation 
without a lot of hand tamping. 

Throughout the winter construction period, there was no shutdown 
time while placing the fly asli embankment. Whenever the ash began to dry 
out, the contractor simply ordered a load of wet ash, which he blended with 
the dry ash and corrected the problem. However, the contractor did feel that 
he would not recommend ash placement in temperatures below 30 degrees Fahren
heit simply because he had experienced problems getting the ash out of the 
truck bed at those temperatures. 

Exposed slopes were capped with a soil cover. Rail. traffic was 
maintained at all times during construction of the embankment. Little or 
no settlement has been observed in the fill since the sub-base and wearing 
surf ace was placed and the road was opened to traffic in the Spring of 1980 
(Reference I-34). 

OVerall Technical Assessment. It is evident from the review of 
available literature pertaining to fly ash use as an embankment or struc
tural fill material that fly ash is unquestionably suitable for such use 
and, in addition, provides certain unique and beneficial properties when 
utilized in such applications. Of particular advantage is the relatively 
low density of the material combined with substantial shearing strength 
and long-term strength gaining characteristics. }1oreover, compacted fly 
ash has a low permeabil.ity, particularly if it is self-hardening, and indi
cations thus far are that the material does not leach potentially hazardous 
concentrations of inorganic chemicals. 
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Prospective users of fly ash must be aware of the potential for 
frost susceptibility of this material. Furthermore, the placement of fly 
ash in a fill or embanlanent must be accomplished above the anticipated high 
water table and the material must be underlain by a drainage blanket or open
graded granular material. Precautions must be made to keep the fly ash suf
ficiently moist while spreading and compacting in order to avoid excessive 
dusting and all exposed sloping surf aces of the fly ash must be covered with 
sail to protect against erosion. 

In spite of the preceding precautions, an objective engineering 
assessment of the use of fly ash for embanlanent and structural fill purposes 
leads to the conclusion that this material is well suited for such purposes. 
Indeed, fly ash has been used extensively and successfully as highway fill 
and backfill material througout much of Great Britain for many years and its 
excellent performance in many British highway projects has been repeatedly 
documented. In those few instances where fly ash has been used as highway 
fill material in the United States, its record of performance has also been 
outstanding. 

During April 1980, a questionnarie was circulated to all state 
bighway departments by The American Association of State Highway and Trans
portation Officials (AASHTO). The questionnaire requested information on 
uses, extent, performance, and attitudes related to different recovered 
materials in highway construction in each state. Results of this question
naire indicate that a total of 8 states have made, or are making, use of fly 
ash in an embanlanent or structural fill. These states are Arizona, Illinois, 
Minnesota, New York, Ohio, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. All. of 
these states rated the material's performance in this application as either 
acceptable, good, or excellent. Each of these states plans to make further 
routine use of flv ash as an embanlanent or structural fill material, except 
that Minnesota feels that more field study should be made in cotmection with 
such use. 

Aside from lack of knowledge about the usefulness of fly ash and 
some of its unique characteristics, perhaps the biggest obstacle to more 
widespread use as highway fill material in this country is logistics. Most 
highway construction projects are designed so that there is practically a 
balance between cuts and fills and as little borrow material as possible is 
required. Except for those occasional situations where a large stockpile 
of ash may be located relatively close to a highway project, in most in
stances, the use of excavated earth from the project site will be more con
venient, available, and economical. Moreover, there will most likely be 
less future opportunities to utilize fly ash as a highway embanlanent or 
fill material because fewer new highway facilities will be constructed com
pared to reconstruction, widening, and resurfacing of existing facilities. 
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For these reasons, development of procurement guidelines for the 
use of fly ash as a structural fill do not appear to be warranted. However, 
further efforts should be made to educate highway engineers, road-building 
contractors, and other interested parties concerning the advantages offered 
by fly ash in the construction of fills and embankments so that, when oppor
tunities to make use of this material do arise in the future, fly ash will 
receive favorable consideration and not be discriminated against because it 
is unlike soil. The relative economics and logistics of each site-specific 
situation Should be the determining factors in deciding whether fly ash use 
as highway fill material is most suitable and advantageous for a particular 
project. 

Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Bases and Sub-Bases 

One of the most successful and promising applications for the use 
of fly ash in highway construction is in lime-fly ash aggregate (LFA) base 
or sub-base mixtures. These mixtures are blends of commercial lime, fly ash, 
and mineral aggregates, combined with water in the proper proportions and 
compacted to form a dense, stable mass. Mixtures of lime, fly ash, and ag
gregate and in some cases additional portland cement are often ref erred to 
as pozzolanic pavements. These mixtures may also involve substitution of 
kiln dusts in place of lime or cement, which is discussed in another section 
of the report. 

Description of Pozzolanic Reaction. A pozzolan is defined as a 
siliceous or aluminous and siliceous material which is in itself chemically 
inert, and possesses little or no cementitious value, but, when in a finely 
divided form and in the presence of water, will react with calcium hydroxide 
at ordinary temperatures to form compounds possessing cementitious properties 
(Reference I-35). The term pozzolan is derived from the Latin word "pozzuo
lana," which referred to a volcanic ash found near the town of Pozzuoli, Italy, 
where the mixing of volcanic ash with a crude lime was first discovered in 350 
B.C. and used as a matrix for Roman building materials. 

The most commonly available pozzolan in use in the United States at 
this time is fly ash. Because of basic variations in coals from different 
sources, along with design differences in coal-fired boilers, not all: fly 
ashes are the same. While there are differences in fly ashes from one plant 
to another, day to day variations in the fly ash from a single plant are 
usually quite predictable, provided plant operation and coal source remain 
constant. It should also be pointed out that fluctuations in the chemical 
composition of fly ash are far less critical for use in LFA base materials 
than in portland cement concrete. 

To determine whether a particular source of fly ash is suitable for 
use in a pozzolanic pavement, the pozzolanic reactivity of the fly ash must 
be determined in accordance with the procedures outlined in ASTM C593, "Standar1 
Specification for Fly Ash as a Pozzolan for Use with Lime," a copy of which is · 
included in the Appendix of this report. 
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Although it is not necessary to understand the mechanisms by which 
cementitious compounds are formed in the pozzolanic reaction, some awareness 
of the basic chemistry involved is useful. It should be recognized that the 
chemistry of pozzolanic reactions, which is closely related to cement chemis
try, is an extremely complex subject which has been extensively researched for 
many years. 

Essentially, what occurs in a pozzolanic reaction is that calcium 
from the lime and silica from the pozzolan (normally fly ash) react in the 
presence of water to form a gelatinous calcium-silicate compound, which pro
vides a cementitious binder for the aggregate particles in the mix. The 
pozzolanic reaction is ti.me and temperature dependent, so that different 
compounds may be in varying stages of formation, depending on the length of 
time the reaction has been progressing or the temperature conditions to which 
the component materials have been exposed. 

In cases where dolomitic limes are used, the presence of magnesium 
in these limes will cause other cementitious compounds to be produced, gen
erally at a slower rate and over a longer period of ti.me than the calcium
silicate compounds, thus resulting in an even more complicated reaction 
mechanism. Analysis of aged pozzolanic products has also indicated the 
formation of crystalline compounds at later stages of the reaction. The 
chemical interaction of calcium ions on the surface of the silica, along 
with later crystalline growth, are both involved in the pozzolanic reaction 
(Reference I-36). 

Most western (lignite and sub-bituminous) coal fly ashes contain 
higher concentrations of free lime (CaO) and sulfate (S03), resulting in 
the formation of other cementitious reaction products such as ettringite 
(calcium sulfo-aluminates). Such reactions are related to portland cement 
chemistry and offer opportunities to use higher fly ash dosages in LFA 
mixtures (Reference I-37). 

History of Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base. The initial discovery of 
a pozzolanic reaction between fly ash and lime and its subsequent use in the 
stabilization of fine-grained soils was made by Jules E. Havelin and Frank 
Kahn, engineers from the Special Tests Branch af the Philadelphia Electric 
Company during the mid-l940s. This discovery subsequently became the basis 
for three patents on the stabilization of soils using lime-fly ash reactions. 
Copies of these patents are included in the Appendix of this report. 

As a followup to this work, Dr. L. John Minnick of the G. and W. H. 
Corson Lime Company, under the sponsorship of Philadelphia Electric Company, 
began research on the use of lime-fly ash pozzolanic reactions with aggre
gates and soil-aggregate mixtures. Much of this early lime-fly ash-aggregate 
work in the laboratory was performed during the late 1940s and early 1950s at 
the University of Pennsylvania under the direct supervision of Richard H. 
Miller of the Civil Engineering Department. 
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The earliest known field installation involving the use of lime
f ly ash-aggregate as a base course material was in November of 1950 on a 
temporary by-pass road along the New Jersey Turnpike in Swedesboro, New 
Jersey. The test section was several hundred feet long and involved the 
blending of fly ash and boi1er slag on a 1:3 ratio with a 3 percent lime 
content. The materials were mixed in place and compacted. The road base 
remained in very good condition and provided excellent performance for two 
years, at which time the new construction was completed and the by-pass was 
removed. 

Three more experimental projects using LFA were placed in 1951, 
one each in Pennsylvania, New Jersey. and Maryland. Later samples were ex
tracted from each of these locations and compressive strengths were found 
to range from 2,090 to 4,315 psi (Reference I-38), On the basis of these 
and other early successful installations, a patent was granted for li.me
fly ash-aggregate mixtures in road base construction. A copy of the orig
inal patent for lime-fly ash-aggregate compositions (marketed under the 
trade name of Poz-0-Pac) can be found in the Appendix of this report. 

With the issuance of a patent for "Poz-0-Pac," and the establish
ment of a licensee arrangement for the production of the material, pozzo-
1.a.nic base materials were eventual.ly produced and placed in construction 
projects in at least a dozen states. The most frequent use of LFA mater
ials has been in the states of Illinois, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. A later 
section of this report will focus on the extent of LFA base course use in 
several of these states. 

Recently, the "Poz-0-Pac" patents have expired, although there 
are still a number of pozzolan producers in many of these states that con
tinue to sell pozzolanic base course materials. Throughout the years, it 
is estimated that approximately 25 to 30 million tons of LFA or pozzolanic 
base course materials have been produced and placed in the United States. 

Table I-8 presents estimated quantities of pozzolanic base course 
materials produced on an annual basis in the United States since 1970. For 
comparison purposes, annual production figures from the Chicago area are 
also included in this table. Table I-8 clearly shows that for the past 
ten years the Chicago area has produced approximately 80 percent of the 
LFA base course materials used in the country. Since 1956, it has been 
estimated that over 12 million tons of LFA base materials have been pro
duced in the Chicago area (Reference I-39). 

Also evident from this table is the steadily declining production 
of these materials. To some extent, this decline can be attributed to dras
tic reductions in state highway construction programs occasioned by infla
tion and declining gas tax revenues in key fly ash producing states, such 
as Ohio and Pennsylvania. 
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Year 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

Table I-8 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF 
LIME-FLY ASH-AGGREGATE BASE MATERIAL 

IN THE UNITED STATES 

Total LFA 
Production 

1,050 

778 

610 

801 

736 

755 

738 

(Thousand tons) 

LFA Production 
In Chicago Area 

660 

1,010 

490 

660 

660 

500 

680 

630 

650 

600 

Percent -
Production 
In Chicago 

62.9 

84.8 

82.0 

84.9 

85.6 

86.l 

81.3 

TOTAL 6,540 

NOTE: Poz-0-Pac patents expired in 1979~ 

SOURCE: I u Conversion System, Inc., Horsham, Pennsylvania 
and American Fly Ash Company, Chicago, Illinois 
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There is, however, po-tential for a considerable increase in the 
amount of fly ash which could be used for pozzolanic base course construc
tion in many states because of the economic and environmental benefits to 
be derived from using such materials. 

Materials and Mixture Proportions. The key to successful pavement 
performance with lime-fly ash-aggregate (LFA) mixtures is good mix design 
and sound construction techniques. The quality of the principal constituents 
of these mixtures must also be assured in order to design an acceptable mix. 

Lime. The term lime, when used in reference to LFA mixtures, 
can include varicmS chemical and physical forms of quicklime, hydrated lime, 
or hydraulic lime. The most commonly used forms of lime in LFA mixtures 
have been monohydrated high calcium and dolomitic hydrated limes. However, 
in recent years, increasing demand for lime products, plus the escalating 
cost of lime production, have resulted in localized lime shortages or the 
periodic unavailability of commercial lime for use in the LFA base market. 
To alleviate such shortages, certain lime producers, such as Marblehead Lime 
Company in the Chicago area, have combined lime stack dust with their regular 
hydrated lime, with additions of the stack dust being as high as 80 percent, 
and marketed this product under the name "polyhydrate." This is considered 
an acceptable source of lime where it is available in the State of Illinois 
(Reference I-40). 

In other states, such as Ohio, the shortage of lime in some areas 
has become so severe that there is not a sufficient quantity of lime to blend 
with stack dust for polyhydrate. Consequently. stack dusts from lime and 
cement kilns are presently being evaluated as an alternative source to lime. 
A more detailed discussion of the potential for utilization of lime and ce
ment kiln dusts in road base compositions is presented in another section 
of this report. 

Fly Ash. Quality requirements for the use of fly ash and 
other pozzolans with lime in plastic mortars and non-plastic mixtures are 
contained in ASTM C593-76a, "Standard Specification for Fly Ash and Other 
Pozzolans for Use with Lime." To be considered acceptable for use in LFA 
mixtures, fly ash must meet the following physical requirements: 

Water soluble fraction, maximum percent 10.0 
Fineness, amount retained when wet sieved: 

No. 30 (.60 mm) sieve, max. percent 2.0 
No. 200 (.075 mm) sieve, max. percent 30.0 

Lime-pozzolan strength, or minimum 
compressive strength, psi:* 

Plastic mixes 
At 7 days, 130 + 3°F. (54 + 2°C.) 600 
After additional 21 days, 73 + 3°F. 

(23 + 2°C) 600 
Non-Plastic Mixes 

At 7 days, 100 ± 3°F. (38 ± 2°C.) 400 

* psi indicates pounds per square inch. 
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In addition to the above requirements, many state and Federal 
transportation agencies also specify that the fly ash have a minimum loss 
on ignition value of 10 percent when determined in accordance with the pro
cedures of ASTM C311. Although AS'nf C593 has set no limit on the loss on 
ignition value for a pozzolan when used with lime, such a provision would 
be very desirable. 

The Illinois Department of Transportation requires that the mois
ture content of dampened pozzolan shall not exceed 35 percent. The Ohio 
Department of Transportation specifications do not require that fly ash 
meet the criteria of Section 7 of ASTM C593 for plastic mixes. The Pennsyl
vania Department of Transportation specifications require only that pozzolan 
comply with ASTM C593. In addition, the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) does not require that the water-soluble fraction of the fly ash be 
determined, and states that the requirements of ASTM C593 may be waived if 
it can be demonstrated that a mix of comparable quality and reliabi1ity 
can be produced with lime and/or fly ash that do not meet specified quality 
criteria (Reference I-41). 

The pozzolanic reactivity or lime-pozzolan strength of fly ash is 
the best indicator of its ability to form cementitious compounds in LFA mix
tures. The pozzolanic reactivity of fly ashes is dependent on the following 
factors: 

l. Fineness--the larger the percentage passing the 
-325 mesh sieve, the greater the surface area 
and pozzolanic reactivity. 

2. Si1ica and alumina content--the higher the si1ica, 
or the silica and alumina, the more reactive the 
fly ash. 

3. Loss on ignition and carbon content--the lower 
the loss on ignition, the higher the pozzolanic 
reactivity of the fly ash. 

4. Alkali content--the higher the alkali content, 
the more reactive the fly ash. (Reference I-7). 

Aggregates. Since the major proportion of an LFA mixture is 
composed of aggregate, the quality of the final product is dependent to a 
large extent on the aggregate used. A wide variety of aggregate types and 
gradations have been used successfully in LFA compositions. These include 
crushed stones, sands, gravels, bottom ash, boiler slag, and several types 
of ferrous slags. Whatever the type and source of aggregate used, the gra
dation of the aggregate should be such that, when mixed with lime, fly ash, 
and water, the resultant mixture is mechanically stable and capable of being 
densely compacted in the field. Furthermore, any aggregate used in LFA base 
mixtures should consist of hard, durable particles and be free from any dele
terious chemicals or organic substances that could interfere with the desired 
pozzolanic reactions within the mixture. 
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In general, aggregates with a relatively high percentage of fines 
(-200 mesh sieve) tend to produce mixtures with somewhat greater durability 
than the more coarse graded aggregates, although LFA mixtures containing 
coarser aggregate gradations have usually been more mechanically stable and 
may possess higher strengths at an earlier age. Over time, however, LFA 
mixtures containing fine graded aggregates ultimately develop strengths 
equal to or in excess of mixtures with coarser aggregates. In assessing 
the relative suitability of different aggregates for use in LFA mixtures, 
it must be recognized that ultimate strength development appears to be more 
dependent on the lime-fly ash matrix than on the aggregate (Reference I-42). 
However~ the key to good performance is the use of a well-graded aggregate. 

Most, if not all, state and Federal transportation agencies that 
specify LFA mixtures also specify the quality requirements and range of 
acceptable gradations for aggregates to be used in such mixtures. Table 
I-9 compares the gradation and other physical requirements of aggregates 
for use in LFA mixtures in the states of Illinois, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, 
as well as the Federal Aviation Administration. From Table I-9, it can be 
seen that there are basic similarities in these aggregate specification 
requirements. 

Mix Proportions. The relative proportions of each constituent 
(lime, fly ash, and aggregate) used in LFA mixtures may vary, depending on 
the materials used and the design criteria to be satisfied. Generally, lime 
and fly ash contents are designated as a percentage by dry weight of the total 
mixtures, not including water (Reference I-43). Acceptable mixtures have been 
used in which the lime content has been as low as 2 percent or as high as 8 
percent; Fly ash contents have been found to range from a low of 8 percent 
to as high as 36 percent. Typically, LFA mixtures contain from 2-1/2 to 4 
percent lime and from 10 to 25 percent fly ash. In some cases, small quan
tities (from 0.5 to 1.5 percent) of Type I portland cement have also been 
added to LFA mixtures in order to accelerate the initial strength gain of 
the mix (Reference I-44). 

For mix design purposes, LFA mix proportions are developed by 
determining the lime te fly ash ratio and the lime plus fly ash content. 
The ratio of lime to fly ash is important because it affects the quality 
of the matrix in the mix. Lime to fly ash ratios generally are in the 
range of from 1:10 to 1:2 with ratios of 1:3 to 1:5 being most common. 
Lime content is established by trial batch procedures to provide for de
sired strength and durability charac~eristics of the mix. Factors that 
tend to increase the amount of lime required are increased aggregate fines 
(-200 mesh sieve), higher plasticity index of the aggregate particles 
passing the -40 mesh sieve, and fly ash with a relatively high pozzolanic 
reactivity. 
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Table I-9 

AGGREGATE SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR LIME-FLY ASH-AGGREGATE 
BASE COURSE MIXTURES USED BY VARIOUS STATE 

TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES AND THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

AGGREGATE GRADATION REQUIREMENTS 
(Percent Passing) 

Sieve Size Illinois Ohio Penns:Llvania 
2" - (SO. Omm) 100 100 100 
1-1/2" (38.lmm) 100 
l" (25.0~} 90-100 75-100 
3/4" (19. Omm} 52-100 70-100 
1/2" (12.Smm) 60-100 50-85 
3/8" ( 9. Smm) 36-70 58-100 
'#4 ( 4. 75mrn) 40-70 35-60 24-50 45-80 
#8 ( 2. 36mm) 15-45 
#16 (1.18mm) 10-35 10-30 25-50 
1#40 (0.425mrn) 0-25 
#50 (0.300mrn) 3-18 

1#100 (O.lSOmm) 15 max 6-20 
1#200 (0.074mrn) 0-10 1-7 0-10 

(Gravel) 
0-15 

(Crushed stone or slag) 

*Gradation for LFA material used in Toledo Airport Project. 

Propert:L 
Sodium Sulfate 
Soundness 

OTHER TYPICAL 

Illinois 
25% max. 

Los Angeles Abrasion 45% max. 

Liquid Limit 

Plasticity Index 9 max. 

AGGREGATE REQUIREMENTS 

Ohio 
15% max. 
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Penns:Llvania 
20% max. 

55% max. 

25 max. 

6 max. 

FAA* 
100 

75-100 

50-85 

35-60 
15-45 
10-35 

3-18 

1-12 

FAA 
12%max. 

25 max. 

6 max. 



The ratio of the lime plus fly ash to the aggregate determines the 
amount of the matrix which is available to fill the void spaces between ag
gregate particles. The matrix helps to produce a mix of optimum density and 
maximize the contact between the cementitious matrix and the aggregate par
ticles. Normally, lime plus fly ash contents in LFA mixtures range from 12 
to 30 percent. However, fine graded aggregates generally require a higher 
percentage of lime plus fly ash to provide satisfactory strength development 
than well graded' aggregates. Also, aggregates with an angular particle shape 
and rough surf ace texture require larger quantities of lime plus fly ash than 
aggregates with rounded and smooth particles (Reference I-45). 

The state of Il.linois has recently adopted a mix design procedure 
for lime-fly ash-aggregate compositions as part of its laboratory evaluation 
program for approval of such mixtures. A copy of this mix design procedure 
is included in the Appendix. 

Moisture Content. Lime-fly ash-aggregate base course mixtures 
are mixed with water at an optimum moisture content to assure a mix of moist 1 

nonplastic consistency that can be compacted in the field to a maximum density 
by means of conventional spreading and rolling equipment. The optimum mois
ture content of a particular LFA mixture is determined in the laboratory by 
the moisture-density test procedures such as outlined in ASTM C593. 

Most state and Federal transportation agencies specify some form of 
modified compactive effort (10 pound hammer, 18 inch drop) as part of their 
moisture-density test procedures for LFA mixtures. Pennsylvania is a notable 
exception, since the PennDOT specification requires a standard compactive ef
fort (5.5 pound hammer, 12 inch drop) to determine the moisture-density re
lationship of U'A mixtures. 

The following table compares the moisture-density test procedures 
used By the states of Illinois, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, as well as the Fed
eral Aviation Administration, in determining the optimum moisture content 
for LFA. 

MOISTURE-DENSITY TEST PROCEDURES 
USED FOR LIME-FLY ASH-AGGREGATE MIXTURES 

IN VARIOUS STATES 

Hammer Hammer Number Number 
Weight ·nrop of of Blows/ 

Name of Agency Procedure (lbs.) (inches) Layers Layer 

Illinois DOT ASTM C593 10 18 3 25 
Ohio DOT ASTM C593 10 18 3 25 
Pennsylvania DOT PTM 106 5.5 12 3 25 
Federal Aviation 
Administration FAAT611 10 18 5 25 
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Engineering Properties. Knowledge of the engineering properties 
of lime-fly ash-aggregate mixtures is important with respect to mix propor
tioning and pavement structural analysis. The most important of these prop
erties are strength and durability. The properties of LFA mixtures are af
fected by the characteristics of the lime and/or ash, mix proportions, com
pacted density, and the curing conditions (time, temperature, and moisture) 
to which the materials are exposed. 

This report discusses signif 1cant engineering properties of these 
mixtures. Since most, if not all, of these properties vary for a given mix
ture depending on curing conditions, it is necessary to define the curing 
conditions when reporting data. 

Compressive Strength. The most widely used criterion for the 
acceptability of a pozzolanic base material is the compressive strength test. 
As a general rule, the higher the compressive strength, within limits, the 
better is the quality of the stabilized material, provided excessive early 
strengths are not developed. LFA base materials have the unusual character
istic of developing compressive strength over an extended period of time, 
depending also on temperature conditions. 

The compressive strength development of LFA compositions is most 
frequently determined in the laboratory by means of the curing procedures 
outlined in ASTM C593 (7 days at 100°F or 38°C). Typical well-designed 
LFA mixtures generally develop compressive strengths ranging from 500 to 
1,200 psi under these curing conditions. Use of a lignite or sub-bituminous 
fly ash, which has a relatively high.calcium content, may even result in 
higher 7-day strength values. A minimum compressive strength value of 400 
psi is specified in the ASTM C593 procedure. 

Actual compressive strength development of LFA base course materials 
in the field is time and temperature dependent. As the temperature increases, 
the rate of strength gain also increases. Below 40°F, the pozzolanic reac
tion, virtually ceases and the mixture does not gain strength. However, once 
temperatures exceed 40°F, the reaction again continues. In this way, LFA 
compositions in the field, although they gain no strength during the winter, 
continue to increase in compressive strength at other t:illles of the year for 
a long, indefinite period. Compressive strengths in excess of 4,000 psi 
have been recorded for core specimens taken from LFA base course mixes af
ter several years in the field. 

Figure I-9 shows the compressive strength development of a typical 
LFA base course mixt.ure placed in the Chicago area. This figure shows that 
approximately half of the strength of this mixture was developed prior to 
the first winter. During the second and third years, additional strength 
gains were reported during the summer months as temperatures increased. 
After the third year, the mix exhibited a compressive strength of approxi
mately 2, 000 psi (Reference I-45.) , although it does not yet appear to have 
reached its ultimate strength. 
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mixture in· the Chicago area. 
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It should be noted that the compressive strengths of LFA mixtures 
produced in the Chicago area are generally higher than the strength of com
parable mixtures produced elsewhere. The principal reason for this is that 
most coal-fired power plants in the Chicago area burn sub-bituminous coal, 
which results in a more reactive fly ash than that of eastern bituminous 
coals. 

Flexural Strength. Many engineers believe that measurement 
of the flexural strength of LFA mixtures may be a better indicator of the 
effective strength of the material than compressive strength. Although flex
ural strength can be determined directly from tests, most agencies estimate 
the flexural strength of LFA mixtures by taking a ratio of the material's 
compressive strength. The ratio of flexural strength to compressive strength 
for most LFA mixtures is between 0.18 to 0.25. An average value of 20 percent 
of compressive strength is considered to be a fairly accurate estimate of the 
flexural strength of LFA mixtures (Reference I-47). 

Modulus of Elasticity. The modulus of elasticity is a measure 
of the stiffness or bending resistance of a material. Theoretically, the mod
ulus of elasticity is the ratio of the change in stress divided by the change 
in strain for a given stress increment. 

For materials such as pozzolanic base mixtures, the relationship 
between stress and strain is not linear and, therefore, it is not possible 
to determine a constant value for the modulus of elasticity. Moreover, 
the modulus is different depending on whether it is derived from compressive 
or flexural testing procedures. Since the flexural modulus is recommended 
for use in pavement design calculations, and since this value is lower than 
the compressive modulus, the modulus of eleasticity is based on the flexural 
modulus. For LFA mixtures, the modulus of elasticity is in the range of l.5 
x 106 psi to 2.5 x 106 psi (Reference I-48). 

California Bearing Ratio. The Cal.ifornia bearing ratio (CBR) 
test (ASTM Dl833) is often used as a way of measuring the comparative strength 
of soil.s used as a subgrade for highway and airfield pavements. Because of 
the high strength of LFA mixtures compared to conventional soils, it is dif
ficult to obtain meaningful values from CBR tests performed on these mixtures. 
In fact, CBR values of several hundred are not unusual when testing cured LFA 
specimens. The CBR test is much more applicable for evaluating the improvement 
in soil bearing characteristics when treating the soil. with lime and fly ash 
(Reference I-49). 

Autogenous Healing. One of the most unique characteristics 
of LFA base course compositions is their inherent abil.ity to heal or rece
ment cracks within the material by means of a self-generating mechanism. 
This phenomenon is referred to as autogenous healing and results from the 
continuing pozzolanic reaction between the lime and the fly ash in LFA 
mixtures. 
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Laboratory tests and field observations have confirmed that auto
geneous healing does occur and that cracking of LFA mixtures in the field 
can be corrected to a significant extent. The degree to which autogenous 
healing occurs depends on the age at which cracking occurs, the degree of 
contact of the fractured surfaces, curing conditions, the strength of the 
pozzolanic reaction, and available moisture. Because of the autogenous 
healing, LFA mixtures are not as susceptible to deterioration under repeated 
wheel loadings as other materials which do not possess this property. In 
addition, autogenous healing enables LFA base materials to be more resilient 
and_ better able to resist attack from the elements (Reference I-50). 

Fatigue Properties. All engineering materials are subject to 
failure caused by progressive fracture under repeated loading. The flexural 
fatigue properties of LFA base course materials are important in pavement 
design analysis. A study of these fatigue properties was made at the Uni
versity of Illinois by applying loads on beam specimens of LFA materials on 
a continuous basis at the rate of 450 load applications per minute. Figure 
I-10 summarizes the results of these tests and relates the number of load 
applications to failure with the ratio of applied stress to the modulus of 
rupture of the material. 

In analyzing fatigue properties of LFA mixtures, the relationship 
of strength gain with time must also be recognized. The flexural strength 
of LFA mixtures, like the compressive strength, increases with time, while 
the stress level (ratio of applied stress to the modulus of rupture) de
creases •. Therefore, as the time required to accumulate the number of load 
applications to failure increases, the actual number of load applications 
needed for failure also becomes greater. If the gain in strength of the LFA 
material is sufficiently rapid, or if the applied stress is small, the ma
terial may never fail in fatigue (Reference I-51). 

Because of the autogenous healing, LFA mixtures are even less 
susceptible to fatigue failure than other conventional paving materials. 
This was confirmed by tests conducted on pozzolanic base course materials 
at the University of Illinois Pavement Test Track Facility. During these 
tests, it was discovered that if the pozzolanic materials did not fail un
der the action of repeated loads after only a few load applications, then 
fatigue failure was not attained during the remainder of the testing pro
gram (Reference I-52). 

Dimensional Stability. The main causes of volume changes in 
LFA base materials are variations in moisture, temperature changes, and 
frost action. For most LFA materials, the first two factors are of greater 
significance than frost action with respect to dimensional stability. 
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Figure I-10. Flexural fatigue behavior of lime-fly ash-aggregate 
material. 
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The change in volume caused by temperature change is expressed as 
the coefficient of thermal expansion. It is expressed in terms of inches 
per inch per degree Fahrenheit. Miller and Couturier investigated the 
thermal expansion for these compositions ranged from approximately 5 to 7 x 
io-6 inches per °F. These values are comparable to those of concrete at the same 
moisture content. Moreover, the coefficient of thermal expansion increased 
with the dry density of the mix. Larger percentages of lime and fly ash also 
tended to increase the coefficient of thermal expansion for LFA mixtures 
(Reference I-53). 

There is no published information on moisture-related volume changes 
in LFA mixtures. However, it is known from field experience that LFA mixtures 
exhibit drying shrink.age tendencies (Reference I-54). This is particularly 
evident when LFA mixtures attain high early strengths and then are exposed to 
lower temperatures and internal moisture reductions. 

Durability. The durability of LFA mixtures is the single 
property which most affects its performance in the field. Durability re
fers to the ability of a material to maintain its structural integrity 
under the in-service environmental conditions to which it is exposed. Cyc
lic freezing and thawing is the major durability factor that must be con
sidered when evaluating LFA mixtures. 

The extent to which an LFA base material will be exposed to cyclic 
freeze-thaw action is influenced by geographic location, variability in cli
mate, location of the LFA material within the pavement structure, and the 
design characteristics of the pavement. The major concern of producers and 
users of LFA mixtures is that the material be durable enough to withstand 
the effects of the first winter of cyclic freezing and thawing. 

During the early development and use of LFA mixtures, the dura
bility of pozzolanic materials was evaluated by a freeze-thaw test patterned 
after an existing procedure that had been developed for evaluating the hard
ening of soil-cement compositions (ASTM D658). Essentially, the freeze-thaw 
test procedure for LFA mixtures involved making triplicate cured specimens, 
exposing them to 12 cycles of freezing and thawing (24 hours of freezing at 
-l0°F and 23 hours of thawing at 73°F), wire brushing each specimen 25 times 
after each cycle, and recording the loss in weight after brushing. This 
freeze-thaw test procedure was incorporated into ASTM C593 and the acceptance 
criteria required a maximum 14 percent weight loss after 12 freeze-thaw 
cycles. 

Over the years, a substantial amount of laboratory test data was 
collected which correlated compressive strength development for many dif
ferent LFA compositions with performance in the ASTM C593 wire brush freeze
thaw test. With few exceptions, these data clearly established the fact that 
compacted LFA mixtures which were cured in the laboratory for 7 days at l00°F 
and which developed average compressive strengths in excess of 400 psi were 
able to pass the freeze-thaw test with less than the maximum allo~.rable 14 
percent weight loss. As a result, a minimum compressive strength require
ment of 400 psi after 7 days curing at l00°F was introduced into the ASTM 
C593 specification. 
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The principal objections to the ASTM C593 wire brush freeze-thaw 
test procedure were: 

1. The 24-hour freeze cycle at -10°F and the 23-hour 
thaw cycle at 73°F were not truly representative 
of actual freeze-thaw conditions which LFA ma
terials were exposed to in the field. 

2. A total of 12 cycles of freezing and thawing may 
or may not be indicative of the actual number of 
freeze-thaw cycles to which a road base material 
will be exposed during a typical winter. 

3. The use of a wire brush to administer 25 strokes 
across the exposed face of the cylindrical test 
specimen after each freeze-thaw cycle seemed an 
arbitrary and unnecessarily severe measure of 
the LFA material's ability to withstand freezing 
and thawing. 

A stabilized base materials durability study, funded by the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Illinois Department of Transportation 
(IDOT), was undertaken at the University of Illinois in 1972 to evaluate these 
objections. Some of the findings of this comprehensive investigation are: 

1. A standard Illinois freeze-thaw cycle was developed 
for use in durability testing of stabilized mater
ials. This standard cycle is shown in Figure I-ll, 
which also shows that pavement temperatures within 
a base course can vary by as much as 3°F, depend
ing on pavement design (Reference I-55). 

2. An automatic programmable freeze-thaw curing cab
inet was built to provide for exposing LFA test 
specimens to any desired range and variation of 
temperature. 

3. A heat transfer model was developed to compute 
actual pavement temperatures at different loca
tions within an LFA base in relation to air temp
erature and pavement layer thicknesses. 

4. A vacuum saturation test procedure was found to 
correlate very well with the compressive strength 
of LFA road base test specimens after 5 and 10 
standard Illinois freeze-thaw cycles in the pro
grammable curing cabinet (Reference I-56). 
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Figure I-11. Standard freeze-thaw cycle for Illinois. 
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Based on the findings of these studies, ASTM Committee C7.07 in 
1976 revised ASTM C593 to r~place the freeze-thaw test with the vacuum sat
uration test procedure, with the additional stipulation that the minimum 
acceptable compressive strength after vacuum saturation must be 400 psi. 
The vacuum saturation test procedure is described in ASTM C593-76 and found 
in the Appendix. 

Permeability. LFA mixtures containing normal hydrated lime 
have an initial permeability in the range of 3.5 x io-5 centimeters per 
second, as measured by the falling head permeability tests. This initial 
permeability decreases rapidly over the first several days of curing, ap
proaching 3.5 x io-6 cm/sec after 5 days of curing and 2.5 x io-6 cm/sec 
after 13 days of curing. It has been reported that a special LFA blend 
containing high-early strength additives was evaluated in the laboratory 
by the Corson Lime Company in 1971 and found to have a permeability if 
7 x 10-8 cm/sec after 7 days of curing (Reference I-57). 

Although these data are somewhat sketchy, they are illustrative 
of the low permeability of LFA base materials and the fact that the perme
ability of the material continues to decrease over time as the pozzolanic 
reaction takes place. The permeability of LFA base is especially low when 
compared to that of crushed stone base and is also considerably lower than 
bituminous base. 

LFA Pavement Thickness Design Considerations. The thickness design 
of pavements with LFA (or LCFA) base course mixtures is based on the struc
tural layer equivalency concepts developed from the AASHTO Road Test, as 
well as recognized structural design methods. In those states where a con
siderable amount of experience and performance history is available for 
LFA base materials, such as Illinois, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, the equiva
lency approach is used and is quite adequate for pavement design. A total 
of 34 states make use of structural layer coefficients in pavement design 
(Reference I-58). In other states where experience and familiarity with 
the materials is not as extensive, a more rigorous approach using theo
retical pavement design analysis is used. 

AASHTO Structural Equivalency Method. The AASHTO Road Test 
sponsored by the American Association of State Highway Officials~ was con
ducted in Ottawa, Illinois between 1958 and 1960 and involved the testing 
of six specially constructed roadway loops using either rigid or flexible 
pavement. The flexible pavements were underlain with either crushed stone, 
gravel, cement-treated base, or bituminous-treated base. No lime-fly ash
aggregate base was used in the AASHTO Road Test. During the 25-month test 
period, over l.l million total vehicle axle loads were applied to the test 
pavements and bridges. 
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One of the objectives of the AASHTO Road Test was to determine the 
relationships between the number of repetitions of different axle loadings 
and configurations with the performance of different types of pavement and 
different thicknesses of bases and sub-bases. A serviceability rating sys
tem on a scale of 0 to 5 was developed and correlated with axle loadings 
and pavement characteristics such as pavement profile, rutting, cracking, 
and patching. By means of mathematical models and regression analysis, 
pavement performance was related to axle loadings and an empirical struc
tural number was developed for layered flexible pavement systems (Reference 
I-59). 

A more comprehensive discussion of the findings of the AASRTO Road 
Test and the theory involved in development of the findings of the AASHTO 
Road Test and the theory involved in development of pavement performance 
equations may be found in Report 5 of the AASHTO Road Test (Reference I-60). 

The structural number, which relates pavement layer thickness to 
pavement performance is given by the following equation: 

where 

SN = structural namber or structural capcity of 
the pavement 

n1 , D2 , and D~ are the thicknesses of the surface 
case, ana sub-base, respectively. 

a
1

, a2 , and a
3 

are the equivalency values or structural 
coefficients for each layer. 

The structural number for a flexible pavement is a function of 
the anticipated traffic loading, subgrade, and environmental conditions, 
and required performance level. Nomographs have been developed to relate 
these factors and determine the required structural number for a given set 
of conditions. The value of the structural number (SN) generally ranges 
from 1.0 to 6.0. The design methodology for pavement systems based on the 
structural equivalency method developed from the AASHTO Road Test is con
tained in the AA.SHTO Interim Guide for Pavement Structures (Reference I-67). 

known as 
ficials. 
in their 

The acronym AASRTO refers to the same organization, which is now 
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Of-
At present, 32 states make use of the AASHTO Interim Guide, either 

entirety or with some modification. 
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The fundamental premise for selection of values for structural 
coefficients al, az, and a3 is that there is a ratio of thicknesses be
tween different materials such that pavements constructed in a similar 
manner will have identical performance records. However, this assumption 
is not necessarily valid under all conditions (Reference I-62). 

From the AASHTO Road Test, the following structural coefficients 
were determined: 

a
1 

Bituminous concrete wearing surface 

a 2 Bituminous stabilized base 

a2 Portland cement stabilized base 

a
3 

Crushed stone base 

a
3 

Gravel sub-base 

0.44 

0.30-0.35 

0.30-0.35 

0.13-0.14 

O.ll 

Since the AASHTO Road Test did not evaluate the performance of 
pozzolanic base course materials, the University of Illinois, which had 
begun its research on LFA materials in 1956, undertook a pavement test 
track study in 1960. This test track study, sponsored by the National 
Lime Association, involved a comparison of the performance of crushed 
stone and LFA bases. A circular test tract, with a 16' centerline dia
meter, was housed in a 40 by 60 foot quonset-type building on the Uni
versity's campus. Dynamic wheel loadings were applied to the test track 
by two rubber tired wheels mounted on a rotating loading frame. The test 
track was also equipped with water level control, provisions for varying 
the loading and speed of the wheel frame, and electronic deflection gauges 
mounted in the test pavement. 

In all, a total of six test sets were run, three for each base 
type. Each test set comprised six separate pavement sections. Crushed 
stone base thicknesses were varied from 4 to 12 inches. Pozzolanic base 
sections were varied from 4 to 6 inches. Various surface materials, in
cluding chip seal coat and asphaltic concrete, were used. The number of 
dynamic wheel load applications generally ranged from 100,000 to 400,000 
for crushed stone bases to in excess of 1 million for pozzolanic bases. 

Based on the comparative performance of pozzolanic and crushed 
stone base materials from the University of Illinois Test Track Study, 
and using a structural coefficient of 0.14 for the crushed stone base, 
Ahlberg and Barenberg (Reference I-62) recommended the following struc
tural coefficients for pozzolanic base materials, assuming adequate cured 
strength at time of loading: 
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Compressive Recommended 
Strength, psi Structural 

Quality (7 days @ 100°F) Coefficient 

High Greater than 1,000 a2 = 0.34 

Average 650 to 1,000 a2 .. 0.28 

Low 400 to 650 a2 = 0.20 

Pozzolanic base course materials have been used to a greater extent 
in Illinois, Ohio, and PeI1I1sylvania than in any of the other states. Each of 
these three states makes use of structural coefficients in the design of lay
ered flexible pavements. However, because of differences in environments, 
traffic, and construction practices from one state to another, each state 
establishes layer coefficients applicable to its O'Wn practices and based on 
its O'Wtl. experience. The structural coefficients for LFA base course mixtures 
in each of these states are: 

Illinois 
Ohio 
Pennsylvania 

0.28 
0.28 
0.40 

Until 1976, the structural coefficient for LFA base materials in 
Pennsylvania had been 0.30. However, at that time the Pennsylvania Depart
ment of ~ransportation changed its structural coefficients for LFA and ag~ 
gregate-ceBent base materials from 0.30 to 0.40, which is equivalent to bit
uminous concrete base course. 

These changes resulted from the findings of a two-year pavement 
test track study initiated in 1972 at Penn State University. The purpose 
of the study was to investigate the structural coefficients of four sta
bilized base materials used in Pennsylvania, as a logical followup to the 
AASHTO Road Test. A total of 17 test sections were constructed on a one
mile long oval with two tangent sections, one in cut and one in fill. Among 
the 17 test sections were two sections using LFA base materials, each of 
which was 8 inches in thickness. The material for these test sections was 
supplied by a commercial producer with a pugmill plant in Lancaster County, 
Pennsylvania and consisted of 3 percent lime, 15 percent fly ash, and 82 
percent crushed limestone aggregate. 

Over l million equivalent 18 kip wheel load applications were ap
plied to each of the pavement test sections during the two-year loading 
period. It is important to recognize that this type of loading is equiva
lent to that normally applied on interstate facilities and is far in excess 
of the wheel loadings experienced on most other facilities. The pavement 
serviceability of all test sections was monitored throughout the test per
iod by means of several different surface profile measurements, together 
with an evaluation of cracking and rut depths. The study concluded that 
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aggregate-cement provided the best pavement performance, with LFA and bit
uminous concrete base being about equal (but not performing quite as well 
as aggregate-cement), and aggregate-bituminous base providing the least 
performance of the four alternatives (Reference I-63). 

When using the AASHTO equivalency method of design it is essen
tial to keep in mind that, in addition to equivalent thickness values for 
various pavement layers, certain specified minimum thicknesses must also 
be provided. These minimum thickness values are based on the layer thick
nesses required to support the heaviest anticipated wheel loadings for 
different pavement uses without inflicting any structural damage to the 
pavement layers. Minimum asphalt surface thicknesses are recommended by 
the Asphalt Institute and are also contained in design manuals used by· 
different state transportation agencies. Table I-10 summarizes recommended 
pavement surface thicknesses, as suggested by the Asphalt Institute (Ref
erence I-64). These minimum surface thicknesses are used in computation 
of alternative base thicknesses for economic evaluation. 

In order to assess the relationship of using different structural 
coefficients for different base course materials, the required thickness of 
crushed stone, LFA, and bituminous concrete base materials have been com
puted for different structural numbers using structural coefficients from 
Illinois, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. These comparative thicknesses form the 
basis for an economic comparison of LFA and other base course alternatives, 
which is presented later in this report. 

The following is a sample computation using a structural number 
of 4.00 with Illinois structural coefficients of 0.13 for crushed stone 
base, 0.28 for LFA base, 0.33 for bituminous base, and 0.40 for bituminous 
surface. According to Table I-10 a minimum of 3 inches of bituminous sur
face material is required when using either a bituminous base or a pozzo
lanic base. A minimum of 5 inches of bituminous surface material is required 
when using a crushed stone base. In this sample computation, no sub-base 
material was used. 

The various thicknesses of the three road base alternatives for 
this example are computed as follows: 

SN= a
1

D
1 

+ a2D2 + a
3
D3 where SN= 4.00 and both a

3 
and o

3 
= 0 

Bituminous Base: 4.00 = (.04) (3.00) + (.33) (D
2
); .33 n

2 
= 2~80; 

n2 = 8.5 inches 

Pozzolanic Base: 4.00 = (.40) (3.00) + (.28) (D2); .28 n
2 

= 2.80; 

n2 = 10.0 inches 

Crushed Stone Base: 4.00 = (.40) (5.00) + (.13) (D2); .13 n2 = 2.00; 

D = l.5.4 inches 
2 
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Heavy Duty 

Medium Duty 

Light Duty 

DESCRIPTION 

Interstate 
routes 

Major through-
fares 

Table I-10 

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM THICKNESSES FOR 
ASPHALT SURFACES* USING DIFFERENT BASE 

COURSE MATERIALS IN DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS 

MINIMUM SURFACE THICRNESS (INC.) 

STABILIZED 
STRUCTURAL BITUMINOUS AGGREGATE 

NUMBER BASE BASE 

4.0 and 4 4 
above 

3 3 
3.0 and 

Truck Terminals above 

Residential 2.0 to 2 2 
streets 3.0 

Commercial 
drives 

Auto parking Less than 1-1/2 1-1/2 
Driveways 2.0 

BASE COURSE 

UNBOUND 
AGGREGATE 

BASE 

6 

5 

4 

2-1/2 

*The term asphat surface includes the combined thickness of both the wearing surface and the binder 
or leveling course. 

TYPE 

NOTE: The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation revised their minimum surface thickness require
ments on February 20, 1980 to require that a minimum of 3-1/2 inches of asphalt surface 
(2 inch binder and 1-1/2 inch wearing surface) be placed over all non-bituminous base materials. 



Table I-11 summarizes the results of similar computations performed 
for pavement structural numbers ranging from 2.0 to 6.0 for Illinois, Ohio, 
and Pennsylvania flexible pavement designs. 

Other Pavement Thickness Design Approaches. In situations where 
performance data and/or experience with LFA materials are not available, the 
pavement thickness design should be based on the anticipated strength of the 
pozzolanic base at the time of loading. Since LFA materials continue to 
gain strength over time, fatigue due to repeated wheel loadings is generally 
not a factor. Instead, the number of wheel load applications to be carried 
during the first winter and the early strength of the base material are more 
critical to the analysis of the pavement. 

The structural capacity of pavements with LFA base materials can be 
calculated from the material properties and relative layer thicknesses by 
means of the Westergaard Slab Theory, the Elastic Layered System Theory, or 
Meyerhof's Ultimate Load Theory. Since procedures have not been standardized 
for using any of these more theoretical analytical methods for design of LFA 
pavements, the details of these methods are not discussed in this report. 

Applications and Limitations of LFA Materials. Over the past twenty
five or more years, LFA materials have been used in a wide variety of pave
ment applications. As with all paving materials, LFA is most effective when 
properly designed, mixed, and handled and should only be used under the proper 
conditions. 

LFA mixtures have been successfully used as base and sub-base material 
in flexible pavement systems and as a sub-base for rigid pavements. How
ever, it is important that the time interval between placement of LFA base 
and the installation of a bituminous wearing surface or rigid pavement not 
be too long or else the surface of the LFA base should be sealed with a tar 
or asphalt to protect the surface from the long-term effects of traffic, 
weather, or water. Generally, it is advisable to place a bituminous sur
face over the LFA base the day after the base has been installed. 

Besides its successful use as a base and sub-base, LFA has also been 
used as a shoulder material. In some areas, LFA use as a shoulder material 
has met with limited success. This is probably due to several reasons. One 
is that shoulders are normally covered with a thinner layer of stone chips 
or bituminous wearing surface than a base course. This affords less protec
tion from freezing and thawing, not to mention the effects of occasional 
heavy truck traffic. Secondly, in northern states like Illinois, shoulders 
of ten receive a heavy dose of road salts during the course of a winter and 
exposure to such salts has sometimes had deleterious effect on the material 
(Reference I-65). 
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Table I-11 
THREE STATE COMPARISON OF FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT THICKNESS DESIGNS 

ILLINOIS OHIO P£NNSVLVAAJA 
Asphalt Aggre- 81tu- Pozzo- Aggre- Bitu- Pozzo- Aggre- Bi tu- Pozzo-

Structural Wearing Surface Aggregate qate mi nous lanic gate mi nous l anic gate mfnous lank 
Number Ohio Ill. Pa. Sub-Base Base Base Base Base Base Base Base Base Base 

(SN) . 35 .40 .44 {. ll) (. 13) (. 33). (. 28) (. 14) (. 35) ( .28) (. 14) (.40) (. 30) (. 40) 

1. 5" 0 4.25" 5.0" 4.25" 5.3" 3. 4" 4.5" 3.4" 
2.0 

2.5" 0 7. 7" 8.0" 6.4" 

2.0" 0 5. 15" 6 .1" 5. 15" 6.45" 4. 1" 5.4" 4. 1" 
2.5 

4.0" 0 6.9" 7 .9" 5.3" 

2.0" 0 6. 7" 7.9" 6.6 11 8.25" 5. 3" 7. 1" 5. 3" 
3.0 

4.0" 0 10.8" 11.4" 8.9" 

H 
I 

U\ l.O" 0 7.0" 8.2" 1.0" 8. 75" 5.5" 7.3" 5.5" 
00 3.5 

5.0" 0 11.5" 12 .5" 9. 3" 

3.0" 0 8.5" 10.0" 8.4" 10.5" 6.7" 9.0" 6. 7" 
4.0 

S.O" 0 15.4" 16 .1" 12.9" 

3.0" 6" 8.0" 9.4" B.O" 10.0" 6. 3" 8.4" 6. 3" 
4.5 

5.0" 6" 14.2" 14. 9" 11. 7" 

3.0" 8" 8.9" 10 .4 .. 
5.0 

8.8" 11.0" 7.0" 9. 3'~ 7.0" 

5.0" 8" 16.3" 17.0" 13. 7" 

4.0" 8" 9.2" 10. 8" 
5.5 

8. 7" 11.5" 7.2" 9.5" 7.2" 

6.0" 8" 17.1 18.0" 14.2" 

4.0" 10" 10.0" 11.8" 10.0" 12.5" 7.9" 10. 5" 7.9" 
6.0 6.0" 10" 19.2" 20.0" 16.2" 



Aside from proper mix design and blending, the key to good per
formance with LFA pavements is in adequate field compaction. Most field 
problems attributed to LFA base over the years seem to have been the re
sult of improper compaction during placement, inadequate moisture control 
at the mixing plant, placement of the material on.a poorly prepared sub
grade, or placing the material under adverse weather conditions (Reference 
I-66). 

Durability and Late Season Construction. Durability is the 
most important single property related to the performance of LFA mater
ials, particularly resistance to cyclic freezing and thawing. There 
are two schools of thought with respect to late season construction using 
LFA materials. One holds that unless the pozzolanic material is able to 
develop a certain level of cementing action and resultant strength, it will 
be unable to withstand the disruption forces associated with the initial 
winter freeze-thaw cycle. Since cementing action and strength development 
is time and temperature dependent, it is felt that material placed beyond 
a certain cutoff period during the construction season may be unable to 
develop the strength (and durability) needed for freeze/thaw resistance 
(Reference I-33). 

The other school of thoughtconcerning late season construction 
holds that, regardless of cementing action, as long as the LFA mix is 
placed above a certain minimum temperature, contains a well-graded ag
gregate, and is placed to a sufficient depth to support anticipated wheei 
loadings, the mechanical stability of the base material will be adequate 
to support waeel loadings until the following spring. At that time, 
strength development can proceed as normal (Reference I-68). It should 
be pointed out that this premise is not necessarily applicable to facil
ities carrying medium to heavy traffic loadings. 

Each of these two schools of thoughtare discussed in greater detail 
in terms of how they affect late season construction using LFA materials. 

Strength Development and Construction Cutoff Date. During the 
durability study program performed at the University of Illinois, Thompson 
and Dempsey evaluated the late season construction for LFA materials in 
terms of a residual strength concept. The residual strength is the 
strength of a stabilized material at the conclusion of the first winter 
of cyclic freezing and thawing. According to Thompson and Dempsey, some 
residual strength, greater than a minimum tolerable strength, is needed to 
assure satisfactory pavement response, in terms of durability. Figure I-12 
illustrates the residual strength concept and the relationship of residual 
strength to minimum tolerable strength. 
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Figure I-12. Residual strength concept for lime-fly ash-aggregate mixtures. 
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To assure a sufficient cured strength by the onset of the first 
freeze-thaw cycle, strength development was correlated with degree-days 
of curing. Since strength development ceases at temperatures below 40°F, 
degree-days are sometimes computed with a 40°F base temperature. Although 
degree-days of curing can be related to compressive strength in the labor
atory, field curing occurs at varying temperatures. It must also be recog
nized that degree-days of curing at higher temperatures results in higher 
strength than with the same number of degree-days at lower temperatures. 

By analyzing local weather records, the number of degree-days from 
any particular date can be determined, using a selected base temperature. 
Normally, this is based on the coldest late season temperature or earliest 
winter over a twenty-year period of time. These degree-days represent cur
ing according to air temperatures and not pavement temperatures. However, 
this type of analysis does enable an engineer to select a construction cut
off date, after which no LFA base material is usually installed without 
special permission. This concern over late season construction definitely 
limits the period of time during which LFA base materials can be placed on 
State and Federally funded highway projects. 

State transportation agencies using LFA do specify certain construc
tion cutoff dates, beyond which placement of LFA materials is not permitted 
unless authorized in writing. In Illinois, LFA is allowed to be placed 
after September 15th only if test specimens are able to attain the follow
ing laboratory compressive strengths: 

TRANSITION DATE 

September 15 
October 1 
October 15 

REQUIRED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (psi) -
14 DAY CURE AT 72% 

NORTHERN ZONE 

700 
850 
950 

SOUTRERi.'l ZONE 

650 
700 
850 

The above transition dates must be verified by samples of LFA 
material, representative of July production, submitted to IDOT for lab
oratory testing by August 15. Approval of a particular.transition date 
is based on consideration of cured strength characteristics determined 
from test results and predicted during degree-days. 

In Ohio, the construction cutoff date is September 15th on pave
ments to be opened to traffic during the summer, fall, and winter months 
of the construction year. On pavements which are to be opened the fol
lowing spring, LFA base may be placed later than September 15th but, af
ter that date, a bituminous curing coat and a minimum of one overl.ying 
pavement course must be constructed within 72 hours of final compaction 
of the base. In no case shall LFA be placed during rain or when the 
temperature is below 40°F in the shade. The material is not allowed to 
remain uncovered during the winter months. 
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According to Pennsylvania DOT specifications, LFA is permitted 
to be placed on State highways only between April 15 and September 21. 
The late season cutoff date of September 21 was established for selected 
engineering districts in Pennsylvania where LFA is available as a result 
of a special study performed by several Penn DOT materials engineers in 
1975. This study developed a failure criterion for LFA mixtures and sta
tistically evaluated actual temperature data in certain areas of the State 
in order to determine failure problems for given placement locations and 
datas. 

The failure criterion for this study was based on a correlation 
between the results of the wire brush freeze-thaw test and the double punch 
tensile test method developed at Lehigh University (Reference I-69). A 
total of 231 LFA samples were tested to develop a relationship between 
double punch tensile strength and freeze-thaw failure (14 percent weight 
loss within 12 freeze-thaw cycles). From this relationship, a probability 
of failure was determined for various tensile strength ranges. 

Tensile strength development was then related to curing at several 
different temperatures to establish a tensile strength vs. degree-day cor
relation. Then 26 years of temperature data from first order weather sta
tions from the Philadelphia, Harrisburg, and Pittsburgh areas were statis
tically analyzed by computer. Air temperatures were correlated to reflect 
base course temperatures and a theoretical frequency of occurrence for var
ious temperatures was established. 

A family of curves was developed relating projected tensile strength 
to frequency of occurrence for different dates. September 21 was selected as 
a cutoff date because the probability of failure is only one percent on that 
date (Reference I-70). 

Regardless of the method used, there seems to be a reasonably close 
correlation among the northern states which are principal LFA users, as far 
as construction cutoff dates are concerned. Despite cutoff dates, it is al
ways possible to make use of additives, such as portland cement, to increase 
the rate of strength development during the later stages of the construction 
season. At present, Illinois appears to have the best system for evaluation 
and possible approval of late season compositions and extension of the con
struction cutoff date. 

Mechanical Stability. A study was performed in 1975 to 
evaluate LFA pavement base thickness for residential streets in Toledo, 
Ohio as a function of accumulated service time. The purpose of the study 
was to determine whether a pozzolanic base placed during the latter part 
of the construction season could reasonably be expected to have sufficient 
strength to withstand traffic loads during the ensuing winter and before 
spring temperature rises could develop significant strength-gaining reac
tions in the mix. 
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The study involved the following steps: 

• Developing an estimate of travel demand per 
dwelling unit for a planned 90 unit residential 
subdivision. 

• Apportioning the travel demand in terms of ve
hicle types and axle load groupings. 

• Estimating the number and types of vehicles 
associated with residential construction and 
translating this estimate into equivalent 18 
kip single axle loads. 

• Simulating the average daily traffic on a typical 
subdivision street during construction and after 
complete development. 

• Generating an estimated accumulation of 18 kip 
single axle loadings as a function of time. 

• Using equations derived from the AASHTO Road Test 
for a given subgrade condition, determine the re
quired structural number (SN) for the pavement 
as a function of accumulated pavement service time. 

• Compute the required thickness of pavement layers 
from the pavement structural number and from struc
tural coefficients accepted by the City of Toledo. 

Based on calculations for design traffic number, accumulations of 
equivalent 18 kip single axle loadings for 6 months increments, and an as
sumed soil CER value of 3, the pavement structural number (SN) was related 
to allowable wheel load repetitions, based on the AASHTO Road Test equation. 
For each six-month increment, the required percentage of total pavement SN 
was computed. Assuming a 2-inch asphalt wearing surface and an LFA design 
coefficient of 0.28, the required thickness of LFA base course for each time 
increment was also computed. 

It was concluded from this study that a six-inch thick layer poz
zolanic base can withstand the traffic service requirements placed on it dur
ing the first year, even without any cementing action. Essentially, the 
uncemented LFA base was considered as structurally equivalent to a crushed 
stone base during the first year of service. Computations of the required 
thickness of crushed stone base showed that a six-inch stone layer was ade
quate for support of anticipated wheel loadings during the first year (Ref
erence I-71). 
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This is significant because a substantial percentage of LFA base 
material is placed during late season due to awarding of contracts and sched
uling of work. One LFA producer in northern Ohio has reviewed his annual LFA 
tonnage figures for the past five years and discovered that approximately 50 
percent of all LFA base material from his plant is produced after September 
1st and 32 percent is produced after October lst. Therefore, enforcement of 
a construction cutoff date of September 15th in Ohio results in a loss of 
approximately 40 percant of LFA tonnage each year on State projects (Reference 
I-72). In many instances, this carries over to municipal work, where State 
highway specifications are often adopted verbatim by local officials. 

One exception is the City of Toledo, Ohio, which is now a regular 
user of LFA base. The City of Toledo has a supplemental specification for 
Item 835 Aggregate-Lime-Fly Ash Modified Base. This is essentially the same 
material specifiaation as that of the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT). 
A copy of the City of Toledo supplemental specification is in the Appendix. 
There is, however, one notable difference between the City of Toledo and the 
ODOT specification with respect to the construction season. The City of To
ledo specification states that Aggregate-Lime-Fly Ash Base Modified shall 
be placed between April l and November 1 and only when the temperature in 
the shade is 40°F or higher. Placement of the material prior to April l or 
after November 1 must be authorized in writing by the Commissioner of Engi
neering and Construction of his authorized representative. To date, the City 
of Toledo has experienced no problems with LFA base material placed after 
ODOT September 15th cutoff date and even LFA base installed November lst (if 
temperatures permit) has performed acceptably (Reference I-73). The City 
does insist that the LFA base be overlaid with asphalt as quickly as possible 
and, during lllte season construction, efforts are sometimes made to keep 
traffic off newly paved projects. 

Another municipality using LFA base is the City of Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania. When State funds are involved, the City does not place LFA 
base after the Penn DOT September 21st cutoff date. If no State funds are 
involved, LFA base has been placed as late as December lst with no subse
quent problems, provided the compacted surface is wet down and covered with 
black top the following day. It was also felt that restraining the LFA base 
between curbs results in better performance (Reference I-74). 

Although there are numerous examples of successful LFA base place
ment after State construction cutoff dates, acceptable pavement performance 
depends on a combination of freeze-thaw resistance and support of accumulated 
wheel loadings. Therefore, on heavier traffic facilities, adherence to es
tablished cutoff dates would appear to provide an adequate margin of safety 
to assure desired performance, while extension of such dates may be warranted 
on more lightly traveled facilities. 
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LFA Use in Highway Construction Projects. Although lime-fly ash
aggregate (LFA) road base materials have been produced and used to some ex
tent in over a dozen states, the particular states in which the largest quan
tities have been used in highway· construction for the longest period of time 
are Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Illinois. In each of these states, the product 
is often referred to by its trade name (Poz-0-Pac). LFA is also referred to 
by different names in state specifications. The material has also been used 
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in several airport paving pro
jects. 

This section of the report focuses on the quantities of LFA materials 
used, the types of projects in which these materials have been used, specifi
cations, bidding procedures, and overall product performance in each of these 
three states, as well as in other selected highway and airport projects. 

Illinois. over the past twenty-five years, the largest tonnage 
use of LFA road base materials has probably occurred in the State of Illinois, 
and particularly in the Chicago metropolitan area. The reasons for this are: 

1. There is a large amount of comparatively high 
quality fly ash produced by utilities in the 
Chicago area. 

2. The fly ash broker in the Chicago area has 
developed and maintained a product-oriented 
quality control program with .the local utility 
company. 

3. Marketing of construction products using this 
fly ash has been conducted in an aggressive 
and yet professional manner. 

~e first known use of Poz-0-Pac, or pozzolanic aggregate mixtures 
(PAM), as they are known in Illinois, was in the summer of 1955 using a lime
fly ash-boiler slag mix on a Park District project for the City of Chicago. 
Approximately 800 tons of base material was mixed-in-place on this project. 
Although this was a crude beginning, the job held up well. 

In 1956, the O'Brien Paving Company began operating the first Poz-
0-Pac mixing plant in Illinois, located on Chicago Avenue. A total of 25,000 
tons of material was produced that first year, with double that quantity the 
following season. In 1958, the first public road project in Illinois using 
PAM was installed for the Cook County Highway Department. This was a 3/4 
mile section of a county road on the northern edge of Chicago. Installation 
of the PAM material was overseen by Professor George Hollon of the University 
of Illinois Civil Engineering Deparment, who was at that time very active in 
the research of lime stabilization. The success of this installation prompted 
Cook County to place yet another PAM base project the following year, this 
time using the County's own road forces. It was also during 1959 that the 
first supplemental specification for pozzolanic aggregate material was pre
pared by the Cook County Department of Highways (Reference I-75). 
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In 1960, the first PAM mi.~es using gravel aggregate were produced. 
Up until that time, the only aggregate used in the lime-fly ash-aggregate 
mixtures in the Chicago area had been boiler slag because it was plentiful, 
inexpensive and was a clean, uniform material which produced a well-graded, 
high strength, high quality base mix (Reference I-76). During 1960, the 
first County contract that involved contractor bids was let using PAM. The 
low bidder for that project also purchased a mixing plant and began produc
ing the material. The following year, another contractor was low bidder on 
a Cook County road project using PAM, and he also purchased a plant and also 
became a producer. By 1964, the Illinois Department of Highways had compiled 
a design manual on the use of PAM in municipal road construction throughout 
the entire state (Reference I-77). 

The first use of PAM on a State highway in Illinois was during 
1957 on a secondary road project in Chicago. The mix used on this project 
consisted of 5 percent lime, 35 percent fly ash, and 60 percent boiler slag. 
Core specimens taken from the base material placed on this project ultimately 
exceeded 4,000 psi in compressive strength, with some cores approaching 5,000 
psi (Reference I-78). After monitoring and sampling this project for a three
year period, Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) engineers concluded 
that PAM could be used as a base course material. 

Although PAM has been used extensively on local road projects and 
in dozens of secondary road projects for !DOT in the Chicago area over the 
past 25 years, the use of PAM during that time had not been permitted on the 
IDOT primary road system, except for a project using PAM in the shoulders of 
Interstate 55 near Chicago. However, during that time the Department has 
spent over half a million dollars for research involving lime-fly ash mi.~tures. 

Recently, IDOT has developed a new policy allowing PA11 to bid as 
an optional base material on 12 selected primary road projects in Illinois 
during 1980. Of six projects already let, PAM was low in five bids. Each 
of the primary road projects was to have a structural number of 5.00 or 
less and the performance of PAM on these projects is to be carefully moni
tored (Reference I-79). 

On each of these contracts, the low bidder would be given the option 
of which base course alternate to use ontheproject and a substitution could 
be made at a later date prior to installation of the base. 

The first construction specificat~on for PAM use on State highways 
in Illinois was developed in November 1961 and has since been revised eight 
times. The most recent material specification for PAM was published in April 
1980 as a special provision and is not yet included in the Illinois Department 
of Transportation's Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction. 

The new 1980 PAM specifications in Illinois consist of the following: 
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• Special Provision for Pozzolanic Base Course, 
Type A 

• Supplemental Specification for Section 218. 
Stabilized Sub-base 

• Supplemental Specification for Section 804. 
Pozzolanic Aggregate Mixture Equipment 

• Pozzolanic-Aggregate Mixture (PAM) Laboratory 
Evaluation/Design Procedure 

These specifications were developed through the efforts of a six
man task force over an 18-month time period. The task force consisted of 
two representatives each from IDOT and the University of Illinois Civil 
Engineering Department, and one representative each from the PA}1 producers 
in northern Illinois and the ash marketing agency supplying these PAM pro
ducers. The task force reviewed previous stabilized base research studies, 
including late-season construction cutoff date procedures, as well as data 
from IDOT studies of field variability of PAM materials and performance data 
from previous PAM projects. A copy of each of these specifications is in
cluded in the Appendix. 

According to the Special Provision for Pozzolanic Base Mixtures, 
Type A, and the Supplemental Specification for Section 218, Stabilized Sub
Base, the composition of the mixture must be such that test cylinders cured 
for 14 days at 72°F will have a minimum compressive strength of 600 psi and 
a minimum lime content of 3.5 percent. A minimum compressive strength of 
600 psi is high by comparison with other states using LFA materials, such as 
Ohio or Pennsylvania. 

One of the reasons for the higher strength criterion was because 
IDOT engineers over the years had observed a difference in strength between 
laboratory and field mixed PAM specimens. The difference was such that 
field strengths for the same mixes under very similar curing conditions 
were approximately 70 percent of comparable laboratory strengths. There
fore, in order to attain 400 psi compressive strength in the field, IDar 
engineers now require 600 psi strength in the laboratory to take into ac
count field variability (Reference I-80). 

Ohio. In Ohio, aggregate-lime-fly ash has been used on a 
limited basis iii""S'tate highway construction as a base course for asphaltic 
concrete pavement and continuously reinforced portland cement pavement. 
Aggregate-lime-fly ash is seldom bid as an alternate base material in Ohio 
because State officials believe that designing for different pavement thick
nesses causes a big problem in terms of expense. The legality of optional 
bids in Ohio is considered questionable. 
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To date, this supplemental specification has not been included 
in the Ohio Department of Transportation's (ODOT) Construction and Ma
terial Specifications, sometimes referred to as the Blue Book. Until 
now, it has been decided to allow only a supplemental specification for 
the material because it had once been covered by a patent and a license 
was required for its manufacture. 

Ten years ago, there were four different producers of aggregate
lime-fly ash iii Ohio. As of this time, only one producer in the Toledo area 
is still supplying this material. The other producers in Ohio stopped mar
keting the material a number of years ago for several reasons. The principal 
reason was economics. Until the Arab oil embargo of 1973, the price per square 
yard for pozzolanic base was not substantially different from black base and 
there was little or no incentive on the part of ODOT to use the material. In 
addition a number of areas in the State were experiencing shortages of lime, 
which at times severely hampered the production of aggregate-lime-fly ash 
base (Reference I-81). 

The initial use of aggregate-lime-fly ash base material on a State 
highway in Ohio took place in 1960 on State Route 727 in Clermont County. 
The project was considered experimental and involved 2.5 miles of flexible 
pavement using various design sections including aggregate-lime-fly ash base. 
A detailed report on this project was prepared by the ODOT Construction Bureau 
in 1970, reporting satisfactory performance. At that time, the surface of the 
road was in excellent condition and samples of ~he base were very hard. No 
additional information is presently available. 

From.1969 to 1972, aggregate-lime-fly ash was used as a base ma
terial on three projects involving continuously reinforced portland cement 
concrete pavement. One of these pavements is still in excellent condition. 
The other two projects show a considerable amount of transverse cracking in 
the surface of the concrete pavement. Because of general problems encountered 
by ODOT with continuously reinforced concrete pavements, the cause of the 
cracking could not be attributed solely to the base material. Although the 
aggregate-lime-fly ash base was not considered the cause of the cracking, a 
decision was made to discontinue the use of continuously reinforced pavement 
in Ohio. 

Between 1969 and 1972, aggregate-lime-fly ash base was specified 
in the original bid plans on two projects, one on a two-lane road and one 
on a heavily traveled section of four-lane road. The pavement of each of 
these projects is still in good condition after nearly ten years, with only 
isolated signs of cracking and/or rutting. 
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Since 1972, aggregate-lime-fly ash has been permitted to be bid 
as an alternate to 301 bituminous-aggregate base on a total of seven pro
jects. The aggregate-lime-fly ash was used on only two of these projects 
and not the other five either because the contractor did not elect to use 
the aggregate-lime-fly ash alternate or because the bid cost of the pave
ment design using the aggregate-lime-fly ash alternate was higher than the 
design for the bituminous-aggregate alternate. On one project, constructed 
in 1973, the aggregate-lime-fly ash was bid as an alternate using a struc
tural layer coefficient of 0.35. To date, the material has performed ex
cellently at this project location. On the other project, built in 1977 
aggregate-lime-fly ash was bid as an alternate using a structural layer 
coefficient of 0.28. To date, there have been no known problems with this 
installation (Reference I-82). 

Aggregate-lime-fly ash base has only been used on eight primary 
State highway projects in Ohio. The material has been used more extensively 
in secondary and non-state work, especially in northern Ohio. In general, 
this material has provided good to excellent performance on the projects in 
which it has been used and is considered an acceptable base course material 
by design and construction personnel of the Ohio Department of Transporta
tion (Reference I-83). 

Aggregate-lime-fly ash base materials have been used to a greater 
extent in municipal projects in northern Ohio than on State projects. The 
material has been used in dozens of road and street projects in the City of 
Toledo over the years and·not a single failure has been reported. Most in
stallations have been made during summer months. In such cases, the material 
has performed excellently and city officials have been quite pleased. A few 
projects using aggregate-lime-fly ash have extended as far into the season as 
mid-November, but still the material did not fail after the first winter. 

Over the past several years, aggregate-lime-fly ash base has cap
tured the low bid in 80 percent of all the reconstruction projects in the 
Toledo area in which it has been bid as an alternate to bituminous base. 
Although city officials consider aggregate-lime-fly ash to be more economical, 
each project is designed and evaluated separately and only if substantial cost 
savings seem possible are alternate bids taken. According to the Construction 
Engineer for the City of Toledo, their only reservation to the use of aggre
gate-lime-fly ash is during late season construction in temperatures below 
50°F (Reference I-84). 

Pennsylvania. Over the past 25 years, LFA or aggregate-lime
pozzolan (ALP) base has been used in over a hundred state highway projects 
in Pennsylvania, not to mention many miles of local roads and streets in 
municipalities throughout the state. 
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Since 1966, there has been a standard specification for aggregate
lime-pozzolan (ALP) base material in Pennsylvania, which is contained in Sec
tion 322 of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (Penn DOT) Form 408 
Specifications. A copy of this specification is included in the Appendix. 
It has been carried forward in the Penn DOT Form 408 Specifications in an 
essentially unchanged form since that time. The only specified material 
testing requirements for the mixture are that the liquid limit of the mix
ture not exceed 25, the plasticity index not exceed 6, and the durability 
of the mixture meet the requirements of the Pennsylvania Testing Method (PTM) 
110, which is basically the wire brush freeze-thaw test that was formerly part 
of ASTM C593. 

In the preparation of Proctor size (4 inch of 101.6 mm diameter by 
4.6 inch or 116.8 mm height) freeze-thaw test specimens, however, the moisture
density test procedures described by PTM 110 for evaluating ALP compositions 
differ from those used in other states. Pennsylvania is the only state using 
the standard Proctor density test (5.5 lb. hammer - 12" drop - 3 layers - 25 
blows per layer). This procedure has been used for many years by Penn DOT on 
construction materials such as dense graded aggregate, soil-cement, and cement
treated base and was also chosen as the criterion for ALP base. 

Usually, ALP compositions placed in the field are almost always com
pacted to densities greater than 100 percent of standard Proctor density and 
that field densities often approach 100 percent of modified Proctor density 
(10 lb. hammer - 1811 drop - 3 layers - 25 blows per layer). This is the pro
cedure used by other states and the Federal Aviation Administration to prepare 
ALP specimens for. strength and durability testing. 

The initial reaction to the question of density is that it does not 
seem to make much difference. However, in designing a base mix, the density 
of test specimens directly affects both the compressive strength and durability 
of the specimens, which in turn governs the amount of lime required to achieve 
acceptable test results. If too much lime must be added to a field mix, overly 
high strengths may develop soon after placement, resulting in shrinkage crack
ing. It is, therefore, important to test specimens in the laboratory which 
approximate field compaction conditions as closely as possible. 

Since the expiration of the Poz-0-Pac patents, there is no longer a 
licensee arrangement for the production and sale of aggregate-lime-pozzolan 
base. At the time the patents expired, there were at least six Poz-0-Pac pro
ducers in the state of Pennsylvania. These production facilities are primarily 
located in the southeast part of the state, although there is at least one 
producer from the Pittsburgh area. These producers have supplied Poz-0-Pac 
using a variety of aggregate types, from blast furnace slag in western Penn
sylvania to limestone, traprock, and even some sand and gravel in the Phila
delphia area. 
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The first experience with the use of aggregate-lime-pozzolan (ALP) 
base on a state highway in Pennsylvania occurred in 1954 when the material 
was used as a base for the construction of the shoulders along the west side 
of Germantown Pike (U.S. Route 422) in Plymouth Meeting, west of Philadelphia. 
The ALP material was mixed in place and compacted to a six-inch thickness. 
The shoulder was placed too late in the season to allow the material to attain 
its normal pozzolanic set. The long-term performance of the ALP shoulder was 
compared with that of an 8-inch crushed stone shoulder material placed directly 
across the street. Both shoulders were overlaid with a bituminous wearing 
surface. Within one year, the conventional shoulder exhibited definite signs 
of early deterioration while the shoulder with the ALP base showed no evidence 
of distress (Reference I-85). 

One of the most outstanding examples of ALP use in Pennsylvania is 
the reconstruction of Susquehanna Road between York Road and Tennis Avenue 
in Abington Township, northwest of Philadelphia. The reconstruction of Sus
quehanna Road was a major construction project on a heavily traveled suburban 
arterial route. Part of the project was two lanes and part was four lanes 
undivided. The project was constructed in several sections, which were com
pleted between 1964 and 1965. In one section of the project, the ALP base 
material was placed as a ramp for trucks to cross a concrete bridge deck. 
Because of equipment running over this ramp, the material was compacted so 
hard, it could not be dug, but instead had to be sacrificed. 

During construction, a number of Penn DOT engineers who were un
familiar with Poz-0-Pac witnessed the spreading and compaction of the ma
terial. All were very impressed with the ease of operation, uniformity, and 
quality of the product. Many of them admitted that they had been previously 
misinformed about the nature of this material and had formulated many wrong 
ideas about it, such as it being difficult to work with. At the intersection 
of Susquehanna Road with Fitzwatertown Road, there was a striking comparison 
between the condition of the pavements for these two roads. The wearing sur
face over the stone base for Fitzwatertown Road was badly ravelled due to 
truck traffic, while the paving over the ALP base on Susquehanna Road was in 
excellent condition (Reference I-86). 

Aggregate-lime-pozzolan base materials have been placed-in literally 
hundreds .of jobs in Pennsylvania, ranging from small access roads and streets 
for municipal, industrial, and residential and apartment developments to huge 
parking lots for shopping centers. Over ten years ago, thousands of tons of 
Poz-0-Pac were placed as the base course for all parking facilities at the 
Philadelphia sports complex, which includes the Philadelphia Spectrum and 
Veterans Stadium. 

Typical of the many municipal-scale installations in Pennsylvania 
in which ALP has been used over the years is the approach roadway to the 
Penllyn Pike bridge in Montgomery County, northwest of Philadelphia. This 
bridge was relocated in June of 1965 and the approaches on both sides of the 
new bridge were built with ALP base and an asphaltic concrete wearing surface. 
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This was the first roadway application using this material that was done by 
the Montgomery County highway department. The base course work was completed 
in two days. However, some material that was not spread the first day was 
stockpiled overnight. Heavy rainfall occurred that night, but the stockpiled 
material, although overwet, was still able to be worked and compacted. During 
construction, the hot, humid weather provided excellent curing conditions. 

In October 1965 cores were taken from each side of the bridge. The 
ALP base material, after being in place for only four months, had already 
achieved compressive strengths of 1,880 to 2,340 psi. The lime content of 
the mix used on this job ranged from 3.1 to 3.5 percent (Reference I-87). 

Since 1976, when the layer coefficients for ALP and aggregate
cement (AC) base materials were made equal to that of bituminous concrete 
base course (BCBC), flexible pavement projects in engineering districts 6 
(Philadelphia), 8 (Harrisburg), 11 and 12 (Pittsburgh) were to be bid on an 
alternate basis. Over the past four years, however, very few alternate bids 
were actually received in any of these four engineering districts. In the 
first place, Penn DOT has experienced a severe budgetary cutback during this 
period due to a combination of inflation and past bond indebtedness. Conse
quently, a sharply reduced number of new construction or reconstruction con
tracts were let for bid. Most of the projects being awarded over the past 
two years, at least in the district 6 (greater Philadelphia) area, have in
volved resurfacing, safety improvements, and intersection reconstruction 
work. In addition Penn Dar policy is that, when reconstruction projects in
volve maintenance of traffic, bituminous base is used instead of the aggre
gate-lime-pozzola~ or aggregate-cement alternates. For these reasons, there 
have been comparatively few opportunities for ALP to bid as an alternate. 

During 1979, a decision was made by Penn DOT to discontinue adver
tising for alternate bids because all of the jobs were going to bituminous 
base. This decision was also made in order to reduce operating costs because 
of the extra costs that had been involved in preparing plans and proposals 
for alternate bidding (Reference I-88). 

Overall, the performance of ALP base materials on state highways 
in Pennsylvania has been acceptable to very good. Out of more than a hun
dred state projects using APL, only three have involved serious problems 
considered by Penn DOT engineers to be over and above those associated with 
normal maintenance. All three projects were in the Philadelphia area, were 
supplied by the same plant, and involved limited amounts of material being 
shipped to the job site with moisture contents nearly double that of the 
optimum value. Clearly, the main source of the problem in each case was 
poor quality control at the mixing plant, along with inadequate field 
inspection. 
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For the most part, the field problems on .ALP projects in Pennsyl
vania have taken the form of longitudinal cracks, alligator cracks, or pot
holes in the road surface. These problems were usually investigated and 
discussed with the Penn DOT engineer assigned to the particular project. 
Most, if not all, of these problems were again found to be related to a lack 
of proper plant or field control and could not be attributed to the material 
itself. 

In addition to state highway work, which has diminished drastically 
during the past five years, ALP base materials have received rather wide
spread use in private and municipal work, especially in southeastern Pennsyl
vania. Although there have been many instances of ALP use in township roads, 
residential streets, and parking lots, the City of Lancaster is perhaps the 
best example of ALP use in a municipality. The city has been using the ma
terial for many years, with annual usage averaging 10,000 to 12,000 tons. 

The city usually prepares alternate bids for either ALP base or 
bituminous base, but always selects AJ.;p when it is bid because it costs ap
proximately half of what the bituminous base costs. In cases where ALP base 
in one block abuts bituminous base of equivalent pavement structural number 
in an adjacent block, there has been no visible difference in the performance 
of the two pavements under virtually the same traffic conditions. 

City officials in Lancaster have been very favorably impressed with 
both the economics and the performance of ALP base. Where possible, the city 
uses its own forces to place the material. On a number of occasions, ALP has 
been placed after the PennDOT cutoff date on non-state projects. If the 
weather permits, it has even been placed after December lst, but an asphalt 
surface was always installed the following day. Thus far, there have been 
no failures of an ALP project in the City of Lancaster (Reference !-89). 

Other States. Although the majority of LFA base course used in 
state highway projects has been in the three states discussed previously, 
there has been some use of LFA materials in other states that is also de
serving of mention. In the State of Maryland, approximately 22 miles of 
shoulders on both sides of Interstate 95 north of the Susquehanna River 
were constructed using LFA base material. A layer of stone chips embedded 
in an asphalt seal coat was placed over the LFA base. The roadway was 
opened in the spring of 1963. 

Eighteen months later, a thorough inspection was made of the shoul
ders along the entire stretch of I-95 from the Delaware-Maryland state line 
to the bridge over the Susquehanna River. The shoulder not underlain by LFA 
base was constructed using a soil-cement base. During the inspection, there 
was very obvious rutting and patching of the shoulder underlain by soil-ce
ment, along with settlement next to the edge of the roadway and numerous 
cracks. The shoulders with the LFA base were far superior in terms of dura
bility, rideability, and overall performance (Reference I-90). These shoul
ders remained in service for nearly ten years, but were removed when the 
roadway was widened from two lanes to three lanes in each direction. 
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Another good example of LFA utilization in highway construction 
outside of Illinois, Ohio, and Pennsylvania is its use in the Kansas City 
area. City Wide Asphalt Company markets LFA in Kansas and Missouri under 
trademark names of Poz-0-Pac or Poz-0-Blend. The company purchased the 
right to use these trade names from IU Conversion Systems, Inc. in Phila
delphia. Since 1977, City Wide Asphalt has produced approximately 600,000 
tons of LFA mateaial, most of which has been used in commercial and muni
cipal work. 

Most of the LFA base produced in the Kansas City area is pre
blended; that is, the lime and fly ash are blended first, then the addi
tive (lime and fly ash) is later blended with the aggregate. Typically, 
the pre-blend of lime and fly ash contains 6 to 10 percent lime. In the 
final Poz-0-Blend product, the additive comprises 12-1/2 to 15 percent, 
the remainder being aggregate, which is a combination of limestone and 
limestone dust, a by-product of quarrying. The cost of a ton of Poz-0-
Blend F.O.B. plant in Kansas City is presently $12.00 per ton. The seven
day compressive strengths of Poz-0-Blend mixes in the Kansas City area 
normally range from 800 to l,100 psi. Ultimate strengths generally exceed 
l,800 psi and some cores have produced compressive strengths of 5,000 psi 
or more. 

The reason why the strengths of Poz-0-Blend in the Kansas City 
area are consistently high is because City Wide Asphalt has invested a large 
sum of money on modern plant equipment and product quality control. They 
receive most of the fly ash used in the product from the Hawthorn Station 
of Kansas City Power and Light Company and have constructed laboratory f acil
ities at that loeation. A full-time chemist is employed at the laboratory 
and every load of fly ash is tested at the plant before it is accepted and 
put into a mix. 

Until recently, no EFA material was used on state highway projects 
around Kansas City in either Kansas or Missouri. However, the first state 
highway project in the area (Route 33 in Carney, Missouri) which allowed 
alternate bids for LFA material was recently bid. On this project, which 
is secheduled to begin next spring, the LFA base was bid at $6.00 per square 
yard, while the bituminous base was bid at $9.00 per square yard for the 
same base thickness. Similar cost savings have been realized when the Poz-
0-Blend material was bid against bituminous base on projects for the City of 
Kansas City (Reference I-91). 

Federal Aviation Administration. There are at least four known 
locations where the Federal Aviation Administration has been involved to 
some extent with the use of LFA compositions as base course materials for 
the construction of runways and/or taxiways. These locations are the Newark 
Airport, the John F. Kennedy Airport, the Portland Airport, and the Toledo 
Airport. Two of these projects are discussed in some detail in this report. 
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Newark Airport Project. The largest single project ever in
volving the combined use of lime and fly ash in base and sub-base construc
t ion was the building of runways, taxiways, and aprons at the Newark Airport 
in Newark, New Jersey. On this project, approximately 2 million square yards 
of pavement were placed over compressible organic silts and peaty soils that 
were once a tidal marsh. The existing soil surfaces were surcharged and pre
consolidated using some 20 million cubic yards of hydraulically placed sand 
fill. 

Because of the economics and subsurface conditions, the use of a 
flexible pavement system was decided upon by the Port Authority of New York 
and New Jersey at the outset of the project. Prior to designing the runway 
pavements, the validity of current airfield flexible pavement design theories 
was reviewed for application to the heavier anticipated wheel loadings associ
ated with jumbo jet aircraft. A $500,000 test program was conducted to de
velop pavement design criteria for jumbo jet aircraft based on : 1) the 
interaction of pavement roughness and aircraft response; and 2) the rate of 
permanent deformation of the pavement surface under repeated jumbo jet wheel 
loadings. 

A test strip 30 feet wide and 1,200 feet long was constructed, con
sisting of sixteen 75-foot long sections, each having different thicknesses 
and compositions. Materials investigated included conventional crushed stone 
aggregate, cement-stabilized base, asphalt-treated base, and a mixture of lime, 
cement, fly ash, and sand. Test equipment included an extensive network of 
in-pavement gauges and a 187,000 pound instrument vehicle, borrowed from the 
Army Corps of Engineers, to simulate the main gear of a Boeing 747 aircraft. 
The test vehicle was placed in round-the-clock service amounting to 5,000 
passes in three months or an equivalent of two years of actual runway use. 
Every three days, measurements of rutting, cracking, and pavement surface 
deflections were made. Analysis and interpretation of the test data con
firmed the validity of the theoretical design approach used by the Port 
Authority. This approach was based on maintaining subgrade deformations 
within elastic limits reduction of load stresses in the overlying pavement 
sections to insure acceptable pavement surf ace roughness and related air
craft vehicle response. 

The field tests performed by the Port Authority showed that layered 
mixtures of hydrated lime, portland cement, fly ash, and crushed stone would 
be able to stabilize the uniformly graded hydraulic sand surcharge material 
and that these stabilized material layers could be used as a suitable base 
for new pavements. The portland cement was introduced as an additive in the 
mixes to accelerate the development of the normal chemical reaction between 
the lime and fly ash. A copy of the Port Authority specification for the 
lime-cement-fly ash stabilized fill sand base material used in the Newark 
Airport project is found in the Appendix of this report. 
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The compressive strengths of the lime-cement-fly ash-aggregate 
(LCFA) mixtures used on the project were directly related to the chemical 
reaction of the lime-cement-fly ash binder, which in turn was affected by 
the curing temperature. Three basic mix designs were used on the project: 

Mix A - 4 percent lime and cement, 10 percent fly ash, 
30 percent crushed stone, 56 percent sand. 

Mix B·- 3.5 percent lime and cement, 12 percent fly 
ash, 84.5 percent sand. 

Mix C - 3 percent lime and cement, 12 percent fly ash, 
85 percent sand. 

From the results of Port Authority tests, the projected strength 
development of these base course mixes is shown in Figure I-13. From this 
figure, it is noted that the long-term (5-year) strength of Mix A is 2,000 
to 2,600 psi; the strength of Mix B will range from 1,200 to 1,800 psi; and 
}!ix C will be from 800 to 1,200 psi. All three mixes were used in each sec
tion of pavement; Mix A was placed closest to the pavement surface and Mix C 
placed directly above the subgrade. 

The thickest pavement sections were constructed at the terminal 
gates and holding pads. These areas consist of five layers which were built 
to a total thickness of 36 to 40 inches. The next thickest sections were 
the middle portion of the runway ends (34 inches) and the center strip of 
taxiways (32 inches). Relatively thin pavement sections (26 inches) were 
designed for the sides of all runways and taxiways an4 for the midlength 
portions of runways. All pavement base was constructed of three layers of 
lime-cement-fly ash-aggregate and overlaid with 4 inches of asphalt concrete 
wearing surf ace to protect the base course from weathering and wheel abrasion. 

Port Authority engineers recognized a tremendous economic advantage 
when comparing the 1973 estimated costs for in-place 34-inch thick compacted 
lime-cement-fly ash-aggregate pavement at $10.88 per square yard with that of 
equivalent performance 43-inch full-depth asphalt at $21.45 per square yard. 
The cost of the pavement using stabilized LCFA base material amounted to ap
proximately half that of the full-depth asphalt, or a cost savings of $10.57 
per square yard. The total projected cost savings for the entire project, 
involving about 2 million square yards of pavement, is an astonishing $21 
mi11ion (Reference I-92). 

A more direct comparison of the costs vs. strength of competitive 
materials is also revealing. A cubic yard of LCFA material costs about $3.80 
from the plant.* A cubic yard of crushed stone commonly used in road con
struction costs from $5.00 to $6.00.* A cubic yard of lean concrete, 3-sack 
mix costs about $12.00.* If the compressive strength of each material is 
judged on the basis of the strength developed per cubic yard, the following 
comparison is made: 

* These figures are based on 1968 costs in the New York City area. 
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LCFA 
Crushed stone 
Lean concrete 

500 psi per $1.00* 
30 psi per $1.00* 

250 psi per $1.00* 

For this reason, the Port Authority believes that LCFA is stronger per dol
lar than any pavement material now in use (Reference I-93). 

The runway paving on this project began in the spring of 1968. 
First, a 1,200 ton per hour mixing plant, largest of its kind, was erected 
for the mixing of the base materials. Fly ash was initially supplied free 
of charge by the Consolidated Edison Company, followed by conditioning with 
16 percent water at the power plant. Before the fly ash was fed into the 
hopper belt system at the plant, it was passed through a shredder to break 
up some of the clumped ash. Sand for the base mixes was taken directly from 
paving surcharge areas and hauled directly to the mixing plant. The hydrated 
lime and portland cement were stored in silos and charged to the main feeding 
belt separately. A storage bin added at the discharge end of the pugmill al
lowed the mixing plant to be operated continuously. 

Sprading and grading of the base materials was accomplished by an 
automatic grading machine. Each machine pass was about 25 feet wide. The 
compaction of each of the LCFA layers was done by four to eight passes with 
a pneumatic roller. The finished surface of the pavement base was fine graded 
to a tolerance of 1/8 inch in 10 feet. 

Labor and equipment costs were reduced because of the slow initial 
set of the LCFA base material. There was no need to finish the paving work 
on the same day that the LCFA material was mixed and spread. The slow curing 
time, with little accompanying heat of hydration, together with low moisture 
contents in the base materials, also minimized the curing shrinkage and cracking 

In December, 1968, well after the first paving season had concluded, 
the Shell dynamic pavement tester was brought to the airport site to measure 
the behavior of pavement under simulated loading conditions of moving traffic. 
These test results were deemed highly favorable and the LCFA paving concept 
has since been used successfully at Kennedy Airport (Reference I-94). 

The Newark Airport expansion project, with its LCFA paving system, 
was recognized as an Outstanding Civil Engineering Achievement for 1978 by 
Civil Engineering magazine. Reports of cracks that had developed in the sur
face of the original LCFA runway prompted recent correspondence between a 
member of the .American Pozzolanic Concrete Association, a group representing 
producers of pozzolanic base materials, and the New York Port Authority. 
The Port Authority's response has clarified the status of the LCFA paving 
at Newark Airport. 

In his letter, the chief engineer for the Port Authority has stated 
clearly that the Port Authority is "still. very strongly in favor of the use 
of LCFA base courses." He goes on to mention that a maintenance contract was 

* These figures are based on 1968 costs in the New York City area. 
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let in the summer of 1979 to improve the smoothness of the asphalt on the 
main LCFA runway. At that time, a paving mix using a harder grade of as
phalt was used "in order to limit deflection caused by the proposed 747 
aircraft." Some pavement grooving was also done at that time to facilitate 
surf ace drainage. The grooves in the pavement "remained straight and hori
zontal up to the day of removal" in a subsequent maintenance contract (Ref
erence I-95). 

Unfortunately, "the harder asphalt was subject to a greater degree 
of cracking," with water penetrating through the cracks in the runway pave
ment. Therefore, it became necessary to "remove the center keel section of 
the runway and replace it with a softer penetrating asphalt." No replacement 
of any of the LCFA pavement was done, nor is any such replacement necessary. 

At no time did the Port Authority consider this work to be anything 
except normal runway maintenance, nor has the Authority ever attributed the 
cracked asphalt surface to a possible base failure (Reference I-94). 

Toledo Express Airport. The Toledo Airport project is a clas
sic example of the kind of problems that can result from bureaucratic inertia 
(resistance to change) and the lack of knowledge or familiarity with a con
struction project. Early in 1980, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
announced its intention to advertise for bids for the overlay of existing run
way 7-25, taxiway A at the Toledo Express Airport. This overlay was initially 
designed for a full-depth asphalt pavement. In February, 1980, prior to bid
ding, the Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority, which administers the Toledo 
Airport, requested that FAA consider the use of a lime-fly ash-aggregate (LFA) 
base as an alternate to bituminous base for this overlay. 

The rationale for the request stemmed from the fact that during the 
summer of 1978, approximately 500 tons of LFA material was placed as an ex
perimental base course for the overlay of a commercial ramp adjacent to the 
airport terminal building. Since its installation, this ramp pavement has 
performed satisfactorily with no apparent problems. Core specimens were taken 
from the LFA base of the ramp in late March. 1980 and tested for unconfined 
compressive strength. The average strength of the four core specimens was 
1,455 psi, with one core achieving l,810 psi. 

The initial request for consideration of the LFA alternative was 
turned down by the FAA's district office in Detroit in late February 1980 
on the grounds that, at the time, the FAA had no approved specification for 
the material. The correspondence also advised the Toledo-Lucas County Port 
Authority that LFA.was not identified in the appropriate sections of the FAA 
design manual as an equivalent stabilized material for construction of run
ways, taxiways, or apron areas (Reference I-96). 

During the next two months, a considerable amount of technical 
information related to LFA base materials, including the results of strength 
tests on core specimens taken from the Toledo Airport ramp, was forwarded to 
various representatives of FAA. Despite FAA claims that there was no speci
fication for LFA materials, a copy of FAA specification P-305, entitled 
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"Aggregate-Lime-Fly Ash Subbase or Base Course (Central Plant Mixed)" was 
provided by the National Ash Association and submitted to FAA officials 
for their review. Information pertaining to the LCFA base at the Newark 
Airport project, which the FAA district people apparently had not known 
about, was also transmitted. 

A representative of the Port Authority, who is familiar with LFA 
materials and technology, personally visited the FAA central engineering 
office in Washington, D.C., in early April and discovered, to his great 
surprise, that the FAA engineers did not even know what LFA base course 
was. Their concept of the material was that it involved a combination of 
lime, fly ash, and clay soil. This misconception came about from their 
previous exposure to the work of the Army Corps of Engineers with lime-fly 
ash stabilization of highly plastic clay soils. 

After clarification of the nature of the proposed alternate, 
authorization to advertise for bids was given to the Port Authority by 
FAA on April 29, 1980, although the correspondence specifically stated 
that the proposed LFA alternate was still being reviewed. 

On May 15, 1980, bids ~tere received, in which the LFA alternate 
was $22,000 lower than the original black base design, a savings of 10 per
cent. Based on the results of the bidding, FAA approval was then given to 
the use of LFA as an alternate on a portion of taxiway "A" measuring approx
imately 1,475 feet long by 60 feet wide, subject to a number of conditions, 
including the following: 

1. . The thickness of LFA was to be based on a ratio 
of 5 inches of LFA to 4 inches of bituminous base. 

2. The LFA base must have transverse joints every 
50 feet. 

3. Fly ash must conform to the requirements of ASTM 
C618, "Fly Ash and Raw or Calcined Pozzolans for 
Use in Portland Cement Concrete." 

4. Placement of the weariiig surface shall not be per
mitted until the LFA material has achieved a com
pressive strength of at least 750 psi. This must 
be accomplished within the specified contract time 
period of 23 calendar days (Reference I-97). 

In response to these conditions, LFA producer representatives and 
associated engineering consultants responded with the following points: 

1. The thickness ratio of 5 inches of LFA to 4 inches 
of bituminous base was in accordance with established 
pavement design coefficients presently bei!Jg used by 
the Ohio Department of Transportation for these ma
terials and was considered acceptable (Reference I-98). 
It should be noted that even with the greater thick
ness, the LFA alternative still cost less. 
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2. Jointing of stabilized base materials is normally 
considered of questionable value. However, since 
the LFA material was being used as an overlay, 
the jointing should match that of the existing 
pavement (Reference I-98). 

3. The proper specification for fly ash quality 
control for use in a stabilized base material 
is ASTM C593, "Fly Ash and Other Pozzolans for 
Use with Lime;" and not ASTM C618, which is ap
plicable only to the use of fly ash in concrete 
(Reference !-98). 

4. It is best to apply an asphalt overlay the fol
lowing day or within a week after placement 
of LFA base to reduce moisture loss to a minimum. 
A requirement for minimum strength of base ma
terials placed over an existing concrete pavement 
is not a realistic criteria. Most strength cri
teria are for the purpose of limiting flexural 
stresses in the base, but, since there are no 
flexural stresses in this application, such a 
requirement seems redundant (Reference I-99). 

Furthermore, compaction of the wearing surface 
material is influenced by the degree of compac
tion of the underlying layers, not by their 
strength. In a large number of construction 
projects in which a bituminous surface has been 
placed immediately after completion of the LFA 
base, all surface courses have successfully met 
contract requirements. It has also been ob
served that LFA pavements gain strength through 
pozzolanic reaction at a faster rate than wheel 
loads can accumulate (Reference I-100). 

Soon-thereafter, the Port Authority formally requested that the 
750 psi strength requirement be waived by FAA and that the wearing surface 
be placed as soon as practical after completion of the LFA base. On July 8, 
1980, the FAA finally agreed to the early placement of the wearing surface, 
but insisted that no aircraft traffic be permitted on the pavement until 
field cores were taken to verify that an average compressive strength of 
750 psi was attained. The FAA further required a minimum 98 percent com
paction of the bituminous surface course, subject to penalties on a sliding 
scale for lower average compaction values. 

From August 6 through August 11, 1980, a total of 7,200 tons of LFA 
base material was placed on the Toledo Airport Taxiway "A" project. The com
pacted thickness of the LFA base varied, but averaged approximately 14 inches. 
The mixture used consisted of 3.5 percent by weight hydrated lime, 11 percent 
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fly ash, and 85.5 percent limestone aggregate. The gradation of the material 
was within specified limits and all base materials were compacted as specified 
to at least 100 percent of maximum dry density, as determined by the modified 
Proctor test (ASTM Dl557). 

Laboratory mix design tests were performed on the 3.5-11-85.5 mix 
to determine its compressive strength characteristics prior to placement in 
the field. The average compressive strength of three specimens after 7 days 
curing at 70~F was 351 psi. The average compressive strength of three speci
mens after 7 days curing at 100°F was 904 psi (Reference I-101). 

Between August 4 and 11, 1980, a total of 21 test specimens were 
prepared in the laboratory using LFA materials obtained from each day's pro
duction at the mixing plant. Each of these specimens was also cured for 7 
days at 100°F. Compressive strength values after curing ranged from 540 to 
860 psi, with an average compressive strength of 681 psi, well above the 400 
psi specification requirement (Reference I-102). 

In order to predict the field curing time needed to develop the 
required 750 psi strength in the LFA base, laboratory degree-day studies 
were performed at the University of Illinois to determine the rate of strength 
development for various curing temperatures in similar base materials. The 
findings of these degree-day studies are presented in Figure I-14. This fig
ure shows that 750 psi can be attained on 600 degree-days (30 days with an 
average curing temperature of 75°F, in the pavement) using a 55°F base 
(Reference I-103). 

The first five cores were taken from the pavement on September 8, 
1980, which was 29 days after the base material had been placed. Normally, 
cores are not taken for several months after placement of stabilized base 
materials. The average compressive strength of these cores was 1,145 psi, 
considerably higher than the required 750 psi strength. 

Thermocouples were installed at two locations within the LFA base 
material during its placement. Periodic temperature measurements were re
corded on a twice daily basis after construction of the base course. Air 
temperatures were also recorded during the same time period. During the 
29-day period between placement and initial coring, pavement temperatures 
fluctuated between 69°F and 96°F, with an average pavement temperature of 
81°F over that time (Referance I-104). Using a 55°F base temperature, an 
81°F average temperature represents 780 degree-days. From Figure I-14, 
this corresponds to a strength development of approx:ililately 900 psi from 
the University of Illinois data and 1,050 psi using the Toledo Testing 
Laboratory data. 

Throughout all the lengthy discussions concerning the approval of 
an LFA alternate and the conditions under which this material could be 
placed, it is ironic that FAA engineers had to be practically coerced into 
accepting a material which exhibited excellent strength gain characteristics, 
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has a proven setvice record in the State of Ohio and elsewhere, reduced the 
total project cost by 10 percent, and conserved nearly 90,000 gallons of 
petroleum by avoiding the installation of bituminous base. Despite all 
these advantages, the FAA representatives stated clearly that approval of 
the LFA alternate for the Toledo Airport project did not constitute an ap
proval of the material on any other FAA-funded projects in the future 
(Reference I-75). 

It should be further noted that FAA has insisted on extensive moni
toring of the LFA material and its strength development in order to prove 
that this product works. This monit~ring expense has not only eliminated the 
entire $22,000 cost savings attributed to the LFA base, but has caused the 
overall cost of the project to exceed that of the original black base bid by 
$12,000. To make matters worse, the FAA also insists that the cost overrun, 
resulting from their own directives, be paid by the Toledo-Lucas County Port 
Authority (Reference I-106). 

Economic Evaluation of LFA Base. In this section, the relative 
economics of using lime-fly ash-aggregate (LFA) base materials are compared 
with the costs of using competitive base course materials in the states of 
Illinois, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. The competitive base course materials studied 
are bituminous concrete base and crushed stone base. Comparisons are made be
tween actual bid prices for each type of base. The bid price data were obtained 
from Department of Transportation (DOT) personnel in each of these three states. 

To analyze these comparative costs in each state, a pavement design 
example was developed assuming a structural number of 4.00 in order to deter
mine design thicknesses for each of the three pavement options. Relative 
pavement thicknesses for each state are given in Table I-11. Based on the 
required thickness of each material and its compacted density. a square yard 
price was then determined for each wearing surface and base course material 
combination in a given state. The following compacted densities are assumed 
for each of the paving materials used: 

Wearing surf ace 
Bituminous base 
Pozzolanic base 
Aggregate base 

150 lbs/ft; 
145 lbs/ft3 140 lbs/ft3 125 lbs/ft 

The three pavement alternatives are compared in terms of estimated 
total in-place costs. Cost comparisons are discussed for each of the three 
individual states. An overall comparison is then made of costs from each of 
the three states. 

l. Illinois 

For a pavement structural number of 4.00, use of Illinois flexible 
pavement design coefficients and AASHTO recommended minimum wearing course 
thicknesses results in the following basic designs: 
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Bituminous Base Pozzolanic Base Aggregate Base 

3" Wearing Surface 
8.5" BAM* Base 

3" Wearing Surface 
10" PAM** Base 

5" Wearing Surface 
15:4" Stone Base 
2o.411 Total Pavement ll.5" Total Pavement 13" Total Pavement 

* BAM refers to bituminous aggregate mixture. 
** PAM refers to pozzolanic aggregate mixture. 

Illinois DOT officials have furnished the following in-place cost 
figures, based on average of five comparative alternate bids received during 
1980 on primary projects in District 1 (Chicago) area: 

Wearing surf ace 
Bituminous base (BAl-Q 
Pozzolanic base (PAM) 
Aggregate base 

$55.80 per cubic yard 
$54.50 per cubic yard 
$39.20 per cubic yard 
$20.45 per cubic yard (Reference I-107) 

Converting these prices to square yard costs, based on the design 
thickness and compacted density of each material, results in the following: 

Wearing surf ace 

Bituminous base (BAI-!) 
Pozzolanic base (PAM) 
Aggregate base 

$4. 64 per square yard (3" thick) 
$7. 74 per square yard (5" thick) 
$12.87 per square yard (8 • .5" thick) 
$10.87 per square yard (10" thick) 
$8.75 per square yard (lS.4" thick) 

Using the above figures, the total estimated cost per square yard 
for each of the three Illinois pavement alternatives is: 

Surf ace 
Base 
Total Cost 

Bituminous Base 
$ 4.64 
12.87 

$17.Sl 

Pozzolanic Base 
$ 4.64 
10.87 

$15.51 

Aggregate Base 
$ 7.74 

8.75 
$16.49 

From the above cost data, it appears that pozzolanic or LFA base 
is the least expensive of the three alternatives, being $2.00 per square yard 
less than the bituminous base in the Chicago area. For a two-lane road 24-
f eet wide, the projected cost savings attributed to LFA base using these cost 
figures would be $28,160 per mile less than bituminous base. 

During the Illinois Pozzolanic Concrete Association Seminar, held 
in Chicago in April of 1980, a paper was presented outlining the actual cost 
benefits realized over a four-year period due to the use of pozzolanic base 
materials (PAM) in the Chicago area. These PAM materials were bid as alter
nates to black base (BAM), cement-treated base (CAM), or portland cement con
crete base on a total of 15 public paving projects let between April 1976 and 
the time of the seminar. Table I-12 summarizes the bid prices received for 
the base course paving alternates on each of these 15 projects. 
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Table 1-12 
SUMMARY OF BID PRICES 

FOR BASE COURSE ALTERNATES IN ILLINOJS 

letting Awarding Base Course Bid Prices Cost Savings & 
Date Authoritl'. Project Descri2tion guantitl'. PAM B~M Ottier S of PAM Price 

4/27/76 Village of 9" 9" 
Schaurrburg American lane 9,318 SY 4.28 8.33 37,700 95% 

7/13/76 V11 h!le of 9" 9" 
Schaumburg Martingale Road 6,950 SY 4.00 8.30 27,800 108% 

3/19/77 Villaqe of 9" 8-1/2" 
Frankford Colorado Avenue 8, 182 SY 6. 75 9.22 20,210 27% 

5/18/77 Cook County Hwy. Central Ave. - Vollmer to 183rd 36,683 SY 9" 8" 
Thornton/Blue Island Road 3.85 5.65 66,029 32% 

6/8/77 Cook County Hwy. 155th - 169th 47,168 SY 10" 9" 
5.00 6.30 61. 318 211 

7/20/77 Cook County Hwy. 115th & Harlem 14,921 SY 10" 9" 
5.15 7.00 

H 
27,604 26% 

Ji, 8/9/77 Vil 1 a!le of 9" 9" 
0\ Schaurrburg Woodfield Road 15,950 SY 4.09 7.50 55,200 83% 

3/1/78 City of Joliet Plainfield Rd (US-30) 1-55 22,282 SY 16" 15" 9" PCC 
7.92 12.99 14.50 112 ,970 39% 

5/26/78 Kane County Hwy. Randa 11 Road 23,311 SY 12" 10" 14 11 CAM 
5.95 9.49 8. 12 50,600 35% 

6/7/78 Cook County Hwy. Harlem & Steger Roads 17,840 SY 110" 9" 
5.00 9.00 86,046 53% 

7/19/78 Cook County Hwy. 167th - Wfll/Cook Road 17 ,871 SY 8-1/2" 8" 
6.40 B.20 32, 168 22% 

4/11/79 City of Elgin Bfg Timber & N. Mclean Roads 16,173SY 15" 12" 
8.25 13.45 84 I 100 63% 

6/'jp/79 IOOT Houbolt Rd - Joliet 47 ,038 SY 9" 8-1/2" 
9.67 13.83 195,678 30% 

7/19/79 Vfllaae of 12" 11" 14" CAM 
Boll i ngbrook lllth Street at Rte 153 38, 104 SY 7.26 15 .53 11.40 157,378 36% 

811 PCC 
22.00 

3/28/80 IOOT Randall Rd - Big Tinber to 39 ,-124 SY 12" 10" 
Highland - Elgin 7.05 13.00 2321787 84% 

TOTAL SAVINGS: 11247.588 



As seen in this table, cost savings resulting from the use of the 
PAM base alternate ranged from $20,000 to $232,000 per project. Overall, a 
total of $1,247,588 was saved for these fifteen projects (Reference I-107), 
or an average of $83,172 per project. This is in addition to the savings of 
10 to 15 percent less aggregate, as well as many thousands of barrels of oil 
from not using a base with an asphalt binder. Furthermore, it was noted in 
this study that the total cost for asphalt and cement stabilizing agents is 
increasing at a greater rate than the total cost of lime and fly ash. .Another 
added cost for the bituminous base or BAM alternative is the cost of fuel con
sumed to dry and heat aggregates and asphalt cement in the dryer (Reference 
I-108). 

2. Ohio 

For a pavement structural number of 4.'00, use of Ohio flexible pave
ment design coefficients and AASHTO recommended minimum wearing course thick
nesses results in the following basic designs: 

Bituminous Base Pozzolanic Base Aggregate Base 

3" Wearing Surface 3" Wearing Surf ace 5" Wearing Surf ace 
(404) (404) (404) 

8.4" Black Base 10.5" Pozzolanic Base 16.1" Stone Base 
(301) (835) (304) 

u. 4" Total Pavement 13. 5" Total Pavement 21.l" Total Pavement 

It was noted by ODOT engineers that, even though the design example 
shows a 3-inch wearing surface over the pozzolanic base, a minimum thickness 
of 4 inches of asphalt concrete over the 835 base provides a more efficient 
and durable pavement. Some failures were experienced when using less than a 
4-inch thick asphalt layer over a pozzolanic base. Therefore, ODOT has rec
ommended a 4-inch wearing surface and 9.5 inches of pozzolanic base (Reference 
I-109). 

Ohio DOT officials also furnished a summary of the costs per square 
yard for the various materials in this design example, which was based on a 
1979 summary of awarded contracts. These cost figures are: 

Wearing surface (404) 

Bituminous base (301) 
Pozzolanic base (835) 
Aggregate base (304) 

$4.52 per square yard (3" thick) 
$6.03 per square yard (4" thick) 
$7.53 per square yard (5" thick) 
$11.19 per square yard (8.4" thick) 
$7.29 per square yard (9.5" thick) 
$9.08 per square yard (16.1" thick) 
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Using the above figures, the total estimated cost per square yard 
for each of the three Ohio pavement alternatives is: 

Surf ace 
Base 
Total Cost 

Bituminous Base 
$ 4.52 
ll.19 

$15.71 

Pozzolanic Base 
$ 6.03 

7.29 
$13.32 

Aggregate Base 
$ 7.53 

9.08 
$16.61 

From the above cost data, the pozzolanic or LFA base alternative 
is the least expensive, and is approximately $2.40 per square yard less than 
bituminous base in Ohio. For a two-lane road 24-feet wide, the projected 
cost savings attributed to LFA base using these cost figures is $33,792 per 
mile. 

An illustration of the actual cost savings that were actually rea
lized on a project where alternate base course bids were received occurred 
during August 1979 when the City of Toledo accepted two bids for reconstruc
tion of a portion of Heatherdowns Boulevard. The bid summary sheet shows 
three alternates for base course: 1) bituminous-aggregate base; 2) aggre
gate-lime-fly ash base; and 3) aggregate base. The summary of bids for the 
alternate base items, in costs per cubic yard of material in place, were as 
follows: 

Bidder No. 1 Bidder No. 2 
cost per total cost cost per total cost 

Base Alternate cubic yard of base cubic yard of base 

Bituminous-aggregate $42.00 $383,712 $37.00 $338 ,032 
Aggregate-lime-fly ash $23.00 $278,803 $26.00 $314,364 
Aggregate base $11.65 $388,604 $12.50 $367 ,444 

The lowest cost alternate was the aggregate-lime-fly ash price of 
$278,803 from bidder number 1. When compared to the low price of $338,032 
for bituminous-aggregate base, this represents a cost savings of $59,229 or 
a 21.2 percent reduction in base course cost by using aggregate-lime-fly ash 
instead of bituminous-aggregate. When compared to the low price of $367,444 
for aggregate base, a cost savings of $88,641 or 31.8 percent can be realized 
by using the aggregate-lime-fly ash base. 

The total bids for this project were as follows: 

Base Alternate Bidder No. 1 Bidder No. 2 Difference 

Bituminous-aggregate $1,685,884 $1,632,843 + $53,041 
Aggregate-lime-fly ash $1,580,975 $1,609,176 - $28,201 
Aggregate base $1, 690, 776 $1,662,255 + $28,521 
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The job was awarded to Bidder Number 1 using the aggregate-lime
fly ash alternate. This alternate saved $51,868, or 3.3 percent of the 
entire job, compared to bituminous-aggregate. The aggregate-lime-fly ash 
alternate cost $81,280, or 5.1 percent, less than aggregate base. 

3. Pennsylvania 

For a pavement structural number of 4.00, use of Pennsylvania flex
ible pavement design coefficients and AASHTO recommended minimum wearing course 
thicknesses initially resulted in the following basic designs: 

Bituminous Base 

3" Wearing Surf ace 
6.7" BCBC* 

Pozzonlanic Base 

3" Wearing Surface 
6.7" ALP** Base 

* BCBC refers to bituminous concrete base course 
** ALP refers to aggregate-lime-pozzolan base course 

*** CABC refers to crushed aggregate base course. 

Aggregate Base 

5" Wearing Surface 
12.9" CABC*** 

The above designs were reviewed by the PennDOT Bureau of Design. 
As a result of this review, several changes were proposed to conform to the 
PennDOT design manual~ by taking into account minimum pavement depth, frost 
design requirements, and the use of sub-base material. Based on these changes, 
the resultant designs were as follows: 

Bituminous Base Pozzolanic Base A55re5ate Base 

1.5" Wearing Surf ace 1.5" Wearing Surface l.5" Wearing Surf ace 
6" BCBC 2" Binder Course 2" Binder Course 

10" Sub-base S" ALP 8" CABC 
6" Sub-base 10" Sub-base 

17.5" Total Pavement 14.5" Total Pavement 21. 5" Total Pavement 

Analysis of the above designs indicates that the resultant struc
tural numbers for each alternative are slightly different. The BCBC pavement 
has a structural number of 4.16; the ALP pavement has a structural number of 
4.20; and the CABC pavement has a structural number of 4.08. 

Pennsylvania transportation officials have furnished the following 
in-place cost figures, derived from the most recent weighted average of all 
awarded contracts statewide, as published in PennDOT Bulletin 50: 

1-1/2" wearing surf ace $3.30 per square yard 
2" binder course $3.00 per square yard 
6" BCBC $9.20 per square yard 
5" ALP base $8.85 per square yard 
8" CABC $8.00 per square yard 
6" sub-base $3.75 per square yard 
10" sub-base $4.15 per square yard (Reference I-llO). 
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Using the above figures, the total estimated cost per square yard 
for each of the three Pennsylvania pavement alternatives is: 

Bituminous Base Pozzolanic Base Auresate Base 
Surf ace $ 3.30 $ 3.30 $ 3.30 
Binder 3.00 3.00 
Base 10.20 8.85 8.00 
Sub-base 4.15 3.75 4.15 
Total Cost $17.65 $18.95 $18.45 

In seeking to verify these unit prices from the latest Bulletin 50 
(March 1980), it was discovered that no bid price has been tabulated in Bul
letin 50 for the ALP alternate during the past several years. Apparently, 
the unit price for the 5" ALP base was determined by taking a 1974 bid price 
from Bulletin 50 and factoring it to 1980 at an inflation rate of 10 percent 
per year. Furthermore, crushed aggregate base course is rarely used by PennDOT, 
hence cost data on this item are very limited (Reference I-111). 

A July 1979 cost summary of material costs for short projects (less 
than 1,000 feet) in PennDOT district 6 (Philadelphia area) indicates that bid 
prices for 5" ALP base on such projects averaged $4.53 per square yard. Dis
trict 6 engineers have been using an annual escalation figure of 7.5 percent 
per year compounded for projecting increased material costs. On this basis, 
the unit price.of S" ALP base would be $4.89 per square yard at this time. 

In order to verify the in-place cost of LFA base, the costs of a 
total of six of the most recent ALP projects in District 6 vere reviewed. 
These jobs dated from 1976 and involved quantities ranging from 1,600 to 
100,000 square yards of base material. A weighted average cost was deter
mined from the costs of these six projects. This cost figure was also ad
justed to take into account variations in the thickness of the ALP base on 
these different projects. This weighted cost turned out to be $5.97, so the 
estimated cost of installing a 5" thick layer of ALP base in Pennsylvania was 
taken as $6.00 instead of $8.85 per square yard. 

A figure of $6.00 per square yard for 5 inches of ALP base course 
does not seem unreasonable when compared to a cost of $6.60 per square yard 
for 9.5 inches of LFA base in Ohio and $10.87 per square yard for 10 inches 
of PAM base in Illinois. 

Using the revised ALP cost figure, the total estimated cost per 
square yard for each of the three Pennsylvania pavement alternatives is: 

Surface 
Binder 
Base 
Sub-base 
Total Cost 

Bituminous 
$ 3.30 

10.20 
4.15 

$17.65 

Base Pozzolanic Base Aggresate Base 
$ 3.30 $ 3.30 

3.00 3.00 
6.00 8.00 
3.75 4.15 

$16.05 $18.45 
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From these data, it appears that the pozzolanic or ALP base is 
actually the least expensive alternative, being $1.60 less than bituminous 
base per square yard. For a two-lane road, 24-feet wide, the project cost 
savings attributed to ALP base using these cost figures would be $22,528 
per mile less than bituminous base. 

Additional comparative cost information on ALP base and bituminous 
base prices was obtained from the City Engineer for the City of Lancaster, who 
usually asks for alternate bids for all street reconstruction work. Recent 
bid prices for pavement designs consisting of 1-1/2 inches of asphalt wearing 
surface, 6 inches of bituminous base, and 6 inches of sub-base have been rang
ing from $20.40 to $23.80 per square yard in place, which is considerably higher 
than the $17.65 per square yard estimate based on PennDOT Bulletin 50 cost 
figures. Recent bid prices for pavement designs consisting of 1-1/2 inches 
of asphalt wearing surface, 2 inches of bituminous binder, 5 inches of ALP 
base, and a 6 inch sub-base have been ranging from $14.00 to $17.00 per square 
yard (Reference I-112), which corresponds well with the estimated cost of $16.05 
per square yard given above. The actual installed price for 5-inch thick ALP 
base in Lancaster during 1980 was $4.50 per square yard (Reference I-113). 
All the above costs are based on prevailing wage rates, making the costs for 
these projects equivalent to those of PennDOT projects. 

On the basis of these costs, reflecting actual bids received during 
1980 in the City of Lancaster, it would appear that even more substantial 
savings, on the order of $5.00 to $6.00 per square yard of pavement, can be 
realized by use of the pozzolanic base alternative. When analyzing the com
parative costs of ALP and BC3C out of the plant it is evident why ALP is the 
less costly alternative. Bituminous base in the Ph11adelphia area presently 
sells for approximately $20 per ton F.O.B. plant, while ALP sells for $9.50 
per ton F.O.B. plant (Reference I-114). In Pennsylvania, these two materials 
are structurally equivalent. 

4. Three State Cost Comparison 

The estimated costs for all three pavement alternates in Illinois, 
Ohio, and Pennsylvania for a flexible pavement with a structural number of 
4.00 are compared in Table I-13. These cost figures reflect actual bid costs 
for all materials and, as such, constitute an accurate current comparison of 
the cost of alternative pavement systems in each state. 

The first and most obvious observation from Table I-13 is that the 
pozzolanic base material is consistently the lowest cost alternative in all 
three states, with bituminous base second, and aggregate base third. The 
cost differential between pozzolanic base and bituminous base ranges from 
$1.50 to $3.00 per square yard. This difference represents potential cost 
savings of approximately $20,000 to $40,000 per mile of two-lane road. 
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Table I-13 

THREE-STATE COMPARISON OF PAVEMENT BASE COURSE COSTS 

BASIC PAVEMENT DESIGNS 
(STRUCTURAL NUMBER : 4,Q) 

ILLINOIS OHIO PENNSYLVANIA 

BAH PAM STONE BIT POZ STONE BCBC ALP CABC 

3" wearing 3" wearing 5" wearing 3" wearing 4" wearing 5" wearing 1.5" wearing 1. 5" wearing 1. 5" wearf ng 
_M" base .1Q.'.'.. base 15.4N base 8.4" base _!.:.f'.. base 16.1" base 6" base 2" binder 2" binder 

11.5" total 13" total 20.4" total 11. 4" total 13.5" total 21.l" total .IQ'.:_ s ubb ase 5" base 8" base 

17.5" total _£__ subbase 19.'.'..___ subbase 

14.5" total 21.5" total 

.... 
I 

'° N COSI CQMfABISO~ 
ILLINOIS OHIO PENNSYLVANIA 

BAM PAM STONE BIT POZ STONE BCBC ALP CABC 

$ 4.64 s 4.64 s 7.74 $ 4.52 $ 6.03 $ 7.53 $ 3. 30 $ 3.30 $ 3. 30 
12. 87 10.87 ~ -1!.J! ~ ~ 10.20 3.00 3.00 

$17.51 $15.51 $16.49 $15.71 $12.63 $16.61 __L!! 6.00 8.00 

(LOW) (LOW) $17.65 _2:1i -1.:.!i 
$16.05 $18.45 

(UM) 



A study of Table I-13 also shows that total pavement costs in 
Illinois and Pennsylvania are basically quite similar, while comparative 
costs for the same materials in Ohio are somewhat lower, particularly the 
cost of the pozzolanic base. This simply points out the number of variables 
that must be taken into account when comparing cost figures for the same 
material from different areas. The most significant of these variables are 
labor, transportation costs, productivity at the project site, and avail
ability of materials. Despite these variables, the cost comparisons dis
cussed in this section of the report reflect a trend toward significant 
savings in cost from use of pozzolanic base materials in areas where such 
materials are available and can be supplied in sufficient quantity to pro
spective users. 

Overview of LFA Usage 
LFA Use by State Highway Agencies. The findings of a question

naire on recovered material usage, which was circulated by AASHTO to all state 
highway materials and construction engineers during April 1980, show that a 
total of 14 states have at some time used lime-fly ash-aggregate (LFA) compo
sitions in base course or shoulder applications. Six of these 14 states 
presently include LFA in their state specifications. One state (West Virginia) 
used to have a special provision in its state specifications for lime-fly ash
aggregate base, but reports that it was discontinued due to lack of interest 
by the contracting industry. Instead, West Virginia uses a lot of cement
treated base (Reference I-ll5). 

States indicating some use of LFA base materials are: 

Arizona 
Colorado* 
Illinois* 
&ryland 
&ssachusetts 
Michigan 
Missouri 

New Jersey* 
North Dakota* 
Ohio* 
Oklahoma 
Pennsylvania* 
Texas 
West Virginia 

* States which have a specification for lime-fly ash-aggregate. 

The only states reporting routine use of LFA are Illinois, Ohio, and Pennsyl
vania. Most of the remaining 11 states report that LFA base has been used in 
state projects only o~ a limited field basis (less than six projects) or as a 
field experiment (one or two small test sections). Generally speaking, LFA 
materials have been used to a greater extent on local facilities than state 
highways. 

In addition to the 14 states, noted above, at least four other 
states are presently evaluating LFA compositions in the laboratory. These 
states are Georgia, Mississippi, New York, and North Carolina. Of these 
four states, only North Carolina felt that LFA behaved poorly in the lab 
because "the strength of lime-fly ash stabilization of aggregate base at 7 
days was 12 percent of the aggregate base with 3 percent cement and 3 times 
as expensive (Reference I-116). 
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A review of technical reports and promotional literature on sta
bilized road base materials confirms that LFA mixtures have also been placed 
in several other states, including Delaware, Indiana, New York, South Dakota, 
and Virginia. Since none of the DOT personnel in these states has indicated 
use of this material in their questionnaire responses, it is assumed that LFA 
use in these states has been confined to local roads and/or private projects, 
with no use in state or Federally funded highway construction. 

Of the 14 states reporting LFA use, 10 consider the performance of 
the material to have been either acceptable, good, or, in the case of three 
states, e."tcellent. These three states are Ohio, Texas, and West Virginia. 
Reasons cited for excellent performance are the pozzolanic activity of lime 
and fly ash, strength gain with age, and good tnixing and compaction in the 
field. Three states (Maryland, Massachusetts, and Missouri) have experimented 
with LFA materials on a very limited basis in the field and felt that more 
study was necessary before being able to evaluate the performance of the ma
terial. One state, Michigan, considered that LFA base performed poorly on a 
job because the material showed "temperature and moisture sensitivity for cure, 
frost susceptibility, poor drainability, and ~as more expensive than conven
tional aggregate mixtures (Reference I-117). 

. . 
Figure I-15 is a map of the United States showing the locations of all 

coal-fired po"Wer plants and all commercial lime plants. All areas within a 50-
mile radius of both a coal-fired power plant and wi.thn a 200-mile radius of a 
commercial lime plant are shaded in on the map and considered as potential use 
areas for LFA base material usage. 

Portfons of 39 states have been shaded in on this mapt indicating 
areas where supplies of LFA component materials (lime and fly ash) are avail
able within a reasonable hauling distance. Considering the 14 states that 
have reported LFA use by the AASHTO questionnairet plus five additional states 
where local or private use of LFA material can also be verified, LFA base ma
terials have been used to some extent in at least 19 states. This total rep
resents approximately half of all states which could possibly be using this 
material. Table I-14 lists the 39 states where there is some potential for 
use of LFA base materials from the standpoint of lime and fly ash availability 
and also indicates those 19 states where there has been know'U use of these 
materials. 

Of these 19 states, there are probably only three (Illinois, Ohio, 
and Pennsylvania) that are familiar enough with the characteristics and per
formance of LFA base that they "Would be able to award more contracts using 
this material without first requiring extensive laboratory testing and field 
monitoring of the material. With few exceptions, most of the remaining 20 
states would probably need to spend some time in further evaluation of LFA 
base before feeling ready to proceed with a substantially higher degree of 
LFA use in state highway _construction. 
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State 

1. Alabama 
2. Arizona 
3. Arkansas 
4. Colorado 
5. Connecticut 
6. Del aware 
7. Florida 
8. Georgia 
Q, Illinois 

10. Indiana 
11. Iowa 
12. Kansas 
13. Kentucky 
14. Maryl and 
15. Massachusetts 
16. Michiaan 
17. Minnesota 
18. Mississippi 
19. Missouri 
20. Nevada 
21. New Hampshire 
22. New Jersey 
23. New York 

Table I-14 

STATES HAVING POTENTIAL OR ACTUAL 
USE OF LIME-FLY ASH-AGGREGATE 

Extent of LFA Use to Date 

-Potential use due to logistics 
Experimental field use 
Potential use due to logistics 
limited field use - specified 
Potential use due to logistics 
Some prior field use 
Potential use due to logistics 
Laboratory investigation 
Routine use - specified 
Some prior field use 
Potential use due to logistics 
Potential use due to logistics 
Potential use due to logistics 
Limited field use 
Experimental field use 
Limited field use 
Potential use due to logistics - bad climate 
Laboratory investigation 
Experimental field use 
Potential use due to logistics 
Potential use due to logistics 
Some prior field use 

24. North Carolina 
Laboratory investigation - some field use 
Laboratory investigation 

25. North Dakota 
26. Ohio 
27. Oklahoma 
28. Oregon 
29. Pennsylvania 
30. South Dakota 
31. Tennessee 
32. Texas 
33. Utah 
34. Vennont 
35. Virginia 
36. Washington 
37. West Virginia 
38. Wisconsin 
39. Wyoming 

Limited field use 
Fairly routine use - specified 
Experimental field use 
Potential use due to logistics 
Routine use until 1976 - specified 
Some prior field use 
Potential use due to logistics 
Limited field use 
Potential use due to logistics 
Potential use due to logistics 
Some prior field use 
Potential use due to logistics 
Very limited field use 
Potential use due to logistics 
Potential use due to logistics 
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Marketing Considerations. After reviewing and evaluating the 
utilization of LFA base, and differences that exist in the event of its use 
from one state to another, it is evident that the level of use of LFA base 
(or any other construction product) is definitely related to the sales ef-
fort applied on its behalf. It must be understood that sales of all construc
tion materials (asphalt, concrete, aggregate, etc.), are dependent to some ex
tent on periodic visits to users and specifiers by sales representatives, as 
well as spokesmen for material producers lobbying associations. In this re
gard, it is virtually impossible for advocates of LFA materials to provide a 
sales effort that can even remotely compare with that of the more recognized 
and established-construction material industries. 

There are, no doubt, many instances in which too aggressive a market
ing approach on behalf of an unfamiliar material, such as LFA, may have been 
more detrimental than infrequent sales visits. In addition, most engineers 
are dissuaded from further use of a material when a marketing representative 
makes undocumented claims about it or when the material is unable to perform 
up to its advertised expectations. 

A sales representative for a Chicago-based ash marketing firm, 
which has sold more fly ash for use in LFA base than any other firm any
where else in the United States, recommends that the following steps be 
take to assure success in the marketing of lime-fly ash-aggregate: 

1. Cooperation between the utility company and the 
potential ash vendor on such vital matters as 
quality control, material availability, and load
ing hours. Without such cooperation, and a sin
cere interest on behalf of the utility company, 
marketing of quality LFA material is doomed to 
failure. 

2. Promote and think in terms of a plant-mixed pro
duct. Production plants should have a capacity 
of at least 400 tons per hour. Contractor-owned 
blacktop plants can be adapted for LFA production 
at a probable cost of $250,000 to $300,000 for an 
additional silo and feeding equipment. 

3. Sell the product through contractor-owned market
ing outlets, using trained and qualified sales 
and engineering representatives. 

4. Draw on the talents of paving experts to evaluate 
the product, develop promotional literature, and 
provide technical consultation where needed. 

5. Develop attractive and technically accurate pro
motional literature. 
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6. Conduct informal seminars on the properties and 
uses of the product. Rely on eX:perts where needed, 
emphasizing a direct and honest approach. 

7. Invite potential producers and users to tour pro
duction facilities and project sites where the LFA 
material is being mixed and placed or where it has 
been in service. 

8. Make frequent personal calls, 
rect, honest sales approach. 
material in addition to sales 
I-118). 

again using the di
Display cores of the 
literature (Reference 

Audio-visual aids are an excellent example of the use of prof es
sional marketing tools for product promotion. In 1979, the Federal Highway 
Administration, in cooperation with the National Ash Association and the 
American Pozzolanic Concrete Association, developed a 20-minute narrated 
slide-tape presentation entitled "Lime-Fly Ash Stabilized Bases and Subbases." 
This presentation consists of 78 color slides which discuss and explain the 
following aspects of LFA base materials: 

• LFA components (lime, fly ash, and aggregate) 
• Fly ash production, composition, and handling 
• Laboratory testing procedures (ASTM C593) 
• Plant-mixing of LFA materials 
• Construction equipment used for LFA placement 

ana compaction 
• Engineering properties of LFA materials 
• .Advantages of using LFA materials 

A 20-page script of this slide-tape presentation has also been 
prepared by the Federal Highway Administration and is included in this re
port. The Federal Highway Administration disseminates this document to 
district of fices and other interested parties as part of its information 
exchange program. However, it is noted in the script that the contents of 
the presentation do not necessarily reflect the official views or policy of 
the government, which does not endorse products or manufacturers. 

It must be understood that any product with which state highway 
engineers are not faimiliar cannot sell itself. Due to the inherently con
servative nature of the highway engineering profession and its reluctance 
to deviate from the use of familiar and established construction products, 
a professional marketing effort must be applied by reasonable, technically 
oriented organizations in order to advance the usage of a product such as 
LFA base. Even with such an effort, it should be further recognized that 
complete acceptance and routine use of any material, with which there is 
little familiarity on the state level, probably involves a minimum five
year time period. 
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Overall Technical Assessment of LFA Materials. The technology of 
lime-fly ash-aggregate (LFA) use in base and sub-base construction has been 
well documented and implemented to various degrees in more than a dozen states 
over the past 20 or more years. It has been estimated that, since the mid-
1950s, from 20 to 25 million tons of LFA materials have been produced and 
placed in different parts of the United States. There is a large amount of 
published literature and unpublished data on composition, characteristics, 
and performance of LFA mixtures. There are hundreds of sections of roadway 
that have been placed using LFA base materials and which have provided highly 
satisfactory performance for many years. These projects are testimony to the 
fact that LFA materials are indeed suitable for use as road base compositions 
on primary and secondary highways, as well as in the construction of airfields. 

Advantages and Disadvantages. The use of LFA materials in areas 
where they are available offers the prospective user a number of advantages. 
The principal advantages of these products are: 

l. The most obvious benefit of LFA compositions is 
cost. All other factors being equal, these ma
terials are nearly always less expensive than 
alternative or competitive base materials such 
as bituminous concrete or crushed aggregate. In 
these times of inflation and tight budgets, sig
nificant cost savings from the use of LFA bases 
are ~ot only possible, but have been documented 
on numerous occasions in many areas of the country. 

2. A pozzolanic reaction occurs in these compositions, 
resulting in gradual, long-term strength develop
ment over time. This strength development can be 
controlled and designed into the mixture by alter
ing the formulation during mix design. 

3. Ultimate strength development of LFA base is com
parable to that of low-strength concrete. There 
have been many examples where the ultimate strengths 
of LFA materials have exceeded 3,000 psi and in some 
instances have even achieved 5,000 psi or higher 
strengths. In terms of cost per psi of strength de
veloped, LFA provides more strength for the dollar 
than any other paving material. 

4. LFA base materials are relatively easy to install 
and can be.placed and compacted with conventional 
construction equipment. There is no need for any 
exotic hardware or fancy procedures when mixing or 
laying LFA materials. 

5. In states where LFA has been most frequently used, 
the structural design coefficients for the material 
are equal, or nearly equal, to bituminous base and 
substantially higher than crushed aggregate. 
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6. The use of LFA base provides an excellent oppor
tunity to utilize a material that is considered 
a disposal problem to the electrical utility in
dustry. From the perspective of fly ash utili
zation, one cubic yard of concrete can use 100 
pounds of fly ash, while one cubic yard of LFA 
can use 400 pounds of fly ash. In pozzolanic 
mixtures containing sludge materials, one cubic 
yard of mix may contain up to 1,000 pounds of 
fly ash. 

7. Once the material ages beyond the first winter, 
it continues to develop strength at a rate which 
exceeds the accumulated wheel loadings being ap~ 
plied to the road. Consequently, LFA pavements 
rarely fail from fatigue. Moreover, it has been 
determined that, on low traffic volume facilities, 
LFA mixtures with well-graded aggregates possess 
sufficient mechanical stability to support wheel 
loadings through the first winter, even if no 
cementing of the base occurs. 

8. LFA materials contain fly ash, which is a low 
energy-intensive material. Therefore, use of 
LFA results in reduced energy input compared 
to that of alternative materials. Substitu
tion of LFA bci.se in lieu of bituminous base 
woUld not only result in lowered costs, but 
would conserve needed petroleum resources. 

On the other hand, there are certain disadvantages associated with 
LFA materials which must also be considered. The main disadvantages of this 
product are: 

1. On state and Federally funded highway construction 
work, there are recommended construction cutoff 
dates which are part of the material specifications. 
In northern states, where most of the LFA materials 
have been used, the material is not permitted to be 
installed on state projects beyond a specified date, 
usually sometime between September 15th and October 
1st. These dates may or may not be overly conserva
tive, but their net effect is to reduce the length 
of the construction season for LFA placement. On 
municipal projects, LFA has often been installed 
well beyond applicable state highway cutoff dates 
with no failure. 
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2. LFA base materials are not specified on many recon
struction projects where maintenance of existing 
traffic is necessary because, in the minds of many 
highway engineers, the material does not always hold 
up particularly well to heavy traffic (especially 
truck traffic). This is more of a problem immedi
ately after the material has been placed and com
pacted. It is normal practice to blacktop over LFA 
base as soon as possible (within one or two days) 
after it has been installed. 

3. The p~oduction of LFA at the plant, as well as its 
placement at the job site, requires some reasonable 
quality control to assure a good performing product. 
This material is sensitive to variations in moisture 
which, if large enough, would adversely affect com
paction and eventual job performance. The key to a 
successful LFA job is good compaction. This cannot 
be achieved unless the product comes out of the plant 
at or close to its optimum moisture content and is 
properly compacted. 

4. To many engineers, fly ash is a waste material and 
not a product. When viewed as a waste material, 
fly ash is considered to be variable and of low 
quality. While in some cases this may be true, 
there are many acceptable sources of fly ash avail
able for LFA use. Again, quality control of the ash 
and cooperation with the utility company is essen
tial. The quality requirements for use of fly ash 
in LFA materials are far less stringent than for the 
use of fly ash in portland cement concrete. 

In objectively weighing the advantages vs. the disadvantages of LFA 
base materials, on balance, the good points of this material definitely out
weigh its bad points. It is a proven fact that, if this material is designed, 
produced, and placed properly. it performs well. It is a versatile product, 
having been produced with almost every kind of aggregate and dozens of dif
ferent sources of fly ash. The obvious advantage of LFA base offers in dra
matic costs savings is, in and of itself, a compelling enough reason for 
justifying more widespread use of this material. 

All of the disadvantages cited above can in one way or another be 
overcome by applying good, sound engineering coupled with a firm commitment 
to product quality control. Therefore, from a technical and economic stand
point, use of LFA base is not only justifiable, but also very beneficial. 
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The question therefore remains: If LFA material is that good, why 
isn't more of it being used? Although there may be no single answer to this 
question, a number of possible explanations, not necessarily related directly 
to technical and/or economic considerations, are offered. 

Institutional Barriers and Related Factors. To appreciate why a 
seemingly acceptable construction material has had such difficulty gaining 
acceptance since its development nearly-30 years ago, one must understand 
the state highway engineering function and the relationship of the highway 
construction industry to each respective state highway agency. 

In the first place, there are very few engineers as conservative as 
the typical highway engineer. They are conservative by necessity. being given 
a budgeted amount of public funds and at the same time being charged with the 
responsibility of keeping roads in as good a condition as possible. Host 
highway engineers are used to operating with sizable construction budgets and 
relying on well-established construction materials. Consequently, they are 
somewhat skeptical and reluctant to endorse new or unfamiliar products, no 
matter what advantages may be associated with the material. They usually 
resist change and prefer instead to continue utilizing materials with which 
they are familiar. 

Secondly, LFA materials, because of early Poz-0-Pac patents, are 
considered by many state highway engineers as a proprietary product, even 
though all patents on the use of these materials have expired. There is 
still a certain aversion among some state highway engineers to using a pro
duct of proprietary nature, such as LFA base. 

The specifying and use of highway construction products by engi
neers and officials at the state and local level is probably as attribu
table to sales efforts and lobbying pressures as it is to the comparative 
merits of the material itself. Unfortunately, politics does play a role 
in determining to what extent various construction materials are included 
in bids and specifications. 

There have been and still are intense lobbying pressures by con
struction material producers associations on behalf of their products. There 
is nothing unethical or wrong about such efforts, as long as the sales in
formation is factual and attempts are not made to discredit competitive 
products. Unfortunately, competitive material lobbyists have not always 
portrayed LFA in a completely objective fashion to state highway engineers 
and, consequently, certain misconceptions about the material have persisted. 
An example of this is the notion that LFA materials are hard to handle and 
place and require special installation equipment, when the truth is the ma
terial is relatively easy to handle and place using conventional spreading 
and rolling equipment. 
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To combat ignorance of the product, a professional marketing approach 
is absolutely necessary at all levels, but particularly at the state level. 
Unfortunately, LFA materials have never had a real strong advocate or lob
byist to counter the well-financed and well-organized representation from 
other conventional highway product organizations. Therefore, since the ma
terial has not been well sold, it has failed to attract many supporters within 
the highway establishment strictly on its own merits. 

Even though LFA materials are specified and used in some states, 
other states which may have had less experience with the material sometimes 
feel the need to "reinvent the wheel," in terms of years of laboratory in
vestigation prior to using LFA on projects. There are also instances where 
engineers in a particular state gain familiarity with and confidence in a 
material such as LFA. However, once these engineers retire or pass away, 
use of the material diminishes and other engineers who are not as familiar 
with it must be re-educated concerning its use. These are just some examples 
of the institutional barriers to more widespread use of LFA materials. 

Cement-Stabilized Fly Ash Bases and Sub-bases 

Another means of using fly ash as a road base or sub-base material 
in highway construction is by stabilizing the fly ash with portland cement 
(or, in some cases, hydrated lime). Cement-stabilized fly ash base course 
and sub-base materials are used in flexible pavement systems in the same man
ner as lime-fly ash-aggregate and other pozzolanic base materials, except 
that the cement-stabilized fly ash mixtures do not contain any conventional 
aggregate. 

One of the most obvious advantages to the utilization of cement
stabilized fly ash as a highway base course or sub-base is that between 80 
to 90 percent by weight of the base course or sub-base material is fly ash, 
instead of from 10 to 25 percent, as in the case with most lime-fly ash
aggregate or other pozzolanic compositions. Thus, use of cement-stabilized 
fly ash mixtures results in a substantially greater utilization of fly ash. 

History of Cement-Stabilized Fly Ash. The use of cement-stabilized 
fly ash is comparatively new in the United States. However, cement stabiliza
tion of pulverized fuel ash (PFA) and its subsequent use in road base con
struction has been in practice in parts of Europe for nearly twenty years. 
Both Great Britain and France have utilized this material to such an extent 
that its ase is accepted routinely on public roads as well as private pro
jects in both countries. Specifications for fly ash-cement base courses 
have been adopted by the British Department of the Environment (formerly 
known as the Ministry of Transport) and commercial manufacturing plants 
have been established for the production and sale of a ready-mix cement
stabilized fly ash base course material. In France, cement-stabilized fly 
ash has been used as a sub-base on a number of major highway projects 
(Reference I-119). 
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In the United States, there has thus far been very little use made 
of cement-stabilized fly ash base course and/or sub-base materials. For the 
most part, this is because American engineers have not had nearly as much ex
perience as their European counterparts with the use of fly ash in general, 
and in particular, with combinations of fly ash and portland cement containing 
no aggregate. Consequently. because of an ingrained reliance on conventional 
materials of construction and an inherent aversion to the use of non-conven
tional products, such as fly ash, American highway engineers have tended to 
rely on proven technology and regard fly ash itself, and stabilized composi
tions containing fly ash, with some mistrust. Furthermore, until recently, 
there has been a lack of technical documentation, reference materials, or 
manuals describing the unique properties, design procedures, specification 
guidelines, and construction techniques related to cement-stabilized fly ash. 

Pozzolanic Nature of Cement-Stabilized Fly Ash. As discussed in the 
preceding section on lime-fly ash-aggregate, fly ash is a pozzolanic material, 
that is, it will react in the presence of calcium hydroxide and water at normal 
temperatures to provide cementitious compounds. Therefore, the addition of 
relatively small amounts of portland cement (or hydrated lime) and water to 
fly ash can result in significant and oftentimes rapid strength development. 

Fly ash itself contains varying amounts of calcium oxide, some of 
which is present as free lime. The quantity of free lime present in certain 
fly ashes, particularly the so-called western fly ashes (from the burning of 
lignite or sub-bituminous coal) is sufficiently great that, when these ash 
materials are moistened and compacted, they will harden and gradually develop 
in strength of their own accord. This strength, however, may not be of suffic
ient magnitude for application in highway base course construction, either in 
terms of load-bearing capacity or durability in terms of resistance to freez
ing and thawing. Therefore, the addition of a stabilizing agent, such as port
land cement or hydrated lime, in relatively small amounts is required to pro
mote additional and more rapid strength development and improve freeze-thaw 
resistance. 

In general, portland cement is the most desirable stabilizing agent 
to be added to fly ash, although lime can be added instead of, or even to
gether with, cement. However, the strength gain in fly ash-lime mixes is 
significantly slower than in fly ash-cement mixes, although comparable 
strengths may be achieved after many months. The use of lime instead of 
cement may be considered in situations where longer curing periods or higher 
curing temperatures can be anticipated or where the use of lime represents 
an economic advantage over cement (Reference I-120). 

The hydration of portland cement in water proceeds rapidly so that 
cement-stabilized fly ash mixtures normally attain satisfactory early strengths, 
while continuing to gain in strength over a period of several years. The amount 
of cement needed to produce a given strength of mixture within a given period 
of time under specified curing conditions is a function of the reactivity of 
the fly ash. This, in turn, is related to the physical as well as chemical 
characteristics of the ash (Reference I-121). 
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It is presently believed that silica, alumina, and calcium oxide 
are the principal contributors to the pozzolanic reactivity of fly ash, 
while the presence of carbon acts to inhibit the pozzolanic reactivity. 
Generally, high surface area, which is a measure of the fineness of the 
ash, also aids in the reactivity. 

Certain ash handling and storage techniques can directly affect 
the pozzolanic reactivity of fly ash by altering the physical and chemical 
characteristics of the material. Sluicing of fly ash to ponds, for example, 
of ten results in a non-uniform particle size distribution of the ash through
out different areas of the pond, with coarser particles settling nearest the 
outlet pipe and finer particles settling farthest from the pipe. Therefore, 
the fineness of a particular ash sample is a function of its particular loca
tion within the sluicing pond. Furthermore, the extent of fly ash exposure 
to moisture over a period of time, either in ponds or stockpiles, can result 
in the leaching of calcium oxide and the fly ash thus recovered could have 
a somewhat reduced pozzolanic reactivity as a result of such leaching (Ref
erence I-122). 

Mixture Proportions. Proportioning of cement-stabilized fly ash 
mixtures is normally accomplished by means of laboratory tests to select a 
design mix that, when mixed and compacted, is capable of attaining estab
lished criteria for strength and durability. The laboratory tests are es
sentially the same as those recommended for soil-cement samples by the Port
land Cement Association (Reference I-123), with some modifications. The 
details of the recommended criteria for use in mix design, which have been 
developed by the British Central Electricity Generating Board, will be dis
cussed later in this report. 

Portland cement to be used in the construction mix should be Type 
I cement and comply with the requirements of appropriate state or local 
highway agencies for portland cement to be used in roadway construction. 
The fly ash to be used should be tested in advance of trial mix designs in 
order to determine the following properties: 

• Moisture-density relationship (ASTM D698) 
• Blaine fineness-specific surface (ASTM C618) 
• Loss on ignition at 900°C, percent by weight 
• Cao content, percent by weight. 

Because of the variability which often occurs in the character
istics of fly ash from most power plants, due to changes in coal source, 
firing conditions, or ash collection and handling procedures, the concept 
of a construction mix has also been developed. The construction mix is es
sentially a design mix in which the mix proportions selected from previous 
tests may be adjusted in order to accommodate the least reactive fly ash 
that may be expected to be obtained from a given ash source over the period 
of construction. Thus, variations in ash quality, disposal and/or storage 
methods, and moisture conditions can be factored into the mix design pro
cedure. 
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There is presently no method of accurately determining the amount 
of cement (or lime) necessary to produce the required amount of strength and 
durability for a given sample of fly ash, although the percentage of cement 
is usually between 10 and 20 percent of the fly ash on a dry weight basis. 
However, the results of the chemical, physical, and laboratory compaction 
tests provide some indication of the potential reactivity of a sample of 
fly ash and can serve as a guide for selection of a trial mix. 

Based on laboratory test results of fly ash samples, selection of 
a cement content for trial mixes can be made according to the following guide
lines: 

1. Loss on Ignition - The carbon content of fly ash is 
an important factor in strength 
development of cement-fly ash mix
tures. For a fly ash sample with a 
loss on ignition greater than 5 
percent, a trial mix with at least 
20 percent cement by weight of fly 
ash should be assumed. 

2. Calcium Oxide - The higher the Cao content of the 
fly ash, the lower the cement re
quired for stabi1ization. For fly 
ash samples with 10 percent or 
greater CaO content, a cement con
tent of 5 to 10 percent is recom
mended. For Cao contents below 10 
percent, other factors wi11 be of 
greater influence in the selection 
of a trial mix. 

3. Maximum Dry Density - For fly ash samples with low loss 
on ignition and Cao content, density 
can be used as an indicator of re
activity. For fly ash samples with 
maximum dry densities greater than 
85 pounds per cubic foot, cement con
tents of 10 to 15 percent are recom
mended. For fly ash samples with 
maximum dry densities less than 85 
pounds per cubic foot, 15 to 20 per
cent cement is recommended. 

4. Blaine Fineness - The fineness of a fly ash sample with 
low loss on ignition and CaO content 
is yet another indicator of reactivity. 
For fly ash samples with a2Blaine fine
ness in excess of 2,500 cm per gram, 
cement contents between 10 and 15 per
cent are recommended, with increases in 
the cement content as the Blaine fine
ness decreases. 
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Normally, in laboratory mix design testing, it is standard practice 
to express the cement content of a mix in terms of a certain percent by weight 
of dry fly ash. However, this often does not give a clear indication of the 
actual amount of cement being used in the mix because of variations in the 
unit weight of fly ash from sample to sample. Therefore, for cement-stabil
ized fly ash mixes, it is more practical to express the cement content of the 
design mix in terms of pounds of cement per cubic foot of compacted mix, based 
on the maximum dry density and optimum moisture content of the mix as deter
mined by ASTM Dl34-70. This means of expressing the cement content permits 
a direct comparison between design mixes on the basis of actual quantities of 
cement required in each mix (Reference I-124). 

Eagineering Properties. The most significant engineering properties 
of cement-stabilized fly ash base course materials are compressive strength, 
durability or freeze-thaw resistance, and moisture-density characteristics. 
Unfortunately, due to the limited number of projects in which these materials 
have been used in the United States, there is very little in the way of docu
mentation of these properties. The following paragraphs summarize available 
information on engineering properties of cement-stabilized fly ash compositions. 

Compressive Strength. A!! noted earlier in this report, the 
British have developed criteria for cement-stabilized fly ash base courses 
which have been adopted and published by the National Ash Association (Ref
erence I-124).for mix design purposes. The basis of these criteria are that 
a specified compressive streJ1gth is an indication of the mix's ability to 
resist damage due to cyclic freezing and thawing and frost action. The fol
lowing criteria have been developed for cement-stabilized fly ash mixes: 

• The seven-day compressive strength of the mix, when 
cured under moist conditions at 70 + 3°F (21 + 2°C} 
must be at least 400 to 450 psi. - -

• The unconfined compressive strength of the mix must 
increase with time. 

Since no data are available for laboratory freeze-thaw testing of 
cement-stabilized fly ash materials, the criteria listed above are assumed 
to provide a design basis for development of sufficient compressive strength 
to also satisfy durability requirements. 

Determination of mix formulations to meet those criteria must be 
done by means of triaI mixes. Data from an access road project in Stone
leigh, England provides an indication of the possible strength development 
of cement-stabilized fly ash. Unconfined compressive strength data from 
this project, using a mix with 10 parts fly ash to l part cement by weight, 
are as follows: 
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Age of Base 
Course 
{days) 

7 
28 
90 

270 

Unconfined 
Compressive 

Strength 
fys~ 

400 
760 

1,250 
1,660 

Fly ash samples from different American power plants were tested 
in the laboratory to evaluate the engineering properties of trial mixes 
using these materials. The results of these tests, which include compres
sive strength and moistuture-density data, are presented in Table I-15. 
These test results are useful in illustrating the range of engineering 
properties that can be expected for design mixes using typical American 
bituminous coal fly ashes. 

In addition, Figure I-16 shows the variation in 7-day compressive 
strength development with cement content for several of thse fly ashes. 
From this figure, it is evident that the lagoon sample of fly ash from the 
Willow Island plant requires a considerably higher cement content to achieve 
strength comparable to the other silo ash samples (Reference I-124). 

Some minimal compressive strength data are also available from two 
projects in West Virginia in which cement-stabilized fly ash has been used 
as the base course for parking lot facilities. These data, involving both 
laboratory and field test specimens, are sunnnarized as follows: 

Laboratory Test Specimens 
(Moist Cured at 70°F) 

Philip Sporn Plant - New Haven, W. Va. 

Unconfined 
Age of Base Compressive 

Course Strength 
(days) (psi) 

7 452 
28 1,362 

Field Core Specimens 
Harrison Station - Haywood, W. Va 

Unconfined 
Age of Base Compressive 

Course Strength 
(days) (psi) 

7 566 
90 869 

It should be noted that the base course material installed at the 
Harrison Station project was placed rather late in the season and had under
gone several freeze-thaw cycles between 7 and 90 days. Nevertheless, these 
data, limited though they may be, demonstrate that mix formulations have been 
designed and placed in service in this company that are capable of meeting the 
six design criteria adopted by the National Ash Association. 
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Table 1-15 

ENGINEERING CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENT-STABILIZED 
FLY ASH MIXES USING DIFFERENT FLY ASH SOURCES 

Potomac Electric Potomac Electric Union Electric Allegheny Power 
Chalk Point Morgantown Meramec Hatfield's ferry 
Aguasco, Md. Newburg, Md. St. Louis, Mo. Masontown, Pa. 

Silo Silo Silo Stlo 

78 78 8Q 78 

12 14 8 12 

15 18 10 15 

432 440 413 460 

857 1341 1142 1020 

20.0 20.5 21.0 20.4 

90.5 92.6 87.7 89.4 

NOTE: Data is from final trial mix fonnulations for each of the above fly ash sources. 

Allegheny Power Allegheny Power 
Harrison Wi 11 ow ls 1.a.nd 

Haywood, W. Va. Willow I~and,W.Va. 

Silo Lagoon 

92 

11 

12 ~30 

421 696 

580 

19.0 31.0 

102.5 79.8 
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Figure I-16. Variation in 7-day compressive strength development with 
cement content for cement-stabi1ized fly ash mixtures 
using different sources of fly ash. 
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Moisture-Density. Moisture-density characteristics of cem.ent
stabilized fly ash compositions will, of course, be dependent on the mix 
proportions used. Data on the moisture-density characteristics of design 
mixes using bituminous fly ash samples from several different American power 
plants are shown in Table I-15. Figure ~-17 shows the moisture-density curves 
for several of these design mixes (Reference I-124). 

The cement-stabilized fly ash base material placed at the Harrison 
Station project in Haywood, West Virginia had a maximum dry density of 92.5 
pounds per cubic foot at an optimum moisture content of 14 percent (Reference 
I-124). according to the results of a moisture-density test performed in ac
cordance with ASTM D558. A copy of this test method is included in the Ap
pendix of this report. In-place density tests performed at the site with a 
nuclear density gauge confirm that the material was compacted to an average 
of 98.5 percent of the maximum dry density value (Reference I-124). Similar 
data are not readily available from other cement-stabilized fly ash instal
lations. 

California Bearing Ratio. The only published values for the 
California bearing ratio (CBR) of cement-stabilized fly ash material used 
in the United States are for the parking lot facility at the Philip Sporn 
plant in New Haven, West Virginia. It has been reported that seven day 
soaked and unsoaked CBR values for the mix used on this project were 145 
and 150 percent, respectively (Reference I-125). 

Pavement Thickness Design Considerations. As previously mentioned, 
the thickness design procedure developed by the Portland Cement Association 
(PCA) for soil-cement base courses has also been adopted for cement-stabilized 
fly ash base courses. This procedure has evolved over the years from previous 
research, theory, test pavements, and actual construction projects involving 
soil-cement pavement systems •. The design method is theoretically based on 
the load-deflection and fatigue characteristics of soil-cement. Thickness 
design curves were previously developed by PCA for both granular and fine
grained soils, but the curves for fine-grained soils are the ones used in 
determining the thickness of fly ash-cement base courses. 

· The PCA design procedure consists of the determination of two 
parameters, the subgrade strength and the fatigue factor, which are then 
entered into a thickness design chart to yield the base course (Reference 
I-126). Once the initial thickness of the cement-stabilized fly ash base 
course has been found, the thickness of the bituminous wearing surface can 
then be determined. The initial base course thickness can then be reduced 
to account for the thickness of the,bituminous wearing surface. 
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Figure I-17. Moisture-density relationships of design mixes. 
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The subgrade strength in this procedure is measured by the modulus 
of subgrade reaction (k), which is determined by means of field plate-load 
bearing tests. However, CBR and Resistance (R) value tests can also be used 
to convert to equivalent k values, using appropriate charts (Reference I-127). 
Where light traffic conditions are expected, such as on rural roads or in 
parking lots, subgrade strengths can be estimated based on soil classification 
data. 

Four traffic parameters are necessary in order to determine the 
fatigue factor. These are the average daily traffic (ADT), the percentage 
of trucks, the ax1e load distribution of the trucks, and the annual traffic 
growth rate. The fatigue factor represents the total fatigue consumption of 
the pavement over a specified design period (usually 20 years) for given con
ditions of traffic loading. The fatigue factor is calculated using different 
coefficients for different axle load groups and summing the individual totals. 
For example, a two-lane road with an ADT of 3,000 vehicles and 3 percent trucks 
had a calculated fatigue factor of 1,700,000. 

Figure I-18 shows the base course thickness design chart used in this 
thickness design procedure. By entering this design chart with values for fa
tigue factor and modulus of subgrade reaction (k), a value for the initial 
base course thickness can be obtained. The final base course thickness is 
determined by selecting the thickness of the bituminous wearing surface and 
using this value to adjust the thickness of the base course. Graphs for de
veloping these thickness values are shown in Figure I-19. 

Late Season Construction. As with lime-fly ash-aggregate and other 
pozzolanic pavements, sufficient cured strength must be developed within the 
base material in order to provide the amount of durability necessary to with
stand the initial winter freeze-thaw cycles. To assure that the material is 
exposed to the required amount of degree-day curing conditions for adequate 
strength development, a sensible construction cutoff date must be determined. 

A general guideline for establishing a construction cutoff date 
for cement-stabilized fly ash base course is that the ambient air tempera
ture should not fall below 50°F (10°C) for a period of seven days following 
placement of the base course. Since this material is similar in some re
spects to lime-fly ash-aggregate, the pozzolanic reaction in cement-stabilized 
fly ash base course practically ceases at temperatures below 40°F (40°C). 
However, once the ~emperature increases, the pozzolanic reaction wi.ll again 
resume. 

In the middle Atlantic states, a recommended construction period is 
from April 15th through October 15th. However, it is further suggested that 
reference be made to the constr~ction specifications of ~espective state high
way departments for applicable cutoff dates for either lime-fly ash-aggregate 
or soil-cement construction. Such dates can be safely applied to the con
struction of cement-stabilized fly ash base course materials (Reference I-128). 
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Assessment of Performance in Specific ~rojects. In the United 
States, several field trials and demonstration projects have been under
taken in different locations to evaluate the performance of cement-sta
bilized fly ash base course materials. To date, at least five cement
stabilized fly ash projects have been constructed and the results of each 
of these field trials have so far been favorable. Several of these pro
jects are discussed in this section of the report. 

Harrison Power Station - Haywood, West Virginia. In September 
1975, approximately 10,000 square yards of cement-stabilized fly ash was 
placed as base course for an access road and parking area at the Harrison 
Power Station. Cement and fly ash from hoppers at the plant site were pre
mixed in a pugmill with water at the rate of 83 pounds (37.5 kg) of fly ash 
and 10 pounds (4.5 kg) of cement per cubic yard of compacted mix. This 
base course material was spread and compacted to an 8-inch (203 mm) thick
ness and sealed with a bituminous emulsion. The material was tailgated 
from dump trucks, spread to the required loose lift thickness, and com
pacted by a vibratory roller having a dead weight of 8 tons. A 3-inch 
(76 mm) bituminous wearing surface was applied over the base course. 
Cores taken after 180 days indicated that the base course material had not 
experienced any loss in strength over the winter months (Reference I-129). 
As far as is known, this base course is still providing acceptable service. 

Philip Sporn Plant - New Haven, West Virginia. During the 
summer of 1978, a 70 x 300 foot (21 x 91 m) parking lot facility was con
structed near American Electric Power Company's Philip Sporn plant along 
the Ohio River about 35 miles north of Huntington, West Virginia. The 
experimental "parking lot project was divided into five test strips, each 
60 x 70 feet (18 x 21 m). Two of these five test strips involved the 
placement of cement-stabilized fly ash base. One section was 6 inches 
(152 mm) thick, while the other was 15 inches (381 mm) thick. Two other 
test strips involved a cement-stabilized bottom ash base, while the 
final section involved an emulsified asphalt bottom ash base. All ash 
utilized in the parking lot was obtained from the Philip Sporn plant. 

The experimental base course materials were blended in a continuous
f eed pugmill and then transported to the site. Initial attempts to place 
these base materials using an asphalt paving machine proved to be·cumbersome 
and time-consuming, so the materials were simply spread by means of a motor 
grader or small bulldozer and compacted using a steel-wheeled vibratory 
roller. All base materials were surfaced with 2 inches (51 mm) of bituminous 
wearing surface. 

The contractor's inexperience with ash materials and initial selec
tion of inappropriate equipment to handle and place these materials was a 
minor problem on this project. A more serious problem involved the blending 
of cement and fly ash in the pugmill. Unfortunately, the cement-stabilized 
fly ash material contained numerous small clumps of unmixed fly ash. This 
"balling" phenomenon was attributed to the use of damp fly ash, which had 
been recovered from a disposal pond and mixed in its damp condition with 
cement in the pugmill. Previous European mixing experience has shown that 
it is better procedure to mix dry fly ash with cement, then introduce water 
during additional blending. 
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Monitoring of the performance of the cement-stabilized fly ash and 
other base materials placed at this location is still underway. No compres
sive strength or other data have been made available for the cement-stabili
zed fly ash base sections at this time. However, it is believed that all of 
the experimental base materials are still providing satisfactory performance 
(Reference I-130). 

Virginia County Road 665 - Carbo, Virginia. During the summer 
of 1978, a test section approximately 400 feet long was constructed of cement
stabilized fly ash as part of the relocation of a portion of County Road 665 
near the Clinch River power plant at Carbo, Virginia. The pavement section 
consisted of a 5.5 inch (140 mm) thick cement-stabilized fly ash base course 
overlaid by a 1.5 inch thick emulsified asphalt stabilized bottom ash wearing 
course. The base course material had a cement content of 14 percent of the 
dry weight of the fly ash, with an optimum moisture content of 17 percent. 
The compacted total unit weight of the mixture in the laboratory was approx
imately 110 pounds per cubic foot. 

Because of logistical considerations, the base material was mixed 
in-place on the site rather than mixed at a central mixing plant. Some 
minor construction problems resulted from the contractor's inexperience in 
the handling and placement of stabilized base materials. The base course 
material was spread by a motor grader and compacted by means of a 10-ton 
vibratory compactor and a bulldozer. A tack coat was applied to the base 
after placement. 

Thus far, the completed haul road has been in service for two years 
w"ith no obvious signs of pavement distress. Examination of a core specimen 
taken through the base course shows that the cement-stabilized fly ash ma
terial is hard and coherent and the bond between the wearing surf ace and 
the base appears to be satisfactory (Reference I-130). 

Economic Evaluation of Cement-Stabilized Fly Ash Base. In the 
National Ash Association's "Guide for the Design and Construction of Cement
Stabilized Fly Ash Pavements," a design example is given which compares the 
costs of a cement-stabilized fly ash base with three alternative pavements. 
These are full depth asphalt, bituminous wearing surface on a crushed ag
gregate base course, and reinforced concrete on a crushed aggregate sub-base. 

The design methods used for the alternative pavements are those 
developed by the Asphalt Institute and the Portland Cement Association. The 
design method developed by the Portland Cement Association for soil-cement 
pavements has been adopted for cement-stabilized fly ash because of certain 
apparent similarities between soil-cement and fly ash-cement. Until a design 
method can be verified by test track operations, it is reasonable to assume 
that other design methods, such as ultimate strength techniques, may be 
equally applicable to cement-stabilized fly ash base course. 
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A two-lane pavement carrying 300 vehicles per day was used in the 
design example. The modulus of subgrade reaction was 125 psi per inch. 
The Fatigue Factor, based on 3 percent trucks and an assumed axle load dis
tribution, was computed as 1,700,000. For a bituminous wearing surface thick
ness of 3 inches, the adjusted thickness for the cement-stabilized fly ash 
base is 8 inches. 

Unit costs for this economic evaluation were based on data from 
Building Construction Cost Data 1975, The Pennsylvania Department of Trans
portation 1974 edition of Construction Cost Catalog, and quotes received 
from private contractors~ All unit costs are in-place, unless specified 
otherwise. It is assumed that the project site is 50 miles from the source 
of the fly ash. 

Costs for each of these four alternatives, on the basis of square 
yard costs in-place, are computed as follows: 

Bituminous Wearing Surface on Cement-Stabilized Fly Ash Base 
Courses. The base course thickness in the design example was determined as 
8 inches and the bituminous wear surface thickness as 3 inches. The base 
course mix proportions are as follows: 

Fly Ash 
Cement 
Water 

2 80 pcf of mix or 480 lb/yd 
8 pcf of mix of 48 lb/yd2 2 20 pcf of mix or 120 lb yd 2 (2-1/2 gal/cf) (14-1/2 gal/yd ) 

a. 'Materials Costs: 
Fly ash, at a nominal cost of $0.50/ton; 
(480 lb/yd2 f 2,000 lb/ton) x $0.50/ton = 

Trucking costs of fly ash for 50 miles at 
$0.30/100 lb; 480 lb/yd2 x $0.30/100 lb = 

2 $0.12/yd 

2 
1. 44/yd 

Cement, in bulk; 48 lb/yd2 x $1.70/100 
lb 2 = 0.82 /yd 

b. }!ixing Costs: 

Central mixing in pugmill at $1.00/ton (wet); 2 (648 lb/yd2 f 2,000 lb/ton) x $1.00 ton = 0.32/yd 

c. Placement, Compaction, Finishing and Curing: 

For 8-inch thickness., assume construction in 2 one layer; l layer x $1.00/layer-yd2 = $1.00/yd 

d. Bituminous Wearing Surface: 

2 Wearing course - 1~1/2 inches at $1.50/yd2 2 Binder course - 1-1/2 inches at $1.50/yd = $3.00/yd 

TOTAL - BITUMINOUS WEARING SURFACE ON 
CEMENT-STABILIZED FLY ASH BASE COURSE 
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Full Depth Asphalt. The required total thickness of pavement 
for the full depth asphalt alternative is 8-1/2 inches. Assume the follow
ing pavement configuration: 

Wearing Course - 1 inch 
Binder Course - 1-1/2 inches 
Base Course - 6 inches 

TOTAL - FULL DEPTH ASPHALT 

2 = $1.10/yd2 
= l.50/yd2 
= 6.00/yd 

- $8.60 yd
2 

Bituminous Wearing Surface on Crushed Aggregate Base Course. 
Based on a substitution ratio of 2.0 for high quality granular base and a 
total required wearing surface thickness of 4-1/2 inches, the pavement con
figuration for this alternative is as follows: 

Wearing Course - 1-1/2 inches 2 = $1.50/yd2 
Binder Course - 3 inches = 3.00/yd2 
Crushed Aggregate Base - 8 inches = 2.75/yd 

TOTAL - BITUMINOUS WEAR SURFACE ON 2 CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE = $7.25/yd 

Reinforced Concrete Pavement on Crushed Aggregate Sub-base. 
Based on a concrete modulus of rupture of 600 psi, the required thickness 
of reinforced concrete pavement was determined as 7-1/2 inches, and the 
thickness of crushed aggregate sub-base as 6 inches. The pavement config
uration is as follows: 

Reinforced Concrete Pavement - 7-1/2 inches 
Crushed Aggregate Sub-base - 6 inches 

TOTAL - REINFORCED CONCRETE ON CRUSHED 
AGGREGATE SUB-BASE 

2 = $10.00/yd2 
= 2.00/yd 

= $12.00/yd2 

The four alternative pavement systems and their relative costs are 
illustrated in Figure I-20. The unit costs for the alternative paving mater
ials represent gross averages and definitely vary with project location and 
availability of materials. (Reference I-131). Although the pavement costs 
shown in this figure are based on 1975 cost data, it is assumed that the 
costs of each of these pavement systems would not change significantly in 
relation to the other alternatives, although all costs would definitely 
have increased. · 

The actual economy of the cement-stabilized fly ash pavement is 
directly related, of course, to the availability of fly ash in reasonable 
proximity to the project site. However, in situations where fly ash is 
more readily available than aggregate, it can be said that cement-stabilized 
fly ash pavements obviously represent a more economical alternative than a 
conventional pavement. 
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Overall Technical Assessment. Cement-stabilized fly ash base 
course material has been used on a very limited basis in the United States. 
Although substantial use has been made of this material in some European 
countries, and the necessary design procedures and specifications for its 
use in this country have been published in the form of a manual (Reference 
I-131), the material itself has only been placed in a handful of projects. 
Consequently, although cement-stabilized fly ash is similar to that of lime
fly ash-aggregate or soil-cement base materials and the material appears to 
have a proven record of performance, most engineers and, in particular, road
building contractors are still not familiar with this material. Therefore, 
experience in the United States with cement-stabilized fly ash is simply not 
sufficient to utilize the product on a routine basis at this time. 

Despite the performance record of cement-stabilized fly ash in 
Great Britain, it is not appropriate to expect a rapid transfer of testing, 
design, and construction procedures, as well as specifications, to be made 
on the part of American engineering practice with a comparatively untried 
material. In order to gain product acceptance and incorporate the use of 
cement-stabilized fly ash base materials into American construction use, a 
program involving several years of laboratory investigation and monitoring 
of field performance must be undertaken by a number of Federal and state 
agencies. Only when confidence in this material has been gained through 
experience can any consideration be given to possible development of guide
lines for its use. 

Mineral Filler in Bituminous Pavements 

The importance of mineral fillers in bituminous paving has been 
recognized for many years. Asphalt paving mixtures have been designed to 
include mineral filler since 1980. The term mineral filler generally ap
plies to the fine fraction of a conventional aggregate that is predominantly 
mineral dust, most or all of which is passing the 200 mesh sieve (Reference 
I-132). 

Mineral fillers in asphalt paving mixtures are particles suspended 
in the asphalt binder which serve to improve the cohesion of the binder it
self while contributing to the internal stability of the mixture by increas
ing the contact points between aggregate particles. When incorporated in 
an asphalt mixture, mineral filler greatly increases the surface areas that 
must be coated with asphalt. If these surfaces are compatible with the 
asphalt and are easily coated, use of the filler produces considerable 
benefits. If, on the other hand, the surfaces of the mineral filler are 
highly susceptible to water, early pavement failure may result. 

An early investigation of mineral powders as fillers for bituminous 
mixtures identified the follo~-ing characteristics to be important: 
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1. Fundamental properties - particle size, size dis
tribution, and particle shape. 

2. Mineral properties - texture, hardness, strength, 
specific gravity, and wettability. 

3. Dependent properties - void content, void diameter, 
and surface area (Reference I-133). 

Although the use of mineral fillers, either occurring naturally 
in aggregates or added to mix, is common practice, existing knowledge of 
the filler's effects on pavement performance is limited. Selection of the 
amount and type of filler is based largely on experience. However, speci
fication requirements pertaining to particle size and plasticity character
istics of candidate filler materials are often supplemented with additional 
tests and requirements. 

Research on Use of Fly Ash as Mineral Filler. Initial study of 
the use of fly ash as a mineral filler dates back to 1931, when the Detroit 
Edison Company recognized the opportunity to market fly ash for bituminous 
road construction. An initial laboratory investigation by the company com
pared the physical and chemical properties of fly ash from the Trenton Chan
nel Plant with those of natural filler found in Trinidad asphalt, which has 
long been recognized as an excellent material. The results of this investi
gation confirmed that the chemical composition of fly ash did not differ sub
stantially from that of the natural Trinidad filler and that both materials 
were composed, for the most part, of fine dust with a sprinkling of coarse, 
gritty particles. The fly ash was composed of spherical particles which 
were somewhat coarser and of more uniform size than the fine, angular par
ticles in the Trinidad filler, although the coarsest particles in the fly 
ash were small compared to the gritty particles of the Trinidad filler. 
It was concluded from this early research that fly ash was sufficiently 
similar to Trinidad asphalt filler to warrant consideration as a mineral 
filler material. 

A f ollowup program then compared the oil absorption of fly ash and 
limestone dust fillers. Laboratory tests were performed to compare the par
ticle size distribution and specific gravity of these materials. Trial mixes 
were made using the same gradation of prepared aggregates in order to measure 
aspahlt absorption, water-asphalt preference, and swelling of the resultant 
mixes. The results of this investigation indicated that fly ash is an ac
ceptable filler, provided it is proportioned on an equal volume basis, 
since it has a lower specific gravity than limestone dust (Reference I-133). 

A laboratory test program was also performed to compare the suit
ability of fly ash as a filler in sheet asphalt paving mixtures with lime
stone and silica dust fillers. The following studies were involved in the 
program: 
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1. Void-reducing properties of fillers used in dif
ferent proportions with sand. 

2. Comparison of Hubbard-Field stability values for 
different percentages of these fillers. 

3. Exposure of mixtures to water for a period of one 
month to determine the effect of such exposure to 
stability. 

4. Effect of different percentages of carbon in the 
fly ash filler on the stability of the mixtures. 

In this program, filler contents were chosen to correspond in 
volume to percentages by weight of limestone dust of 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 
percent by weight of the aggregate. ~.ixtures were designed to contain 8 
percent by weight of asphalt and 92 percent aggregate. The asphalt content 
was not sufficient to fill the voids of any of the aggregate-filler combi
nations. Densities and voids in all mixes were computed from known pro
portions and from the specific gravities of the constituent materials. 
Stabilities of all mixes were determined by the Hubbard-Field method of 
mix design (ASTM Dll38), which is intended primarily for the laboratory 
design of sheet asphalt paving mixes and is included in the Appendix of 
this report. 

A comparison of the data from this testing program led to the 
following conclusions: 

l. Within the range of filler contents generally used 
in sheet asphalt mixtures, fly ash has virtually 
the same void-reducing properties as limestone dust 
and is better than silica dust, when used on an 
equal weight basis. 

2. Mixtures designed to have the same voids and con
taining equal weight percentages of fly ash and 
limestone fillers have nearly identical stabilities 
by the Hubbard-Field test. Of mixtures containing 
equal volume percentages of fly ash and limestone 
fillers, those containing fly ash have lower sta
bility. 

3. Exposure to water for a period of one month did 
not appear to affect the stability of fly ash 
mixtures. 
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4. The carbon content of fly ash does appear to affect 
the stability of sheet asphalt mixtures. Maximum 
stability values seemed to be obtained with fly ash 
of about 9 percent carbon content in the normal sheet 
asphalt mixtures tested, although very little dif
ference in stability values were observed with 
carbon contents of the fly ash filler between 6.5 
and 12 percent. 

As a result of these studies, the Department of Public Works of 
the City of Detroit in 1939 accepted fly ash as meeting their specification 
requirements for mineral filler. Since that time, additional research work 
has been done to further evaluate fly ash as a filler material in asphalt 
paving mixtures. 

A comprehensive study of various sources of mineral fillers was 
performed in 1952 by the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, now known as the Fed
eral Highway Administration. Twelve different sources of mineral fillers, 
including four fly ashes, were investigated. Filler sources also included 
silica dust, limestone dust, mica dust, and traprock dust. A total of 87 
different laboratory mixtures were investigated using a variety of coarse 
and fine aggregates with the fillers. The proportions of the test mixtures 
were 93 percent by weight coarse and fine aggregate and 7 percent by weight 
filler. All mixtures were tested with asphalt contents of 5.5 and 6.5 per
cent by weight of aggregate, with the intention of confining the voi~s con
tents of the compacted mixtures to between 6 and 7 percent. It was found, 
however, that the type of filler affected the density and void content of 
the mixes, so'no further attempt was made to adjust mix designs to reduce 
these differences, which were reflected in the test results. 

All test specimens were compacted in accordance with the procedures 
of the Marshall mix design method, described in ASTM Dl559, "Resistance to 
Plastic Flow of Bituminous Mixtures Using Marshall Apparatus." A copy of 
the Marshall mix design test method is included in the Appendix of this 
report. The principal test characteristic upon which the ratings of the 
different fillers were based was the resistance of the compacted asphaltic 
concrete mix specimens to loss of strength after immersion in water. The 
specimens were tested by the immersion-compression test (ASTM Dl075), 
"Standard Method of Test for the Effect of Water on Cohesion of Compacted 
Bituminous Mixtures." In this test, a set of three compacted specimens for 
each mixture is subjected to an unconfined compressive strength test to 
determine its "dry" strength. A duplicate set of three specimens is immersed 
in water for 4 days at 120°F, then also tested for unconfined compressive 
strength to determine its "wet" strength. The average "wet" and "dry" strengths 
are then compared. The ratio of the "wet" to the "dry" strength is referred 
to as the retained strength. 
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Of the 87 mixes tested, a total of 24 mixes contained fly ash as a 
mineral filler. The average retained strength of the mixes containing the fly 
ash filler was 94 percent, which was with one exception the highest retained 
strength of all the filler sources investigated. One source of quartzite 
dust was used as a filler and the mix containing this dust had a retained 
strength of 97 percent. All of the retained strengths of the mixes contain
ing fly ash as filler had retained strengths in excess of 85 percent. 

By contrast, the average retained strength of 11 mixes containing 
limestone dust fillers was 88 percent and the average retained strength of 19 
mixes containing traprock dust fillers was 87 percent. Normally, the minimum 
recommended acceptable value of retained strength from the immersion-compres
sion test is 75 percent. 

It was concluded from these laboratory studies that the fly ash 
fillers tested can be expected to provide superior resistance to water in 
bituminous concrete mixtures of the dense type (Reference I-136). 

In 1956, the University of Michigan completed work sponsored by 
Detroit Edison on a further comparison of limestone dust and fly ash fillers 
to determine the effects of using various fly ashes as fillers in dense-graded 
asphaltic concrete paving mixtures. The characteristics of limestone dust 
fillers were compared with those of low carbon and high carbon fly ashes from 
four different sources. The specification requirements of the Michigan Depart
ment of Highways for dense-graded asphaltic concrete were used in the inves
tigation. At that time, the carbon content of fly ash as mineral filler had 
to be between 7 and 12 percent by weight. 

Typical paving mixture compositions studied had the following pro
portions by weight: 

Component Percent 

Asphalt 
Filler 
Fine aggregate 
Coarse aggregate 

5.5 
6.0 

33.5 
55.0 

All mixes tested used the Marshall mix design method (ASTM Dl559). 
The following mix design criteria were used: 

Marshall stability 
Marshall flow 
Voids 
Voids filled with asphalt 

1,500 pounds or more 
0.20 inch maximum 
3 to 5 percent 
75 to 85 percent 

All test specimens were prepared and tested in accordance with 
the Marshall mix design method (ASTM Dl559). Mixtures were prepared with 
three filler contents (4, 6, and 8 percent by weight) for each of six fil
lers (two limestone dusts and four fly ashes, ranging from 3 to 10 percent 
carbon content) investigated. Asphalt content was varied slightly to pro
vide 4 percent voids for compacted specimens. 
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The results of the Marshall stability tests showed that the sta
bility values were somewhat affected by the source of the filler. The 
limestone dusts gave the highest stability values, followed by the high
carbon fly ash and low-carbon fly ash fillers. However, all mixes possessed 
stabilities above the 1,500 pound design minimum. The flow values of all 
mixtures conformed to the design requirement, and only minor variations ac
cording to filler type and carbon content of the fly ash were noted. 

The relative resistance of each of the test mixtures to water was 
determined by means of the immersion-compression test (ASTM Dl035). The 
specimens were tested in unconfined compression, three without exposure to 
water, three after 4 days of immersion in water, and three after 14 days of 
immersion in water. Unconfined compressive strength tests were performed 
in accordance with the procedures of ASTM Dl074, "Compressive Strength of 
Bituminous Mixtures," a copy of which is included in the Appendix of this 
report. 

The results of these tests showed that the unconfined compressive 
strengths of all mixtures, regardless of the source and nature of the min
eral filler, were not significantly different. Immersed strengths for all 
mixes tested ranged from 89 to over 100 percent of dry strength values. 

The following conclusions were drawn from this study: 

1. The source of a mineral filler can affect the 
Marshall stability of dense-graded asphaltic 
concrete mixes. However, all of the fillers 
studied produced mixtures possessing stabilities 
above the minimum design limit of 1,500 pounds, 
as specified by the Michigan Department of 
Highways. 

2. Marshall flow values show no significant differ
ence attributable to the source of the filler 
when other design criteria are satisfied. 

3. The source of filler was not a significant factor 
in the unconfined compressive strength test. Mix
tures containing high-carbon fly ash and low-carbon 
fly ash possessed equal strengths with those con
taining limestone dust. 

4. All of the mixtures tested, regardless of the source 
of the filler, were completely satisfactory with 
respect to their resistance to the action of water, 
as determined by the immersion-compression test. 
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S. There are indications that mixtures containing fly 
ash from three of the sources were more critical 
with respect to design relationships between asphalt 
content, voids, stability, and flow than those con
taining the fourth fly ash or the limestone dusts. 
However, there appears to be some characteristic, 
other than carbon content, that seems to be respon
sible for the behavior of the fly ash fillers 
(Reference I-137). 

The previously described studies all involved research into the 
use of fly ash from the burning of bituminous coal as a mineral filler. 
The use of fly ash from the burning of lignite coal as a mineral filler 
was evaluated in a study conducted during 1968 at North Dakota State Uni
versity. This evaluation was made by comparing the properties of hot-mix 
asphaltic concrete specimens that were compacted by means of the Marshall 
mix design method (ASTM Dl559), using either hydrated lime, crusher dust, 
or lignite fly ash as the mineral filler. Table I-16 presents a comparison 
of the physical properties of each of these three fillers. 

The pH of a material being considered as a mineral filler is im
portant because basic substances usually provide better adhesion than acidic 
substances. According to Tunnicliff, acidic substances have been known to 
lead to emulsification (Reference I-138). As shown in Table I-16, the pH 
of the lignite fly ash is closer to that of the hydrated lime than the 
crusher dust. 

The stability index was developed by Traxler (Reference I-139) as 
a parameter beyond that of bulk density with which to evaluate the effect of 
a mineral filler on a given asphalt cement. Traxler pointed out in his re
search that the viscosity of a liquid-solid mixture is inversely proportional 
to the average void diameter of the filler present in the mixture, which he 
used to develop the relationship between viscosity and volume of filler upon 
which the stability index is based. 

The stability index (SI) is computed as follows: 

SI= 100 (lOA - 1), where A is constant for a given material. 

Stability index values have been found to range from 3 to 12. 
Fillers with a higher stability index value are preferred for use in as
phalt concrete mixtures. As shown in Table I-16, the stability index for 
the lignite fly ash is approximately the same as the crusher dust, but 
considerably less than hydrated lime. 
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Table I-16 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MINERAL FILLERS 

Type of Hydrated Crusher Lignite 
Filler Lime Dust Fly Ash 

Surf ace area (cm2/g) 3900 5900 .2660 

Liquid limit (percent) 

Plastic limit (percent) 

pH 12.4 9.0 11.8 

Specific gravity 2.303 2.760 2.906 
(in water) 

Specific gravity 2.300 2.764 2.900 
(in kerosene) 

Stability Index 8.30 4.05 3.87 

All mixes in the lignite fly ash study were compacted in accordance 
with ~.arshall mix design procedures (AS'ni Dl559). Gradations of the test 
mixes were prepared to conform to applicable North Dakota and Minnesota high
way specification requirements. The results of Marshall tests on freshly 
molded and cured compacted samples were compared with mix design criteria 
rec01Ilillended by the Asphalt Institute, as shown on Table I-17. 

Because of the variation in specific gravity and density of the 
different filler materials investigated, the proportioning of the filler 
amounts in the test mixes was done on the basis of volume rather than weight 
of total aggregate in the mixture. 

Each of the three filler types (lime, crusher, dust, and lignite 
fly ash) were combined with either crushed stone or pit run gravel aggregates. 
A total of five different asphalt contents were investigated for each binder 
and aggregate combination. 
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Table I-17 

MARSHALL DESIGN CRITERIA 

Traffic Category Heavy Medium Light 

No. of Compaction Blows 75 so 35 
Each End of Specimen 

Test: Property Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. -- -- --
Stability (lbs.) 750 500 500 

Flow (. 01 in.) a 16 8 18 8 

Percent Air Voids 
Surf acing or Leveling 3 5 3 5 3 
Sand or Stone Sheet 3 5 3 5 3 
Sand Asphalt 5 8 5 8 5 
Binder or Base 3 8 3 8 3 

Percent Voids in 
Mineral Aggregate* 

Surf acing or Leveling 15 15 15 
Sand or Stone Sheet 21 21 21 
Sand Asphalt 18 18 18 
Binder or Base 12 12 12 

Note: 
1. Laboratory compactive efforts should closely approach the 
maximum density obtained in the pavement under traffic. 
2. The flow value refers to the point where the load begins to 
decrease. 
3. The portion of the asphalt cement lost by absorption into the 
aggregate particles must be allowed for when calculating percent 
Air Voids. 
4. Percent Voids in the Mineral Aggregate is to be calculated on 
the basis of the ASTM bulk specific gravity for the aggregate. 

20 

5 
5 
8 
8 

5. All criteria, and not stability value alone, must be considered 
in designing an asphalt paving mix. 

*Related to nominal maximum particle size of aggregate used in mix. 
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Results of Marshall tests are shown in Table I-18. 'Ihese results 
indicate that the stability, flow, and voids in mineral aggregate values met 
specifications for medium and heavy traffic, as recoI!Dilended by the Asphalt 
Institute. Air voids values of 5.4 percent were barely in excess of the 
recommended 5 percent limiting value. However, results of immersion-com
pression tests show that the retained strength of the fly ash test specimens 
with either crushed stone or pit run gravel aggregates was in excess of 100 
percent for both mixes at optimum asphalt content. Even after seven days 
immersion, retained strength values for these mixes were 99.0 and 87.9 per
cent, respectively. Mixtures containing fly ash filler at optimum asphalt 
content show less loss of compressive strength after immersion than mixtures 
containing either lime or crusher dust (Reference I-140). 

Current studies of lignite fly ash as a mineral filler are being 
conducted at the Texas Transportation Institute. Early data from these studies 
indicates that lignite fly ashes function well as fillers in asphaltic con
crete and that the asphalt-fly ash binder may actually impart beneficial 
changes in asphalt paving mixtures. 

The high lime content of Texas lignite fly ashes appears to be 
particularly beneficial when such ashes are used with asphalts from selected 
sources. For years, lime has been recognized as an effective anti-stripping 
agent for polish-susceptible aggregates in asphalt concrete mixes. Lime al
so reduces the rate of service-associated increases in the viscosity of the 
asphalt binder. The results of the work at Texas Transportation Institute 
also indicate that the use of Texas lignite fly ashes as mineral filler af
fect the physi~al properties of the binder and serve to retard the rate of 
age hardening of the asphalt cement (Reference I-141). 

Utilization of Fly Ash as Mineral Filler. Since mineral filler 
comprises only 5 to 7 percent by weight of the aggregate in a bituminous 
paving mix, the use of fly ash as a mineral filler does not presently 
constitute a high volume application for this material. Since 1970, an 
average of 140,000 tons per year of fly ash has been used as mineral filler 
in the United States. This use represents an average of only about 0.3 
percent of all the fly ash generated each year in this country. However, 
in some areas, the use of fly ash as a mineral filler does involve signif
icant quantities. For example, it has been reported that over the past 
40 years, the Detroit Edison Company, which pioneered the use of fly ash 
as a mineral filler, has sold nearly 1.5 million tons of fly ash to the 
asphalt paving industry for that purpose (Reference I-142). Since 1969, 
the North Dakota Highway Department has utilized over 40,000 tons of lig
nite fly ash as a mineral filler (Reference I-143). 

Fly ash was also used as a mineral filler in lieu of portland 
cement in the placement of 35,000 tons of open-graded asphalt overlay sur
face on the north-south runway at the Sioux City, Iowa Municipal Airport. 
This open-graded overlay was selected because of its skid resistance qual
ities. Fly ash was used as the mineral filler to get the proper micron 
coverage of asphalt on the aggregates, while achieving considerable cost 
savings to the city according to Byron Brower of Brower Construction 
Company, contractor for the project (Reference I-144). 
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Table l'.-18 

RESULTS OF MARSHALL TESTS ON 
BITUMINOUS MIXTURES CONTAINING VARIOUS MINERAL FILLERS 

Marshall Test Values 

Percent Percent 
Optimum Voids in 

Type of Type of Asphalt Stability Flow Percent Mineral 
Aggregate Filler Content (pounds) (. 01 in.)Air Voids Aggregate 

Crushed Fly Ash 6.8 1690 10.0 5.4 16.03 
Stone 

Lime 5.67 2670 13.5 4.9 15.9 

Crusher 6.5 1750 11.6 7.6 19.l 
Dust 

Pit Run Fly Ash s.s 1500 10.2 5.4 16.85 
Gravel 

Lime 5.76 2150 10.6 4.8 14.4 

Crusher 5.5 1900 10.2 4.0 16.55 
Dust 

The results. of a questionnarie on the use of recovered waterials 
by state highway and transportation agencies, which was circulated by The 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
during April 1980, show that 22 states have at one time or another used fly 
ash as a mineral filler in bituminous paving. Of these 22 states, a total 
of 14 presently have a specification for such use. The states which re
port the use of fly ash as a mineral filler are: 

Alabama 
Arkansas 
Colorado* 
Florida* 
Georgia 
Illinois* 
Iowa 
Kentucky* 

Louisiana 
Maryland 
Michigan* 
Montana* 
Nebraska* 
New York 
North Carolina* 

North Dakota* 
Ohio* 
Pennsylvania* 
South Carolina* 
Tennessee 
West Virginia* 
Wyoming* 

* Fly ash use as mineral filler is included in state specifications. 
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In addition to the above states, Texas has reported that it is 
actively investigating the use of fly ash as mineral filler in laboratory 
studies. Utah and Idaho are also involved in testing and planning activ
ities for consideration of fly ash as a filler, according to the National 
Ash Association (Reference I-145). 

Of the 22 states that have reported using fly ash as a mineral 
filler, all consider its performance as either acceptable, good, or excel
lent, except for Iowa, which has not used the material for a long enough 
period of time to be able to properly evaluate its performance. In Colo
rado, fly ash has only been used to a limited extent, but its performance 
is considered excellent because of a "severe need for additional.fines and 
fly ash solved the problem" (Reference I-146). In Nebraska, where fly ash 
fillers are used more routinely, the material provided "excellent pavement 
performance, low prices, and a lower asphalt demand than other fillers" 
(Reference I-147). 

Review of Specification Requirements. In order to more fully 
assess the technical ability of various sources of fly ash to function as 
mineral fillers on federally funded bituminous highway paving projects, it 
is essential to compare the characteristics fo fly ash with the mineral 
filler requirements of different specification agencies. Table I-19 pre
sents a summary of mineral filler requirements from a study of mineral f il
ler specification requirements from six states and two Federal agencies, 
all of which use fly ash as a mineral filler. The overall physical prop
erties of what is considered a typical fly ash are also included in this 
table. In comparing the physical properties of fly ash with these mineral 
filler specification requirements, it is apparent that fly ash is capable 
of satisfying these requirements. Obviously, each source of fly ash must 
be carefully and separately evaluated prior to use as mineral filler to 
assure compliance with specifications. 

Although North Dakota is the only one of the six states selected 
for evaluation of specifications that places a limit on loss on ignition 
for mineral fillers, variation in ignition losses among different lignite 
fly ash samples do appear to seriously affect Marshall stability, flow, 
and air voids values. In addition, certain of the more finely graded lig
nite ashes did produce bituminous mixes that were gummy and difficult to 
lay in the field. The reason for this was that the fineness of the fly 
ashes resulted in mixes with a fairly high percentage of uncoated parti
cles (Reference I-148). Therefore, although a particular sample of fly 
ash may meet applicable gradation specifications, an abundance of very 
fine (-#325 mesh) particles may be detrimental to its performance as a 
mineral filler. 

Addition of mineral filler to an asphaltic concrete paving mix 
is a valuable component in improving the characteristics of the mix. The 
benefits of mineral fillers have been pointed out by many investigators. 
The principal benefits are increased stability and better durability, both 
of which are attributable to absorption. Increased stability results from 
a stiffened binder, while better durability is related to the character of 
the absorbed film. Fly ash has been proven effective in imparting these 
properties. 
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Table I-19 

COMPARISON OF FLY ASH CHARACTERISTICS WITH APPLICABLE 
SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR MINERAL FILLER IN ASPHALT 

ALLOWABLE PERCENT PASSING 
Sieve FHWA and North West Physical Properties 
Size FAA 111 inois Michigan Dakota Ohio Pa. Virginia of Typical Fly Ash* 

(AASHTO Ml7) (ASTM 0242) 

#30 100 100 100 98-100 100 1.00 100 100 
#50 95-100 N. A. N. A. N. A. N. A. 95-100 95-100 90-100 
#80 N. A. N.A. N.A. N. A. 95-100 N.A. N.A. 80-100 
#100 N. A. 92+8 N.A. 85-100 N.A. 90-100 N.A. 75-100 
#200 70-100 82+T8 75-100 65-100 65-100 70-100 70-100 60-90 

Plasticity 
Index 4 Max. N. A. N.A. Non-plastic N. A. N. A. 4 Max. N. A. 

Moisture 

H 
Content, 

I max. (%) N. A. N.A. N. A. 1.25 N. A. N. A. N.A. N. A. 
~ w 
w Loss on 0. 1-45 

lgnHion, (Range) 
max. (%) N. A. N. A. 12.0 Max. 6.0 max. N. A. N. A. N.A. 2-8 

(Norma 1) 

Allowable Rock Dust, Dry Limestone Limestone Limestone Cement. Rock Dust, 
Materials Slag Dust, Limestone Dust, Dol- Oust, Dust, Cement Dust, 'Slag Dust, 

Hydrated Dust or omite Oust, Portland Portland Fly Ash, or Hydrated 
lime, Other Fly Ash, Cement, Cement Fines From Lime, Hy-

Hydraulic Approved Hydrated Hydrated or Other Crushing of draul ic 
Cement, Material Lime Lime, inert Stone, Cement, or 

Other Suit- Crushed Mineral Gravel or Other Suit-
ab le Mineral Rock Slag able Mineral 
Matter Screenings Matter 

or Fly Ash 

N.A. denotes information not available or not given in specification. 
*From Figure 4 - FHWA Implementation Package 76-16, "Fly Ash - A Highway Construction Material." 



At the present time, utilization of fly ash as a mineral filler 
in asphalt paving mixtures does not represent a significant use area for 
the material. Moreover, the actual quantities used for this purpose have 
remained relatively constant over the past ten years. Increasing quantities 
of baghouse dusts from hot-mix asphalt plants and kiln dusts from cement 
and lime plants, which are also being used as mineral fillers, are now com
peting with fly ash as potential sources of filler material. Therefore, it 
is possible that the national market for fly ash filler may even be in de
cline and that overall demand for mineral fillers may continue to diminish. 
This is because many hot-mix asphalt producers pref er to recycle the bag
house dusts from their plant as fillers rather than use outside filler 
sources. 

Nevertheless, a review of previous research data, which has been 
discussed herein, clearly indicates that fly ash is not only technically 
suitable for use as a mineral filler,but is also a superior product for 
this purpose. 

Most fly ashes are able to readily conform to existing specification 
requirements for mineral fillers. Several million tons of fly ash have been 
used as mineral fillers in more than 22 states over the past 40 years with 
more than satisfactory results. Furthermore, the relatively high lime content 
of Western (lignite and sub-bituminous) fly ashes is an added feature which 
appears to impact anti-stripping properties to asphaltic concrete mixtures, 
as well as retarding the age hardening of the asphalt binder. 

In addition td technical considerations, use of fly ash as mineral 
filler is dictated by economics. In many areas where suitable fly ash is 
available, it is considerably lower in cost than hydrated lime, which now 
is selling for $50 or more per ton. Fly ash is also available in many 
densely populated areas, where demand for asphalt paving is presumably 
greatest. 

Although fly ash has proven to be an excellent filler source, an 
increase in the future demand for fly ash in this application appears un
certain at this time. Compared to other possible applications for fly ash, 
mineral filler use does not have the potential for consuming substantial 
quantities of the material. The continued use of fly ash as a mineral fil
ler in asphalt paving will be determined to a great extent by forces of sup
ply and economics within localized areas surrounding hot-mix asphalt plants. 
For these reasons, imposition of Federal procurement guidelines are not 
recommended for stimulation of fly ash use as mineral filler. Greater 
marketing efforts and education of potential users are seen as more con
structive ways to further such use. 
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BOTTOM ASH 

Production and Handling 

The residual material which settles and collects at the base of 
the boiler at coal-fired electric utility plants is termed bottom ash. 
Approximately 25 to 30 percent of all ash produced annually is bottom 
ash. Basically, two different types of bottom ash are produced: dry bot
tom ash and wet bottom boiler slag. The term "power plant aggregate" is 
often used to include both forms of bottom ash. 

Dry bottom ash is produced by injecting pulverized coal (at least 
75 percent passing a 200 mesh sieve or 75 microns) into the furnace and 
burning the coal. This type of boiler is referred to as a "dry bottom" 
boiler. The ash that is not fine enough to go up the stack with the boiler 
gases in the form of fly ash instead solidified and agglomerates into coarse 
particles (from 5 cm down to 75 mm). Some of the larger pieces may be porous 
particles with varying degrees of friability. These coarse particles then 
fall into the ash bopper at the bottom of the furnace. 

The term "dry" bottom ash refers to the solid state of the ash when 
it drops into the hopper. A certain amount of molten slag, which forms on 
the internal surface of the boiler during combustion, also drops into the ash 
hopper. In a typical dry bottom coal-fired furnace, from 20 to 30 percent of 
the ash is bottom ash. The ash hopper also generally contains some water. 
When a sufficient amount of bottom ash drops into the hopper, it is removed 
by means of high pressure water jets and conveyed by sluiceways to a coarse 
crusher and on to a storage area. 

The other basic boiler type is ref erred to as a "wet bottom" or 
"slag tap" boiler. In this type of boiler, the bottom ash is kept in a 
molten state and tapped off as a liquid. There are two varieties of "slag 
tap" boilers: those that burn pulverized coals and those than burn crushed 
coals. Boilers burning crushed coals are known as cyclone boilers. Both 
boiler types have a solid base with an orifice that can be opened to permit 
the molten ash that has collected on the base to flow into the ash hopper 
below. As is the case in dry bottom furnaces, the ash hopper in wet bottom 
furnaces also contains quenching water. However, when the molten slag comes 
in contact with the quenching water, it fractures instantly, crystallizes, 
and forms a black angular, glassy material. 

The term "wet" bottom boiler slag describes the molten state of 
the slag as it is drawn from the furnace. In a typical wet bottom furnace, 
SO to 70 percent of the ash produced will be boiler slag, with the remainder 
being fly ash. In cyclone furnaces, production of ash may be up to 80 per
cent boiler slag and 20 percent fly ash. Wet bottom boiler slag is some
times also referred to as "black beauty" because of its black, glass-like 
appearance. At intervals, high pressure jets wash the slag from the hopper 
pit into a sluiceway in which it is conveyed to a collection basin for 
dewatering, possible crushing, and disposal or reuse. 
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In order to simplify terms, dry bottom ash will be referred to in 
this report simply as "bottom ash" and wet bottom ash or wet bottom boiler 
slag will be referred to as "boiler slag." As noted earlier, power plant 
aggregate refers to both bottom ash and boiler slag. 

A typical 1,000 megawatt coal-fired power plant may burn 3 mil
lion tons of coal per year. With an ash content of 13 percent, approxi
mately 400,000 tons of ash will be produced, of which 120,000 tons will be 
bottom ash and 280,000 tons will be fly ash. 

In 1979, the annual production of bottom ash was 12.5 million tons 
and the annual production of boiler slag was 5.2 million tons. Therefore, 
total production of power plant aggregates in 1979 was 17.7 million tons, 
or 23.5 percent of the total 1979 ash production of 75.2 million tons. Table 
I-20 summarizes the annual production of bottom ash and boiler slag since 
1970. The National Ash Association has forecasted total ash production in 
1985 at 90 million tons (Reference I-149). Applying current percentages, 
the combined production of bottom ash and boiler slag will be between 22.5 
and 27.0 million tons. 

Physical, Chemical, and Engineering Properties 

As a general rule, boiler slag tends to have more uniform properties 
than bottom ash. This is true for within plant variation and for plant to 
plant variation. However, the variation in properties of power plant aggre
gates is minimized in so-called mine mouth plants that burn a single source 
of coal (Reference. I-150). 

Power plant aggregates are composed principally of silica, alumina, 
and iron, with smaller percentages of calcium, magnesium, sulfate, and other 
compounds. The composition of the ash particles is controlled primarily by 
the source of the coal and not by the type of furnace. The chemical analysis 
of selected samples of bottom ash and boiler slag is given in Table I-21. 
As shown in this table, chemical compositions for these materials are rela
tively similar and are generally of little practical importance when evalu
ating power plant aggregates for potential use in highway construction 
(Reference I-151). 

However, it must be noted that in some power plants coal pyrites 
are disposed of with bottom ash. In such cases, some pyrite or soluble sul
fate winds up in the bottom ash and must be separated from the ash prior to 
use (Reference I-152). 

Bottom ashes have angular particles with a very porous surf ace. 
Some glassy particles can also be seen, particularly in the smaller sizes. 
These glassy particles represent the molten slag frcm the internal surf aces 
of the boiler. Bottom ash particles range in size from fine gravel to fine 
sand. Figure I-21 shows the particle size distribution of ash samples taken 
from a number of dry bottom boilers. As shown in the figure, bottom ash is 
usually a well-graded material. It should be noted that some variation in 
particle size distr,ibution can be expected from bottom ash samples taken from 
the same plant source at different times. (Reference I-153). 
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Table I-20 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF POWER PLANT AGGREGATES 
IN THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1970 

(Millions of Tons) 

Power Percent 
Total Bottom Boiler Plant of Total 

Year Ash Ash Slaq Aqqreqates Ash 

1970 39.2 9.9 2.8 12.7 32.4 

1971 42.9 10.1 s.o 15.1 35.2 

1972 46.3 10.7 3.8 14.5 31.3 

1973 49.3 10.8 3.9 14.7 29.8 

1974 59.S 14.3 4.8 19.l 32.1 

1975 60.0 13.l 4.6 17.7 29.5 

1976 61.9 14.3 4.8 19.l 30.9 

1977 67.8 14.1 5.2 19.3 28.5 

1978 68.1 14.7 5.1 19.8 29.1 

1979 75.2 12.5 5.2 17.7 23.5 

SOURCE: National Ash Association 
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Type of Ash: 

Plant: 

Location: 

Si02 

A1·203 

Fe203 

cao 

MgO 

Na20 

K20 

Table I-21 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SELECTED BOTTOM ASH 
AND BOILER SLAG SAMPLES 

(Percent) 

Bottom Bottom Boiler Boiler 
Ash Ash Slag Slag 

Kanawha Mitchell Kammer Muskingum 
River 

Glasgow, Moundsville, Captina, Beverly, 
w. Va. w. Va. w. Va. Ohio 

53.6 45.9 48.9 47.1 

28.3 25.1 21.9 28.3 

5.8 14.3 14.3 10.7 

0.4 1.4 1.4 0.4 

4.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 

1.0 0.7 0.7 a.a 

0.3 0.3 0.1 0.4 
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Boiler 
Slag 

Willow 
Island 

St. Marys, 
w. Va. 

53.6 

22.7 

10.3 

1.4 

5.2 

1.2 

0.1 
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Figure I-21. Typical particle size distribution for selected bottom ash samples. 



In contrast to bottom ash, boiler slag is predominantly single
sized in the range of 0.5 to 5.0 mm. The particles themselves are hard, 
usually black (sometimes dark brown) in color, and glass with a smooth 
surface texture like crushed glass. However, if gases are trapped in the 
slag as it is tapped from the furnace, the quenched material will be some
what vesicular or porous. Some vesicularility may be beneficial, in that 
it improves the surface texture. Lime injection, used to lower the fusion 
temperature of the coal during burning, markedly increases vesicularity. 
Slag from the burning of lignite and sub-bituminous coals also tends to 
be more vesicular than that of eastern bituminous coals (Reference I-145). 

Figure I-Z2shows the particle size distribution of slag samples 
taken from several wet bottom boilers. This figure shows the more uniform 
size grading of boiler slag, compared to that of bottom ash, with most 
boiler slag particles being in the minus #4, plus #30 sieve size range. 

TableI-22 summarizes the results of tests to determine the key 
engineering properties of selected bottom ash and boiler slag samples, 
such as void ratio, compaction characteristics, permeability, and angle 
of internal friction. The test results are also compared with the prop
erties of a standard Ottawa sand. In general, the properties of the ash 
samples are similar to those that are obtained for many sands (Reference 
I-155). Maximum and minimum void ratios were determined by means of the 
relative density test (ASTM D2049). The angle of internal friction was 
measured by means of the direct shear test (ASTM D3080). Copies of each 
test method are included in the Appendix of this report. 

TableI-23 summarizes the results of standard aggregate tests such 
as density (unit weight), Los Angeles abrasion, and sodium sulfate soundness 
on selected bottom ash and boiler slag samples (Reference I-155). The . 
density test values represent dry rodded weights, taken in accordance with 
procedures described in ASTM C29, "Standard Test Method for Unit Weight and 
Voids in Aggregate." Soundness tests were conducted according to ASTM C-88, 
"Standard Test Method for Soundness of Aggregates by Use of Sodium Sulfate 
or Magnesium Sulfate," and abrasion resistance tests were performed in ac
cordance with ASTM C-131, "Standard Test Method for Resistance to Abrasion 
of Small Size Coarse Aggregate by Use of the Los Angeles Machine." Copies 
of these test methods are also included in the Appendix of this report. 

Utilization of Power Plant Aggregates 

TableI-24 summarizes the overall utilization of bottom ash and 
boiler slag since 1970. During this period, the average utilization of 
bottom ash has been 25.1 percent, while the average utilization of boiler 
slag has been 49.8 percent. Most of the bottom ash and boiler slag that 
has been used over the years has been as a fill material for road and con
struction sites. Substantial amounts of each material are also utilized 
as anti-skid material on icy roadways during the winter. This use consti
tutes a large market for bottom ash and boiler slag in some areas like West 
Virginia and eastern Ohio. There are some power plants that use all or most 
of the bottom a~h or boiler slag produced at their plant on their own property, 
with little or none being available for use outside the plant (Reference I-156). 
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Figure I-22. Typical particle size distribution for selected boiler slag samples. 
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I .... 
.a:-
N 

Plant 

Fort 
Martin 

Kanawha 
River 

Mitchell 

Kammer 

Muskingum 

Willow 
Island 

Ottawa Sand 

Location 

Maidsville 
w.va. 

Glasgow, 
w.va. 

· Table I-22 

SUMMARY OF ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF 
SELECTED BOTTOM ASH AND BOILER SLAG SAMPLES 

Type 
of Ash 

Bottom Ash 

Bottom Ash 

Compaction 
Void Ratio Characteristics* 

Maximum Minimum Maximum Optimum 

1. 49 0.73 

1.86 1. 06 

Dry Moisture 
Density (percent) 
(lbs. per 
ft. 3) 

85.0 24.8 

72.6 26.2 

Moundsville, Bottom Ash 0.91 0.49 116.6 14.6 
w.va. 

Captina,. Boiler Slag 0.92 0.54 102.0 13.8 
w.va. 

Beverly, Boiler Slag 1.17 0.69 91.l 22.0 
Ohio 

St. Marys, Boiler Slag 1.12 0.69 92.4 21.2 
w.va. 

.80 .so N.Ap. N.Ap. 

Coefficient 
of Angle of 

Permeability Internal 
(cm.per sec.) Friction 

(degrees) 

2.8 x io-2 40.0 

5.0 x io-3 38.0 

9.4 x 10-2 42.5 

6.7 x 10-2 41.0 

4.o x 10-2 40.0 

2.5 x 10-2 42.0 

1.5 x lo-4 
to 2 x 10-1 29-35 

*Determined by Standard Proctor Compaction Test (ASTM D698-66T, Method C)using only 3/4 inch 
material. 

N.Ap. denotes test results not applicable. 



Table I-23 

STANDARD AGGREGATE TEST PROPERTIES OF SELECTED 
BOTTOM ASH AND BOILER SLAG SAMPLES 

Plant Location 

Big Sandy Louisa, 
Ky. 

Philip Sporn New Haven, 
w.va. 

Ft. Martin Maidsville, 
w.va. 

Kanawha Glasgow, 
River w.va. 

Mitchell Moundsville, 
w.va. 

Muskingum Beverly, 
·Ohio 

Willow St. Marys, 
Island w.va. 

ASTM Specification Limits 
(Values dependent on use) 

Type of 
Ash 

Bottom Ash 

Bottom Ash 

Bottom Ash 

Bottom Ash 

Bottom Ash 

Boiler Slag 

Boiler Slag 

N.A. denotes value not available. 
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Sodium 
Sulfate 
So\lndness 

Loss 
(percent) 

17 

6 

4-8 

16 

10 

4 

N.A. 

10 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Loss 
(percent) 

N.A. 

46 

27-40 

N.A .. 

37 

35 

33 

40 

Dry Rodded 
Weight 

{lbs.per ft.3) 

66 

62 

71-83 

47 

101 

90 

N.A. 



Table I-24 

UTILIZATION OF BOTTOM ASH AND BOILER SLAG 
(Millions of Tons) 

Percent Percent 
Bottom Ash Bottom Ash Bottom Ash Boiler Slag Boiler Slag Boiler Slag 

Year Collected Utilized Utilized Collected Utilized Utilized 

1970 9.9 1.8 18.6 2.8 1.1 39.l 

1971 10.l 1.6 16.0 5.0 3.7 75.2 

1972 10.7 2.6 24.3 3.8 1.3 35.3 

1973 10.8 2.4 21.9 3.9 1.8 44.3 

1974 14.3 2.9 20.3 4.8 2.4 so.a 

1975 13.l 3.5 26.7 4.6 1.8 40.0 

1976 14.3 4.5 31.5 4.8 2.2 45.8 

1977 14.1 4.6 32.6 5.2 3.1 60.0 

1978 14.7 s.o 34.0 S.l 3.0 58.8 

1979 12.5 . N.A. N.A. 5.2 N.A • N.A. 

SOURCE: National Ash Association 

N.A. denotes information not yet available. 
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There have, however, been numerous successful attempts over the 
years to utilize power plant aggregates in some form of highway construc
tion. These highway construction uses can be divided into two general 
categories: base course and asphalt paving. Each of these applications 
will be considered separately. 

Power Plant Aggregates in Base Courses. In discussing applications 
of bottom ash and/or boiler slag in highway base courses, the versatility of 
these materials will become apparent. On many projects, they have been blended 
together or combined with fly ash and/or other by-products, such as blast fur
nace or steel mill slag, when used as base course materials. 

The experiences related herein reflect only selected applications 
which have been well documented in the technical literature. There are pro
bably numerous other successful projects wherein power plant aggregates have 
been used on private property or in the construction of local roads that have 
not been documented. 

Utilization of power plant aggregates as a road base material has 
been accomplished with both unstabilized and stabilized road courses. The 
majority of experience with both types of base courses has been gained in 
the state of West Virginia. Each of these uses will be discussed separately. 

Unstabilized Bases. One of the first attempts to utilize 
bottom ash in an unstabilized base course, while satisfying a standard high
way specification, was in the construction of an access road to West Virginia 
University's Evansville campus. Bottom ash from Allegheny Power System's 
Fort Martin Station was used without any screening. This material was able 
to meet the specified gradation, abrasion, and sulfate soundness requirements 
of the West Virginia Department of Highways for Class 2 crushed aggregate base 
courses, which are in Table I-25. As shown in this table, the bottom ash was 
clearly able to meet the Class 2 base course specification requirements. 

The bottom ash was placed with a conventional spreader box and 
compacted with a 10-ton tandem steel-wheeled roller. Field densities gen
erally equalled or exceeded the required 95 percent of laboratory maximum 
dry density, which was 85.0 pounds per cubic foot. However, the bottom ash 
lost stability when it dried out and it was necessary to keep the material 
wet so that equipment could operate on its surface. Placement of overlying 
bituminous concrete binder and surface courses resolved the problem (Reference 
I-157). 

Bottom ash was observed to behave in a similar manner when used as 
the untreated base course for shoulders and lightly traveled access roads as 
part of the relocation of West Virginia Route 2 south of Wheeling. In this 
application, bottom ash from the Ohio Power Company's Cardinal Plant in Bril
liant, Ohio was placed at an average moisture content of 14 percent and com
pacted with a 30-ton pneumatic roller, followed by a 10-ton steel-wheeled 
roller. This material also became unstable, even though it met gradation 
and other quality requirements and had been compacted to densities in ex-
cess of 95 percent of the Standard Proctor value (Reference I-157). 
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Table I-25 

COMPARISON OF WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
REQUIREMENTS FOR CLASS 2 CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE 

COURSE WITH TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF FORT MARTIN BOTTOM ASH 

Sieve 
Size 

l 1/2" 

3/4" 

#4 

#40 

#200 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Sodium Sulfate 

Percent Finer 

Class 2 
Base Course 

100 

80-100 

35-75 

10-30 

0-10 

Less than 
50 

Less than 
12 
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Fort Martin 
Bottom Ash 

100 

97.0 

70. 3 . 

23.0 

4.5 

27-40 

4-8 



In contrast to these two experiences, high compacted densities and 
excellent dry stability were achieved on another base course application in 
connection with the West Virginia Route 2 project. In this case, bottom 
ash from American Electric Power Company's Mitchell plant was blended with 
blast furnace slag in order to satisfy the gradation requirements of the 
West Virginia Department of Highways for Class 1 crushed aggregate base 
course. In TableI-26, a comparison is made between the Class 1 base course 
specification requirements and the properties of an ash-slag blend contain
ing 70 percent by weight bottom ash and 30 percent by weight blast furnace 
slag. As shown in this table, the blend of bottom ash and blast furnace 
slag was able to satisfy all the requirements for a Class 1 base course. 

The mixture was placed and compacted in two lifts to a total thick
ness of 9 inches. Final compaction was obtained with four to six passes of 
a 30-ton pneumatic roller. The compacted dry density of the blended material 
generally exceeded 95 percent of the laboratory maximum dry density value of 
105 pounds per cubic foot. This experience proved that it was possible to 
construct a satisfactory base course using untreated bottom ash when using 
the proper gradation and combination of materials (Reference I-157). 

In an effort to solve the problem of loss of stability upon drying, 
a laboratory study was performed at West Virginia University using bottom 
ash and fly ash from the Fort Martin station. The findings of this study 
showed that the addition of 30 percent fines in the form of fly ash provided 
the required binder for achieving higher initial density and acceptable dry 
stability. These results were then verified in the field during the recon
struction of access roads to the Fort Martin station. Although these access 
roads do not carry high traffic volumes, many heavily loaded vehicles use 
these roads. 

Initially, the 70 percent bottom ash-30 percent fly ash combination 
was used in the field, but some difficulty was encountered due to excessive 
moisture and accompanying loss of stability during compaction. A combina
tion of 60 percent bottom ash-40 percent fly ash was then tried and this 
proved to be a satisfactory blend for the conditions encountered at the 
project site. The materials were blended in volumetric proportions at the 
site by a front-end loader. Compaction was obtained by 6 to 10 passes using 
a vibratory steel-wheeled roller with rubber-tired rear driving wheels. Dry 
density measurements made on the compacted 60-40 blended material showed den
sities ranging from 96.0 to 105.7 percent of the laboratory standard Proctor 
maximum density value of 97.5 pounds per cubic foot. The average field mois
ture content was 18.1 percent, which was considerably higher than the labora
tory optimum moisture content of 10.0 percent. These exceptionally high 
densities for "wet of optimum" moisture conditions are surprising, but the 
type and magnitude of field compactive effort are a partial explanation. In 
addition, the loss in strength of the bottom ash-fly ash mixture wet of opti
mum was found to be very gradual when evaluated in the laboratory (Reference 
I-157). 
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Table I-26 

COMPARISON~OF WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
REQUIREMENTS FOR CLASS 1 CRUSHED AGGREGATE BASE COURSE 

WITH TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF 
BLENDED MITCHELL BOTTOM ASH - BLAST FURNACE SLAG 

Sieve 
Size 

1 1/2" 

3/4" 

#4 

#40 

#200 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Sodium Sulfate 
Soundness 

Percent Finer 

Class l 
Base Course 

100 

50-90 

20-50 

5-20 

0-7 

Less than 
so 

Less than 
12 

Bottom Ash 
Slag Mixture 

100 

78.6 

40.6 

13.l 

2.5 

37* 

10* 

*Values given are for Mitchell bottom ash only. 
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It hss been reported that approximately 178,000 tons of bottom ash 
from the Fort Martin station have been used to construct a 9 inch thick sub
base along a 3.5 mile section of Interstate Route 79 near Route 50 in West 
Virginia (Reference I-158). 

It has also been reported that approximately 150,000 tons of boiler 
slag from Central Illinois Public Service's Coffeen Station was used as ag
gregate sub-base material to construct approach pavements for twin bridges 
carrying Interstate Route 55 over the tracks of the Chicago, Burlington, and 
Quincy railroad near Litchfield, Illinois. The boiler slag was evaluated by 
the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) and approved as a substitute 
base material after meeting the gradation requirements in the state specif i
cations. Engineers for the project determined that boiler slag was superior 
to on-site material for sub-base use on this project (Reference I-159). 

Current standard highway specifications for base course materials 
attempt to control the quality and performance of the materials by speci
fying acceptable limits for gradation, soundness, abrasion, and percent fines 
(-#200 mesh). Many sources of bottom ash and boiler slag are able to satisfy 
the requirements for soundness, abrasion, and percent fines, but may or may 
not be able to meet the gradation requirements. The applications in West 
Virginia that have been discussed in this report, involving the use of bottom 
ash as an unstabilized base material, clearly show that other materials can 
be blended with bottom ash (or boiler slag) to overcome gradation deficiencies. 

Within the framework of existing specifications, mixtures containing 
bottom ash and fly ash with percentages of fines greater than those specified 
for base course use would be considered unacceptable. However, in the case 
of bottom ash-fly ash blends, the fines are not only non-plastic, but they 
are actually cementitious. Therefore, in the case of untreated base courses, 
strict adherence to standard highway specifications in all instances is not 
always reasonable, particularly when considering the unique engineering prop
erties of power plant aggregates. 

Stabilized Bases. 

1. Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Bases. The use of fly ash in lime-fly 
ash-aggregate (LFA) base course compositions was discussed in great detail 
in an earlier portion of this report. This section of the report discusses 
the use of boiler slag as the aggregate portion in LFA base courses. 

Over the years, the leading market for use of LFA base materials 
was the Chicago area. In 1954, when the Chicago Fly Ash Company (now called 
American Fly Ash Company) first became interested in lime-fly ash stabili
zation, it did so primarily as a means of handling the large tomiages of 
boiler slag that had accumulated at some Commonwealth Edison power plants 
in the Chicago area. The first LFA compositions were mixed in place and 
used boiler slag as the aggregate. In 1955, the first plant-mixed LFA 
material also used boiler slag. These early mixtures contained on t.lie 
average 5 percent by weight of hydrated lime, 35 percent fly ash, and 60 
percent boiler slag. Cores were taken from these mixtures at various ages 
and ultimate compressove strengths as high as 500 psi w-ere oeasured (Ref
erence I-160). 
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The compressive strength development of a laboratory cured LFA 
specimen containing 3.6 percent by weight hydrated lime, 36.4 percent fly 
ash, and 60 percent boiler slag was documented by the University of Il
linois. After 28 days at 70°F in the laboratory moist room, the test 
specimen achieved a compressive strength of 800 psi. This specimen con
tinued to gain in strength, achieving 1,000 psi after 40 days of labora
tory curing (Reference I-161). 

One of the producers of LFA base course materials in the Chicago 
area (Premix Base Company of Thornton, Illinois) still uses boiler slag as 
the aggregate in the pozzolanic aggregate base produced at their plant. 
This company places nearly all of the LFA material from its plant and is 
probably the only contractor to use an asphalt paving machine to place LFA 
base material. The contractor prefers the use of boiler slag because of 
the black color it imparts to the LFA mix and uses an asphalt paver because 
his crew formerly placed asphalt base and is more familiar with that type 
of equipment (Reference I-162). 

During 1979, an experimental LFA test section using boiler slag 
was placed on Illinois Route 9 near the Coffeen power station in Montgomery 
County, Illinois. The test section was approximately 4 miles long and 
used a mix containing 3 percent lime, 27.5 percent fly ash, and 69.5 per
cent boiler slag. The fly ash used was obtained from the Kincaid power 
station, some 20 miles away, while bottom ash from the Coffeen station 
was used in the project. 

Periodically, core samples have been obtained from the site and 
measurements taken of their compressive strength. More recently available 
core sample data indicate that average compressive strengths of 1,400 psi 
have been obtained after approximately one year in service (Reference I-163). 
This type of an installation is an excellent example of the use of power 
plant ash by-products on the local level where strict adherence to material 
specifications may be occasionally waived in favor of utilizing locally 
available materials with a savings in cost. 

2. Cement-Stabilized Bottom Ash Bases 

The use of cement-stabilized fly ash base course materials was 
presented earlier in this report. This section discusses cement stabili
zation of bottom ash and/or boiler slag, with and without fly ash, for 
use in highway base courses. 

The first known large-scale application of a portland cement 
stabilized bottom ash base course in the United States was the relocation 
and reconstruction of West Virginia Route 2 south of Wheeling during t~e 
1971 to 1972 construction seasons. The cement-treated base course for 
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this 4-mile long project was constructed using 46 percent by dry weight Qf 
cyclone boiler slag from Ohio Power Company's Kammer plant in Captina, West 
Virginia and 54 percent bottom ash from Appalachian Power Company's Mitchell 
station in Moundsville, West Virginia. The aggregate blend was stabilized 
with 5 percent Type I portland cement by weight of total aggregate in the 
mix. 

The optimum moisture content and maximum dry density of the mix
ture, as determined by the standard Proctor test (ASTM 0698), were 8 per
cent and 114 pounds per cubic foot, respectively. The blended material was 
placed in one lift and compacted with a 30-ton pneumatic roller to a thick
ness of 6 inches. Field densities met or exceeded 97 percent of the standard 
Proctor density value. In this application, excellent results were achieved 
at a substantial reduction in cost compared to use of conventional aggregates 
(Reference I-164). 

During 1972, a study of cement-treated bottom ash-fly ash mixtures 
was undertaken at West Virginia University. The bottom ash and fly ash used 
in this study were obtained from the Fort Martin station. Since considera
tion was being given to use of the material in reconstruction of secondary 
roads, production of mixtures with high mechanical stability were desired 
so that traffic could ride over the material prior to placing a wearing sur
f ace on it. High initial stabilities were obtained using mixtures with 70 
percent by weight bottom ash and 30 percent fly ash. The mixes were stabi
lized with 5 percent portland cement by dry weight of aggregate and blended 
at an optimum moisture content of 12 percent. A total of 10 mixes were made 
using bottom ash and fly ash samples taken at different times from the plant. 

Compacted specimens were stored in a moistroom and tested in uncon
fined compression at 8, 30, and 60 days. Average compressive strengths for 
the cement-stabilized mixes were 408 psi at 8 days; 596 psi at 30 days; and 
690 psi at 60 days. Although the test results show that satisfactory cement
treated base course mixes can be produced using bottom ash or bottom ash-fly 
ash blends, the mixtures of 70 percent bottom ash and 30 percent fly ash 
would not be permitted within the framework of most existing state highway 
materials and construction specifications in the United States (Reference 
I-164). 

Since 1974, over 300 miles of secondary roads in West Virginia 
have been recqnstructed using cement-treated bottom ash. Most of these 
roads were primarily dirt and gravel sub-base with traffic counts ranging 
from 150 to 1,500 vehicles per day. Most of the bottom ash for these pro
jects came from either the John Amos plant in St. Albans, West Virginia or 
the Kanawha River plant in Glasgow, West Virginia. 

Major factors involved in arriving at a cement percentage for mix 
design were: 
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a. Particle size distribution--The gradation of the 
bottom ash materials was found to be similar to 
that of the local crushed sandstone used in the 
West Virginia Department of Highways cement-treated 
base program from 1970 to 1972. 

b. Maintenance of traffic--Additional cement must be 
added as a safety factor to compensate for lack of 
curing time in order to maintain traffic where seven 
days of curing would normally be available. 

c. Compressive or flexural strength--A sufficient per
centage of cement must be used to provide the minimum 
strength required by West Virginia Department of High
ways specifications for cement-treated base to satis
factorily distribute anticipated wheel loads over the 
subgrade without failure. 

d. Durability--Sufficient cement must be used to resist 
deterioration from freezing and thawing or wetting and 
drying. Based on results of a 1974 field test, 10 per
cent by weight or 200 pounds of cement to 1,800 pounds 
of bottom ash was used at optimum moisture content. 

Core specimens were taken from three typical pavement sections after 
less than two years in service. Compressive strengths for these specimens 
ranged from 1,270 to 1,425 psi, with an average compressive strength of 1,322 
psi. Not a single base failure was found during visual inspection of 180 
miles of roadway using cement-treated bottom ash in the spring of 1978. 

All of the secondary road projects using cement-treated bottom 
ash base have been using a 6-inch thick base overlain by a 1-inch hot-mix 
bituminous concrete surface. Although this thickness may not be adequate 
from a frost design standpoint, there have been no reported failures in 
any of these pavements after several winters in service. 

Design of rigid pavement was done in accordance with practices 
recommended by the Portland Cement Association, based on Westergard analysis. 
Design of the total flexible pavement system is in accordance with the sta
bilometer and cohesiometer procedure practiced by the California Division of 
Highways. Design to resist frost action is in accordance with procedures 
developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 

In West Virginia, the thickness of flexible pavement sections is 
based on a gravel equivalency rather than on structural coefficients. The 
cement-treated bottom ash base has a gravel equivalent of 1.497, which means 
that 1.497 inches of gravel is equivalent to 1-inch of cement-treated bottom 
ash in the base course. 
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A cost comparison was made using three equivalent base systems: 
crushed aggregate, cement-treated aggregate, and cement-treated bottom 
ash. The costs of each of these systems were computed for a 1-mile length 
of roadway 16-f eet wide, using a 6-inch thickness of cement-treated bottom 
ash and equivalent thicknesses for the other two base systems. 

By assuming construction in the Charleston area, certain cost ele
ments associated with producing and transporting component materials for 
each of the three comparative base systems were developed. Table I-27pre
sents a tabulation of these cost elements for each base system. The actual 
cost comparison :of the three base systems is presented in Table I-28. 

The cost figures in TableI-28 plainly show that the cost savings 
of cement-treated bottom ash on a one mile basis for a 16-foot wide road 
is approximately 2 to 1 over cement-treated base and 2.5 to 1 over the 
crushed aggregate base. These savings result from the cost of the aggre
gate in the other two base systems and the additional quantities required 
due to the lower density of the compacted bottom ash in comparison to the 
aggregate. 

3. Bituminous-stabilized Bottom Ash Base 

Some 45 to 50 miles of light-duty, rural secondary roads in West 
Virginia were reconstructed during the swmner of 1972 using bituminous-sta
bilized power plant aggregates. These base materials were placed directly 
on existing gravel or badly deteriorated chip seal surfaces in single lifts 
varying from 2 to 6 inches in thickness. 

The base materials did not receive a surf ace treatment until the 
following construction season. Bottom ash and boiler slag were used in the 
project. The bottom ash was obtained from the Fort Martin Station and the 
boiler slag from the Kammer power plant. 

The dry bottom ash was used without blending with other aggregate. 
The design asphalt content was 7 percent. Laydown characteristics of the 
mix from a spreader box were excellent. Optimum densities were achieved 
with 3 to 4 passes from a pneumatic roller, followed by one or-two passes 
from a steel-wheeled roller. 

On projects using boiler slag, it was necessary to blend the ma
terial with locally available bank run gravel to meet the gradation for 
Class 2 crushed aggregate base course (refer to Table I-25). A 5 percent 
residual asphalt was added to these mixes. The mixes were pugmilled while 
cold at a central mixing plant, stockpiled for 10 days or more, then cold 
laid by paver or spreader box. Adequate compaction was achieved from sev
eral passes with a pneumatic roller, followed by a steel-wheeled roller. 
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Table I-27 

COST ELEMENTS 

OF 

COMPARATIVE BASE SYSTEMS 

I TYPE I OR II COMMERCIAL CRUSHED AGGREGATE 

.Purchase Cost 
(Production, Shipping, Stocking) 

Hauling and Placing 
TOTAL 

Sources: Indiana, Kentucky & Ohio Limestone 
Ohio River Gravel 
Weirton and Wheeling Slag 

II CEMENT-TREATED, LOCALLY-CRUSHED SANDSTONE 

III 

Quarrying,. Crushing and Stocking Cost 

Cement Cost (Per Ton of Mix) 

Pugmill Mixing Cost 

Hauli~g and Placing 

CEMENT-TREATED ASH 

Bottom Ash 

Stocking Cost 

Cement Cost (Per Ton of Mix) 

Pugmill Mixing Cost 

Hauling and Placing Cost 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

NOTE: The above figures are based on 1978 costs. 
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$ 8.00/Ton 

3.00/Ton 
$11.00/Ton 

$ 5.00/Ton 

1.80/Ton 

1.00/Ton 

3.00/Ton 
$10.80/Ton 

$ 0.50/Ton 

0.50/Ton 

4.00/Ton 

1.00/Ton 

3.00/Ton 
$ 9.00/Ton 



TYPE OF BASE 

Crushed Aggregate 
(Type I or Type II) 
(W. Va. Item 307) 

Cement-Treated 
Aggregate 
(7\ Cement) 
(W. Va. Item 301) 

Cement-Treated 
Bottom-Ash 
(10\ Cement) 

Table I-28 

COST COMPARISON 

FOR SOME 

*EQUIVALENT BASE 

SYSTEMS-16' WIDE 

THICKNESS TONS/MI. 

8" 3736 

6" 2802 

6" 1877 

COST/TON TOT. COST /MI. 

$11.00 $41,096.00 

$10.80 $30,261.60 . 

$ 9.00 $16,893.00 

*Thi~kness equivalent for comparable wheel load distribution over 
subgrade (does not include wearing surface). 

NOTE: The above figures are based on 1978 costs. 
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During their first year of service, all mixes provided satisfactory 
service with no appreciable rutting or shoving, despite receiving heavy wheel 
loads from coal truck traffic in the area (Reference I-166). No further in
formation is available on the performance of these bituminous-stabilized base 
course materials. 

Assessment of Power Plant Aggregate Use as Base Course Material 

From the foregoing discussion, it is evident that the use of bottom 
ash and boiler slag as a base course material has thus far been limited to only 
a very few states. The results of a questionnaire circulated in April 1980 by 
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
show that bottom ash and/or boiler slag in lime-fly ash-aggregate (LFA) base 
have only been used in six states. These six states are: 

Idaho 
Illinois 
Ohio 

Oregon 
Washington 
West Virginia 

Two other states, North Carolina and Texas, report that they are 
evaluating the use of bottom ash and/or boiler slag in LFA base in the labora
tory. Two states, Illinois and Ohio, consider utilization of bottom ash or 
boiler slag in LFA base courses to be somewhere between limited and routine 
field use in their respective states. The others consider that the use of 
bottom ash or boiler slag in LFA base courses in their states is being handled 
on a limited field basis. 

All states considered the performance of bottom ash or boiler ash 
either as acceptable or good, except for North Carolina, which considered 
the performance of these materials in their laboratory tests as marginal. 
Both North Carolina and Oregon are uncertain about the future use of bottom 
ash or boiler slag in LFA pavements. All other states plan some further 
field use of these materials. 

No mention was made in the questionnaire about the use of bottom 
ash or boiler slag in unstabilized, cement-stabilized, or bituminous-sta
bilized base courses. None of the respondents to the questionnaire indicated 
any such use, although space was provided for describing applications for re
covered materials other than those specifically noted in the questionnaire. 

In summary, there appears to have been widely scattered examples 
of the use of bottom ash and/or boiler slag in highway base course applica
tions. Aside from the use of boiler slag in LFA compositions in the Chicago 
area, there have been no continuing examples of using these materials in base 
course construction. Several projects in West Virginia, most notably the 
Route 2 project, have consumed substantial quantities of power plant aggre
gates, but utilization has been on a project by project basis, not part of an 
ongoing program. Such is also the case with the use of boiler slag as an ag
gregate base on an interstate project in central Illinois. 
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At present, West Virginia is the only state to specify the use of 
bottom ash or boiler slag as an aggregate in cement-treated and cold-mix 
bituminous base mixes. The use of bottom ash or boiler slag in hot mix 
bituminous base courses is specified in five states: Maryland, Nebraska, 
Ohio, Texas, and West Virginia. 

As has been noted previously, use of power plant aggregates in 
certain typ~s of road base applications may or may not be in accordance 
with some state specifications. Non-conformity with existing material 
specification requirements, lack of familiarity with ash materials them
selves and their unique properties, absence of a proven performance record, 
and the relative unavailability and/or unpredictability of sizable quantities 
of bottom ash or boiler slag for a particular use are factors which may ef
fectively prevent widespread utilization of bottom ash or boiler slag in 
highway base courses. 

POWER PLANT AGGREGATES IN BITUMINOUS PAVING MIXTURES 

Over the past 25 years, there has been an increase in the use of 
power plant aggregates (bottom ash and boiler slag) in bituminous paving 
mixtures. This section of the report discusses findings from the research 
and utilization of these materials. 

Research Investigations 

West Virginia University. A number of bottom ash and boiler slag 
materials were evaluated as potential aggregate sources in bituminous paving 
mixtures by the Civil Engineering Laboratories of West Virginia University. 
These studies were performed over several years during the early to mid-1970s, 
and involved standard aggregate tests, mix design studies, and evaluation of 
field performance in test sections. 

One of the early discoveries in this work was that there are sig
nificant variations in the engineering properties of power plant aggregates, 
and in particular the bottom ashes. Over a period of several years, Los 
Angeles abrasion loss values for one source of West Virginia bottom ash 
varied between 27 and 59. While part of the variation is attributable to 
the ash itself, selection of representative samples of any material prior 
to testing also plays an important role. 

It was noted during the aggregate testing phase of the program 
that friable particles, sometimes referred to as "popcorn," were present in 
some bottom ash samples. These particles are porous, absorb asphalt, and 
have poor crushing resistance. Specific gravity was recommended as a de
pendable parameter for identifying the presence of friable particles in 
bottom ash, with higher specific gravities indicating a better quality ash 
(Reference I-151). 

Boiler slags, in general, were found to have higher specific 
gravity and lower water absorption values than bottom ashes, probably 
because of the smoother texture and glassy nature of the slag particles. 
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In the mixture design studies at West Virginia University, partic
ular attention was focused on the gradation requirements, asphalt contents, 
air voids and durability, and skid resistance characteristics of bituminous 
paving mixtures containing bottom ash or boiler slag. 

Because of their well-graded particle size distribution and rough, 
gritty surface texture bottom ash mixes generally had high stabilities. 
However, bottom ashes containing appreciable quantities of popcorn-like 
friable particles were found to be highly absorptive to asphalt and have 
high air voids contents. In general, bottom ash tends to have a higher 
asphalt demand than natural aggregate. The rough texture of the bottom 
ash contributes to high air voids, particularly when the Marshall drop ham
mer method of compaction is used. 

The kneading compactor more closely approximates field compaction 
because of its shearing or kneading action and, therefore, was considered to 
provide more realistic asphalt content and air voids values. In fact, mix
tures considered unacceptable when evaluated by normal Ma.rsahll compaction 
were found to be adequate when compacted with the kneading compactor. 

A description of the kneading compactor and procedures employed for 
preparation of samples using this apparatus are given in ASTM Dl561, "Pre
paration of Test Specimens of Bituminous Mixtures by Means of the California 
Kneading Compactor." This test method may be found in the Appendix of this 
report. 

The uniform particle sizi.1'.lg and smooth surf ace texture commonly as
sociated with most boiler slags necessitates that these materials be blended 
with other aggregates for use in asphaltic mixtures. The type of aggregate 
used for blending and the relative proportions of the aggregate and the 
boiler slag were found to significantly influence mixture properties. For 
a given compactive effort, Marshall stability and flow values generally in
crease with decreasing percentages of boiler slag. Higher quality mixes 
resulted from the blending of crushed limestone having angular particles 
with a rough surface texture than from blending with rounded siliceous 
aggregates. 

The effect of the compaction method on mixture properties was also 
quite pronounced with the blended mixtures containing boiler slag. Again, 
kneading compaction was found to improve stability and flow characteristics 
compared to Marshall drop hammer compaction. 

Comparative Marshall test data on bituminous mixes containing 
bottom ash and boiler slag, prepared using either the Marshall drop hammer 
or the kneading compactor, are given in Table I-29. From the data in this 
table, it is evident that greatly improved Marshall stability values result 
from sample preparation using the kneading compactor. These data also show 
that the best boiler slag asphalt mixtures are obtained when blending the 
boiler slag with a rough textured aggregate in which the percentage of the 
boiler slag is limited to 50 percent or less. 
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lJI 

"° 

Ash 
Source 

Fort Martin 

Kammer 

Kammer 

Willow Island 

Willow Island 

Table 1-29 

MARSHALL TEST DATA FOR POWER PLANT AGGREGATE 
PREPARED BY DROP HAMMER OR KNEADING COMPACTOR 

Type of Aggregate Compaction 
Ash Blend Method 

Bottom Ash 100% Fort Martin Drop Hammer 

100% Fort Martin Kneading 

Boiler Slag 60% Kammer Drop Hammer 
40% Limestone 

50% Kammer Drop Hammer 
50% Limestone 

40% Kammer Drop Hammer 
60% Limestone 

Boiler Slag 65% Kammer Kneading 
35% Limestone 

48% Kammer Kneadin9 
52% Limestone 

Boiler Slag 50% Willow Island Drop Hammer 
50% Limestone . 
50% Willow Island Drop Hammer 
50% River Sand 

Boiler Slag 50% Willow Island Kneading 
50% Limestone 

*Marshall test values given only at optimum asphalt content. 

Marshall Test Values* 

Stability Flow 
(lbs.) (.01 in.) 

925 7 

1320 6.5 

275 7.5 

335 7 

.380 7 

1075 15 

1452 13.5 

420 6.5 

105 6 

773 10 



that: 
Based on the results of these laboratory tests, it was concluded 

1. Bottom ashes are exceedingly stable and can 
tolerate large variations in gradation and 
asphalt content without great loss of sta
bility. However, their use in bituminous 
mixes is more suited toward base courses 
where gradation requirements are not as 
severe as for wearing surfaces. Prior to 
use, pyrite particles must be separated 
from the ash. 

2. There is no technical reason why boiler slag 
cannot be used in asphaltic mixtures. As a 
rule of thumb, mixture stability will suffer 
if the percentage of boiler slag is in excess 
of 50 percent. Optimum skid resistance is 
best achieved in open graded sand mixes where 
bailer slag is the top aggregate. Boiler slag 
does not improve skid resistance in coarse 
graded mixtures if the coarse aggregate is 
polish susceptible (Reference I-157). 

Ohio State University. In 1976, the Federal Highway Administra
tion sponsored a laboratory research study to investigate the characteris
tics of power plant aggregates and to evaluate their performance in bitum
inous paving mixtures. The work was performed over a two year period at the 
Ohio State University Department of Civil Engineering. 

A total of 10,000 pounds of ash were collected in the form of 32 
different bottom ash and boiler slag samples from 21 power companies in 14 
states. Consideration was given to plant type, ash type, source of coal, and 
tonnage of ash produced in the selection of these samples. Twenty of the 
samples were bottom ash. Samples were obtained from plants burning bituminous, 
sub-bituminous, and lignite coals. 

Material Characterization 

Gradation. The physical and engineering properties of these 
samples were determined in the laboratory by means of standard testing pro
cedures used to evaluate conventional aggregate materials. Comparing the 
gradation of these samples to state specifications for aggregate in base, 
sub-base, and wearing surface mixtures, it was found that most ashes tested 
could meet specification requirements, although some samples had to be blended, 
either with coarser bottom ashes or conventional aggregates in order to meet 
specification limits. 
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Los Angeles Abrasion and Sodium Sulfate Soundness. Only two of 
the samples tested were unable to meet Los Angeles abrasion test require
ments (ASTM Cl31). The applicability of this test procedure to evaluation 
of bottom ash samples is questionable because, due to the gradation of bot
tom ash and its relatively high percentage of fines (passing #8 sieve), 
only a small portion of most bottom ash samples would fall within one of 
the four specified gradations for the test. Consequently, less than 20 
percent of each sample was being tested and the test results are not really 
representative of the abrasion potential of the total sample. 

All but one of the ash samples tested met ASTM and state trans
portation department specifications for sodium sulfate soundness (ASTM C88). 
However, the applicability of this test is also subject to question. For 
bottom ash samples, the porosity of these materials may prevent the buildup 
of internal stresses, as expected in the testing procedure. The opposite 
may be true for boiler slag samples, in which stresses developed during 
the quenching process can result in formation of internal fracture planes. 
Thermal shock and energy release during soundness testing of boiler slags 
could be misinterpreted as high soundness loss due to the expansive forces 
of sodium sulfate. 

Although these two widely-accepted quality control tests are nor
mally required by transportation agencies for material acceptance, their 
applicability to the testing of bottom ash and boiler slag is uncertain 
because they do not take into account the rather distinctive properties 
of these materials. 

Specific Gravity and Absorption. Standard ASTM test methods were 
used for determining the specific gravity and absorption of coarse aggre
gates (ASTM Cl27) and fine aggregates (ASTM Cl28). Copies of each test 
method are included in the Appendix. The apparent specific gravity of the 
bottom ash samples ranged from 2.08 to 2.49 with an average of 2.35. Vari
ations in specific gravity values are related to differences in ferric oxide 
contents. Bottom ash absorption values varied from 0.4 to 8.0 percent by 
weight, with greater absorption values for the coarse fraction than the fine 
fraction. 

The apparent specific gravity of the boiler slag samples ranged 
from 2.60 to 2.86 with an average of 2.75. This is considerably higher 
than the specific gravity of the bottom ash samples. The absorption values 
for the boiler slag samples varied from 0.2 to 2.18 percent by weight, sig
nificantly lower than the bottom ash samples because of the glassy texture 
of the boiler slag. 

In the sense that most bottom ash and boiler slag samples can meet 
conventional material specifications, they can be said to compare favorably 
with conventional aggregates. However, one of the main questions regarding 
testing of power plant aggregates is whether tests designed for conventional 
aggregates are truly applicable for evaluation of non-conventional materials 
(Reference I-2). 
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Bottom Ash--Bitum.inous Mixtures. Based on results of the 
material characterization tests, certain bottom ashes showed greater po
tential than others for use as aggregate in bituminous paving mixtures. 
The boiler slags evaluated in the program were considered less versatile 
and best suited to limited use, such as in granular bases. Therefore, 
only selected bottom ash samples were further tested as bituminous aggre
gate in this program. 

Five bottom ash samples were tested using the Marshall mix design 
method (ASTM Dl559). Three of the bottom ash samples were also prepared by 
kneading compaction. For comparative purposes, a mixture containing a blend 
of limestone and sand aggregate was also tested. Results of these tests are 
summarized in Table I-30. These results do show that samples prepared by 
kneading compaction have higher stabilities and lower optimum asphalt con
tents than drop hammer prepared specimens (Reference I-3). 

But the data also point out that optimum asphalt contents for bottom 
ash mixes are much higher than for mixes with conventional aggregates, as are 
the air voids values. These high asphalt demands, caused by the porous nature 
of the bottom ash, are an economic concern. It was, therefore, decided to in
vestigate mixtures in which bottom ash was blended w"ith conventional aggregates. 

Bottom Ash-Aggregate-Bituminous Mixtures. In this phase of 
the program, t9.JO of the bottom ash samples (Mitchell and Rockdale) were tested 
by the Marshall method in varying combinations with crushed gravel and sand 
in mixes designed to meet state specifications for base course and wearing 
surface mixtures. The Mitchell bottom ash sample was used in both base and 
surface mixtures at Ash contents of 0, 30, SO, 70, and 100 percent, in com
bination with the sand and gravel aggregate. The Rockdale bottom ash sample 
was used only in a surface coarse mix at ash contents of 40, 60, and 100 per
cent, also with sand and gravel aggregate. 

Table I-31 summarizes the mixture designations, asphalt contents, 
and botto~ ash contents of these mixtures. 

Figure I-23 shows the Marshall curves for the Mitchell surface course 
mixes. The relationship between ash content and Marshall properties for these 
mixes is shown in Figure I-24. As shown in this figure, stability increased 
with initial introduction of the bottom ash into the mixture up to an ash 
content of about 50 percent, then a reduction in stabilities with further ad
ditions of ash. 

FigureI-25 shows the Marshall curves for the Rockdale surface course 
mixes. The relationship between the ash content and Marshall properties for 
these mixes is shown in Figure I-26. In this figure, a decrease in stability 
was noted up to 60 percent ash, then a slight increase in stability was ob
served to 100 percent ash. 
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TABLE I-30 

COMPARISON OF MARSHALL TEST RESULTS 
FOR SELECTED BOTTOM ASH SAMPLES PREPARED 

BY DROP HAMMER OR KNEADING COMPACTOR 

Oro~ Hanmer Com~action Test Results 
Optimum 

Kneading Com~action Test Results 
Optimum 

Asphalt Marsha 11 Marsha 11 Percent Asphalt Marshall Marshal 1 Percent 
Sample Content Stability Flow Air Content Stability Flow Air 

Des cri pt ion Source (percent) (lbs.) (.Ol in) Voids (percent) (lbs.) (.01 in) Voids 

Conventional Sand and 
Aggregate Gravel 7.5 1320 8 2 

Bottom Ash Mitchell 
Moundsville, 14 1540 9 8 lO 1960 10 lO 

H W. Va. 
I .... 

CJ\ Bottom Ash Stanton w 
Stanton, Md. 19 1800 16 6 18 2250 10 8 

Bottom Ash Chol la 
Joseph City, 17 1600 12.5 8 
Arizona 

Bottom Ash Mohave 
Laughlin, Nev. 29 1340 16 6 . 23 1700 11 5 

Bottom Ash Alcoa 
Rockdale, Tex. 12 850 13 6 



TABLE I-31 

DIFFERENT TYPF.S OF MIXES AND THE OPTIMUM ASPHALT CONTENT OF 

EACH MlX 

Mix Composition Gradation 
Type 

I 

OOOT 

5-I 100% B. Ash (Mitchell Plant) 404* 

5-n 70% B.Ash + 30% N.Sand&Gravel 404 

5-m 50% B. Ash + 50% N. Sand&Gravel 404 

5-IV 30% B. Ash+ 70% N. Sand&Gravel 404 

5-V 100% N. Sa.nd&Gravel 404 

5-A 100% B.Ash (Mitchell Plant) 301•• 

5-B 7 0% B. Ash + 3 0% N. Sand& Gravel 301 

5-C 50% B. Ash + 50% N. Sand&Gravel 301 

5-D 30% B. Ash+ 70% N. Sand&Gravel 301 

5-IA 100% B. Ash (Mitchell Plant) 404 

25-I 10<>% B. Ash (Rockdale, Texas) As is 

25-II 6()% B. Ash + 40% N. Gravel #8 404 

2s-m 40~ B. Ash + 60% N. Gravel #8 404 

' 

* ODOT Item Designation for Surface Course Mixtures 
** ODOT Item Designation for Base Course Mixtures 
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Asphalt opt. 
AC-!-

85/100 14 

85/100 12 

85/100 10 

85/100 8.5 

85/100 6.5 

85/100 11 

85/100 9 

85/100 7 

85/100 6 

60/70 14 

, 

85/100 12 

85/100 10 

85/100 10 
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For both the Mitchell and Rockdale surface course mixes, increas
ing ash contents resulted in sharp decreases in mix densities and an in
crease in optimum asphalt content and VMA (voids in mineral aggregate) 
values. 

FigureI-27 shows the Marshall curves for the Mitchell base course 
mix. The relationship between ash content and Marshall properties for these 
mixes is shown in Figure I-28. 

The same general trends observed in the surface course mixes were 
also noted in the Mitchell base course samples. The use of bottom ash in 
base course mixes yielded optimum asphalt contents two to three percent less 
than for comparable ash contents in Mitchell surface course mixtures. 

The results of immersion-compression tests (ASTM Dl075) indicate 
that bituminous mixtures using bottom ash are not particularly susceptible 
to water damage. In fact, mixture stabilities actually increased after im
mersion, contrary to what would ordinarily be expected in conventional pav
ing mixtures. If the tendency to develop higher stability after saturation 
is a material property peculiar to bottom ashes, which was not identified in 
standard quality control testing, this characteristic could be of benefit in 
designing pavements for areas subjected to high rainfall or multiple cycles 
of freezing and thawing. 

The principal conclusions of this study were: 

1. Bottom ash is basically suitable for use in 
bituminous base course and wearing surf ace 
applications. Because of widely varying ash 
properties, materials from different sources 
must be carefully tested on an individual 
basis prior to their acceptance for such use. 

2. The properties and performance of bituminous 
mixtures containing bottom ash depend on the 
ash content. Increasing ash content results 
in a higher optimum asphalt content, increased 
voids, and lower mix density. Marshall sta
bility tends to decrease with initial intro
duction of bottom ash, up to 30 percent ash 
content. Beyond that level, depending on the 
individual bottom ash, stability and other 
properties are relatively insensitive to ash 
content. 

3. When used in bituminous mixtures, bottom ash 
materials apparently exhibit unusual behavior 
in the presence of water. Unlike conventional 
paving mixtures, which suffer loss of strength 
and durability as a result of saturation, bot
tom ash paving mixtures appear to increase in 
strength following sample saturation (Reference 
I-3). 
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Use of Power Plant Aggregates in Bituminous Paving 

There are numerous examples of the use of power plant aggregates in 
bituminous paving projects. Most of these, however, involve the use of boiler 
slag. Despite the favorable test results on bottom ash mixtures at Ohio State 
University, there has been no known use of bottom ash in hot-mix asphalt oave
ment applications. The most extensive use of bottom ash in bituminous 
paving has been in West Virginia where, since 1972, bottom ash has been cold 
mixed with 6 to 7 percent by weight of emulsified asphalt and used in the pav
ing of secondary "Farm to Market" roads. In some cases, the bottom ash is also 
blended with boiler slag. Both cationic and anionic asphalt has been used in 
the preparation of these cold mixes, but asphalt suppliers are of the firm opin
ion that better coverage and performance can be obtained by using a cationic 
blend. 

~fore than 200 miles of low-volume traffic roads in the northern part 
of the state have been improved with these cold mix compositions, which are 
referred to as "Asphalt." A specification for "Asphalt" is included in the 
Appendix of this report. Similar applications have also been made in eastern 
Ohio. 

Besides being a relatively inexpensive material, one of the biggest 
advantages of "Asphalt" is its simplicity. First, the bottom ash is loaded 
into the hopper of a portable continuous pugmill, frequently located on the 
power plant site. It is then mixed with a metered amount of asphalt and 
either loaded directly into haul trucks or stockpiled for future use. There 
is no need for hot bins or dryers. "Asphalt" can be stockpiled for several 
weeks and still be suitable for placing on the road. 

Because the mix can be stockpiled, crews from the Highway Depart
ment are afforded a great deal of flexibility. Those who perform the lay
dow"D. work are not dependent on plant production for an uninterrupted flow of 
material to the job. Furthermore, "Asphalt" can be installed on the roadway 
without resorting to fancy techniques or sophisticated machinery. In West 
Virginia, "Aspbal.t" is usually placed by state maintenance crews using state 
equipment. 

• The mix is hauled to the jobsite and placed with conventional 
spreading equipment. The best compaction results have been achieved with 
a single 10-ton tandem steel-wheeled roller following closely behind the 
spreader. Once on the road, the mix requires about 10 days to fully cure. 
This curing period depends on the season and length of time the mix was in 
a stoclcpil.e (Reference I-160}. 

cost of 
will go 
ora.ble 

State road crews have been placing "Aspbal.t" at about half the 
conventional asphalt concrete. And in most applications, the ash 
about one-third farther than comparable materials due to its f av
w-e1ght-volume ratio. This material, because it is not a hot-mix 
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composition, can be placed in cold or inclement weather. The bottom ash 
can also be blended with sand, gravel, limestone, or blast furnace slag to 
meet any desired gradation. Aside from occasional problems due to base 
failures, "Ashphalt" has provided excellent service over the years. It 
can even be used as a patching material, and frequently is, on some of 
the more heavily-traveled primary roads (Reference I-161). 

Boiler slag has been used to a much greater extent in bituminous 
paving than bottom ash. Boiler slag has been used frequently in wearing 
surf ace mixtures because of the hardness of its particles (average of 7 on 
the Mohs hardness scale), its affinity for asphalt, and its dust-free sur
face, which aids in asphalt adhesion and resists stripping. Use of boiler 
slag helps eliminate fat spots in paving mixes, arui subsequent asphalt bleed
ing that causes slippery pavements. The material is relatively abrasion 
resistant, enabling it to provide desirable skid resistant characteristics 
(Reference I-162). 

Another of the properties of boiler slag which enhances its value 
as an aggregate in bituminous paving is its permanent black color, which is 
not affected by sun or weather. This enables the surface of a blacktop road
way to retain much of its original dark appearance, which is helpful for 
contrasting with pavement markings and is particularly advantageous for 
night driving. It also helps roads and streets surfaced with boiler slag 
dry faster after rain and snow because the black color attracts the sun's 
heat (Reference I-163). 

Boiler slag was first used in asphalt paving on an experimental 
basis many years ago in Hammond, Indiana, where it was blended with con
ventional aggregate to help solve the problem of aggregate polishing. The 
early success of that and several other wearing surface demonstration pro
jects in Indiana led to its acceptance and use in that state and several 
others, including Ohio, Michigan, Missouri, and West Virginia. In addition, 
boiler slag has been used in a number of cities, such as Cincinnati and 
Columbus, Ohio and Tampa, Florida (Reference I-163). 

In West Virginia, boiler slag has been blended with graded river 
sand for resurfacing and deslicking applications, especially where thin 
overlays are used. A considerable amount of this resurfacing has been done 
in the northern panhandle using a West Virginia Department of Highways 
Wearing Course III mixture composed of 50 percent by weight boiler slag, 
39 percent river sand, 3 percent fly ash, and 8 percent asphalt cement. 
The mixture is hot mixed and laid as a conventional sand mix in depths 
from 1/2 to 2 inches. Some sections have been in service for over 10 
years with little change in surface texture under heavy truck traffic 
and only minor tendency to rut or shove, if at all. 
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A typical example of the use of boiler slag in a deslicking appli
cation was a short section of U.S. Route 119 near Morgantown, which was over
laid in 1969. Accidents on this portion of the road were reduced by about 
50 percent in the year following completion of the project. Table I-31A com
pares the gradation and asphalt contents of the northern panhandle and Route 
119 overlays with the requirements of the Department of Highways Wearing 
Course III mixtures. A comparison of these mixture properties with the 
Class III specification limits shows that these mixes meet applicable wear
ing surface requirements. It should be noted that in these applications, 
boiler slag is considered an economical replacement for locally scarce 
natural aggregates and is not being promoted as a skid-resistant aggregate 
(Reference I-164). 

Some 10,000 tons of boiler slag were used to construct the wearing 
surf ace and shoulders of a portion of Interstate Route 94 near the Detroit 
Airport. This section of roadway is reportedly still in good condition af
ter more than six years in service (Reference I-165). 

Boiler slag from the burning of lignite coal has been used on 
streets in several parts of Texas for resurfacing work. The mixes have 
used a blend of 75 percent by weight lignite boiler slag and 25 percent 
limestone screenings, with an asphalt content of 6 to 7 percent by weight 
of aggregate. Retained strengths of 90 percent were observed after immer
sion-compression testing. These pavements have held up well with no signs 
of shoving or raveling, despite heavy truck traffic, while maintaining their 
brilliant, blac~ texture, non-skid properties, and smooth, quiet riding 
qualities (Reference I-166). 

Boiler slag has also been used successfully as a seal coat aggre
gate for bituminous surface treatments in a number of states. The Minne
sota Department of Transportation reports that boiler slag seal coat sec
tions have performed in a highly acceptable manner, although these sections 
set up more slowly than sections using norm.al aggregate. Once the sealed 
sections ~>ere swept, this problem was solved. The only problems thus far 
with boilar slag seal coats have been some wearing at intersections where 
high volumes of turning vehicles are involved (Reference I-167). 

Boiler slag is also used as a seal coat aggregate in local road 
construction. Cost savings of over $2,000 per mile using boiler slag as a 
chip seal material have been documented by the ~~ntgomery County Highway 
Departnent in central Illinois. In addition, county road crews are able 
to place 5 I:lil.es of seal coat per 8-hour day, compared to 4 miles per day 
using conventional limestone chips (Reference I-168). 

Table I-32presents a per mile cost comparison between regular 
crushed limestone chips and boiler slag for a 22-foot wide pavement. Ac
cording to these figures, the cost per mile for using limestone chips is 
practically twice as high as the cost per mile for using boiler slag (Ref
erence I-168). 
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Table I-31A 

COMPARISON OF BOILER SLAG-AGGREGATE 
WEARING SURFACE MIXTURES TO WEST VIRGINIA 

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS WEARING COURSE III REQUIREMENTS 

Sieve 
Size 

3/8" 

#4 

#8 

#16 

#50 

#200 

Asphalt 
Content 
(percent) 

Specification 
Limits 

100 

90-100 

60-90 

40-65 

10-30 

3-15 

5-11 

I-175 

Percent Passing 

Northern 
Panhandle 
Overlays 

100 

95 

80 

52 

14 

6 

8 

Route 119 
Overlay 

100 

95 

85 

48 

16 

7 



Table I-32 
COST r.OMPARISON 

WET' BOTTC?i BOILER SLAG SEAL COATS 
v. s. 

S/8" CRUSHED LIHE STONE SEAL COAIS 

(A) 5/8 "Crushed Lime Stone Chips. single Seal Coat (C.L.S.C.) 

(l) Surf ace Width • 22' O" 
MC-800 or 3000 Asphalt at 0.25 gallons per square yard 
S/8" chips at 25 pounds per square yard 
8 - 2 1/2 tons dump trucks & drivers 
l - 9SS "Cat" track type end loader & operator 
1 - Etayre Chip Spreader & two operators 
1 - Gallion Rubber tired Roller & operator 
2 - Pick-up trucks & 2 drivers 

Average production of 4 miles per 8 hr. day. 

(2) Material Quantities and Cost: 

Page l of 2 

MC-800 or 3000 3227 gals. per mile at 0.82 per gal. spread on roads 
0.25 x 22 x 5280 x 4 - 12,907 x 0.82 - $10,583.74 

-9-

C. L. S. C. 161 tons per mile at 7. 00 per ton FOB Stockpile 
25 x 22 x 5280 x l x 4 • 645 tons @ 7.00 • 4,515.00 

g- 2000 

(3) Equipment Costs: 

8 dump trucks x $13.30 x 8 
l "Cat" x 30.60 x 8 
l EtnyTe x 30.00 x 8 
l Roller x 13.18 x 8 
2 Pick-ups x 3.14 x 8 

{4) Labor Costs: $6.40 per hour 

14 x 8 x 6.4ct 

Cost per mile - 17,307.22 
4 

- 851.20 - 244.80 - 240.00 - 105.44 - 50.24 
- 1,491.68 

- 716.80 

Total Cost - 17,307.22 

- 4,326.81 
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~blo 1·32 (continu•d) 
CO!'T Cn"iPARl SON 

WET BOTTO~ BOILER SLAG SEAL COATS 
v. s. 

5/8" CRUSHED Lltit STONE SEAL C:OATS 

(B) lfET.' BOITO~ BOILER SLAC SINGLE SEAL COAT (W .B. B. S.) 

(1) Surface Width • 22' O" 
RC-800 or 3000 A•phalt at 0.15 gallon per aquare yard 
Vet· lottom »oiler Slag at 15 pounda per aq~are yard 
8 - 2 1/2 tone dump trucks & driver• 
1 - 955 "Cat" traclctype end loader & operator 
1 - Etnyre Chip Spreader & tvo operator• 
1 - Callioo Rubber tired Roller & operator. 
2 - Pick-up truck• & 2 driver• 

Average production of 5 mile• per 8 hr. day 

(2) Material Quantities and Cost: 

Page 2 of 2 

RC-800 or 3000 1936 gala. per mile at 0.83 per Cal. •pread on roada 
0.15 x 22 x 5280 x s - 9680 x 0.83 - . $&.034.40 --,-

Y.B.B.S. 97 tone per mile at 2.00 per ton POB Stockpile 
lS x 22 x 5280 x 1 x S • 484 Tone at 2.00 • 968.00 

-,- 2000 
(l) Equipment Coate: 

8 dump trucks x $13.30 x 8 - 851.20 
1 "Cat" z 30.60 :x 8 - 244.80 
1 Etnyre x 30.00 x 8 - 240.00 
1 Roller x 13.18 x 8 - lOS.44 
2 Pick-up• x 3.14 x 8 - 50.24 - 1.491.68 

(4) Labor Coat a: $6. 40 per hour 

14 x 8 x 6.40 - 716.80 

Total Coat - 11.210.sa 

Coat per mile • 11,210.88 - 2,242.18 
5 
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Not only does the boiler slag provide better coverage per mile 
than the limestone chips (97 tons vs. 161 tons), but the boiler slag seal 
coat retains its black color, while the surface of the stone chip seal 
gradually acquires a faded, gray appearance. Even after an up-close vis
ual inspection of a boiler slag seal coat pavement, it is difficult to tell 
that it was not originally placed as a conventional hot-mix asphaltic con
crete pavement. 

Skid tests on a boiler slag seal coat section north of Hillsboro, 
Illinois were performed in 1976 by the Illinois Department of Transportation, 
using a locked-wheel skid trailer run at 40 miles per hour. Friction numbers 
for the north-bound lane ranged from 46 to 64, with an average value of 56. 
Friction numbers for the south-bound lane ranged from 43 to 57, with an av
erage value of 50 (Reference I-12). Generally, friction numbers in excess 
of 40 are desired in terms of skid resistance, although in the state of Il
linois a value of 53 is considered acceptable. 

Assessment of Power Plant Aggregate Vse in Bituminous Paving. Ac
cording to the results of an AASHTO questionnaire, a total of 23 states have 
reported some sort of field use of power plant aggregate in asphalt paving. 
These states are: 

Alabama Indiana* New Jersey 
Arizona Iowa New York 
Arkansas Kansas Ohio* 
Conneci.icut Kentucky Oklahoma 
Florida Michigan Pennsylvania 
Georgia Minnesota Texas* 
Idaho Missouri* West Virginia* 
Illinois Nebraska* 

* States currently including power plant aggregates in bituminous material 
specifications. 

Interestingly, two of these states (Connecticut and Idaho) do not 
have any coal-fired power plants. It is possible that the term "bottom ash" 
or "boiler slag" may be mistakenly used in ref erring to another material, 
such as phosphate furnace slag in one or more of these states. Of the 23 
states using power plant ash, five (Alabama, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, 
and Missouri) report routine use. The others report limited field use or 
field experimentation. 

Only one state (New Jersey) considers the performance of power plant 
aggregate in asphalt paving to have been poor. The reason given for this as
sessment was poor skid resistance (Reference I-169). Four other states (Ari
zona, Connecticut, Ohio, and Oklahoma) reported marginal performance. Ken
tucky considers the performance of bottom ash and/or boiler slag as aggre
gate in bituminous wearing surf aces to have been excellent because the crushed 
material had "sharp edges and provided good skid resistance" (Reverence I-170). 
The remaining states all reported either acceptable or good performance. 
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New Jersey is the only state which does not intend to make any 
further use of power plant aggregates in the future. Arizona and Oklahoma 
are uncertain about further use of these materials. The other 20 states 
all plan to make additional use of either bottom ash or boiler slag in 
asphalt paving. 

Of the 23 states indicating some level of field use, only six 
have incorporated bottom ash and/or boiler slag into the specifications 
as an aggregate for use in bituminous paving mixtures. These six states 
are Indiana, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Texas, and West Virginia. 

In summary, there have been 23 states which have at one time or 
another made use of power plant aggregates in asphalt paving. Only one of 
these states does not plan to make further use of these materials in this 
manner. over the years, boiler slag has been widely used as a partial 
aggregate replacement in wearing surface mixtures and thin overlays, as 
well as in seal coat applications, in many sections of the country. Dur
ing this time, it has acquired a good performance record as a durable, 
wear-resistant material with a number of unique properties. Except for 
seal coat applications, boiler slag must be blended with other aggregates 
to meet gradation specifications and attain sufficient mix stability. 

Bottom ash, on the other hand, does not appear to have been uti
lized to any great extent, if at all, in hot-mix asphalt paving. However, 
it does have a good performance record as an aggregate in cold-mix, cold
laid emulsified asphalt paving mixes on secondary roads in West Virginia 
and eastern Ohio. 

Based on available laboratory data and documented field performance, 
it is evident that power plant aggregates can be successfully used in bitumi
nous mixtures. Before this can be done on a routine basis, however, additional 
effort is needed to develop test methods and specifications that are more ap
propriate for use in evaluating power plant aggregates, particularly bottom 
ashes. 

In some cases, current test methods and specifications are too 
restrictive and exclude acceptable materials. In other instances, the 
standards may not be sufficiently discriminating and allow materials that 
could be unacceptable from a field performance standpoint. Again, this 
problem is somewhat more pertinent to the evaluation of bottom ash than 
boiler slag. 

A good example of a standard aggregate test method wilich is not 
entirely suitable for evaluating bottom ash is the Los Angeles abrasion 
test (ASTM Cl31). This test does not sufficiently identify the highly 
friable "popcorn" particles in bottom ash, nor is the test indicative of 
the amount of degradation that may occur under field compaction. The 
unique properties of bottom ash also obscure test results on asphalt pav
ing mixtures incorporating these materials. Existing methods of assess
ing moisture damage on bituminous mixtures are not sufficient to properly 
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identify the potential problems that may be associated with bottom ash, let 
alone explain the apparent cementing and strength gain of the bottom ash 
particles in the paving mix following saturation (Reference I-171). 

There are yet other questions which can be raised concerning evalu
ation of the use of power plant aggregates in bituminous paving mixtures, such 
as: 

• Are high air voids values associated with the use 
of some bottom ashes acceptable? 

• How significant is the sodium sulfate soundness 
test for boiler slags and what are the acceptable 
test limits? 

• Is the specific gravity test an adequate indicator 
of the presence of "popcorn" particles in bottom 
ashes and, if so, what should be the acceptable 
lower limit for specific gravity? 

For power plant aggregates to be used successfully, they must also 
be used properly. These materials should not generally be viewed simply as 
other conventional aggregates and evaluated with the stock-in-trade question, 
"Do they meet specifications?" (Reference I-16). 

After r:eviewing available literature and assessing the current status 
of utilizing bottom ash and boiler slag in bituminous paving, the following 
technical recommendations are made: 

1. Bottom ash is best used in cold-mix emulsified 
asphalt mixtures on low volume roads, in hot
mix base mixtures, or in shoulder construction 
where specification requirements for gradation 
and toughness are not as critical. Many bottom 
ashes are probably not acceptable for use in 
hot-mix wearing courses, unless blended with 
conventional aggregates in relatively low per
centages. 

2. Boiler slag can be used without any special con
sideration in conventional hot-mix asphalt pav
ing applications, provided the percentage of 
boiler slag is limited to less than approximately 
50 percent of the total aggregate in the mixture. 
Boiler slag is also highly recommended in seal 
coats on comparatively low volume roads. The 
=iost favorable use of boiler slag in hot-mix 
paving is in surf acing mixtures when blended with 
other a~uregates. ~es with acceptable skid 
resistance using boiler slag are possible, pro
vided carefu1 attention is given to mixture de
sign (Reference I-172). 
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Because of the very limited use of bottom ash in asphalt paving, 
as well as the variable quality of some sources of bottom ash, it would be 
inappropriate to consider adoption of guidelines for the use of this material 
in asphalt paving. Furthermore, bottom ash simply has not gained the level 
of acceptance necessary for it to be used on anything like a routine basis, 
except where it is used as "Ashphalt" in West Virginia. 

Although boiler slag is better suited for bituminous paving appli
cations fr0tn the technical sense, there are also definite reservations about 
considering guideline development for boiler slag use in asphalt paving. 
One reason for such reservations is the fact that nearly 50 percent of all 
boiler slag in the United States is used for ice control during the winter. 
This use could consume a large percentage of the stockpiled boiler slag at 
a particular power plant during the winter season, leaving relatively small 
amounts available for aggregate use. Another substantial market for boiler 
slag in some sections of the country is roofing granules for the manufacture 
of shingles. Boiler slag also finds application in sandblasting and as a 
construction fill material. In addition, some power plants are able to uti
lize the majority of the bottom ash (or boiler slag) generated at the plant 
in construction activities on the plant premises. In such cases, little or 
no ash is even made available to prospective users. 
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Part II 

USE OF CEMENT KILN DUST AND LIME KILN DUST 
IN HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 

Cement Kiln Dust {CKD) 

Cement kiln dust is the dust collected from the exhaust gases of 
cement kilns. The dust is "a mixture of raw kiln feed, partly calcined ma
terial, finely divided cement 11nker and alkali sulfates (Reference II-1). 

Its chemical composition is variable but usually falls within the 
ranges shown in Table II-1. 

CRD is a fine granular material similar in appearance to cement. 
The gradation of a typical sample is shown in Table II-2. 

Lime Kiln Dust (UD) 

Lime kiln dust or lime stack dust is a solid waste generated by the 
manufacture of lime. "The dust contains a mixture of raw kiln feed, partly 
calcined material, and finely divided material (Reference II-3). 

The chemical compositions of both high calcium and dolomitic lime 
dusts are shown in Table II-3. 

The gradation of a typical sample of LKD is shown in Table II-4. 

A good description of ..the process by which cement kiln dust is 
produced is contained in a paper UTILIZATION OF WASTE KIL.~ DUST FROM THE 
CEMENT ~USTRY (Reference II-14) and is reproduced here. 

MANUFACTURING PROCESS 

Manufacture of portland cement involves five basic steps: quarry
ing, raw grinding, blending, burning, and finish grinding. The raw materials 
for portland cement consist of materials containing four particular compounds: 
lime, silica, alumina, and iron oxide. The more commonly used materials are 
various combinations of limestone, shale, clay, sand, oyster shell, cement 
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Table II-1 

Chemical Composition of Cement Kiln Oust 

Ingredient Range 
Low % High % Average % 

Si02 6.0 28.5 16.5 

Al203 3.2 9.6 4.35 

Fe
2
o

3 
0.8 5.9 2.66 

cao 16.0 65.0 47.6 

MgO o.8 4.83 2.34 

S03 0.7 26.3 7.07 

Na2o 0.08 3.la 0.78 

K20 1.08 26.23 5.52 

Loss on Ignition 2.50 32.0 16.0 . 

Source: Reference II-1. 
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Table II-2 

Particle Size Analysis of a Typical Cement Kiln Dust 

Particle Size Weight 
Range-Microns*· p·ercent 

48-68 0.3 

34-48 0.4 

24-34 0.7 

17-24 1.8 

12-17 S.l 

6-12 27.3 

< 6 64.4 

*The opening of a i200 sieve is 74 microns. 

Source: Reference II-10. 
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Table II-3 

Chemical Composition of Lime Kiln Dust 

Ingredient Range 
High Calcium Dolomitic Lime 
Lime Dust Dust 
Low is Hign .is. Average ' .Low % High % Average is 

cao 13.l 80.l 51.3 17.2 50.0. 37.0 

MgO 0.1 4.2 1.3 10.0 40.S 23.9 

co2 2.2 46.5 22.3 19.0 40.9 25.4 

Available 
Lime 10.0 64.3 35.5 5.0 17.5 10.2 

Sio2 0.3 28.7 6.7 0.1 10.0 2.4 

Fe2o 3 0.01 4.1 0.9 0.05 6.0 1.5 

Al203 0.01 9.2 1.8 o.os 3.6 1.1 

s 0.03 3.0 0.8 0.004 3.0 1.2 

p 0 2 5 0.001 0.06 0.04 0.1 0.04 0.02 

Source: Reference II-4. 
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Table II-4 

Particle Size Analysis of a Typical Lime Kiln Dust 

Sieve Sieve Percent Finer 
No. Opening-mm. by Weight 

8 2.36 100 

20 0.85 97 

60 0.25 78 

100 0.15 64 

200 0.075 42 

Source: Reference II-14. 
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rock, marl, iron ore, and various by-product materials including ash, slag, 
and tailings from several mineral processing industries. These materials 
are proportioned as necessary to form a suitable raw mix and ground together 
either as a dry mixture or as a water slurry. At this stage, most of the 
material is 200 mesh or finer and after blending is ready for introduction 
to the kiln. 

Kilns for producing portland cement are large, rotating, inclined 
metal tubes, usually 8 to 15 feet in diameter and 200 to 500 feet in length. 
At the lower end of the kiln is a burner, fired by gas, oil, or coal, that 
produces a 3,000°F flame. Raw materials enter the upper end of the kiln and 
move down the kiln toward the burner as the kiln rotates. As the mix tra
verses the kiln, its temperature increases and three things happen. Moisture 
is driven off, calcium carbonate decomposes to calcium oxide (lime). and the 
mass reaches a temperature of incipient fusion, about 2,700°F, at which hard, 
marble-size balls called clinker are formed. The clinker is discharged from 
the kiln, cooled, and ground into portland cement, with a fineness of about 
325 mesh. During this process about 3,400 pounds of raw materials have 
been transformed into one ton of portland cement and 3 to 5 million Btu of 
energy have been consumed. 

Kiln dust originates when finely ground raw materials become air
borne in the stream of combustion gases traveling up the kiln. Carbon di
oxide, liberated by the decomposition of calcium carbonate, adds to the 
agitation of the materials and thus to the amount of airborne dust. 

Mechanical collectors (cyclones), glass-bag filters (baghouses) 
and electrostatic precipitators are con:anonly used to collect kiln dust. 
Because they are relatively inexpensive and maintenance free, cyclones are 
often used ahead of baghouses or precipitators to collect the larger dust 
particles, but the cyclones cannot be used alone because their efficiency 
for collecting particles less than 10 microns is low. High collection. ef
ficiencies, approaching 100 percent, can be achieved with baghouses and 
precipitators. 

QUANTITIES AVAILABLE 

Cement Kiln Dust 

Twenty million tons of CKD are generated annually. Eight to 10 
million tons are recycled into the kilns, while 10 to 12 million tons are 
wasted (References II-5 and II-6). In addition, it is est:il:lated there are 
100 million tons of the material that are reusable piled throughout t'!:!.e 
country (Reference II-7). Table II-5 summarizes the number of cement plants 
located in the contiguous 48 states, according to a listing of cement ?!ants 
in Nortn America (Reference II-8). 
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Table II-5 

Cement Producing Plants in the United States* 

(48 contiguous states only) 

Alabama 7 Maine 1 Pennsylvania 

Arizona 2 Maryland 3 south Carolina 

Arkansas 2· Michigan 5 South Dakota 

California 12 Mississippi 2 Tennessee 
Colorado 3 Missouri 8** Texas 

Florida 5 Montana 2 Utah 

Georgia 3 Nebraska 2 Virginia 
Idaho l Nevada 1 Washington 

Illinois 4 New Mexico 1 West Virginia 

Indiana 5 New York 7 Wisconsin 

Iowa 5 North Carolina 1 Wyoming 

Kansas 5 Ohio 5 TOTAL 

Kentucky 1 Oklahoma 3 

Louisiana 2 Oregon 2 

*Does not include plants that grind only 

**Includes one plant under construction 
***Includes two plants under construction 
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Lime Kiln Dust 

The annual accumulation of LKD is considerably less than that of 
CKD. In a 1977 survey conducted by the National Lime Association (Refer
ence II-4), in which 60 out of 75 commercial lime plants responded, a re
ported 4,275 tons per day of dust were collected. It was estimated that 
this was two-thirds dust and one-third sludge. Of this amount, approxi
mately 75 percent was wasted and 25 percent either sold or given away. 
If these data are factored up for 330 working clays per year, for a 50 per
cent addition to adjust for captive lime pl.ants,* and for the non-reporting 
plants in the survey, the following available annual output can be computed: 

75 4,275 x 2/3 x .75 x 330 x 1.5 x 60 • 1.3 million tons per year. 

This amount was partially confirmed fr0111 another source (Reference II-9) which 
stated that 1.6 million tons of lime kiln v.!Stes were produced in the U.S. 
A rough estimate can be obtained by using a 15 percent loss factor on the 
total annual lime production from rotary kilns. This would amount to 1.8 
million tons of the 12 million tons of lime production. 

In summary, approximately 1. 3 to l. 5 million tons of dry LKD is 
now wasted annually. The locations, by states of the commercial lime plants 
in the U.S., are shown in Table II-6. 

USE OF WASTE KILN DUSTS IN HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 

The primary application of both kiln dusts would be in kiln dust
pozzol.an-aggregate road base compositions. This type of road base would be 
used in place of black base as a quality base. It would also provide a base 
superior in quality to an unstabilized crushed stone or gravel base. CKD 
can also be used in combination with fly ash alone to produce a stabilized 
composition for use as a road base or structural fill. 

One other application in higln..-ay constTilction is the use of LKD as 
an anti-stripping agent and/or filler in bitu:nillous cotnp0siticns. 

These kiln dusts have additional potential in any high"2y applica
tion for which hydrated lime is used. This would include soil stabilization, 
combination with sulfate to.castes to form stabilized base !:laterial, and treat
ment of wet, plastic subgrades. The use of kiln dusts in these applications 
ha.s been largely unproven; however, it is anticipated th~ it w.""ill provide 
a similar product to that where the usual hydrated lime is used. 

* Plants where the lime producer uses the lime (steel plant). 
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Table II-6 

Commercial Lime Plants in the United States 

No. of plants Total No. No. of plants Total No. 
having rotaey of having :rotaxy of 

States kilns* plants** States kilns* Plants** 

Alabama 5 5 Nevada 3 3 

Arizona 2 2 New Jezsey 1 l 

AIXansas 0 1 NEW Mexico 1 1 

calif omia 2 3 Chio 8 12 

Camectio.it l 1 Oklahana l 1 

Florida 0 2 Oregon 0 l 

Illinois 3 3 Pennsylvania 6 7 

Indiana 1 1 South D:lkota l 1 

Iowa l l Tennessee 0 l 

Kent\X:ky 2 2 Texas 6 7 

I.ouisiana 2 2 Utah l 1 

Mazy land 0 1 Virginia 4 5 

Ma.5sachusetts 1 2 ~ashington l 1 

Michigan 2 3 West Virginia l 2 

Missouri 2 3 Wis coos in 3 5 

Totals 61 81 

*Includes lime plants that have rotary kilns only and both vertical and 
rotary kilns 

**Includes lime plants that have 
- rotary kilns only 
- vertical and rotary 
- vertical or other kilns (no rotary) 
Does not include hydrating plants only 

Source: Reference II-11. 
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COMMERCIAL AVAILABILITY OF PRODUCTS CONTAINING KILN DUST 

The commercial availability of products containing cement and lime 
kiln dust is considered in three parts: 

l. Available amounts and locations of kiln dusts. 
2. Locations of current producers of kiln dust, 

fly ash, aggregate compositions including all 
plants where the product has been produced 
in the recent past. 

3. Locations of potential producers. 

Amounts and Locations of Cement Kiln Dust 

As shown in Table II-5, the latest available information on the 
location of cement plants shows 168 plants distributed throughout 39 states. 
Over half of these plants are located in eight states. In addition, the 
geographical distribution of the plants within these states indicates that 
CKD would be available within reasonable transportation distance at most lo
cations. These states are: Alabama., California, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Tetlllessee, and Texas. Three other states have a significant 
number of cement plants but they are more or less concentrated in one sec
tion of the state. These states are as follows: 

Kansas--plants are in the eastern portion of state 
Missouri--plants are in the eastern portion of state 
New York--plants are in the southeastern portion of state 

Other states that have four or more cement plants that would po
tentially have CI<D available are: norida, Illinois, Iowa, and Washington. 
It can be seen that most of the heavily industrialized states would have CKD 
available. These states are also among the heavy users of road base materials. 

Amounts and Locations of Lime Kiln Dust 

Table II-6 shows that there are 61 commercial lime plants in 30 
states that have rotary kilns. There are 20 plants that have vertical or 
other kilns but no rotary kilns. It has been reported that there is minimum 
dust accumulation from vertical kilns. Based on the location of the rotary 
kiln plants, the following states would appear to have the most available 
supply of LKD: Alabama, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Virginia. These 
five states have almost half of the plants. It was reported in 1977 (Ref
erence II-12) that six states, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Missouri, Texas, Michigan, 
and Alabama, accounted for 57 percent of the total output of lime. In ad
dition, it is known that LKD is available in the Chicago area which would 
add Illinois to the list. Combining these into one tabulation would produce 
a list of eight states: Alabama, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Penn
sylvania, Texas, and Virginia. It is believed that this is a fair represen
tation of the most plentiful sources of LKD in the United States. 
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No precise data on the amounts of LKD and CKD that are available 
at various locations has been given. It is believed that the information 
presented is sufficient for the purpose particularly in view of the very 
limited usage that these materials have had in road base construction and 
the difficulties of obtaining "hard" data. 

Locations of Past and Present Producers of Kiln Dust-Fly Ash-Aggregate 
Compositions 

Three companies have been engaged in the past in providing kiln 
dust, fly ash, aggregate compositions for field installations. These 
companies are: 

• Nicholson Industries, Toledo, Ohio 
• Gallagher Asphalt Co., Chicago, Illinois 
• City Wide Asphalt Co., Sugar Creek, Missouri 

These organizations would be capable of supplying the material now 
to local clients. 

Locations of Potential Producers of Kiln Dust~~l)l:Aeh-Aggregate Compositions~ 

'While there are only a few plants that have had experience with kiln 
dust road base compositions, there are many that could supply the material in 
a relatively short period of time. These potential suppliers would fall into 
t~ categories. '.l'he first category are those who have in the past or are cur
rently engaged in supplying lime, pozzolan, aggregate base course materials. 
It would be necessary only to replace the hydrated lime in one of the storage 
bins with kiln dust and possibly recalibrate the feed system for the new mix
ture. The second category are those mixing plants that normally supply bitum
inous mixtures and/or portland cement concrete. With some addition of bins 
and conveyors, it is conceivable that these plants could be readily (within 
a matter of months) fitted to produce "pozzolanic concrete." In some plants, 
additional bins are not necessary. They could be fitted within three months 
at a cost of approximately $30,000. 

In addition to these possibilities, it has been estimated that a 
ne• plant could be put into operation 'Within approximately 9 months--assuming 
there would be no excessive delay in obtaining the required equipment. The 
plants are not very sophisticated to assemble or to operate. 

The availability of producers is not considered to be a deterrent 
to the expanded use of kiln dust. 

TECENICAI. ASSESSMENT* 

Field experience with kiln dust compositions is limited. Details 
on experimental road bases that have been in service for as much as five years 

* ~c!l of the data on which this assessment is based was supplied by Nicholson 
Industries. 
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are presented later in this report. laboratory studies, however, are of much 
more significance than they ordinarily would be because of the close similarity 
to lime, fly ash, aggregate compositions which have a long history of solid 
performance. In addition, it is important to note that the compositions can 
be improved by small additions of portland cement. 

Much of the technical assessment is based on the extensive labora
tory work that has been done. The performance of the field installations is 
used as confirmation of the results of the laboratory evaluations. 

Laboratoty Investigation - Cement Kiln Dust 

Evidence of laboratory data that was generated by a number of labora
tories and/or consultants was obtained. A list of laboratories and consultants 
that were involved in the laboratory work is shown in Table II-7. The list is 
not necessarily a complete one. It contains only those organizations and in
dividuals who provided data and/or laboratory reports that were reviewed by 
the writer. Laboratory testing included the use of cement kiln dust from the 
sources shown in Table II-8. 

Compressive Strength. The laboratory investigations of compressive 
strength were made in accordance with generally accepted standards for the 
evaluation of compositions of this nature. Much of the testing was done in 
accordance with ASTM C593, Fly Ash and Other Pozzolans for Use with Lime. 
The procedure specified in this ASTM test consists of the following steps: 

1. Mixing of the dry materials until a uniform mixture 
is obtained. 

2. Mixing in a specified amount of water that would 
closely correspond to the water required to produce 
a material that would be most efficiently compacted 
in the field (the moisture content obtained by the 
addition of this amount of water is known as the 
"optimum moisture content"). 

3. Molding cylindrical specimens (4 inch diameter by 
4.6 inches high) in accordance with a specified 
compactive effort. The specimens are molded in a 
steel mold. The material is placed into the mold 
in three equal layers and is packed in by the use 
of a steel drop hammer of specified weight and 
height of drop. 

4. Curing (allowing the samples to gain strength) of 
the molded specimens for a specified period of tillle 
at controlled temperature and humidity conditions. 
The usual time periods are 7, 14, 28, and 90 days. 

5. Breaking the specililens in compression at the end 
of the curing period. Specimens are usually soaked 
in water for at least 4 hours prior to breaking. 
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Table II-7 

Laboratories and/or Consultants That Contributed 

Laboratory Data on Kiln Dust Compositions 

Bowser-Mamer Testing Laboratories, Inc. 
Toledo District 
5247 Secor Road, P.O. Box 5847 
Toledo, Ohio 43613 

Flood Testing Laboratories, Inc. 
1945 E. 87th Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60617 

Toledo Testing Laboratory, Inc. 
Toledo, Ohio 43624 

Department of Civil Engineering 
Construction Materials Research Group 
The University of Toledo 

Ernest J. Barenberg, PhD. 
Engineering Consultant 
617 W. Church Street 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 

David c. Colony 
Civil Engineer and Surveyor 
3648 Maxwell Road 
Toledo, Ohio 43613 
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Table II-8 

Sources of Cement Kiln Dust Used in Laboratory Testing 

General Portland Cement Co. - Tampa, Florida 

Ideal Cement Co. - Galena Park, Texas 

General Portland Cement Co. - Paulding, Ohio 

Medusa Portland Cement Co. - York, Pennsylvania 

Medusa Portlarid Cement Co. - Cleveland, Ohio 
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The following observations were made after reviewing the compres
sive strength data: 

1. Figure II-1 shows the results of a number of com
pressive strength determinations. It can be seen 
that the majority of the strengths at seven days 
are greater than 600 psi and went as high as 1,200 
psi. Figure II-2 shows compressive strengths at 
7 days ranging from 420 psi to 1,150 psi (excluding 
the 4-6-90 mix which is not recommended). It also 
shows · 28-day strengths ranging from 700 psi to 
1,400 psi. These strengths are quite comparable 
to a typical lime-fly ash-aggregate composition. 
Recent work has shown that kiln-dust compositions 
can be designed for strength levels as required. 

2. The 28-day compressive strengths showed an increase 
over the 7-day strength that was typical of cemen
titious products. Although there was a significant 
variation, the average 7-day strength was about 75 
percent of the 28-day strength (see Figure II-2). 
It must be reported (but not verified) that some 
of the 28-day specimens were cured at lower temp
eratures during the period from 8 to 28 days. If 
so, the percentage (75 percent) would be high. 

3. In most cases, the 90-day strength was significantly 
greater than the 28-day strength. On the basis of 
the limited data, the 90-day strength was approxi
mately 130 percent of the 28-day strength. 

4. There were some instances in which 90-day compres
sive strength samples disintegrated when they were 
soaked in water in preparation for strength testing. 
This did not occur in the 7 and 28-day specimens and 
there was no apparent explanation for the phenomenon. 
It is quite likely that this was related to testing 
technique rather than a material characteristic. 
Additional data are required. 

5. Strength gain was a function of curing temperature. 
The compressive strengths increased significantly 
as the curing temperatures increased from 55°F to 
85°F. A curing temperature of 100°F did not produce 
any greater strength than that produced by 85°F. 
This observation was based on limited data (see 
Table II-9). Compressive strengths were obtained 
for one mix, using CKD from one source; and for 4 
different temperatures (55°, 70°, 85°, l00°F). 
Additional data are required to verify this performance. 
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Table II-9 

Compressive Strengths of CKD-Fly Ash-Aggregate 

Compositions Showing Curing Temperature Effects 
(Strengths are in lbs. per sq. in. ) 

Age 
Days 

7 

14 

28 

Curing Temperature °F 
55 70 85 100 

0 

370 

706 

502 

675 

912 

813 

987 

1074 

763 

1029 

1059 

Note: Mix composition (by weight) was as follows: 

- Cement Kiln Dust 8% 

- Fly Ash 12% 

- Aggregate 80% 

Specimens were compacted in accordance with ASTM C593 
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6. Twenty-nine sets of data out of 33 showed compres
sive strengths in excess of 400 psi which is the 
minimum requirement in ASTM C593; Fly Ash and Other 
Pozzolans for Use with Lime. Most strengths were 
considerably in excess of the minimum requirements. 
ASTM C593 is generally regarded as a standard for 
lime-fly ash-aggregate road base compositions. It 
is quite probable that the mix design of low strength 
specimens could be adjusted to provide suitable 
strengths. 

7. The addition of small amounts (1 to 2 percent by weight) 
of portland cement produced a significantly higher 
compressive strength in laboratory specimens. Additions 
of these small amounts may not be practical in field use. 

8. Th.ere are indications that the reactivity of CKD varies 
depending on the source. In one instance, where a com
parison was possible between four CKD sources, the 
strengths using one source were lowest in four out of 
five comparisqns. Except for an apparent anamoly in 
the data, it probably would have been low in all five 
cases. 

9. The type of fly ash that was used in the compositions 
also appeared to affect the compressive strength. Evi
dence of this was not conclusive because of limited 
comparable data. 

10. The surface material 0 to 6 feet in one instance) of 
stock~iled kiln dust agglomerates and, even though it 
is pulverized, is virtually inert in producing any 
cementitious reaction. In addition, it retains con
siderable moisture (in excess of optimum) which is 
difficult to reduce. 

11. Moisture-density relationships that were determined 
for the kiln dust-fly ash-aggregate compositions show 
the usual result with a well-defined maximum dry density 
and optimum moisture content. A typical moisture-density 
curve is shown in Figure II-3. 

12. The range of dry densities that were obtained on num
erous laboratory compacted test cylinders ranged be
tween 124 pcf and 135 pcf with an average of about 
130 pcf. The cottesponding molding moisture range 
was approximately 8 percent to 12 percent. In cases 
where the moisture contents were higher than 12 per
cent, the compacted densities were quite low indi
cating that the moisture content was too high. 

The preceding observations show that the compressive strength and 
density characteristics of cement kiln dust, fly ash, aggregate compositions 
are typical for stabilized materials. In particular, they resemble closely 
results that would be obtained with lime, pozzolan, aggregate compositions. 
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Durability. The resistance to freezing and thawing of compositions 
containing CKD has been measured by the methods of ASTM C593. This method 
specifies that the compressive strength of vacuum saturated specimens should 
be used as a measure of freeze-thaw durability. A compressive strength of 
400 psi is required on specimens that are vacuum saturated after being cured 
for 7 days. The results of a number of these tests are shown in Table II-10. 
The data represents compositions made from cement kiln dusts from five dif
ferent sources. In each case, the minimum strength required for acceptance 
was obtained. 

Autogenous Healing. There is significant evidence that compositions 
containing CKD possess the property of autogenous healing. Autogenous healing 
is the property that enables compositions that gain strength slowly over a 
long period of t:iJne to regain strength after their original strength has been 
e.~ceeded. It is typically evaluated by testing specimens in compression that 
have been previously tested to failure. Table II-11 shows a set of test data 
from such an evaluation. The property of autogenous healing is of obvious 
benefit for a road base composition. It insures that continual rejuvenation 
of the structural capability of the base will take place over a long period 
of time. Damage to the pavement that is caused by temperature changes and 
load applications is neutralized by the continuous healing. 

Laboratory Testing - Lime Kiln Dust 

Compressive Strength. Compressive strength evaluations of potential 
base compositions utilizing lime kiln dust are preformed in a manner identical 
tc those where cement: kiln dust is used. The laboratory data that were avail
able for renew on um were substantially less than for CKD. The following 
cbse.rvations can be ma.de about the compressive strengths of the mixtures con-

1. 

.. -· 

Figure II-~ shows a plot of compressive strength 
data. The range of 7-day strengths is from 380 
psi to 700 psi. The 28-day strengths range from 
380 psi to l,400 psi. These strengths are on the 
order of one to t'O.'O hundred pounds per square inch 
low-er ~ a typical lime-fly ash-aggregate compo
si.t:..cn. As •-ith CKD compositions, various strength 
level.s can be obtained by proper mi."< design. 

~e 28-day compressive strengths showed an increase 
over the i-day strengths except for two relatively 
lov strength coopositi.ons (see Table II-U). Except 
fer these two co;apositions, the 7-day strength av
eraged 46 percent of the 28-day strength. There was 
i=.suf fici.ent: data available to draw any conclusions 
·.-:..c_ respect to the 90-day strengths. 
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Source of 
CKD 

General 
Portland 
Cement Co. 

Medusa 
Sylvania 

Medusa-
Dixon 

Marquette 

Kansas City 

Table II-10 

FREEZE-THAW RESISTANCE OF CKO COMPOSITIONS 
AS MEASURED BY THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF 

VACUUM SATURATED SPECIMENS 

Mix Formula (% bI weig:ht) 
Fly Portland Vacuum Saturated 

CKD Ash Cement Aggregate Compressive Strength* 
si 

8 8 0 84 887 

8 8 l 83 1433 

8 8 0 84 1113 

8 8 l 83 1683 

8 8 l 83 666 

8 8 l 83 825 

8 8 0 84 960** 

8 8 0 84 1110 (28 days) 

*Average of 3 strengths 
**Average of 6 strengths 
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Table II-11 

Autogenous Healing of Laboratory Specimens 
Containing CKD* 

Original Healing Compressive Strength After 
Compressive Time Strength Healing as a % 

Mix** Strength Weeks After Healing of Original 
psi psi 

6-6-88 850 7.3 952 112 

6-6-88 658 10.9 836 127 

6-6-88 281 6.3 448 160 

8-8-84 1147 7.3 1150 100 

8-8-84 989 3.9 1506 152 

8-8-84 934 10.9 1117 120 

8-8-84 558 9.9 745 134 

10-10-80 1200 7.3 1213 101 

10-10-80 1167 10.9 1406 120 

10-10-80 581 5.3 728 125 

*Data was obtained from Reference II-13. 

**Mix gives composition by weight in the following order: 

CKO-Fly Ash-Aggregate 
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Table_ II-12 

Compressive Strengths of LKD-Fly Ash-Aggregate Compositions 

Com ressive Stren hs 

Mixture 
Formula % of 28-Day 

% b:2: Weight psi Stren~h 

Fly 
LKD Ash A ate 7 Da s 28 Da s 90 Da s 7 Da s 90 Da s 

8 12 80 852 1580 1626 54 103 

10 12 80 847 1954 1866 43 96 

8 11 81 420 755 NA 56 

9 11 80 475 518 NA 92 

10 11 79 400 1050 NA 38 

20 11 69 375 375 NA 100 

6.4 7.6 86 420 1270 NA 33 

8 6 86 700 1370 NA 51 

NA - not available 
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3. Moisture-density relationships that were determined 
for the kiln dust-fly ash-aggregate compositions 
show the usual result with a well-defined maximum 
dry density and optimum moisture content. Dry 
densities that were obtained in a number of labora
tory compacted cylindrical specimens ranged from 
122 to 133 pcf at an average moisture content of 
10.9 percent. 

Durability Tests. Limited data on freeze-thaw testing are avail
able. Table II-13 shows data excerpted from a table shown in the patent 
application (Reference II-3). Figure II-5 shows a phenomenon that is typ
ical of hydrated lime-fly ash-aggregate compositions. That phenomenon is 
the continued strength gain after 12 cycles of alternate freezing and 
thawing. 

Those compositions that show a weight loss during freeze-thaw 
cycles of 14 percent or less are considered to have satisfactory durability. 
The data in Table II-12 shows that this requirement can be obtained by proper 
mixture design. The ability of the material to gain strength after a long 
period of adverse temperature variations indicates that any deterioration 
caused during cold weather will tend to correct itself when the temperature 
rises (probably at 55°F or higher). 

Field Installation 

Cement Kiln Dust. A number of field installations of road base 
consisting of CKD-fly ash-aggregate compositions have been made and are 
periodically being evaluated. Table II-14 shows the locations and extent 
of these installations together with other pertinent data. 

Specimens have been removed from some installations and tested in 
compression. The data obtained are shown in Table II-15. 

The most complete documentation of the performance of a field in
stallation has been made on a road base in a concrete plant drive in Silica, 
Ohio (Reference II-13). Test strips of six different mixes, each 100 feet 
long, were placed at this location. It is reported that "A total of 25,820 
equivalent 8,165 kg (18,000 pounds) single axles were recorded in six months 
with no cracking or surface damage visible except for a localized area." 
In addition, deflection measurements and periodic compression tests of field 
samples were performed. The six compositions are given in Table II-14, along 
with other data relevant to the project. 

Deflection measurements, made with a Benkelman Beam, generally 
decreased with time, an indication that the pavement structure was becoming 
stiffer with time. The compressive strengths of field samples were obtained 
after the base was in use for six months and for almost one year. These 
strengths are shown in Table II-16. 
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Table II-13 

Freeze-Thaw Test Data 

LKD Compositions 

Compressive 
% Weight Loss Strength Compressive 

Mixture after 12 cycles after 12 cycles Strength after 
Formula ( % by Weight) of freeze-thaw of freeze-thaw recuring-psi 

Fly psi 
LKD Ash Aggregate 

8 10 82 5 

8 10 82 4 806 

8 10 82 3 1180 

8 10 82 3 1075 

8 10 82 3 396 

s 10 82 5 

8 12 80 18 

8 12 80 17 

8 12 80 21 

8 u 80 10 

8 :2 80 30 

8 12 80 8 

Source: 3eference II-3. 
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Figure II-5. History of cylinders with 10 percent fly ash and 8 percent 
"lime" (precipitator dust). 
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I 

N 

'° 

NAME 

& 

LOCATION 

SILICA, OHIO 

PLANT ROAD 

MEADOWBROOK 
ESTATES 

STREETS & 
MOBILE HOHE 
PARK 

TOLEDO EXPRESS 
AIRPORT 
PARKING LOT 

SHERWIN 
WILLIAMS co. 
PLANT DRIVES, 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

JOHN OUSKY 
PAlll( -

PARKING LOT 
OREGON, OHIO 

DATE 

IN 
ST 

A 
LLE 

D 

11/5/77 

Oct 

1976 

Nov 

1978 

10/19/77 

10/21/77 

Table Il-14 

DATA ON FIELD INSTALLATIONS - CKD ROAD BASE COMPOSIT,IONS 

LENGTH ROAD BASE DESIGN AGGREGATE 

& 
THICKNESS HIX FORMULA (% by weight) TYPE 

INCHES 
WIDTH CKD FLY PORTLAND AGGllEGATE ASH CEMENT 

Six strip1 6 6 0 88 Ohio spec. 8 8 0 84 
each 100' 10 10 10 0 80 301 
long l2 12 0 76 crushed 

8 8 0.5 83.5 aggregate 
8 8 1 83 

LF 2670 1 

w 24'-36' 5 8 8 0 84 Ohio 304 

LF 220 1 

w 24' 5 8 8 1 83 Ohio 304 

5000 sy 8 10 10 0 80 Ohio 304 

LF 500' Illinois 

w JO' 6-10" 9 10 0 81 CA-6 

6000 sy 5"-6" 8 8 l 83 Ohio 304 

SOURCE DESCRIPTIO 

OF OF 

CKD SURFACE 

Medusa Double 
Cement Co. "tar & 

Silica, chip" 

Ohio Seal Coat 

General P c 
Paulding 2" 

General P C 
Paulding 2" 

General 
Portland 
Cement Co. 2" BT 
Paulding OH 

Universal 
Atlas J-1/2" -
Buffington 4 II 
Indiana 

General 2" BT Paulding 



Table II-15 

Compressive Strength of Specimens from Field Installations 

Compressive Strength 
Construction Type of Date psi 

Project Date Specimen Sampled Ave. Range 

Meadowbrook 3" cubes 5/26/77 780 1 660-950 
Estates Oct. 1976 

Centennial Nov. 1977 Various 9/30/78 1385 3 1056-1826 
Plant sizes of 

rectangular 
solids 2 

Sherwin Williams 4" dia. 10/20/78 1511 .. 1352-1639 
Chicago, Ill. Oct. 1977 cores 

" 6/20/80 1083 5 

1 5 test specimens 

2 Vary from 3-1/2" x 4-5/8" x 6-3/8" high to 6" x 6-3/8" x 4-1/2" 
high 

3 9 test specimens 

.. 4 test specimens, vacu\lm saturated. 

5 6 test specimens 
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Table II-16* 

Compressive Strengths of Field Samples 

(from test strips, Silica, Ohio) 

Mix Formulation (% by weight) Compressive Strength (on dates shown) 
psi 

Portland Crushed Dates Tested 
CKD Ash Cement Limestone 5/10/78 5/17/78 10/16/78 10/17/78 

6 6 0 88 1177 

8 8 0 84 612 1540 

10 10 0 80 611 1438 

8 8 1/2 83-1/2 251 1231 

8 8 1 83 811 355 

*Data were obtained from ReferenceII-13. 

NOTES: 

- Road base was constructed November 5, 1977. 

- All strengths are the average of 3 samples. 
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Dr. Ernest Barenberg of the University of Illinois, a recognized 
expert in the performance of stabilized road bases, inspected the Sherwin
Williams Co. plant drives in June of 1980, approximately three years after 
they were constructed. Re reported that the installations were in excellent 
condition. There was only a slight amount of cracking which is typical of 
stabilized bases of a similar type. The bituminous wearing surface was 
adhering properly to the base material. The pavement was cored at the time 
of the inspection. The mix formulation and other information relevant to 
this project are shown in Table II-14. The compressive strengths of the 
cores are included in Table II-15. Split tensile tests were also run on 
some of the cores. An average of 204 psi tensile strength was obtained 
on 9 specimens. In this case, the tensile strength was approximately 20 
percent of the compressive strength. This is somewhat higher than the 10 
to 12 percent normally anticipated. 

Lime Kiln Dust. The Chicago area has been using a "polyhydrate" 
lime in lime-fly ash-aggregate compositions for several years. "Polyhydrate" 
lime can contain as much as 80 percent lime kiln dust and 20 percent quick
lime. This experience has been successful and illustrates an application 
of LKD but one that has previously not been identified as such. 

The first field application of lime kiln dust using the formula
tions discussed in this report is scheduled for early November 1980 in the 
Toledo, Ohio area. Developers of the material feel that it will perform 
in a manner similar to the cement kiln dust compositions. This is based 
on the fact that the major constituent of portland cement is limestone and 
the sole constituent of lime is also limestone; therefore, the dust result
ing in the processes should be similar. An examination of the chemical 
compositions of each that are shown in Tables II-1 and II-3 indicates that 
there is a close similarity between cement kiln dust and high calcium lime 
kiln dust. 

SUMMARY ASSESSMENT 

The documentation that is available shows that kiln dust, fly ash, 
aggregate compositions have considerable potential in a road base applica
tion. We would generally agree with a statement contained in a report 
"N-Viro-Crete, A Current Evaluation, 1978" by D. C. Colony, PhD., Professor 
and Chairman of Civil Engineering, University of Toledo, as follows: 
"Substitutions of CKD in place of lime to obtain a pozzolanic mixture pro
vides at least three advantages. 

a. Lower cost of material. 
b. Enhancement of the environment by consumption of 

waste products which would otherwise require the 
use of land and other resources to store in a 
proper manner. 

c. Lower energy consumption per mile of pavement, 
since both fly ash and CKD are by-products re
quiring virtually no energy for their own pro
duction." 
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The laboratory data, which is mostly compressive strength testing 
of various compositions, shows a striking similarity to that obtained with 
proven hydrated lime, fly ash, aggregate road base compositions. This helps 
to substantiate the viability of using kiln dust in these applications. 

The acquisition of additional data is an ongoing process. Repre
sentatives of N-Viro Energy Systems, Ltd., Toledo, Ohio, one of the principal 
protagonists of the system, state that various strength levels of the compo
sitions can be achieved by proper mix design. This will insure that the 
compositions will be able to meet strength and durability requirements. It 
has also been stated by them that this will increase the flexibility of the 
system beyond that which is possible with lime, fly ash, aggregate materials. 

There is also evidence to show that the variability of kiln dust, 
which is one of the chief disadvantages claimed by some, is not as great or 
as significant as has been stated (Reference I-15). Sampling procedures for 
the kiln dust in the past appear to have largely ignored good sampling tech
niques and the process by which the material is produced and stored. 

Studies are now underway to verify the consistency of the signif
icant properties of cement kiln dust when the material comes from a given 
location in the collection process. There appears to be no reason why the 
kiln dust should vary significantly if the raw materials and operating pro
cedures of the plant remain constant. It is obvious that control of these 
two factors is also of vital importance to the quality of the primary pro
duct--cement or lime. 

Five field installations of road base containing kiln dust prove 
that the material can be successfully used. 

It is obvious, however, that there are significant gaps in the 
information that is available. This is particularly true with regard to 
durability. There is also a need for larger; fully documented experimental 
field installations that will provide the type of information that will be 
convincing to potential users of road base materials. The Federal Highway 
Administration (supported by the U.S. Department of Energy) requested and 
received proposals for the evaluation of Kiln Dust-Fly Ash Systems for Pave
ment Bases and Sub-bases (RFP #DTFH61-80-R-00056) in January 1980 and was 
aw-arded to Valley Forge Laboratories in February 1980. This project is a 
laboratory evaluation with a followup project involving experimental instal
lations in three states is planned. Projects of this type will go a long 
way toward providing some of the additional documentation that is required. 

Kiln dust is a promising material "1hose use should be developed 
by support of experilllental work, including field demonstrations, that will 
prove its value. It is essential that the combined FHWA-DOE project, 
described briefly in the previous paragraph, be implemented without delay. 
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EPA should monitor this project so that as soon as sufficient information 
becomes available it may influence guideline decisions. There are strong 
reasons for utilizing kiln dusts, beyond their applicability in highway 
construction. Of great importance among these reasons is the energy sav
ing involved in the use of a material that requires virtually no additional 
energy in its production and a much reduced energy consumption during con
struction when compared to materials it would replace. There are also en
vironmental and economic benefits derived from reduced disposal requirements. 
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Part III 

USE OF ASPHALT-RUBBER IN HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 

Asphalt-rubber is a mixture of a blend of various types of rubber 
with asphalt. The mixture may be modified with an extender oil or by the ad
dition of kerosene. The rubber blend is mixed with asphalt after the asphalt 
has been heated to 350° to 425°F. Heating of the mixture is continued for a 
period of between 30 and 90 minutes. It is applied while hot. In those high
way applications where the material is applied in a layer which will be sub
jected to traffic, a layer of stone (chips) is immediately spread and rolled 
into the still hot asphalt-rubber. 

The recovered material in asphalt-rubber is the rubber. The rubber 
consistillg of vulcanized and devulcanized, natural and synthetic is obtained 
from scrap automobile and truck tires. Special purpose processing plants re
duce the rubber to a granulated or ground form in accordance with a given 
specification. The rubber usually is reduced to a size such that 100 percent 
is finer than a #10 sieve (2.00 mm opening). 

Asphalt-rubber is a relatively new material, being a man-made mixture 
that does not occur in nature. It was originally developed sometime in the 
early 1960s, and was first used in a limited field test in 1964. A summary 
of its development since that time is presented in Table III-1 • 

.APPLICATIONS 

There are seven present and potential applications for asphalt-rubber: 
1) chip seals;* 2) SA!fi-stress absorbing membrane interlayer; 3) encapsulating 
t:iembra:ie; 4) crack and joint sealant; 5) bridge deck w-a.terproofing; 6) hot
mix binder; and 7) roofing material. 

:be present study is concerned primarily with uses (1) and (2) above, 
although reference will be made to uses (3) and (4) which appear to have pro
gressed beyond the experimental stage. Uses (5) to (7) inclusive are still very 
much in the experi!:lental period and will not be considered. 

* ~11.en chip seals are used over a distressed (severely cracked) pavement it 
~s someti:es referred to as SAM-stress absorbing membrane. If it is cov
ered · .. -.1.th an overlay it becomes a SAMI. 
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Early 1960s 

1964-65 

1967 

1968 

1968 

1968-71 

1971-73 

1973 

1974-75 

1975 

Table III-l 

HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF ASPHALT-RUBBER 

Early experimentation by Charles H. McDonald who is 
credited for originating the concept of using a rela
tively large amount (25 percent) of granular rubber in 
the asphalt-rubber mixture. Mr. McDonald was an engi
neer with the City of Phoenix, Arizona. 

Field trials were initiated in Phoenix. 

First full-scale field trial--taxiway at Phoenix Sky 
Harbor Airport. 

Sahuaro Petroleum and Asphalt Co., Phoenix, Arizona 
began to develop the formulations, construction tech
niques, and special equipment. 

Arizona Department of Transportation became interested 
in the concept for preventing reflection cracking. 
Placed 2-1/2 miles of asphalt-rubber seal on freeway 
frontage and access roads. 

ADOT and other public agencies placed several projects. 

Three special projects known as the Aguila, Flagstaff, 
and Minnetonka Projects were carried out by ADOT. The 
Minnetonka Project was part of the NEEP program on Pre
vention of Reflective Cracking in Overlays. 

Publication of Implementation Package 73-1, Rubber-Asphalt 
Binder for Seal Coat Construction, by FHWA. 

A second commercial producer, Arizona Refining Co., Phoenix, 
Arizona enters the field. 

Arizona DOT implements the use of stress-absorbing membrane 
interlayer (SAM!) as standard procedure for all overlays 
less than 4-inches in thickness that are placed over cracked 
pavements. 

1976 FHWA implemented Demonstration Project No. 37, Discarded 
Tires in Highway Construction. 

1976 on Continued application of the asphalt-rubber concept by 
Arizona DOT, City of Phoenix, Corps of Engineers, Pro
vince of Saskatchewan, and many other agencies. Somewhere 
between 35 and 42 states, several Canadian provinces and 
organizations in Australia, England, and the Scandanavian 
countries have been involved in use of the materials. 

1980 Genstar Conservation Systems, Inc. begins production of 
crumb rubber in a new and innovative tire recycling plant 
in Phoenix, Arizona. 

References: III-4, III-6, III-27, and III-28. 
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Crack Control 

The consensus is that asphalt-rubber is a unique product having 
distinct properties that enhance its use as a paving material in rather well 
defined situations. It has been particularly effective as a technique for 
restoring and increasing the life of distressed (cracked) bituminous pave
ments. Highway pavements, portland cement concrete as well as bituminous, 
are subjected to destructive forces such as traffic and climate immediately 
after they are put into service. Eventually these forces cause deterioration 
of the pavement to the extent that corrective measures are required. In many 
cases the pavement is severely cracked and may be marked with a substantial 
number of pot holes. In the past, bituminous overlays of one inch or more in 
thickness have been used over the cracked pavement in order to restore its 
serviceability. One of the disadvantages of this type of remedy has been that 
in a relatively short period of time cracking of the overlay occurs at the 
same places that the original distressed pavement was cracked. These cracks 
in the overlay are commonly referred to as "reflection" cracks. The elimi
nation or control of reflection cracks is possible by the proper use of as
phalt-rubber • 

.An understanding of the various types of cracks that occur in high
way pavements is necessary in order to understand why asphalt-rubber is ef
fective in their control. There are three types of cracks: 

• fatigue cracking--due to repeated deflection of the 
pavement caused by traffic loads. 

• cracks caused by direct tensile strength--usually 
caused by temperature change or shrinkage of the 
pavement material. 

• cracks caused by differential vertical movement 
(Reference III-1). 

The formation of these cracks is resisted by a material that has 
sufficient elasticity taat will enable it to deform under stress without 
rupturing. 

The use of rubber in asphalt has a direct effect on two important 
properties: (1) it improves the elasticity of the asphalt; (2) it reduces 
the susceptibility of the asphalt to changes in temperature. It therefore 
makes the asphalt-rubber more elastic and keeps it in this condition at temp
eratures 20 to 30°F lower than conventional asphalt (Reference III-2). 

When the layer of asphalt-rubber and chips is placed as a surf ace 
layer (SAM) on top of a cracked pavement it has been shown to be effective 
in controlling fatigue cracks. The underlying cracks do not come through 
the SAM for a much longer period of time than if a conventional seal coat 
is used. As an interlayer (SAMI). where a 2-inch to 4-inch bituminous 
overlay is added on top, it appears to control all types of cracking. In 
this case the underlying cracks will not be reflected through the overlay. 
In both these' instances little or no maintenance is required for extended 
periods. 
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One of the most comprehen~ive analyses made on the effectiveness 
of asphalt-rubber for crack control is presented in Reference III-10. This 
case study was conducted in conjunction with Federal NEEP Project, Number 10 -
Reducing Reflective Cracking in Bituminous Overlays. Eighteen selected road
way test sections were evaluated in this study which was carried out on a 9-
mile section of Interstate 40 near Winslow, Arizona. Among five treatments 
"found to have significantly reduced cracking" were listed: "Asphalt-rubber 
membrane seal coat under ACFC*" and "Asphalt-rubber membrane flushed into 
asphaltic concrete overlay". The report also recommended that one of the 
five treatments "be used in conjunction with a thin overlay (less than 4 
inches of AC)". In 1978, 6-1/2 years after construction, the asphalt-rubber 
membrane seal coat under ACFC showed the least amount of reflective cracking 
of the 18 test sections. By that time the highway had been subjected to over 
1,000,000 18 kip equivalent loads. The following statement is also included 
in the above report: "As a result of this project and other evidence, ADOT 
implemented in 1975 the use of the stress absorbing interlayer (SAMI) as 
standard procedure for all overlays under four inches in thickness that are 
placed over pavements where cracking is a problem." 

A recent analytical study (Reference III-3) has also determined that 
"the effect of including a low modulus interlayer (rubber asphalt) can be sig
nificant in the inhibition of reflection cracking resulting from both load 
and temperature changes, ••• " 

Waterproofing 

When asphalt-rubber is used as a waterproofing layer it is ref erred 
to as an encapsulating membrane. It has been used successfully in a number of 
cases to prevent water from entering expansive soils that make up the subgrade 
(foundation) of highway and airfield pavements. Moisture increases in expan
sive soils causes them to increase in volume with a subsequent buildup of high 
pressures under the pavement. These high pressures will raise the pavement 
(cause heave). Since this phenomenon rarely occurs in a uniform manner, 
differential heave or vertical movement will occur. This mll create an un
even riding surface and, more seriously, unusual stress conditions that will 
significantly reduce the life of the pavement. 

If, in this application, the asphalt-rubber layer is in an area that 
will be subjected to traffic, it will be covered with stone. If it is in an 
area not subjected to traffic, such as on the side slope, no stone cover is 
necessary. 

Crack or Joint Sealant 

Asphalt-rubber is poured while hot into cracks or joints in pavements 
for the purpose of sealing them against intrusion of dirt and water. This ap
plication is similar in nature to that of other asphalt products. No stone 
chips are added. The high elasticity enables the material to adjust to defor
mations caused by load or temperature stresses. 

* ACFC stands for Asphaltic Concrete Friction Course. 
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COMMERCIAL AVAILABILITY OF PRODUCTS CONTAINING RECOVERED MATERIALS 

The current situation can be summarized by pointing out that volume 
use of the asphalt-rubber product has occurred in only one state--Arizona. 
The asphalt-rubber product is readily available from two suppliers. The re
cycled rubber that goes into the asphalt-rubber is obtained from out of state 
sources in California and Mississippi. This, too, is readily available and 
of satisfactory quality. A new modern facility for processing recycled rubber 
is under construction in Phoenix and is scheduled to go into production in 
early 1980. As for future availability, facilities will be forthcoming as the 
market develops. There is an ample supply of scrap tires. Plants for recycling 
the rubber are scattered throughout the country and a new plant can be put into 
service within 12 to 15 months of a decision to proceed. Special distributor 
trucks have been manufactured by Bear Cat Manufacturing Company of Wickenberg, 
Arizona. In addition one of the processes uses conventional distributor trucks 
that are available from several sources. The lack of availability of personnel 
experienced in the use of asphalt-rubber could be a temporary bottlenect to de
velopment. With the probability that use of the product will develop slowly 
over a long period of time there does not appear to be any constraint due to 
availability of the recovered material. 

There are two companies that provide asphalt-rubber in Arizona. 
Both are located in Phoenix. They are Sahuaro Petroleum and Asphalt Company 
and Arizona Refining Company. The asphalt-rubber products that are produced 
by these companies are not identical. A comparison of the two materials is 
show in Table III-2. Projects supplied by one supplier date back to 1962 
while the othe~ supplier has more rec~.ntly entered the field (1975). The re
sults obtained by each supplier appear to be comparable. It is difficult, 
how-ever, to fully document this conclusion because of the disparity in the 
length of history of each. 

In assessing the ability of asphalt-rubber suppliers to meet the 
demand, the following aspects have been studied. 

1. Availability of recycled rubber. 
2. Availability of the asphalt-rubber mixture 

(including availability of equipment). 
3. Availability of experienced personnel to 

insure proper construction. 
4. Industry demand for asphalt-rubber. 

Availability of Recycled Rubber 

The raw material from which recycled rubber is obtained consists of 
scrap tires from both automobiles and trucks. It has been determined that there 
are 200 million automobile tires (Reference III-4) and 40 million truck tires 
scrapped each year. In addition, an estimated 1-1/2 to 2 million tires are re
coverable in stockpiles or landfills. Approximately 20 pounds (Reference III-5) 
of recycled rubber can be obtained from each passenger car tire. If it is as
~~ed that t~s applies to truck tires as well as automobile tires, a total of 
2,400,'Y)() tons of recycled rubber could be produced annually. 
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H 
H 
I 

0\ 

Supplier 

Sahuaro Petroleum 
& Asphalt Company 

Arizona Refining 
Company 

Table III-2 

COMPARISON OF ASPHALT-RUBBER PRODUCTS 

1/ Asphalt-Rubber Composition -
Rubber Asphalt Other 

Ambient 
ground 25% 
by weight of 
asphalt-rub
ber mix 

40% pow
dered devul
canized rub
ber, 60% pow
dered vulcan
nized rubber 
with a 30% 
minimum nat
ural rubber 
contant. 20% 
+2% by weight 
of asphalt
rubber mix. 

AR-1,000 
or 120-150 
pen. 

AR-4,000 
or 8,000. 

7% kerosene 
is added to 
control 
viscosity 

2-6% aro
matic ex
tended oil 
(luboex
tract) is 
added if 
asphalt is 
deficient 
in aromatic 
oil. 

Distributor 
Trucks 

Special-con
ta.ins pugmill 
mixer, heater, 
heat controls, 
load cells, and 
automatic vis
cosity measure
ment 

Conventional 

1/ ARCO ARH-R-SHIELD process is detailed in U.S. Patent 4,068,023. 
7j_/ Claimed that mixing can be done in conventional pressure distributor truck. 

Mixing 
Process Remarks 

Performed in 
special dis
tributor 
truck. Rubber 
added manu
ally. Process 
is closely 
monitored 

Mixing temp. 350-
4000F. Application 
temperature 375-
4250F. 

Bath process 
in any tank 
that provides 
for mixing by 
recirculation, 
stirring, air 
agitation, or 
other appropri
ate means & 
heat exchanger 
& temperature 
controls. ~/ 

Mixing temp. 350-
4000F. Application 
temperature 375-
4250F. 



At an application rate of 4-1/2 pounds or 0.6 gallon per square yard 
for the asphalt-rubber, 8,000 pounds (4 tons) of rubber would be required per 
lane mile. There is, therefore, a potential for supplying sufficient rubber 
to place the asphalt-rubber chip seal on 600,000 lane miles of highway per 
year. It is difficult to obtain the number of lane miles that have already 
been placed. Approximately 200 lane miles have been placed in the City of 
Phoenix with an additional equivalent of 51 lane miles on the south runway 
of Sky Harbor Airport (Phoenix) (Reference III-6). Reference III-1 is based 
on the "Results from approximately 2,000 lane miles of construction ••• ". The 
report was prepared in 1975. Since that time asphalt-rubber was placed on an 
estimated 200 kilometers of 2-lane low traffic roads (250 lane miles) (Ref
erence III-7) in the Canadian province of Saskatchewan as of spring 1980. 
The anticipated production for 1980 was 186 kilometers or 230 lane miles. 
The results have been so encouraging that the use of asphalt-rubber on low 
cost roads in Saskatchewan is almost routine. There are approximately 6,000 
miles of these roads, with ADT no greater than 800 vehicles per day, in the 
Province. In an article on Asphalt Rubber in the April 1979 issue of Construc
tion West Magazine, Gary Heiman of the Saskatchewan Highway and Transportation 
Department is quoted as follows: "Just from rough calculations we are looking 
at using all the rubber we can get our hands on in Saskatchewan. Even on the 
pessimistic side we're looking at requiring 7,000 tons* a year." In the same 
publication he is also reported to have said that the future of rubberized 
asphalt in Saskatchewan will depend on the supply of rubber and its cost. 
Additional mileage of experimental sections has been placed throughout the 
Dnited States in connection with the FHWA Demonstration Projects. It is be
lieved that the total usage would be less than 10,000 lane miles. Sahuaro 
Petroleum and Asphalt Co. says in promotional literature ''Proven on over 8,000 
lane miles." Even with these rough figures, it can be seen that the potential 
supply of recycled rubber would far exceed the demand for its use in highways. 

A crude forecast of total usage of asphalt-rubber could be based on 
t=:e experience, to date, in Arizona. If the 2,000 lane miles constructed in 
Arizona w~s asswned to occur between the first full scale trial (1967) and 
l9i5, a ?eriod of 8 years, the production rate would be 250 lane miles per 
year. :his would use 1,000 tons of rubber annually. Assuming that this would 
"i:>e the average consumption in each state, a total of 50,000 tons "'10Uld be in
volved. :'".'.l.is would represent about 2 percent of the potentially available rub
ber :..::. scrap tires. It has been reported that Sahuaro Petroleum and Asphalt 
:c., ?rcbably the largest producer of asphalt-rubber, produced 15,000 tons in 
1979 (?..e=erence ::II-4). This quantity of asphalt-rubber would utilize 3,750 
tc-....s a= -:-.:b :,er or about 0 .15 percent of the potential. 

* 7, :co ~C""...s ·.roul.c surface approximately 875 miles of 2-lane road. 
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CHARACIERISTICS OF THE RUBBER USED IN ASPHALT-RUBBER MIXTURES 

For the most part, the rubber used in the asphalt-rubber mi.~ture 
is an ambient ground product with approximately 100 percent finer than 2 
milimeters. The introduction of rubber into the asphalt is intended to im
prove the resulting binder in three ways: 

1. Improve its response to temperature change by 
reducing the temperature at which it becomes 
"glassy" and increasing the temperature at 
which it softens. 

2. Improve its long-term durability. 

3. Improve its ability to adhere to aggregate. 

There are essentially three types of rubber than can be included 
in the rubber component of the asphalt-rubber mixture: natural, synthetic, 
and devulcanized (also called "reclaim"). The natural rubber contributes a 
high degree of elasticity and tackiness to the rubber product; the synthetic 
rubber provides toughness and resilience; and the devulcanized rubber is more 
easily dispersed into the asphalt. The particle size of the ground rubber 
is important. The finer rubber has greater surface area and thus probably 
speeds up the asphalt-rubber reaction. 

Manufacturing of ground rubber consists essentially of six steps: 
tire shredding; metal removal; fabric removal; grinding; sizing; and pack
aging. A brief description and flow chart of the new plant in Phoenix, 
Arizona of Genstar Conservation Systems, Inc. is contained in the Appendix. 
With plants such as this, a carefully controlled rubber product can be fur
nished to the asphalt-rubber producers. 

AVAILABILITY OF THE ASPHALT-RUBBER ~nURE (INCLUDING AVAILABILITY OF EQUIPMENT) 

There are two suppliers of the asphalt-rubber mixture in Phoenix, 
Arizona. These companies operate not only in Arizona, but throughout the 
United States. One company is capable of supplying, with their present 
capacity, 100 tons of asphalt-rubber per day. Approximately 15.8 tons of 
asphalt-rubber is used per lane mile. At these rates, it would be possible 
to supply 6.3 lane miles per day. Since their system involves the use of 
conventional distributor trucks, they could provide additional capacity 
quickly. The heating of the asphalt and the mixing of the rubber with the 
bot asphalt takes place in the distributor truck. After allowing the proper 
time for the asphalt-rubber to take place, the material is sprayed on the 
roadway. It is necessary for t~e distributor truck to be in good operating 
condition. 
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It was not possible to obtain accurate information on the capacity 
of the other supplier. This company uses special distributor trucks. In 
early 1978 it was reported that they owned 16 of these trucks. They send 
their trucks all over the United States and into Canada. A route is estab
lished in the early part of the construction season that enables them to 
start work in the warmer locations and to proceed to the colder areas. The 
company maintains that they have no problem in handling the present demand. 
Only a few months would be required from the time an order is placed for a 
special distributor truck until delivery of the truck is ma.de. This might 
create a temporary inability to satisfy the demand should there be a sudden 
and dramatic increase in this demand. The possibility of such a shortage 
developing does not appear to be realistic. 

AVAILABILITY OF EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL TO INSURE PROPER CONSTRUCTION 

Assuming that adequate specifications relating to design, materials 
quality control, and construction have been developed, there are two opera
tions that require the availability of experienced personnel. They are: 
(1) acceptance testing of materials and the design of satisfactory mixtures 
in cases where materials are to be combined; and (2) the actual construction 
work in which the material(s) is utilized. The most often used statement by 
people who work with asphalt-rubber was "good results are obtained if it is 
used properly by people who know what they're doing." At least one person 
should have intimate knowledge of the laboratory procedures and one should 
have detailed knowledge of the construction practices in each jurisdiction 
in which the material is to be used. The jurisdictions would include the 
city, county, and state agencies that are normally responsible for conducting 
these activities.. These individuals would then be available to train addit
ional personnel in the techniques that are peculiar to the materials. 

In addition to the requirements for trained personnel on the part 
of the users, it will be necessary to have their counterparts in the employ 
of the producers. 

The Federal Highway Administration through its Demonstration Pro
jects Program FHWA-DP-37, has initiated a technology transfer activity that 
will support the training of new personnel. As of September 1979, asphalt
rubber projects were constructed or planned in 23 states. It is estimated 
that a total of 70 individuals either experienced laboratory or construction 
people were introduced to the techniques of using asphalt-rubber. 

INDUSTRY DEMAND FOR ASPHALT-RUBBER 

It is extremely difficult to quantify the demand for asphalt
rub ber in its two major uses as a chip seal and as a stress-absorging 
membrane interlayer. The amount of potential demand would be related to 
the amount of serious deterioration in the condition of existing pavements. 
The evidence suggests that both of the above applications should be used 
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only on pavements that show excessive cracking. It is apparent that many 
existing roadways are approaching this condition. It can at least, then, 
be assumed that there will be substantial potential demand for a product 
such as asphalt-rubber that is effective in controlling the reflection* 
of these cracks. 

COST OF ASPHALT-RUBBER AND COMPARISON WITH COMPETING SYSTEMS 

Proponents of the SAM and SAMI approach to restoring deteriorated 
pavements claim that the asphalt-rubber chip seal performs a unique function, 
that of preventing reflection cracking. There is no other established ~ethod 
of doing this effectively that would enable a one to one cost comparison to 
be made. This limitation is further complicated by a lack of well documented 
data that would provide a base for life-cycle cost comparison between com
peting systems. It is clear that many potential users consider asphalt-rub
ber to be "expensive" as far as initial cost is concerned. Some of these 
potential users have not been convinced by the available data and evidence 
of precisely what the long-term economic benefit is. In the present atmosphere 
of belt tightening that exists in most state highway departments, first cost 
considerations are becoming more and more important. In sunnnary, (1) com
paring the cost of asphalt-rubber with competing systems is hazardous, (2) 
first cost of asphalt-rubber is high and this could serve as a deterrent to 
the further development of its use, (3) a reliable data base documenting long 
term improvement in pavement serviceability is necessary, and (4) a life cycle 
cost analysis is needed in order to address the question of economic benefit. 

The following cost information has been developed. The cost of an 
asphalt-rubber chip seal where the asphalt-rubber is applied at 0.6 gallon 
per square yard with 40 pounds per square yard of chips is $1.25 per square 
yard.** The source of this information contains the following introductory 
statement: "A research study has shown that an Arm-R-Shield*** surface 
treatment, followed by a 3/4-inch thick conventional overlay, is as effec
tive, and sometimes more effective, as four inches of regular asphalt con
crete overlay when it comes to resisting reflective cracking. So, the thinner 
resultant structure reduces construction costs, even though Arm-R-Shield is 
more expensive than regular aspahlt. A subsequent cost comparison shows 
that the Arm-R-Shield plus the 3/4-inch overlay would cost $2.59 per square 
yard which is $3.16 per square yard less than the $5.75 per square yard for 
the 4-inch overlay. 

* Reflection cracks are cracks that are propagated through a layer of material 
that is placed on top of existing cracks. 

** From a cost analysis prepared by Arizona Refining Co. entitled ARM-R-SHIELD, 
Cuts Resurfacing Cost in Half, Saves Energy. Consumes Old Tires. (See Ap
pendix for the entire analysis.) 

*** Arm-R-Shield is Arizona Refining Company's trade name for the asphalt-rubber 
mixture. 
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Other cost estimates obtained were: (1) the asphalt-rubber chip 
seal is equivalent to 1-inch of asphaltic concrete which would mean between 
$1.00 and $1.25 per square yard (Reference III-5) and (2) the asphalt-rubber 
is equivalent to a 1-1/4-inch asphalt overlay or $1.50 per square yard (Ref
erence III-8). 

Year 

1970-71 
1979 
1980 

The City of Phoenix reported the following costs (Reference III-9): 

Standard Chip Seal 
Major Residential Asphalt-Rubber 

Chip Seal Streets* Streets** 

$0.27 per sq. yd. 
0.47 per sq. yd. 
0.67 per sq. yd. 

0.24 per sq. yd. 0.96 per sq. yd. 
1.05 per sq. yd. 
Not Available 

* 3/8 inch chips + AR8000 asphalt. 
** 1/4 inch chips + AR4000 asphalt. 

This cost history shows the narrowing relationship between the cost 
of a conventional chip seal and the asphalt-rubber chip seal between 1970 and 
1979. 

On the basis of eight projects bid in 1978 for the Arizona Depart
ment of Transportation, the average cost of asphalt-rubber was $1.121 per 
square yard (Reference III-10). The costs ranged from a low of $0.83 per 
square yard to a high of $1.452 per square yard. 

An experimental project carried out at Wrightsville, Pennsylvania 
consisted of a hot-mix application. This is a more recent development in the 
use of asphalt-rubber. Two-thousand and sixteen tons of an open graded hot mix 
were placed in a single layer 1-1/2 inches thick. The mix contained 6.2 per
cent by weight of a blend of ground rubber and AC 20 asphalt cement. The 
blend was 20 percent rubber and 80 percent AC ~O by weight. Equipment from 
Arizona Refining was dispatched to Pennsylvania on a rental basis for the 
project. The cost was $52.24 per ton in-place. Because of the experimental 
nature of the project, the cost was higher than might normally be expected. 
Under ordinary circumstances the cost of the asphalt-rubber open graded mix 
in-place would be between $38 and $40 per ton. The conventional open graded 
mix would be $29 to $30 per ton. These costs per ton convert to the following 
cost per square yard based on a unit weight of 153 pcf and a layer 1-1/2 
inches thick: 

$52.24 per ton 
$38.00 per ton 
$29.00 per ton 

$4.50 per square yard 
$3.27 per square yard* 
$2.50 per square yard 

* Th:.s cost is very close to that used by the Arizona Refining Company cost 
analysis (see Appendix). 
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The cost of rubber for this project was 23.25¢ per pound plus 
shipping charges of $3.50 per hundred weight for a total of 26.75¢ per 
pound. The rubber was supplied by the U.S. Rubber Reclaiming Company in 
Vicksburg, Mississippi (Reference III-11). The mileage from Vicksburg to 
the asphalt mixing plant in Bridgeport, Pennsylvania is approximately 
1,150 miles. Estimates of the cost of rubber that were developed during 
the interviews varied from 10¢ per pound at the plant to 30¢ per pound 
delivered. The cost would vary depending on the composition of the rubber. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Specifications have been developed by both producers and users of 
asphalt-rubber products. These include both material and construction speci
fications for chip seal (SAM), stress absorbing membrane interlayer (S.AMI). 
bridge deck waterproofing membrane, joint and crack filler and open graded 
asphalt-rubber friction. 

Appendix: 

The materials that are covered in the specifications are: 

• asphalt cement 
• rubber extender oil 
• ground rubber 
• asphalt-rubber blend 
• diluent 
• cover aggregate 
• blotter material 

The following examples of specifications are included in the 

1. SPECIFICATION FOR ARM-R-SHIELI>nt, Arizona Refining 
Company Specification M 101-80, dated 2/80. 

2. CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION FOR ARM-R-SHIELDTM STRESS 
ABSORBING MEMBRANE INTERLAYER, Arizona Refining Company 
Specification C 202-80,dated 2/80. 

3. CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION FOR ARM-R-SHIELDTM SUR.FACE 
TREATMENT, Arizona Refining Company Sepcification C 201-
80, dated 2/80. 

4. GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS FOR ASPHALT RUBBER FOR STRESS 
ABSORBING TREATMENTS (SAM or SAMI), Sahuaro Petrol
eum and Asphalt Co., aated November 1979. 

5. STRESS-ABSORBING MEMBRAL'IB (INTERLAYER) and STRESS
ABSORBING MEMBRANE (SE.AL), Arizona Department of 
Transportation, dated 8/22/79 and 8/23/79. 
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6. SPECIFICATION FOR ARM-R-SHIELD-CF, Arizona Refining 
Company Specifications, dated 1/80. 

7. OPEN GRADED RUBBERIZED ASPHALT FRICTION COURSE, SRL-H 
(Reclaimed), Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, 
for experimental project in 1979. 

These specifications are, for the most part, typically definite in 
their requirements. Many of them, however, contain statements that reflect 
the lack of precise methods for controlling the properties of the asphalt
rubber blend. The following examples are provided to illustrate these 
uncertainties: 

• Under a section of ASPHALT-RUBBER MATERIAL MIXING 
one specification says: "The materials* shall be 
carefully combined and mixed and reacted for a 
period of time as required by the engineer which 
shall be based on laboratory testing by the asphalt
rubber supplier or contracting agency."** 

• The same specification also allows for adding a 
diluent not to exceed 7-1/2 percent by volume of 
the hot asphalt-rubber mixture in order to adjust 
the viscosity for "spraying and/or better "wetting" 
of the cover material." 

• One specification cal!s for mixing the asphalt and 
rubber "as rapidly as possible for such a time and 
at such a temperature that the consistency of the 
mix approaches a semi-fluid material." 

• Another 
cement: 
rubber 
tion of 

specification says with regard to the asphalt 
"It shall be fully compatible with the ground 

to be used ••• ". There is no further explana
what "fully compatible" means. 

There are various other statements that indicate that the determi
nation of a suitable asphalt-rubber mix is still an art that must be prac
tised by an experienced expert rather than an science that can be applied 
by a qualified practitioner. 

*Writer's note~refers to the asphalt and the rubber. 
** Three experts in laboratory evaluations of this material indicate that 

the time-temperature relationship for the reaction between asphalt and 
rubber and its correlation with field performance of the material are 
still in need of additional study. 
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RESEARCH NEEDS - ASPHALT-RUBBER 

It is clear that there are serious gaps in the information that is 
available in evaluating asphalt-rubber mixtures for construction conditions 
(sprayability) and service conditions (durability). As a result, there is a 
lack of standard tests that are available to measure appropriate properties 
and specifications are vague on requirements of the asphalt-rubber mixture. 

Dr. Gerald D. Love, of FHWA, in a talk presented at the Asphalt
Rubber Users-Producers Conference, Scottsdale, Arizona, May 1980, gave the 
following estimate of research needs. 

Research Topic 

Energy requirements for asphalt 
rubber and alternatives 

Develop end product specifications 
Develop design procedures for crack 

control 

Estimated Required 
Funding-Dollars 

100,000 
1,000,000 

1,000,000 

Time Estimated 
Required - Years 

2 to 3 

2 to 3 

The following additional information was suggested by Dr. John Epps 
of Texas A&M University at the Scottsdale Conference. 

Topic 
Estimated Required 

Funding-Dollars 

Optimum Use Conditions 200,000 
150,000 Summary of Existing Performance 

Standard Perf orma.nce Information 
and Data Base 400,000 

An expanded list of research topics would include the following: 

1. The nature of the physical-chemical reaction between 
rubber and asphalt. 

2. Development of appropriate tests and laboratory equip
ment for evaluating application and service related 
properties. 

3. Determination of the temperature susceptibility of 
various asphalt-rubber mixtures. 

4. Determination of the interaction of A-R with aggre
gate. 
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5. Evaluate durability and other field performance 
parameters. 

6. Develop design procedures for crack control. 

7. Develop better specifications~probably of the 
performance type. 

8. Establish energy requirements and costs--par
ticularly life cycle costs. 

The working group on construction and maintenance at the Scottsdale 
Conference emphasized the following "problems:" 

category. 

• Lack of knowledge on the part of the designers, 
supervisory engineers, and construction person
nel (control people). There is a need for ad
ditional training probably through a coordinated 
technology transfer program. 

• Lack of coordination of control on the ADOT projects. 
There must be an established quality control procedure 
about which the necessary people are informed. 

• There is a need to consolidate the available information. 

Most of these "problems" seem to be in the technology transfer 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS EXPERIENCE WITH A-R 

The Corps of Engineers is evaluating asphalt-rubber installations 
at several locations. The data shown in Table III-3 presents preliminary 
information on the extent of reflection cracks in test sections designed to 
evaluate the crack control provided by various systems. The asphalt-rubber 
sections are those shown as Sections 1 to 4 inclusive at Fort Stewart, Georgia, 
and Sections 1, 6, 7. 11, 15, 16, 18, and 19 at Fort Devens, Maine. The fol
lowing test sections are at the Fort Stewart location: 

Asphalt-rubber - tack coat,* SAMI, 1-1/2 inch overlay. 
Fabric - emulsion (CRS2), fabric, 1~1/2 inch overlay. 
Control - .35 gallon/square yard asphalt cement, 50 to 

60 pounds/square yard of stone chips, 1-1/2 inch overlay. 

* On Sahuaro sections only~at the rate of 0.05 gallon per square yard. 
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TABLE III-3 

Summary of Perfor:nance of Field Test Sections - Corps of Engineers 
Waterways Experimental 

Section Lineal Feet of Station 
No. Material Re£lected Cracks, % 

Ft. Stewart z GA - Sections Placed in October 1977 
Airfield Ma:z: 1278 A~ 1972 A?Jr 1280 

1 Sahuaro 0 0 0 
2 Sahuaro 0 0 0 
3 U. S. Rubber 0 0 13.6 
4 U. s. Rubber 0 16.4 17-9 
5 Monsanto-Bi dim 0 5.0 31.3 
6 Monsanto-Bi dim 0 26.5 35.8 
7 Celanese-Mira.:fi 29.7 37.0 48.6 
8 Cela.nese-Mira.:fi 8.3 12-9 33.6 
9 Control (Keystone) 0 0 0 

10 Control {Keystone) 0 0 0 

Ft. Devens 2 MA - Sections Placed in October 1977 

Airfield Jun 19T8 Au5 1979 ·Jun 1280 

l u. s. Rubber 0 34.4 
2 Control 0 49.9 
3 Monsanto-Bi dim 0 54.5 
4 Ce lanes e-foif.ira.:fi 0 33.8 
5 Control 0 10.1 
6 Sahuaro 0 ~7.5 

7 Sahuaro 0 25.5 
8 Control: 0 66.7 
9 Monsanto-Bi dim 0 29. 5 

10 Celanese-Mira.:fi 0 65.6 
ll U. S. Rubber 0 58.3 
12 Control 0 26.3 
13 . Monsanto-Bi dim 0 61.4 
14 Cela.nese-Mira.fi 0 32.8 
15 Sahuaro 0 37.3 
16 U. S. Rubber 0 20.2 
17 Control 0 37.0 

Roadvar 

18 Sahuaro 0 0 
19 U. S. Rubber 0 9.8 
20 Ce.lanese-Mirafi a 12.2 
2l Monsanto-Bi dim 0 16.3 
22 Control 0 a 

Source: Reference III-12. 
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The fabrics used were the following: 

• Bidim, a polyester fabric manufactured'by Monsanto 
Textiles Company--$0.75 per square yard.* 

• Miraf i, polypropylene and nylon manufactured by 
Celanese Fibers Marketing Company--$0.75 per square 
yard.** 

These materials were placed on an airfield parking apron that had 
a 10-inch soil cement ease and 1-1/2-inch bituminous concrete surf ace. 
Another competing fabric is Petromat, a polypropylene fabric manufactured 
by Phillips Fioers Company ($0.55 per square yard).* 

At Fort Devens, the sections are the following: 

Asphalt-rubber--same as Fort Stewart but with a 2-inch 
overlay 

Fabric--AClO, fabric, 2-inch overlay 
Control--2-inch overlay only. 

The experimental sections at Fort Devens were placed on top of 
three different types of paving: an airfield runway; an airfield parking 
apron; and a roadway. The bases for each were as follows: 

Airfield runway--6-inch soil cement base, 2-inch 
bituminous concrete surf ace 

Airfield parking apron--6-inch soil cement base, 
two bituminous concrete surf aces each 1-1/2-inch 
thick 

Roadway~S to 7-inch aggregate bituminous base, 
1-1/2-inch bituminous concrete surface. 

The results of these sections are inconclusive and it is felt that 
there has been an insufficient lapse of time for reflective cracking to occur. 

Additional roadway test sections have been constructed at three 
other Army installations: Ft. Lewis, Washington; Ft. Carson, Colorado; and 
Ft. Polit, Louisiana. In these tests, a SAMI has been placed under a thin 
(1-1/2-inch) overlay. At Ft. Polk, Louisiana. the existing pavement is·a · 
6-in.ch portla.nd cement concrete slab with a 2-inch bituminous concrete over
lay. At the other ~ locations, the existing base is crushed stone or gravel 
with a 1-1/2-inch bituminous surface. Evaluation of these sections is con
tinuing; the results, as yet, are not conclusive, and a final report will be 
issued when sufficient time has elapsed. 

* Cost of fabric only. 
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The Corps of Engineers seems to have the present position that the 
use of asphalt-rubber is still in the experimental stage and its long-term 
benefit has not as yet been proven. They have a funding .11t the Waterways 
Experiment Station for a laboratory program to develop test methods and 
specifications. This seems to indicate a feeling that the concept shows 
promise. They have a real need for a material that will control cracking. 
Maintenance of roads and streets at Army installations is a big problem 
since most of them have far exceeded their economic life. The Air Force 
is also investigating the use of asphalt-rubber. 

SUMMARY ASSESSMENT 

1. Proponents of the use of asphalt-rubber, and these include 
users as well as producers, are convinced that the material is unique in 
controlling cracking when used on top of a cracked pavement and then cov
ered with a thin overlay. The State of Arizona requires its use in this 
situation when the overlay is less than four inches in thickness. The 
material should be thought of as a unique product having desirable prop
erties rather than as a disposal mode for scrap tires. 

2. Opponents object to the first coat of the material and·maintain 
that it is difficult to achieve consistently successful applications. Ad
vocates contend that the first coat is amply off set by a reduction of main
tenance requirements and that the material can be placed properly when done 
by experienced people. 

3. There are enough nli.les of asphalt-rubber membranes in service 
for enough years to prove that the material has been successful1y used. 

4. An analysis of life cycle costing is necessary in order to de
ternli.ne whether or not an econonli.c benefit results. 

5. The use of an asphalt-rubber chip seal has been used with ap
parent success as a surface treatment on severely cracked pavements where the 
only other available option seemed to be reconstruction. It should not, how
ever, be used on high speed roads or under other circumstances where loose 
chips would create a hazard. 

6. There is need for additional research into the nature of the 
asphalt-rubber reaction and the manner in which it is affected by asphalt 
type, composition of the rubber, and reaction time and temperature. 

7. One of the goals of asphalt-rubber research should be to 
develop laboratory and field tests that will insure consistent success 
in construction and that will corl:'elate with field performance of the 
installations. 

8. There are ample supplies of scrap rubber and facilities for 
producing the asphalt-rubber mixture in order to cope with the present de
mand for the product. 
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9. It is apparent that demand for the material will increase 
slowly and that the industry will be capable of responding to the demand 
and will respond as the market develops. 

10. The availability of e.~perienced technical and construction 
people is essential to successful application. Disastrous results have 
occurred where the material has been used by people who were not aware of 
the difficulties. These unhappy results have caused some highway people 
to "sour" on the material, an attitude that may continue for years. 

11. There are competent organizations and people involved in all 
phases of asphalt-rubber development. They are unanimous in their feeling 
that use of the material should be developed carefully with full knowledge 
of its capabilities and its pitfalls. They are fearful that extravagant 
claims of success and a "snake oil" approach will lead to failures that can 
retard development indefinitely. 

12. Considerable interest is developing in pavement recycling. 
The material and energy savings inherent in this process make it attractive. 
This system will compete in those situations where asphalt-rubber would be 
feasible. 

13. The current lack of highway funds acts against the use of 
asphalt-rubber because of its high first coat and the pressure that is 
brought to bear on highway administrators to "do something about our roads." 

14. Exact estimates of the potential use of asphalt-rubber are 
difficult but it is believed that if used for all situations where it is 
applicable there would be a significant reduction in the number of scrap 
tires that would need to be disposed of. 

ASPHALT-ROEBER AS A CRACK AND JOINT FILLER 

Asphalt-rubber may be applied as a filler for longitudinal joints 
between the concrete riding surface and asphalt shoulder, for longitudinal 
and transverse joints on concrete surfaces, for reflection, alligator and 
other cracks, and for potholes and spalling. 

Some state highway departments use rubber-asphalt as the sole 
crack and joint filler material and are very satisfied with the results 
(Reference III-17). Other highway officials prefer to use asphalt-rubber 
for joints and cracks in portland cement concrete while applying bituminous 
filler for asphalt surfaces. There are also highway maintenance operations 
which do not use any asphalt-rubber crack filler. Asphalt-rubber has been 
used to varying extents in 49 states, including Canada and Puerto Rico 
(Reference III-18). 
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Filler Materials 

There are many products on the market today which are used as crack 
and joint fillers. These products vary in cost and effectiveness. Some of 
the notable products include: hot and cold asphalt cement compounds, neoprene 
strips, cold sand emulsions, asphalt with limestone dust, powder or latex, 
polyvinyl chloride, polysulfite, urethane, low modulus silicon, epoxy, pow
dered devulcanized rubber-asphalt mix, vulcanized asphalt-rubber mixes, 
roofing tar and felt and other rubberized products. This section will focus 
on the asphalt-rubber fillers. 

Source. There are several manufacturers and distributors of prepared 
rubber and asphalt-rubber crack sealing products throughout the U.S. Not repre
senting a complete listing, there are known sources in Arizona, Pennsylvania, 
and Mississippi which illustrates a wide geographical distribution (Reference 
III-19). 

Preparation. One of the more common rubber-asphalt filler materials 
is similar to the rubberized stress absorbing membrane in composition. Accord
ing to specifications, the granulated crumb rubber (100 percent vulcanized) 
should meet the following requirements: 

Passing Sieve 
No. 8 
No. 10 
No. 40 

Percent 
100 

98-100 
0-10 

The specific gravity of the rubber should be 1.15 + 0.02 and should 
be free of fabric, wire or other contaminating materials, except that up to 
4 percent calcium carbonate may be included to prevent particles from sticking 
together. The proportions by weight of the asphalt-rubber mixture shall be 
75 percent + 2 percent asphalt and 25 percent + 2 percent rubber (Reference 
!II-20). - -

The secret to a successful seal is proper crack or joint preparation. 
This holds for rubberized and non-rubberized fillers. Smaller cracks must be 
routed to a minimum width and depth to allow the asphalt-rubber to flow into 
the crack. For larger carcks or joints, routing is not necessary to remove 
all dirt or dust and non-compressible particles. With warmer weather and 
surface expansion, non-compressible particles will cause spalling and cracking 
of the edges. 

The asphalt-rubber is applied hot and may require special equipment 
for heating and placement. A tYPical procedure is to heat the material to 
375 to 400°F for 25 to 30 minutes before placement (Reference III-21). Pumps 
may be necessary to place the thick filler material. The asphalt-rubber may 
require more care than traditional crack sealers. If the mix is overheated, 
it may not go into dissolution and if underheated it won't properly for:n or 
pour (Reference III-21). The additional cost and labor must be compared 
with the benefits of asphalt-rubber fillers. 
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Properties. The asphalt-rubber filler material combines the sealing 
quality of asphalt with the expansion and contraction properties of rubber. 
Asphalt-rubber has shown higher bonding strength than traditional asphalt 
fillers. It is also functional over a wider temperature range and does not 
embrittle as easily. Asphalt-rubber has demonstrated a notably longer life 
although exact figures are difficult to obtain at present due to insufficient 
and uncompleted studies. One manufacturer states that given proper applica
tion, the asphalt-rubber should last from seven to ten years (Reference III-18). 

Asphalt-rubber may be more suitable for portland cement concrete 
joints where bituminous products often flow out of the joints in warmer weather. 
It is sometimes difficult for the asphalt-rubber to flow into smaller carcks in 
bituminous surfaces if not properly prepared. 

The ductile, adhesive and durable properties of asphalt-rubber filler 
have been very successful on many projects. 

Potential Quantity Consumption 

Asphalt-rubber has been used to varying extents in 49 states in
cluding Canada and Puerto Rico (Reference III-18). In some states, it is 
used as the sole crack filler material (Reference III-17). A conservative 
estimate of potential consumption based on present consumption of several 
states (Reference III-22) and one asphalt-rubber supplier's projections 
(Reference III-23) would be a consumption of rougly one million pounds per 
state per year. If the asphalt-rubber composition included 25 percent 
rubber, this would represent a i:ubber consumption of 250,000 pounds of 
rubber per state per year. This would imply a national consumption of rub
ber in crack and joint fillers of 12.5 million pounds per year, as compared 
to 6,018 million pounds of waste rubber tires discarded during the year 1968. 

fective 
market. 
per year 

Al.though asphalt-rubber as a crack filler has been proven cost ef
for many applications, there are still many competing products on the 
It is unlikely that the rubber consumption of 12.5 million pounds 
will be realized in the near future. 

Economic Evaluation 

Asphalt-rubber crack and joint filler has been found to be cost ef
fective in many applications. The initial cost is usually higher for the 
asphalt-rubber as compared to common bituminous fillers. This is due to the 
cost of rubber preparation, crack preparation, and special equipment required 
to place the thicker material. The additional cost is off set by greater ser
viceability and life of seal. 

Life expectnacy information is sketchy and incomplete. Observa
tions up to the present have shown asphalt-rubber to be serviceable for up 
to 10 years and more. Few suppliers give guarantees with asphalt-rubber 
crack filler products. The life expectancy of asphalt-rubber crack filler 
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given proper application is seven to ten years (Reference III-18). With 
improper preparation or placement, the material may only last two to three 
years (Reference III-19). In almost all cases, the rubber-asphalt has out
performed conventional bituminous fillers. There are other exotic crack fil
ler products which may out-perform asphalt-rubber but these would incur ad
ditional cost. 

The cost of purchasing asphalt-rubber crack and joint filler ma
terial is approximately $0.30 per pound or $2.50 per gallon (Reference III-
23). The total in-place cost including materials, labor, equipment, traffic 
control, etc., will depend on many factors including road surface, type of 
crack or joint, degree of deterioration, weather and climate. A rough esti
mate for total in-place costs would be about $0.45 per linear foot (Reference 
III-24). The amount of coverage in terms of linear feet of crack would ob
viously vary depending primarily on the size of crack. Estimates that were 
obtained varied from 16 (Reference III-23) to 50 (Reference III-19) linear 
feet of crack per gallon of asphalt-rubber. This factor alone would cause 
a variation of approximately $0.10 per linear foot in the in-place cost. 

There are alternative non-rubberized products which perform various 
functions with various costs. These range from non-sealing filler materials 
such as asphalt cement products to sophisticated epoxy, polysulfite, poly
vinyl chloride and silicate sealers. The following estimated costs are pro
vided for a cost comparison of the various materials. 

Material 

Liquid Asphalt 
Asphalt-Rubber 
Silicon 
Neoprene 
PVC 

Approximate In-Place Cost (Reference III-24) 
($ per Linear Foot) 

0.15 
0.45 
1.00 
1.30 
3.00 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

In order to evaluate the potential or feasibility of using asphalt
rubber as a crack and joint filler, it is often helpful to review the advan
tages and disadvantages as related to an individual project or area. Follow
ing is a general list of these advantages and disadvantages: 

(Note: Some of the advantages and disadvantages are in comparison to 
standard asphalt cement crack filler mixtures.) 

Advantages 

• Functions as crack sealant rather than just as a 
filler (Reference III-27). 

• Cost effective (Reference III-17). 
• Longer life. 
• High bond strength. 
• More ductile (stretches further) (Reference III-23). 
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• Expands and contracts within wide temperature range. 
• Outperforms bituminous sealers (especially on con

crete pavement). 
• Stays in joints better. 
• No tracking problem (with overfilling joint) (Ref-

erence III-20). 
• Costs less than more exotic sealants. 
• Does not embrittle (Reference III-26). 
• Maintains integrity of crack. 

Disadvantages 

• Costs more than asphalt cement fillers. 
• More difficult to place. 
• Have to apply hot. 
• Thicker material (flows slower). 
• Requires pump for placement. 
• Doesn't penetrate as well. 
• Longer to heat. 
• Requires special equipment. 
• Not as suitable for all surfaces and types of cracks. 

(More effective on concrete than on bituminous surfaces.) 

CONCLUSIONS 

There are various asphalt-rubber crack and joint filler products. 
These different products are suited to different surfaces, climates, etc. 
The=e are also many non-rubberized products. In many cases, the non-rubber
ized crack filler materials can be replaced by asphalt-rubber products with 
cost-effective results. 

The largest potential of asphalt-rubber sealants for joints in con
crete pavements, longitudinal joints between concrete pavements and asphalt 
shoulders, and fatigue cracks in asphalt pavements (Reference III-29). As
phalt mixtures may better seal small bituminous cracks because they flow more 
easily, but they are very poor as concrete joint fillers because they often 
flow out or are squeezed out with expansion of slabs. 

The main problems with asphalt-rubber crack filler are the dif f i
culty in placing and additional costs. The main benefits are the longer life 
and performance ability over ordinary bituminous fillers. 

A rough estimate is that asphalt-rubber as a crack and joint filler 
may consume up to 12.5 million pounds of rubber per year. This figure is un
likely to be realized because of competing products. 

In terms of solving the rubber tire solid waste problem of over 2 
million tons per year, crack fillers will likely not result in use of 2,000 
tons of tires per year, or less than one-tenth of one percent. 
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An Analytical Study of The Applicability of a Rubber Asphalt ~..em
brane to Minimize Reflection Cracking in Asphalt Concrete Overlay 
Pavements, N. F. Goetzee and C. L. Monismith, Department of Civil 
Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, June 1978. 

2,000,000,000 Tires Per Year: Options for Resource Recovery and 
Disposal, Volume 1, P. L. Deese, J. F. Hudson, R. C. Innes, and 
D. Funkhouser, Urban Systems Research and Engineering, Inc., 
Gambridge, Massachusetts, November 1979. 

Interview with R. D. Pavlovich, PhD, Manager-Research and Develop
ment, Engineers Testing Laboratory, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona. 

Eleven-Year Pavement Condition History of Asphalt-Rubber Seals in 
Phoenix, Arizona, Russell H. Schnormeier, Engineering Supervisor 
(Materials), City of Phoenix, 1979. 

Conversation with G. Heiman, Surfacing Engineer, Saskatchewan 
Highway and Transportation Department. 

Interview with J. Huffman, Director, Technical Services, Sahuaro 
Petroleum and Asphalt Company, Phoenix, Arizona. 

Interview with R. Schnormeier, Engineering Supervisor (Materials). 
City of Phoenix, Arizona. 

* This list includes only the direct references in the report. Many more 
references were analyzed than are listed here. 
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Prevention of Reflective Cracking Minnetonka-East (1979 Addendum 
Report), Report Number 1979-GWl, George B. Way, Senior Research 
Engineer, Arizona Department of Transportation, August 1979. 

Interview with J. DiRenzo, Highway Materials, Inc., Bridgeport, 
Pennsylvania. 

Presentation by P- J. Vedros, U.S. Waterways Experiment Station, 
Vicksburg, Mississippi, at the Asphalt-Rubber, Users-Producers 
Workshop, Scottsdale, Arizona, May 1980. 

An evaluation of Asphalt-Rubber Mixtures for Use in Pavement 
Systems, Pages 50 to 55 only of Final Report April 1977 -
February 1979 by Eric H. Wang, Civil Engineering Research 
Facility, University of New Mexico for Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Development Office, Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida. 

Rubber Asphalt Binder for Seal Coat Construction, Implementation 
Package 73-1, Robert B. Olsen, Implementation Division, FHWA U.S. 
Department of Transportation, February 1973. 

Design of Asphalt-Rubber Single Surf ace Treatments with Multi
Layered Aggregate Structure, B. A. Vallerga and J. R. Bagley, 
presented at ASTM Symposium, San Diego, California, December 
1979. 

Characteristics and Perf orma.nce of Asphalt-Rubber Material Con
taining a Blend of Reclaim and Crumb Rubber, B. J. Huff, Tech
nical Representative, Arizona Refining Co., and B. A. Vallerga, 
Consulting Civil Engineer, Oakland, California, presented at 
58th Annual Meeting, Transportation Research Board, Washington, 
D.c., January 1979. 

Dan Swing, Nebraska DOT, telephone conversation. 

Sealing and Resealing Cracks the Crafco Way, Crafco, Inc., Phoenix, 
Arizona. 

O'Connor, John, Crackdown on Pavement Cracks, American City and 
County. May 1980. 

Demonstration Project No. 37 Discarded Tires in Highway Construc
tion, Jamestown, North Dakato, U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Federal Highway Administration, Arlington, Virginia. 

Frank Witkoski, private company marketing asphalt-devlucanized 
rubber product, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, telephone conversation. 

Georgia DOT, PennDOT, Nebraska DOT, telephone conversations. 
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Mark Manning, CRAFCO, Phoenix, Arizona, telephone conversation. 

Estimate based on ragne of cost figures. 

Carl Lubold, Asphalt Institute, telephone conversation. 

Bobby Huff, Arizona Refining Company, telephone conversation. 

Asphalts, Aggregates, Mixes and Stress-Absorbing Membranes, 
Morris and McDonald, Transportation Research Record, 595, 1976. 

Remarks of Dr. John Epps, Texas A&M University at Asphalt-Rubber 
Workshop, Scottsdale, Arizona, May 1980. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Part IV 

USE OF INCINERATOR RESIDUE 
IN HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 

The term "incinerate" is defined as, to burn or reduce to ashes 
(Reference IV-1). The incineration process, however, is commonly viewed 
as a tool merely to reduce the volume and weight of heavy, wet, bulky 
refuse. 

In this country, most refuse is disposed of directly into land
fill sites. This direct disposal accounts for over 90 percent of the net 
municipal solid wastes generated annually (Reference IV-2). 

In some parts of the country, a shortage of available landfill 
sites exists. Present incineration methods can reduce the volume of in
coming refuse by as much as 85 percent to 95 percent (Reference IV-3). 
This is advantageous because massive hauling and landfilling efforts can 
be substantially reduced. In addition, limited landfill areas can be 
preserved. 

With the recent concern for the conservation of materials and 
energy, residue disposal from incineration plants has attracted attention. 
Application of this residue material in some form of highway construction 
is currently being investigated. The following addresses the present 
status of incinerator residue as a highway construction material. 

BACKGROUND 

Construction of incinerators in this country began around the late 
nineteenth century (Reference IV-4). Following World War II, there was a 
significant increase in the number of incinerators constructed. Most of the 
incinerators built at that time ~ere of a small capacity (i.e., 100 to 200 
tons per day units). 

Over the last two decades, many incinerators have been closed due 
to operation and maintenance costs (including large investments required 
for air pollution controls). This has come about by more stringent govern
ment control of the effects of the incineration process (i.e., air quality 
and disposal methods). The escalating costs of the required pollution con
trol equipment in most cases, do not warrant the upgrading of smaller capac
ity plants. 

Incinerators being constructed today can handle volumes of refuse 
in the 1,000 to 1,500 tons per day range. Economy of scale is predicted for 
the larger plants. In the newer, larger volume plants, energy recovery and 
selective materials recovery are of significant consideration. 
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QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS 

It is estimated that the net municipal solid waste disposed of 
annually in the United States, approximates 150 million tons (Reference 
IV-2). This appears to be a small percentage of the 3.5 billion tons of 
total solid waste generated each year (Reference IV-4). Total solid wastes 
generated include agricultural, animal, mineral, industrial, commercial, 
and household wastes. Of the net municipal solid waste disposed of annu
ally, less than 10 million tons are processed by incineration. From the 
less than 10 million tons incinerated annually, there is a production of 
approximately 2 million tons of incinerator residue. 

On the following page is a map (Figure IV-1) of the United States 
which shows the location of the currently operating municipal incinerator 
plants. 

Table IV-1 is a listing of the currently operating municipal 
incinerators in the United States. The list does not include existing 
operational resource recovery facilities. 

The list was compiled using various sources of information. 
Among these sources were: a list published in Federal Highway Administra
tion Report BD79-B8, prepared by the Jaca Corporation of Fort Washington, 
Pennsylvania; a June 1980 computer printout from the United States En
vironmental Protection Agency's Compliance Data System (CDS); and written 
and verbal communication with numerous state and municipality solid waste 
mangement agencies and divisions. 

It should be mentioned at this time that in addition to municipally 
operated incinerators, residues are also produced by privately owned incin
eration facilities. The determination of the quantities of residue produced 
by these private facilities is impractical due to the sheer total number of 
facilities. Preparing a list of privately owned incineration facilities which 
produce residue that could be used in construction applications, would involve 
individual screening of the thousands of incinerator emission scurces com
piled by the Environmental Protection Agency. In addition to the sheer 
number of facilities, the residue output from each facility would have to 
be categorized, as each private incinerator burns a widely variable refuse 
which results in an individual characteristic residue. 

A program such as this, which would include the listing of private 
incineration facilities, is beyond the scope of this report. 

In Table IV-1, a predicted yearly residue output volume for the 
municipally operated plants is listed. This volume is approximated using 
a procedure developed by Messrs. Pindzola and Collins published in a Fed
eral Highway Administration Report FHWA-RD-75-81. 
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Table IV-1 

List of Currently Operating Municipal Incinerator Plants - 1980 

Refuse Residue 
Capacity Output Predicted 

Plant Year (Tons Per (Tons Per Furnace Res 1 due 
No. Plant Location Built 24-Hr. Day) Year) Type & Grate Quality 

ARKANSAS 

1. No. L 1 tt 1 e Rock 1966 100 8,800 Batch/Traveling 3 

CONNECTICUT 

2. Ansonia 1968 200 17 ,500 Cont. /T rave 11 ng 3 

J. East Hartford 1956 350 3'5,000 Batch/Rocking 4 

4. Hartford 1954 600 60,000 Batch/Mech. 4 

5. New Canaan 1956 125 12.500 Batch/Mech. 4 

~ 6. New Haven 1963 720 31,500 Cont. /Trave 1 i ng 3 J. 
7. Waterbury 1952 300 30,000 Batch 4 

FLORIDA 

8. Miami (NE) 1975 300 26. 300 Cont. 3 

9. Orlando 100 10 ,000 N •. A. 4 

10. Pahokee 50 s.ooo N.A. 4 

HAWAII 

11. Honolulu 1969 
(~lai pahu) 

600 52,500 Cont. 3 



Table IV-1 

List of Currently Operating Municipal Incinerator Plants (Continued) 

Refuse Residue 
Capacity Output Predicted 

Plant Year (Tons Per (Tons Per Residue 
No. Plant Location Built 24-Hr. Day} Year) Type & Grate Quality 

ILLINOIS 

12. Chicago (Calumet) 1959 1200 105 ,000 Cont./Rockinq 3 

13. Chicago (NW) 1970 1600 120,000 Cont. /Reci p. 2 

14. Chicago (SW) 1963 700 52,300 Cont./Rot. Kiln l 

INDIANA 

15. East Chicago 1970 200 17 ,500 Cont. 3 

KENTUCKY 

H 16. Louisville 1957 1000 75,000 Cont./Rot. Kiln l ~ 
I 

Vl 

LOUIS JANA 

17. Shreveport 1960 200 15,000 Cont./Rocking 2 

MARYLAND 

18. Baltimore #4 1956 800 80 ,000 Batch/Rocking 4 

19. Baltimore - Pyrolysis 1963 1000 36,000 Cont. /Rot. Kiln 1 

MASSACHUSETTS 

20. Braintree 1971 240 l B,000 Cont./Recip. 2 

21. East Bridgewater 1973 800 60,000 Cont./Recip. 2 



Table IV-1 

List of Currently Operating Municipal Incinerator Plants (Continued) 

Refuse Residue 
Capacity Output Predicted 

Plant Year (Tons Per (Tons Per Residue 
No. Pl ant Location Built 24-Hr. Dal) Year} Tt(!e & Grate gualitl 

MASSACHUSETTS (Cont.) 

22. Fall River 1973 600 45,000 Cont./Recip. 2 

23. Framin~ham 1973 500 37,500 Cont. /Recip. 2 

24.* Saugus ( Resco)1 1975 1500 112,500 Cont./Recip. 2 

MICHIGAN 

25. Central Wayne County 1964 800 60,000 Cont. /Reci p. 2 

26. Clinton-Grosse Pointe 1972 600 45,000 Cont. Rot. Kiln 1 

"'4 27. S.W. Oakland Co. 1953 600 60,000 Batch/Mech. 4 
1 
"' MISSOURI 

28. St. Louis (North) 1956 400 40,000 Batch/Rocking 4 

29. St. Louis (South) 1951 400 40,000 Batch/Rocking 4 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

30. Dunham 1970 50 5,000 Batch 4 

NEW YORK 

31. Canajoharie 1964 50 5,000 Batch/Mech. 4 

32. Hempstead 
(Oceans f de) 1965 750 56 ,300 Cont ./Rocking 2 



Table IV-1 

List of Currently Operating Municipal Incinerator Plants (Continued) 

Refuse Residue 
Capacity Output Predicted 

Plant Year (Tons Per (Tons Per Residue 
No. Plant Location Built 24-Hr. Da,Y) Year) Type & ·Grate Quality 

NEW YORK (Continued) 

33. Hempstead (Merrick) 1952 600 60,000 Batch/Mech. 4 

34. Huntington 1966 300 22,500 Cont./Rocking 2 

35. Lackawanna 1949 150 15,000 Batch/Manual 4 

36. NYC (Betts Ave.) 1959 1000 87,500 Cont. /Trav. 3 

37. NYC (Greenpoint) 1959 1000 87,500 Cont ./Trav. 3 

38. NYC (Hamilton) 1961 1000 87,500 Cont. /Trav. 3 

~ 
39. NYC (South Shore} 1954 1000 87,500 Cont. /Trav. 3 

I ...... 40. N. Hempstead 1966 600 45,000 Cont. /Rocking 2 

41. Old Bethpa!Je 1967 400 30,000 Cont./Recip. 2 

42. Old Bethpage 1962 500 37,500 Cont./Recip. 2 

43. Tonawanda 1933 300 22,500 Cont./Recip. 2 

OHIO 

44. Dayton (N. Mont-
~ornery County) 1940 600 52,500 3 

45. Dayton (S. Mont-
~ornery County) 1970 600 52,500 Cont./Travel ing 3 

46. Franklin 2 1969 150 13' 100 Fl ui di zed Bed 3 



Tab1e IV-1 

List of Currently Operatinq Municipal Incinerator Plants (Continued) 

Refuse Residue 
Capacity Output Predicted 

Plant Vear (Tons Per (Tons Per Residue 
No. Plant Location Built 24-Hr. Da~) Vear) Txee & Grate gual it~ 

OHIO (Continued) 

47. Miami County 1968 150 13, 100 Cont./Pusher 3 

OKLAHOMA 

48. Tahlequah 50 5,000 Batch 4 

PENNSYLVANIA 

49. Harri sburq 3 1973 720 54,000 Cont. /Reci p. 2 

50. Philadelphia 
( E. Centra 1) 1966 750 65,600 Cont./Trav. 3 

H 

x 51. Philadelphia (NW) 1960 750 65,600 Cont./Trav. 3 

RHODE ISLAND 

52. Pawtucket 1964 200 17 ,500 Cont./Trav. 3 

TENNESSEE 

53. Nashville .. 1974 720 63,000 Cont./Travel ing 3 

UTAH 

54. Oqden 1966 450 39 ,400 Cont. /Traveling 3 

VIRGINIA 

55. Newport News 1968 400 35,000 Cont. /Tra ve 1 ing 3 



Table IV-1 

List of Currently Operating Municipal Incinerator Plants (Continued) 

Plant 
No. Plant Location 

Vear 
Built 

Refuse 
Capacity 

(Tons Per 
24-Hr. Day) 

Res 1due 
Output 

(Tons Per 
Vear) Type & t'irate 

56. VIRr1INIA (C6ntinued) 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

Portsmouth 

Salem 

WASHINllTON, O.C. 

Solid Waste Reduc
tion Center #1 

WISCONSIN 

Sheboyqan 

Waukesha 

1963 

1977 

1965 

350 

90 

1500 

240 

200 

35,000 

7,900 

112 ,500 

18,000 

15,000 

2,621,400 

Batch/Rockinq 

Cont ./Pusher 

Cont./Rocking 

Cont./Rocking 

Cont. /Rocking 

1Steam generation facility combined with resource recovery operation. 
20perated as a resource recovery facility. 
30esiqned and operatin9 as a steam producing facility. 
~Operated as an energy recovery plant. 

NOTE: l short ton = .9072 tonne. 
N.A. denotes infonnation not available. 

Predicted 
Residue 
Quality 

4 

3 

2 

2 

2 



The predicted residue output of each plant may be calculated by 
multiplying plant design capacity times the number of operating days per 
year* times the weight fraction of the refuse remaining after incineration. 

From these computations, it is predicted that approximately 2.6 
million tons of residue are produced annually from the currently operating 
municipal incinerators as listed in Table IV-1. 

It is noted, however, that in publication FHWA-RD-79-83 prepared 
by the Jaca Corporation of FDrt Washington, Pennsylvania, it is stated that, 
"the use of the prediction procedure on a national basis is likely to over
state the amount of residue available for use as highway material."** 

Using the 2.5 million tons of municipal incinerator residue which 
may be produced annually as an upper limit, and applying a factor of .55; 
this yields an amount of approximately 1.4 million tons of municipal incin
erator residue which may be produced annually. This 1.4 million ton number 
is a reasonable estimate of the lower limit of annual municipal incinerator 
residue production. 

Assuming a number somewhere in the middle of this range (2.5 to 
1.4) would be the most accurate approximation to the actual, annual pro
duction. It is, therefore, reasonable to state that the current annual 
production of municipal incinerator residue in the United States is ap
proximately 2 million tons. 

As a basis for judging the quantities of materials involved, the 
United States total annual production of aggregate for the year 1979, which 
was used for highway construction, was l,074 million tons (Reference IV-5). 
The amount of municipal incinerator residue which may be produced annually 
represents only approximately 0.2 percent of this total annual production 
of aggregate. The United States total annual production of hot mix asphalt 
paving for the year 1978, was 376 million tons (Reference IV-6). The amount 
of municipal incinerator residue which may be produced annually represents 
only approximately 0.5 percent of this total annual production of hot mix 
asphalt. As indicated by the annual quantities of aggregate used in the United 
States, if all the municipal incinerator residue which may be produced was 
used in construction applications, only a minute portion of the national 
aggregate market would be affected. 

* Operating schedule of 120 hours per week was used unless reported other
wise. A 50-week operating period per year was used for all plants. 

** This statement was based on an in-depth investigation of 10 municipal 
incinerators operating during 1979. A ratio of residue quantity actually 
produced to residue quantity predicted for the ten incinerators (employ
ing the Pindzola and Collins technique) was reported as approximately .55. 
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DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL 

All incinerators do not handle and process refuse in the same 
manner. The basic differences in refuse processing within the incinerator 
plants occur with the feeding and supply of refuse to the furnace, and the 
type of furnace itself. 

The four types of furnaces used for municipal solid waste refuse 
are: the vertical circular furnace; the rectangular furnace; the multi
celled rectangular furnace; and the rotary kiln furnace (Reference IV-3). 
These furnaces may be considered as either being batch fed or continuous 
fed. 

A grating system transports the refuse and residue through the 
furnace. The types of grates currently used in refuse processing may be 
described as traveling, reciprocating, rocking, rotary kiln, circular, 
vibrating, oscillating, and reverse reciprocating (Reference IV-7). 

In combustion, the important variables which affect the quality of 
the residue produced (well burned as opposed to poorly burned) are time of 
combustion, temperature of combustion, and the turbulence during combustion. 
It is noted that the different types of grates are somewhat correlated to 
the quality of the residue produced. As an example, with the use of a 
rocking grate as opposed to a traveling grate, better burnout may be achieved 
due to the better agitation action of the refuse on the rocking grate. 

A special type of incineration process, known as pyrolysis, should 
be mentioned along with the aforementioned incinerator types. Pyrolysis in
volves the combustion of refuse in an oxygen controlled chamber. This re
sults in the oxidation and thermal decomposition of combustibles (Reference 
IV-3). 

Variations in the composition of incoming refuse for incineration 
occur often. This is due to variations in seasonal quantities such as food 
wastes and yard wastes. Even wit:h the variation of the incoming refuse, 
residue compositions tend to be reasonably uniform. Below is the estimated 
national average composition of municipal refuse (Reference IV-8); 

eomponent 
Paper 
Food Wastes 
Metals 
Glass 
liood 
Textiles 
Leather and rubber 
?las tics 

Percent by Weight 
51.6 
19.3 
10.2 

9.9 
3.0 
2.7 
1.9 
1.4 

100.0 

YOTE: These composition figures have been developed on a "yard waste" free 
and "m.:i.scella.n.ecus" free basis. "Yard waste" includes leaves, grass~ 
;ranches, etc. "Miscellaneous" includes bricks, rocks, and dirt. 
:"'nese two fractions are highly variable and can constitute up to one
Uilrd of tile refuse at certain times. 
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It is noted, however, that the principal objective of municipal 
incineration is the reduction of the volume of the refuse. Normally, no 
attempt is made to control the quality of the residue. Thus, some fluc
tuations in the composition of the residue will occur even under well main
tained incinerator operating conditions. 

The quality of incinerator residue may best be described in terms 
of the burn-out achieved. The burnable fraction of the incoming refuse rep
resents 75 percent of the refuse weight. 

A classification system for the residue was developed identifying 
six basic categories of residue according to degree of burnout (Reference 
IV-3). These classes are: ultra-well burned out residue; well-burned out 
residues, intermediately burned out residues; poorly burned out residues; 
residues with especially low metal content, and pyrolysis residues. In 
general, these six categories may be related to basic plant design. Well 
burned residues are usually produced from refuse that is transported by 
agitating type grates (i.e., rocking, reciprocating). Intermediately burned 
residues are usually produced on well operated traveling grates. Poorly 
operated traveling grates and batch fed furnaces will usually produce a 
poorly burned residue. ' 

It is noted that lower percentages of combustible material are 
found in well burned residues, and that very low percentages of combustible 
materials are found in pyrolysis residues. High percentages of glass are 
also found in pyrolysis residues. 

Table IV-2 is a breakdown of the quantities of incinerator residue 
produced according to type and state. The number of operating plants in each 
state is also listed. Table IV-3 is strictly a tabulation of quantities of 
types of residue produced, and number of plants producing the residue. 

Generally, incinerator residue is primarily composed of glass, 
metals, minerals, ash, and unburned combustibles. The percentages of its 
components are not subject to huge variations. A representative average 
approximation of percentage by weight of the residue components is as 
follows (Reference IV-3): 

Glass 
Metals 
Minerals and ash 
Combustibles 

48 percent 
18 percent 
21 percent 
13 percent 

TOO" percent 
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Table IV-2 

LIST BY STATE OF QUANTITIES AND TYPE OF RESIDUE, OPERATING PLANTS 

Number of Type of Quantity Produced 
Operating Plants Residue~· (Tons per year) 

l Arkansas 3 8,800 

6 Connecticut 3 49,000 
4 137,500 

3 Florida 3 26,300 
4 15,000 

l Hawaii 3 52,500 

3 Illinois l 52 '300 
2 120,000 
3 105,000 

Indiana 3 17 ,500 

l Kentucky 1 75,000 

1 Louisiana 2 15,000 

2 Maryl and 1 36,000 
4 80,000 

5 Massachusetts 2 273,000 

3 Michigan 1 45,000 
2 60,000 
4 60,000 

2 Missouri 4 80,000 

l New Hampshire 4 5,000 

13 New York 2 213,800 
3 350,000 
4 80,000 

4 Ohio 3 131,200 

1 Oklahoma 4 5,000 

3 Pennsylvania 2 54,000 
3 131 ,200 

1 Rhode Island 3 17,500 

1 Tennessee 3 63,000 

1 Utah 3 39 ,400 

3 Virginia 3 42,900 
4 35,000 

1 Washington, 0. c. 2 112 ,500 

2 Wis cons in 2 33,000 
2,621,400 

* See text for explanation. 
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Table IV-3-

TABULATION OF QUANTITIES OF TYPES OF RESIDUES PRODUCED 

Number of Pl ants Quantity of 
Producing This Residue 

Residue Produced 

Ultra Well Burned Type 1 4 208,300 

Well Burned Type 2 18 881 ,300. 

Intermediately Burned Type 3 22 1 ,034, 300 

.Poorly Burned Type 4 16 497,500 

2 ,621,400 
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Incinerator residue is also fairly uniform with respect to particle 
size distribution, if all the gross oversized materials (such as appliances) 
have been initially removed. Nearly all residue is able to pass through a 3-
inch screen. Approximately 70 to 90 percent of the residue by weight can pass 
through a 1-1/2-inch screen (38 mil~ters). The material passing this screen 
can usually conform to existing gradation specifications for bituminous base 
course aggregate (Reference IV-3). The Pennsylvania Department of Transporta
tion Gradation Requirement for Bituminous Concrete Base Course is (Reference 
IV-9): 

Sieve Size 

2" (50.8 !I!Cl) 
1-1/2" (38.1 mm) 
3/4" (19.1 mm) 
3/8" (9.52 mm) 
/J8 (2. 38 mm) 
#30 (0.590 mm) 
1150 (O. 297 mm) 
11100 (0.149 mm) 

Base Course 

Percent Passing 

100 
95-100 
52-100 
36-70 
16-38 

8-24 
6-18 
4-10 

An additional property of significance with respect to incinerator 
residue (other than physical composition and material grain size) is moisture 
content. The moisture content of residue varies greatly. Residues that have 
been freshly quenched (due to heat of incineration) obtain a high moisture 
content. As a range value, the water content of as received residues (reported 
in a Federal Highwcty Administration Report No. FRWA RD78) varied between 28 
percent and 47 percent. It has been observed that residues that have been 
stockpiled for a period of time contain a much lower moisture content than 
non-stockpiled residues. 

It has been recommended in a report prepared by Valley Forge Labora
tories for the Federal Highway Administration in 1976, that only well burned 
or intermediately burned incinerator residues should be considered for use in 
highway construction. This same report recommended that residues for con
struction be stockpiled for several months prior to use; and that a loss on 
ignition test value of greater than 10 percent of the residue, would deem the 
residue undesirable for highway construction. 

With respect to the residues produced by resource recovery and 
reclamation plants, only some of the residues may be used for roadway con
struction materials. The determination of what residues from 'Which plants 
can be used, should be made on individual and specific application criteria. 
This is so, as some of the resource recovery facilities produce a synthetic 
type fuel which is similar in consistency to peat moss. With all the pre
separatiou and screening involved to produce this fuel, the residue charac
teristics are appreciably altered. Residues produced, often do not contain 
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acceptable amounts of desirable components (for construction applications) 
such as glass, and often contain appreciable amounts of undesirable com
ponents which may be considered as hazardous. The residues from these 
recovery facilities would be unacceptable as an aggregate replacement in 
highway construction applications. 

In a report written by Valley Forge Laboratories in 1977 (FHWA tm77 
151), the moisture content of six different types of incinerator residue were 
listed as follows: 

Average 
Moisture 

Residue Point of Conte~~ 
Type Sampling (Percent) !ype of Grate 

1 Discharge Chute 42.9 Rotary Kiln 
2 Stockpile 17.8 Reciprocating 
3 Stockpile 23.8 Traveling 
4 Discharge Chute 45.9 Traveling 
5 Stockpile 21.6 Traveling (Metal Recovery) 
6 Stockpile 0.8 Pyrolysis 

NOTE: The average of all moisture content values (except for Type 6 residue) 
was 31.6 percent. However, the average moisture content of the stock
piled residues (except for Type 6 residue_) was 21.l percent. 

Below is the average particle size distribution of these six dif
ferent types of incinerator residue (expressed as percent passing): 

Sieve Size Type l Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 

3" (76. 2 mm) 100 100 100 100 100 100 
l" (25. 4 mm) 100 86 65 79 79 100 
l/ 2" (12. 7 mm) 96 66 60 65 67 100 
1/4" (6. 35 mm) 87 45 49 48 53 83.5 
1110 (2. 00 mm) 41 24 29 29 32 46.4 
#40 (0. 420 mm) 15.5 11 15 12 13 9.6 
11200 (O. 074 mm) 4.5 4 5 4 5 3.3 

NOTE: Size control of "as received" samples involved omly the removal of 
oversize material prior to sieve analysis. The maximum partic1e 
size in this analysis was limited to 3 inches (76.2 mm). Sieve 
analyses were performed in accordance with ASTM Designation Cl36 
using samples of 1,000 gram size. 

On the following page is Figure IV-2, a gradation chart of the six 
types of incinerator residue as compared to the specification lilllits of Penn
DOT for base course aggregate. 
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Figure IV-2. Particle size distributiOn of "as rece.ived" incinerator residues. 

(Shaded area is PennDOT base course aggregate specification limits.) 



A laboratory test program on these six types of residues was con
ducted by Valley Forge Laboratories, Inc. during 1976. Below is the average 
particle size distribution of the six types of graded incinerator residue, 
expressed as percent passing, which were used in the program (1-1/2" maxi
mum top size) • 

Sieve Size 

1-1/2" '(38.1 mm) 
l" (25. 4 mm) 
1/2" (12. 7 mm) 
1/4" (6.35 mm) 
1110 (2. 00 mm) 
#40 (0.420 mm) 
#200 (0. 07 4 mm) 

Type 1 Type 2 TyPe 3 Type 4 TzPe 5 TyPe 6 

100 
100 

96 
87 
41 
15.5 
4.5 

100 
95 
69 
43 
25 
12 

6 

100 
94 
64 
33 
17 

8 
3 

100 
96 
80 
55 
33 
18 
10 

100 
97 
82 
57 
34 
17 

4 

100 
100 
·100 

83.5 
46.4 
9.6 
3.3 

NOTE: Size control of graded incinerator residue samples involved passing 
all materials (except types 1 and 6) through a 1-1/2 inch (38.1 mm) 
portable screen. Sieve analyses were performed in accordance with 
ASTM Designation Cl36 using samples of 1,000 gram size. 

On the following page is Figure IV-3, a gradation chart of the six 
types of graded incinerator residue as compared to the aggregate specification 
limits of PennDOT for wearing surfaces. 

Incinerator residue is able to satisfy many of the quality control 
standards used for conventional aggregate materials. Some tests presently 
being used, however, require modification of their present form for testing 
incinerator residue. An example of such a test is specific gravity. The 
difficulty of accurately determining the apparent specific gravity of incin
erator residue is due to its property of high absorption. 

PRINCIPAL USES. 

Incinerator residues have been used in a variety of highway appli
cations. These include bituminous base courses, wearing surfaces, stabilized 
bases and sub-bases, and fused aggregate material uses. 

In fused aggregate applications, prepared municipal incinerator 
residues are burned out to completion and then channeled through a second 
furnace (Reference IV-10) • The second furnace melts or fuses this bu.-nt 
out material together at temperatures near 2,000°F. The melted product is 
allowed to cool, and is subsequently crushed and broken to a desired size 
(i.e., with all particles smaller than 1-1/2 inches). 
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Figure IV-3. Average particle size distribution of graded incinerator residues. 
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Bituminous Base Courses 

In Houston, Texas, construction of a test section of roadway using 
incinerator residue in a bituminous base was undertaken in 1974 (Reference 
IV-11). This test section consisted of construction of approximately 200 
feet of roadway at the intersection of Bingle Road and Hempstead Highway. 
The incinerator residue bituminous base used in the construction has been 
termed "littercrete" in numerous publications (References IV-12, IV-13). 

Roadway construction consisted of a 1-1/2-inch thick conventional 
wearing surface, placed on a 6-inch thickness of littercrete. The litter
crete was placed on top of a 6-inch thick lime stabilized soil having a sandy 
soil subgrade. 

The incinerator residue used in the littercrete had passed a 1-inch 
(25 mm) screen. The gradation of the material had passed the Texas AA Type C 
specification. The percentage of glass in the residue was approximately 45. 

The approximate composition of the placed littercrete was as follows: 

Composition 

% Volume 
% Weight 

Incinerator Residue 

80.9 
89.0 

RC 20 Asphalt 

17.4 
9.0 

Hydrated Lime 

1.7 
2.0 

A control section of conventional materials was placed alongside 
the test section for comparison purposes. The control section base had a 6 
percent asphalt composition by weight. 

The particle size distribution of the graded incinerator residue 
used in the Houston, Texas Test Section, in percent by weight was as follows 
(Reference IV-11): 

Sieve Size 

Unwashed 
l" (25. 0 mm) 
3/4" (19.0 mm) 
1/2" (12.7 mm) 
3/8" (9.52 mm) 
114 (4. 76 mm) 
118 (2. 38 mm) 
1116 (1.19 mm) 
1130 (0.590 mm) 
1150 (0. 297 mm) 
11100 (0.149 mm) 
11200 (O. 07 4 mm) 
Washed 
114 (4. 76 mm) 
1180 (0.180 mm) 
11200 (0. 074 mm) 

Percent Passing 

IV-20 

100 
95 
80 
63 
46 
25 
17 
11 

7 
4 
2 

48 
11 

7 



On the following page is Figure IV-4, a gradation chart of the 
littercrete base used in the Houston test section, as compared to the 
Texas Class AA Type C, aggregate gradation specification for base courses. 

Both sections of pavements, have been evaluated for performance 
employing testing methods for stability, thermal expansion, direct tension, 
splitting tensile strength, resiliency and flexural fatigue. The pavements 
have also been evaluated visually. Three-year tests and evaluations of the 
two pavements indicated that the littercrete and the control section are 
performing equally. 

A summary of laboratory test results of optimum mix design (as
phalt 9 percent by weight of total mix) for the bituminous base test sec
tion placed in Houston, Texas was as follows (References IV-12, IV-13): 

6 Months Field 
Test Mix Control Mix 

Stability (pounds) 1,150 920 
Flow (0.01 inch) .17 .15 
Air Voids (percent) 4.2 8.5 
Recovered Asphalt Content (percent) 10.8 5.3 
Maximum Specific Gravity 2.06 2.43 
Density (pounds per cubic foot) 129 

3 Year Field 
Test Control 

1,340 1,940 
.18 .12 

4.7 6.9 

2.13 2.43 

In Anacostia, Washington, D.C., construction of a test section of 
roadway with a'n incinerator residue base was completed in June of 1977 (Ref
erence IV-14). This test section consisted of construction of approximately 
400 feet of roadway on 14th Street, S.E., near Cedar Street. 

The roadway wearing surf ace consisted of a 1-1/2-inch thick con
ventional hot mixed asphalt. This was placed on top of a 4-1/2-inch bit
uminous incinerator base with 6 inches of gravel sub-base. For this test 
section, 30 percent aggregate was blended with the residue in the base mix. 

The particle size distribution of incinerator residue plus aggregate 
used in the Washington, D.C. test section was as follows: 
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Sieve Size 

l" (25 mm) 
3/4" (19 mm) 
1/2" (12.5 mm) 
3/8" (9.5 mm) 
114 (4.75 mm) 
118 (2. 36 mm) 
1116 (1.18 mm) 
1130 (O. 60 mm) 
#50 (O. 30 mm) 
11100 (0.15 mm) 
11200 (O. 075 mm) 

DC 
Residue 

100 
98 
91 
80 
53 
39 
30 
24 
19 
15 
11.7 

PERCENT PASSING 

Sand Stone Lime 

100 
91 
50 

100 26 
98 3 
90 2 
79 0 
53 
12 

5 
0 100 

DC 
Mix* Spec. 

100 100 
97 90-100 
86 71-91 
75 60-85 
53 45-65 
42 33-52 
34 22-40 
26 14-30 
16 6-21 
12 3-15 

9.5 2-8 

* Mi..~ contains 68.5 percent residue, 15 percent sand, 15 percent stone, 
and 1.5 percent lime. 

On the following page is Figure IV-5, a gradation chart of the 
particle size distribution of the material used in the Washington, D.C. 
test section as compared to the District of Columbia DOT aggregate grading 
specification for base courses. 

A summary of laboratory test results of the Mix Design for bit
uminous based used in the Washington, D.C. test section is as follows 
(Reference IV-14). 

Stability (pounds) 
now (0.01 inch) 
Air Voids (percent) 
VMA (percent) 
Asphalt Content (percent) 
Bulk Specific Gravity 
Density (pounds per cubic foot) 

Test Mix 

2,600 
16 
1.8 

13.4 
9.0 
2.20 

137 

Criterion 

Minimum, 5,100 
8 to 18 
3-8 
Minimum, 14 

This test section is presently being completely evaluated for 
performance. 

In Baltimore, Maryland, a test section of incinerator bituminous 
base was installed along Harford Road in July of 1972 (Reference IV-15). 
The incinerator residue used in this base test section, comprised 50 per
cent by weight of the total mix. The residue was combined with 17.5 percent 
#4 stone, 10 percent #10 stone, 20 percent sand, 2.5 percent lilne and 6.5 
percent asphalt by weight. 
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*Contains 68.5% residue, 15% sand, 15% stone, 1.5% lime. 

(Shaded area is the Di strict of Columbia Dept. of Transportation grading specification) 



Below is a listing of the sieve sizes of the raw materials used 
in the Baltimore test section. 

Number Number 
Hydrated 4 10 Baltimore 

Sieve Number Lime Sand Stone Stone Treated Residue 
(1) (2) _ill. (4) (5) (6) 

1-1/2 im.ch 100 
3/4 inch 100 100 
3/8 inch 100 57 100 64 
4 98 17 94 31 
8 91 6 81 21 
16 81 3 65 15 
50 100 26 2 37 8 
200 95 1 1 11 3 
Specific Gravity 2.20 2.63 2.82 2.82 2.50 
Loss on Ignition 

as a Percentage 6.0 

On the following page is Figure IV-6, the gradation chart of the 
particle size distribution of the material used in the Baltimore test sec
tion as compared to the Maryland State Roads Commission grading specif ica
tion for base course aggregate. 

A summary of test results for the bituminous base test section 
placed in Baltimore is as follows: 

Parameters 

Asphalt Concrete, as a percentage 
Stability, in pounds 
Flow, in hundredths of an inch 
~eight per cubic foot, in pounds 
Air Voids, as a percentage 

Plug 
No. 1 

6.5 
910 
10 

144.2 
2.9 

Plug 
No. 2 

6.5 
974 
10 

143.1 
3.0 

Baltimore 
Specification 

>500 
8-18 

3-8 

The most recent field report for this section indicated that there was 
acceptable performance of the residue material. 

Wearing Surf aces 

In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. construction of a test section of 
roadway using incinerator residue as a wearing surface was performed in 
Dece?::.ber of 1975 (Reference IV-7). This test section consisted of approxi
=ately 108 feet of roadway at the intersection of States Drive and Belmont 
Avenue (Reference IV-3). 
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(Shaded area is the Maryland State Roads Commission grading specification). 



The wearing surface placed was approximately 1-1/4-inches to 1-1/2-
inches in thickness. 

The residue materials used in the wearing surf ace had been passed 
through a 5/8-inch screen and stockpiled for approximately two weeks prior 
to use. Incinerator residue comprised approximately 50 percent by weight of 
the aggregate in the mix. Asphalt content comprised approximately 7 percent 
by weight of the total mix. 

On the following page is Table IV-4, the design gradation for the 
Philadelphia test section (in percent passing by weight). 

On the following page is Figure IV-7, the gradation chart of the 
particle size distribution of the material used in the Philadelphia test 
section as compared to the PennDOT ID-2A wearing surface specification limits. 

Below is a comparison of the design and field gradations for the 
Philadelphia test section (as percent passing by weight). 

Design Field ID-2A 
Sieve Size Gradation Gradation* Limits 

1/2 inch (12.7 mm) 100 100 100 
3/8 inch (9.52 mm) 91.0 92 80-100 
#4 (4.76 mm) 59.3 60 45-80 
fl8 (2. 38 mm) 39.3 40 30-60 
1/16 (l.19 mm) 27.4 26 20-45 
1130 (0. 590 mm) 19.1 16.5 10-35 
1150 (0. 297 mm) 13.0 10 5-25 
fllOO (0.149 mm) 9.2 7 4-14 
1200 (0. 074 mm) 6.4 5 3-10 

* Derived from asphalt extraction and sieve analysis. 

A summary of Laboratory Test Results for the Incinerator Residue 
and ID-2A Wearing Surface Mixes Used in Philadelphia Test Section is as 
follows (Reference IV-17). 
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DESIGN GRADATION FOR PHILADELPHIA TEST SECTION PAVING MIX 
IN PERCENT PASSING BY WEIGHT 

Tx~e 3 Residue Natural Sand Tx~e lB Stone Design I0-2A 
Gradation 50% Blend Gradation 30% Blend Gradation 20% Blend Gradation limits 

1/2" (12.7 mm) 100 50.0 100 30.0 100 20.0 100 100 

3/811 (9. 52 mm) 86 43.0 100 30.0 90 18.0 91.0 80-100 

114 (4.76 nm) 50 25.0 99 29.7 23 4.6 59.3 45-80 

#8 (2.38 nm) 34 17 .o 73 21.9 2 0.4 39. 3 30-60 

#16 ( 1. 19 nm) 26 13.0 48 14.4 27.4 20-45 

#30 ( 0. 590 mm) 19 9.5 32 9.6 19. 1 10-35 

1 #50 (0. 297 nm) 14 7.0 20 6.0 13.0 5-25 
N 
(IO 

#100 {O. 149 mm) 10 B.O 14 4.2 9.2 4-14 

#200 (0.074 mm) 8 4.0 8 2.4 6.4 3-10 
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Design Field ID-2A 
Mix Mix Mix 

Stability (pounds) l,472 1,562 1,508 
Flow (0.1 inch) 12.3 19.5 11.5 
Air Voids (percent) 5.7 0.7 3.17 
VMA (percent) 24.9 14.9 11.l 
Retained Strength* 72.8 83.3 
Asphalt Content** 8.0 7.0 4.9 
Bulk Specific Gravity 2.13 2.39 2.44 
Density (lb/ft3) 132. 9 149.1 152.3 

* Retained strength expressed as percent of molded strength as determined 
by immersion-compression test. 

** Asphalt content expressed as percent by weight of total mix. 

1 pound = 0.4536 kilogram 
1 inch = 25.4 mm 
1 lb/ft3 = 16.02 kilograms/cubic meter 

Testing and inspection after one year, indicated that the wearing 
surface had performed adequately. 

A visual inspection, during the summer of 1980, revealed it to be 
in good condition. The Philadelphia test section appears to be performing 
as well as the control section. 

In Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, construction of a test section of road
way using incinerator residue as a wearing surf ace was also performed in 
December of 1975 (Reference IV-3). This test section consisted of approxi
mately 250 feet of roadway at Wayne Street between 14th and 15th Streets. 

The wearing surface placed was approximately 1-1/2-inches in 
thickness. 

The residue materials used in the wearing surface bad been passee 
through a 1/2-inch screen and stockpiled for approximately tw-o •-eeks ?ricr 
to use. Incinerator residue comprised approximately 50 percent by weight o= 
the aggregate in the mix. Asphalt content comprised approximately -; percent 
by weight of the total mix. 

On the following page is Table IV-5, the design gradation :or t~e 
Harrisburg test section (in percent passing by weight). 

On the following page is Figure IV-8, the gradation .:ha.rt 0£ :~e 
particle size distribution of the material used in the Harrisburg :est Sec
tion as compared to the PennDOT ID-2A wearing surface speci!icatic-n li::.i.ts. 
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s 1eve Size 

1/2 11 ( 12. 7 mm) 

3/811 (9,52 mm) 

#4 (4.76 mm) 

NB (2.38 nm) 

#16 ( l.19 nm) 

11 #30 (0.590 mm) 
w .... #50 ( 0. 29 7 n111) 

#100 (0.149 mm) 

#200 (0.074 nm) 

Table IV-5 

DES I GN '1RAOATION FOR UARRI SOUHG TEST SECTIOtl PAVING Ml X 

JN PERCENT PASSING BY WEIGHT 

T~~e 2 Residue 1/4 11 l 1mestone Screenings 
Gradat fon 50% Blend Gradation 30% Blend Gradation 20% Blend 

100 50 100 25 100 25 

86 43 100 25 100 25 

53 26.5 51 12.75 100 25 

34 17. 0 7 1. 75 75 18.75 

23 11. 5 4 1.00 46 11.50 

17 8.5 3 0.75 28 7 .oo. 
12 6.0 2 0.50 17 4.25 

9 4.5 l 0.25 10 2.50 

6 3.0 0.7 0. 18 6 l.50 

Design I0-2A 
Gradation limits 

100 100 

93.0 80-100 

64.3 45-80 

37.5 30-60 

24.0 20-45 

16.3 10-35 

10.8 5-25 

7.3 4-14 

4.7 3-10 
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Below is a comparison of .the design and field gradations for the 
Harrisburg test section (as percent passing by weight). 

Design Field ID-2A 
Sieve Size Gradation Gradation.* Li:nits 

1/2" (12. 7 mm) 100 100 100 
3/8" (9. 52 mm) 93.0 93 80-100 
114 (4. 76 mm) 64.3 61 45-80 
#8 (2. 38 mm) 37.5 37 30-60 
#16 (l.19 mm) 24.0 24 20-45 
#30 (0. 590 mm) 16.3 17 10-35 
#50 (0. 297 mm) 10.8 13 5-25 
#100 (0.149 mm) 7.3 9 4-14 
#200 (0.074 mm) 4.7 5 3-10 

* Derived from asphalt extraction and sieve analysis. 

A summary of Laboratory Test Results for the Incinerator Residue 
and ID-2A Wearing Surface ~.ix Used in Harrisburg Test Section is as follows 
(Reference IV-17): 

Stability (pounds) 
Flow (0.01 inch) 
Air Voids (percent) 
VMA (percent) 
Retained Strength* 
Asphalt Content** 
Bulk Specific Gravity 
Density (lbs/ft3) 

Design 
Mix 

l,401 
10.0 
8.2 

25.2 
86.4 
7.6 
2.14 

133.5 

* Retained strength expressed as percent of molded 
by immersion-compression test. 

Field 
Mix 

l,558 
14.0 

2.6 
19.4 
96.8 
7.6 
2.31 

144.1 

strength as 

** Asphalt content expressed as percent by weight of total mix. 

1 pound = 0.4536 kilogram 
1 inch = 25.4 mm 
1 lb/ft3 • 16.02 kilograms/cubic meter 

ID-2A 
Mix 

1,221 
10.5 
7.5 

17.6 

5.7 
2.36 

147.3 

determined 

Testing and inspection after one year, indicated that the wearing 
surface was in a poor condition. Some of the glass particles on the surf ace 
bad lost their asphalt coating. 
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A visual inspection during October of 1980 was performed. Although 
the thickness of the wearing surface placed had been reported as 1-1/2-inches, 
the majority of the test section wearing surface actually placed appeared to 
be much thinner than reported. Areas of the pavement examined established 
that the wearing surface placed was approximately 1/2-inch in thickness.* 
It appeared that no tack coat had been placed on the contact surface to 
the underside of the wearing surface. It is noted also that this e~-peri
mental section was placed during a period of cold weather. 

Despite the unfavorable conditions in which the test section was 
paced (re. minimal pavement thickness, minimal tack coat preparation of base, 
and seasonal weather) the October 1980 inspection confirmed that other than 
asphalt stripping from the glass particles of the test section, there was no 
discernahle difference between the performance of the test section and the 
control section. 

In Lima (Delaware County), Pennsylvania, construction of a test 
section of roadway using incinerator residue as a wearing surface was per
formed in October of 1975 (Reference IV-3). This test section consisted 
of approximately 60-f eet of roadway at the main entrance to Fair Acres Farm 
off of Middletown Road. 

The wearing surface placed was approximately 1-1/2-inches in 
thickness. 

The residue materials used in the wearing surface had been passed 
through a 1/2-inch screen. The materials had been obtained from a stockpile 
at the Northwest Philadelphia incinerator. The age of the stockpile was un
known, but it was estimated to have been approximately two to three months 
old. Incinerator residue comprised approximately 50 percent by weight of the 
aggregate in the mix. Asphalt content comprised approximately 7 percent by 
weight of the total mix. 

On the following page is Table IV-6, the design gradation for the 
Lima test section (in percent passing by weight). 

On the following page is Figure IV-9, the gradation chart of the 
particle size distribution of the material used in the Lima test section 
as compared to the Perin.DOT ID-2A wearing surface specification limits. 

* Pennsylvania Department of Transportation guidelines for resurfacing of 
roadways recommends that wearing surf ace overlays be placed in thicknesses 

1no less than 1-1/2-inches. 
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Table IV-6 

DESIGN GRADATION FOR DELAWARE COUNTY TEST SECTION PAVING MIX 

T~te 3 Residue Pa. 1B Stone Anti-Skid Material Design I0-2A 
Sieve Size Graaa-1on 50~ Blend Grada£1on 25~ ~lend Graaat1on 25~ Blend Gradation Limits 

1/2" (12.7 111TI) 100 50.0 100 25.0 100 25.0 100.0 100 

3/811 
( 9. 52 nm) 91.5 45.75 84.5 21. 13 100 25.0 91.9 80-100 

#4 ( 4. 76 mm) 68. 7 34. 35 21.5 5.38 90.6 22.65 62.4 45-80 

#8 (2.38 nm) 55.0 27.5 10.0 2.5 40.0 10.0 40.0 30-60 

#16 (l .19 mm) 44.0 22.0 4.8 1.2 19.0 4. 75 28.0 20-45 

#30 (0.590 111TI) 33.0 16.5 4.0 1.0 9.0 2.25 19.8 10-35 

~ #50 (0.297 nm) 24.0 12.0 3.0 o. 75 4.0 1.0 13.8 5-25 
U> 
Vl #100 (0. 149 nm) 15.0 7.5 2.0 0.5 3.0 0.75 8.8 4-14 

#200 (0.074 mm) 11. 1 5.55 0.8 0.2 2.3 0.58 6.3 3-10 
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Below is a comparison of the design and field gradations for the 
Lima test section (as percent passing by weight). 

Sieve Size 

1/2" (12. 7 mm) 
3/8" (9.52 mm) 
114 (4. 76 mm) 
118 (2. 38 mm) 
1116 (1.19 mm) 
1130 (0.590 mm) 
/ISO (0. 297 mm) 
11100 (0.149 mm) 
#200 (0.074 mm) 

Design 
Gradation 

100 
91. 9 
62.4 
40.0 
28.0 
19.8 
13.8 
8.8 
6.3 

Field 
Gradation* 

100 
94.0 
68.2 

'36.S 
24.S 
17 .s 
12.4 
8.0 
6.1 

* Derived from asphalt extraction and sieve analysis. 

ID-2A 
Limits 

100 
80-100 
45-80 
30-60 
20-45 
10-35 

5-25 
4-14 
3-10 

A Summary of Laboratory Test Results for the Incinerator Residue 
Wearing Surface Mix Used in Delaware County Test Section is as follows 
(Reference IV-17): 

Stability (pounds) 
now (0.01 inch) 
Air Voids (percent) 
VMA (percent) 
Retained Strength* 
Asphalt Content** 
Bulk Specific Gravity 
Density (lbs/ft3) 

Design Mix 

1,195 
11. 7 
2.4 

26.0 
35.2 
7.0 
2.05 

127. 9 

Field Mix 

1,165 
16.8 
5.5 

18.9 
49.5 
7.l 
2.25 

140.4 

* Retained strength expressed as percent of molded strength as determined 
by immersion-compression test. 

** Asphalt content expressed as percent by weight of total mix. 

1 pound = 0.4536 kilogram 
1 inch = 25.4 mm 
1 lb/ft3 = 16.02 kilograms/cubic meter 

Testing and inspection after one year, indicated that the wearing 
surface was in a fair condition. There were some signs of asphalt stripping 
from the glass particles. 

This test section had been paved over in 1977. The resurfacing of 
this section was not connected with poor performance of the test pavement, 
but was a result of an extensive resurfacing project which randomly included 
the test section. 
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Stabilized Bases and Sub-bases 

"Chempac" is a trade name for a mixture of incinerator residue and 
lime used in stabilized base applications. This mixture has certain quali
fications (Reference IV-17). "Chempac" is defined as "a mixture of processed 
ash produced by rotary kiln type incinerators operatip,g at temperatures in 
the vicinity of l,800°F, and hydrated lime, in the approximate proportions 
of 95 percent processed incinerator ash and 5 percent lime." These percent
ages are subject to slight variations. 

Qualifications regarding the gradation specifications of the incin
erator residue used in the "Chempac" mix are as follows: 

Passing l" sieve 
Passing 1/2" sieve 
Passing #4 sieve 
Passing #10 sieve 
Passing #40 sieve 
Passing #80 sieve 
Passing #200 sieve 

100% 
85-100% 
60-90% 
40-70% 
15-40% 
5-20% 
4-15% 

Suggested limits with respect to carbon content, organic content, 
and water content for "Chempac" mixtures have also been established. 

To date, "Chempac" base course mixtures have been used primarily 
in parking lot type applications. Perhaps the largest area application of 
a "Chempac" base material has been in north and south parking lots of Lawn
dale High School, Chicago, Illinois (Reference IV-19). In June of 1976, 
approximately 1,700 tons (dry weight) of "Chempac" was placed at this site. 
"The average percentage flue dust lime based on a dry weight of the delivered 
Chempac of approximately 1,700 tons was 15 percent+ (Reference IV-19). Res
idues from the Chicago Southwest Incinerator and the Stickney, Illinois in
cinerator were used for this project. These residues have been characterized 
in a U.S. Department of Transportation Report as follows (Reference IV-20): 

Sieve Size 

Sample Collection 
# Date 
1 09/02/73 
2 09/11/73 
3 09/25/73 
4 10/05/73 
5 10/15/73 
6 10/24/73 
7 11/02/73 
8 11/09/73 
9 11/13/73 

10 11/23/73 
11 11/29/73 
12 12/06/73 
13 12/14/73 

l" 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

97.6 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

3/4" 

99.5 
94.9 
90.6 
95.5 

100.0 
97.3 
96.6 
97. 6 
98.3 
98.9 
95.0 
98.l 
97.0 

3/8" 

91.2 
93.2 
61.6 
87.5 
81.0 
90.6 
89.l 
88.7 
93.3 
90.3 
86.8 
87.4 
88.6 
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/14 

74.8 
82.5 
38.1 
74.5 
65.0 
76.3 
78.4 
71.4 
80.7 
74.2 
68.7 
71.2 
76.0 

1110 

53.7 
57.6 
17.6 
51.6 
43.4 
53.l 
53.8 
48.3 
49.5 
46.7 
46.1 
48.9 
49.0 

1140 

38.4 
29.6 
7.5 

26.3 
19.4 
27.4 
22.0 
23.9 
18.6 
22.3 
23.4 
25.l 
16.2 

DlOO 

30.9 
20.8 
4.3 

16.0 
10.3 
14.6 
U.5 
13.0 
10.7 
12.6 
14.3 
15.l 

7.9 

#200 

16.l 
3.1 

12.0 
8.6 
9.3 
8.4 
8.6 
8.1 
9.5 

ll.1 
11.3 
5.5 



Sieve Size l" 3/4" 3/8" 114 1/10 1/40 11100 11200 
Sample Collection 

II Date 
14 01]08/74 100 9.1 74.6 58.6 37.4 14.3 8.3 5.f 
15 01/18/74 100 97 .2 89.2 77 .1 49.8 19.6 11.6 a.a 
16 01/24/74 100 98.0 88.8 76.0 52.3 19.7 10.9 7.9 

Average 99.9 96.6 86.4 71.5 47.4 22.1 13 .4 9.9 
High 100 100 93.3 82.5 57.6 38.4 30.9 25.0 
Low 97.6 90.6 61.6 38.1 17.6 7.5 4.3 

* Percent Passing Sieve - ASTM Method D-422 

On the following page is Figure IV-10, the gradation chart for the 
39th and Iron Street 16 weekly samples. This chart includes a gradation of 
the incinerator residue from a stockpile created by the Associated Contractors, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Twenty-nine field tests for water content, and in-place dry density 
were taken at the time of the Lawndale installation. All tests reported com
paction of greater than 95 percent of maximum lab dry density, with 19 of the 
29 results of the tests exceeding 100 percent maximum density. 

Maximum. lab dry density was 75 pounds per cubic foot, with an optimum 
water content of 14 percent by dry weight of residue. 

The.Lawndale "Chempac" base is reportedly in a good condition at 
present. No additional testing has been performed at the site since the time 
of the initial installation. 

In St. Charles, Illinois, construction of a section of a parking 
lot using incinerator residue as a stabilized base was performed in October 
of 1974 (Reference IV-20). This test section was placed in the southwest 
corner of Illinois Bell Telephone parking lot. The "Chempac" material used 
at this site was from the Stickney, Illinois incinerator. This material had 
been aged for at least one month in the yard stockpile of Associated Con
tractors, Chicago, Illinois. 

The Stickney residue material had been laboratory tested with a 
lime concentration of 8 percent by weight. 

Field compaction data for the subgrade and "Chempac" at the Bell 
Telephone site test area is shown on the following page in Table IV-7. 

Field tests and visual examinations of the test area were conducted 
over the next 2-1/2 year period. The following data were reported for dry 
density and CBR testing: 
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Table IV-7 

!J!!d ~en_!l!L!,!.t Res~I_!_~ _:.Jl!!~n~trat lo'!..Jlte 

Depth 801011 
Paved Area' for Parking rtnal Subgr1de Description 

1nd Drive llevetlon ~!!..!!!. 

JO' South & 10" West or Brown '11 ty 
Southwest corner of -8.0" c hy 111lh und 
building ind grnel 

60' South of Center or -8.0" • 
South side of building 

45' West & 21' South of 
Southeast corner of -8.o• 
building 

J9' [asl & 21' South of 
Southwest corner of -8.o• CllEHPAC 
bulldlny 

95' \lest & ZS' South oJ 
Soutl1eut corner oJ -8.0" Cl1£Hl'AC 
building 

751 East & 42' South or 
Southwut corner of -o.o• ClllHl'l\C 
building 

•source Testing Service Corpor1llon 
I pcf • 16.01 k9/•l 

Ilse 
rlUD 

Ory--llOliliiii 
of Oensl fY Content 
Haler Iii Jptlr_ -'--· 

Fil I 125.6 10.1 

Fiii 12l.O IZ. I 

Fiii IZ9.0 8.J 

fill 10.1 16.J 

fill 69.8 21.2 

Fil I 11.2 15.6 

lA80RAJORY I or 
AiiliiUii '"'.'"--opt 1- H111 l11111• I or 
Dry Dfnsltr Holsture Dry Density Spec Ulu l Ion 
il!Sft Content I Obll lned Regu I r~~~'!.t L 

IJZ.O 9.1 95.2 90.0 

IJZ.O 9.1 9J.Z go.o 

IJZ.O 9.1 97.8 90.0 

81.6 25.0 86.6 95.0 

81.6 25.0 85.5 95.0 

81.6 25.0 94.6 9S.O 



Dry Density·, pcf * 
(% Proctor)** C.B.R. 

Location 3/13/75 11/14/75 6/28/76 10/22/76 
Deflection 

0.1 inc. 0.2 in. 

B-1 Sample 67.9 68.1 34 27 
Damaged (84%) (84%) 

B-2 69.7 70.S 75.1 61 54 
(86%) (87%) (92%) 

B-3 75.S 74.0 76.1 74 15 
(93%) (91%) (94%) 

* 1 pcf - 16.01 kg/m 3 

** Percent of optimum density 
1 inch = 2.54 cm. 

At the end of the 2-l/2 year monitoring period, it was observed 
that there was some distress of the test section. The observed cracking 
of the pavement of the test section ("Chempac base") however, did not ap
pear to be as extensive as the cracking of the adjacent control (crushed 
stone base) pavements. At present, the "Chempac" base appears to be per
forming as well as the crushed stone base control. 

A "Chempac" test section of roadway placed in Stickney, Illinois 
in 1963 has since been removed due to pulling and shrinkage of the base ma
terials over time (Reference IV-21). Another residential street applica
tion of "Chempac" material in Illinois had to be removed because a "7earing 
surface was not placed on top of it. It is noted, however, that one of the 
first applications of "CheI11Pac" type materials was in the parking lot of Soil 
Testing Services, Inc. of Northbrook, Illinois in 1962; this section is still 
in good condition. 

The total number of "Chempac" material field tests that have been 
performed to date is approximately 12 (Reference IV-21). 

Fused Aggregate 

As to date, the only test section of fused aggregate placed, has 
been in 1976 in the area of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (Reference IV-22). This 
test section consisted of approximately 180 feet of roadway placed on the 
southbound lane of Traffic Route 22, Dauphin County, between 181 and the 
Rockville railroad bridge. 

The wearing surf ace placed was approximately 1-1/2-inches in 
thickness. 
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The fused residue used had been passed through a scalper which 
had removed the particles larger than 3/4 of an inch. The materials had 
been obtained from a stockpile of fused incinerator residue produced at 
Catasauqua, Pennsylvania, and broken at Broomall, Pennsylvania. 

Fused aggregate comprised all of the aggregate in the mix, as 
the gradation of the material was such that it did not require the addi
tion of a fine aggregate. 

The asphalt content comprised approximately 6.5 percent by weight 
of the total mix. 

Testing and inspection after one year, indicated that the wearing 
surf ace was in an excellent condition. 

Below is the particle size distribution of the graded incinerator 
residue used in the Harrisburg Fused Incinerator Test Section, in percent 
by weight.* 

Sieve Size 

5/8" (15.9 mm) 
1/2" (12.7 mm) 
3/8" (9.52 mm) 
114 (4. 76 mm) 
#8 (2. 38 mm) 
1116 (l.19 mm) 
#30 (0.590 mm) 
1150 (0.297 mm) 
11100 (0.149 mm) 
1200 (0.074 mm) 

Percent Passing 

100 
99.0 
88.7 
63.2 
44.4 
28 .l 
18.9 
12.0 

7.6 
4.4 

*From truck mix, draft report (Reference IV-22). 

On the following page is Figure IV-11, a gradation chart of the 
particle size distribution of the wearing surface mix used in· the Harris
burg fused aggregate test section as compared to the PennDOT ID-2A wearing 
surface specification limits. 

A summary of Laboratory Test Results for the Fused Aggregate 
Incinerator Residue used in the Harrisburg test section is as follows: 

Scability (pounds) 
Flow (0.01 inch) 
~ Voids (percent) 
';'Y.:A (percent) 
Asphalt Content 
Laboratory Specific Gravity 
:Jensity (lbs/ft3) 

% •Jeight of total mix 

Job Mix 
PA DOT 

1,784 
10 
4.0 

19.6 
6.8 
2.354 

147.1 
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Control 
Mix 
2,250 

10.6 
3.9 

17.7 
5.9 
2.418 

150. 9 

PA DOT 
Spec. 
1,200 min. 
6-16 
3-5 

4.5-8.0 
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Additional field core data for the Harrisburg test section is as 
follows: 

FIELD CORE DATA FOR SEPTEMBER, 1976 EXTRACTIONS . 
TEST PAVEMENT SECTION 

Station 30o+26 Station 301+31 
Core l Core 2 Core 3 Core 4 Core 5 Core 6 

Theo. Sp. Gr. @ 77 F 2.454 2.454 2.454 2.454 2.454 2.454 
Sp. Gr. @ 77 F 2.214 2.210 2.217 2.300 2.281 2.311 
Voids % by Volume 9.8 10.0 7.5 6.3 7.0 5.8 
VMA % by Volume 24.4 24.6 22.4 21.4 22.1 21.1 
VFA % by Volume 59.9 59.4 66.7 70.8 68.1 72.3 
Compaction % of Theo. 90.2 90.0 92.5 93.7 93.0 94.2 
Avg. Thickness, Inches 1-3/4 1-1/2 

FIELD CORE DATA FOR NOVEMBER, 1979 EXTRACTIONS 

Recovered Asphalt 
Absolute % Voids 
Viscosity Penetration 

@ 140 F, poises @ 77 F 

Specific 
Gravity 
@ 77 F 

% Voids in the Mineral 
by Volume Aggregate (VMA)* 

Core T-6A 17,555 24.5 2.288 6.8 21.4 
Core T-8A 25,899 22.0 2.322 5.4 20.3 
Core T-9A 10,877 31.0 2.297 6.4 20.7 
Core C-8A 6,014 41.0 2.424 3.7 17.5 
Core C-9A 4,848 49.0 2.447 3.7 17.7 

* Calculated from total asphalt content, not effective asphalt content. 

A visual inspection during October of 1980 confirmed that this 
test section was performing as well as the control section of pavement. 
:he only noticeable difference between the test section and the adjacent 
pavements, w-a.s that the test section had retained a darker natural color 
(black) , and had not faded to grey. 

TECE,..;.CAL ASSESSMENT OF USES 

Overall performance (durability, life expectancy, visual appearance, 
etc.), of ?ave::tents and subgrades which contain incincerator residue have 
varied ::rC1:l good to poor. 

An initial problem encountered with using incinerator residue in 
;:a-7eoent applications, is that a great amount of material quality control 
:.s ::.eeded. :":li.s is so, as only certain quality residues may be used in 
?Z7e::ze!lt ap?!.:.ca.tion.s. The problem is having to monitor all the residue 
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(which is to· be used in pavement applications) arises from the incineration 
process itself. As previously mentioned, the factors affecting the quality 
of the residue are time of combustion, temperature of combustion, and tur
bulence during combustion. These three factors are normally of little sig
nificance during municipal incineration operations. 

An example of this type of uncontrolled combustion is evidenced 
by the procedure which may occur at an incineration facility having more 
than one furnace. If the facility operates two furnaces at a certain in
coming volume of refuse and is subsequently only able to operate one furnace, 
due to breakdown of, or maintenance on, the other furnace; the constant 
volume of refuse would be cycled through the single operating furnace. The 
channeling of the refuse through the single unit would produce a residue 
of poorer quality than that produced by dual furnace combustion. Also, in 
municipal refuse processing, variations in seasonal quantities and incoming 
moisture contents of refuse are not adjusted for during combustion opera
tions for the production of a uniform residue. 

A disadvantage in processing of residue material to be used in 
construction applications (other than quality control). is that stockpiling 
is necessary. In conjunction with stockpiling, additional scree~ing, shred
ding or trommeling of residue (to that of conventional materials) may have 
to be done as a means of preparing the residue to a desired gradation. 

Incinerator residue, however, can be used in pavement applications 
if properly prepared. An advantage of using incinerator residue in base, 
sub-base, and wearing surfaces is that it may be placed with conventional 
equipment. Placement of materials on various jobs has been performed with 
conventional paving equipment, dump trucks, hand raking, and standard com
paction rollers. Another advantage is that the residue material is also 
easily mixed and handled in the field. Mixing techniques of lime in the 
residue on different base and sub-base projects varied from handraking to 
pugmill mixing. The addition of lime to the residue in asphalt mixes may 
be performed in a dry or slurry form. Slurry addition is done in advance 
of pugmill mixing, but requires added time and effort as compared to the dry 
mixing technique. Dry addition of lime of the pugmill is an effective mix
ing method, though dust control measures must be implemented for this oper
ation, as appreciable amounts of dust can be generated. 

It is noted that blending of a natural aggregate with the residue 
in mixes is necessary to economize on the use of asphalt while at the same 
time increasing coatability of the mix. Control of the quantities of the 
components to be blended in the mixtures is of importance. The feeder con
trol for blending of residue in residue/aggregate mixes is sometimes not 
easily controlled, due to the clogging and clotting capacity of the resi
due. This was evidenced in the Washington, D.C. section, as the designed 
residue to aggregate ratio in the mixture was not achieved for the f i.rst 
truckload batches. This situation was corrected at the beginning of place
ment operations, but not until after some of the mis-proportioned material 
had been placed in the field. 
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Stabilized Base and Sub-base 

A disadvantage of using incinerator residue in a Chempac type base 
application is that the material requires a time period of approximately 3 
days before placement of the wearing surface may be performed. This is re
quired to dissipate potentially damaging (to the wearing surface) hydrogen 
gas pressures. 

Residue material compacts well in the field, but a determination 
of optimum moisture for compaction is difficult due to the high absorption 
of the material. 

Incinerator residue/lime material does not appear to perform well 
under laboratory freeze-thaw testing, though high 180-day compressive strengths 
of +700 pounds per square inch and good California Bearing Ratio values have 
been attained for certain products (i.e., Northbrook, Illinois). 

Below is the CBR data for the St. Charles, Illinois site (Reference 
IV-20): 

CBR - 10/22/76 

Boring Location 0.1 inch Deflection 0.2 inch Deflection 

Bl 
B2 
B3 

34 
61 
74 

27 
54 
75 

It is noted that variations of the type and quality of the lime 
in residue mixtures slightly affect the strength of the mixtures. Types 
of lime used in base applications are calcitic lime, dolomitic lime, flue 
dust lime, and carbon sludge. Calcitic lime and dolomitic lime are the 
two most commercially desirable limes. Below is a comparison of these two 
limes (Reference IV-3): 

Results of Compressive Strength Evaluation of 
Stabilized Base Course Mixtures 

with Variable Binder Types 

l. LIME STABILIZED BASE COURSE 

l "as received" residues 
2 average of 3 specimens cured for 7 days @ 100°F. 

Average 
Compressive 

Residue Crushed Type of Strength** 
Type* Residue Stone Lime Lime (lbs/in2) 

2 45 45 10 Dolomitic 197 
Calcitic 149 

2 48 48 4 Dolomitic 197 
Calcitic 164 
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Wearing Surf aces 

Wearing surf ace mixtures which contain incinerator residue may 
be batched directly at the asphalt plant as conventional mixes are, al
though more dust at the mixing plant may be created during the mixing 
operations than occurs from the mixing of conventional materials. 

The residue/aggregate mixtures can perform as well as conven
tional aggregate mixtures. Marshall design criteria for medium to heavy 
traffic road surfaces have been met by the test sections placed to date. 

There appears to be an advantage for using residue/aggregate 
mixtures instead of conventional aggregate mixtures with respect to skid 
resistance. To measure the safety performance of incinerator residue in 
wearing surfaces, skid resistance tests were made on the control and ex
perimental pavement sections. Two different types of skid resistance tests 
were used in evaluating the pavements (Reference I-23). The two skid tests 
used were the BPN and SN 40.* 

To evaluate the Harrisburg fused aggregate section of pavement, 
the SN40 test was used. This test is standard ASTM test E274. The test 
procedure involves using a specially equipped vehicle which can measure 
the tractive force of a test tire (horizontally applied force) as compared 
to a vertical load on the test wheel. On the following page are the re
sults of the Harrisburg fused aggregate section (Reference IV-22). 

SKID TEST DATA (SN40) 

Incinerator Control Section* 
Residue Passing Lane Traffic Lane 

October 1976 52 40 44 
April 1977 53 41 39 
June 1977 50 
October 1977 51 33 33 
October 1978 46 36 33 
September 1979 49 38 35 

* Adjacent section (Station 302+50 is an experimental blend of gravel and 
limestone aggregates. 

Skid number is average of three separate passes. 

* A BPN (British Pendulum Number) of 55 correlates with a skid number (SN) 
of 40, as obtained from skid trailer measurements. A skid number of 40 
is generally considered a minimum acceptable value for skid resistance 
of bituminous pavements in Pennsylvania (Reference I-23). 
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Traffic counts for the Harrisburg fused aggregate section of 
pavement are as follows (Reference IV-3): 

March 15, 1978 
July 18, 1978 
September 18, 1978 
November 16, 1978 
September 6, 1979 

TRAFFIC COUNTS FOR 
TEST AND CONTROL 

PAVEMENT SECTIONS 

Test 
Pavement 
Section 

9,710 
9,769 
1,482 
3,713 
3,742 

Control 
Pavement 
Section Total 

4,917 14,627 
3,693 13,462 

640 2,122 
782 4,495 

1,173 4,915 

To evaluate the Philadelphia section of pavement, the BPN test 
was used. The British Pendulum Number (BPN) test is standard ASTM test 
E303. This test procedure involves measurement of forces on a dynamic 
pendulum impact device. This test was used due to the inaccessibility 
of the pavement to the SN40 test vehicle with respect to safety. On the 
following page is Table IV-8, the results of the BPN testing of the 
Philadelphia section (Reference IV-17). 

As a means of comparison to the traffic count data for the Harris
burg section, the Philadelphia section had a total count of 1,777 vehicles 
between 8:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. as observed on January 7, 1976 (Reference 
IV-17). 

The test results from these two experimental sections indicate 
that the wearing surfaces with incinerator residue show slightly better 
skid resistance characteristics than their adjacent control pavement sec
tions. This may be due to differential wearing of the particles of residue 
and aggregate. The BPN test results of the Harrisburg (Wayne Street) sec
tion also showed better skid resistance of the incinerator residue pavement 
as compared to the control pavement section. 

Bituminous Base Mixes 

A disadvantage of using incin~rator residue in bituminous mixes 
is that addit±onal asphalt is required in the mix, beyond that required 
in conventional aggregate mixes. 

Incineration facilities of ten recycle the stack ashes from their 
burning operations back through the furnace. This results in the production 
of a more powdery or finely sized residue. If placed in a bituminous mix, 
this finely sized residue would require a greater amount of asphalt than a 
coarser sized residue. 
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Date 

March / 1976* 

March, 1976 

September, 1976 

September, 1976 

November, 1976 

November, 1976 

Table IV-8 

SUM.MARY OF SKID RESISTANCE VALUES 

PHILADELPHIA TEST SECTION 

Sample No. 

1-1 
1-2 
1-3 

1-7 
1-8 
l-9 
l-10 
1-11 
1-12 

2-1 
2-2 
2-3 
2-4 
2-5 
2-6 

2-7 
2-8 
2-9 

3-1 
3-2 
3-3 
3-4 
3-5 
3-6 

3-7 
3-8 
3-9 

Mix Type 

Control 

Residue 

Residue 

Control 

Residue 

Control 

British 
Pendulum 
Number 

(BPN) 

88 
80 
93 

92 
92 
87 
86 
86 
87 

92 
90 
82 
92 
87 
83 

89 
80 
85 

105 
111 

85 
87 
80 
87 

88 
77 
93 

Average 
BPN 

Value 

87.0 

88.3 

87.7 

84.7 

92.S 

86.0 

* A total of six control mix specimens were taken. However, no 
test could be performed on three of the core specimens due to 
the uneven surface of these specimens. 
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An advantage of using incinerator residue in bituminous mixes as 
opposed to lime stabilized mixes is that the asphalt tends to bind or en
capsulate the residue particles, thus diminishing detrimental leachate 
characteristics. 

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 

It is considered that incinerator residue base materials are more 
economically attractive than fused materials at present. The primary en
vironmental considerations related to incinerator materials in construction 
applications (base/lime base) are leachate characteristics. Leachate pro
duction and composition are related to solubility, permeability, and chemical 
composition of the residue. 

Generally, water penetration through incinerator residue is rela
tively low, as the permeability of residue may be considered equivalent to 
that of a silty sand or fine sand. The toxic substances contained in residue 
materials are trace metals including arsenic, cadmium, copper, and lead. 
With respect to these toxic substances, the Environmental Protection Agency 
has established a guideline for Safe Drinking Water Standards. A waste ma
materia.l is considered hazardous if the extract from the material (obtained 
by the EPA extraction procedure) has a concentration of any constituent 
greater than one. hundred times the established drinking water standard. 

Permissible concentrations of chemicals are listed in the drinking 
water standard established by the U.S. Public Health Service include (Ref
erence IV-24; also see Summary on Page I-24). 

It was reported in leachate testing performed during 1980 by the 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, as well as by the Port Authority 
of New York and New Jersey, that concentrations of chemicals in excess of 
one hundred tiI:les the drinking water standard were measured on tested samples 
of incinerator residue. The samples tested by the Pennsylvania Department of 
Transportation came from an incinerator located in Central Pennsylvania (Ref
erence IV-25). The samples tested by the Port Authority of New York and New 
Jersey came from two resource recovery plants located in the northeastern 
region of the United States (Reference IV-26). It was noted that a reported 
concentration cf lead in the Port Authority report was greater than three 
hundred times the drinking water standard. 
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The material from which these samples were taken would be classi
fied as hazardous by the Environmental Protection Agency. The use of this 
material, "as is," in a construction fill application would be highly 
restricted. 

There is the possibility, however, that this material may be used 
in a bituminous base application. In the bituminous base application, the 
leachate from the residue may not be deemed as hazardous due to the encapsu
lating effect of the asphalt on the residue (i.e., restricting permeability, 
etc.). 

In addition to the leachate problem, the potential of having path
ological wastes make their way into the refuse stream (and residue) is an 
additional complication with respect to use of the residue as a highway 
construction material. ~.any existing incineration facilities such as 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania are authorized to burn hazardous materials includ
ing chemical wastes and hospital wastes. If the temperatures during the 
incineration process are not maintained high enough to destroy the pathogens 
(in hospital wastes) and control chemicals, serious health problems of those 
in contact with the materials would result. 

Appreciable amounts of these specialized wastes can be burned at 
incinerators licensed to do so. In addition to the refuse burned in con
junction With the hazardous materials, residual effects of the burning of 
these hazardous materials on subsequently burned refuse are also sources of 
potential problems. Especially tight quality -control would be a necessity 
in any attempt to use the residue from these specially licensed incinerators 
in construction applications. 

Air pollution control poses an additional environmental problem 
with respect to using incinerator residue in highway applications. In ad
dition to the air quality problems at the incineration site, dust genera
tion at the asphalt plants (for bituminous base applications) occurs. It 
is noted that air pollution problems at incineration sites have also been 
experienced at the newer resou~ce recovery facilities, as evidenced at the 
Hempstead, New York plant. 

Aside from environmental drawbacks, the political system should 
be recognized as a major factor which influences the use of incinerator 
residue in construction applications. General problems and restrictions 
which are inherent in the political processes regarding the use of residue 
deal with budgeting, length of personnel employment, coordination with 
various departments, and existence of priority programs. 

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 requires existing 
landfill sites to be upgraded to acceptable governmental specifications or 
be closed. __ tf __ s~ric:t adherence to this Act is maintained, the econotllics of 
this procedure (of upgrading) will most likely be the most important factor 
with respect to municipal solid waste tnanagement programs. Any amendme?lts 
to this act or followup legislation will be of significance to the direction 
of current waste disposal operations. 
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ECONOMICS 

At this time, a detailed analysis of the economics of incinerator 
residue in construction applications (residue vs. virgin aggregate) does 
not provide the means to realistically judge the most economic alternative. 
The reason for this is that incinerator residue is not being presently widely 
used in the aggregate market. Supported by the fact that residue is not be
ing used in the current market, and that there has been a considerably limited 
number of field applications to date; exact cost comparison figures for in
place materials using incinerator residue cannot be ascertained. Hidden and 
undetermined costs involved with the use of incinerator residue on a large 
scale basis include dollar costs in the following areas: provisions for 
control of degree of burnout; provisions for monitoring of residue to be 
used including leachate testing, equipment and maintenance costs, transpor
tation costs, and mixing and preparation costs. For example, long range ef
fects on machinery that handles and processes residue for construction ap
plications has not been observed, as the machinery used in the past has not 
been operated for sustained periods of time. Detrimental long range effects 
may relate to unanticipated costs in the following areas: additional cleaning; 
part replacement from excessive wear; or even modification of equipment. 

Although research into the economics of using incinerator residue 
as a construction material has begun (Reference IV-2), it should be realized 
that research analysis can provide only projected cost figures. Until a de
tailed breakdown analysis on a minimal number of specific projects is per
formed, actual representative costs of using incinerator residue as a con
struction material cannot be accurately ascertained. However, Reference IV-2 
does provide a basts for developing cost categories and in determining ap
proximate costs. 

OTHER APPLICATIONS 

Incinerator residue has been tested for applications other than 
direct roadway usage. This testing includes incinerator residue as a struc
tural fill, as a soil cover substitute in a lined sanitary landfill, as a 
soil stabilizer, and in portland cement concrete. Incinerator residue has 
also been used as a wearing surface on "off highway" trails (1. e., bicycle 
and foot paths). 

In portland cement concrete mixes, a volume expansion of the ma
terial is caused by the reaction of the aluminum in the residue and the 
cement in the mixture. Accompanying this volume expansion is a loss of 
strength. In these mixes, high strengths are not attainable (even where 
the same proportions of aggregate and residue are used) as the inherent 
strength of the residue is a limiting factor. 

Lime slurrying of the residue can eliminate some of the aluminum 
cement reaction, but compressive strengths comparable to those of conven
tional mixes are still not achieved. It is noted that pyrolysis residues 
in portland cement concrete have better strength gains than the other types 
of incinerator residues in these mixtures. 
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In use as a fill material, the leachate from incinerator residue is 
considered as a negative factor. Incinerator residue does compact well though, 
and can serve as an adequate fill material. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Solid waste is now considered as a raw material and source of 
energy. Energy recovery systems appear to be an area upon which emphasis 
will be placed. Working energy recovery systems are already a reality. 

In Europe, resource recovery and incineration systems are largely 
based on optimum design principles, as opposed to minimum cost principles. 
A justifying factor in this type of analysis relates to population density. 
In the United States, cost principles are a major factor in design analysis. 

In this country, good burnout, energy recovery, and excellent air 
pollution control have been reported by such facilities as Chicago's 1,600 
tons per day steam generating incinerator. "Resource recovery plants in 
northwest Chicago, Ames, Iowa, and Nashville are already considered finan
cially successful, but the first structured to show a profit that has ac
tually done so is the mass-bum waterwa.11 boiler system in Saugus,, Massa
chusetts. Operated by a joint venture including wneelabrator-Frye, Inc., 
Hampton, New Hampshire, the plant showed a profit in 1979, but revenues 
included a Federal subsidy from DOE's entitlement program. The Saugus 
plant is the first to have received these funds" (Reference IV-27). 

Current problems with regard to growth and expansion in the area 
of resource recovery in this country vary. In New York City, for ex.ample, 
a New York State law which prohibits cities from contracting with one en
tity and giving that entity full responsibility for a job, is the current 
resource recovery project stopper. A bill is being considered by the state 
legislature which ma.y give the city relief. In some cities such as Detroit, 
financing troubles are the biggest project stoppers. The solution to these 
financing problems are as yet undetermined. 

In addition to financing and political problems, some existing 
resource recovery facilities have had technological difficulties. For ex
ample, the Hempstead, Long Island plant has "been plagued by odor problems, 
labor strife, contractual disagreements •.• and even by the discovery of 
traces of dioxin in stack emissions •••• Repairs have included doubling 
the size of the ventilation system, rebuilding the odor control system, 
replacing a pneumatic fuel feed system and installing a new ash handling 
system" (Reference IV-27) • 
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Despite current drawbacks, resource recovery systems appear to be 
along the most desirable path of future projected incineration processes. 
Cities with current waste disposal problems such as Harrisburg, have de
veloped their own remedies for potential solutions. Harrisburg's solution 
involves construction of a separate metals recovery and screening separation 
facility to function in conjunction with their existing steam generation in
cinerator (Reference IV-28). Harrisburg's solution also involves the use of 
the residue, produced from the combined incineration process system, in limited 
situations such as roadway patching and pothole filling. Harrisburg has no 
current plans to use the residue from their new program on a large scale basis. 
In any event, an evaluation of the new program residue will be necessary prior 
to any type of re-use application. 

Environmental factors not withstanding, the present annual amount 
of incinerator residue produced as compared to the national annual production 
of aggregate used for highway construction, is approximately 0.2 percent and 
is not large enough to present a serious business conflict within the highway 
industry. Some factors which may affect the price and supply of virgin ag
gregates may be surface mine reclamation laws, air pollution controls, and 
blasting and safety regulations. These may make the use of substitute ag
gregates such as incinerator residue more attractive than at present. 
Disinterment, or the unearthing of incinerator residue, may also become 
increasingly attractive at some future time. 

United States Government patents on certain mixtures which contain 
incinerator residue and other "waste materials" have been issued. The use 
of patented products, such as "Chempac," have dated back as far as 1962. 

In an attempt to achieve an environmentally balanced condition, 
research and investigation projects are currently being sponsored by num
erous governmental agencies. With the passing of the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act, further investigation and research especially in the area 
of the individual incineration/recovery plant residue characteristics, should 
be continued. 

SUMMARY 

Annual production of municipal incinerator residue in the United 
States is approximately 2 million tons. This represents only approximately 
0.5 percent of the annual production of hot mix asphalt paving in the United 
States. 

Non-uniformity of incinerator residue has precluded it from being 
used on a large scale in construction applications to date. Quality control, 
including environmental testing, should be exercised on all samples scheduled 
for construction applications. Extremely tight controls should be exercised 
over samples from municipal incinerators which are licensed to burn chemical 
and hazardous wastes. 
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Strict adherence to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 
1976 will have a substantial impact on existing refuse disposal programs. 

The current focus in the waste management field is on resource re
covery plants. The residue from these plants is not well suited for construc
tion applications. It appears that the number of municipally operated incin
erator plants, which produce residues acceptable for construction applications, 
will most likely not substantially increase. 

Properly processed incinerator residue can be used in construction 
applications. 

Monitoring of residue sources from municipal incinerators, as well 
as from privately owned incinerators and resource recovery plants, should be 
continued. 
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Appendix A 

SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION - POWER PLANT ASH 

This Appendix contains copies of specifications, patents, and 
other related documents cited in Chapter 5 of Volume l of this report. 
At the end of this Appendix there is also a list of relevant ASTM speci
fications. The reader is referred to the appropriate standard ASTM docu
ments for the complete specification. 
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e1i1orandu111 

~uiHCT • Use of Fly A:;h 

Hou. • Associate Administrator for 
Engineering and Traffic Operations 

TO •Regional Federal High1o1ay Administrators 
Regions 1 - 10 

Wa~hincton, D.C. 20590 

OAl(, JUN. 2 2 1~7 

'" "ptr ,.1., lo: Hll0-33 

The need to effect measures to conserve our resources ~henever possible 
in all facets of our private and p~blic endeavors has been vell publicized. 
The Federal Highvay Administration apd the State high1o1ay agencies can be 
very proud of our joint responsiveness to the national goals and objectives 
as articulated by both the executive and legislative branches of our 
Covern=ient. Hovever, ve can anticipate being called upoo further to 
account for positive conservation actions in high~ay construction and 
mJ.intenance activities. 

I 

Considerable research and. experimentation has been conducted on conserva-
tion s.trategies in highvay construction and maintenance. The use of 
vaste materials in areas vhere they are'rcadily av~ilable ranks high in 
conservation payoff. In addition to the potential for energy conserva
tion, the use of· such materials vould have the benefits of preserving 
land use, ridding the environment of a ~aste product, conserving the 
r::..aterials for vhich they are substituted,. and possibly providing a more 
economical end product 1o1ith no loss in performance. 

One ~aste material, fly ash, is presently in abundant supply·io many 
areas of the country. Fly ash is a vastc product vhich is collected 
from the stack ~ascs from coal burning paver plants. In 1975, some 
~2.3 million.tons.of fly ash vere produced vhile only ~.5 million tons·· 
vere utilized. The costs of disposing of the remainder of this fly ash 
in stockpiles and ponds is passed on to the consu=iers of electrical 
paver. Cons1dering the present condition of the petroleum industry, it 
is likely that.coal vill be the primary source for paver zeneration and 
the produ~ti~n of fly ash vill increase. 

The use of fly ash, either alone or in combination vith li=ie or cement, 
has been c~monstrated to be a viable construction material, soil 
modifier and stabilizer for all ele.cents of the pavement structure up , ' 
to and including base courses for bituminous pave.'.!lents. Huch has beeo. 
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\.:rittcn about the use of fly ash in h:ir,;h...:;:iy \Jerk. The t..:o.:::ost 
pertinent documents are Tran~portation Research Board's (TRB) 
Nc.i tional Cooper a ti vc Hi~ll'.:ay Res c:irch rro£r :nn (NCHRP) Synthesis .3 7, 
"Limc.-Fly Ash-St:ihilized Dascs :ind Subl,a:::cs" and FHWA Icplex:entatioo 
Packace 76-16, "Fly Ash A Higlway Construction Material. 11 'Both of 
these publications. contain comprehensive rcf erences. 

!n recent contacts 'Jith :industry representatives (particularly the 
fly ash industry), ve vcre advised that there are many areas vhere 
fly ash is readily available but that its use is not being realized 
by hiclw:iy acencics. TI1cir expressed concern \.:as particularly th:it 
cement-stabilized fly ash and lime-stabilized fly ash mixes vere not 
being considered for bas

0

e courses and subbaf;es in flexible pave:Dent 
syster.ls. This is in contrast to other arc-as ,,,;here such considerat.ion 
is given. 

Therefore, ve request that you bring this m~ttcr to the attention of 
State highvay agencies and ask that this material be given full 
consideration in the pavemeDt selection process in those.States 
~here !ly ash is available. Ye further request the appropriate Sta~es 
~hich are not experienced in the use of ccment-f ly ash or lime-fly ash 
in bases and subbases be strongly encouraged to incorpor~te experi
mental sections of this material on flexible pavement projects. 

I \ 

Ye believe this catter .is of. sufficient importance as to ~arrant it 
being discussed with the highest levels of the State highvay _agencies. 
n1e W:ishincton Hcildquartcrs st~ff is :iv~iJ:thle to assist the field 
off iccs if deemed desirable. 

//-{;/ :£ '1-/J.Ly 
H. A. Lindberg (} 
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l!='U£.l!:CT Usa of Fly lu::h in Portland Cement F~l'!.!I:. NOTICE 

Concrete and St;:bilized nase 1 

-
---- Jan_ua_r:. 17, .19i i. Construction r .. ~ ...... ~-~ .... ---- -.... -~ --

l'liPJ:OSE. Tc direct the attention of Federal lligh\:ay Adr-.ilifotration 
·(FHWL~) field off ices and highway agencies to m~thods t·:id.d1 ha Ye 
ht:~n approved by 1-"HWA. for substitution of peizzolanic :'l:'.tari.:ls, 
nu ch .:::~ fly a~h, for a portion of the cc.men~ fer conci:-cte paven1ents 
~d structu:::!s, a:1d in lieu of cement fer staLiliz.atiot1 of soils c:m' 
L2.!3es by co::binet:ion 'ldth line. 

In t1rn ~urrc.nt yc·;:i::, ::::pot s!lortagcs of partlancl c.;c·:l'(!ilt have 
occm::.·c.:.! in ·•.'.lrio\:f. p~rts of thi; country on highH:ty 'l!CJL"!:. 
Tr:.c c;,:i.:~.io!:: oi tho=:c l~nowlcdgl!.:bic :in th~ cene::nt industry is 
that t.hc~e short~r.cs are likely to :incrca~;;:: in r .. umbm: :Jn the 
r.;c>ar futurt: ~nd n:~y become. a r.cn{!rr:!l conc~iticn for so:ne year~ 
ta -:0:iH!. The; pr0uJc1:i is ng!_"'.::aw1ted by the l~d. nf ir.c::,1tive 
t:o ir::..:rr:·sc. proJ:.ict:lon bcc.<ln:::~ "f ~:.ii:-k 0f c3pltel t•::;~:c:: 

~~-~~::-:~!"!:., ::.~::!;.-;_~ COi~~itiC~l,!.; ~~;ci :.h~ 1,igi-1 c:v~t u! i:~1·1u\1 d.t:;.u~ 

e::i;,;.ting pl~nt::. to n1eet new euvircnr.it:nt..il controls. 

i.. If ? ~:2::.:·rc:l ce::?ent !::ho::ta~c hec0I:!es a ;.·c~lit:l, it: m~y be 
~;c.:c.ef:::o:; ::..·:,- to t~ke Lhc ~di.ii ti on :-;l step o .L :;i:i:is ti t!.J ti!!:.; 
r-~CC!!l''.:a~lc po:~z..,1.::n mnlcri:ils for ?. jJc~·t i.r,u. nf th·~ l:..··;;:.:nt .... ~:• 
ill po;·~:i . .:;.nd cer.:en.t ccincrctC! p<iYcmeuts an•i :=tn1ct-:.~rr·s, ard 

·;'.S :tr. c:Lc•1t for r:hc stabiliz::;tinn cf s::d.l-;. st•'. ... be?.sc.::, <.'.l.;.d 

b~ses. A rca~ily ~~ail3ble po~zclnn i~. {1y nsh, ~ ~~=te 

l'!:'C·<luct !11·t~.in("'<l fr.-i:-: the: },u1·nir:~ c>f !Ji.!l." .. :e:·izc~ cc~~. The 
l!~c~ of this fly ~:~_~h j.n -:unGti.--uctio~ \J .. •u.1_rl c0;1t:rih:.:.i :.· to 
tl1c:. :i~.lc·.;: ;_~.inn o~ La\··i !'"t'!Y·~!~:·11 t -~1 pi·0:~ I.·-.~·s c:~!:~~·:! l:y· ft t:o·,~.: 2:~ 

CJ"ttl ;:cc.tt::~:~c:;::i:Jil ol tl1c wr.teri;;.l. 

c. Fly .:;~ 1 1 ): :=~ l•e.:;1 ur. . .:;d c::t!;~1siH~ly fo!: year;; l1.1 :..~s!1 concrete 
frj:c suc..l: st::·i;::tu~·c-.• -; e:.s d:iPc:. I.u E~rq,e l:i..q~c .:-:r:ol..!.r:ts .::re 
x·:.)u:·~i:~~~:· \~!:;~d it; l:i ~:.:.:~:;l~.t cor;!",tl"'u:.tion. E::c...c.apt r·or 5}1CCi<:!.l 

c.c.;1cr:~ ~-c.:;, :-~t&~h :ls for r;rot.·t.'L:;.g or p!::.~p~ri:.> 
:-"'! .. .J''"' .::·"·l ,,. .. -~ ... ~--,-'-. ~ .... r :,.,.,.'=' .. ., ... c~ .. ;~~ -u.-~.: --1 
..... -.. ..... &. •• '"-l • -.&..,)· '--\... .... .... L -•- .... , ••• ....,;; v• .. - &-J. - L. ..a ..... , 

(1,l~ ~101·.;!1J ~ c~:ccpt:i.0r1 h~:; t-,:-~71 Ll:c! St.:? Le of 

r ! .. . • 
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the USI.! of fly ash as a substituta for p.'.lrt: of the ccr-:cnt in 
pa\1~ment concrete, u~ well as its ~ptional itSC? in oth•.::r clos3es 
of concrete. 

d. 11le minL'"Ilnl use in this countrf possibly l.'e:-mlto fro!'i. ::;cvcrnl 
factors, such as: handling and mix control <fot:.uils, t::;!;~~ially 
when air cntr:iinment additives arc used; lcw~r init!.~l ccncrete 
otrangttrn ''he.n fly &i!:h is substituted in the ffcld for ·!?art of 
the cen-.ent; variations in the quality of fly ash, depending on 
~ources aL1d coal types; and possible pollutic11 eff~cts when 
i.ncorporating fly ash i11 portlnnd cement concrc>te mi:{turcs. 
i.11ece f 3.ctors, which ~pply prim~r.ily when fly .:ish is uGzd 
rJ:trectly as ~n admiAturc to concrete, can be -~df!qu.'.ltcly c:on
trollcd by the use of proper dc;,iGn, han<lling, and control 
procedures '"1ith fly a.sh conforming to AS'l'H CG18, 'l'"/pe F 
Gl'ecific;iti_on. When fly ash is adcl2d to concrete as an 
:ln3redient of the ce:u:~::l:, a.s in Type IP cem.::nt under Al\SiiO 
Specific.:1tfr·n 1·t240, the f ;.i.c tors_ m;.;ntionecl ui.Juvc should not 
rose any grc.-:1tcr problems than when normal portland cc::.::n.t 
iu u~ed without fly £~h. 

c. Tiu::~c has nlso been .:i reluctance to use fly <ish in pav1n; · 
1;cmcrete bec::u~e of uuce:rtainty ccnceJ:ning the sc:ilin~ rcs1sta!".cc. 
of ~t~ch con.::rcte when. subjected to di:::icing s.:llts. Av~il~.bla 

J.• • .. :n:~Ltcn:y ckta indic~t~~s that r!!placing p:i:rt ~f -;:h~ c .... o:;•~.ut 
:.;.2th .;;·1y .i::.h t\?nds to loi:er the resictctnce of 1;or1cr.ci;c to 
:::i:n.l:.tng, although there is no cv:i<lcncc that .fly ash concrete 
i:; i~h crcn t.ly su:;cep tiblc to scalinG unJc.r f:i. .. J .. <t · corn!:!. ti,,::1-:.!;. 
In tl:is connc:ction, it ~:f·:1ld be cc::.L-.:i.b1..:.: :..o .::,,_; .. ·!.cl l::!tc se::::on 
l'~"'vinn ~!i~:1 £1)' t!sh co,..._::r-~te w!1::r~ ~J.:t i:-- lt: : .. -' t~ he ;:;·~l·:cd 
i;r..:fo:.·e ap:~··i..~cciaUle d.g11._~ of the c.c~;crct:: L::s t~-:: .. "::!1 p:!~tcc> t~: .... ":~pt: 
t)Tl C!n e: .. :pc;:imcn t al r,.15 is. Th 5.s p r\:!C;J.t~L iOrt j_~, ( ~ .. .:·~~~!i J ;..::_~ ::_ :-.::·:. .. 1~ 
ai:-.ce the full potential of fly ..:..:::h a:; a cc;.; :!",tin3 ..:gen:: d•..:'.'~l~'PS 

:~Jc:1J_y G"'VC!1'.'." tii!le. /:.<h .. ~..!.tioni!l c:~c:-il~:.::n~~!~ ~-"~j-k'" eiti1c~ ln. c.:1e 
.l;.~h04.:& to~· 0 ;:" ttnclcr f iPld CCndit=:_c;1!;, is ~!~CC~~- ·::~ed :£..n C..·rtlcr t:U 
t:~~~·c prnpf:t:"ly t!e!ir&e the s.:ilt :.;c41!in~ pTobl\;'1, if ~nclc~C t!:~ ... s 
!? .,_·cf; l ~!!l c:.:i.:.:; c: s • 

L ·:.:~~~:·:;i.i.;./ 1 tl1~ f~ctors :::otcd abo\''! are more th~!~ o(.f~et by 
~~.1:·l1 r. 11,1.:-.~.t:-.s~:.s of fly a.$h u=:e as ~r~c:.~er ultl·~.~t~ cc1~creta 
_ •. ____ ._, c- ·'!""...... - d ·.:-... t · .... l. .. 1:., 1-e "'t 1 • .... ~,. ~"· ----c:···c-..... , ...... 1~!.11 .... , i .• cl.C:a~.e resi. ..... :u:~e o .,u !.-'- .,,. ... a ...... vJ t , .. :..~ .••. L :1 

t:::;£·nts, rc.:!t!c.:2<l lie.at li~!?r~tiOn (1c~s i1c:::.t c;.f hy<ll·~~i.i::.t~), 
;:-:::-:~P(:.~'1 'P~~-:;~:?~·l.:ility, redt.:ccd conc.:Tct~ e~:p.:lr1siv~1 J.cc to ~.:~~~~i
;~:!.l~ca r·!!ac t ic.n, dcr:rr.t!S t;d s~~r·?r;c tic1~ i..i.-i c~11:.!:. ~c~ ::-:::..~-. t:! -=::..::..i 

C!.~l r;r.-~-:.t~= a::i.:~tl;re YJori~;:Lility. 
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r,. Attachm~nt "A" contil1.nz; a short blbliogr.iphy of the very 
S:::i:tensivc nu::i!.>cr of reports and publication~ on the use of 
fly ash in portlancl cement concretes •md as a stabilizer in 
lime-fly ash-soil combinations. It indicatc!l th::i.t the 
technology is well r1~sc:arched and developed and is ready to 
be put to immediate use. 

3. ACTlON 

a. In vic-..:r of an anticipated general cement short::r;e Clnd the 
patcnti.:'ll value of fly ash in lm,·ering cone re ta costs, the 
States sl1ould be encour:it~ed to allow substitut:f.on of fly 
:::sh for cement on a partial basis as an a1.ter;1:-1tc ,,•hcnev~r 
fc~siblc. ·rests have shown that rcpl;::cev1ent of ceD1ent with 
fly ash of up to 30 percent by weight has hecn satisfactory 
c.nd no quality losses were noted. It has also been shoun 
th::.t replacement of ce~cnt with fJ.y a.sh of the order of 
:lO percent to 15 percent can be I?:.ade without loss of concrete 
stren~th at 28 days of age. 111cse. ficurcs appl:r to situations 
\:bcre the fly a.sh is substituted in the fielt1 for pnrt of the 
cc.D:ent. 111c appropriate specification to refer to is 
11AS'l'H CGl8, Type F - Specifications fc:r Fly k•b and Raw or 
c.,lc:Ln.E>d t!atural Pozzolans for Use in Portland Ce~e:nt Concrete. 11 

b. !n SO!:lc a:r::eu:; of the country, cement pl en ts produce Typ~ Ir 
c;i:;;.1~nt l:hcrcir:. fly .::..:;h ~r ether po~~:olanic r.;.:i.tr.:j:inl is :i.HU:r
SJ:"Oun<l or otl:crwise blc.mdccl directly with portland c~n?ent. 
'l'hc geiH!r<:l.J.ly f incr gr:i.nd of thi!.i ~'m~nt pro<luc~S a blenJ:.::d 
product having about tl1e s<lme strenr,th charactc:ristics as a 
'.f'ypc I ce1:wnt. 111c .npprc1rrintc specifj cntion is "AASHO 1-i~U+O 
Sr,ccifications for I3lcndcd HydranJ.:~c Ce?:tcn.ts." If av::i.ilc.L.l.c 
h:~g1,c.;~y ag'-·ncicg will pro!1ably fL· .. <l the use o[ this ccmer.t to 
b2 a more ~;ati:::£.:ictory r.1::-::ns of using fl)· anh L1 concrete tkm 
a~ an adn:ixturc from the standpoint of handlfor; and prc.H.luct 
ccnt1·ol. 

c. I:i the case of st;ibilization of so~ls a~d r;ubb3~e:s, there i.s 
t·f:!~h~ps an even gre<;ter potential f;)r G.'.lvi1:~s :l.n ccm::!nt by 
th~ cu1:·st:U·uticin of lir-2-fly ash n::. t!ie ct::bil:.~· inc azent. 
I5i:~!.'..l!'~s of ~his type hav~ been u:;e:: in yc:a:?:s l••lSt by <! nu;r.:!.Jer 
of .•·et?nc:.i cs in construction of hi~ir.:ays cn:<l is lJasc:d upon the 
c.:n:.xrics old <'.xpericnc~ of the adclit:i.-:>n3.l str•:ncths ol1t<=.i_11cd 
b;- tbc ~GL.ti.:::~ of li~.~ ~:!d "volc;mic ci:iuer!; to soils. U~c of 
t:h~s~ J.i,::ie,-f.ly ash mU~tt!r!!S 11~s i1:::-t been \~~t)' c.::tenr.i·1c. ciu~ to 

-l!lorc.-
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t:he rcndy :wnilubility in the pClSt of relatively ine::pcm::;;.vc 
c~L:I:lents. TI1e St;ites should b~ cncouragC!d t:o allow the: use of 
!:U:.e-fly .lsh co:nbinations as ci thcr the specified st3biliziug 
egent, or as a pcrmissabl~ alt:ern&lte to cement in ~dtuatious 
\;here:: this type of stabili..:atic:i would ordiILarily be u~cd and 
L!ppropriate design parc:in<:.ters of stT.ength c:nd durahil:J.ty c~n 
be "atisf i<!d. 

d. f;ppro~ches by ·industry representatives to td:limizc iz;ipe1iding 
Ghortages t~hich t.•e support are: 

(1) Promote closer coordin<lt:ion Lct~:cen suppliers mid contru.c.tor~ .. 
lhe appronch of placinB fiim orders for cemc:nt nc-eds \¥c.ll 
:tn C!dvnnce of c:ctual deliv(.~ry will be particularly helpful 
to the ind:.:stry in reducing or even elimin~ting the $pat 
or tr . .Iuporary shortages \·!h:i.ch occur. Tilel:e :ir<: often areas 
t~hc:-re surplus cement exi~t~ at. t:he s::!!le t:iJue as a ::;!lor;:aee 
c:1 s et-'h ere • 

Al.lo\~· the use of clifferei.1t hran<ls a!: ccm~n.t on a proj ~ct:. 
Except for architectural cousid2ritions \rl1crc <liffcrcnt 
lJi:l'JJ.ils i!:3y prnt!t:.cc differcr.t colored concrete::;, n1WA hao 
no obj ect:ion:; to th<; use of different brnnd:; I!!':!Cting proj£"ct 
r..::c:\.d.1~1::e~t:-;. G.:?neT.:.ilJy, such cements ch~.iul<l he ucc:d in 
dificu.>.nt p.:lrt:s of the co:i.c·..:~tc con~;tructiou and should 
DCt b~ i.~tct~i::cd. 

(3} ·Allow the use of foreign cc:ncnts. This: pr•~ctice is 
acceptable to Fl!\·7A i:dnce such cemc:1ts u1u~t be subje~t to 
the za.r;;c rcquircr:<.;.n::s for acccpcnncC:: as spccif ic:d for 
United States cct:~ntc.. such ;;s the r:tanc1.:::n1 spc:d.ficni.::i.cns 
for port1'1:td ccmc;-it; Af.TM C':.150 nr l.J..SI!O llH5. Fcrcil;n 
Cc::'l:en.t~ -.:ould probr?iJl:· hri.ve to lie s.r:rnplccl from <l ship, 
and the n:ost appropriate! Il:i.!thcd "wouJ cl he by tube su'!!pliug 
frt}::n c~ist:doutcd pc.:L~ts cf tile Gh~ri.,~nt:. 0!1ly by f:>uc.h =. 
wcth~d cr..n the c:nti;.:-e: dcrth of the c-c:::~nt: be f;~'~plct! ,,.h:i le 
si:lll in the sh.:i.p. If thin j_s not f~.i~dLJ.c, I hen c;.;.::'.;::·J.:!..11r; 
c~:n !,c c.:t~:1n frulr! t.:-,~ ccin~ \~;:or as 1.h.t~ c.:e1 1 1.:.~!.:·. is lJcing 
unJ.u.:.:lc.:l frc:ll ~ shir· iuto a siJ o or oth~r co~t?..inE::-:. 
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Di:.PARTi\~ENT OF TnAt.!~?ORTA TiON v 

CIRCULAR LETTER 

Changes to Pavement Design Criteria 

April 30, 1978 

TO: CEITRAL OFFICE 
E~GlNEERING DISTRICTS 
D~Gil~G CONSULTANTS 

RESC:INOS 

CATE 

April 28, 1976 

C-277~2 

Research Project Ho. 71-7, "An E'laluation of Pennsylvania's Flexible 
·Pavement Design Methodology" is now complete. Results from this research 
proje=t coupled with results from other projects and research conducted 
by the B"ureau of Materials~ Testing and Research have indicated a need to 
change portions of our payement design criteria. P.ece!'lt ·tr-..:c!t ·weight 
studies -have indicated that th~ 18 kip eauivalent ractors for various 
tynes of tp1ck5 considered in des:i gn ::;hould be revised. Annual main
ter.ance costs and the interest rate to be used in the present worth 
analysis for type determination have been studied and are revised. 

The following criteria shall sup~rsede the applicable ]X>rtions of Chap
ter 14 Design Manual Part 2 until such time this criteria is :Ulcorporated 
into the Manual. ~ 

r'orm D-4332, page 2, which is shown as po.ge 2.14.ll i-1'1 the Design Iia.~al: 
=ontc.:ins the lS kip equivalents for the various type~ of trucks considered 
in p?.vement design. The following equivalents shall supersede those show:i 
on the form: 

2 Axle - 6 Tire 
3 Axle SU 
3 Axle ST 
4 Axle ST 
5 Axle ST 

Rigid 

.24 
1.15 

.43 

.90 
1.59 

F.lex. and Mod.-Flex. 

.24 

.82 

.44 
.• 76 
1.00 

Ex:isti..""lg supplies of Form D-4332 should be used 'lll'ltil exhausted. The old 
factors should be crossed out 211d replaced by the above factors. 

reltiain 
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,1en the economic analysis or engineering decision indicates that a modified
nexible pavement structure should be used and the design was completed for a 
bit~~inous concrete or stabilized aggregate base course, the project bid pro
pasal shall inco:-porate an alternate or Bituminous Concrete Base Course or 
Aggregate - Cement Base Co~se or Aggregate - L:ime - Pozzolan Base Course. 
As an example, a pavement was designed to be li inches or ID-2 i·learing Course 
on bi- inches of Bituminous Concrete Base Course, the bid proposal would read 
as follows: 

EITHER 

Bituminous Wearing Course, ID-2 
l~ inch Depth, SRL - (H,M,G,L) 

AND 
. 

Bittuninous Concrete Base Course, Gt inch Depth 

OR 

Bituminous Wearing Course, ID-2 
l~ inch Depth, SRL (H,M,G,L) 

Bitu.minous l:tlnder <.;curse, ID-2 
1~ :inch Depth 

AND 

Aggregate - Cement Base Course, 5 inch Depth 

OR 

Bituminous Wearing Course, ID-2 
1~ inch Depth, SRL - (H,M,G,L) 

AND 

Bi.tt:..~i..11ous B-~ nder 
l~ inch Depth 

Ccu.rsc, ID-2 

AND 

Aggregate - LL~e - Poz~olan Base Course, 5 inch Depth 

The slight difference in Co:istruction Nt:.'7lbers that would be obtained with 
these alternate designs is not consid::;~·ed ~ignificr.nt. It i~ recogn; zed 
that the altern~te bid~r.g described above w:i1l not be possible with all 
designs. When the alternate bidding is not feasible the reasons should be 
cbcw.1e:rted and incl1.4d·3d vr.ith the pavement design file. 
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c-2810 

The p~E:vious desi.sn appro.ich to m:L"limizing the ef!'ects or !'rost action wa! 
to raplac.:e a portion of the frost-susceptible eoils with non-frost-suscep
tible materials consistirig or surface, base, subbase and modified subbase 
mat~rials. Arailable data now indicates that prorld:ini thicknesses or sub
~ase over approximately 12 inches add.! minimal increases in strength and 
~oes not sµbstentieJ J y re+ erd the depth t.o which freez1 Pi temperatµrea.. 
penetrate the subgrade, 

More emphasis is now being placed on providing adequate pavement systems 
to withstand the structural distress imposed by the £rest phenomena o! 
heaving and aubsrade softening. The following is n revised procedure for 
the structural design or Flexible and Modif'ied-Fle>".ible pavements: 

• 

The Required Structural Number (SN) is determined as de
scribed in Chapter 14. The pavement is designed so that 
the Construction Number (ON) is equal to or slightly greater 
tha.~ the Requir~d SN. If the resulting total pavement 
thick:ness is equal to or greater than the Required Total 
Thick:ness determ:L~ed from Figure l, no further design is 
required. If the total pavement thick:ness is less tha.n the 
Required Total Thick:ness, the difference, in inche~, is 
mul. tiplied by .10 per inch and the resulting value is added 
to the reqUired SN to determine the Adjusted SN. The pave
ment structure is redesigned so that the ON is again equal 
to or slightly greater than the Adjusted SN. In doing so, 
tJ:;._: ;:;y,b:.o.se cv'l.i.rsa should iu:t.\IC:S ~ maximum depth o! 12 inches. 
Tot.al pavement thickJ:~esses resdting trcm thia procediii ... e, 
which a.re less than the Required Total Thickness !rom 
Figure l a;e considered adequate. 

Rigid p&\"'C.~ent design procedures shall reme.irl as described in Chapter 14 
\dth the exception that the depth or subbase or combination of subbase and 
modi:ied subbase should not exceed 12 inches. 

i:-:,e ab.:-ve procedures do not preclude the use of additional gra..."'lular materia1 
(s~~~ase c~ ~odified-subbase) or other design and construction techniques 
es :::-ec.:.'7'..-::e::C.ed by the District Soils Engineer or in the Soils Report. 

7~e tab:e 0n page 2.1~.3g shall be revised as follows: 

.!...-:.::.=.: ~~~-:te:::~ce Cost 
?e:- :,a_~e }.~e ?e!" Year 

Rigid 

61' 

Flexible 

$500 

A-10 

Mod. Flexible 

6% 
$400 
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favcm~mt designs !or projects currently wider design sho-.ild be reviewed for 
eomplle.nce with thic new criteria. Where there is a total thickness change 
of 4 inches or less it will not be necescary to change individual cross
sectior.o, only the Typical Sections. Exceptions to the use of this new 
criteria on any specific project shall be documented ns to why it cannot 
be us~d and this documentation shall be forwarded to the Central Office, 
a.ireau of Design. 

This criteria shall be used for all pavement designs approved subsequent to 
the issue date ot this Circular Letter and tor a1l projects scheduled tor 
letting after Oec~mber 31, 1976. 

If there a.re any questions concerning this revised criteria please contact 
the Decign Division, Bureau ot Design. 

A-ll 

Oauu-Lo JP'.; 
David C. Sims, P.E. 
Deputy Secretary for 
Highway Administration 
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State of I11inofs 
Department of Transportation 

SPECIAL PROVISION 
FOR 

POZZOLANIC BASE COURSE, TYPE A 

Effective Aprf 1 1, 1964 
Rev. April 1, 1980 

DESCRIPTION. This item shall consist of a base course composed of lime, 
pozzo1an, aggregate and water, plant-mixed and constructed on a prepared 
subgrade, in accordance with the requirements of this special provision and 
applicable portions of the Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge 
Construction to the lines, grades, thicknesses and cross sections shown on 
the plans or established by the Engineer. 

MATERIALS. A11 mater1a1s shall meet the requirements of the following 
Articles of Section 700 - Materials: 

Item Article 

. . . . . (a) Water • • • • . • • • • 

(b} Aggregate (Note 1} . . . . . . . . . 
702.01 - 702.02 

704.05 

718.06 

718.19 

718.13 

(c) Lime ••••••.••••.••• 

(d) Pozzolan (Note 3) ••• . . . . . . 
(e) Water Reducing Admixture (Note 2) . 

(f} Sand Cover •••••••••••• 

• • • 

• • • 703.0l(a), 703.0l(e) 

Note 1. The gradation requirements shall be as follows: 

Passing 1 1/2 inch sieve ••• 
Passing 1 inch sieve •. 
Passing 1/2 inch sieve • 
Passing No. 4 sieve •••• 
Passing No. 40 sieve • 
Passing No. 200 sieve 

(gravel) ••••.•.•• • 
(crushed stone and slag) •. 
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. . . 

. . . 

lOM 
90-lOoi 
60-lOOi 
40-70% 
0-25~ 
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Alternate gradations will be considered provided mixture design data 
is furnished to the Department for analysis. Specialized durability 
testing may be required for unique aggregate gradations or proposed 
combinations of materials for which the Department does not have 
historical performance data. Production gradation tolerances shall 
be as stated in Articles 703.01 and 704.01. The coarse or fine 
aggregate gradation which most nearly resembles the proposed gradation 
will be utilized for production tolerances. 

Boiler Slag. In addition to the aggregates permitted in Article 704.05 
boiler slag may be used. The slag shall be wet-bottom boiler slag 
produced as a by-product of a power plant burning pulverized coal. 
The slag shall be composed of hard durable particles and shall be 
free of excessive or harmful amounts of foreign substances. Boiler slag 
in an oven dry condition shall meet the following gradation requirements. 

Passing No. 4 sieve .•. 
Passing No. 10 sieve •. 
Passing No. 40 sieve 
Passing No. 200 sieve •• 

. . . . . . 
. . . 
. . . 

80-100% 
55-90% 

0-25% 
0-10% 

Note 2. A water reducing admixture may be used if permitted by the 
Engineer. No adjustments will be made in the required lime and pozzolan 
contents for this addition. 

Note 3. A maximum of 15% of the gradation samples may be below the 
Minimum Percent Passing the No. 10 sieve. No individual test shall 
be less than 65% passing the No. 10 sieve. 

,The Contractor shall assure the Department that sufficient quantities 
·of inspected materials are available to complete the work. · 

SAMPLES. The Contractor shall at his own expense, submit to the Engineer 
a minimum of 25 pounds of lime, 50 pounds of fly ash, and 100 pounds of the 
aggregate which he proposes for use in the pozzolanic mixture. The lime, 
when sampled, shall ilTITiediately be placed in a sealed container and shall 
be kept sealed. Samples shall be furnished at least 60 days prior to the 
construction of the pozzolanic base course. The samples as submitted will 
be tested for acceptance of materials and also to determine whether or not 
they will produce a satisfactory mixture and will be used to detennine 
preliminary proportions for the mixture composition. 

EQUIPMENT. ·The equipment shall meet the requirements of the following 
Articles of Section 800 - Equipment. 
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Item 

(a} Three-wheel Roller (Note 1) 

(b) Tandem Roller (Note 1) •••• 

(c) Tamping Roller (Note 2) 

(d) Pneumatic-tired Roller 

. . . . . . 

. . . 

. . . . 
. . . 

. . . . . . 

. . . (e) Trench Roll er (Note 3) . . • 

(f) Virbratory Roller ••••••• . . . . . . 
(g) Pozzolanic Aggregate Mixture Equipment 

Article 

801.01 

801.01 

801. 01 

801.01 

801.01 

801.01 

804 

Note 1. Three-wheel rollers and tandem rollers shall weigh from 
6 to 12 tons and shall have a compression on the drive wheels of 
not less than 190 pounds nor more than 400 pounds per inch width of 
roller. 

Note 2. In addition to the requirements of Article 801.01, the· 
tampers shall be long enough to penetrate within one inch of the 
prepared subgrade on the initial rolling. 

Note 3. Trench rollers shall be self-propelled and shall develop 
a compression of not less than 300 pounds nor more than 400 pounds 
per inch of width on the compaction wheel. 

GENERAL CONDITIONS. The pozzolanic aggregate base course shall be constructed 
between April 15 and the transition date ind~cated in TABLE A and only when 
the air temperature in the shade is above 40 F. The Contractor shall submit 
samples from July production representative of those proposed for use under 
thfs provision no later than August 15. The Contractor shall request, in 
writing, specific mixture design modifications for extension of the transition 
dates in TABLE A. The Department may extend the construction season beyond 
the transition dates indicated. Approval will be based on consideration of 
the cured strength development characteristics as determined by the Department's 
test procedure and the predicted curing degree days. The amount of pozzolanic 
aggregate base course constructed shall be limited to that which can be 
surfaced during the current construction season. No mixture shall be deposited 
on a frozen or muddy roadbed. 
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TABLE A TRANSITION DATES FOR POZZOLANIC AGGREGATE BASE COURSE 

Transition Date 

1/ 

Sept. 15 
Oct. 1 
Oct. 15 

Required Compressive Strength, p.s.i. 
(14 Day Cure @ 72 F) 1/ 

Northern ZoneY 

700 
850 
950 

Southern Zone.Y 

650 
700 
850 

- The transition date must be verified by samples, representing 
July production, submitted to the Department by August 15 for 
testing. 

21 Districts 1, 2, 3, 4. 

31 Districts 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 

COMPOSITION OF POZZOLANIC AGGREGATE BASE COURSE MIXTURE. The lime, pozzolan, 
and aggregate shall be proportioned within the following approximate limits 
on a dry weight basis: 

Inoredient 
< 

Lime 
Pozzolan 
Aggregate 

APPROXIMATE PERCENT BY WEIGHT 
OF OVEN ORY AGGREGATE 

Gravel, Crushed Stone, 
Crushed Slag or Aggregate 

Blend 

2 to 6 
9 to 20 

74 to 89 
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Boiler Slag 

2 to 6 
18 to 40 
54 to 80 



The actual proportions of lime, pozzolan, water, and aggregate will 
be set by the Engineer before work begins and will be based on tests 
conducted on mixtures composed on samples of the constituent materials 
furnished by the Contractor. The Department's design method will be 
utilized (available on request). The composition of the mixture will 
be such that when molded into 8y1inders (as prescribed in the Oepart~ent's 
design method) and cured at 72 F + 2° F (14-day cure), the cylinders will have a 
minimum average compressive strength of 600 p.s.i. with no individual test 
below 500 p.s.1 •• The minimum lime content shall be 3.5% or 3.0% p1us one 
standard deviation based on ten (10) or more tests of lime content (by the 
Department's titration procedure) made by the Contractor on production- samples 
from his plant. The right is reserved by the Engineer to make changes in 
proportions during the progress of the work as he may consider necessary. 

MIXING. Mixing shall be accomplished in accordance with Article 218.15 
except the control of the mixture shall be of such accuracy that the 
proportions of the mixture based on total dry weight will be maintained 
within the following to1erances: 

Lime •• . . . . . . . 
Pozzolan . . . . 
Aggregate . . . 

. :!: 0.5 percent by weight 

. :!: 1.5 percent by weight 

:!: 2.0 percent by weight. 
. 

If a water reducing admixture is used, the automatic dispensing system 
shall be capable of continuously introducing the desired quantity of • 
admixture within the range of.:!:. 0.03 gallons per minute. 

PLACING AND COMPACTING ANO FINISHING POZZOLANIC AGGREGATE BASE COURSE MIXTURE. 
The pozzolanic base.course.mixture shall be constructed in layers not less 
than 4 inches (compacted) in thickness. If tests indicate that the desired 
results are being obtained, the compacted thickness of any layer may be 
increased to a maximum of 10 inches. When the thickness specified is 
more than 10 inches the mixture shall be placed in 2 or more approximately 
equal layers. Each 1ayer shall be deposited, full width directly on the p~epared 
subgrade or on the preceding layer of compacted mixture with a mechanical 
spreader or spreader box of a type approved by the Engineer. Where the 
mixture must be p1aced in more than one layer, the previous layer shall be 
maintained in a moistened condition until the succeeding layer is placed. 
After having been tested for density and approved by the Engineer, the 
previous layer shall be dampened with water, if required by the Engineer. 
The second layer must be placed the same day as the first layer. When placed, 
the pozzolanic base course mixture shall be free from segregation and shail 
require minimum blading and manipulation. 
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The pozzolanic base course shall be compacted to at least 97% of 
maximum density except that if more than one layer is required the first 
layer shall be compacted to 97: of maximum density and succeeding layers 
shall be compacted to 100% of maximum density. The maximum density will 
be determined in accordance with AASHTO T-180, Method C, except that the 
five lift requirement is replaced with three lifts. 

The density of each layer of the compacted base course will be determined 
by the Engineer for compliance with these specifications fn accordance with 
the following test methods, AASHTO T 238 - Method B and AASHTO T 239, AASHTO T 191, 
or by other methods approved by the Engineer. If these tests indicate that 
the layer does not comply with the density requirements, the condition shall 
be corrected or the material replaced to meet these specifications. 

All pozzo1anic base course mixture shall be placed and compacted the same 
day it is mixed. Compaction must be completed as soon as possible after the 
mixture is placed on the grade. 

In constructing the top layer, the grade shall be kept at sufficient 
height so that the top surface, when compacted, will be at or slfghtly above 
grade, ~ather than below grade. Finish grading shall be accomplished by 
removing excess material followed by recompaction by rolling. In the event 
that low areas occur, they shall be reconstructed to the satisfaction of the 
Engineer. 

If any subgrade material is worked into the pozzolanic base course 
mixture during the compacting or finishing operations, all pozzolanic base 
course mixture within the affected area shall be removed and replaced with 
new material. The Engineer may restrict hauling over partially completed 
work after inc1ement weather or at any time when the subgrade is soft and 
there is a tendency for the subgrade material to work into the pozzolanic 
base course. · 

If for any reason construction operations are delayed or suspended and 
the Engineer orders any loose or uncompacted material removed and disposed 
of, the Contractor shall perform this work at his own expense. No pozzolanic 
base course may be salvaged. 

CURING. After the pozzolanic base course mixture has been constructed, 
the surface shall be kept continuously moist until the bituminous curing· 
cover is applied. The bituminous curing cover shall be applied no later 
than 24 hours following final compaction unless in the judgement of the 
Engineer, it should be delayed. The materials and application of the curing 
cover shall be in accordance with the requirements of Article 303.14 for 
bituminous protective cover. 

Surface course paving may proceed after the curing cover has been applied 
and cured to the satisfaction of the Engineer. At least 14 hours shall elapse 
between the time the curing cover material is applied and paving begins. 
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CONSTRUCTION JOINTS ANO MAINTENANCE. At the end of each day's construction, 
a straight transverse construction joint shall be formed by cutting back 
into the completed work to fonn a vertical face. Damage to completed work 
shall be avoided. The pozzolanic base course mixture shall be constructed 
and finished full width each day without longitudinal joints. 

The Contractor shall maintain, at his own expense, the entire base 
course in a manner satisfactory to the Engineer until the pavement has been 
completed. Maintenance shall include inmediate repairs of any defective 
or damaged portions of the base course. Repairs or replacements shall be 
made in such a manner as to insure restoration of a uniform surface and 
durability of the portion repaired or replaced. The Contractor shall also 
remove and replace at his own expense any pozzolanic base course mixture 
which is unsatisfactory due to its being placed over excessively wet or 
otherwise unstable subgrade; damaged by rain, freezing or other climatic 
conditions; damaged by traffic; or which is unsatisfactory due to failure 
to comply with any of the requirements specified herein. 

FINIS~ING OF POZZOLANIC BASE COURSE. Prior to constructing the next layer 
of pavement the entire width of base course shall be brought to true shape 
by mechanical means and shall be tested for crown and elevation by means of 
a template. · 

The Contractor shall have at all times enough base course prepared ahead 
of the paving location so that paving will be a continuous operation. 

If required by the Engineer, the base course shall be sprinkled with 
water ahead of placing the surface. 

COMPENSATION 

TOLERANCE IN THICKNESS. It is the intent that the base course shal1 be 
constructed to the nominal thickness shown on the plans. Thickness 
determinations shall be made at such points as the Engineer may select. 
When the constructed thickness is less than 90 pe~cent of the nominal 
thickness, it shall be brought to nominal thickness by the addition of the 
applicable mixture or by removal and replacement with new mixture at no 
additional cost. However, the surface elevation of the completed base 
course shall not exceed by more than 1/4 inch the surface elevation shown 
on the plans or authorized by the Engineer. 
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METHOD OF MEASUREMENT. 

(a) Contract Quantities. When work is constructed essentially 
to the lines, grades or dimension shown on the plans and the 
Contractor and the Engineer have agreed in writing that the 
plan quantities are accurate, no further measurement will be 
required and payment will be made for the quantities shown 
in the contract for the various items involved except that 
if errors are discovered after the work has been started, 
appropriate adjustments will be made. 

When the plans have been altered or when disagreement exists 
bet\veen the Contractor and the Engineer as to the accuracy of 
the plan quantities, either party shall, before any work is 
started which would affect the measurement, have the right 
to request in writing and thereby cause the quantities involved 
to be measured as hereinafter specified. 

(b) Measured Quantities. Stabilized base course of the thickness 
specified will be measured in place and the area computed in 
square yards completed in accordance with this specification. 
The width for measurement will be from outside to outside of 
the top of the final layer of the completed work as shown on 
the plans or as directed by the Engineer. The liquid asphalt 
for the curing coat and any sand cover required will not be 
measured for payment, but shall be considered as incidental to 
the contract. 

BASIS OF PAYMENT. This work will be paid for at the contract unit price 
per square yard for POZZOLANIC BASE COURSE of the thickness specified. 
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MATERIALS 

POZZOLANIC-AGGREGATE MIXTURE (PAM) 
LABORATORY EVALUATION/DESIGN PROCEDURE 

2/28/80 

The material components used in Pozzolanic Aggregate Mixtures (PAM) 
evaluation/acceptance shall be representative of those intended for use 
on all projects for either base or subbase construction. For the purpose 
of this specification, pozzolan (fly ash) is a siliceous or alumina 
siliceous material that in itself possesses little or no cementitious 
value but that in finely divided fonn and in the presence of moisture 
will chemically react with alkali and alkaline earth hydroxides at 
ordinary temperatures to form or assist in forming compounds possessing 
cementitious properties. Fly ash is the finely divided residue that results 
from the combustion of ground or powdered coal and is transported from 
the boiler by flue gases. Each of the components shall be tested for 
conformance with the requirements of Standard Specifications for Road 
and Bridge Construction. 

MIX DESIGN/EVALUATION 

The objective of these mix design procedures is to determine those 
proportions of lime, flyash and aggregate which when incorporated in a mixture 
with water will provide a workable, durable, support for, or element of 
pavement structure at economical cost. To this extent, a producer may 
at his own expense, evaluate trial mixes under criteria established by 
the Standard Specifications and propose a mix design. However, this in 
no manner shall be construed as to imply acceptance by the Department 
without its written consent or laboratory evaluation of the mix. 

GENERAL APPROACH 

For a given set of component materials the significant factors 
which may be varied are the ratio of lime to flyash and the ratio of the 
lime plus flyash to the aggregate. The lime to flyash ratio affects 
primarily the quality of the "matrix", and the ratio of lime plus flyash 
to aggregate, primarily determines the quantity of matrix available to 
fill the voids of the aggregate and thus assuring that the matrix
aggregate particle contact is maximized. 

The concept of providing sufficient matrix to fill the voids in the 
aggregate is applicable primarily to aggregates containing sufficient 
amounts of coarse (+ No. 4) aggregate to create large void spaces, and 
may be measured in a laboratory by adding incremental amounts of a fixed 
lime plus flyash ratio to an aggregate, until the compacted dry density 
decreases slightly. However, in the event that the aggregate contains a 
high fraction of fine material (- No. 4) the concern should shift to not 
only providing sufficient matrix but to the ability of the resultant 
mixture to compact and remain stable during construction. Thus, it may 
be necessary to reduce the amount of matrix in the mixture or otherwise, 
reduce the overall fineness of the aggregate through blending. 
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PRELIMINARY TESTING 

In addition to the testing of components required by the Specifications 
for PAM mixtures, it may be desirable to perform preliminary evaluations 
of lime and flyash, in order to select the lime-flyash ratio which provides 
the greatest strength development. This may be accomplished by procedures 
outlined in ASTM C593, 11 Fly-ash And Other Pozzolans for Use With Lime," 
Section 7. 

PREPARATION OF AGGREGATE/FLYASH 

1. Sieve and discard if any, the aggregate retained on the 3/4 
inch sieve. 

2. Determine the moisture content and absorption of the aggregate 
(- No. 4) and the moisture content of the flyash. 

In the event that the aggregate fraction between the 3/4 inch and 
the No. 4 sieve does not contain free surface moisture, that fraction 
shall be soaked 24 hours, and towel dried to obtain a saturated surface 
dry condition. Fly ash which has agglomerated due to drying, shall be 
crumbled with the fingers until the overall size is reduced to comply 
with the Specifications. 

PROPORTIONING 

Proportioning of components in PAM mixtures shall be on a dry 
weight basis, considering the total dry weight as 100% of the batch. 
Preliminary proportions for graded coarse aggregate mixtures are determined 
from a grain size distribution curve for the coarse aggregate. The 
amount of lime plus pozzolan plus the minus No. 4 material is estimated 
from Table A below. 

Maximum Nominal 
Particle Size 

l" 
3/4" 
~II 

Table A 
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Minimum % Passing No. 4 Sieve 

(Lime+ Pozzolan + Minus No. 4 
Sieve Aggregate) 

45% 
50% 
60% 



Using an approximate 3 to 1 flyash to lime ratio and a minimum of 3 
percent lime by weight, mixtures are blended with the estimated preliminary 
proportions at the amount from Table A and, 2 percent above, and 2 
percent below the preliminary proportions. If the densities increase 
with increasing pozzolan contents (holding the lime content constant), 
the mix is deficient in fines; a new series of mixes should be compacted 
with higher pozzolan contents. When the unit weight of three mixes are 
equal or decrease slightly with the higher pozzolan contents, the optimum 
pozzolan content has been determined. The pozzolan content to be used 
in further testing should be the amount which produced the maximum dry 
density plus an allowance for segregation and construction variability, 
based on the Engineer's judgement. 

The compacted density of each mixture shall be determined by AASHTO 
T180, the test for 11 Moisture-Density Relations of Soils, Using 10-lb 
Rammer and 18-inch Drop", except that the 5-lift requirement is replaced 
with three lifts, and Note 2 is not to be used. In determining the 
moisture-density relationship, dry materials should be mixed for 1 
minute, or until the mixture is uniform in color and texture, in a 
Lancaster PC Mixer or its equivalent, plus an additional 3 minutes after 
the water is added, in order to obtain the first point on the moisture
density curve. The original sample may be re-used for subsequent trials. 
The batch shall be mixed for an additional minute after the water has 
been added for each subsequent trial. 

MIXING AND MOLDING TEST SPECIMENS 

After the optimum moisture content is obtained by the above procedure 
a batch large enough. to make six (6) each 4.0 by 4.6-inch (102 by 117 mm) 
cylinders, shall be mixed in the following manner: Mix the dry materials 
for 1 minute or until the mixture is uniform in color and texture in a 
Lancaster PC Mixer or its equivalent. Add enough water to bring the 
mixture to optimum moisture content (corrected for the hygroscopic 
moisture of the minus No. 4 material). Mix an additional 3 minutes. 
Mold the specimens irrunediately in accordance with AASHTO Tl80 Method C 
except as previously noted. Each layer should be scarified to a depth 
of ~ inch (6 mm) before the next layer is compacted in order to assure a 
good bond between the layers. Weigh a representative sample of the 
mixture to determine the moisture content (use a container with a tight 
lid to prevent loss of moisture). Then carefully remove from the specimen 
from the mold by the use of a sample extruder such as a jack or lever 
frame. 

Curing of Test Specimens - Immediately after the specimens are removed 
from the mold, re-weigh the specimens and place in a sealed container 
to prevent loss of moisture. The sealed container may be either a can 
with a friction lid, or double sealed plastic bags. Place three of the 
specimens in the sealed containers carefully in a room or cabinet with 
forced air circulation maintained at 50° F + 2° F (10° C ::t. 1° C) for a 
7-day period. Place the remaining three (3T specimens in a sealed container 
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in a room or cabinet with forced-air circulation maintained at 72° F + 2° 
(22° C + 10 C) for a fourteen day period, re-weigh, and allow to cool-to room 
temperature. After the required period, remove the specimens from the container, 
and cap the specimens for compressive strength testing. Soak the specimens 
in water for 4 hours, remove, allow to drain on a nonabsorbent surface and 
test within 1 hour of the time of removal from the water. 

Number of Test Specimens - Six (6) specimens shall be tested in accordance 
with ASTM Method C 39, Test for Compressive Strength of Cylindrical 
Concrete Specimens; no l/d correction will be considered in the computation 
of the compressive strength. 

VACUUM SATURATION 

If, in addition the Vacuum Saturated Compressive strength is specified 
or otherwise required, the procedures outlined in ASTM C593, Section 9 
shall be followed. 

REPORT - Report of the compressive strength and/or vacuum saturation 
strength tests shall include the following: 

(a) Identification of each material used in the preparation of the 
specimens, 

(b) Percentage by dry weight of each of the constituents, 

(c) Actual as compacted percentage moisture content of mixture, 

(d) Actual dry unit weight of each specimen, nearest lb/ft3 or g/cm3, 

(e) Percentage of maximum dry unit weight of each specimen, 

(f) Cross-sectional area of each specimen, inches2 or centimeters2, 

(g) Maximum failure stress of each specimen, to nearest 5 psi or 
35 kPa, and/or 

(h) Vacuum saturation strength of each specimen, to nearest 5 psi 
or 35 kPa. 

The average compressive strength of three specimens tested at each 
curing condition shall be designated as the test value for evaluation by 
this specification. The average vacuum saturation strength (if required) 
of the three specimens tested shall be designated as the test value for 
evaluation by this specification. Co-efficients of var~ation ~ithin 
groups at sach curing condition which exceed 10% for 50 F (10 C) and 
10% for 72 F (22° C) shall be considered as cause for rejection of the 
samples, and a fresh batch shall be fonnulated, compacted and tested as 
per procedures previously defined. The corrected standard deviation 
will be estimated from Table B. The co-efficient of variation is 
computed by dividing the corrected standard deviation by the mean strength. 
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Table B. 

ESTIMATING STANDARD DEVIATION.--If the number of values are not 
large (say, less than 10), the standard deviation can be estimated by 
either of the following equations: 

R 
Se = d 

where: Se 

R 

d 
m 

Number of 
Values, n 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

or se = Rm 

= estimated standard deviation 

= range of values; i.e., the difference between 
the greatest value and the smallest value 

= factor (see Table C) 
= factor (see Table C) 

TABLE C--FACTORS FOR ESTIMATING 
STANDARD DEVIATION 

Factor, 
d 

1.1284 
1.6926 
2.0588 
2.3259 
2.5344 
2.7044 
2 .8472 
2.9700 
3.0775 
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Factor, 
m 

0.8862 
0.5908 
0.4857 
0.4299 
0.3946 
0.3698 
0.3512 
0.3369 
0.3249 



PLOTTING OF DEGREE DAY (50) VS. CURED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (CS) CHARACTERISTIC 
CURVE 

In order to evaluate the effect of curing at low to moderate temperatures 
it is necessary to plot the best fit straight line relationship of the 
average cured compressive strength (PSI) obtained herein at both curing 
temperatures, versus the curing degree days (40° F base) representative 
of each average strength. 

Plots are to be arranged on 20x20/division graph-paper, at a convenient 
scale, with the number of degree-days along the ·x-axis and the cured 
strength (in PSI) along the y-axis. Degree-days (400 F base) are calculated 
as follows: (Curing temperature - 40) x number of days = DD. Plots 
will be appropriately labeled as to: producer, month and year of analysis 
and proportions of each component ingredient. 

The Department will analyze design test data and develop appropriate 
construction cut-off dates. 
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State of Illinois 
Department of Transportation 

SUPPLEMENTAL SPECIFICATION 
FOR 

SECTION 804. POZZOLANIC AGGREGATE MIXTURE EQUIPMENT 

Effective April 1, 1980 

This Supplemental Specification amends the provisions of the Standard Specifications 
for Road and Bridge Construction, adopted October 1, 1979 and shall be construed 
to be a part thereof, superseding any conflicting provisions thereof applicable 
to the work under the contract. . ... 
804.01 The pozzolanic aggregate mixture plant shall be a batch or continuous 
type mixing plant. The plant units shall be so designed, coordinated, and 
operated that they will produce mixtures within the tolerances specified. The 
plant units shall meet the following requirements: 

(a) General Requirements. The plant shall be approved before production begins. 
It shall be equipped with adequate and safe stairways to the mixer platform 
and sampling points. The plant shall be equipped with a room of approximately 
200 square feet for perfonning the necessary tests for control of the-mixture. 
The room shall be provided with sufficient heat, and air conditioning, natural 
and artificial light, and be equipped with a desk, chair, work bench 3 1 x10'x36" 
and 110 volt outlets. First aid equipment, telephone, fire extinguisher having 
a minimum underwriters laboratory rating of 2AlOBC and sanitary facilities shall 
be available. When approved by the Engineer a room with sufficient space 

.. for performing the necessary tests for contra 1 of the mixture, either in a 
building occupied by the operator or in a separate building satisfactory to the 
Engineer, may be substituted for the aforementioned facility-

Guarded ladders shall be placed at all points where accessibility to plant 
operations is required. Accessibility to the top of truck bodies shall be 
provided by a platform or other suitable device to enable the Engineer to 
obtain samples. A hoist or pulley system, if required by the Engineer, 
shall be provided to raise scale calibration equipment, sampling equipment 
and other similar equipment from the ground to the mixer platform and 
return. All gears, pulleys, chain sprockets, and other dangerous moving 
parts shall be thoroughly guarded and protected. Ample. and unobstructed 
space shall be provided on the mixing platform. A clear and unobstructed 
passage shall be maintained at all times in and around the truck loading 
area. This area shall be kept from drippings from the mixing platform. 
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(b) Storage Facilities. The plant used in the preparation of the PAM mixtures 
shall be located where it will have adequate storage and transportation 
facilities. Sufficient space shall be provided for separate stock piles 
of each material type. If necessary to prevent the intermixing of the 
different materials, or if stock piles join together, suitable partitions 
shall be used between adjacent stock piles. All aggregates shall be 
kept separated until they are fed in their proper proportions onto a belt 
conveyor. The aggregates shall be handled in such a manner as to prevent 
contamination and degradation. 

(c) Crane or End Loader. The crane used in stock-piling the aggregates or 
conveying the aggregates to the aggregate feeders sha_l 1 be in first
cl ass mechanical .condition. When compartment aggregate bins are used, 
the width of the crane bucket shall be not more than 1/2 the minimum width 
of the top of the bin compartments, and the maximum length of the bucket 
when fully open shall be at least 1 foot less than the length of the top 
of the bin compartment. 

~Jhen an end loader is used to charge adjacent hoppers containing different 
materials, the maximum discharge width of the bucket shall be 2 feet less 
than the \ti dth of the top of the bin compartment surcharge. 

(d) Aggregate Feeder. The plant shall be provided with accurate mechanical 
means for uniformly feeding aggregate in its proper proportion onto the 
main belt so that uniform production will be obtained. The controls of 
the lime and fly ash fed to the pug mill shall be by a variable speed 
system. Other methods may be approved by the Engineer. A 11 ,gates sha 11 
be capable of peing locked or bolted securely in the required position. 

(e) Material Control. The plant shall provide means for accurately propor
tioning lime and fly ash within specified tolerances. Charts shall be 
provided showing the rate of feed of aggregate per minute for the 
aggregate being used. 

(f) Weight Calibration of Lime, Fly Ash and Aggregate Feeds. The plant shall 
include a means for calibration by weighing test samples. Provision shall 
be made so that the lime and fly ash fed out of the feeder can be collected 
in an individual test container. The plant shall be equipped to conveniently 
handle individuql test samples weighing not more than 200 pounds. Accurate 
scales shall be provided by the Contractor to weigh such test samples. 

Adequate means must be provided to collect the individual or combined 
aggregates or fly ash into a truck after the aggregates of fly ash pass 
over the weigh belt or other proportioning device. 

(g) Synchronization of Lime, Fly Ash and Aggregate. Means shall be provided 
to afford positive interlocking control along the flow of aggregate, 
fly ash, lime and water satisfactory to the Engineer. 
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(h) Mixer. The plant shall include a continuous or batch mixer of an 
approved type, and capable of producing a uniform mixture within the 
job-mix tolerances. Continuous mixers shall be equipped with a discharge 
hopper with dump gates which will permit rapid and complete discharge of 
the mixture. The paddles shall be adjustable to advance or retard aggregate 
flow. The spray bar of the mixer shall be equipped with a pressure gauge. 
An adjustable baffle or dam which can be locked or bolted in position shall 
be placed at the discharge end of the pug mill. The mixer shall have 
a nominal capacity. as determined by the Engineer, of not less than 200 
tons per hour and shall have a manufacturer's plate giving the net 
volumetric contents of the mixer at the several heights inscribed on 
a permanent gauge. 

(i) Platform Scale for Weighing Pozzolanic Aggregate Mixtures. The sca1es 
shall be accurate to 0.4 percent of the maximum load that may be required. 
The scales shall be calibrated at the beginning of each construction 
season and as often as the Engineer may deem necessary to assure their 
continued accuracy. The scales shall be inspected frequently for 
sensitivity, sluggishness or damage. They shall be checked for accuracy 
at intervals of not more than one week by obtaining the net weight, on 
another truck scale, of a truck load of pozzolanic aggregate mixture. 
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STATE OF OHIO 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

SUPPLEMENTAL SPECIFICATION 835 
AGGREGATE LIME-FLY ASH BASE 

January 13, 1977 

835.01 Description. This item shall consist of a mixture of aggregate, 
hydrated lime and fly ash mixed, placed and compacted in accordance with the 
requirements hereinafter set forth and in conformity with the lines, grades 
and cross sections shown on the plans. 

This construction may involve patents and if so the provisions of 107.03, 
Patented Devices, Materials and Processes of the Construction and Material 
Specifications of the Ohio Department of Transportation will govern. 

835.02 Materials. (a) Hydrated lime shall meet the requirements of 
712. 04 (b). 

(b) Fly ash shall meet the requirements of ASTM C 593, with the exception 
of Section 7 for plastic mixes. The maximum loss on ignition shall be 10 
percent as determined in accordance with ASTM C 311. 

(c) Aggregate. Aggregate for this course shall be sound and durable lime
stone, air-cooled blast furnace slag, or gravel which shall meet the grading 
requirements of 301.02 except that a minimum of 35 percent shall pass the No. 4 
sieve. 

When tested for soundness in accordance with Method of Test for Soundness 
of Aggregates by use of Sodium Sulphate, AASHTO T 104, the weighted loss of 
the aggregate shall not exceed 15 percent except in case of an aggregate where 
the major portion of the unsound materials acquires a mudlike condition during 
the test, the soundness shall not exceed 5 percent. 

835.03 Composition. Samples of the materials proposed for use shall be 
submitted to the Laboratory at least 90 days before the planned construction 
of this item for evaluation, approval and proportioning. 

Cylinders prepared from the submitted material samples will be tested 
for compressive strength and freeze-thaw loss according to ASTM C 593. The 
average compressive strength shall be not less than 400 psi with no individual 
cylinder being lower than 300 psi. The loss in weight shall be no_t more than 
10 percent after 12 cycles of freezing and thawing. 

835.04 Construction Methods. The aggregate, hydrated lime and fly ash 
shall be accurately proportioned and thoroughly mixed in a mechanical mixer 
of the pugmill or other approved type. The exact material proportions shall 
be fixed by the Engineer and shall be maintained within the following toler
ances in percent by weight of the total mix. 

Lime t 0.3 
Fly ash t 1.5 
Aggregate ! 2.0 
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Means shall be provided for checking the accuracy of the proportioning. Water 
shall be added if necessary to insure that the mixture will be at optimum 
moisture content when compacted. The mixing operation shall be continued until 
all the materials are distributed evenly throughout the mixture. The mixture 
shall then be discharged without undue segregation. A sample of batched lime
fly ash base material shall be obtained daily and compression specimens prepared 
for testing according to ASTM C 593. The average strength for each sample shall 
be not less than 400 psi with no individual test being lower than 300 psi. The 
Engineer reserves the right to make such changes in mix proportioning during the 
progress of the work as he may consider necessary. 

The aggregate lime-fly ash base, within an increment of work, shall be 
placed and compacted within 48 hours of mixing. Where multiple layers are 
placed, each layer shall be placed and compacted the same day as the first layer. 

The maximum compacted layer thickness shall be 4 inches except where vibra
tory equipment is used in conjunction with other methods of compaction, the 
maximum compacted layer thickness shall be 8 inches. Where the total thickness 
specified is more than 8 inches, the mixture shall be placed in two or more 
layers approximately equal in thickness. 

Each layer shall be placed in full lane widths using a mechanical spreader 
of a type approved by the Engineer. When placed, the mixture shall be free from 
segregation and when compacted the surface shall require a minimum of finish 
grading to meet surface tolerances. 

Each layer shall be compacted using rollers or vibratory equipment and 
rollers. Compaction requirements shall be as specified in 304.04 of the 
Construction and Material Specifications. 

After a layer has been compacted, tested for density and approved by the 
Engineer, water shall be applied as required to maintain the moisture content 
of the mixture near the optimum until either a succeeding layer of lime-fly ash 
material or the bituminous curing coat is placed. The equipment used for apply
ing the water and bituminous curing coat shall be such that will not displace or 
otherwise damage the surface. 

Prior to placing a layer on a previously placed layer, the surface of the 
previously placed layer shall be loosened to assure interlocking of the aggre
gate between the layers. 

In constructing the top layer, the grade shall be kept at sufficient height 
so that the top surface, when compacted, will be at or slightly above grade, 
rather than below grade. Finish grading shall be accomplished by removing 
excess material followed by recompaction by rolling. In the event· that low 
areas occur, they shall be loosened, dampened with water immediately before 
placing additional mixture, and then rolled to the satisfaction of the Engineer. 
When this item is used as a subbase for 451 pavement, the surface tolerance 
shall not exceed 1/4 inch in 10 feet. 

The Contractor shall remove and dispose of any mixture that has not been 
compacted in place within 48 hours from the time it was mixed. Any mixture 
that has become contaminated with subgrade material or otherwise damaged by 
rain, freezing, traffic, or construction operations shall be removed and 
discarded. 
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The Engineer may restrict hauling over partially completed work when such 
hauling causes excessive deflection, cracking, displacement, or other damage 
to the aggregate lime-fly ash base. 

A bituminous curing coat shall be applied to the surface of the completed 
aggregate lime-fly ash base. At the time the curing coat is applied, the 
surf ace shall be tightly knit and free of all loose or extraneous material. 
The bituminous curing coat, 702.02 RC-250, 702.04 RS-1, 702.09 RT-9 or RT-10, 
shall be applied uniformly to the surface with a pressure distributor at a 
rate of approximately 0.15 gallons per square yard. The exact rate of appli
cation and temperature shall be specified by the Engineer. Cover aggregate 
conforming to 703.06 shall be applied in accordance with 407.06. 

The Contractor shall maintain, at his own expense, the entire base in a 
manner satisfactory to the Engineer until the pavement has been completed. 
Maintenance shall include repairs of any defective or damaged p0rtions of th~ 

base and shall be made in such a manner as to insure restoration of a uniform 
surface and durability of the portion repaired or replaced. 

835.05 Construction Joints. At the end of a day's work, a short tapered 
construction joint shall be made at the end of the compacted base in a straight 
line normal to the center line of the roadway. 

Where additional base course construction is to be joined to the previous 
work, the end of the existing base course shall be scarified and moistened, 
blended with new mixture, and compacted to form a continuous section without 
a joint. 

835.06 Seasonal Limits. Li.me-fly ash base shall be constructed bet~een 
April 15 and September 15 on pavements which are to be opened to traffic 
during the summer, fall, or winter months of the construction year. On pave
ments which are to be opened the following spring, lime-fly ash base may be 
placed later than September 15 but, after this date, a bituminous curing coat 
and a minimum of one overlying pavement course shall be constructed within 72 
hours of final base compaction. In no case shall lime-fly ash material be 
placed during rain or when the atmospheric temperature is below 40F in the 
shade nor shall this material be allowed to remain uncovered during the winter 
months. 

835.07 Method of Measurement. The quantity of aggregate lime-fly ash base 
course to be paid for shall be the actual number of cubic yards, computed from 
plan lines, of approved aggregate lime-fly ash base course material compacted 
in conformity with the lines, grades and cross sections shown on the plans. 

835.08 Basis of Payment. The quantity measured as provided above shall 
be paid for at the contract unit price per cubic yard bid for Item 835, 
Aggregate Lime-Fly Ash Base Course, which price and payment shall constitute 
full compensation for furnishing all materials for the aggregate lime~fly ash 
base, including hauling, incorporating admixture, water, placing, compacting 
and curing, and for all labor, tools, equipment and incidentals necessary to 
complete this item. 
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322.1 

State of Pennsylvania 
Department of Transportation 

Aggregate-Lime-Pozzo/an 
Base Course 

SECTION 322. 
AGGREGATE-LIME-POZZOLAN 

BASE COURSE 

322.2((1 

322.1 DESCRIPTION-This work shall consist of con· 
structing an aggregate, lime, and pozzolan base course in 
accordance with these specifications and within reasonably 
close conformity to the lines, grades, width, and depth 
shown on the drawings and as specified. 

322.2 MATERIALS-

(a) Aggregate. The aggregate shall be stone, gravel. or 
slag, meeting the requirements of Section 703.3 for Type C. 
or better, No. 2A material, except that a maximum of I~~ 
may pass the No. 100 sieve, or the requirements of Section 
32 l.2(a). 

(b) Lime. Lime shall meet the requirements of Section 
723 and ASTM Designation C 207, Type N, Sections 2. 
3(a), 6, and 7(a), and shall be capable of producing a mi1· 
turc meeting the requirements of Subsection (g). 

(c) Pozzolan. Pozzolan shall meet the requirements of 
Section 724, and shall be capable of producing a mi~turt 
meeting the requirements of Subsection (g). 

(d) Water. Section 720. 

(e) Bituminous Material. Bituminous material for pro
tection and curing shall meet the requirements of Bulletin 
No. 25, and shall be one of_ the following: 

Class RT-2-C or RT-2-W 
Class E-1 
Class MC-30 

(f) Testing. . It shall be the responsibility of the 
contractor to do the preliminary testing required to de· 
termine the compatibility and the quality of the respecti'-c 
materials, the proportions ·required, and that the propostd 
mixture meets the requirements of Subsection (g). 
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322.l(O Aggregate-Lime-Pozzo/an 
Base Course 

322.J(b) 

The testing shall be performed in accordance with the re
quirements of Sections 320.2(c) I. and 2. 

(g) Mixuture. The aggregate-lime-pozzolan mixture 
shall meet the following requirements: 

1. Liquid Limit and Plasticity Index. The liquid limit 
of the mixture determined in accordance with AASHO 
Designation T 89 shall not exceed 25 and the plasticity 
index determined in accordance with AASHO Designation 
T 90 shall not exceed 6. 

2. Durability. The proposed mixture shall be tested in 
:iccordance with PTM, No. 110. 

322.3 CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS-

(a) Equipment. Equipment shall conform to the require
ments of Section 320.3(a). 

(b) Mixing. 

I. Central Plant Mixing. For central plant mixing, 
the materials shall be mixed in an approved continuous flow 
or batch-type mixer equipped with batching or metering de
vices designed to measure the specified quantities of the 
respective materials. Mixing shall be continued until a 
thorough and uniform mixture is obtained. 

The mixture shall be transported from central mix plants 
in clean, tight vehicles and shall be deposited on the 
moistened prepared area by means of approveq mechanical 
spreaders in a uniform loose condition for the full depth of 
layer being place. Protective covers for the vehicles may be 
required by the engineer. 

2. In-Place Mixing. For in-place mixing the required 
quantity of aggregate shall be spread on the prepared area 
in a uniform loose layer. The specified quantity of pozzolan 
shall then be applied in a uniform spread to the aggregate in 
place and be blended until the pozzolan is uniformly dis
tributed through the aggregate. At the time of application 
of the pozzolan, the moisture content of the aggregate shall 
not exceed the quantity which will permit uniform blending 
of the materials. 
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322.J(b) Aggregate-lime-Pozzo/an 
Base Course 

322.J(bl 

The specified quantity of lime shall then be applied in a 
uniform spread and be blended until the lime is uniformly 
distributed through the pozzolan and aggregate. 

After the aggregate, lime, and pozzolan have been 
throughly blended, water shall be applied and incorporated 
into the mixture. The application of water shall be so con· 
trolled that there is no excessive concentration on or near 
the surface of the mixture. An adequate water supply and 
sufficient pressure distributing equipment shall be provided 
to insure that the mixing operation is continuous. After all 
required water has been applied, mixing shall be continued 
until a thorough and uniform mixture is obtained. 

On projects where the application of lime and/or poz
zolan creates a critical dust condition, the contractor may. 
with the approval .of the engineer, moisten the pozzolan 
and/or lime, or may pre-blend the specified quantities of 
pozzolan and lime (with or without a portion of the ag· 
gregate) with water prior to application to the spread ag· 
gregate or addition to the mixer. 

Water added to pozzolan and/or lime or to a pre-blend lo 
eliminate excessive dust shall not exceed the quantity re· 
quired in the final mix. 

3. General. The moisture content at the time of final 
mixing shall not vary from the optimum moisture de· 
termined in the field by more than 2 percentage points, ex· 
cept that in no case shall the moisture content in the mix 
exceed the quantity which will permit uniform blending or 
cause the base course to become unstable during the 
compacting or finishing operations. 

Bulk lime and bulk pozzolan may be used provided ap
proved equipment and handling methods are used. 

Pozzolan and/or lime shall not be spread nor shall mix· 
ture be placed when the aggregate or the base course area is 
excessively. wet, frozen, or is at a temperature of 40 F Oi 

less. No material shall be spread nor mixture placed unless 
the air temperature is 40 F and rising and these operations 
shall be discontinued when the descending air temperature 
falls below 40 F. 
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322.J(b) Aggregate-Lime-Pozzo/an 
Base Course 

322.J(h) 

The placing of Aggregate-Lime-Pozzolan Base Course 
shall terminate August 15 and shall not be resumed prior to 
May t. unless otherwise approved in writing by the 
engineer. 

Only the necessary shaping and processing equipment 
shall be permitted to travel over the spread materials and 
any lime. pozzolan. or mixture that becomes displaced or 
contaminated in any manner shall be removed and satisfac
torily replaced at no expense to the Department. 

(cl. Compaction. Compaction shall conform to the re
quirements of Section 321.J(c), except that PTM No. 106, 
Method B shall be used for optimum moisture content and 
maximum dry weight density determination. 

(d) Finishing. Finishing shall be performed in accor
dance with the requirements of Section 32l.3(d), except that 
the finishing operation need not be limited to 3 hours. 

(e) Construction Joints. Where additional base course 
construction is to be joined to the previous day's work, the 
end of the existing base course shall be scarified and 
moistened, blended with new mixture. and compacted to 
form a continuous section without a joint. 

(0 Protection and Curing. Protection and curing shall 
conform to the requirements of Section 32 l .3(f). If the 
contractor so elects he may begin paving of binder and/or 
surface courses immediately after placing the prime coat 
without waiting for the completion of the 7 day curing pe
riod. 

(g) Density. The density will be determined in accor
dance with PTM No. 112, or PTM No. 402. One density 
determination shall be made for each 3000 square yards, or 
less. of completed base course. No tolerance in density 
below that specified will be allowed. 

(h) Surface Tolerance. The surface smoothness shall be 
checked transversely with approved templates and longi
tudinally with straightedges in accordance with the require
ments of Sectio11 310.3(d). Any surface irregularity that 
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322.J(h) Aggregate-Lime-Pozzo/an 
Base Course 

322.5 

exceeds 'h inch under a template or straightedge shall be 
remedied to the satisfaction of the engineer. 

(i) Tests for Depth of Finished Base Course. The depth 
of the finished base course shall meet the requirements of 
Section 320.3(i). 

(j) Maintenance and Traffic. The completed base course 
shall be maintained and traffic controlled in accordance 
with the requirements of Section 310.3(f). 

322.4 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT-This work will 
be measured on the surface using the two-dimensional 
method and include all areas shown on the drawings or 
otherwise approved by the engineer. 

322.5 BASIS OF PAYMENT-Aggregate-Lime-Poz
zolan Base Course will be paid for at the contract unit price 
per square yard, complete in place, as specified. 

When this construction involves patent rights, it is 
mutually understood and agreed that without exception the 
bid price is to include all royalties, costs, and/ or license fees 
arising from patents, trademarks, and copyrights in any 
way involved in the work and that the requirements of 
Section l 07 .03 will govern. 
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41. 

Federal Aviation Administration 
Newark Airport Proiect 

1.i:1E··CL'!E~'f r'L':,\Sli STAIHLI7.ED FlLL SAND llASE. 

The U 111~-cc::i:':=1t iJ yash stabilized fill sand base shall be 
,;,.·~· ~ixcd, .:inc1 r:onsisl 'Jf a mixture of in-place fill sand, hydrated 
'i~;t!, ?oct.l;J:ici c:cr~.C?"ut, f.lyash, a:-id coarse aggregate if specified, and 
;h~il he mi~ed. µlac~d ~~d co~pa~ted on a pr~pared subgrade in accord
~~~~ ~itn these Specifications and to the lines, grades and cross-
~.:·::t: ions sh0 ... rn on the Contract lJrawings. 

The Consolidaued Edison Company of Nev York, Inc. (h~rein
.:( t:~r r,~ferr•"·d to c;s the "Company") has agret::d 'Jith the Authority 
: ... :":;rn!.::.h fly;_ish free of c:harge co contractors requiring flyash in 
: .• .:· !'·:::f .. Hrr:ancc of their work under Auchoritv contracts. The Agreecent 
~'c~~e~ the Aurhnr:ty and the Company is substantially in the 
=~'~ ~cta~hed h~rero. 

The C0:1tra.::cor shall comply 'Jith the terms of the Agreement 
~~c~~~n the ~utharicy and the Company and shall assume all the risks, 
:::;: ~ ...:::. .!~1c obligations of the Authority under said Agree~ent. The 
Co~~•a•tor 3nd the Company shall mutually agree as to the times, 
pl&~e~ and conveyances to be used in th~ rem6val of flyash. The fly
.. s~. ···.J.:;t be:: i.n .accordance with the requirements for Lime-Cement Flyash 
Stg~ilizea Fill Sand Ease.specified below. 

Materials 

The coarse aggregate, called "Aggregate" on the Contract 
Drawings, shall be crushed trap rock and shall consist of hard, 
durable particles, free of an excess of soft or disintegrated 
pieces, dirt, or other objectionable material. Tile coarse aggregate 
shall conform to the following gradation requirements: 

Sieve Sizes 

l~" 
1" 
3/4" 
No. 4 

Total Passing Per Cent by ~eight 

100 
90 - 100 
60 - 8<) 

0 - 5 
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Lime-cement as specified herein shall be a mixture of one 
part Portland cement and four parts hydrated lime, by weight. The 
cement shall be Type I conforming to the requirements of the Standard 
Specifications for Portland Cement (A.S.T.M. Cl50), and the lime shall 
be Type N conforming to the requirements of the Standard Specifications 
for Hydrated Lime for Masonry Purposes (A.S.T.M. C207) and the modified 
requirements specified herein: 

1. Total oxide content (Cao+ MgO) on a non-volatile 
basis shall not be less than 867. by weight. 

2. A minimum of 757. shall pass a No. 200 sieve. 

3. Substitution of high oxide lime (dolomitic hydrate) 
may be made provided that: 

a. The total oY.ide in the mix shall not be less 
than the specified hydr~te lime assuming an 
oxide content on a non-volatile basis of 927. 
and the combined HzO is 257. (i.e. assuming 
a 3.2% lime mix, the total oxide content will 
be 3.2 parts x .75 x .92 = 2.2 p~rts). 

b. The total amount of substituted lime in any 
mix shall not be less than 2.87. by w~ight. 

c. Quicklime shall be used only when the mixing, 
performance and safety provisions of the slak
ing mechanism are approved by the Engineer. 

Flyash shall conform to the requirements of the Tentative 
Specifications for Flyash for Use as a Pozzolanic Material with Lime 
(A.S.T.M. Designation: C379) and the applicable testing procedures) 
and the following modified requirements: 

1. Loss of ignition shall not be more than lOi.. 

2. Combined content of silica (Si 02) and aluminu~ 
oxide (Al203) shall not be less than 50%. 

J. Lime-pozzolnn strength, minimum compressive strength 
shall be 600 psi at 7 days, 1J0° ±3° F. 

4. Storar.c bins shall be provided ~hen dry pawner fly
ash is used. 

5. Moisture content of wet flyash shall.be determined 
prior to placing in mix. 

6. A shredding machine shall be used to pulverize the 
conditioned (moistened) flv~sl1 prior to its use in the mix. 
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Fill sand to be used in the LCF mixes shall be the suitable 
material fro~ the excavation and any deficiency in supply shall be 
supplemented from the stockpile as directed by the Engineer. The 
suitable fill material shall consist of sand or a sand and gravel 
mixture with fines .not more than 10% by weight passing No. 200 sieve 
and shall have no particle size exceeding two inches in largest dimension. 

Water for use in mixing the lime-cement flyash stabilized fill 
sand base courses shall be clean water without objectionable organic 
content. 

Proportions 

The materials in the lime-cement flynsh stabilized fill sand 
base courses shall be proportioned by weight in the percentages shown 
herein. The Engineer, however, may at his sole opti.on vary the percentaee 
of materials. The Contractor will be reimbursed for the actual net cost 
delivery purchase price to him of any additional materials ordered by the 
Engineer. The amount of water used in the mix shall be determined by 
tests for the optimum density and compaction as specified herein in the 
subclause entitled "Compaction". 

Composition of Lime-Cement-Flyash (LCF) Mixes 

Percent by Weight 

I I 1 
Hydrated Lime Portland Cement: Aggregate 1 In-place i 

3/4" Size I Type ASTM Type N ASTM Tvpe I Flvash ~" - Fill Sand 

A 3.6 0.9 12-14 30 I 51. 5-53. 5 
B 3.2 0.8 14-16 -- 80.0-82.0 
c 2.8 0.7 14-16 -- 80.5-82.5 

I 

Any ingredient of the mix shall not deviate more than 1/20 of the 
figures shown above. 

Change in Proportions 

If the Contractor elects to place lime-cement flyash stabilized 
fill sand base courses during the months of September and October, the 
cement content shall be twice the amount shown in the table above at no 
additional compensation. 

Between November 1 and March 1 1 half of the cement shall be 
deleted and an equivalent amount by weight of hydr~tcd lime shall be sub
stituted in lieu thereof. 
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( Mixing 
( 

The lirr~-ccment flyash stabilized fill sand base cou=se 
ci.aterials shall bcmixcd in a stationat")' continuous flow or batch 
type mixer equipped with batchins or meterins devices to measure the 
specified quantities. Mixins shall be conti~ued until a thoroush 
and uniform mixture of all materials incor-porated in the mix is 
obtained. The minimum mixing time deter-mined fro~ trial runs of the 
central mixing plant shall be as directed by the Engineer. For the 
batch type mixer, prior to the introduction of water, the dry rnix of 
lir.ie-cement flyash and fill sand shall be blended uniformly for a 
period of not less than 15 seconds per cubic yard or three re·Jolutions 
of the mixing drum. For a continuous flow type ~~xer, adequa~e devices 
shall be inst~lled to detect the changes in the flow ~Ateriala. The 
moisture content of the fly~sh, ag~re~ate and fill sand as well as 
all metering devices shall be daily tested and recalibrated. 

The Contractor shall submit in detail his anticipated p~·'Ult 
O?eration and layout lor the approval of the Engineer. ~ a guide :or 
the Contractor in selecting his equipment, the central mixing plant 
shall be equipped vith the follo~ing: 

_,. 

l. Three separate storage bins, one each for the li~e, 

cement and powder flyash, ~ith a minimlml capacity of 
each equal co the quantity ~c~uircments of a day's 
operations. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Three separate feeding belts, one each for coarse 
aggregate, fill sand and bulk volume moist flyash. 

An e.ddi tional measuring device if quicklime in slurry 
form is used. 

The mixer charging conveyor sh3ll be long enough to 
hold the volume of a single batch at idle. 

The minimum capacity of the mixing plant shall be 
100 cubic yards. approximately 200 tons, per hvur. 

The vater system shall be adequate for the mixing plant 
and its requirements shall be determined from the 
optimum moisture in the mix, 'Jhich ranges from 8 to 
107. by veight. 

211 2" A bar-screen having opening less than x 
on the sand hopper and the Contractor shall 
retained on the screening as "unsuitable". 

Transporting 

shall be ins tall cc 
remove all material 

TI1c.: mixture shall be transponeo from the central plant 1:-.ix 
operation in vehicl~s chat vill maintain the moisture content 3nd pre
vent the lo!'S of firu~ materials in the mix during the transit. Thi! 
·t.·l·nti1.'n n..f th1.• cc>ntr.:il mixing plant shall be sho1Jn on the Contr:ict 
r>r.,win~!i unh·:-.;s th<· E111:?in1:cr dirE-cts th.lt ic: is to be located 
l' l :Ol''""lH· re -
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Prcp~ratinn of Sub~radc 

Prior to pl...iccment of pavement matcri3ls and .:iftcr grading, the 
subgradc shall be compacted the same as specified for backfill in the 
clause herein entitled "B2.ckfill". 

ln the event that during or after compacting the subgrade, the 
Engineer detennines that the material below such depths is unsuitable 
tC'l prC'lpcrly support the pennanent construction, the Contractor shall 
l!:\~·.1\·.1tl! to such fu1·thl.!r cll.!pth.s and within ·:md1 I im its as the En;~in1..wr 
:::iay order and backfill and recompact to the extent orth~rc<l by the 
L.:'lt::n.?l::" i~ accord.:mcc with the clause entitled ''Ov~r-Excava-

• II 
: .i.O:'\ • 

!£, in the opinion of the Engineer, the m~terial below such 
.i.::;:>ths is rendered unsuit.::bll! by the Contra.ctor's opcr.1tions, the Con
tr:i.::tor shall receive no additional compcns.ition whatever for such 
re~nv3l or backfill. 

Placing of First Lift 

Tne pre?al."·::J subgrade on which the mixture is to be placed 
~hill be thoroughly and evenly moistened, as directed by ·the Engineer 
i."xfc6iately prior to placing of the mixture. The mixture shall be 
daposited on the moistened subgradc in a uniform loose condition for 
~ d~pth that will provide the ~ompacted depth specified on the Contract 
Dra~ings or as set forth in the Specifications. 

Compaction 

nie roller used for the first t-wo passes of initial compaction 
shall be a vibratory rolle~ as specified for backfill in the clause here-
in entitled "Backfill". The final compaction shall be done -with t\Jo self
propelled pneumatic-tired rollers equipped for rapid adjustment of tire 
inflation pressure. Each of these rollers shall have a minimum gross weight 
of 35 tons, and hav a tire inflation pressure variable from 30 to 150 psi 
(mini~um) and shall be Bros. SP-10000 self-propelled pneumatic-tired rollers 
~ith air on the run, as manufactured by Bros. Inc. or approved equal. 
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The number of passes of the pneumatic tired roller shall be 
determined by the Engineer when the deposited base courses reach a field 
density at trial run at least 100 per cent of the maximum density in accor~
ance with AASHO Designation T-180 Method "D" Density Test. Tne de:1sity 
of compacted base courses in actual installation shall be deter:nined by the 
Engineer from in-?lace density tests or from undisturbed samples cut "fro~ t~e 
base courses. During the co~rse of placement construction, the Engineer ~ay 
increase or decrease the number of passes of the pneumatic-tired roller as 
frequently as required to obtain the best density of the compaction. 

The Contractor shall furnish the rece~sarv labor and materials to ob
tain these samples and to patch areas fro~ which samples are taken. 

During the ch~~kin~ of density of base courses, the Engineer 
will also check the thickne~s of the compacted base course. Befo~e 
proceeding with succeeding courses, the Contractor will be required 
to correct any portions of the base course that do not meet the 
above density requirements or that de not meet in thickness the 
requirements shown below. 

A reasonably rippled surface with no loose matcr1cll, is 
tolerable for the integration of the subsequ~nt base cours~s and 
asphalt concrete top course, as long as the followin£ tolerances 
are maintained: 

Tolerances in Thickness of Lifts 

First Lift LCF Mix "-C" + 1. 0 inch 

Subsequent Lifts LCF Mix • 1B11 -T 1/2 inch 

Top Lift LCF Mix "A" + 1/4 inch 

Total Thickness of All LCF Lifts - 1/2 incl. 
+ l.O inch 
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S1.:bsequent lifts sha{ be placed by mc&Jns or approve( •echanica; spreaders 
~ l~:l l <> ':' or E:qual to an auto-grader as manu!ac turc:cl hy Constn._ .1,,n Mach ... nery Incor· 
pr.;ratt:c! and oth<:r c:qui?ment that sh.:ill not J~1111a~~c the cournc:-; pn:vi6usly plilccd. 
ln placing and compacting the subsequent lifts, the ~op surfa~e of the previous lift 
s:-tall Le campl'.;ned o:ith •.;:ltcr ii:::nedi.iltely before: plucin~ additional base material. 

~e normal curinb period for the top layer (LCF "A") shall b•? 
..... '-e..?r..:.s. If a top layer (LCF "A") is pl.'.lced during September l through 
Oc:.obe:- .31, the cu:-ing period sh.'.lll be C"Wo weeks only H &Jdc!itional cement 
is accied to t~e ~ix in accordance with the subclausc herein entitled 
"C!-:a:-:i=~ in ?r.:-p~ni.:ins". Any top layer (LCF "A") pl.'.lced during September 1 
::::-.:-~:~:: Cl.:t~b~:- 31 ... ·ithout ch.:in~e in proportions or placc<l n(tcr Novemher l 
s:-.al~ :-:.=: =.-e :.:ipi)ed \.:ith .:isph;Jlt concrete top course until.April lst .. 
:~~ "':-:;.:i~··-= t,:1? l.a:-· .. ·:- (l.CF "A") shall bo:? protected as spec1fled herein ir. 
::-.e ~1.:b\~.1:1:.;,• ··~t:i~~ed ''\.leather Rest:Tictions". 

'Wet Load 

In C.1Se a lo.1d of lime-cement flyash contains more moisture 
:~a~ t~at s~.::fied for the optimum content, the mixed ~~terial shall 
~-== ~~ co:?a:ced but shall be spread to a thickness of 2 to 3 inches 
a::.-::.::·: u;-idistu:-bed to dry to the optimu.~ moisture content. Upon the 
.:.;:~:-oval o: the Engineer, .ldditional n".aterial can be placed on top of 
t~~ sa:d load or said load can be blended and worked. 

Finishing 

In placing and compacting the mixture, the surface of the top 
~i:c ~hen co~pacted, shall not deviate ~ore than 1/4 inch from the 
tt.eore:ical g:-ade level when tested 'IJith a ten-foot straight edge in any 
direction. Finished grading and shaping shall be accomplished by removing 
excess m.at~:-ial follo .... cd hy recomp.:iction by rolling. In the event that 
lcr.: arcas·occ~r, they shall bc scarified to .1 ~cpth of on~ inch, dampened 
.. .-it~ 1.:ater ir.:::ediately before placing additional base material and then 
rolled to the satisfaction of the Engineer. 

Construction Joints 

At the end of each day's construction, a straight transverse 
c,:,:1sr:ructi~:1 joint sh.111 be form~d by installin~ :t tcmp,ir.:iry .,_,ooden 
bulkhe3d .:>r by cuttin~ back into the completed 'w'ork to form a true 
·.·~:-tical :.ice. The constructi..:>n joints shall be loc<Jteu in the area 
sho--·:i en :he Contract Drawings or designated by the Enf;,inc:er-

Placement of Electrical Ducts in Lime-Cement Flvash Courses 

Any excavation for the placement of electrical ducts in lime-cement flyash 
courses shall be replaced with Class D concrete conforming to the requirements of t~.: 
clause herein entitled "Concrete". The bottom and sid~s of duct trenches in LCF sh~: 
bt hE:avily ooistened just prior to placing concrete. A minimum of 48 hours sh.111 l::·c 
allo..:ed to cure the concrete before any subsequent work is performed on the fly.Jsh 
courses in the vicinity of the ducts. 
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Rehandling of Material 

Within three days after the mixing, the lime-cenent f l~as~ 
stabilized sand may"be regarded, reshaped and reused in the vork ?r~
vided that the ~oisture of the mixture is ~ithin the range of op~i~u~ 
percentage +2% to -1%. However, no lime-cement flyash mixture mnv ~e 
stockpiled for futur~ use. 

Dur-ing the: t:nnstniction period, th(! Contractor shall ex•·rr::C. 1.: 

all necessar-y prccaulions to pr-event nlr pnllutions due to wfnd-~ln~n 
flyash and in-pl~ce fill A~nd while thesi materials are being trans
ported to the batching plant. 

~eather Restrictions 

No lime-cement flyash stabilized fill sand base course shall 
placed during periods of heavy or extended rainfall. Base course or 
courses shall be placed and compacted onl~ if the day or night tec?
erature is not anti~ipated to be below 32 F- in the next twenty-f~ur 
hou~s after placement. All exposed lime-cement flyash courses of 
Mix ''A" placed after November 1 and surfaces that will not receive an 
asphalt concrete top course until April 1, shall be protected by an 
asphaltic seal applied within two weeks after placement in accordance 
vi th the provisions of t:he suhclause hereof entitled "Tack Coat". All 
exposed lime-cement: flyash courses of Mix "B" or '1-tix "C" placed ...,ithout 
cover after November 1 to April 1, the Contractor shall remove t:he 
top 2" of exposed lime-cement flyash in March or April bv scrapir.g. or 
cutting prior to continuing paving construction, and the replace::i.e~t ~; 

the 2" of lime-cement flyash cut away shall be added to the thickness 
of the subsequent lift. At the resumption of pavement operations in 
~arc~ or April, the h~se course or courses shall ~~ r~compacted 
immediat1:=~Y. prior Lo Lhc placement of ne..., lifts usin~ the equip::i.ent .1nc 
number of passes specified in the sub-clause entitled "Ccirapa::t::.on". 

Protection and Maintenance 

After the hose course has been completed as specified to :::-ie 
required lines, grades and typical section as sho'.ltl on the Cont:r3c:: 
DraW'ings, no traffic, other than li1?.ht personnel vehicle as approvec 
h" thC' F.ngincc•r ~h.,11 hi.! .,1 lowC'cl on the course. Any damage caw:;ed hv 
l''l\1ipml'lll u:-a·d i11 tlw 1·1111:;tr111:l inn of ;111 ~dJolning sc.:ction siial1 he· th1· 

responsibility of the Contractor and sh<lll be immediatelv rC'p<if rec. 

The Contractor shall m<iintain the entire base course in a 
~("lndition considl?r~d !'::ltisf.,ctory hy the Engineer. Said m:lin=e:ia~.·~ 
sh:all lnrltsth• th•· r1·p:ilr ,,f :111\· ci1•f1•cr~ rh:ic m:t\" <'ccur. 
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The Contractor will be required, ~fter placement to apply 
the lime-cement flyash stabilized sand bnse. The det~rmination 
raent shall be at the sole judgment of the En~ineer. 

moisture to 
of said require-

Tack Coat 

The Contractor shall apply tack coat to the compacted top 
lime-cement flyash lilyer (l.CF "A") within two w,·,·k:-; .11t,•r its pl:1Cl'

Clent and to surfaces called for in the subcl:ll1!'>~ hl!r.: in i:.:ntit led 
"tl~ather Restrictions". 

The tack coat shall consist of an 85 to 100 penetration grade 
hot asphalt cement or 1'£-70 ~hich shall be placed by approved means at 
a r3te of 0.25 gallons per square yard. 

In addition, if the compacted top layer (LCT "A") is left 
uncovered of asphalt concrete top course over the winter months, it 
shall receive a tack coat of 0.10 gallon per square yard aft~r 
recompac tion, prior to the placement of the asphal tic top· course. 

Pavement Joint and Cu~hion M:ttl!rial 

The preformed joint filler cushions shall be a closed-cell 
polyethylene foam of the sizes and dimensions shown on the Contract 
Drawings. Tile Contractor shall submit a sample of material he plans 
to use for the Engineer's approval. 

Joint sealer sh.:ill be "Sik.aflcx T-68" as m:inuf;icturcd hy 
the Sika Chemical Corp. or approved cqu•d and shall be :ippl i cd in 
accordance ~ith the manufacturer's reconuncndation~. 

Any oversized cut for the installation of joint filler 
shall be backfilled ~ith cement mortar consisting of one portion of 
Type 1 portlaod cement and 5 portions of LCF mix and not more 
than 5 gallons of ~ater per sack of cement. 
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Inspection of Cement 

Portland cement i.:ill be inspected by the Authority at •n.: ;;:ani.;
(a~turer's plant. For all cement dcsignat~d f0r this Co~::a:c ~~~ 
:.ifh.!Ctcc.J hy th1.~ Authority .::it the manuf.::ictur~r- 1 s plant, '!.h·· 
Contractor shall pay to the Authority the a~ount cf t:;:~~~ 
cent3 p~r b~rrcl of cement for cement delivered in earl~~~ ~cts, 

the runount of thirty cents per b.::irrcl 0( cc~cnt dclivl,!rt.:ci in 
trucklo~l lots and forty cents per b.::irrcl of cement whtn rc-
hand led .:hru a loca 1 d istri but i.on plant. These ch.uges '-'i 1 ~ ':le: 
made on tot.::il amount of cement in!':pected ev~n thouc;h the. c;u.l:l::i::: 
shipped for the Contract be greater than the a.-:iount of C\."i1Cr~::o? 
incorporated in the permanent structure. The operation ~= 
loading at pl.::ints and unloading at destin.::ition ~ill ~< ?C:fc:~.:~ 

during the dnytimc only. The Authoricy $hall, fro:n Ci::lC? : .. ~ 
Ci.me, render co the Contr:ictor st;i.tcments \.,f the a-n~unc:.; c.:- C-t:> 
paid to the Autlll>ri.ty under thi.s nu:nber"-.d clause .::inc l..'i.thi.r. 
fifteen day~ after receipt of each such statements, ::he Contract~= 
shall pay the amount thereof - The Contt"nctor, howeve-:-, aut:-tcri.zes 
the Authority to, and the Authority m3y at its optLon, c~llect 

such amounts out of any sum payable under this Contract. 
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Federal Aviation Admi.nistratio~\. 
Toledo Airport Project 

ITEM P-305 AGQREGATE-LIME

FLY ASH SUBBASE OR BASE COURSE 

(CENTRAL PLANT MIXED) 

305-1. l DESCRIPTION. This work shall consist. of the construction of a 
stabilized subba.se or base course on a prepared and accepted underlying 
surface. The stabilized subbase or base course shall he prepared by mixing, 
hauling, spreading, aha ping, or co.mpacting, and curing mineral aggregate,, 
li-ne, fly ash and wate1.' in accordance with the requirements of this specification. 
The stabilized course shall be constructed in reasonably -close conformity to 
the lines, grades, thicknesses and typical sections shown on the plans or · 
established by the engineer. · · · ·i 

This cop.struction may involve patents and, if so, GENERAL PROVISIONS 70-03, 
Patented Devices, Materials and Processes shall govern. 

305-2-. 1 LL\iE-FLY ASH CEMENTITIOUS FILLER MATERIAL. The lime and fly ash 
shall be supplied either separately or as a manufactured blend. The·lime, .fly 
ash or blend may contain admL"'ttures such as water reducing agents, portfand 
cemer.t, or other materials which are known to provide supplementary properties 
to the final mix. When admixtures are to be included, they are to be used in 
the· laboratory design as required in Section 305. 3. 

(a). LIME shall meet ASTM Specification C-207. Type ~, Sections 2 
and 3(::>.) when sampled and tested in accordance with Sections 6: and 7 and shall be 
capable of producing a mixture which will meet the requirements of Section 305. 3. 
A nrlnimum of 85% shall pass a No. ZOO sieve when tested by wet sieving as per 
ASTM CllO. 

(b). FLYASH shall meet the requirements of ASTM C-593 for fly ash for use 
with lime in non-plastic mixtures. If ordered by the engineer, a shredding machinE; 
shall be used to pulverize the conditioned (moistened) _fly ash prior to its use in 
the IDL"'(.. 

(c). PORTLAND CDJENT, i.f used as an admixture, shall conform to 
the requirements of ASTM'. c::-=:.l?O~·:·?='ype l,of ~S_TM· ~_-595, Type lP. 

305-2. 2 WATER. Water known to be of p_otable quality may be used without test. 

305-2.3 AGGREGATE: The aggregate shall'be either stone, slag or sand, .'100%. 
crushed. In. addition to the fine aggregate naturally- contained in the ~o3rse 
material, supplementary fly ash may be used as a mineral filler to provide the 
desired fines content. 

The 100% crushed aggregate shall consist of hard, durable particles, having 
the gradation specified, and free from an excess of flat, elongated, soft or 
disintegrated pieces, dirt or other deleterious materials. 
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item P-305 Aggregate--Lime
Fly Ash Subbase or Base Course 

The methods used in processing such as crushing, screening. and blending 
shall be such that the finished product. shall be as uniform as practicable. 
If necessary to meet this requirement or to eliminate an .excess of fine 
particles, the materials shall be screened before and during processing, and 
all stones, rocks, boulders, and other source material of inferior quality 
shall be wasted. 

The aggregate shall show · no evidence of general disintegration 'nor show a 
total loss of more than 12 percent when subjected to five cycles of the 
sodium sulfate accelerated soundness test specified in· ASTM C-88. · A.ggregate·s 
failing the sodium sulfate test may be appr<?ved by the engineer, providing · 
they are from a source that has proven satisfactory serVice records of being 
used in. cement or asphaltic concrete pavement construction in the same l~~ality. 

All material passing the No. 4 sieve produced during crushing or other processing 
may be incorporated in the· base. material to the extent permitted by the 
gradation requirements, unless it is known to contain disintegrated ·deleterious .... 
material, such as clay lumps, shale, coal or other soft particles. The aggregate 

. shall meet the. gradation requirements given in Table 1 when tested in 
accordance with ASTM C-:-117 and ASTM C-136. 

Siev·e 
Designation 

2 inch 
1 inch 
1 inch 
No. 4 
No. 8 
No. 16 
No. 50 
No. 200 

Percentage by Weight 
Pas~ing Sieve 

100 
75-100 

: 50-85 
35-60 
15-45 
10-35 
3-18 
1-12 

.T~ble l. .. ~-,-A.c'ceptable~'Grad~tion of .. Aggregates 
· for Aggregate-Lime-Fly Ash Base 

and. Subbase Courses. ,,. 

The gradation in Table 1 sets limits which shall determine the general suitabiltiy 
of• the aggregate from a source of supply. , .The final gradations selected for 
use shall be within the limits designated in the' table;· and shall also be well 
graded from fine to coarse and shall not vary from high to low limits on 
subsequent sieves. 
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Item P-305 Aggregate-Lime
Fly Ash Sub.base or Base Course 

In addition to the gradations given in 'the table, clean sands and sa.."ld-sized 
materials such as boiler slags can be used. Also1 if the aggregate has a 
substantial portion passing the No. 4 mesh sieve (75 percent), the gradations 
in the above table can be waived and the aggregate gradation adjusted with 
the fly ash and fines contents to produce the maximum dry density in the_ .. 
compacted mixture. ·· 

The portion of the base. material including any blended material passing the 
No. 40 mesh sieve" shall· have a liquid limit· of less than 25 and a plasticity 
index of less than 6 ·when tested in accordance with AASHTO T 89 and AASHTO 
T 90. 

305-2.4 BITUMINOUS MATERIAL. The types, grades, controllingspecifications 
and ~pplication temperatures for the bituminous materials used for curing the 
aggregate-fly ash treated base/subbase course-are given below. The e.."lgineer 
5hall designate the specific material to be used. 

·· Type and Grade 

Cutback Asphalt 
RC-70 or MC-30 

Emulsified Asphalt 
RS-1, RS-2K .. 

~- .. • 

Specification Application Temperature 

AASHO M 81 & M 82 120°-160°F. 
Fed. Spec. 
SS-'A-674 75°-I30°F. 

Laboratory Tests 

305-3.1 LIME CONTENT. The quantity of lime approximately .2 to 5 percent 
by weight to be used with the aggregate, fly. ash,. and water, shall be 
determined by tests ·for the materials submitted by the. contractor, at his o~rn 
expense, and in a manner satisfactory to the engineer. 

305-3. 2· ·FLY ASH CONTENT~ ... Tli~:~~Ciu.an"tity:c?!:~~fly.' ~h' ippro·ximafely:·9 :to ~15 ·perce~t 
by weight to be used with the· aggregate; ~lime~ ... an:d· water, ·shall' be determined -~ 
by tests for (he materials submitteq by the coµ tractor~ ·at his own. ex?ense, and 
in a manner· satisfactory' ,t~ Bie engµieer. 

305-3. 3 MANUFACTURED BLEND CONTENT. The quantity of manufactked >.
blend to be used with the. aggregate and water (and any .supplemental fly ash)". 
shall be determined by tests for the materials submitted by the contractor;· at : 
b..is own expense, and in. a manner satisfactory to the engineer. 
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. . 
305-3. 4 LAEO.RATORY TESTS. Sped.mens of the aggregate lime-fly. ash base 
/subbase course material shall develop a minimum compr~ssive strength of 
400 psi and demonstrate freeze-thaw resistance of a maximum of· 14% weight 
loss as specified in ASTM Specification C .593, Section 3. 2, ·when tested in 
accordance with Section 9 of that specification except that all compaction : · 
shall be done in accordance with FAA T 611, Section 2.2 .(a} and (b) for"' 
aircraft weighing mor_e than 30, 000 pounds. · 

Construction Methods 

305-4.l WEATHER LIMITATIONS. The fly ash treated base/subbase shall 
not be mixed or placed while the atmospheric temperature is below 40°F. or 
when conditions indicate that the temperature may fall below 40°F. Within 
24 hours. Temperature requirements may be waived but only when so directed 
by the engineer. · 

305-4. 2 SOURCES OF SUPPLY. All materials shall be obtained from approved 
sources. 

305-4. 3 EQUIPMENT. All methods employed in performing the work and all 
equipment, tools, other plans and machinery used for handling materials and 
executing any part of the work shall be subject to the approval of the engineer 
before the work is started. If unsatisfactory equipment is found, it shall be 
changed and improved. All equipment, tools, machinery, and plants must be 
maintained in a ·satisfactory working condition. 

305-4. 4 PREP . .\RING UNDERLYING COURSE. The underlying course shall be 
_checked and. accepted. by the engineer before placing and spreading operations 
are started ... _Any _;-uts_.or soft,_; yieldi~g .places -~aused .by· improp7r drainage 
conditions, hauling, .or any other cause, shall be corrected and rolled to"'the 
reqUired compaction before the base course is placed thereon. - :·Grade· "control 
between the edges of the pavement shall be 'accomplished by grade stakes'~··steel 
pins, or forms placed in lanes parallel to the centerline of the runway and at 
intervals sufficiently close that strtng lines or check boards may be placed _ 
between the stakes~ .pins "or forms. To .p.rotect the. underlying course and to ~-
insure proper drainage, the spreading of the base shall begin along the centerline 
of the pavement on a crowned section or on the high side of the. pavement with 
one-way slope·; · However, it shall be the· resporisibility of the. c0ntractor to · · 
construct adequate drainage to maintain the specified subgrade densities. 
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305-4. 5 MIXING. 

Item P-305 Aggregate-Lime
Fly·· Ash Subbase ~r B_ase Course 

(a). General Requirements Fly ash treated base/subbase shall be · 
mixed at a central mixing plant by either batch or continuous mixing. The 
capacity.of .the. mixi.n·g·plant. should not be·lesS':.than'5G tons per hour. ·-The 
aggregates, lime, and fly ash may be proportioned-.either by weight"or .. by ··
volume. The exact material proportions shall be fixed by the Engineer and shall 
be maintained within· the following tolerances· in percent by .weight";oL the. total · 
mix. 

Lime 
Fly ash 
Aggregate 

± 0.3 
± 1.5 
± 2.0 

In ill plants, water shall be proportioned by weight or volume, and there shall 
be means by which the engineer may readily verify the amount of water per 
batch of the rate of. -:flow for continuous· mixin-g. . The· ·discharge of . the water 
into the mixer shall not· b·e started before part of the aggregates are placed into 
the mixer-. The inside of the -mixer shall be, kept .. free from any hardened mix. 

In alLplants, lime and fly ash (and .. portland cement.when used in the mix) 
shall. be added in such a manner that.it is uniformly distributed· throughout 
the aggregate~ during the mbdng:· operation. 

The charge in- a batch mbcer,, or the rate of feed into a ·continuous mixer shall 
not exceed that which will permit complete mixing of all the material." Dead 
areas in the mixer, in which the material does not move or is not sufficiently 
agitated, shall be corrected either by a reduction in the· volume of material · 
or by other adjustments. 

Means shall b· ·. p;-ovided for. checking the accuracy·of the proportioning. Water 
shall be added if necessary to insure that the mixture ·will ,be at optimum 
moisture content when·-compacted. The mixing operation. shall be ·continued until 
all the materials are distributed .evenly. throughaut .. the. mixture .... : The .mixture .. ;; 

__ shall then. be discharged witho~-~~s~gregation·;·~r!A sample-: of :.batched -lim~· 
·. fly~.ash;. base material shall be ~btained periodically·,and compression· specimens-·T 
"prepared .. for. testing according to ASTM .c 593.-· The average strength for each 

sample shall be not less than 400 psi with no individual test being lower_7 than .... ) 
300 psi. The Engineer reserves the right to make such changes in mix ·-~-: · 
proportions during the progress of the work as he may consider necessary._-
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(b) •. Batch Mbdng. In addition to the "General Requirements" as 
provided in 305-4. S(a), batch mixing o! the materials s~all conform _to the 
folloWing requirements: . -. 

The mixer shall be equipped with a sufficient number of paddles of a type 
and arrangem~t ·to produce a unif~rmly mixed· batch. 

The mixer platform shall be of ample size to provide safe and convenient 
access to the mixer and other' eqUipment. The mixer and batch-box housing 
shall be provided with hinged gates of ample size to permit easy sampling 
of the discharge of aggregate from each of the plant bins and 0£ the mixture 
from each end of the mixer. · · 

The mixer shall be equipped with a timing device which will indicate by a 
definite audible or visual signal the ·expiration -Of the mixing period-. The 
device shall be accurate to within two seconds. The plant shall· be equipped 
with suitable automatic device for coWlting the number of batches. 

. . 
The mixing time of a batch shall begin after an ingredents are in the mixer 
and shall end when the mixer is half emptied. Mixing shall continue until a 
homogeneous mL--<ture of uniformly distributed and properly coated aggregates 
of unchanging appearance is produced. In general, the time o~: mixing shall 
be not less than 30 seconds, except that the time may be reduced when tests 
indicate that the requirement for lime-fly ash content and compressive 
strength can .be consistently met. 

. . 
(1) .• Wei~ht Prop0rtioning. When weight proportioning is ueed, the 

discharge gate o ·the weigh box shall be arranged to blend the different 
aggregates as they enter the mixer. 

(_2) • ·Volumetric Proportioning. When volumetric proportioning is 
used for batch mixing, the :volumetric proportioning device for the aggregate 
shall be equipped with separate bins, adjustable in size, for the various . 
sizes of aggregates. Each bin shall have an accurately controlled gate or .other' 
device_designed-so--,tbat each bin shall be completely ·filled and accurately·:·,; ~'-~:". 
struck-of.£ in measuring the volwne of aggregate:to· be .. tl.sed in the mix;·:·':Means· 
shall be proVided for accurately calibrating the amount of material in .. each··' · ··• · 
measu.rin2 bin. 
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(c) •. Continuous·. Mixing. In addition, to the} General. Requirements" 
as provided in 30 5-4. 5(a:), continuous mi~g of the ma~erials shall confQrm 
to the following .n=quirements: 

The correct proportions of each aggregate size int:z:ooduced into the mixer 
shall be drawn from the storage bins ·by a continuous feeder,. which· will 
supply the correct amount of aggregate in proportion to the lime-fly· ash and · 
will be so arranged that the proportion:,of each material can be separate~y 
adjusted. The bins shall be· equipped ,with a vibrating unit which will ·~ 
effectively- vibrate the side .walls of the bins and preverit. any"hang up"· of 
material while the plant is operating. A positive signal 'system shall be·:· 
provided to indicate the·.level of. material in each bin, and as the level of 
material· in any one bin approaches the strike-off capacity of the feed gate, 
the device shall automatically and instantly close down the plant. The plant 
shall not be permitted to operate unless this automatic signal is in good ~or~g 
condition. · · 

The dri-.r·e shaft on the: ~ggregate feeder shall: be equipped. with. a reyoluti.on 
counter accurate to 1/100 of a revolution. and of. sufficient., capacity to 
register the total number of revolutions in. a day's run. 

. -

The continuoU.s feeder for the aggregate''inay be. inechanically or. electrically 
driven. Aggregate' feeders that are ·mechanically· driven shall be directly 
connected 'with the drive on the lime- feeder. 

The pugmill for. the continuous mix.er .shall be equipped with a surge hopper 
containing ·sufficient. baffles and gates to prevent segregation o( material 
discharged into the~truck and to· allow for closing of the hopper between 
'trucks without requiring shut down of the plant. · 

305-4.6 PLACING, SPREADING, AND COMPACTING._ The. use of mixers having 
a chute delivery shall not be permitted except as appro"l{ed. In all sucl:i c_ases_ .. 
the arrangement of chutes, bafile plates, etc.,. shall. insure· the placing "c)f .the_': 
fly ash treated,:baselwit~ut. a·es;tre.~ati.On.:. 

The prepared linderlying course shall be- free of all nits .. or' soft "Yiclding' 
places. The. surface, if dry, .shall b~ moistened. but,. not to. the ~xtent. of pro-· 
ducing a muddy condition .at .the .ti.me ,.the :base· m,ixtttre is placed~ "· · · · · · 

. . . . ·"'- -· -· . . . -
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~ Trucks for transporting the mixed base material shall be pr:ovided with 
protective covers •.. "The material shall be spread ·on 'the .prepared. underlying 

,., course- to such dfi!pth that/ when thoroughly compacted,· it will conform· to ·the 
,:. grade and dimensions shown on the plans. The aggregate lime-fly. ash base, 

within an increment of' work, shall be placed a.nd compacted within 24 hours 
;· of mbd.ng. Where ·multiple layers are placed, each. layer shall be placed and 

compacted the ~ame day as ·t~e .first layer. 

The maximum ··compacted layer' thickness ·shall be 4 inches·. except .where vibra~ry. 
equipment is used in conjunction with ·other methods of 'C:ompaction, the :· ·, · ~:· 
maxim um compacted layer thickness ·shall ·be 8 inches. Where the total thickness 
specified is more than ·s inches, -the mixture shall be placed in two or more 
layers approximately equal in thickness, . or as specified on the plans. . . 

··The-materials-shall :be··spread by·a spreader· box,· self-propelled' spreading . ~ · : __ 
machine or other method approved by the engineer. It· shall not be placed· in 
piles or windows without. the approval of the engineer. If spreader boxes or 
other spreading machines are used that do not spread the material the full 
width of the lane or the width being placed in one construction operation, 
care shall be taken to join the previous pass with the last pass of the spreading 
machine. The machine shall be moved back approximately every 600 feet, when 
staggered spreading machines are not used. The first pass shall not be 
compacted to the edge and. if necessary, the loose material may be dampened 
just prior to joini;lg the next pass. If portland ·cement is ·used in the mixture 
and the temperatures are more than 70°F., the materials shall ·be spread 
within 4 hours and worked into the adjacent material. When portland cement -
is used in· the mixture and the temperatures are less than 70°F. , the materials 
must be spread Within 8 hours and worked into the adjacent material. Additional 
moisture may be required during the rew:orking operations as directed by the 
engineer. 

The equipment and methods employed in spreading the base material shall insure 
accuracy and uniformity ·of 'depth and width. If conditions arise where 
such uniformity in the spreading Js not being obtained, the engineer may 
require addition.al. equipment ·or modification in the spreading pro<:.~dure"·to 
obtain satisfactory results. Spreading equipment 'shall-be .no more ·than ~3Q.;.£eet" 

-nor less than 9 fe~t~-~ .. ?Vi~th,, .. unl~~s approved,,by ... t~~ ~ngineer. 

··After' :spreading,:"the ·material shall "be thoroughly-·eompacted by rolling~·~·-The·"~·; 
rolling shall progress gradually from one side toward previously placed· material 
by uniformly._lapping each precedmg rear-wheel track by one-half .the width . 
of such track. Rolling shall continue until the base material has been uniformly 
compacted for its full depth to not less than 100% density, as determined by 
the compaction-control tests specified in FAA T 611. Blading and rolling shall 
be done alternately, as required or directE"d, to obtain a smooth, evenr- and.· 
uniformly compacted base. Finishing operations shall continue until the surface 
is true to the specified cross section and until the surfacE:: shows no variations of 
coore than 3/8 of an inch from a 16-foot straight-edge laid in any location parallel 
with, or at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the pavement. 
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After a layer has been compacted, tested for density and. approved by the. 
Engineer, water· sh~ be applied as required to. maintain the moisture content 
of the mixture near the optimum until either a succeding. layer of lime-fly ash 
material or the bituminous curing coat is placed. The equipment \ISed for 
applying the. water:.and. bituminous curfrtg coat .~h:all be such that will not.,clisplace 
or otherwise damage the surface .•.. 

Prior· to·-pl~cing ·a layer on a previously placed .. layer, the surface of the 
previously pfaced layer shall be loosened. te>:- ass_ure interlocking of the a.ggregate 
between the layers.: ·· · 

In constructing the top layer, the:"grade shall be kept at sufficient height 
so that _the top surface, when compacted, will be at or slightly above grade. 
rather than below grade. Finish grading shall be accomplished . by removing 
excess material followed by recompaction by rolling-. In the event. that low 
areas occur, they shall .be loosened. dampened· with water i..-nmediat~y before 
placing. additional::miXture, and then rolled to the satisfaction of the Engineer. 

Any dusting or surface ravelling caused by traffic on the sealed base· course 
material shall be the responsibility of the contractor and shall be taken care 
of as directed by the engineer. 

305-4. 7 CONSTRUCTION JOINTS. The protection provided for construction 
.. Joints shall permit. the placing, spreading 1 and compacting of base material 
.. without injury to the work previously laid. Care shall be exercised to insure 
the specified ·density of the base material immediately adjacent .:to. all construction .. 
joints, existing pavements, structures and unsupporte<l pavement or lane edges. 

305-4. 8 PROTECTION AND CURING.. After the base course ·has been finished 
as specified herein and approved by· the engineer, it shall be protected 
against drying until the surface course is applied by the application of the 
specified bituminous material. 

- The. bituminous material spec:ified shall be uruformlr-applied to the surface of the 
completed base course· at the _rate:.. of approximately O. 20 gallons per square 

.. ,.yard using approved heating and':d.istributmg~ equipment in accordan:ce to 
. -specification P-602. · The exact rate·· and temperatu.-:re.. of application_. to.= give 
~c_omplete coverage without excessive runoff. shall be-!"¥l5 direct.ed.-·by:.;.the engineer. 

·At the ti.me tl;le bituminous material is applied, the surface shall be dens~, 
free of all loose and extraneous material, and shall contain suffide..11t moisture 
to prevent penetration. of "the bituminous material. All surfaces shall be 
cleaned of all dust and unsound materials to the satisfaction of the engineer. 
Cleaning shall be done- with rotary brooms and/or blowing the surface with 
compressed air, with the surface reasonably moistened to P.revent. air pollution. 
Water shill be applied in sufficient quantity ·to fill the surface voids immediately 
before the bituminous curing material is applied. · 
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Should it be necessary for construction equipment or other traffic to use the 
bituminous-covered surface· before the · biturr:dnous material has dried sufficiently 
to prevent pickup, .. suf.ficient granular cover shall be applied before such. use •. 

No traffic shall be allo~ed on the fly ash base/subbas~ course other than that 
developing from the operation of essential construction equipment. unless other
wise directed by the engineer. Any defects which r:aay develop in the 
construction of the base course or any other damage caused by the operation 
of the job. equipment is the rc;sponsibility o! .the contractor and &hall be 
immediately repaired or replaced to the satisfaction of the engineer, at no 
expense to the sponsor • 

.. , ... 

305-4. 9 COLD WEATHER PROTECTION. During cold weather if the air temperature 
unexpectedly· drops below 40°F. and remains there for .. a period of several 
days or more, the completed base course shall be protected from freezing by 
a method approved by the engineer prior to the application of the bituminous 
surface course. Any light surface frost caused by overnight below f:ree~ng 
temperatures shall be treated by rolling the surface with a light steel wheel 
roller as directed by_ the engineer. 

* 305-4.11 TOLERENCE IN BASE/SUBBASE THICKNESS. 
See General Notes on the Plans. ** 

Method of Measurement 

305-5. l The qu_~t:ity.of aggregate-lime-fly ~sl.i: b~se course. to be paid for shall be 
the actual number of cubic yards (computed from plan lin~. within the 
actual width of the existing underpavements) of approved aggregate lime-fly as"h 
base course material compacted in conformity with the lines, grades and typical . 
se.ctions shown on the plans. · · 

Basis of Payment. . . 

305-6.l Payment shall be made at the contract unit price per cubic yard for .. 
aggreg!lte-llme.;.fly ash ba.se/subbase course. This price shall be full compensati~:r;i. 
£or furnishing all materials and for all preparation. manipulation, and pladng 
of these materials and for all labor, equipment, tools and incidentals necessary 
to complete the item. 

Payment will be made under: 
.... 

Item P-305-6.10 Aggregate-Lime-Fly Ash Base Course 
per cubic yard. 
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4. THE ROAD RESEARCH LABORATORY FROST TEST 

The test adopted at the Laboratory is based on one originally developed by Taber in the 
United States.C4) Compacted cylindrical samples of the material under test are frozen from 
one end while the other end is in contact with free water maintained at a temperature slightly 
above freezing point. The heave is"recorded over aperiod of 10 days • 

. 4.1 Preparation of samples 

The samples tested are 4 in diameter and 6 in long. They are ~ompacted in a cylin
drical mould provided with a slight taper for easy extrusion. Details of the mould and the 
extruders are shown in Fig. 6 and Plate 1. 

For cohesive soils the usual level of compaction adopted corresponds to 5 per cent 
of air voids at the natural moisture content or, if the latter is not known, at a moisture content 
of 2 per cent above the plastic limit. 

Non-cohesive soils and other granular materials of maximum size less than 1 in are 
normally tested at the maximum dry density and optimum moisture content of the British 
Standard compaction test using normal compaction. (SJ For coarser granulilr materials the 
fraction retained on the 2 in sieve is removed prior to the preparation of the freezing samples. 
The selection of the appropriate moisture content and dry density for the compaction of such 
coarse materials presents some difficulty. A.E.S. compaction test carried out on material 
finer than ~ in gives a useful guide, but some adjustment to the dry density may De necessary 
to achieve a sample which is sufficiently stable but at the same time is not subject to 
crushing of the particles when compacted by the procedure described below. This adjust
ment must be made by trial and error at the time of compaction. 

For all materials, tests at several dry densities can be carried out to investigate the 
effect of dry density, but in granular materials care should be taken to avoid crushing the 
particles during compaction. 

Classification tests adopted include liquid and plastic limits, particle size distribu
tion and particle specific gravity. For aggregates of porous structure the saturation moisture 
content of the particles greater than the ~ in sieve size is detennined. From a kilogram of 
the material not less than ten particles in this size range are selected at random. The 
particles are immersed :n water for at least 24 hours after which they are surface-dried and 
the wet weight of each is measured. From the oven-dry weights subsequently determined, 
the moisture content of each particle and the average moisture content are quoted. 

4.2 Compaction of samples 

The mould is assembled in the vertical position with the lower ram in the bore but 
held half to one inch from its innennost position by suitable spacers. The weigh~d amount 
of material necessary to give the required dry density in the compacted sample is placed 
slowly into the mould accompanied by continuous dynamic compaction with a flat-ended 
wooden rod of about lY: in diameter. When all the weighed m~terial has been tamped into 
the mould the upper ram is placed in the bore and the complete mould transferred to a com
pression type testing machine of maximum capacity 30 tons (Plate 2). The spacers are 
removed from the lower ram and the sample is compressed statically using a rate of strain 
not exceeding 2 in per minute. During compression the side of the mould is struck period
ically with a rawhide mallet. This compaction procedure is adopted to reduce density grad
ients within the specimens to a minimum. 
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The sample is extruded from the wide end of the mould usi.ng the sho~ e~truder 
mounted in the testing machine to start the extrusion process. Final extrusion is affected 
by hand using the Cull-length extruder. 

Immediately after extrusion a waxed paper sheet 14 in long and 8 in wide ~s wrapped 
round the curved face of the sample and secured with adhesive tapt-, to give a 2 in upstand 
.at the upper face. A waxed cardboard disc 3';. in in diameter and provided with a ceptral 
dimple to accommodate a 3/16 in d~amet~r push rc:a~ is ~laced on ~~ top. of the sample. 
Finally the sample is placed on a ceramic plate, ~in thick and 4 in in_ diamete~, of average 
pore size 100 microns (Grade 1), located in a spun copper collar _(specimen cai:ner? of the 
dimensions given in Fig. 7. An extruded sample ready for wrapping and mounting is shown 
in Plate 3. 

4.3 Freezing cabinet 

The freezing cabinet (Plate 4), which is designed to take nine specimen:, is shown 
in cross-section in Fig. 8. A removable wooden specimen container is loca.ted in. a lagged 
cabinet provided with wheels to facilitate movement into and oul of the re!ngerat~on room. 
The base of the specimen container is provided with nine recessed holes into which the 
copper specimen carriers fit. The space between the samples is filled with a coarse dry 
sand to a level slightly higher than the top of the samples. Vertical push rods 3/16 in in 
diameter, supported by transvers.e metal bars in which they are free 10 slide, are located 
with their lower ends in the dimples provided in the sample cover discs (Plate 5). 

' When the specimen container is in position in the lagged cabinet, the upper faces of 
!he ceramic discs are in the surface of the water in a thennostatically-controlled electrically
heated water bath in the bottom of the cabinet. An overflow pipe prevents water rising above 
the level of the plates and water can be added to maintain this level through a stand-pipe 
passing through the base of the specimen container. The adjustable thennostat for controlling 
the temperature of the bath is fixe~ to the outside of the cabinet. 

4.4 Test procedure 

The compacted specimens are placed in the cabinet, and the sand filling added. The 
transverse bars and push rods are put in position and water add d to the bath until overflow 
occurs. After 24 hours at room temperature further water is added to replace any absorbed by 
the samples. The push rods are pressed firmly in contact with the sample covers and the 
distance between the top of each rod and the transverse bar is recorded. With the thermostat 
set to+ 4°C the equipment is wheeled into a refrigeration roo'll operating at -17°c and the 
bath heating circuit is connected to the appropriate maiqs supply. 

After 24 hours the push rods are again firmly pressed in contact with the specimen 
covers and the protrusion of the rods above the transverse bars is again measured, any heave 
which has occurred being deduced by subtraction. Water at + 4°C is added until overflow 
occurs. This process is repeated until the specimens have been in the refrigeration room 
for 10 days. 

At the conclusion of the test the cabinet is taken from the cold room and the frozen 
samples are removed from the specimen. container and their copper rings. The waxed paper 
is removed and the samples are photographed, w~ile still frozen, together with an unfrozen 
specimen for comparison. 
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4.5 Temperature conditions in the specimens during test 

The temperature distribution in the test specimens once equilibrium conditions have 
become established varies slightly with the material under t_est. The average temperature 
distribution measured in several materials not susceptible to appreciable frost heave is shown 
in Fig. 9{a) and the suction distribution imposed by ~h_is temperature gradient. {~s~uming no 
moisture flow) is given in Fig. 9(b). Under the conditions of the test the equihbnum temp
erature distribution is established after about 6 days of freezing. 

The effect of heave on the temperature distribution is to elongate the depth scale 
approximately in proportion to the heave which occurs. 

Comparison of Fig. 9{a) with !he distribution of temperature w~t? depth in ~e ground 
during'severe winter conditions, Fig. 4(a), shows that the temperature gradients with depth 
in the vicinity of the zero isothenn are greater in the test than in practice. This ·mea?s that 
the suction gradient Js also greater. Both figures show, however, that once the zero isothenn 
has penetrated into a moist soil or granular material a considerable suction gradient is presen 
at the depth of penetration. It is probable that the precise magnitude of this gradient is or 
secondary importance in determining frost heave. A more important factor is likely to be the 
high water-table used in the laboratory test. In soils other than unfissured heavy clays the 
height of the water-taolt: has a profound effect on t_he ability of the unfrozen soil to ~ransmit 
water. If it be assumed that the depth of the zero isotherm below a road surface dunng a 
prolonged cold spell is 18 in, the test would represent a water-table about 3 in lower than the 
depth i.e. at 21 in below road surface. This would represent a hig~ water-table condition for 
a modern motorway or trunk road provided with an effective drainage system, although this 
would not necessarily be the case on older roads with ditch drainage. The test is therefore a 
rather severe one in relation to the conditions likely to prevail in practice in Britain during a 
very cold winter. 

It is important to appreciate that the test conditions give a freezing front which is 
continuously descending in relation to the top of the sample. This is because the sample is 
tillowed to heave above the level of the surrounding sand. Once the position of the zero isotherm 
has become stable with relation to the bottom of the sample, the addition of more ~and packing 
to bring the level up to the top of the sample stabilizes the position of the zero isothenn relative 
to the top of the sample and completely inhibits further heave. 

4.6 Criteria adopted to assess frost susceptibility 

Most road materials heave to some extent when subjected to the Road Research Laboratory 
freezing test. It is therefore necessary to establish heave criteria from which the frost suscep
tibility can be judged. Experience during the severe frosts of 1940 and 1947 was used to develop 
these criteria. Subgrade materials from s1tes where frost failures had occurred were subjected 
to the test together with other materials which had apparently been satisfactory under similar 
conditions. From this work it was concluded that materials which heaved 0.5 in or less during 
the 10-day period of the test were satisfactory, materials which heaved between 0.5 and 0.7 in 
were marginall_y frost-susceptible and those which heaved more than 0.7 in were classified as 
very frost-susceptible. Since a main function of a sub-base is to replace frost -susceptible- soil 
the same criteria were subsequently applied to sub-base and base materials. 
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Criteria such as these can clearly only distinguish broadly between the actual performance 
o.f the materials in a road structure, which will depend not only on the drainage conditions but 
also on the type of pavement used. The early experience was based largely on the performance 
of roads with relatively weak pavements consisting of crushed stone or pitched bases surfaced 
with the open-textured bituminous materials widely used at that time. The load-spreading ability 
of such a pavement would be much smaller than, for example, that of an asphalt surfacing on a 
bound base, and the danger of failure during the thaw period consequently greater. It is felt, how
ever, that there is not sufficient information to permit the use of different criteria depending on 
the typed pavement used. Apart,from the question of actual failure following the thaw, it is clear 
that the inevitable weakening of frost-susceptible foundations will impose additional stresses OJ! 
the upper layers of the pavements, the effect of which may be long-tenn and not necessarily imme
diately apparent. This is particularly likely to apply to pavements with lean concrete bases and 
possibly to concrete roads generally, where the tensile stresses at the bottom of the concrete are 
known to be influenced by changes in the effective elastic moduli of the foundation. 

: A further point to be considered in relation to frost- susceptibility criteria is the need to
avoid significant differential heave even on pavements unlikely to suffer any serious structural 
weakening following the thaw. Such differential heave where pavements join structures or at 
edge-beams and hard shoulders gives rise to the opening of cracks and joints which subsequently 
present a maintenance problem if the ingress of water and its attendant difficulties are to be 
avoided. 
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1. DARCY'S LAW FOR FLOW OF WATER THROUGH SOIL. The flow of 

water- through a soil mediwn is assumed to follow Darcy's law: 

where 

q=kiA 

q = rate of discharge through a soil of cross-sectional area A 

k = coefficient of permeability 

i = hydraulic gradient: the loss of hydraulic head per unit 
distance of flow 

The application of Darcy's law to a specimen of soil in the laboratory is 

illustrated in,Figure 1. The coefficient of permeability, k (often termed 

OVERFLOW 

TO MAINTAIN 

CONSTANT HEAD 

L 

/WATER SUPPLY 

Q k' q =-= IA 
t 

WHERE q: RATE OF DISCHARGE 

h 
.· ...... . 

. ·.·A .... 

...... 

: QUANTITY OF FLOW, Q, 

PER UNIT OF TIME, t 

k =COEFFICIENT OF 

PERMEABILITY 

i =HYDRAULIC GRADIENT 

=h/L 

A : CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA 

OF SPECIMEN 

Figure 1. Flow of water through soil 
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"permeability"}, is defined as the rate of discharge of water at a tem

perature of 20 C under conditions of laminar flow through a unit cross

sectional area of a soil medium under a unit hydraulic gradient. The 

coefficient of permeability has the dimensions of a velocity and is usually 

expressed in centimeters per second. The permeability of a soil depends 

primarily on the size and shape of the soil grains, the void ratio of the 

soil, the shape and arrangement of the voids, and the degree of saturation. 

Permeability computed on the basis of Darcy's law is limited to the 

conditions of laminar flow and complete saturation of the voids. In turbu

lent flow, the flow is no longer proportional to the first p,ower of the 

hydraulic gradient. Under conditions of incomplete saturation, the flow is 

in a transient state and is time-dependent. The laboratory procedures 

presented herein for determining the coefficient of permeability are based 

on the Darcy conditions of flow. Unless otherwise required, the coefficient 

of permeability shall be determined for a condition of complete saturation 

of the specimen. Departure from the Darcy flow conditions to simulate 

natural conditions is sometimes necessary; however, the effects of turbu

lent flow and incomplete saturation on the permeability should be recognized 

and taken into consideration. 

2. TYPES OF TESTS AND EQUIPMENT. ~· Types of Tests. (1) Constant

head test. The simplest of all methods for determining the coefficient of 

permeability is the constant-head type of test illustrated in Figure 1. This 

test is performed by measuring the quantity of water, Q, flowing through 

the soil specimen, the length of the soil specimen, L, the head of water, 

h, and the elapsed time, t. The head of water is kept constant throughout 

the test. For fine-grained soils, Q is small and may be difficult to mea-. 
sure accurately. Therefore, the constant-head test is used principally for 

coarse-grained soils (clean sands and gravels} with k values greater than 

about 10 X 10-4 cm per sec. 

(2) Falling-head test. The principle of the falling-head test 

is illustrated in Figure 2. This test is conducted in the same manner as 
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·:A . : 

(b) 

USING SETUP SHOWN IN (3), THE COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABll..ITY IS 
DETERMINED AS FOi.LOWS: 

La ~ . La ~ 
k =-ln-=2.303-log 0-

At hf At 1 hf 

USING SETUP SHOWN IN !Bl, THE COEFFICIENT OF PERMEABILITY IS 
DETERMINED AS FOLLOWS: 

L ho I.. ho 
k =-In-= 2.303-log -

t h, t 10 h, 

, 
WHERE: he : HEIGHT OF CAPILLARY RISE 

a: INSIDE AREA OF STANDPIPE 

A : CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF SPECIMEN 

L : LENG.TH OF SPECIMEN 

h0 : HEIGHT OF WATER IN STANDPIPE ABOVE 
DISCHARGE LEVEL MINUS h AT TIME, t e 0 

hf :: HEIGHT OF WATER IN STANDPIPE ABOVE 
DISCHARGE LEVEL MINUS he AT TIME, tf 

t : El..APSED TIME, tf - t
0 

Figure 2. Principle of falling-head test 
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the constant-head test, except that the head of water is not maintained 

constant but is permitted to fall withip the upper part of the specimen 

container or in a standpipe directly connected to the speci.Inen. The quan

tity of water flowing through the specimen is determined indirectly by 

computation. The falling-head test is generally used for less pe=vious 

soils {fine sands to fat clays) with k values less than 10 X 10-4 cm 

per sec. 

b. Equipment. The apparatus used for permeability testing may 

vary considerably in detail depending primarily on the condition and 

character of the sample to be tested. Whether the sample is fine-grained 

or coarse-grained, undisturbed, remolded, or compacted, saturated or 

nonsaturated will influence the type of apparatus to be employed. The 

basic types of apparatus, grouped according to the type of specimen con

tainer (permeameter), are as follows: 

(1) Permeameter cylinders 

(2) Sampling tubes 

(3) Pressure cylinders 

(4} Consolidometers 

The permeability of remolded cohesionless soils is determined in 

permeameter cylinders, while the permeability of undisturbed cohesion

less soils in a vertical direction can be determined using the sampling 

tube as a permeameter. The permeability of remolded cohesionless soils 

is generally used to approximate the permeability of undisturbed cohesion

less soils in a horizontal direction. Pressure cylinders and consolidome

ters are used for fine-grained soils in the remolded, undisturbed, or 

compacted state. Fine-grained soils can be tested with the specimen 

oriented to obtain the permeability in either the vertical or horizontal di

rection. The above-listed devices are described in detail under the 

individual test procedures. Permeability tests utilizing the different types 

of apparatus, together with recommendations regarding their use, are 

discussed in the following paragraphs. 

-- -- ------ ------------------------
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4. FALLING-HEAD PERMEABILITY TEST WITH PERMEAMETER 

CYLINDER. a. Use. The falling-head test with the permeameter 

cylinder should in general be used for determining the permeability of 

remolded samples of cohesionless soils having a permeability less than 

about 10 .x 10-4 cm per sec. 

b. Apparatus. The apparatus and accessory equipment should 

consist of the following: 

(1) A permeameter cylinder similar to that shown schemat

ically in Figure 3b, or modified versions thereof. The permeameter 

cylinder .should be constructed of a transparent plastic material. The ·in

side diameter of the cylinder should be not less than about 10 times the 

diameter of the largest soil particles. The use of two piezometer taps, as 

shown by Figure 3b, connected to a standpipe and discharge level tube 

eliminates the nee es sity for taking into account the height of capillary rise 

which would be necessary in the case of a single standpipe of small size. 

The height of capillary rise for a given tube and condition can be mea

sured simply by standing the tube upright in a beaker full of water. The 

size of standpipe to be used is generally based on experience with the 

equipment used and soils tested. In order to accelerate testing, air pres

sure may be applied to the standpipe to increase the hydraulic gradient. 

(2) Perforated metal or plastic disks and circular wire 

s~reens, 35 to 100 mesh, cut for a close fit inside the permeameter. 

(3) Glass tubing, rubber or plastic tubing, stoppers, screw 

clamps, etc., necessary to make connections as shown in Figure 3b. 

(4) Filter materials such as Ottawa sand, coarse sand, and 

gravel of various gradations. 

(5) Deaired distilled water, prepared according to para

graph 3b{6). 

(6) Manometer board or suitable scales for measuring levels 

in piezorneters or standpipe. 

(7) Timing device, a watch or clock with second hand. 

(8) Centigrade thermometer, range 0 to 50 C, accurate to 0.1 C 

(9) Balance, sensitive to 0.1 g. 
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(10) Oven (see Appendix I, WATER CONTENT - GENERAL). 

(11) Scale, graduated in centimeters. 

c. Placement and Saturation of Specimen. Placement and satu

ration of the specimen shall be done as described in paragraph 3c. . -
Identifying 'information for the sample and test data shall be entered on 

a data sheet similar to Plate VII-2. 

d. Procedure. The procedure shall consist of the following steps: 

(1) Measure and record the height of the specimen, L, and 

the cross -sectional area of the specimen, A. 

(2) With valve B open (see Fig. 3b), crack valve A and 

slowly bring the water level up to the discharge level of the permeameter. 

(3) Raise the head of water in the standpipe above the dis

charge level of the permeameter. The difference in head should not result 

in an excessively high hydraulic gradient during the test. Close valves 

A and B. 

(4) Begin the test by opening valve B. Start the timer. As 

the water flows through the specimen, measure and record the height of 

water in the standpipe above the discharge level, h
0

, in centimeters, at 

time t 0 , and the height of water above the discharge level, hf• in 

centimeters, at time tf. 

(5) Observe and record the temperature of the water in the 

permeameter. 

(6) Repeat the determination of permeability, and if the com

puted values differ by an appreciable amount, repeat the test until con

sistent values of permeability are obtained. 

e. Computations, The computations consist of the following steps: 

(1) Compute the test void ratios as outlined in paragraph 3~(1). 

(2} Compute the coefficient of permeability, k, by means of 

the following equation: 

a L __ho 
k = 2.303 - -"fog -- x RT 

A/t hf 
I 

--------· -----
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where a = inside area of standpipe, sq cm 

A = cross -sectional area of specimen, sq cm 

L = length of specimen, cm 

t ::: elapsed time (tf - t 0 ), sec • 
h 0 = height of water in standpipe above discharge level at time 

t , cm 
0 

hf = height of water in standpipe above discharge level at time 
tf, cm 

RT = temperature correction factor for viscosity of water ob-
tained from Table Vll-1, degrees C 

If a single standpipe of small diameter is used as shown in Figure 2, ·the 

height of capillary rise, he, should be subtracted from the standpipe 

readings to obtain h
0 

and hf. 

f. Presentation of Results. The results of the falling-head 

permeability test shall be reported as described in paragraph 3 _!. 
5. PERMEABILITY TESTS WITH SAMPLING TUBES. Permeability 

tests may be performed directly on undisturbed samples without removing 

them from the sampling tubes. The sampling tube serves as the per

meameter cylinder. The method is applicable primarily to cohesionless 

soils which cannot be removed from the sampling tube without excessive 

disturbance. The permeability obtained is in the direction in which the 

sample was taken, i.e. generally vertical. The permeability obtained in a 

vertical direction may be substantially less than that obtained in a hori

zontal direction. 

Permeability tests with sampling tubes may be performed under 

constant-head or falling-heGl.d conditions of flow, depending 011- the esti

mated permeability of the sample (see paragraph 2a). The equipment 

should be capable of reproducing the conditions of flow in the constant

head or falling-head tests. It is important that all disturbed material or 

material containing drilling mud be removed from the top and bottom of 

the sample. The ends of the sample should be protected by screens held 

in place by perforated packers. The test procedure and computations are 

- ---- - - ---------
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6. PERMEABILITY TEST WITH PRESSURE CHAMBER. In the perme

ability test with a pressure chamber, see Figure 7, a cylindrical specimen 

is confined in a rubber membrane and subjected to an external hydrostatic 

pressure during the permeability test. The advantages of this type of 

test are: (a) leakage along the sides of the specimen, which would occur 

if the specimen were tested in a permeameter, is prevented, and (b) the 

specimen can be tested under conditions of loading expected in the field. 

The test is applicable primarily to cohesive soils in the undisturbed, 

remolded, or compacted state. Complete saturation of the specimen, if it 

is not fully saturated initially, is practically impossible. Consequently, 

this test should be used only for soils that are fully saturated, unless 

values of permeability are purposely desired for scils in an unsaturated 

condition. The permeability test with the pressure cha.inber is usually 

performed as a falling-head test. 

The permeability specimens for use in the pressure chamber generally 

should be 2.8 in. in diameter, as rubber membranes and equipment for 

cutting and trimming specimens of this size are available for triaxial 

testing apparatus {see Appendix X, TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS). A 

specimen length of about 4 in. is adequate. (The dimensions of a test 

specimen may be varied if equipment and supplies are available to make 

a suitable test setup.) The pressure in the chamber should not be less 

than the maximum head on the specimen during the test. The other test 

procedure and computations are the same as those described for the 

falling-head test. The linear relation between permeability and void ratio 

on a semilogarithmic plot as shown in Figure 6 is usually not applicable 

to fine-grained soils, particularly when compacted. Other methods of 

presenting permeability-void ratio data may be desirable. ' 

7. PERMEABILITY TESTS WITH BACK PRESSURE. Gas bubbles in the 

pores of a compacted or undisturbed specimen of fine-grained soil will 

invalidate the results of the permeability tests described in the preceding 
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Figure 7. Pressure chamber for permeability test 
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paragraphs. It is known that an increase in pressure will cause a reduc

tion in volume of gas bubbles and also an increased weight of gas dissolved 

in water. To each degree of saturation there corresponds a certain addi

tional pressure (back pressure) which, if applied to the pore fluid of the 

specimen, will cause complete saturation. The permeability test with 

back pressure is performed in a pressure chamber such as that shown in 

Figure 7, utilizing equipment that permits increasing the chamber pressure 

and pore pressure simultaneously, maintaining their difference constant. 

The method is applicable to fine-grained soils which are not fully saturated. 

An apparatus which has been used for permeability tests with back pres

sure has been described by Bjerrum and Huder. t 
8. PERMEABILITY TESTS WITH CONSOLIDOMETER. A permeability 

test in a consolidometer {see Appendix VUI, CONSOLIDATION TEST) is 

essentially similar to that conducted in a pressure chamber, except that 

the specimen is placed within a relatively rigid ring and is loaded verti

:ally. The test can be used as an alternate to the permeability test in the 

pressure chamber. The test is applicable primarily to cohesive soils in 

a fully saturated condition. Testing is usually performed under falling

head conditions. 

A schematic diagram of the consolidati~n apparatus set up for a 

falling-head permeability test is shown in Figure 8. Identifying informa

tion for the specimen. and subsequent test data are entered on a data sheet 

(Plate VII-3 is a suggested form). The specimen should be placed in the 

specimen ring and the appar_atus assembled as outlined under Appendix VIII, 

CONSOLIDATION TEST. The specimen is consolidated under the desired 

load and the falling-head test is performed as previously described. The 

t L. Bjerrum and J. Huder, "Measurement of the permeability of com
pacted clays," Proceedings, Fourth International Conference on Soil 
Mechanics and Foundation Engineering (London, August 1957), vol. 1, 
pp. 6-8. 
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Figure 8. Schematic diagra.ni of falling-head device for 
permeability test in consolidometer 

net head on the specimen may be increased by use of air 'pressure; how

ever, the pressure on the pore water should not exceed 25 to 30 percent 

of the vertical pressure under which the specimen has consolidated. Dial 

indicator readings are obse.rved before and after consolidation to permit 

computation of void ratios. The determination of the coefficient of perme

ability may be made in conjunction with the consolidation test, in which 

case the test is performed at the end of the consolidation phase under each 

load increment. Computations are similar to those described for the 

-- -------------------- --- -----
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The permeability may also be determined indirectly from computa

tions using data obtained during the consolidation test; however the as

sumptions on which the method is based are seldom satisfied, and conse

quently, the direct determination of permeability should be employed 

where reliable values of permeability are required. 

9. POSSIBLE ERRORS. Following are possible errors that would cause 

inaccurate determinations of the coefficient of permeability: 

a. Stratification or nonuniform compaction of cohesionles s soils. 

If the specimen is compacted in layers, any accumulation of fines at the 

surface of the layers will reduce the measured coefficient of pe_rmeability. 

b. Incomplete initial saturation of specimen. 

c. Excessive hydraulic gradient. Darcy's law is applicable only 

to conditions of laminar flow. 

d. Air dissolved in water. No other source of error is as 

troublesome as the accumulation of air in the specimen from the flowing 

water- As water enters the specimen, small quantities of air dissolved 

i:i the water will tend to collect as fine bubbles at the soil-water interface 

and reduce the permeability at this interface with increasing time. The 

method for detecting and avoiding this problem is described in paragraph 

3d( 6). (It should be noted that air accummulation will not affect the coef

ficient of permeability determined by the constant-head test if piezorneter 

taps along the side of the specimen are used to measure the head loss.) 

e. Leakage along side of specimen in perrnearneter. One major 

advantage to the use of the triaxial compression chamber for permeability 

tests (see paragraphs 6 and 7) is that the specimen is confined by a 

flexible membrane which is pressed tightly against the specimen by the 

chamber pressure. 
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FALLING-HEAD PEFMEABILITY TEST 

DATE 

Diameter ot specimen, cm D 

Area ot specimen, sq cm A 
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PROJECT 

BORING NO. 

Sample or Specimen No. 

~ Tare plus dr,y soil 
tlO 

c: Tare ... .., D%Y soil 3: 

Spec:U'ic gravity 

Vol of solids, cc '"'W' +G s s 

Area of stand.pipe, sq cm 

capillary rise, cm 

Eeigbt of tailvater, cm 

Test No. 

Load incre:nellt, T/sq ft 

Dial readillg at start, in. 

FALLING-HEAD PERMEABILITY TEST 

WITH CONSOLIDOMETER 

DATE 

Diameter of specimen, cm 

!Area of specimen, sq cm 

'W' I.c.itial height of specimen, s cm 

G I.c.itial vol of spec, cc "' AL s 

vs I.c.itial void ratio =(V - V5)+ Vs 

a Constant 2 (2.303 x a)+ A 

h I.c.itial dial readillg, in. c 

ht Corrected. tail.vater, cm, ht +he 
l 2 

p 

Dl 

Cba.c.ge in ht o:! spec., in. = D0 - D1 ai 

Ht of spec, cm L-2.54ai L I 
Void ratio =(AL - vs)+ Vs e I 

la lb 2a 2b 

Initial time t::> 

Fillal time tr 

EJ.apsed time, sec = tr - to t 
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Final height, C111 h2 

Water temperature, oc T 

Viscosity correction factor(l) R.r 
Coef:fici.ent of pe:rmeabili ty} 2) fk2:i 

=/sec 
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D 

A 
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v 
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c 
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0 
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3a 

(l) Correction factor for viscosity of l4ater at 20 C obtained frau tabl.e VII-l. 

( 2) 
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2 2 
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4 Claims. (CL 106-120) 

Thi.S invention relates to novel hydrated llme
iiy ash-ftne aggregate cements especially use!ul 
for masonry mortar, protective coating, soil sta
bilization and grouting compositions and par
ticularly to hydrated lime-fly a.sh-fine aggregate 
comPOsitions of this type having early compressive 
strengths exceeding the corresponding early com
pressive strengths of the lime-fine aggregate mor
~ compositions of the prior art. 

For many years the masonry mortar and pro
tective coating art has operated on the supposi
tion that the compressive strength of lime mortars 
is increased by adding lime and is decreased by a 
reduction in the proportion of lime to fine aggre
gate. This decrease in compressive strength with 
reduction in lime and the extent ther.eof is well 
known in this art and the various attempts to re
duce the lime proPOrtion without loss in compres
sive strength have been unsuccess!ul. In its broad 
aspect the present invention is directed to the 
provision of hydrated lime fiy ash-fine aggregate 
cements useful as masonry mortars, protective 
coatings such s.S plaster, soil stabil.i2ation and 
construction filllng materials such as groutings 
having compressive strengths exceeding those of 
the prior art lime mortars o! corresponding lime 
proportion. For some applications the magnitude 
or improvement in early compressive strength 
need not be large, since a relatively small increase 
in early compressive strength will provide a ce
ment having characteristics equal to or better 
than a prior art lime mortar of very much higher 
llme content. However, for other appllcat1om. 
particularly in the field of industrial construction. 
a mortar of very much higher early compressive 
strength is required and in these fields lime mor
tars have been largely displaced because early 
compressive strengths of the magnitude required 
are not obtainable in a lime-fine aggregate mor
tar even with very large proportions of lime. This 
characteristic of low compressive strength has 
been considered by the art as inherent in llme
ime aggregate mortars and consequently the art 
has turned to Portland cement mortars and the 
like. . 

As used throughout this speciflcatlon and claims 
the terms "hydrated lime" and lime are used in
terchangeably to indlcate a dry powder obtained 
by 'treating quicklime with water enough to sat
isfy its chemical aflnity for water under the con
ditions of its hydration. It consists essentially or 
calcium hydrate or a mixture of calcium hYdrate 
and magnesium oxide and magnesium hYdroxide. 
In the above defin.1tion quicklime is used to indi
cate a calcined material the major portion of 
which is calcium oxide or calcium oxide in natu-

2 
ral association with a lesser amount of magnesium 
oxide capable of sla.lting with water. 

A3 deftned above a.nd a.s used throughout the 
present specification and cla.i.m5, the term "hY-

5 drated lime" or "lime" iS not intended to include 
hydraulic lime or the free lime made available in 
the hydration of .Portland cement, natural ce
ments and the like. Li.me from such sources dif
fers from the hydrated lime of the present in•en-

10 tion and does not give the results hereinafter de
scribed. 

The term ":fty ash" as used in the present speci
fication is intended to Indicate the finely divided 
ash residue produced by the combustion of pul-

15 verized coal which a.sh is carried 01! with the gases 
exhausted from the furnace 1n which the coal 1s 
burned and which Ls collected from these gases 
usually by means of suitable precipitation appa
ratus such as electrical preciPltators. The :fly 

20 a.sh so obtained Ls in a ftnely diVided state such 
that at least about 70% passes through a 200 
mesh sieve. 

The term "tine aggregate" as used throughout 
this specification and the claims hereof is intend-

24 ed to indicate natural or artificial substantially 
chemically inert inorganic materials such a.s nat.
ural sand, sand pr~pared from stone, blast-fur
nace slag, gravel, or other inert materials having 
similar characteristics, substantially as defined in 

30 A. S. T. M. Tentative Standard S~ificatioos tor 
Concrete Aggregates, Designation C33-37T, and 
having a fineness modulus of at least substantially 
1.7, substantially a.11 of which will pass a ~ inch 
sieve, substantially 953 or more of which will 

35 pass a No. 4 sieve, substantially 45 % or more of 
which will pass a No. 16 sieve, and substantially 
53 or more of which will pa.ss a No. 50 sieve. 

So far as we are a.ware no lime mortars have 
been made available to the art which have set 

40 under normal conditions to a compressive 
strength of the order of about 225 pounds per 
square inch and above in a period o! seven dayS. 
A3 used in the present specification and claims 
the term "high compressive strength" is intended 

45 to cover the range from about 225 pounds per 
square inch and above after 7 days and the term 
"low compressive strength" is intended to cover 
the range from about 225 pounds per square inch 
a.nd below after 7 days. 

60 The principal object of the present invention 
Ls to provide hydrated lime-fiY a.sh-nne aggre
gate cement compositions having greater early 
compressive strengths than the lime mortar com
positions o! the prior art having comparable lime 

H content. 
A further object of tl!.e present Invention 1s to 

A "1 "> 
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provide hydrated llme-fi.y a.sh-fine aggregate ce
ment compositions ha.v1D.g high early compressive 
streil.gtJu of the order o! 225 pounds per square 
!nch a.nd above. Hydrated 

4 
Table 11 Cpam b1I iiolume> 

RatlooC7 

Sud Per Cent Fly Ash (of J"ly Day Com· 

A further object of the present invention 1s to 5 
provide a bYdrated llme-fi.y uh-fine aggregate 
cement comparable in early compressive strength 

Lima 

I 

I!t 
-

0 ~ 

A.sA a.ad Lime) ctve 
cth 

0 LOO 
to the Jal.own cement mortars. I 11 76 79.2 3.12 

:a:ereto!ore. the addition of fi.y a.sh to Portland 
cements bas been investigated and certain a.dva.n- 10 
tageous results based upon the iso-ca.lled "puzzol
an.lc'" e1Iect have been referred to in the a.rt. 
While the reaction underlying the pU7.ZOla.n1c e!
fect 1s not entirelJ' understood it is as.id to in
volve a chemical reaction bet..een the lime con- 15 
tent o! the cement a.nd the silica content of the 

I 
6 
I 
6 
0.2.5 
0. 2.5 
0.2.5 

31 67 88.4 10. llO 
47.6 47.6 90.4 &.01 
67 31 92.0 7.01 
76 11 113. 7 &.06 
0 ll3. 75 0 LOO 

37.1 M.2.5 15.I ta. 7 
41U75 46.&76 88.0 :U..4 

Table 111 C;>GTU b11 volume> 

fi.y a.sh. However. this reaction does not involve 
bydrated Um.e and fi.y a.sh and should not be con
fused with the present invention. So !ar as we 
&I'9 aware the Prior art has not successfully com- 20 
bined hYdra.ted lime and fi.y ash in the making of 

Lim. 

3.34 

J'ly Sand .A."4 

48.08 48.08 

7DayCom 

L!me/P'ly A5h md Band firesstve 
trenitll 

CID p. LL) 

1 part 11.me to 2.5 pans !ly 
ash and suid. 

230 

a use.ful hydrated lime cement, capable o! devel
oping practical hig:ll early strengths when allowed 
to set under ambient conditions within the range 

6.0 

&.2 

3&.0 57.0 

37.1 M.3 

l pui lime to 111 pans dy a.sh m 
and sand. 

1 pan .lime to 1.5 parts !ly uh 
andaud. 

m 

It will be noted !rom ·the curves o! Figs. 1 and 
2 that the optimum 7 day compressive strengths 
occur in the range from one part hYdrated lime to 
about 5 parts fiy ash to one part hydrated lime to 

of normally occurring atmospheric temperatures 24 
and humidities. Moreover, in the Portland ce
ment art the addition of fiy a.sh ba.s not produced 
pa.rticular.ly significant increases ill early com
pressive strength which 1s one o! the principal 
advantages of the present invention. 30 about 15 parts fiy a.sh which values correspond 

to about 83 % fiy a.sh and 93.7 % fiy ash respective
ly calculated on the sum of the hydrated lime and 
fiy a.sh. In obtaining the novel hydrated lime-fiy 
ash-fine aggregate cements o! the present inven-

The e1Iect o! puzzolanic materials in Portland 
cement concretes 1s evidenced by their producing 
an increase in long-time compressive strength, 
and it 1s .fildlcated that their use may result in 
decreased early compressive strength. 

In contrast with the low early streogth char
acteristic of the pu:z.zolanic e1Iect, applicants' in-

- - vention produces a. high early compressive 
strength. In fact, the high ear}J' strength feature 
ot applicants• invention can be used to increase 
substantially the early strength characteristic of 
Port.land. cement mixes. 

We attain the objects of the present invent.ion 
by means of a ch7 mix comprising hydrated. lime, 
:fiy ash and a suitable fine aggregate to which 
water is edded in suitable proportion in ma.kin&' 
up the fin.al working composition. 

In the dra.wl.ngs Fig. 1 shows in the curve 
marked A a plot o! the compositions specifically 
set torth in Table I which follows. Curve B repre
.aents a )lypothetical curve which is the relation
ship that would be normally expected from knowl
edge o! the prior art. 

In Fig. 2 the curve marked A is the same a.s 
curve Ao! Fig. 1 but plotted on a d11Ierent scale. 
Curve C 1s a plot of 'the compositions specifically 
aet forth tn Table IL 

The data set forth in the !allowing tables ta.ken 
Jn conjunction with the curves o! Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 
will serve to illustrate the present invention a.s 
hereinafter described. 

Table 1 <JXlrl.! bv oolume> 

Ratio ol7 

:a:r:~ 7ty Sand Pe: Cent Fly A!b (oC :ny Day Com· 
~ A.sb and Llme) prf.53.ive 

Strenr.h 

60 0 60 0 1.00 
.a 10 60 20 LOO 
JO . 20 60 olO l.08 
2) 30 60 eo l.13 
10 40 60 80 l.13 

' 45 60 llQ L30 
:u 47.1 llO 96 0.79 
L2.5 "8. 7S 60 97.1 0.38 
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35 tion within this range a sUitable proportion o! :fine 
aggregate must be used. Higb early compressive 
strengths are obtained in the particular range 
1:1.ng between one part hydrated lime to about 15 
parts fiy ash and sand by volume and one part 

40 lime to about 25 parts fiy a.sh and sand by volume -
a.s indicated in the data. listed ill Table III. The 
data plotted ill curve C is devoted almost entirely 
to a high compressive strength type mixture hav
ing a lime to tly ash and sa.nd ratio of one to 19. 

45 there being one point .lyiilg directly above the 
peak which represents a composition in which 
the ratio o! lime to fiy ash and sand is one to 15 
and a second point corresponding to the next to 
the last composition of Table II in which the ra.-

50 tio of lime to fiy a.sh and sand is one to 15. The 
optimum ratio o! hydrated lime to tly a.sh is not 
materiaJ.lY changed by variations in the a.mount 
of water used ill preparing the final cement mix 
although the absolute compressive strength values 

55 will be stronger where the amount of water is not 
greater than that required to give the desired fiow 
o! 100 on a standard now table. 

The proportions given in the tables and in the 
examples which follow are based upon the !ol

eo lowing weights per cubic foot for the solid ingre
d.lents: 

Pounds per 
cubic foot 

G5 Lime ---------------------------- 45 Fly ash.._ ______________________ 60 

Sand ----------------------------- 80 
It will be apparent to those skilled in the art 

that in tbe tables and ln the examples parts by 
70 volume can ensily be converted to parts by 

weight and that parts by weight can easily be 
converted to parts by volume using the above 
weight per cubic !oot values in calculating the 
conversions. 

r: In preparing the compositions set forth in the 
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above tables, several mixing procedures were fol
lowed. For example, the composlUona of Tables 
n and m were prepared by following the gen
eral procedure tor mixing test specimens as out
lined ln A. s. T. M. C109-44. Specimens of each 
mix were prepared In cubes measuring 2 Inches 
ln each dimension and these cubes were stored 
ln molds In laboratory air for seven days after 
which they were removed and tested tor 
compressive strength following the standard 
A. s. T. M. compressive strength procedure. In 
each case water was added to give a ftow of 100 
u measured on an A. 8. T. M. standard ftow 
table. In order to obtain optimum results In 
the practice of the present Invention the amount 
of water added to the dry mix should be the 
mlnimum amount required to obtain the desired 
tlow but as pointed out above the optimum ratio 
of fty ash to hydrated lime la not chanaed by 
us1n& more or less water. We have found that 
other mixing procedures produ\!e re.suJt.s follow
ing the same aeneral curve which aives the rela
tive compressive strengths although the absolute 
values may dUler and in fact may be materially 
increased by intimate intermixture aa described 
In detail In the examples below. 

As preferred examples for obtaining hydrated 
llme-tly ash-fine aggregate cements havilli high 
early compressive 6trengths, we direct attention 
to the following examples: 

EXAMPLE I 

Hydrated llme ___________ parta by volume-- 5 Ply ash ____________________________ do____ 38 

8 
It wlll be noted that the compressive strength 
ls lower than that of Example I although it still 
exceeds 225 pounds per aquare Inch. This com
parative decrease In compressive streniith prob-

5 ably results from the increased amount of sand 
In Example m where the ratio of llme to fty 
ash and sand by volume la 1 to 25. In th1a case 
we have found that where the ratio of lime to 
t1y ash 1s selected ln the range between. about. 

10 one to 5 and about one to 15 high early com-• 
preaaive strength resulta are obtained by using. 
the amount of ft.De anreaate calculated to hold' 
the raUo of lime to ny ash plus &e anregate 
between one to 15 by volume to one to 25 by 

11 volume, provided, however, that the ratio of tine 
aggreiiate to t1y ash plus n.ne anregate la main
tained 1n the raniie from about 1 to 1.5 to about 
1 to 2.5. 

From the above It wlll be apparent, parUcu-
20 larly to those skilled in the art, that we have 

provided a new hydrated llme cement having 
wholly unexpected propertlea and In certain cases 
surprl..Uniily large early compressive strenath 
values. We have painted out above the sharp 

25 lncrea.se in compressive strength which occurs 
1n a relatively narrow range in which the ratio 
ot t1y uh to hydrated lime ls very high. The 
dearee of improvement is likewise partly depend
ent on the manner of mixing and on the propor-

IO Uon of hYdrated lime and of fine aggregate to t1y 
uh plua ft.ne auregate. In the prior art the 
propartion of bYdrated llme to anregate has 
covered the range (In parts by volume> from one 

Sand Umeness modulw, 1.7) ________ do____ 57 ·JI 
part of hydrated llme to from about 21h parts 
to about 4 parts anregate. For many years the 
art has considered that a.ny substantial decreiue Water to Ume ratio (by weight>------ 5.40 to 1 

Compressive strength <7 days) ----P· a. L- 421 

The dry mix of the above example was pre
~ared by following the procedure outlined in 
A. s. T. M. Cl09--44 referred to above .and the 
compressive atrenath was measured on the two 
Inch te_,t cubes usina the A. 8. T. M. 1tandard 
compreaaive 1trength test procedure. 

EXAMPLEll 
Hydrated llme _____________ parta by volume 5 
Fly ash ____________________________ do____ 38 

Sand '11.neness modulus, 1.7) ________ do____ 57 
Water to lime ratio <by weight)------ 4.17 to 1 
Compressive strength (7 days>------------ 652 

The dry mix of Example n was prepared by 
intimately m1xlng the hydrated lime and the fty 
uh in ·a ball mill for 15 minutes after which 
these ingredients were thoroughly mixed, while 
dry, with the sand. The dry mix thua obtained 
was converted to a masonry mortar having a de
aired consistency by the addition of water as 
indicated. The 7 day compressive strength or 
Example n was about 650 lbs. per square inch. 
It wlll be noted that thJs example has a higher 
compressive strength and requires a .smaller pro
partlon of water than the earlier example which 
1s attributable to the ball mJll1.ng step In place 
of the hand mixing step of the A. B. T. M. pro
cedure. 

EXAMPLEm 
Hydrated Ume _________ parts by volume__ 3.84 
Fly ash~-------------------------do ____ 48.08 
Sand <nnenes.s modulus, 1.7) ______ do ____ 48.08 
Water to lime ratio <by weight>------- 8.1 to 1 
Compressive strength <7 days)----------- 230 

ln bYdrated lime relative to anreiiate material 
would result in mortars and plasters having un
desirable characterlatlcs Including low early com-

•o pruslve 1trengtha. From the fore101.n1 detalled 
description ot the present lnventon, It will be 
noted that the ratio of hydrated llme to other 
solid lnaredlent.s of the mix employed in the 
practice of the present Invention where hl&h 

, 3 early compreaaive strengths are required ls of 
the order of from one part hydrated lime to 
about 15 parts of other solid l~redlents to one 
part hydrated lime to about 25 parts of other 
solid ingredients. So far as we are aware, these 

60 proportions are not only unknown l.n the lime 
mortar art but are contrary to the previously 
held teachings thereof. 

It will be seen that the present invention pro
vides a choice of hydrated llme-fty. ash-fine ag-

66 gregate cement compositions which may vary de
pending upon the particular requirements or the 
specific use to which the cement ls to be put.. 
Where relatively low early compressive stren&th 
ls all that Is required, the prior art lime to other 

60 solid Ingredient ratios may be employed, l.n 
which ca.se the result!~ hYdrated llme-fty 
ash-fine aggregate cement w111 have improved 
characterist1c.9 as compared to prior art Ume 
mortars of comparable Ume content. Compost-

M tlons 6UCh as shown In Exampll!ll I. II and m 
may be employed where a cement of high early 
compressive strength la required. So far as we 
are aware hydrated llme mortars having the 
characteristics of the embodimen~ referred to 

70 above have not been available to the art prior 
to our invention which therefore representa & 
new development In the hydrated lime mortar 
art and particularly provides a novel hydrated 

The m1x.1ng procedure followed for Example 
m waa the A. S. T. M. procedure given above. fl 

lime-fly ash-ftne agaregate cement compasltion 
suitable for masonry mortar, protect1vo coaUna1 
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1 
JUch as plaster, sell stabWzation and~ ma
terlal5 such as grouting. 

It will be understood that the basic ingredi
ents comprising hydrated lime, tty ash and sand 
may vary a.s to specWc volume from the values 
given but it 1.s intended that such variations shall 
be lncluded with.In the scope ot the present in· 
Tention as hereinafter claimed. I~ wUl likewise 
be understood that various additive ingredients 
ma7 be used in addition to the basic ingredients 
referred to without departing from the present 
invention as hereinafter claimed. 

This application is a continuation in part Of 
our prior appllC3tion Serial No. 546.208, 1lled 
.11117 22. 1™· and now abandoned. 

Having thus described our invention, we claim: 
1. A hydrated llme-fiy ash-flne aggregate 

cement having high early compressive strenzth 
when mb::ed with water in suitable amount and 
allowed to set, consisting essentially of hydrated 
lfme, ti)' ash and an aggregate of substantially 
chemically inert inorganic material having a. 
ftneness modulus of at least substantially 1.7, 
substantially all of which will pass a 7'a inch 
sieve, substantially 95% or more of which will 
pa.sa a No. 4 sieve, substantially 45 % or more of 
which will pass a No. 16 sieve, and substantially 
S% or more of which will pa.ss a No. 50 sieve, 
the ratio of hydrated llme to tly ash being from 
about 1 to 5 to about 1 to 15 by volume, the 
ratio of hydrated llme to fiY ·ash plus fine ag
rregate bel..ng from about 1 to 15 to about 1 to 
25 by volume and the ratio of flne aggregate to 
fiy a.sh plus .flne aggregate being from about 1 

8 
3. A e::::ient and protective coating compcsf

t1on ha.vin1 high e:i.ri,. compret.sive strength 
when t!l1%ed with water in suitable amount and 
allowed to aet, consisting essentially ot hydrated 

5 lime about G parts by volume, fiy s.sh about 38 
pe.rta by volume and an aggregate of substan
tially chemica.111 inert Ulorganic material hav
ing a imenes:1 modulus ot at least substantially 
1.7, substantiallY all o! which will pass a o/a inch 

10 sieve, substantiall1 953 or more of which will 
pass a No. 4 sieve, substantiallS' 45% or more of 
which will pass a No. 16 sieve, and substantially 
5% or more ot which will pass a No. 50 sieve. 

4. A structural material possessing high earl)' 
15 compr~ve stren.."th, produced by m.1x1ng h7-

d.ra.ted lime, fiy ash, an aggregate of substan
tially chemically inert inorganic material having 
a fineness modulus ot at least substantially 1.7, 
substantially all of which will pass a o/a 1nch 

20 sieve, substantially 953 or more of which will 
pass a No .. 4 sieve, substantially 453 or more Of 
which will pass a No. 16 sieve, and substantially 
5% or more of which will pass a No. 50 sieve, 
and a suitable amount of water, the ratio of 

25 hydrated lime to fiy a.sh being from about 1 to 
5 to about 1 to 15 by volume, the ratio of hy
drated lime to fiy ash plus aggregate being from 
about 1 to 15 to about 1 to 25 by volume and the 
ratio of aggregate to fiy a.sh plus aggregate be-

30 ing from about 1 to 1.5 to about 1 to 2.5 by vol
ume, the mixture being subjected for a suitable 
time to ambient conditions within the range o! 
normally cccurrtng atmospheric temperatures 
and humidities. 

to 1.5 to about 1 to 2.5 by volume. 33 .TOLES E. HA VELIN. 
PRAN1t KAHN. 2. A cement and protective coating composi

tion havi.Dg high early compressive strength 
when mlxed with water in suitable amount and REFERENCES CITED 
allowed to set, e-0ns1sting essentially of hydrated 
llme about 1 part by volume, fiy ash from about 
7.5 to about 12.5 parts by volume and from about 
7.S to about 12.5 parts by volume of an aggregate 

The following references are of record in the 
40 file of this pa.tent: 

ot substantially chemically inert inorganic ma
terial having a fineness modulus of at least sub
stantially 1.7, substantially all of which will pass •5 
a % 1nch sieve, substantially 95% or more of 
which will pass a No. 4 sieve, substantially 453 

"ONI'n::D STATES PATENTS 

or more of which will .pass a No. 16 sieve, and 

Number 
l,886,933 
1.94.2.770 
2,250,107 

substantially 5% or more of which will pus a Number 
No. 50 sieve. 50 381,223 
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2 
1and the Ute. Such stabili.u:d X>l1s arc etfo:tNely utilized 
ro form load-sut>poninl hues, by which we mei.n bue 
counes under hrgbways and roadl. a.nd for road shoul· 

U"-'IE-n.. T ASH COM.POSmONS FOR ST ABn.IZINC:. den •. secondary roa~. parltin1 a1""1ts, airpcrt runways aaJ 
FL"llEL Y DIVIDED MA TY.RIAl.S SUCH AS SOll.S ~ the ltlte. Several ciliferent comp<»it•ons arc bein& de· 

J•lcs E... Ha•eB.. Hanno-, aad Fr.at X.aJua, 
PtiJladclphja. Pa. 

No Dra..._ A,..aladoa A~ 11, 1951, 
Serial No. 14!,651 

7 CW- (CL 1~110) 

This mvcntion relates to cocnpositioo.s for efrectin1 the 
stabtlizatioa of fioe.ly divK!cd matcrialJ such u soils and 
the like. and more parti::ulariy relates to compositions 
whereby substlUlti.a.lly chemically inert fioe mineral ma· 
rcrials are stabili.z.cd by trutmcct with lime IUld ffy ash. 

This application b a continuauoa-in-part .,f our co· 
pcndi.oi application, Ser No 16,048, filed June 30, 19-48 
entitled •Hydrated Lime Fly Ash Fine .\u1e111te,R oo-. 

velc>pcd for s1abilization of roads and higbW'lys, tbe con· 
su·~cuoa of which is o~ of th~ _la.r~est indus~ in the 
Unued S1a1es. One 10il stabiliz.auon composiuoa in· 
voJvcs the admixture of bi1uminous mareriab such L~ 

10 road oils, tan, emulsions and the like with the soil. Cer· 
t1&!0 JOil.s ba.ve been stabil_i.u:d by mixinJ with lime, or 
wrth brruau.o-bydratcd hme compositions. Portland 
cement, hu aha been employed for soil stabOW.tion, u 
.... e:1 as vario.ua other matenals such u or11ani.: resin.s, 

l:i .::alcrum chlonde and varloiu proprietary materials. How
r' er, these materials have aot exhibited certain adv&n· 
ra"eous properties peculiar to this ioveatioo, and ia most 
instances. are relatively expensive s~ compared with our 
~o'Tlpos1uons. A further disadva111age ic coaaection with 

~o the use of Portland cemenl is that !be cemear component 
of :he soil m..ixrure scu quite rapidl> and it is therefore 
necessary for persoas using the mixture lo adhere cloxly 
10 time 5':he<lulcs in formi.a& the )Oil mixture' and i..a U. S.. P1uent No. 2 . .564,690. issued October ZI. 19~1 

In the afot"C:Sllid o.rpend1.111 application we have cfu. 
c:loscd ccmentitious compositions u.scful as mortan and 2~ 
the like which coctaia fine agucpte in lhe fonn of ficc1y 
divided sand ur other cbemically inen aure1ate hav 

lin1sh1n11 the stabilized mixture 
The surlacing of airport runway3 bas presented diffi· 

..:ull1c' in that the jets of jct pl"OJ)Cllcd airl)lan~ U£inl 
1he runways are frcqueauy directe4 a1ainst !be runway 
,;.irfacc. The ~-urfac:c temperature is almost iosta1nly 
brought <o a _value su~cient to c.:.ausc •pal!:ng of c.uccrcte 

in1 a fincnc.s.s modulus of I . 7 or above. Repeated eitrci 1· 

mcnts ia the labor111ory u weU a.s practical 11pplic.atioo~ 
ia the field have demoo~!rared lhat. wi!bin sp«ilk rangc:s 
o( relative proportions of !ho~ ingrcdieo~. a miuu~ 
having W>CXpectcdly h!f:n early -::ompres~ive strength wo.\ 
obtaioed. 

We !lave oow dis.::overed that unexpected advantr..ge~ 
arc .. u.aioed by mixir.J iu11e and l!y uh ia coatrolled pro· 
portions with a llncly divided )Oil having a fineoes~ 
modulus le~ thao 1 7. We have further found 1ba:. for 
cena1a soils of rineress modulus below 1.7. certain opti· 
mum relative propo;.111oas nf lime and ffy ash give uoex· 
peeled peak.~ when ;.oil char .. cteris1ics re!a1in11 to dur
"t>ili1y and bcarinl power oi the '!Oil are plotte-d ~gain~• 
pcrccnu.~. For example, the pla~icity indeit. shriok· 
aec characteristic. warcr re1en1ivity a.ad capillary po· 
1en1iaJ of uncured ~mplcs as well as modulus of clu!k1t)', 
uncon.tlncd compressive s1rcoJ1b and resi,tancc to airer· 
rate cycles of f~.z.io1 and ihawing and wenin~ And dry· 
io1 o( cured ,-pccimcns v11ry cnrically wirl-.1n definne 
~res for definite soils. Thex materials a.re of su1:h 
rinc:ncs.s that they are ouuide the cla~s of materials usually 
referred :.:> &! artgrcptes. The compositions uf this in· 
vcntion a~ ex:r~;nely useful for many pu~' and arc 
found palllcular!y useful in the "leld of JOtl stabiliz.aiion 
for building INd-supponin& .~u1 faces such as air lielJ 
runways. roads, hi&hwa}"" or ti1c like, 

Cenaia ma1en.1ls whi·~h hllve pre' iously been sugge~teJ 
fur o!her purposc:s w/lolly ua~c:!;.reJ ro .soil suabilizariou 
involve the incorporation of lime w•th fly uh. a.s exem· 
plifieu by the U. S. patent 10 Peifer, No. J.942,769. i~
~ued January 9, (QJ4 Petfer's compositions do oot in· 
elude finely divided ma:erials such as soib or the like 
and are o~ssarily incur1ted, or subjected 10 the action 
u{ heal, in order to cause a t:hemical interactioo be· 
tween the lime and rhe ft} ash. 5uch induratioa ordinariiy 
involves intim,.te contact with steam, which would be 
Jiffi.:ult if DOI impo'l.Sihlc to accomplish in buildin~ r~J~ 
·•r higbways. Moreover aov proces.s involving mdura· 
tioo would be cx,·~:u1vely costly and of no practical merit 
wbauoever in roaJ or highway huildang opcratioua. 

Another prior patent. issued to Jones and Swez.c)" (U.S. 
Pateor No. 2.3H2.154, lwrus1 14, 1945 1

• discloses a build· 
in1 Moel: or brick cumprisin1 lime. Oy ash, and certain 
alumino!ilicic acid materi4b such as sliales. slates and 
clays. However. sul:nt.anrial proportions of lime, on the 
nrrJer o( ~()% lime. !ar in e;w;cc.:.s of the prupcirtiom of 
hme 1r .. lrl'licanr,• comro1irions. are included in the Jones 
a11d 5...,eay compo~ition, and thi~ has a profound e.tf.ect 
on the pl'T'pC rtie' amJ chu a.;t er ot the final compos1uon 
,., "ell u 1u co~t. 

T~~ dnelopmear o( the field n( scil nabilization is oi 
1ncr.;a~1 importance ir. ;;.oasln.~ion o( roads, h.iJh-)'S 

30 and ~emenr-h.lte 1urfac101 materials. Uo the O!hcr band. 
bi1um1nous materials such a~ a.sptlal< and oil-treated 
a;;;!j;rega<es are inadequate surfacina r::atcrials for airport 
us.: )tncc the biruminous ;oclent o! tne suria~ iinme· 
d .. ,1ely bums under_ the in<en.sc heat of the jet. 

3~ The pnmary ob1ect of the 1r>vcntion i~ to provide 
c.011om1.:.al com!)<)S1Uoas tor s1at>1hzing ~11 to ~uvert 
11 to ;. ..;ompositic-o well rniled u a constructioo material 
for use in roads, hi&hways aad !ilc like. 

Anorher object of the present mvention is to provide 
41J ~•at'>:lt~cd fioc. mineral matenal having big,h compressive 

'.trength. Still 11no1ber object of the in,,ention is to 
pr c·v1de Iii. stabilized. ~ii or e~uivalcor fine m&ter:al bav
i.!g 'upenor dunb~hty, w~ttu1g aod dr)ing resistance, 
rrec:.i:rng and th&'ill"lD& resistance, and wca!beri.o11 re-

'~ ~:~lance 
. Another o.biect u to provide comv<>sition.! for convert· 
mg '°'15 -.·h1ch have b1gh pla3ti.;1ty, c:tc.;c~ivc shriokaae 
ar.d poor. d.niaa1e chara~erinics In ...-.,mposi1ion h1vina 
l"w plasnciry 10dex and unprovetl dimensional stability 

·•'' anJ drainaec properties. 
Still ~':'other object of l;he inveatina is to provide a 

c.omposmon of matter for Ulcorponuioo into a finely di· 
vidcd inert material with .;.apa<..1ry to form a s1abiliz.ed 
rnixt~r~ havin1 moJified and U'Tlpro"cd en1ineerin1 char· 
.i.·:er1s11cs. 

Si ill another object of the in,.c:n1ion ~ to pro~ ide a 
1 ~1a1;,,cly. inexpensive _.'IUild .nix.!ure which, when in~r
f°'·' .•red into tlnely d1v1dcd ~11 o~ e'luivaleot mineral 
h.t'"1ng • fineness modulus k~ lh•u 1.7, in the prc:~cn.-.e 

,,,, of moi~t:iire. will form a 1tabiliuJ mi'll:tt:re havinii resist· 
.. nee to mtcnx heat &nd other mdiacl!y modified and im
proved cn1inecrio1 charaC1eristi<".'! 

Further objects and aJ. anl10fC1 oi !he iaventiou will 
further become apparent h~reinafter. 

.,_., The foreSQinf and other "biects are attained io a<..-c:ord-
ano: with mis mvention by providing a mi:t comprising 
lime, fty uh, and a ftncly divided soil, said soil havi111 
ii ftnenCS! modulua less than 1.7. 

A1 u,e(f tbrougbout this specification a.ad claim~ the 
;11 term ulime" It uxd to indicate quick.lime, hydrated l.Mx; 

and slaked lime. The term yhydratcd lime" iadbtes 
a dr)· powder obtained by trc11in1 quicklime with water 
coou1h to a:ar.l:sfy its chemical affinity for W1ller under the 
conditions of ftl hydration. 11 ~nsi!ts C38C'!ltially of cal· 

; ., cium hydrate or a mixture ot cakt•Jm hydrate and/or 
ml!l!ne~rum oxkle a.nd/OT" ma10~-li1.1m hydroxide. Jo the 
at:oove dd\rUdon quickJ!me ~ uxc.i to indicate a calcincJ 
material the major portion "' whkh is calcium oxide (or 
~lcium oxide It! a.aruru U'llOCiarion with a les.1Cr am.iunt 

.,0 c.I anasnesium oxide) capable ot alli iTli with W1lter. The 
r~rm ·a1ated Lime. ii wed i.n~rchanae:ably with ~bydnted 
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lime.- ~th bydrate.:1 !~and &lll.ed Um& may be a.->
ci&tcJ vritt. cxcc.5 WM.:er, rc.u!tizia ic a moiat or uurried 
ataic °" roaditi-On. 

The tcrin ""rty uh"' iu u~d in the present speci&:ation 
i~ intcnd.cJ to indi~te the c.~ely al~idcd uh residue pro- j 
duccd by thit con1b\!St1uo of pul"etiu:d CO&!, which uh 
is ca1 ncd ol'f with the IL'iCS ab.austcd from tbe furnace 
in which the coal i.s brned and which ii collected frocn 
thac 1uc:s usually b) me..ns ot auitablc p~itatioo 
app.ararus such as ciecuic:al prcdpi1a1on.. The fly uh 10 
10 obtained is in a ~.ndy divided state such that at leut 
abOul 70% pa.saes throusti a .::oo mesh sieve. TilC fly 
ash c:oUcctcd from the cx.hau~1 1uca is bcrci.Aafler n:· 
fctTed to u crude fty uh. 

The t.erm wlOil" ia used throua,hout this specl&:atioa I~ 
and tbe claim.a heroof ia intc:nded to indicaLe o.arunl or 
ut.i6cial M1b&tantiaily iaoraanic mau:ri.a.b b.aviq a tlne
ries:a modu.lua below J.7. \\'bile we dcsirn.aLe tbeac ~ 
tcrials u "inoraanic,- the presence of minor proportiom 
of o~ic materials ia 001 cxcluJed, pro11ided the ftnc ::o 
material i.s predominantly inor1a.nic. 

By '"f\neoess modulus" we n:fc:r to a standard particle 
aiu dcsirn.atioa de1.er:-:ured by ~ic:ve anll..iysis. The stand-
ard sieve• cmpioyed ue ~ inch, No. 4 sicve ( 47b0 
m1.;.ron). No. I sieve ( .. !)~0 mu.:ron). No. 16 1icvc: ( 1190 ~.J 
micron), No. JO ax"e i 5~C mi.:ro:i \, No. 50 wvc: l 297 
micron), an<i :"lo. ! 00 sieve :: 149 micron). Puxnea 
modulus of a matenal i, Jett-nnmed by addi.n& the: toul 
pcru:nurcs ~t.ait-i on ca•~. of lhc specified 11evc.a and 
div idiD& the awn by I 00. :SO 

Our in"eotioo embn.u:s a "'ide \lanety of naturally 
C>CCUrrins '°ils which ha~ r. fi.nc:n.-:1.11 modulus below 1.7. 
Sud! ~ils an well c!~ified in accordance with the 
Public Roads Administr;:noa da.:.siil~tioa into .even 
JroUP' idcnt~cJ S.> Group A- l 1hw11ah A·- 7, with wob- l.i 
iroupi.ng under A··!. A-: Ln.:! A -4 fhe prinC'lpal groups 
ooveretl 111 ~,rJan.:e wilh .l,iJ i11vention. and u dcfi.ocd 
in Bulletir: 39 of the '.:'..:.011ncowe&Jth or P~ruuylvania 
Dep&rtmenl oC H~way,. June 19-48, are Gro• A-' 
throu&h .\-7, an<i A· 2-4 rt.mush A-2-7, u -u u cu- -lO 
t.ain A-3 '°il.s bavin1 fill'!ti.::• D'\Oo.lulu., below l. 7. Grouii 
A-4 soil~ &111 aon-rluti<. ur moderately plutic silty IOila 
usually havini a ni1h \-.Crccntase pusin, the No. 200 
sieve. Tbe iir.::u!' includes <iho mixtures ot doc &ilty 
'°il aad Ill' to ""<>;.. sand and a:ruc! retained OG the No. '~ 
200 sieve. The.\<. .01is orr:lioarily COfJUin small amounl\ 
ol colJoid&J clav. In performaau a& aub-cnde maLeriai, 
Group A--4 '°il' of themxlvC3 are aubjcd to objection 
in that they are dtmcult 10 compact, an subject to froct 
he.aY"Ui11. and have uodcsirablc t"luticit} (or poor axn- ;,u 
preaa.ibUity) ;and volumetric :h rink aie ch.anaeristia. 

Group A-5 10il1 l'!"C mk.aco.:>us and diat.omac:cou. ma-
1eria1a. are ftnciy di"iJc:d.. and arr nibje.:I to the principal 
ob;ec:tiona noted above in C<Jnnectioo with A-4 IOila. 
They arc particularly obir.c•!oruble u rul>-sndc materials JJ 
by ru.aon of their elL.OC,•y •nd Instability 

GrOUP A~ JOila are eaxn!:lllly plutic clay .olh umaUy 
h.uiDJ 75% ot more pa•tDi the: No. 200 sirl'9. Simi
larly Grt'up A-7 10ib arr. d&)·ey materials t.nd cxhfbtt 
uodcsirable elasticity u well u volumetric lhrinkaJC. 50 
A-6 and A-7 JOila 1 ~ gencnlly re1a rded u poor sul>
gradc malcrialii for ro.ad and tilshway OO'l«rudioa. The 
aforementioned Bulle:in )9. on pase 9 thenol, lndii::atel 
that the A---4. A-5, A-6, and A-7 IOlls an dlty uw1 
dawy, all bcin1 diaracterir.ed by the fact tt.t st 1eut 6.1 
36' by •ei1ht ot t~f: IOU puses a sta.odard No. 200 
~-

Sub-aoups A-2-A .ilnd .-.-2-5 include Jnv-el1 or c:oane 
aa.nds havinc !incness moduli 1bove 1.7 but alal lndade 
ftne .. nda hn; ... llne~SA rnnduli below t .7 which an: 70 
elf ec::tiYc:l y au bil lz.ed j l'I ·~ord.ance with thil lmo"Ct!rioa. 
The aforementioned Bulletin 19. on 1'q'CS 7 and 9 thenof 
Indicate-a th•t the A-2-A and A-2-5 10tl1 are ~Teb or 
&anda co1H.1r..in1 • tila.stic c:omponc.,t of clay or all, a.nd 
that ~ A-2-"" Ylils are ehan.ctC'Tized by the fact ttl111 U 
a !7'1Uimnm o{ 35% by weiirht paaes 11 sllndard No. 200 
~. t.nd th111 pc>rtion o( the 10il whi<-h oe-.- a JDDd.. 
ard No. 40 sieve: has a nulimnm liquid limit of 40 and 
~" l""Uimu,.., t1lastkir.· inde-r. of 10. TilC same balktin 
rimllnlv iOenfmc'I A·-1-5 !!IO!l!. with the exceorioa t!at so 
the ,,.inin111m liQuid limn nt the fraction ouain111 a rund-
ard No. 40 sic•c: i1 '• Su~F1'oups A-2-6 and A-l-7 
cont.am sand and p-avel !•nether with a clayey binder 
cou1ponc!'lt and m&11y o( these w1ls have flnc:nes1 moduli 
below 1.7 u)d an advllllt~y ~ IA ~ M 

4 
with thia lavenUoa. Oa pa"' 9. l.t.c afon::mcotrineJ 
Bu.ikua 39 lpec:~ that A-2-6 l.Zld A-2-7 totis '6fe 
•huactcr..z.ed by the fact that they an ailty anJ ,;ia)~y. 
11nd that portioa of tbe IOU PL•llll a IUndar.'.1 No. 4•J 
sieve hu a nunimum pla.srieity indn of 11. A-J \0113 

are essentially very doc r.and.s, anJ U\09C A· 3 "1ih havin1 
fineness moduli bck>w 1.7 are within the ICOpc ot this 
inveat;oo. Natura! A-3 IOib, t..,ouah oa:.asionaily roa
sid,...rcd aadsfactory u aul>-~'"&Je ma&criala i.:: conliocd 
spaces, an: rcneralfy too mobdc or lackin1 in cemcntitious 
matcria.h for avcnp uae. ~ aforcmcotioocd Bwlctin 
39, on pairea 7 and 9 thereof. LCdicaia that A-3 soils arc 
fine aa.Dda b.aviq DO bi.oder c.oaLent, at least 5 ! '\ by 
wc!Jhr pa.ssm. & lta.Ddard No. 40 aieve, and a maximum 
ol !Ci% t-y weipu puaiq a 1l&Ddard No. 200 sieve. 

Firwl) divided m.aLeriaJs other thaa n.atural 30iJs, wbi.;h 
an equiva!cut to t.be JOI• (alli111 within the above de-
1\ncd JOiJ cluaakatiom, nevertbea arc include.! within 
the JOOpe of thil i.nventioa Thne m.a.tcriaia indudc 
floe sand, siooc ~ aJqs. sr-vcl ac:rccninp. mi.D
eraJ depo5ita, fine .:::n:eDJftll from quarry opcratioas aod 
•he like. havi.a& d.nene9 modulus bek>w 1.7, as wc.11 u 
oi.ner similar IOil-1.i.i.e materials all of which are included 
wnhin the cnean.ina ol the term ~...,j],- .. ~ bcrc1n. 

The relative proportiom of the thtu pnncip.l&l com
pooe'IU of the composi1ior.s uc ilnporan1. in rhar a 
wholl) unexpected pc&k is attail>ed. when certai~ llOil 
.:han.cteMic:a are plotted ap..inst the rcJa:i\c i::>roponions 
of !ly uh and !ime iD tbe mix. s•.ch ;ic..oi. oci:ia of tnc 
same seocraJ chanc;tcr 11.1 that tt"~lc:d in f"~ 2 of 
our aforementioned copendin.o applic.&1 ioo. More<.ver, 
opum"m r=ulu are a1t.ained for a.oils of diffe~n: t~;:>c~ 
by providint lime-l!y uh CC'm~i•ior.s within uiti..:al 
ranp of 11.ltft:RDt ICOpCS. ThlU, wbilc t.he lirnc, ffy uh 
aod tOll o! our oompclt'itioa may advui~qi:ow.Jv ~ pres.
cot in &mcru.ata by we~t withi.a the ranan of ahotrt lime 
:'.-~. t'ly a.s.b about I ~30 111M.) 10il <ibout 7<>-90, very 
&.d.,..1.11tapir11a re:rulta arc at:uacJ in di.iferent ~ies for 
different will, u indioted i.a the followin1 table: 

Optltruun proponiotU 

·-,- ------- ---
i---~ By "~~---

!..I,_ I ny AMl ; S..ii 
·-1 --.-----'--

" ~ . .•••••••••. ••• • •• • • . ••••••• •••• •• . ' 1-1 i 
.\-H ................................ , >-7 ; 
A-H.. . ..•..••.•.. .•••.•.•• . ... 1 1-1 I 

1r.==~~~:::=~:~~;~~~~~=~~~::;~;::~:- .: ~ ! 
!-:} :::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::! :HI 

}t.-al) I 

~;J;)l 
lo-1111 ' 
I~'° I 
lC>-JO i 
11>-::D : 
I~ ::I> I 
1()-:IJ ' 
IO-lQ l 

----------'----.....:. 

~ 
II> Ill 
'D-411 -~ !J)C 
!l:•«I 
~41 -

In .the.~ ihown a~ ycry advLUta.cc.,us rcwlu 
are oOuined.. with prooovoo:d opdir.um.a <X'nlrria1 par 
ticularty with ruper..~ lo the n:.lativc: ~n~s of dy 
uh. Pnfenbiy tbr pacta !!}' uh ~ 10i1, u expressed 
atove, Iota.I I 00. 

The a.dvul&p9 &Dd c:haractenstla ot thc::lc comP<X1- · 
tiom U1: rudily dct.cnn.b:ied by testina ~pies t.hettof 
for pl&atidt)' iodu,. n=sizon.-e w peoctnuioo ~ standud 
oce~I•. ihrink&p ehanct.crislia, wa~ retcntivit) •nd 
capillary potential, tor ex.ample, 1ucb c:haract.criatka bcin& 
mcuurabie immediately a.tier t.bc mmurc is formed. 1bc 
stabilized DI mixes whlch show optimum performance 
u t.c:sted by the above charac:tcriJtie3 arc found to have 
the moll adY&nlq!coW pTOpertica upoa &&ins or curina 
u rct'cc:ted by teata for ~ulua of 7lastiei~. frcczinf 
a.nd thawiJii re:Ust.a.oc:e. wettwr a.nd dry1nc J"e3Ut&nc:. aod 
~ eowpie:wiwc ~ 

nw plutic_ity lndu o( IOil is c.>nventionally dcfine4 
a& the DUmericaJ d.tifercncc betwn:n the liquid limit and 
the pludc limk al. a 90il. It indbtcs rhe range of moi.
ture comaat la whkh the eotl i. in the plastic, or se!TU
-.>lid at.a II&. TIM liq\lid I im it Is con" cnt ion.ally dcti :ic:d 
u the water COl&&alt at which the .ail pu.w:.s from the 
plastic aate to the UqWd state, •bile the plutic: limit of 
a 10iJ 11 the 1owat 11r11tcr c:oa~l 11t wltich the soil tie-
oomea pl&lltic, or r.M c:ootcut 11t wtUcb a W>il ,;hanacs 
from a .-oild ~Cl to a semi-sol~ state. "Tbe.\C test' may 
be earricd out m aa:ordance wrtb AASHO Dcai.cnatioru 
T-19-.C9, T-~9. and T-9l.-4Q. 

Tb& 'l"Oh:meu" llhriiU.a.ae ot ll aoO ia \Cited by lDQ> 
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urin1 the v->lume 11)$5 of a soil SM.mple oa dryfns. I.DC 
mar bl: dete:"lnic.eJ .n accordance with AASHO Desi&· 
nauua T-92-42. 

The water !"Clentivhy of a i;oil ia iu ability lo bold wa
ter, and may be detennioed by applyina ata.Ddard l\K· :; 
tion to a 90il sample oC standard ,i.ze, and mcuurina 
the time required for removal o( a unit amount o( wa· 
tcr. 

Tbe capillary potential of a soil is the direct measure 
of the propeny of the aoil lo rai.3c water above t.bc free lU 
JrOUnd water level by capillary action. It ia deter· 
mined by placina a wet soil sample of definite aiu in 
the top of a tunnel the srem of which contains water 
The open bonom of the stem is submersed in a mercury 
reservoir. Water is permitted to evaponte from the ll 
soil surlace, the height of the mercury column thua drawn 
up is mcasum:I. Capillary po1enti11.I ia usually cxpreued 
in 1enns of feet of inter. 

Another important characterislic of stabilized soil, 
which is meuurable after a curing or aaina period, rs its 211 
modulus of elasticity. which is often determined by a 
convectional dynamic method based upon resonaoce 
The test for modulus of elasticity. or ratlo of streu to 
strain, is of particular imponance because many of tt\c 
other important characteristics of stabilized soil arc 2:; 
related to its modulus of elasticity. 

The aacd or cured stabilized soil ~pccimens may al!>V 
he tC"sted for capacity to resist alternate cycles of fTeez· 
ina and thawing and/or wer,ung and dryina. The ~c1· 
men iJ subjected to succe'\S:ve cycles and the coad1t1on 30 
of the specimen is observed at the end of each cycle. 
After each cvcle the surface of the specimen is bnahed 
with a wire °brush to remove l~sc. panicles. The !~ss 
ira weight is recorded 1u an md1cauon of the durab1hty 
and quality of the soil compos~tion. . . :J.i 

.t,nother im!X'rtant fe\t which comwutc.s a definite 
fa~tor. spcdfically relating tc th .. proponion~ of our mi;.
tc:rials iJ the: tc.~t for unconfined compreimve strength 
Unco~fincd compr~sive ~trenath ~s measure~ on UD· 
confined cured and dried samples using conven11ona1 Lc.~t· .. o 
ina equipment such as that u~d for mortars, concr~te, 
and the like. This test coavenrenJy demonstrate~ the Im· 
provcment in bearing c:opacity which }s developed by 
the use of this invention as contrasted with the very low, 
and in many instances negligible bearing capacity of Un· 1 • 

treated soil eXJ)resaed In terms of unconfined compres
sive nrcng?h. Jn fact, the superior strength de-.c)oped 
by this invt-ntion improvC"S it ~yon.d the range mca~una
ble by the conventional lc-'t which mvolves measurcr.1cnt 
of de~ection under load. . . . ;"1 

Jngredients of our compos111ons may. be prc~a~ed '" 
any conventional m11nner, such u by ~rmple m1:-c1ng nf 
the solid component~. prderably in ihe prescn~e cf wa· 
ter. Howcver the mix1ni[ is p~eferably cu.rrre~ '"!O e:fec! 
by breaking up the ~ii and m1xin1t. the soil. ~~:h Inn~ ind ;, ·, 
fly ash in pre<iete-:-mined propon1ons, utahzmg ••11t .. hlc 
""il-hreaking 1md miAin1 equipment such. as that con· 
ve"ltionaJJy u3Cd for farm and !=onstructron purooses. 
with water added to the mixture 1n an amount substan· 
tiallv equal to that proponion of water lc.oown Ind ..,., 
def\nr.d a~ the ~timurn moisture content. Opumu'!' 
moisrun: content is detenniocd by the well known modi 
fled Proctor test. b" , _ __, I 

Optimum moisture content of a ~il or ata .111.LaJ "°' 
mi1Cttire j, that moisture content at ~1ch the so~l-mor\ture l.i ., 
mi:ir has the muimum dry dcos1ty, or m:alltunum dr:" 
wci2ht of solid, per unit volume. In practice. the. ort•· 
mum water content varies ~th each .oo.nicular ,.,-al and 
stahili~ aoil mi.tture. ordmanly w1thm rbe racae. of 
~2'~ moisture by wdght. hued on the total dry we1~t iO 
of lime. fty ash, and soil. Prefena~ly, m lncorrorat-
ina moisture Into our srabiliud soD m1i:es. the water con
tent should be controlled within the ranse of 70'1f,. 110% 
of the ortimum W11ter content. Tbus the 'W8ter content of 
the stalffiizcd road bue may vary from about 59'-32~ 7;; 
by weight, based on the weiaht of total lime, fty ash, a.nd 
soil. for di!fcrcnt soils. . 

After mixina. the soil may be formed to the desired 
shape which may be of any desired character. Alter 
curmi for 1CVenJ wech it wilJ de°!~lop considerable 80 
comp~ive strength, but t.'ie cemaitrt>OUS bond ol the 
mix develops eo slowly that C'VCD alter a weclr:, the 
formed ma can re:ad.il:; be deformed and re-shaped. 

Tbe followina C111mplca are Wustratin of the inven· 
~: u 

6 
1!,umpf,., J 

A QI 111u !elected compnaui1 a cbyey l&!)d, ftne. 
ous modulus below 1.7, aecurcd from the touthcni put 
of Maryl.and, ha't'in& a relatively hi&h pluticiry index of 
11.4 ':\. Ill Hi&}lway Reacuch Board clauific.atlOO wa.a 
A-2~. The soil "'U miJ.ed with lime, ~r Lib al>d opti· 
mwn wat.cr, tho proport*1.a of tolids bcm1 u !oilo'llt1: 

Puuby~t 

A-2-6 IDil -----------------·----------------- 90 
Lhne -----·-·----------------------------~-- 9 
Fly ash ---------------------~--------------- 10 

Tbe rauJtin1 matcoial .at oece abowed the fotlowina 
propertia u cootruted to tbcie ol tbl narunJ A-~ 
soil: 

Tbe pl.udc:iry IDdex ol 11.4' for the aararal .oil ina 
reduced to 3 . .S* for the 1tabili%.ed IOil. 

Tbe water rctenlh ity of 1.4 ICCQDd, for tbc DANn..I 
soil wu reduced to 1..5 .ecooda for the 1t1bil.iz.cd eoil. 

The ~ill&DCC to peDCtratioa wu inct'C&.loed. A l(&!)d. 
ard need.le penetrated the natural IOU a depth of .07 mm., 
while under the aame t.cat coodiliom it pcoc:traaed the 
stabilized 10il to a depth of only .025 mm. 

Specuncns were prepared from the above rni.xturc utiJiz. 
ins moi.lture 11 optimwn mouture cool.Ctll aDd com
pacted and cured for 28 da~ 1'bae mpecimem lbowcd 
an uncoalloed compressive 1treu,tb of 300 p. &. i. as 
coatruted to 20 p. 1. i. for tbe oarural eoil. Rc:aUtaaoe 10 

freczina and thawin& aDd wettinc and dryin1 wu abo 
radkally improved u iadica1ed by a 1tuM1.ard wire brush 
1es1 wbich showed that the stabilized material aaDds UP. 
after numerous cycles u contn.sted to the native 30iJ 
which fails to staad up for one cydc. 

J::xamplc 2 

Soil Je:..:ripiion: Plastic day X>il ICOU'Cd from a loi.:a· 
uor. nonh of Hasentown, Maryl&Dd. 

Hiiibway Research Board clua.ification: A-7. 
Propor1.J0n1 of mixture: 

Pa.tu by ""Cishl 
A-7 IOil ------------------···----------- 90 
Lhno ------------------------------------ 9 
Fly ash --·--·--··--··----------- ·---:------ 10 

Tbe resultina material at oou showed the foUowin1 
propenies as constnstcJ 10 th~ of tbe oaturaJ A-7 soil. 

The plasticity index of 3& . .S % for the n.atural soil was 
reduced to 4.0~ !or the !tahilW:.d iOU. 

Tbe volumcnic shrin.kare of 89% for lbe natural ~ii 
was rcduo:d to 159' for the sLabi.liz.cd aoil. 

Tbe capillary potcolial oi 17 feet for tbe n1ttural soil 
was reJuced to 10.2 feet for the ~tabiliuc tc>il. 

Spedmccs ,if the above mmurc, combined with opti· 
mum water and compac:led and curcJ for :!8 da)'S, showcJ 
an uncoallned compres&ive strength of 2000 p. i;. i. u c0n-
1rastcd to 700 p. s. i. for the mu11raJ '°il. and a resistan« 
to alrernat.e cyclea of !rcczia1 ~nJ lb;,,.·rn1 aod wettinc 
and dryin1 (or numeroua 'yclci a.s contrL1ted to the n,u. 
ural 10il 1lrhic.h failed in t.bc ftnt C)'cle. · 

The dynamic modulus C'f the cured specimen cxprcs:.rd 
as t."ie product of the: wei&hl of the ~men time~ the 
,quan: of the natural !rcqurncy wu ~.I X I QI pounds/~-=. J 

while lhat of the natural 90iJ wu below 0.1 X IO' 
pounds/scc.1 . 

E.:uimp~ J 

Separate l&Dl,Ples were compounded with varyinc pro
portion& by we11ht of lime, Sy ash. al>d A-2-6 IOiJs u 
foil0W1: 

I.I.me ' I !Intl 
I Fly .hh : 1 A. .,_.l 

·----------·--1 '---
, ......................................... ! 

i•.:: ::: :::::: :::::::::::::::~::::::::::~:::~::::: :1 
: ::::. :::·::::.:::::::::.:::::: .. :::::·:::. ·::::1 

I 
10 I 
10 
Ill 
2) 
:ID I 

Jl : 

ill 
IO 
llO 
!ID ., 
ID 
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7 
cqineeriq ch~ ::If the IOil were improved u 
toil<nn, me n.aac beiD& a tu.Dc:tion of the compodtioa: 

II S•tural ! lnabWMd llod 
eou I 

p""""'"" 1Dd91 .. ··-· ...•••. ·--···-· 11.4~. - • -··· 
C~•• 1\naC\ll (11 daJWI..... U p. a. I. •... 
WW. -U•ICJ' .•..•.•••.••••..•••• L4-...•..• 

o-u~. 
:mo-DI p. I. L 
u -- (all-· 

plm). 
~.Cll-. r-u.m ......................... .tR mm ..... . 

~ WoiiUa .•..••••.••.•••.•• S.C>-LIXICJI 
lt..i-.• 

1- Ulaa O.lXIO' 
u.i-.•. 

E.mmpl. 4 

Separate aampla were prepared in the man.oer de· 
la"l"bed la Eumple 3, usin1 an A-7 aoll of ftDcnas modu
lua below 1.7. Tbe eoil wu cJfcctively stabiliz:ed by 
tbc Ktioa ol lime aad tly ash, in proportions by wei&ht 
u foilon: 

a ..•• ·- .. --- -·· -. ··--................•. -... ---- .••. .. -·----------· ·-····-.. --· .... -. ----·-·. -. ·------· •.... ··-... -. ·- --- ....... ·- ........ ·- ...... --... --. 
I .... -- ..... - .......... -- ........... - - . - ...... - . - .. 
•............ -· -. -... -- ....... -- . -.. ·-·-· -· ----... . 
•...... ·····················-··-·-·············-··· 

10 
JO 
10 I 

:1 
I 

BoU 
CA-7) 

Ill 
llO 
go 
80 
Ill ., 

The ccmparative cnsizieerln1 cbancterUlia of 
naruraJ aoil and sabilized JOW 111'CR a.s follows: 

the 

I 
NaLunl SoU 8&abllbmd Boll 

I'ladlc:lt)' !Dde1. . ....•.... ·-..... 11.4'10. . • . . . 4-12'1'.. 
\",,..,.,Jmed oompr-',.. ~UI 700 p. 1. I.. l,&ao-2,CCD p.a. L 

Y~~· llu-tn1tac9.... •••.• .••• a.&'J:,... ••• . IS.I-II~ 
CICl1111M'7 poc.mr.al.... ..••••••.•.. 17 ,_&....... 10..>-4.l 

8 
The mbilbld IOiJ bad a 7-day compre:uive stn:qda 

of 770 p. a. ~ u compued to 17' p. L 1. for the natunl 
soil. 

1be followiu uampla repraeal spedftc combioadom 
.; of partic:u.Jar aOv.atqe in conocction with eoil1 of dif· 

feRnt types. All the foUowin1 e:umplea Rprescnt ha:b
ly uaefuf aubillzed ICIW havin1 improftd pr<>f?Crtia 1oc 
hiabway comtruc:Uoe u compared to the soil prior eo 

1.; 

:!fl 

l!j 

30 

1tabil.iza&lca. 

Parta by wciP& 
A~ IOil ---~~~-~----------------------- 14 
Lllne --------~~~------~-------~------- J 
F1y uh ------~----------------------------- 16 

Eun1pk 9 

A-S aoil-------------------------------------- IS 
Lime ---------------------------------------- 6 
F1y uh--------------------------------------- tJ 

E.ump/1 JO 

A~ eoil-------------------------------------- II 
Lime ---------------------------------------- I 
Fly ash--------------------------------------- 12 

Eump/1 11 

A-3 aoil-------------------------------------- SI 
Li.me ---------------------------------------- 2 
Fly a.sh--------------------------------------- 12 

Enmplr 12 
A-3 soil ______________________________________ 70 

Lime ---------------------------------------- 2 
aJ F1y ash--------------------------------------- 30 

uampll 13 

The followm1 eumple illustral~ advantaseoUJ com
position.a In ac:ord&noe with this invention wbecein the 
finely divided material i.a an anifici&l ma1erial equivalent 

.;o to natural IOil, a.nd beRin defined u soil, paru bein1 by 
weiaht: 

A COi rapo.idiD1 mixture wu prepared comprisiq 90 
pans ot &&rDC A-7 10il, 10 ~ru fty uh, and 9 pans 
Portland cement. The plasticity iodu of th.ii com:
~ms mixture wu 21; tha.a the inco~r:-tioa of Pon- u 
land ~DI into the IOil reduced the plastJCJty index from 
31.S ooly IQ 28, a nlue which is nill coo.aider9d un 1~ i.m. j !1J 

~~~~~~~~~~-! : I~ Ytisf llC'tOI')'. 

Various 1&111pla W"Cn= prepared and lated u io 
E.xampla 3 a.ad 4, uaiu1 a.a A-3 10il bavin1 a tlocucss 
modulua below 1.7. The proponiona of in&redienu by 
111eicbt were u foUoW'I: 

lloU 
(A-.1) 

~ J 8&D4. • ········--·-------------·-·-···------, e I 5 
,,, ~.=.-;..rt:.'~-~'..1 § ; 

'::--: :-:-::-::-::-:-::-::-: :-:-::-::-==--=-~ :-: :-::-:-:=-::-::--:-: :-::-:-::-::_:_:, ---~:-!----: 00 Pul=== 1-~--~ --~-- -1~~ •1 5 s 
:. ::::::::::::::::·:::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::: ~ : I : : 
•--~~·=::i·o,··==·::·:~rcsiv~ ~~: GJ Cra&b-1 ~ ~ ~ ~U. l.~ ... J 5 e 
in the ranF o{ 400-600 p. L I. ahcr aainJ. for 21 days, l • a 
a mart.cd improvement o~r the natural .oil. The 11.abi-
lized ,001 al.lo abowed ability &&tisfactoriJy to rcsut 12 
cycles o{ alternate !rcezin1 and thawiq or wettio1 a.ad 
*Yin&, wbiJe the sandy A-3 eoil alone fail.I in t.bc tint 10 C')"Cle. 

All of the foreioio• compoaitioo. of E.x&mplC 13 hne 
co~pre:uive W"enitha J.D the ra.aae.~f 400--600 p. Li. llflcr 
-.ml for 21 daya, and abow ab1l11y IQ ~sist about 12 
cycJ1:3 of alternac.e fne.zin1 and tbawio1 or 'Nettin1 and 

An A-3 IOU similar IQ th.at ot Example S was atabiliz.ed 
~ the formation ol a mix con&iatiq esxuti&.lly by wcisht 
ol 3 parts lime, 16 parts l!y Mb, and 84 parts A-3 soil. 
Tbis stabil.iz.cd IOil b~ a compn:s:ive 1tre:isth alter a1-
lq 21 da)" _of 450 p. a. I., and remted 12 cyclea ol wet
tiuc a.ad dryiIJ1 with a 3.59' ~t 1ou oa surface brush... 

E.zlunpM 1 
lqredie:lt: Parta by ~t 

l..iiDc ------------------------------------ s 
Fly a&b ---------------------------------- 10 A-2-4 ~ (from Southcnl Ne-w JU'IC)') ------ 90 

dryinJ In accordaDcc wi\b conventional tcsu. 
F~ the forewoln& 6-:::rl;!doa and cumples It will be 

11.ppreci.ated \bat our llme-fty aalMoiJ compoai1ion1 11re 
i J novel senenlly and applicable to a 'Nide variety of u-.. 

They an of cr-1 adn.atap by .rcuon of their rdatively 
!o~ ooct. e~ pn:ipertie1 .a.ad strensth charac:tcr· 
l.llJCI.. Tbe 1tabWzlcd., imcured eoil product 1a particularly 
adva.atap:oua 1:a that c:oaaiderable time ( oa tbe order of 

80 a week or moR) elap.ea before the mixture ICU up moA 
or lesa c:omple~. DuriDa th.la period the mu ii read
ily handled. spread and compacted, and yet due to I.be 
immediate c:haqa iD 10il propertia whicb are Produad. 
the compacted mhnue bu a aurpris.ia&Jy areat Joed .. 

u bc.arini ~ dmiq lhia period, even before c:omplcse 
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9 
settins. lo our upcricoc:c the lo1d·bearin1 characte•· 
uuc uf this newly formed compoailioo hcu been 1urti· 
cu:nt to permit the we of a pad or histJway, for example, 
bcture setting 1s oomplete. 1 he addition of the lime llnd 
~Y <'~h. in the prl)ponions disclosed, immedtately con
vert\ • niltural JOiJ which 1s relatively poor u .:i loaJ· 
suppurung base to a composition havin1 structur.il 1.hilr
acterimc~ ideally suited for the purpose. 

1 he property of our compositions to set slowly is of 
prime importance in road and highway cons1n.11.:11on. in 
that constructions s1.:hedules need nut necessarily be ad
hered to ri11:idly. .Moreo\·er, work may be d1s.;ontinued 
or postponed Jue :o raio and resumed at a later date 
without harm to the ~tabilized soil due to se111ng or 
erosion during the intel"Yenting period. By conuut, 
11>ils stahili.Led w11h Ponland cemeot set up rapidly under 
1uch conditions. 

Aootber advaot.aae of our stabilized limc-l!y uh-90il 
compos111ons i) that they may be recompac1ed af1er sev
eral wccLs, while soils ttca1ell with Ponland cement an: 
found to set up quickly and c:.ao 001 Si&tisfactorily be 
rCQ>mpacteJ l>C"eral weei.s afier they are first t"ompacted. 
Our material is also an ideal patching material. which 
is a.o additional aJvaotagc o\·er Portland cement. 

While lime alooc or Hy ash alone, when mi.~ed -.·1th soil, 
may in certain cases improve c:ertaio characteristics of a 
soil. for use as a load-supportinc base, the c:omhina11on 
of lime with fly uh produces radH:ally changed character· 
i.stics far beyond any re.suits that might be predicted from 
the behavior of lime alooe, or of fly ash alone. The bcnc· 
tidal effects achieved are far in excess of the sum of thO!.C 
attributable to the presence of either lime or ny ash. 

Additional materiab such a.s Portland cement, special 
1rades of clay soils and alumino silicates and the like may 
be itKorporated into wil stabilized in accordance with our 
invention without detrimental effect lo certain of the ad
vantages of the invention. However, the oovel stabilized 
soil road bases themselves consi.st essentially of the in-
1,rcdicnts set forth in the appended claim1. 

The abo'Ye ~ription and examples are presented u 
illwtrations of preferred embodiments of the invention.. 
All modifications and variarion·s which conform to the 
"'irit of the invention, includ1n1 the substitution of cquiva· 
lents aod other changei in rhc particular form of the 
method and product, ., well u the use of certain advan
taseous features of the invention without the use of other 
features, arc within the 5COpe of the iovenlion u detlncd 
io the appended claims. 

H.avio1 th111 deflDCd our i.oveolion, we claim: 
1. A rt.abiliz.ed aoil composition of matter conaiati11.& 

CDCDti.a.lly by weight of about 10% to about 30% inclu
sive of crude fty uh, about 70% to about 90% inclusive 
of aoil havin1 a flncoest modul111 below 1.7, the sum of 
the percent.area of crude fly u.h plus !Oil bein1 .substan
tially equal to I 00, a.od about 2 % to about 9% inclus.ivc 
ot lime, the percent lime bcio1 ba.d oo the weiaht of 
crude lly uh 1'1111 .oil. 

10 
oomprisi.na a uanular materi.al select.ed from t.be a;roup 
ooo.sisti.o1 of ira~cl •nJ Sll.Dd con"'in1og 11 pluuc com
ponent wh11.:b 1s sc:lccted from the eroup cons1sung of clay 
and silt, a maximum of 3 S '.o by wc1Jht of soil passin1 a 

6 standard No. 200 sie'Ye, ;&nd that poruoo of the soil wbich 
p~s a 1!4nJard No. 40 sieve hav101 a maximum liquid 
limit of •tO and having a maximum pluticuy i.odex of JO, 
the sum of the percentages of crude Hy ;i..sb plw soil bc101 
substantially equal to I 00, and about 2 % to about 7 % 

10 inclusive of lime, the pcm·enr lime b.:101 based on the 
wc11ht of crude t!y ash plus soil. 

4. A s1 .. bihud i.o1l rnmposition of mailer c:oo.sisu.01 
euc:nllally by weight of about I 0% IO ahout 20'11:> inc.lu
sive of crude fty Js.h. about 80% '° at-out 90'11:> ioclusive 

16 of '°il havio1 a fineoes.. moduhu below I. 7, said JOU com
prisina a iuanular material selected Crom the in>uP coo
sis1in1 of 1,ravel and s<Uld conurnin1 a plutic c:ompoocot 
which is selected from the group coo.s.i.stin1 of clay and 
51Jt, a maximum of 35 % by wei1ht of said soil pusio1 a 

20 standard No. 200 sieve, that portion of sajd soil whkb 
passes a standard !'lo. 40 sieve having a minimum hquid 
limit of 41 and havina a ma.timum plasticity index of JO, 
the sum of the percentages of cruJe Hy a.sh plw '°il bei.ol 
substantially equal to I 00. •nd a hour 2 ~ to about 9% 

~6 inchuive of lime, the perunt lime bein1 bued on the 
weiaht of crude fty uh plus 90jJ. 

S. A stabilized JOil composition of matter consisiio1 
e~ntiaJJy by weight of abour I 0% to about 20% inclu
sive of crude fly uh, al'>out 80% to about 90% inclusive 

30 of soil xM:cted from the group which consists of the silty 
and clayey toils having a linenc!>S modulus below 1.7. ar 
least 36% by weight of said soil pu.sin1 a standard No. 
200 sieve, the sum of the per~ntagCJ of crude Hy a.sh plus 
soil being substantially equal to JOO, a.od about 3% to 

3.'i about 9% inclusive of lime, the percent lime bcin1 bucd 
on the weight of erode Hy a.sh plus soil. 

6. A $labiliz.cd JOil composition of matter ronsisliti& 
esxatially by weight of about l 0% to about 209& inclu
sive of crude fty uh, about 80% to about 9(1% inclusive 

•O of 10il telected from the group c:onsistin1 of the clayey 
and silty 10ils havin1 a finenc53 modulus below I. 7, that 
portion of said 10i1 whkh pass.cs a standard No. 40 sieve 
havia1 a minimum plasticity indel of 11. the sum of the 
pcn:enla,a of crude t'ly asb plus soil hcinir substantially 

,., equal 10 roo. and about 3% to about 9~ inclusive Ct( lime. 
the percent lime beina bued oo the weiaht ot crude fty ub 
plu1 JOil. 

7. A stabilized compact load-supportin, COW'IC for a 
!'09d, hiahway or lbc like, characterized by IO'en«th SUS. 

:.u cicnt to support heavy loads a.od pliability .uf&ic.ot for 
rccompactin1, consist inc eue1:11ially of about IO" to 
30% bv weiaht inc:luaive ol erode fly a.sh. about 709' '1> 
about 909' by weiaht iDclusive of '°ii havin1 a flneaea 
modulua below 1.7, the IWl'I of the perecntara of c:n>dc 

.:,.. ftv uh ~Ill JOil bciai subst.a.nciaJJy equal lo I 00, about 
2% lo about 9* by weiahl inclusive of lime. !be perc:enr 
lime bcblc b&.d on the weW>t of crude fty uh plua so&l. 
and about 59' lo abo4Jc 32" by weiaht inclusive of ._tcr. 2. A rt.abilJW 10IJ composition of mailer conaistins 

eaentiaUy by w~t ot about 15% to about 30~ inc~u
d-re of crude fty a.sh, about 709' to about 8'% inclusive 
of IOO havina a flDCoeae modul111 below 1.7, s&id 10i1 
comprfsina tine sand havm. substantially no bi.adl::r con
lent. at lead 51 % by wclaht of wb;cb p.- a sta.adard 
No. "40 aicve. a.od a maximum of I 09' by wciaht of which tlil 
pa-. a rt&Ddard No. 200 sieve, the sum of ibc per· 
centa11e1 of crude fly uh plu1 '°iJ bein1 substantiahy equal 

00 the peraint wMa' beU1a hued oa the total 'lfti.sbt of lime, 
tly uh and '°'1. 

to JOO and about 29' to about 7% inclwive of lime. the 
J)erccnt lime belq buod on the weiaht of crude fty ash 
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No Drawiq. Application December 11, 1954, 
Serial No. 477.111 

f Clafms. (CL 106-111) 

This invention relates to the stabilization of fine, plastic 
silts or clay soils. 

This application is a continuation-in-part of our co
pending applications Serial Nos. 245,651 and 245,652, 
now U. S. Paten! No. 2,698,2.52, both filed August 18, 
1951, wherein we disclose stabiliz.ed soil compositiam 
including lime and fty ash which are incorporated into 
the soil. Various soils, even including highly plastic 
soils, can be successfully stabiliz.ed b)' reacting them with 
lime and fly ash causing the product to set in accord
ance with the inventions disclosed in the aforementioned 
copending applications. Although the compositions 1et 
relatively slowly, they have good compressive strength 
even during the early stages of the setting period. After 
1etting for a sufficient time, the compositions develop ex
cellent compressive strength and have sufficient stability 
as load supporting bases for road building and other op-
erations. , 

However, it bas now been found that certain of the 
more plastic: soils, when stabilized in accordance with 
the disclosures of the aforementioned copending appli
cations, are Jacking in durability under certain adverse 
weather conditions during the early stages of the setting 
period. It is desirable to provide a road base which hu 
good stability immediately after the road base is laid 
down, and such base must have the property of retain
ing its stability even when it is exposed to severe weather 
conditions, such as alternate cycles of wetting and dt:y
ing, frost action, or freezing and thawing, for example. 
The ability of a stabilized soil mixture to stand up under 
severe weather conditions during the early stages of the 
setting period, while said mixture is also subjected to 
heavy engineering loading, is referred to. hereinafter u 
the durability of the soil mixture. · 

I 

z 
compressive strength or other engineering properties of 
the final product after setting. 

Other objects and advantages of this invention will 
further become apparent hereinafter. 

We have now disco\'ered that very plastic soils, when 
stabilized with specific proportions of lime, aggregate 
particles and fly ash, have remarkably improved durability 
during the early stages of the setting period. 

The relative proportions of the ingredients are critical, 
10 as will further becqme apparenL We have found that 

the water retentivi~ci!( the composition decreases with 
liIM addition wh~ .a ·small proportion of aggregate ii 
incorporated into the composition, but surprisingly, the 
water retentivity increases with lime addition when the 

11 proportion of aggregate is in the range of about 20%-
50% by weight, based on the total weight of fly ash plUI 
10il plus aggregate. 

As used throughout this specification and claims. the 
term "lime" is used to indicate quicklime, hydrated lime, 

20 and slaked lime.. The term "hydrated lime" indicates a 
dry powder obtained by treating quicklime with water 
enough to satisfy its chemical affinity for water under 
the conditions of its hydration. Hydrated lime consists 
essentially of calcium hydrate or a mixture of calcium 

U hydrate and/or magnesium oxide and/or magnesium hy
droxide.. In the above definition quicklime is used to 
indi~te a calcined material the major portion of which 
is calcium oxide (or calcium oxide in na#ral associa
tion with a lesser amount of magnesium oti~) ca~ble 

IO Of slaking with water. The term "slaked lime" is used 
interchangeably with "hydrated lime." Both hydrated 
lime and slaked lime may be associated with exces! water, 
resulting in a moist or slurried state or condition. 

The term "fly ash" as used in the present specifica-
11 tion is intended to indicate the finely divided ash residue 

produced by the combustion of pulverized coal, which 
ash is carried off with the gases exhausted from tho 
lurnace in which the coal is burned llld which is col-

' lected from these gases usually by means of suitable pre-
4i!:J:ipitation apparatus .such as electrical precipitators. The 

1ly ash so obtained is in a finely divided state such that 
at lea.st about 70% passes through a 200 mesh sie\"C. 

Attempts to improve the early durability characteris· '5 
tics of plastic soils, by adding lime and fly ash, are not 
successful. In fact, when an A-6 or A-7 clayey soil is 
combined with fly ash, for example, the progressi~ addi
tion of lime decrease$ the v.·ater retentivity of the com· 
position, which indicates that q>c lime is not acting in co- 60 
operation with the other components of the mixture to 
improve its early durability. 

The term "plastic soil" 83 used throughout this sped· 
fication and the claims hereof is intended to indicate 
natural substantially inorganic material of the type of 
clay, loam or lilt, which soil is so fine that the normal 
method of soil evaluation does not include fineness modu
lus determination. The majority of the soil passes 
through a standard 100-mesh sieve. While we desig
nate this material as "inorganic," the presence of minor 
proportions of organic materials is not excluded, provided 
the fine material is predominantly inorganic. 

Plastic aoil, within the meaning of the term as ap
plied to this invention, includes all soils which have a 
plasticity index of more than 1.S, all soils which have a 
plasticity index of about 9-t.s when more than about 159& 

It is accordingly an object of this invention to pro
~de an improved son stabilization composition for 
stabilizing plastic soils. Still another object of this in· 1J 
vention is to provide a stabiliz.ed soil composition includ· 

by weight of the ~ passeJ a standard 200-mesh sieve, 
and all soilJ which have a plasticity index 'of less than 
about 9 when more than about 3.S'Ji by weight of the 

ing plastic soil, which composition has capacity to support 
heavy loads during the early stages of the setting period. 
Still aoother object of this invention is to provide an in
expensive means for stabilizing very plastic soils in such 
manner that the stabilized toil composition bl.9 suffi
cient pliability during the early stages of the setting period 
to permit compacting and re-shaping after compacting, 
but which composition bas sufficient durability durin1 
the early stages of the setting period to support heavy 
loads without excessive deformation, even when sub
jc.cted to severe weather conditions such as repeated wet
ting and drying or freezing and thawina, for example. 

It is lti1l another object or this invention to provide 
a means for sta.biliziti& plutic silb or clay .aila to pro
~decomposition.shaving excellent early load-bearina and 
durability properties, and without advenc17 eflectinJ tho 

eo soil passes a standard 200-mesh sieve. 
The plasticity index of a soil is the numerical dif

ference between the liquid limit and the plastic limit ol. 
the IOil. 

The liquid limit of a soil is that water content at which 
u the soil passes from the plastic or semi-solid state to a 

liquid state. 'Ibe plastic limit of the IOil is the lowest 
water content at which the soil becomes plastic or the 
content at which the aoil changes from a solid to a semi
aolid state. Tests for liquid limit and plastic limit are 

JO standard in the art. ASTM rpecificatioqa D-423-.S<JT and 
D-424-541' as well u AASHO designatiom T-IM9, 
T-90-49 and T-91-49, which AR incorporated berciJl 
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3 
by reference, define standard procedures for determining 
the liquid limit and plastic limit of a soil. and hence 
its plasticity index. 

The term "aggregate" in accordance with this inven· 
tion refers to natural or artificial inorganic materials 
which are substantially chemically inert with respect to 
fly ash and lime, and substantially insoluble in water. 
such as limestone screenings, natural sand, sand prepared 
from stone, blast furnace slag, gravel, or other equiva
lent materials having similar characteristics. In accord· 
ance with this invention a relatively coarse aggregate is 
included, as well as fine aggregate. An aggregate, within 
the meaning of the term as used in this specification, is 
a mixture of finely divided particles which may include 
limited amounts of relatively coarse particles, and may 
even include particles up to about Y.a inch in size. 
Approximately the majority of the aggregate preferably 
consists of particles ranging in size from about 40 mesh 
to about Y.a inch. Preferably, the sizing of the aggregate 
falls within the following range: 

4 
20% by weight the progressive addition of lime to the 
soil plus fly ash plus aggregate increases the water reten
tivity. This was entirely unexpcted, and probably ex
plains why the compositions of this invention function as 

5 well as they do. Repeated tests have established the 
fact of the existence of this phenomenon, as well as its 
practical meriL 

The ingredients of our compositions may be prepared 
in any conventional manner, such as by simple mixing 

10 of the solid components, preferably in the presence of 
water. However, the mixing is preferably carried into 
effect by breaking up the soil and mixing the soil with 
lime, fly ash and aggregate in predetermined proportions, 
utilizing suitable soil breaking and mixing equipment 

15 such as equipment conventionally used for farm and 
construction purposes. Water is added to the mixture 
in an amount substantially equal to that proportion of 
water known and defined as the optimum moisture con
tenL Optimum moisture content is determined by the 

20 well known modified Proctor test. 

w ····-······-···-·····-········-·········-············ '4--····························-··-····-·····-············ flO.-··········-·········-··························-··· '40----·-·······-····-·-----··---·---··-·····-········ f2lll------··········-· ·····--·-·-···--·················· 

lllHOO 2I 
75-100 
~ 

Optimum moisture content of a soil or stabilized soil 
mixture is that moisture content at which the soil-moisture 
mix has the maximum dry density. or maximum dry 
weight of solids per unit volume. In practice. the opti
mum water content varies with each particular soil and 
stabilized soil mixture, ordinanly within the range of 
8-25 % moisture by weight, based on the total dry weight 
of solids. Preferably, in incorporating moisture into our 
stabilized soil mixes, the water content should be con-

5-38 
0-15 

The relative proportions of the principal components 
of the compositions are importanL When the propor· 
tions are maintained within a limited range, surprising 
durability improvement is obtained in the early stages 
of the setting period. The preferable proportions are as 
follows. percentages being by weight: 

30. trolled within the range of 70%-130% of the optimum 
· water contenL Thus the water content of the stabiliz.cd 
road base may vary from about S%-32% by weight. 
based on the weight of total lime. fly ash, soil and aggre
gate. for different soils. 

36 After mixing, the stabilized soil product may be formed 
to the desired shape. After curing for a very short period 
of time, for example two to five days. it develops con-

i::nt!i <:;::- siderable stability even when wet, but the cemenritious 
uh, soil, and bond of the mix develops so slowly that even after a 

&QreP&el 40 week. the formed mix c:an readily be deformed and re------------------1-----a--24- shaped. After setting for a considerable period, such as 
rofi.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: •rs 'one lDonth for example, the mix has a very substantial 
A~·-·········----··························· 21;;82 -~pressive strength and after one year the product is Lime.·····-·····-···············--····-············· ..-. ~ · e.eding)y strong. 
---------------------- 45 ·. e following examples arc illustrative of the inven-

As expressed above, the sum of the percentages of tion: 
fly ash plus soil plus aggregate are substantially equal 
to 100. This is the basis used throughout the specifica
tion and claims in specifying proportions of the compo
nents of our compositions. 

EXAMPLE I 

A soil was selected comprising a plastic A-6 clay, 14> 
6(1 eated in Southeast Pennsylvania. The soil had the fol

lowing sieve analysis: The durability characteristics of these compositions arc 
readily determined by testing samples thereof for under· 
water disintegration. One such method consists of form- Sena No. P~~~ 
ing a standard test block of• the composition under paamc 
investigation, allowing the block to set for a relatively 55 ------------------+----
!~~~::~ s:::d~o:e:u~a~e~ S:::~~gu;::rb~ ! .. ::::=~···-· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
for several hours under still water. A sample having tG.----···-···--·--······························ 

100.0 
11!1.0 
118.0 
117 •• 
117. 2 
117.0 
911..4 

relatively poor durability tends to disintegrate, and a 40-······--·-·-······--···--·--·--·-·-·~---······ 
rough measure of its value is obtained by weighing the 60 :lo==:::::::-.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
block after removing it from the water, to determine 
the loss of weight due to underwater disintegration. In 
accordance with this invention, even very plastic soils 
are converted to products having such excellent durability 
that in some cases the weight loss due to disintegration 61 
under water is substantially zero. 

Underwater disintegration tests illustrate that. at about 
20% by weight of aggregate, the aggregate coacts with 
the lime, fly ash and soil in such manner that the four 
ingredients act as a mixture rather than separate. dis- 70 

The soil bad a plasticity index of 14 and a liquid limit 
ol 32. The soil was mixed with hydrated lime. fty ash,, 
and dolomitic limestone screenings, in the presence of 
optimum water, the proportions of solids being as follows: 

tinct materials. At proportions below about 20% by ---------------+-----
weight aggregate. the progressive addition of lime to the A_.11111----·--·-····--------1 
soil plus fly ash plus aggregate tends to decrease the ~ ~-~====-· "' • 10 

ID water retentivity of the composition; however, wben . r,1mmam --=cm.. -·-·- . 
the rroportion of ag1tt1111te Is lncrcucd to a value abaYe. fl --------------.i-----
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5 
'Ibe resulting material, after compaction, was allowed 

6 
by weight lime and 30% by weight limestone screenings. 
After mixing with optimum water and setting under nat
ural ambient conditioaa for three days, test cubes of tho 
resulting mix were submerged in water and tested for db-

5 iategratioa. SubstantiaJJy no weight loss was observed 
after submerging the cubes for three houn. 

to set under natural ambient conditions for three days. 
Samples (compacted cubes) of the stabilized product were 
submerged in water for three houn ud showed substan
tially zero weight loss. ID addition, the mix bad sufficient 
durability lo support heavy trucks which were driven 
over it. even when subjected to repeated cycles of alter
nate wetting and drying, as contrasted to the very poor 
stability of the natural A-6 soiL Test cubes of the nat
ural A-6 soil, when tested for underwater disintegration 10 
after exposure for three daya under natural ambient con
ditions, substantially completely disintegrated within a 
few minutes when submerged in water. 

After setting for twenty eight days under natural am
bient conditions, the stabilized product showed excellent 15 
compressive strength on the order of about 300 lbs. per 
square inch, as contrasted lo substantially zero compres
sive strength for the naruraJ soil. The stabilized product 
also had radically improved resistance to freezing and 
thawing and wetting and drying as indicated by a standard 20 
wire brush test which showed that the stabilized material 
stands up after numerous cycles, as contrasted to the nat
ural soil which fails to stand up after one cycle. 

EXAMPLB2 
The following compositions further ilJustntte compo

sitions within the scope of this invention which have high 
early stability (3 days) and have excellent eaaineering 
properties after settina for twenty eight days: 

Tabl6 l 80 

Soll 
IPmim& Peramt 

Pllftl!lll b~ wt. J'ermD& bJ wt. 
T7Jl8 AnnP&e Pm:11n& ~-; ~ b, .. , • ...... 

Pl Pwt.a1 OU p&I 
~ .. ~ 

Llmescone Bcneollla. z.o '7 a 10 70 :II 
Do ••• ·-·-··- z. 0 47 2 • 71 :m Do--------- z.o 47 8 2' aa :II 
Do.·--·-··- &.O r1 • 10 llO 2' 
Do ••• ·--·· &. 0 37 e 11 411 40 Qra'"1 ••• ___ &. s 40 ' 111 aa 2' 
Do ••••••••••••••• &. 3 40 8 2' 40 aa 

Limestone 8cneDlD&L a. II 37 a 10 llO ao Do ________ 
&. II 37 t :II llO :II 

,0 

EXAMPLB4 

111 a series of tests, a plastic kaolin (A-7) was stabi
lized with varying quantities of lime, 1ly a.sh and limestono 
screeninp. The samples were allowed zo set for a short 
time, water was added, and each sample was tested for 
water retentivity. According to this test, each soil sample 
was placed on top of a piece of filter paper supported on 
the flat perforated ceramic bottom of a Buchner funnel, 
and a standard suction was applied. After a certain time, 
the filter paper or ceramic support became wet, and this 
fact was visually observed. Increments of time were 
measured and reported as water retentivity count. The 
following results were obtained. 

Tabt. 11.-Effer:t of Ume on water retentivity count of 
.rtabilhed kaolin 

' . ... ~ 

Wt. 
XaollD 

00 
00 
00 
llO 

70 
70 
70 
70 

ao 
ao 
60 
ao 
30 
30 
30 
30 

Wt. 

nt 

10 
10 
10 
10 

10 
10 
10 
10 

.·10 
10 
10 
10 

10 
10 
10 
10 

Wt. 
.A.nrerata 

(Bcretlll-
lop) 

0 
0 
0 
0 

:lO 
2) 
:II 
ao 
40 
40 
40 
40 

eo 
eo 
llO 
llO 

Water 
Wt. Re~ 

Lime Uvlty 
Couol 

0 aa a 31 
8 21 
II 77 

0 211 
a " t 111 • ao 
0 31 a 20 
II 21 
II 2a 

0 II 
a 17 
e 31 
II Ill 

411 The above example illustrates that, although the water :aouer Slae.----·- 9.1 19 I 10 ell 2' Do _________ 
9.1 111 7 21 66 :II Do---·-·----- II.II 66 II 10 66 35 

Do ••••••••••••••• II.II 66 I II 46 60 
Limestones-mp_ 10.0 63 6 10 60 40 

Do •••••• ·-·-··· 11.0 21 a 10 llO 30 Do __________ 
14..0 1111 a 10 46 45 

Do.------------- 14.0 1111 II 
G ra'l'l!l ••• ----------- 17.0 23 II 
Boller Sl&C- -·-------- :lt.O 46 ' Do.---········-- :lt.O 46 II 

16 aa 
10 66 
10 60 
11 35 

60 
aa 
40 
60 

retentivity count of the composition decreases with lime 
addition when a small proportion of aggregate iJ present, 
this effect is reversed and the water retentivity count of 
the composition increases with lime addition when the 

110 proportion of aggregate is in the range of about 
20%-50% by weight. This effect indicates that an inter· 
action takes place among the lime, By ash, soil and aggre

EXAMPLE3 

A mixture was prepared ~nsisting of 90% by weight H 
plastic A-7 soil, 10% by weight fiy ash and 5% by weight 
lime. After milting with optimum water and setting under 
natural ambient conditions for three days, if was tested 
for durability by submerging standard test cubes in wa!er· 
The test cubes disintegrated so rapidly that no quantita· 60 
tive measurement of loss was obtainable. 

A composition wa.s prepared consisting of 60% by 
weight of the same A-7 soil, 109& by weight 1ly ash, .S% 

Plrl:llllt bJ watch& 
a Tat 
No. 

gate. 
EXAMPLES 

A series of underwater disictegration tests was run. 
using a Maryland A-7 clay. Various specimens were 
prepared. containing various proporti~ns of limestone 
screeninp as aggregate. and all spec:unens· were sub
merged in water for 60 hours, after which they were 
checked for hardness and compressive strength as well 
as underwater disintegratioa. The results are tabulated 
in the following table: 

Tabt. Ill 

Pmmit Dlsh:ltecntiml 
Compresme 

Rardnesl Btz'euctl! 
Llma !!t Soll .A.an- tHbn.. :u .hrL Ill In. 

rate 

1--- a 10 llO 0 v.,poor_ Sample au.mbl6d.. 11 31 Almon-
plele. 

2-- a 10 00 0 
____ do_ ___ do ____ 

8 " 411.. ,___ a 10 8D 10 Poor----- _____ do - a.a 18 :II. 
4-- ' 10 70 2D Vf!rTIOOd- 480 p. .. L-.--- 0 1 L .___ 

' 10 eo 30 
__ do_ 

48&P.&.1--- 0 • 0.1 L 
8-..- a JD ao 40 ----~ 411.P- .. L-.-- 0 O.J o.&. 
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7 
The foregoing table illustrates that the unde.rwater .~· 

.integration is sharply reduced and almost enllrely ehau· 

.oated when the percentage aggregate approaches about 
• 20% by weight, when lime • an~ fty ash prop'?rtions :are 
.maintained constanL This indicates that an 1nteraclion I 
takes place at about 20% by weight a11regate. . . 

When a plastic: soil. having high wa!Cr retentivity, ~s 
mixed with aggregate in an effort to improve . the soil 
to provide a road base, the results are uosalisfactory 
even though a very large proportion of aggregate is .10 

8 
:those soils having a plastici~ index of about ?-ts when 
more than about .15% . by weight :of .the sod passes a 
.standard 2()()..mesh sieve, and , to , those ,soib , having a 
.plasticity iDdex of above.about. IS • 

.4. The stabilized .soil.:co111position.defined .in claim 1, 
wherein the aB&reaatc -has the -!ollowiag ·SC:roen analysis: 

d cl. F J h n over 50% aggregate is added Ji"················································~ ad e or examp e. w e ,._ ••••.••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••••• 
to a plastic: silt or to a plastic: clay, the product quickly 110.:: •••••••••• --·······················-·······: 

·1s b b' t d to alternate cycles of wetting and '40._, ___ ......................... _ ••••••••••• 
fa1 w en su JCC e . '200...--···--------··········--··-----·-·--· drying or freezing and thawing, when also subjected to 
heavy loads. It is accordingly surprising that the same 15 !I. A stabilized soil composition of matter consisting 
soil can be stabilized to form a product having excellent essentially of about !I to about 2!1% by weight fly ash, 
durability under the same ·conditions, ~hen small pro- about 35 to about '7S% by weight soil, said soil being 
portions of lime and fty ash and ~ little as. 20% ~y limited to those soils having a plasticity index below 
weight of aggregate are incorporated into ~e soa~ .• While about 9 when more than about -35% by weight of the 
the straight addition of aggregate to plastic: sod is very 20 soil passes a standard· 2()()..mesh sieve. to those soils hav-
costly because of the large quantity of aggregate re· ing a plasticity. index of abou~ 9-1!1 when more than 

.quired to create a good road base. the same soils ~ about 15% by weight of the sod passes a standard 200.. 
efficiently and economically stabilized in accordance wt th mesh sieve, and· to those soils having a plasticity index 
this invention. which requires much less aggregate, to- above about 15, about 20% 1o . about SO% aggregat~ 
gether with small amounts of fty ash and lime, at a 25 said aggregate. comprising discrete particles of predomr· 
drastically reduced total cosL . nantly inorganic mineral material selected from th~ group 

It will be appreciated that large aggregate, as dq. consisting oflimestone,. sand,, gravel and slag particles of 
tinguished from the aggregate in acc:crdanc:e with . this which about 90-100% l?Y weight passes a standard Y.t" 
invention and hereinbefore referred to, such as Y.t inch sieve, about 75-100% 'by weight passes a standard No. 4 
stones or. even larger, may be incorporated into the r30 sieve, about 40-90% by .weight passes a standard No. 10 
stabilized soil mixture without departing from the scope sieve, about S-35% -by weight passes a standard No. 40 
of this invention. The expression "consisting essentially sieve and about 0-15% by weight passes a standard No. 
of" as used in the claims docs not imply that the. ~om- ·200 ~ieve, the .sum .of the percentages of aggregate, fty 
positions of the invention must be free of other addiuv~;. a.sh and soil being substantially equal to 100%, and about 
it is intended as a definition of those components wh1.ch .-35 2% to about 9% by weight lime, the percentage of lime 
must be present in order to obtain. the benefits of the in· being· based on the total weightt.of fly ash. soil and aggre· 
vention, and these benefits are ob~ned ~hether our com- . gate. 
ponents are present alone or nuxed with one or more 6. A stabilized compact supporting c:ouae·for a road. 
compatible additives. . highway or, the like, characterized by ·early durability 

Having thus described our invention, we chum:. . ·40 and pliability sufficient for .re-c:ompac:tiog,. consisting es-
t. A stabilized soil composition of matte~ consisting sentially of about 5% to about 25% by·wei!!ht fly ash, 

essentially of about !1% to about ~5% by ~e1gh~ fly ash. about 35% to about 15% by weisht plastic_ ~oil. atx,ut 
about 3!1% to about 7!1% by weight plastic: soil, about . 20% to about 50% by weight aggregate, said :1'.'"'"•egate 
20% to about 50% aggregate, the .sum of the J!ercentages 4j comprising a plurality of discrete particles .which are 
of fly ash. soil and aggregate being substantially equal substantially chemically inert with respect to fly ash and 

=to 100%, and about 2% to about 9% Jim~, the per· lime, and substantially insoluble in water, the majority 
. c:entage of lime being bas.ed on the total w~1~t of fty of said partic:les ranging in size from about 40 mesh to 
ash. sail and aggregate, said aggregate comp~s1ng a pl~- about one-half inch, the sum of the percentages of fly 
rality of discrete particles which are su~tantially cbem1- SO ash. soil and aggregate being substantially equal to 100%, 
cally inert with respect to fty ash and lime, and substan· about 2% to about 9% by weight lime, the perc:entage 

·tiaJly insoluble in water, the majority of said particles of lime being based on the total weight of fty ash, soil 
·ranging in size from about forty mesh to about one half and aggregate, and about 5% to 32% by wei!P't of w~ter, 
inc:b. . a percent water being based on the total weight of. lime, 

2. The stabilized soil c:omP«titioo of matter defined m ~ .fty ash. soil ·ad.aggregate. 
claim 1, wherein the soil is selectc4.from the group eon- · 
sisting ol clay, loam and silL · · 

· 3. The stabilized soil composition defined Jo claim 1, 
•herein the soil is limited to those soils having a plasticity 
index below. about 9 when more than about 3.5% by 

~ 'Nefaht of the soil puses a atandatd 200-mesh aieYC, to 

Relermces Cited hs. the. file of this patent 
; UNITED "STATES PATENTS 

· ·2,.564690 lfanlln·et tJ. -------Aug. 21, 1951 GO • • 
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United States Patent Office Z,937,58! 
Patented May 24, 1960 
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ROAD BUiLDL"'iiG METHOD 

Jaiet E. Hanltn. 216 Walt!ut Fbce, HaYertown. Pa .. and 
Fnmt 1U1m, 1865 Edmaod RoK, Ablqtoa, PL 

No Dniriq. Filed Janell. 1957, Ser. No. 668,627 

6 Claim&. (Cl. 94-ll) 

This invention relates to a method of makins stabilized 
load-supportina bases, and more particularly relates to a 
method of impro,·ing a stabilized road base composed of 

2 
modwua• are cxpressiu11s well t.nown in tbe art and have 
been discussed in considerable detail ia our a!oremea· 
tioned U.S. Patent No. 2,6Q8,252. 
F~ly divided materials other than natural soi.ls, which 

5 are equivalent to the soils falling withi.n the abo~e de
fined soil classifications, nevertheless are inc:luded w1t."a the 
~ope of this invention. These materials. inclu~ be 
:.anJ, stone screenings. s!ags. grav::I scrccntngs, mmeral 
deposits, fine sc:rcenin~ from quany operauons and the 

10 like'! having fineness modulus below l. 7, as well as other 
similar soil-like ma1eriaJs all of which :zr: included with· 
in the meaning of che term wsoils" as used herein. 

The relathe proportions of the three principal com· 
ponent-; of the compositions are important, in that a 

15 wholly unexrected peak i~ attained, when certain soil 
characteristics are plotted against the relative proportion~ 
of flv ash and lime in the mix, such peak being of the 
same gener:ll character ois that repre~ented in Fig. 2 of 

lime. fty ash and finely divided soil. . 
This application is a continuation-in-part of our apph· 20 

cation, Ser. No. 36.048, tiled June 30, 1948, entitled 
wHydratcd Lime Fly Ash Fine Aggregate." now l' .S. 
Patent No. 2,564,690, issued August 21, 1951. and is also 

vur aforementioned Patent 'So. 2,564.690. 
Acc:crdingly the relathe proportions of the mgredicnu 

arc suh~t:intially I0-30 pan~ Ry ash and 2-IO r::rt<i lime 
( e:itprern:d as Ca(OH )2 ) 'or eac" 70-90 part~ of fine 
inen !'l:Jteri;11. HC\wcvcr. ~reJrer prororti<'r.s Clf lime 
may be employed fC1r ~omc soils without exee~sive de· a continuation-in-part of our applic::ition Ser. No. :45.l>S:, 

filed Au~t 18, 1951, now l'.S. Patent No. 2.698.152, 
and is also a c.,ntinuation-in-part of our co-pe:::idinf pater.: 
application Ser. No. :45,651. filed August 18, 1951, now 
abandoned. In che •forcsaid patents and co-pending ap
plication we have disclosed cemcntitious compositions use-

25 trimcntal effe.:t fc-r the stabilization o! highlv plastic soil~ 
such as d:iy<; anJ the like zlthouith as lime content i,; 
increased the dcsirat-le char:icreri\tics of the composi
tion are rapidlv lost. lime contents of 20% or abo\·e 
are to be avoided since tbe advantages of our i!wcntion 

ful as structural materials, stabilized soils and the like 
~hicb con1ain fine aggre~~tc in the form of finely clividcd 
sand or other chemically inert aggregate, or soil. Re· 
peated cxpcrimenb in the iabor::it.-,ry as well as practical 
applicauons in the fie!d bavc de:non!'trated that, wichh 
S?ecific ru?&cs of rc:1aJve proportions of those ingredient~. 3:1 
a :nh tuoe having unexpec~:di)· high early comprcs~h·<' 
strength was obtained 

30 are not realized. For certain A-7 soils and other highly 
plastic ~oils. lime Cl'Qtents up to 15 parts lime per 100 
rans soil rtus fty a~h may toe er•"""'~ ::d to :idvanta~=. 
Preferably, the lime cont.:nt of tt-: mi:it is within the ranl?e 
of 2-10% lime per JOO p:zn~ soil p!us ilr :i~h. 

This iD\'cntior. is also nprlicabl.: to cC\rnpo~itiom in-
cluded m our cc--r..endin~ pate'!t ariolica!ic>n Serial :-lo. 
477,1~2 til.:J Decemb.:r '.:~. 1115..:, 'l"W ll 5. Pa1cnt -.:o. 
2.815 294, i~•ued D:~emh:r 3. JQS" . .:-or,~:'1i"!; e~sential
lv of about SC\; to a~out ::5<;";. 1-y weirhr fly uh. al-out 

We have now Ji~.:o,·:rc:.:l that unexrected .adv:ant:igz~ 
ar: attained by mixin~ lime o£nd fh ash in controlled pro
pc-rtions with a finely di,·ided soil ba\!ng a finc:ie'~ 
.rr.cdulus 1es,; th:in 1. 7, compacting che mill. partillly 
setting, then re-working and recomp::icting the mbt. :ind 
then setting it compl::tely. Soils havin:; fineness modulus 
below 1.7 arc of such fincne~~ that they are outside the 
class of material •Jsuall~· referred to a~ aggreg:itt-\ The 
formi\tion of our mi.Jl.tures chan@cs the cnginee1 ini; t:rc-p
ertie.s of the soil at once. converting it to an cx;:ellent 
stabilized material for building lo:id-suprorting s11rf3'es 
such as roads, highways, airfield runways anJ the like. 
After curing for an appror-nate time, thi~ stabiL..:d ma· 
terial develops advantaseou~ strength characteristic< for 
service as a load-supporting base, tut these: advantages are 
greatly enhanced by tbe method which comprises thi~ 
invention. 

It is an object of this invention to pr'ovide a method 
of improving the ultimate strength of a mixture compo)ed 
ot lime, f!y ash and soil. 

Another object is !o provide a method of m::ikin~ an 
imrroved road or other load-~upporting base. 

Furtboer objects and advanta~e· of t"e invention ~ill 
further become apparent hereinafter. 

The foregoing and other "bj~cts 2re attain:d in ac· 
cordanc:c with tbis invent:on ~ inccrporating lime and 
fiy ash into a finely divided soil, said fin7ly divi".cd soil 
havir.i;: a tiocr.e~s modulus less than 1.7, ll1 the r!"e~cnce 
of mois:i;:-e, com;iac:ting lhC' resulting composition. sub
jc.::1og the comp:i:ted composition to partial SC'!tin;, 
breaking the partially-set mix down into a plur:ili:y of 
~parate and di'.:re:c: particl:s. n:compa.:ting the separate 
and discrete p:irti:k•. and then com;i'.etir.g the ~ettin~ of 
tbe r~;.ilting recom;iac:ed mix. 

Th: -:vor..!, "li~e." "i!y ~sh. - "soil," and "finene~• 

40 js % !o about 7So/c by weight rf:t, ti.: sc-il. abol.!t 211'": !o 
at-c>ut :rncr.: ag:;.":'egate, the ~um of ti\~ rercen!ages <•f f.\' 
ash. soil and a;grcgate 't>eing suht:in:ially equal t<' I flO;. 
dnd ahout :% to ahout 9~ lime. the pr.~cenla~e of li:':"le 
bein~ 1-a•ecf on the !oral o.t·eighr of ff~ :i~h. soil. and 

'4 ::!_!:?rC!!:ite. said aggregate cri~rrisir.g a plurality of dis
cret~ particles which are sui:.~:ar.ti:llly chemic::lly inert 
with re~re;;:t to fl> a~h and lime. and sub~t:inrially in· 
soluble in water. rhe m::1jC1rity of said rartk!e~ rnnging 
in ,i1e from about Conv mesh !O about Cine half inch. 

~o Tl'gredients of our L·omposition, m:iy i'-e initially rre
p:ired in any conventional mann::r, such as by simr!e 
mixin2 of the solid components, prefcralily in the pre:i
ence of water. However the mixin~ i~ preferably carried 
into effect by breaking: up the soil and mixing the. ~oil 

~:I with lime and fly ash in pred.:t.:r'T!ined proportion". 
utilizing suitable soil-breaking and mi"in1t equip_ment ~11ch 
:is that conventionally used for fann :ind .:onstruction 
purposes, with water added to the mi"tllre in 3n nmoul't 
substantisll; equal to that prc>!'Ortion of w:itcr known 

&<> and defined a~ the optimum moi•turc content. Op•imt:"l 
moisture content is determined hy t!~e well k'.lown rnc-Ji
fied Proctor test. 

Optimum moisture content of a soil or stahilized ~oil 
mi~ttire is rh:ir moiscurc content at which The soil-:noi!it•1re 

a5 mix has the ma~imum dry density, or madmum dry 
weieht of s.olids per unit volume. Jn l'r::ictice. tr: opti.zr.:,,,., 
water cortent varie5 with each panic-Jl::ir •iiil .:ind ~::i"i
Hzed soil !ninure. ordinarily within the ninge uf fl-:5-r. 
mr-istu~e by weight. ba~cd ~ the total dry ,..ei;h~ of lime. 

70 ft) ash. and soil. Prekrah.!r. ir: in:-orporatine moisture 
in~o our stabilized soil r:1i"es. ·~e "«tier c-vntl":::Jt should 
he c:c:molled wit'!iin the M!'~e c-f 10%-130,;, of the 
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3 
~timi!ln 11'4\;a" ~l,.~"Jt. Thus the ~'llta" centt-'l' c-f tnc 
!f&~;Und road b~ may vary from abo•Jt SCf-3:!t:; 1-y 
w:l:;h!. be~cd or the weii;ht of roral lil'l"e, 11)· ash. ;ind ~\'ii. 
for '1if1c~n: soil!. 

After mixing, the trca:cd soii is laid down in 1!1: cie- 5 
sired location and ccmpacred while uncoafined. either a .. 
a single layer or. depending upon the depth. in .everal 
scpar:i.tc l:iyers. Pref:rab!» the compa:;ting is effected 

Ac:ceor<Ims to :his :nve~liiM'., a! CY rrtcw to tb ~~ 
-:vr.M the m!'t ettci:is • com~ressivc ~trrngth of aeoot or.e
hllf ri>e C-':'f'1~e:i~ive strength '"t!..:lia.:ihie after comcietion 
of ihe Ktt1ng r~tioo in a !ingle ,t;ige. t'1e !"'al"'jally 1et 
:nix 1s broken d~ into a i::iurality of se;iarate and dis
crete: p.trti:les ( <!..isintegra:ed). ~u~h •t'r-arare and di~mc 
particles are reshaped and r~omriacred in the presence of 
wale?'. The recompactioc step may be carriei.I out in the 
~amc: way as the initial compaction ~tep heretofore de> by movin~ a heavy roller along the surfi.ce c.>f the suibi

li.zed ...:>ii while un,ouiincd. 
In practice. the initial preptration and ..:omp~tir:g t•i 

l •l s:ribed. The forci;oin~ steps. comprising breaking down 
.wd re-shapina :ire refer:~d to herein CQl!ecth'cly as 
'"rework.iiis." the r:li'uure m:iy be ::arricd out in a number of ways. 

'For cxan1ple, t!le lime and fty ash may be mixed with the 
»Oil in batch type mixin!! equipment. If de5ircd, p:m>a
r.ent or por .. ible rr.i'ting pl:in~ may be set up either :it a I; 
control i:oint frorr: ...,hich the .:omposition h tr:in~pc.rlcd 
to the job or rh: mix plaar may be pla.c:d dirci:tJy at the 
job s!te dcpenciln!l on the 'ondition existing for eac:b con
~uu.:tion project. Another aa:eptable practic:e involves 
tfie ".rnix·in-place" method wh:re the iime and fl}· ash i~ :.:·• 
rlaced on rhe ro:id or construction uea either dircc:tly 
aver the exi~tiny soil or in conjunction with a soil brought 
in from J !owl gravel pit or the like. The lime anJ fly 
a..'h may ~c: S:.!f;ilied in bulk Conn or if desired in piip;:• 
l'lf orl:e: .:on:ainers. Rcg;u-dl~s of the me<Ju-d used tht: :;:; 
prClr".'r,:cn:ng oi materials is preferably C'arr;cd out !''' 
that the CC'mpc5ition CC'lnform~ quite closely to the opti· 
mum mi.'tture esrablished in the: pre,iousl;· deswi!.-icd 1~1, 
cf ~ample mius. 

Where the material is mixed in place, the u~e of a pulvi- :io 
mixer or ~imilar road const.'"Uction equipment .,..;u result 
in a rhoroush c.nd rapid blendin~ of the ma1erial1 to a 
der:h oi !>" to 8". Usually \llher: dept.is grc:z.rcr thai:: 8 .. 
.. re '.ie~ired the aprlic.aticn md mhlng proccs.s is prckr-
,, i;ly carri~d "ut in lay.:n. The depth of naa.lerial used ·• • 
"'ill depend lo a CODS!dcr.tNe extent OD We service lO 
whi.::h the base will be subjectt-d and on lhc surface cover 
r!acc:d twer the ba.~e. 

The composition should preferablr contain the proper 
:imou~ of 11..ater to ce;·dop ;,,dc:quate density after com. ·'" 
p:i.crion Wi·c~e the ..:omposition is prepared in a rnixir.g 
::-i:.nt lhe w<ster mav convcnier.th be adc:d ro the mixer. 
ror th.: "mix-in-place" procedure the water may be IP· 
pltcJ either by means of watering tanks or by a<!Juicn of 
water to one o~ more of the ingredients prior to mixing. ~.; 
re&Jrdl~s of the method of aduition of water. !l ii. usu-
::Jly es~::'ltial to check th~ water content prior to com
ra.ction of the b~e. If 1be water .:onccutration 1s not 
closi: c:cou;h to the os:-timwn o;aJue, an adjustment ahould 
t-.e made-either t->r blading or mi~i:iir material too high ;.0 
in moisture c:on1cn: or by addition of water for further 
mixing for materi:.I too low in water. 

C.O.npa;:tion of the base is accomplisb:d by using con
v~ntional gradir.g and rolling c<1uipnent for some c.>f 'the 
more pla~tic t} pe liOils. A ~eeps foot roller may be 1J.1ed jj 

to advantage. Flat !tee! rollers or rubber wheeled rollers 
suc:h :.s wobble: wheel rollers may be also used to develop 
tbc: desired compaction. Where ~..sible the compaction 
should be checked in the field to deter.nine whether or not 
the compaction of the base is aJequate. Preferably the dO 
compaction should t-.: qui:c clo!>e to the Y"<ilue of density 
estr.biished in the tests !or optimum mi:tture as set fonh 
above. 

ln a.::cordance with t."tis rnveation, the compacted com
position is ~ut-iected t'l setting until a putial interaction 65 
takes p~e. producin;: a corresponding ~I growth of 

Accordingly, the multiple stage road l'>uilding method 
involves rhe ruction of lime. fty uh and 5')il in st le.a.~t 
two ~UC'ces~ive and related stages. In the first !tai;c. a poz. 
zol:inic a..:tion begins. which ir.•:olves the lime. Hy :i.sl1 anJ 
soil. This ~ra:;e of rhc: reaction indud.;;s a mecamc-rphic 
change of stare of soil components. chan1?eS of material 
;;"ain ~iu, dcnsit)'. water of immohilicy. and an alteratioo 
of the m:ne:-al placem~t. An of the!!e changes a."C dl'e 
to the interaction of lime, fly ash and soil. and they result 
•n the fonr.ation of ime:-mc:di:ite-s which are of particu· 
1:u :aJ\·anrag.: in 'onncdon with the reac:ion~ ukic:; 
p!.oce in the 5<'cond s:ai:c c-f the p!"'CX"css. 

ln the s~m:d ~age of t.'1e process, after the mix has 
~n reworked and recompacted, rlie rozzo!anic rc.a;tion 
invol·1e~ the intcnnedi:.t~ rroduced in the rel!ction of the 
first sr1ge. togerlter .,.ith rc:.id'.lal rime and t!y a~h present 
in the mix. The residual lime and fty ash rc:i=t far bcrt:r 
and more rapidly with the intermediates produced from 
the fir.it reaction stai;e. th:in they would have reacted had 
there been no reworkinl? :ind rccomractir.g. Th: re.,.·.,rk
in;; aand tc::ompictir.; st"D~ c;'.1•c a red1s:ributfon cf the 
component~ cf th.: ;ni-,;turc. al'owi!'~ the ~<id~ll !i:r:e a~d 
!ly ash to re<i .. "t \l.ilh the intcr.n·~diare co~!'O;mds p~ 
ducd in tl';e fa:it rc:a.:ticm stafe. 

la accurd<:>.nce with th.is invention. the ~t'ttins reaction 
in th" first reactfon st:ig: is carried out fc-r a period of 
:about l'ne week to arour one ;·l"ar. n•;b period being 
limirc:J ao: a ma:1:imum to the ti:nc req:iir•~ 10 prod•Jc: a 
ct)rr.p~~i·;c strength of alx,ur •me-half the compre·~i\·e 
i.-trt.'n~:h rhat would be produ:oo aitc!' comi'!~tion of :he 
selling reaction in a sin~Je H:i.ge. 

I: 'tta!': been discovered th": the inter:?ction o( lim:, fty 
:i~h and :.ail in t.'le ~t rea::!ion stage" ditfc:~ ra.dic:illy 
irt':n the intcractioa which tc.k~ pt~c:" in t.'1e sC'C'ond re
artion Hage. This fact bas l>·!en d:mon.s~~!e:.i by o!> 
servations of the" amou.r.t cf \\Jl:T of ;mmcbility r..~ 
dated wi~ the p3rticics of the mi:-1:, and by ob~rvatiom 
in cor::ltction "-itb the mineral ~laccroect within t'1~ mix. 

Referring to the m:i!ter of water of immobilit}, it is a 
known fact that the particles of the 9'-'il in tl'le mix are 
associarcd with outer !aye" of immobile water, :ind t!le 
jlreS\:nce of thi~ immof:oilc water is evidenced ~y the be
h:.vior of the mix on settling. The ''water of immobility'" 
of the mix i~ expressed as a percent3gc:, and is the ratio 
of the volume of immobile \l.·ater to the total volume of 
:mmobi!e water plw .sC11id partkles. A typical reaction 
1n lccordance with this invention would stiow, for U.· 
amrle. a 11.·a1cr of immobiliry ?t !h.: begir:nias of the fir: 
r~ctioa sta~e oa the order of about 90%. v.i:b a drop to 
a \-alne as low ~ abt-ul 2G-1S'C at the end of ilie fint 
rea::t!on s!ae;e. '" tbe sec::o:id rClldon stage, tile water 
of immobiliry drops very little, for eit:;.mr!c:. frcm about 
:0% to about 15~. This :odi:.a1c:s that a ~C$ of en
tirely different types of reactions are tr.king pl~ dt:rin& 
the secocd rezction sUi;c 33 compared to the first reaaion 
stage. 

A simil:.r o~~tion cay be made v.ith ~ to the 

it! poua!anic strength bonds. Preferably the mixture is 
cubicc~ed to natural ambient conditions for a period of 
;i~t one week to :a.roct one year, but m any event for 
a time wb1cll is materially lc~s &.:in r pre!eral::ly no more 
than one-half) the time required for '.he ultimately com
p! etc growth of t.'ie pozzol:1:1ic ~trc:ogtll bo:id.• (complete 
sctticg). The time required for e"mplete ~fling vari~ 
3C:COrdi::g to prev~ling CQn<!!:iom. For exazr.rle. c':>ld or 
f~I!i we~er ttt:.rd .. •ec~ir.; ... ~ d~ poor c!:ai1::.1se 

7e m1ner:\l placement in tbe mix. As the mi::era.l pla.cemt.:lt 
reaction toetween lime, fty ash and soil tal c::o plau, a.::i ion 
C'~ch;in;: reaction oc:cun. ror i:xa!Dple, ca!:i~ and 
rr.:.gDesium ion., repl:ice ~il!~ an<! pot:ssi'.Jm orig~y 
~ent in the roil. ~.io:n. :i s·.;~i'le:n,nt:iry ~:·.1rii:ntatio:-. 

i~ o-;:~ ai!hin rhe mokct!lar st:'ucture. l::d t!:i.s lJl!~I 
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rdati->tly slowly ~ut has ~t-ally b«:i found t.o tue :>lc:c 

6 
Af:er U.c bao.f! I:~ l:c:!l 111~i·:<.1«'d to lP'uro.1 ~rnbi:ttt 
c~nd1ti<nl: ia W. field fo:- a pc.riad ot 1 r.tc::±, ;,; ~ample 
of :Le ba:r.c was taicn and W<&J di3int:graied and 1ecom
pactcJ anc: tcsle4 for its liaal :omr,.es:iive mc::;:t.b. Such 

in the time pcrio.i 1~!e:red tu above i."1 'ont:~tion wi~ 
~tc: of i:nmobiliry. A ~ub~autial mineral rlac::ment 
~ occurs in the first rc;:cticn su;e, u coopered 
to I.he ch.:uige occurring in the KCOod rc~ticm stage. 
.~~r the base has t-eec finally ~mpact:d, a f!lal tur· 

fac.c treatment may t-e applied. In some i!tstaac:es no 
aurface ~tmcnt m'!y be necessary if lbe bue i= to serve 

s disintegTatiou wr.s acc..>rnplished as !olloW?: the san-.ple 
o( base was broketi down. according 10 m1ud.:ird proce
dwe.s for pre;r.uirli 10il sampin, to a poim ~here it sub· 
sl.aJltially mci the J:I&d3tion of th: oligii:al ~oil used for 

in an appiication where severe traffic or climatic concli· 
tiom are not uticipated. Usually some form of wear· 10 
in& or se:il coat is applied to the compacted base. This 
may c:c%\S~t of a coating of oil or tar with or withcut 
wSditi~ of stone chips. The compoaition may also be 
plac:i:4 directly unJer bituminous or Portland c:m~:it 
pavements 01 in ~ome types of road constr-wction inay act 16 
u the sut--~a~e under ocher bue compixitioa.s such :t9 

water bound m:..;:id~ and the like. 
The compositions may also be added to larger 1i.ze 

aqregatr-s ~uch as ballast road ston~ to bind the c~ane 
aw:reg:itc together and thereby develop sre:.ter ttren£th 2~ 
&Dd im!'l"Oved stability in t.'le 1:-ase. Ma.a~· variations of 
tbc above ~re possible. 

The method used in the construction of the b .. se re>
quires essentially coaven!ion:i.1 road building equipmenl 
and th<"'efort the i!'\.-n:ion may be practi;ed it! both a 25 
convenien: :nd :co1:1.>mi.::il m.anoer. 

The follo\\ini:; e\.unp!cs a:~ ilh.:st:3tive of tbe inv,:i.tion: 

bamp!e 1 

comtruction of the bue. The IC'it ;ifter recompacting 
was conducted under the same i:onditions a.~ tbe test with· 
out recompactinJ and indicated .u1 iaipro,eme:it of final 
comprc.i.sive stre;ieth from 452 poullds per s.qua.re inch 
to .570 ;ounda per square inch. 

One of the important advantages of <'Ur invention is 
th.at it prc:vides a new cc:icept iD roa.d builc!in; in which 
th: road is i.nitially iasullcd in a tcmpor;iry way in rot:~ 
condition for immcdi:ite use as a co~tructioo roa-i 
( usoib!e even while installing ir) and then at some con
v enieot later period it is reworked and rec.ompll.:ti:d iD 
final Corm, to reault iD a road of ultimately higher strength 
th:u1 if not r~"'ork.ed and recompacied. 

It u within the sea.PC of this invention to s:or the inter· 
action of lime, fly ash and soil at th;: end of the lint 
reaction ~tagc by disintegrating ·he mi~ while in a dry 
con<iiti.311. Tbe mix, in this condition. can r.:adily be 
removed and iedcposited :.1 any othc:i l0>:ation, and re· 
compacted in lbe .rresence of muisture. 

A·.ldition~I materials ~uch Ji Portl:inJ ;ement, special 
grad.:s of clay soils and aiurnin.1 ~iltc111-.s and the like 

A street w:i~ constructed for a developme1n, utilizing 30 m~}· bo incorporated into soil s1abili~d in occordanc;c 
"'ith our invention without Jc1rimcn1al etlec:t to certain 
ot:..ibe ::dvant.ag.:s of the invention. However, the novel 
st:ibiliz.ed soil road bases them~lves C•'"~ist c.rsentially 

a mi:ture consisting esser.:i:llly by weight of about ~ % 
lime, about 10% fty ash acd the balance soil having a 
tlnet!e:n modulus below 1.7. Afler suitably mixing tbe 
iz:gredients o! the compos;ri<>n tC;?ether with water, the 
road v. as c:omp;icted in an unconfined condition and w:1s 35 
aubje.::.ted to .i.mbient conditit'ns for a reriod of 6 months. 
After 6 months a sample was ~moved from the road 

ol tbe ingredients set Cor1b in :he arp.:ndei! .;la.ims. 
· Allhovgb in tht- spe;ifi;.::itioo anJ claim.$ we ~efer to a 

and disintegrated, th::n recom?a.:t~d and Jubiected to cur-

method of building a road. i: wil) be apprc:ci;ited that the 
tenn "road" is used in its broad ~ease 1tnd is intended 
to include load·suppc1rt1ng b;i-es sucb ;is roadways, sec· 
ond.3rr ro:ids, road shoulJers. hi~!Jw:iy,. parking areas, 

-&O airport n1owu}~ !Joor~, 1021i·sup;ior11ng ba.~~ ilnd the 
lil..e. 

ing IOlitiJ ir developed its fin11J corr.p:euive strength. This 
produced n CODlpressi»c slrcr.1.=th of 1~00 pound! -per 
squ;.re inch. Another s~mr!c of the materi31 whic!? was 
used in hui!din; !ht: •oad wa~ t.:iL1.n anJ ~uch Sdm~le 
v.·as simpl~· .;ompa<·ted :ind :ured unti! i~ re:i .. h:d its lir::1l 
1.0l"1rM:ssi•;e <t;e!lgth. rhb prc>duced :. 1.;JIT.l'Tft'!SiVe 
•trer1gtr t•f 758 N~ind~ p~r •q1.1are inch. The increase -i~ 
of co:npre~)ive strenizth. from i58 to 1211u !''>unds per 
square inch. Wls causeo b~ 1he dii;int:i;rdtion and rccvm· 
paction steps. 

The .. bove Je)cription <:ind ~umr!e\ :uc ~r"'Ct!t~d ..,_. 
t.l!ustrations uf rrcf.:rrcJ em~nd1me!ll) of rt:e .nveati'la 
.">!? mod1tkaLio;i• .-:.r.d vari.lUOllS "'bic.b ('Cnfur.c1 '.O the 
)piw "!the. in\.:ntioo, incluJini; the subs::1uuoo 0f equiv· 
lli:n:) and other change:~ 1n the particular form of the 
method and proouct, as well :is the use of ccn:.m advan
t.:1geou) fc:itures "f the u:v.:ntioo without th.: :.:~e 13£ o~er 
fc..tures, are within the si;upe of the inv.:ntion :.is defined ~amplt 2 

Anc~e. housing developMent comtruction project in· 
volved the application of a lin1c·fiy :ish-soil i;omposition, 
contl'.iains by weight obout 5~ li:ne, :..bout 10% fiy a~h. 
and the balance soil 1:a ... ing a fineness modulus below J.7. 
.4. procedure the so.me :..s th<a: .:ktailed ia Ex::.mple 1 
above, was followed. The fir.al ( compl:tely cured) com
pr~ive strength of the ~ample which was not r~om
pacted was 700 pound~ p..:1 square inch. while 3 s:i!l1ple 
wbi.:h wa.~ rccc-mrac:ed after beint? u;bjec:ed to natural 
amh!t-nt ~t1di1io11s !or a pen~ cf 2 months. was !oi:r.d 
to have :i final t..omplcrely cured) comrr~•ivr s::-~ngth 
of J 180 pounds per square in.:h. -"s:.ain, the incrc.·a~e of 
c:omrr-!Ssivc s•~engrb ""a• c;.u,ed .,~ :he 111.0-~t:?ge process 
involving bre:il.ins up the mix and recomp:icting it. 

b&m,.,/~ J 

A base was laid for a storage area at a large refinery. 
The proiect consisted of a mad supponing ba:se consisting 
of about 5~ by .,.eight lime. ~t-out 10% by weight 11)' 
~. and about 85% t:y 1o1rci;;ht o! A-2-4 soil having a 
fi:i.eneh modulus bdow 1.7. At the tim:: t.':e base: was 
prep:!rf'd :md compacted, repre::;:ntath'e samrlc:~ of the 
mixt~.e wc:re uken :ind the~e we-re comp<act~d in tbe 
laboraron unde: controlled 'onciti~m aci:uratdy repre
sentative of u.. :cnditio~ i!I lb:- field. The ft-i:il ::om
prcssive strecg<Jt m~?sti.ree ~52 ;:;:,::ads per sqi.:~re U:.:h. 

;;~, in the appended cl;.ims. 
Ha,·ins thus des::nbcd ol1r 111\C:ition, we claim: 
I. Jo a method of building 3 road of a slow·sett.ing 

composition con~isting essentt;.lly oi ;1bc111 lO~ -~0% by 
weight cr.1de fty ash. about iC!C:C-90~ by weii;ht soil 

:;s having a fineness modulus !:-:tow I. 7, the sum of the per· 
centagC$ of soil plus fiy :un being subs~antiaJly equal to 
100, and about :?% 10 abo~t 9':< by weight indusive of 
li'"lle, said composit;oa ha,·ing an early bearing strength 
.,.hich is great.er than tt•e l>c.;rin~ ,rreni::th of the soil, 

GO the ~reps which comrrise ;;~i\1r.g ~ind lime, crude fly ash 
and water with the soil in rda1i·.c: qliantities iomiing said 
..:ompo!ition, torr.pnct.ng s.:iid comros1tion, s~bjecting said 
compacted compo\ition 10 .:ondit1ons v.ith1n the rang: of 
natural ambient 1Nn:!ition~ for a limited per:od of time 

11s of :ioou1 a v.-eek to a ~car u!ltil p:irtfal ~etting of said 
composition occurs and the bc:nring s1rc:ngth of the com
posiucn is substantially in~rci.~::d, di~intcgr;iting and re· 
1:1i."ting the partially-set compo~1tion and d!m1budng it 
aloni; a predetermincc ro:id ct"lur$c. :cc..:::-lpac:tini; !-aid 

;o pa-tially-set composition i:i rn.;. and then (11b1.-::ing said 
.:.:>mpacted partially-scl compositlt'n 10 n:s1::~i.l a~cient 
.;.,ndition' for a iuitablc: time u:ltil ::a.:ti;in cf said !im~. 
f.y ~sh and soil is cornp!ete. 

:. [Jl a method of buiidi:t¥ a road oi :. slow· setting 
i5 cooni'OSilion c.onsisticl enential!r o! about l(l~-30% by 
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7 
v:q·i,t :-n:~~ th a::h. ebcl:f 71i~-').'.)t.f hj' .-~i~'..!! ~l 
la·~;.:. !i:-:~·1t-~~ mo-foh:~ 1'.r)<:,.,;- 1.7, tr.~ :li.o'Tl of l'.:~.~ ~
'~"·~~ ~s ctf '":! pl;Js fly llSh bcin~ !IUt~ac:;.rfaliy e-::uJ! l(J 
: ,_._ cd •l:<>ut :? '.'C to r.bcu~ 9~ t:y v:zido~ !li;:lu.:i-.. t of 
IU":, tai.l com;.osit:or: hz~·:r.1 an c~rly bc:~nr:f sttc?:ith $ 
'' i-.:ci't is much i;re:.t~r th:i., thl.' ;.,....2"10; s:not-~ ot the 
~oi~. the step• whi.:h coTT'prise 100 .. :ninit the ~.,il a!ong a 
rnQCtenniaed COUl'Se. Mi~Ulg ~aid fi:nc, crude fty ;ub !ind 
water ""ith the so:J in re! a uve qu::ntities folTl".ing said 
:ncipmitioa, tolT'ra:dn~ !'.aid ~ompo'.:iti:Jn, subjc;tinJ the • o 
,.;mp<>;:!~ c:o:nrc,i::on 10 natural ambient conditio:il for 
a limitr.d period of time of about a "·eek to a yeu until 
'ubstat\tial !)anir.l ~efling of said compo~ition IXC1l.rs and 
the ~ring srr,n;nh of the ccmpor.itioo is iucrca~ ~hile 
nid ;.~::;position i~ in a re-v.·ork:a~lc condition, loo~cml"f. 1 J 
!hG ru..111l)··se1 t:"omractcd com~•ition l>eforc s;:jd scttiaa 
1s c~·~rle~e, cfoin1ci;:-ating and remi:.m1 ll!~ le·,~~ pv· 
tial!;--s.:t c.;om!"Osftioo, and then ~11hj-e~tiS s.;iid re«:::i· 
r·;i.;t~d ~ ~.rtfally-\Ct '-Oll:ItOsitioD to m.tur:il a."?lbiea: CQt'di• 
tic•I'• for an n:end:J period of time until rca::Hoa ot ZO 
uid lif!"(.. r.~· a~h c:nd soil i. .. complct:. 

~. The ~-·:b1d d1·!incd in d:um :?. wbc~in the t•riginal 
mix i~ cnmra:t-:.:' in :in un:-.,nfined conJitiO!I. by d0'.1o"?\• 
wa.-dl;, cLrczicd IVC!'\tir.e c-:ily. 

4 In :i rn~:h·"<l o! h:ilding 1 ro3d !If a comric;gtior. :.!.i 
c...~'!~'!t.ns c:.,.,,•n·::irJ; rtf .Jl>o.it IO~c-30'.i. r~ wci;:ht fiy 
wl). ~~O!•t '7C~~C''( hy '111 ris~.: ~c-il h.,vin; a firte•te~s rne>du-
1~ ~h- l . ., t!o~ sum of ti . .: pr.r;c.,1;,,i;e~ of soil plu5 
5y a.I. I c;r ~ >wr!:~ti3!1}' e1wa: to i0!1, ar • .! ac:-.;.ut :!~ 
to arout 9% by w::l:nt in.:lu~i\ e of lice, a.cd wbcrcm :;o 
said !ime, fly ash and soil arc compacted in the prc.qna: 
o! moistt:re Cl'IUsing an inti:r:icti'3n ••hic:b drvciopl ~treng:h 
ticr>:1s ~r.d ultim2tc:ly i:rod\Oc:s a hare material wh:n 3:.ib-
j .. .:i~ :o no:::m1! 3mbi·:l'I! .::o~J;;:~·ri•. :..'le noHl sttr "'hiLh 
c:.,mrri~e:. in•.:rrurting s:.iJ 11'fc:-a.1i.•n t-;- ·.17~.I"!tei;:atills ::.; 
the or.U within a ~·::riod of ..:b<'1.:t 3 "c:~\ ic al:'ou! a year 
a!te; said .::ompactioJn. such ~r;vJ t-cin!' limited u 1 
ma..'i~1::n\ to th~ ~::nc re41.:ir~~ 10 p:.•Ju" a c:omp:e.\.\ive 
st; ~:il?th o)f at:::ut o~. -hi.If ID.: c:.il:np~.:ssi\c Jtrcr-~"\b ~rat 
~o,.i:J be prcduc:"J atter cc:r:,r!i..~i .. •!1 of ~.!.:·l !nt;ra-=t.iou, ~" 

l 
ti;>•i •1,a1,;J; 6·,::.-~~.5-":ti.1!\n J:.:w,i; f!;;i.,., ~1 ''Y ~~:.~;-~tt ~>d 
!~~1!,.-tr-~:;:'4!'!; t! .. C !'!''r itl t~(" f~-a:·t.OCe Of "1''!;.'Hff;.. 

~ i~~r. U"t::V.-·i ~~!;.~~ f i:i cl.:·rr: -!, • ..,:11:.reir. tn~ '"!l~~·r· 
s:t rr..:.t11:1 ,.,:, a1t:.r t:avini M<:f: Ji~.;a~~r::t'!'d, i~ r~~h: :'~ 
:ind r,..-cnm;~ec' 1n •':: pn::~~r~c c-f n:~·•'ti•re lr~ ·.ui>
ie~lr:d tG r.r.t-.:.n.! ambi.:r.t :ood1r;cru ur.t:! ~id interaction 
is "'mpietrd. 

6. A tw~'uge :11cthod ot building a road ot a sloo;sr
~cttm.; c:o1n~csirion cc:n'l~t:ni c,s .. n!i:s!ly of aro11t 
10'\-~0~· t-y ,.,•iebt fty a~h. a>.out 70%-9tit"& by ~eittbc 
'oil havir.;;,, f;oeJJeS! modn!:is ~!ow J.".'. t~e sv,.., of !~e 
percc:nta~~s of soil vtu, fty it•h hcing •ui"~~t.itlly equal 
to JOO, ond a!-C\ul :~~ to abou1 ?~ by w'ight i?!c:lwuve o< 
lime. s~id CCll'Tlpc''iti<'D ha\·in; :in early burin~ stren;!."l 
,.·td:h i~ grca!~r than the !"t>ar"g ~tren&1h '>! the '6:.1!, 
the si#p wh:th ccrnpm: a-:!~ins said li.,.1e, ll)' :i~':I ar:d 
waier witb the soil i:l rcl.1th·c q::;;.ntitie, fonninF H·ld c~
~~t.icn, ccmrn.:::o.in~ ~e fi~t·•.:ltic;; 11tl\SC l-} co~r·-aiDg 
n:d c:Oftl~~s:r;or, ia the rrl.'•e,;'4: o( '7tcl•rure. ~ubj~ii!!ll 
said ,c.npa;:1e-o! .;:lmr.(lsitir.n to c:t'nditioa, v.ithin t..'t~ 
rz'1f:t ill c:i::ir; I i'.r.: i_,;"C-it i::on.!i: 'om for 3 l:mii~ pc: ioJ 
of !itr.e until jlar.fal settin;: of '3:d ;C1m;--:-~iti~n nc.ci.::-s 
and th: b~:!.~'";: !>tn.:r:;:th '-'; th<" ... ·cmros·:h.Jn ts subsun· 
tially i'1crcast·d, !er::ninar!ni: :.h' fi:,I ~t:.&e c! sai~ setfa:g 
hy disinie:;rarin; :!:e p:irn:ill~ sc! miit in:o a t:t'ural •• y of 
~:p11r:itc: ar.d diFrcte 0:-,1 :i. !·!" ,, ::.t.:e :i rc;ri".'.! oJ( aiJou• • 
"':d; to aV1nt • )1:a1 af:...r ',:?,J ... -::11·.: .!ion. 'uet: pcri~ 
't'ieing li!nit::d il; a ma,:1T'lll" :" :he ~irr~ r~q\.!:r~ tc: rro
Ju,c :i ::omprcssivc ~:r!ni;:h •>! :.h'tJl L•ne-half t::e .-:.om· 
r:-1..:!si-..e strca{:th th~t 'Ill.cu!.;! be pr.>J~ice~ aft:r com;;!:tion 
ut said setting, re-shaping tit-: disintl.'srated r.iu, t'1eu 
coi:ime:ieinl! the )t:e::ad sett.int: ~ta~,; hy rc-c•'.'>.iri..ctif34 
tbe di,intet:rated rt·sheped mill. io :f\c: rre":-=~ L'r ~ .... i~
ture, .vid .sct-j-:c:tini; ihe ;e;')uliirv r.:~' :o n:?t.;;..:' 21;:t;!··' 
O.:l)Ttditlo:is ur:.ti! :he sl.'ttini; rc:~cuor. ~--~wee-. ~.-'d !!:11<-. 
fiy a.sh and ;oil is totr.µlcte. 

Rrfrreccu Cited in the Ric ::>~ :bi.- r:-tt:!!! 

Ll"',!Hf.D ST.\Tt~~ i ,\TL~TS 

H.o·:c;i11 -·----· _ -----·-- L• .• , :~. 1~~4 
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ASTM STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARD TEST METHODS 

The following is a list of ASTM standard specifications and test 
materials which are relevant to this study. The complete specifications 
can be found in the pertinent ASTM documents. 

ANSI/ASTM C29-78 
ANSI/ASTM C88-76 

ANSI/ASTM Cl27-80 

ANSI/ASTM Cl28-79 

ANSI/ASTM Cl31-76 

ANSI/ASTM C311-77 

ASTM C593-69 

ANSI/ASTM C593-76a 

ASTM 0422-63 
ANSI/ASTI~ D558-57 

ANSI/ASTM D698-78 

ANSI/ASTM Dl557-78 

ANSI/ASTM D1883-73 

ANSI/ASTM 02049-69 
ANSI/ASTM D2435-70 

ANSI/ASTM 02850-70 

ANSI/ASTM 03080-72 

ANSI/ASTM D1074-76 
ANSI/ASTM 01075-76 

ANSI/ASTM Dll38-73 

ANSI/ASTM Dl559-76 

Unit Weight and Voids in Aggregate 
Soundness of Aggregates by Use of 

Sodium Sulfate or Magnesium Sulfate 
Specific Gravity and Absorption of 

Coarse Aggregates 
Specific Gravity and Absorption of 

Coarse Aggregates 
Resistance to Abrasion of Small Size 

Coarse Aggregate by Use of the Los 
Angeles Machine 

Sampling and Testing Fly Ash or Natural 
Pozzolans for Use as a Mineral Ad
mixture in Portland Cement Concrete 

Fly Ash and Other Pozzolans for Use 
with Lime 

Fly Ash and Other Pozzolans for Use 
with Lime 

Particle-Size Analysis of Soils 
Moisture Demsity Relations of Soil

Cement Mixtures 
Moisture Density Relations of Soils 

and Soil-Aggregate Mixtures Using 
5.5 lb (2.49-kg) Rammer and 12-in. 
(305-mm) Drop 

Moisture-Density Relations of Soils 
and Soil-Aggregate Mixtures Using 
10-lb (4.54-kg) Rammer and 18-in. 
(457-mm) Drop 

Bearing Ratio of Laboratory-Compacted 
Soils 

Relative Density of Cohesionless Soils 
One-Dimensional Consolidation Properties 

of Soils 
Unconsolidated, Undrained Strength of 

Cohesive Soils in Triaxial Compression 
Direct Shear Test of Soils Under Con

solidated Drained Conditions 
Compressive Strength of Bituminous Mixture' 
Effect of Water on Cohesion of Compacted 

Bituminous Mixtures 
Resistance to Plastic Flow of Fine-Aggre

gate Bituminous Mixtures by Means of 
the Hubbard-Field Apparatus 

Resistance of Plastic Flow of Bituminous 
Mixtures Using Marshall Apparatus 

Recommended Practice for Use of Process 
Waste in Structural Fill 
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•poz-O-BLEND - THE SECOND GENERATION OF POZ-O-PAC• 

L. John Minnick!/ 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The orfglnal efforts tn the early forties of Havelln and Kahn?/ 
(engineers with the Phtladelphia llectrtc Coa~any) to develop lin~
flJ as11-•sot1• •l•tures for structural purposes has resulted In • llli

Jor Industry In the field of ra.d construction. Since the COllflOSl
ttons were first produced 1t the Plymouth Meeting plant of the G. & 
W. ff. Corson company. 1pproal111Ately fifty •llllon ton5 of Poz-0-P•c• 
have been placed. Llcen5ee5 have produced llllteri1l In twenty states. 
and roads 1nd highways of all types have now been In service for 111oany 
yeers (•o .. In eace•s of twenty years). Major •irports. p•rktng lats, 
hlghwar ed>1nkalents, reservotn, and dams all have used the Poi-0-Pu 
coeposltlons. Specifications have been drafted by .. ny state and 
federa' agencies, the 1111.a recent being the speclttcu\an Issued by 
the feder•I Avl1tlon Adalnlstr•tlon covering this product. 

The properties of the Po1-0-P1c c011poslttons have been carefully 
studied In n1111trous labor1torles •nd eval111tlon progralllS of field Jobs 
have been reported 111ny limn In the It teruure. Y The product c0111-
petes with other types of stabilized b•5e CC1111110Sltfons, namely tl!IM!nt 
aggregate bese end asph•'t 1g9regate b1se. Figure I shOWs • recent 
photogr1ph of 1 feeder road th•t was placed In Salee County, N. J. 
In 19~•. Ftyures 2 and l show view\ ot • state highway at the lt111e 
of construct on ( 1968) and lfter eight years uf ~ervlce. lhe~e Jobs 
I lluilrate the servlceabt H ty and dur•bl II ty that un be OJleLled f rt111 

this type of construction, 

JI l•ecutlve Vice President, IU Conversion Syste•s, Inc., Phtladel~~ia, 
Pa. 

ll Minnick, L.J., and J.C. Haveltn. The Use or Ume-rly Ash Co111110\I· 
&11111• In tllghw1y ConHrucllon. Al•~rlun Ro"d 8u1ld11rs' AssoLl.itlon 
Meeting, ClnclnRitl. Ohio. Hirch u. 19~. 

JI Minnick, L,J,, 1nd A. Wlllt1111S. field [valudlton of llllll?-fly A'h· 
Soll Co~11tlon1 for Ao•ds. lllghw.11 lll:\eud1 Bond Oullelln 129. 
1966, pp, Bl-99. 

z 
One of the lllaJOr d~v~IOJlll!fltS over the ye•rs w•s the esl•bllsh-

11ent of •pl•nl •••• OfH!r•tiDA 10 su:iersede the or19in1I ••taed in
pl.ice• method th•l was ~ed tn tlll! euly pertods of coouruction. 
lod1y there ire 1 nllri»er of high proc'uctlon pl1nts lhil ire In oper1-
tto11 wtuch require vi'ry ••nt•I llilinten1n.:e. ftgure 4 h • photo
gr•ph of • recenllJ c1111s1ructed pl•nt oper•ttng In Missouri. 

In 1912 IU lntem1UOMI CorponUOll 1cqulred 6. & W. H. CorsOfl. 
Inc, and 1t th1l lillll! decidfd to structure • sep1r1te CllllfltnJ. 
IU Conversion Systems. Inc •• which .-ong other things ts tonttnulng 
the .. rketing of the Poz-0-Pac propriet1r1 srstem. Since the acqui
sition It w1s decided thit s~ of the new for1111latlons developed •t 
the Corson rese1rch center should be e1rteted 1s • c011plete blend to 
augu..'fll the Po1-0-P1c progr•• In 1 nUllber of significant ways. It Is 
the prl111r1 purpose of this brfef report to describe the new •roi-0-
Blend• develop11ent which n111t reprfients tile second generatlClll of Poi· 
0-Pic. 

POZ-O-BLEND PRODUCT CONCEPT 

The development of new f'll 1sh fort111l1s COllPrises 1 COllPlete 
- blend of lngredlent5 produced il 1 centr1Hr loc1ted blending pl1nt 
~ wllich serves 1s a supply center of a celll!flalttous .,teri•I th•l Is 

. then shipped to the •laing pl•nts producing the st1bllt1ed 1ggre91te 
blse •t•ture. The Poi-0-Blend tOllPOSitton Is • po11ol•ntc fly ash 
cement ind therefore replaces the use of separete sou1-ce11 of the lf11e 
and fly 1sh ingnodlents. Producing a blend •t 1 central plant offers 
• nuRler of very t1q1ortant 1dv1nt1ye5 over tr1dltton•I Poz-0-Pac •iaes, 
H1ong 111Mch are the following. 

fl.Wltit!I C1111hl't: One cf the •In 1dv1nt19ts thil II.ts been develo~d 
tn the c111m1ercl1l utlll11tlOA of Poz-0-Dlend ts control of the q11111ty 
of the ttn<1I cOlllP05ltton. V1rl1tlons in fly•'"• 111hlle not 15 fll(IOr
lllnl u ht \lie use 111here Hy ash h used \lllll partl•nd cem.!l\t. does 
Influence 1>erfo~nce of Poz-0-Pic. c11 .. uc conditions hoe tnvari
•bly been of concern becJuse of the rel1tlvel1 S111W strength gain •t 
lw teqie11lures which ue e11perienced lilt In the constru::tlon sea
\On, Adjuu-nt of \he fon11\1 of • 11anuf1ctured blend car, 1d,an
t<19eouslr cor.1rol rite ot set. dw-.11iillly, etc, such IS h often done 
In porU•nd crumt concrete, Control ot oPll- de11sttr tn the fin1l 
"''• un • l\o be influenced bJ proper "re11ialng Ind •dJuUa:nt of the 
fly •\h ......... 

s,•,u,.uat fc•1.Hdr•11tcunsr htensh'l' investtgattons !lne been urried 
out over the 11\\ five )t'lrs to develop • so-c•ll~d "winter •ix• Puz-
0-P•c. fhe purpo•e of this Is to 1ll11t1 for lite !e•son construction 
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and avoid problems caused by low temperature curing. The Rf"! concepts 
of •degree daysM which have been reported In tho litoralure!I can be 
substanlta11y 1110dtfled by ustng the Poz-0-0lend fonnulattuns. In ef· 
feet, this ineans that several classes of Poz-0-Pac can be dos.lgned In
steed of a slnyle formulation u used In the past, This ts analogous, 
for exa111>le 0 to the use of different typns of portland cement In the 
design of concrete mixtures. 

Enu.iAotMll.AtAl P\opVltit4• Po1-0·0lend ts attractive since it does not 
use 1 significant quantity of en~rgy sensitive materials. In view of 
the high cost of energy tod1y, this results therefore In a Poz-0-Pac 
composition that Is very competitive to tho other products specified 
for road b11e use. In 11ddftton 0 the large quantities of ash used In 
the •lxtures provides an outlet to asstst in the disposal (and utili
zation) of power plant waste. 

Tt~lut.iea.t. f'ttd Suppo-.t• The Poz-0-Blend concept also uses highly 
trained technicians for field support purposes. This covers such ar
eas ts provldlny assistance In drafting specifications for the base 
.. tertal, est1b lshment of suitable test procedur~s for quality con
trol, and provfdtng technfcal data to develop prGper design of the 
roed b1se. In this connection, It should be 111enttoned that In the 
state of Pennsylvania the merit factor for Poz-0-Pac has now been set 
1t 1 v1lue of 0.40 which places It on an equivalent design basis with 
portl1nd Clllllflt or asphalt stabiltzed compositions. 

FIELD ACTIVITIES 
An Important evaluetfon program was undertaken In 1973 fn cooper

ation with the Pennsylvanta Department of Transportation. A number of 
sections of roadway were designed and placed at two separate times of 
the yeari the first seclton early In lhe month of Septerrber, and the 
second section late In the month of October. The hlgh~1ay department 
utilized a road rater as one of Its evaluatfon inethods. This device 
measures variations tn the roadway surface caused by deflection under 
load and establishes tn this manner the perfonnance of the road base. 
figure 5 shows the equlpaient used for thts purpose. While tt h not 
the Intention of this paper to provide specific data of the tests, 
the results have clearly Indicated that the Poz-0-Blend formulations 
gave superior results to some of the conventional mixtures. In addi
tion, cores have been taken out of the roadway at various times and 

!I Th11111pson. H.R., and B. J, Dempsey. final Report - Durability 
Testing of Stab ti lzed Haterta h. 111 in1Jls Cooperat he lliyhway 
Research Program Series No. 152. 1974. 
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111easurements have been 1111~e on these cores and on 1aboratory prepare~ 
specimens. These data have been used to assist tn the deve1opment of 
ultimate design criteria of Poz-O-B1end and Poz-0-Pac for future use. 

During the year of 1975 a ful1 •;cale p1ant has been constructed 
at Kansas City, Hlssourf which uses fly ash froia Kansas City Power 
and lfght Company. The plant ts located adjacent to the Hawthorne 
Statton and can therefore supply Poz-0-Dlend for an area that can use 
considerable quanltltes of the Poz-0-Pac road base. Figures 6 and 1 
show photographs of the plant at Kansas City. One interesting aspect 
of the Kansas City program Is the use of soine ltgnlte fly ash which 
ts a quite reactive material. Tbe production of Poz-0-Blend with this 
fly ash provides a means of control1fng this reactivity so that It will 
perfonn In the final composition tn an optl1111l 1111nner. Previous expe
rience with this type of fly ash has shown that It Is s11111etl111es diffi
cult to control the reactions fn road base •lxtures. 

While It ts not yet appropriate to refer to other plants that are 
now being proposed, tt ts anticipated that at least two 110re of these 
blending systems will become operatlonal In 1976. Conversion Syste111S 
ts cooperating with the uttlfttes In constructing a complete system 
for utilizing fly ash In the manufacture of Poz-0-Blend. Thts in
cludes the financing, construction, and operation of the plant by 
Conversion Systems who also serves as a supplter of the product to the 
local stabilized base producers. Marketing ts also carried out using 
local Conversion Systems• organizations. Thfs progra• therefore re
presents a major step forward In the development of a reputable ff
nanclally strong alliance of pertinent groups in the marketing of the 
final Poz-0-Pac base. 

SUMMARY 

As a result of 111ny years of experience and use of li11e-fly ash
aggregate mixtures known as Poz-0-Pac road base, a new concept has been 
formulated to assist In the growth of this important product. Poz-0-
Blend cement Is a quality controlled Mixture of all ingredients exclu
sive of the aggregate. It Is produced In a centrally located plant 
usually on or adjuent to the puwer plant. Conversion Syste111s ts 
offering to the utilities an ash utilization program including fi
nancing, construction, and operation of the Poz-0-Blend plant. The 
company also provides marketing and technical services to assist in 
the production and plalement of the final Por-0-Pac coaiposltlon. 

Results to date show that the new generation of Poz-0-Pac produces 
a product with improved structural properties, durability, and quality 
control. The Poz-0-Pac road base, produced with Poz-0-Blend cement, Is 
economically competitive with the leading base cour~e materials. 



Appendix B 

SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION - KILN DUST 

This appendix contains copies of three patents cited in Chapter 6 
of Volume 1. They relate to the use of kiln dust in stabilized road bases. 
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4,018,617 
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MIXTURE FOR P.\ VJ.:MF.NT 8A$1':.S ANU Tllf: J.lKt: 
1in11. Such ha~cs have hecn u~d in limited gcogr:iphical 
.1rc::is of lhc United Stales where: they can compete 
crnnnmil':illy t°"'.C:Jll~C or av:lilability of lime and Oy ash. 

111uS, the !''llC:domin:inll)' U5ed Stahili7.cd bases Utilize l1lis invention rel:itcs to m;ateri.,ls which :ire: c:ip•1blc 
of 'upponing surfacing such :i.s· p:1vemc:nt h:L\CS. 

UACKGROUND OF ·1lic INVEN110N 

In ro:id p:iving. :il one time it w-.is tlmui:ht th:>I the: 
ha."C for the surfacing m:itc:ri;il should compri.\C :a gr:in
ul:u or gr.ivd b:L~. However. more recently, it h:L~ to 
been concluded that lhcrc w;L' :i con.,idcr:iblc differ
ence in the: pcrfonn:incc bct-.·cen such b:i.sc:s :md cc
ment·:t~Tc:s:ite or bituminous (:L\ph:dl)·:iAAre~:tlc: 
b:.iscs. As reported in the Hichw:iy Rcs.c:arc:h Un:uJ 
Special Report 61E. titled "Inc: AASHO Ro:id Test, IS 
Repon .S, P:ivc:mcnt Resc:irch. public:ition 9.S4 ,,r N:i
tion:il Ac:idcmy of Sciences - N:ttional Rcsc:uch 
Clluncil. there is :a clear SUJl<!riority or such treated 
b:iscs over untrc::itcd b:iscs. In recent years, trc:iled 
b:i.ses h:ive become commonly known :u suhili7.cd 20 
b:iscs. 

!I m:itcri:1ls that arc: in shon supply :ind require suhst3n· 
1i;1l ,1u:m1i1ics of energy In puKluc:c them. The m:ilcri:ils 
m:iy he lcrm..:d energy intensive. There is :i need to 
avnid or minimize: the use of such energy intensive 
nmlerials in ru:1J p:aving. 

In subscqucnl work, for cx:implc, USC or asph:ill mix
tures in all c:ounc:s of ~vement :ibnve the subgr:ide h:is 
been proposed, The Asph:ih Institute, Information Se
ries Nu. 146, June 1968. Asphalt st:ibili7.ed h:L~s h:ive 25 
become the most domin:int stabilized b:isc utilized lo 
suppon a ncxible surfacing such :is :isph:ill concrete. Jn 
:idcJiti\ln, asph:ill concrete hie; found extensive use :is :a 
resurfacing m.,terial for concrete p:ivc:mcnt. 

It has iUso been proposed lh:ll :i lime-fly ash-aggrc- JO 
,e::itc: subilizC"d b:i.sc be u~d in roaJ pJving. Such a b:i.<;e 
consisu oC :i mixture of proper quantities of lime, ny 
;i.,h, :inJ gr:idc:J ::iu;rci::1tc :it optimum mui.sture con· 
tc:nt. in which the subility is grc::itly enhanced by the 
cementing action which results fr,m, cumplex chcmic:il 3.S 
rc:aC"tions hctwc:en the lime·:tn•i the ny ash in Che prcs
c:nC"c: of water. 

St=ibilizcd b:isc:s arc usu:illy employed :is ~~c coul"S<"s 
under wc:iring surfaces such a-. hol mixed, hnr l:iiJ 
:l"ph:.illic concrete. A wc::.iring surface is neccl>S.iry to .in 

resist the high shc:uing strcs.scs which arc c::iuscd by 
traction, bul the suhilizcd b;isc provides the required 
stability to support wheel loads. • . 

A scrilius obst.::iclc: to the c:xp:md:d use of s1:ih1Jac:d 
b:iscs is the high energy costs for m:iking the m:ncri:ils. 4.S 

For cumplc, it is well known that the production or 
portlanu ccme~t which .i~ used in s~bilizing bases re· 
quires subsunu:il qu:inuues of co:il in manufacture: In 
fact the United States Department of Tr:insponauon 
has ~ut:cstc:d that fly :lSh be substitured for :i portion of .so 
the pon.l:md cement utilized in eonC"rctc or cement· 
:ii:o"'fcg:itc b:l.5':s, Federal Highw:iy Administration No
tice N5080.4, Jan. 17. 1974. 

The USC or asph:iJt in 2Sph:iJt•3&grcg;ilc b:lSCS which is 
derived from petroleum processing nol only util!zcs .SS 
petroleum ~·hic:h is in shot1 supply hut also rcqusrcs 
hif:h c:ncrsy to produce them. 

Accordingly, :iinong lhe object.' or the invention arc 
In rrnvidc :i mixture: nr snatcri:tls for producing a sl.:lbi
lizcJ ba<:e cnmpri:.ing a hard. strong. dur:iblc ma.u 
c:ip:thlc nf ~11ppnrting ~urfacing which :ivnids or mini
mii.cs the use nf nmlcri:ils which :ire energy intensive 
and, moreover, utilizes malcrfals th:il nonn:illy arc 
w:istc m.iteri:als th:1t arc rc:idily :&v:iil:iblc. 

SUMMARY OF THE lNVEITTION 

R:isic:illy. the invention comprises a mixture consist· 
ing cs.~ntially of ny :i.'\h. cement kiln dust and aggrc
g:'llc which through pn1.zolanic re.actions produces :a 
~d. strong, durable m:w c:ipablc o( supporting sur
r:icing. 

DESCRIM10N OF lliE ORA WINGS 

FlGS. 1-3 :ire curves or compressive strength versus 
age at lt'"t for v:trious compositions. 

1-lG. 4 is curws of energy rcquircmcnt.s for various 
p:Jvcmcnt materials. 

Dr:SCRIFnON 

Jn nc:coru:mcc with the invention, the p<'7.20lanic load 
supr-11ting composition utilizes cement kiln dust. 

"lbc solid w:istc generated by cement manufacture is 
primarily lc.iln du!lt. Thi.' dust conbins a mixture of raw 
lciln ft>cd, panly c:ilcincd material. finciy divided ce
ment clink er :ind allt:ili sulfates (usually sulfates). 
Then: is ccnnnmic value in returning the dust to the 
kiln, hut when the alkali content nfthc returned dust is 
100 high for the prnduct klinkcr to meet spccific:itions, 
the dust must be discarded. Up to aboul I 5% of the raw 
m:iterfals prOCC!'.<:cd m:\y he collected u dust and of this 
alinut h.ilf m:iy he low enough to alkalis to be returned 
to !he kiln. The rest is usu:illy stockpiled a.s a waste 
malcri:il which must be disposed :ind may be a nuis:mcc 
and po!\.\ibly :i h:u .. ,rd. 

Although the chemical reactions occurring in the 
rcsult;int ctmcnt kiln dust arc nnt well known, typical 
cement kiln dust has a chemiol a.raalysis as follows: 

Si01 

Al10, 

~ 
MgO 
so, 
N:i,O 
K,O 
1.n~~ I ~nitinn Similarly, the lime, ny ash :mJ gr~ded :igg~cgalc Sl:l• 

hiliu:d h:L'\t"S ucilia lime which rc:qmrC'S cn.il in pnxluc:- Mnrc spccir.c;illy, lypical cement lc.iln dust may have 
60 the following an:ilyscs: 

~ s, .... cc ~ 
Snvrcc Sno.rcc Smrrcc Snurcc Uid· 

1 .. ,,c-c1icnc D f G II t Rance 

s;o. 
li '"" 

Cl.~ :: ·~ 11 l'I. IJ.11'1. 13.3'1. l•.l'I. ,, 6 .. 1'.1'1. 17.2 .. 

A&,0, . " ,, 4.71 3.l .c.o ).7l l • .C J . .c l.7 .... 
l'c,(l, 

~ ~ GIB ~ 5.0 1.71 2.2 2.2 l.O ) • .C 

CaO •7.2 Cll.3 0.) .C6.) .C6.J C0.5 

w,o l.60 2.1 1.2 C.I) 2.1 2.0 20 2.1 ' I 
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<on1inuet.l 

""''n s-u· ~ 
Suu1c1 

~ Snu•u Snu1rc Su1t1cc s ..... ,. Mid· ............. z/ '-" u F () II t ....... 
(!1-a a1D 

O.l 1.12 u I>.• 1.41 4.1 s.o 1.l u.s 

® ~·) 0.2 ® 0.24 0.9 O.t 0.1 t.6 
2 
I 

J 4.l l.U 4.1 >.I l.O tl.7 0 t 
&..o-oa 

•c.Uliolt '"" 21.1~ 2t.•'I 11.l" ll.2 .. 

suble under eomp:iclion equipment and capable of 
RANGE being compacted in the field 10 high density. 1'he ag,grc-

Low " lli1h tt /urciap " lO g3le should be free from deleterious organic or chemi--,i0--------,-.0-----2-u-----16-.J.;...._ cal subuanccs which may interfere with the desired 
A&,~ l.2 u •.lS chemical rc:iction hcawccn the cement kiln dust, fly ash 
~':oO. D.I s.t l.U and waler. Further, the aggregate should preferably ""'° 1 ~:~ '!::1 •t~4 consist o( hard. durable patticlcs, free from IO!t or 
so. o.7 26.l 1.01 25 disintegrated pieces. 
::z,0 ~:~: 2~:~; ~~; It has been found th:at a pre!erablc miJture com-
Lou - prises: 
l111i1i.aa 1.30 )2.0 16.0 

JO 
When mixtures made in accordance with the inven

tion :ind mi..icd with water to produce a pouolanic 
re:u:tion have beer\ tested in accordance with the spcci
f1c:itions given in Asn.t C-593 Cor Oy ash and other 
pouol:ins for use with lime, it has been found that the 35 
cunipositions meet or exceed the specifications. 

111c term "Oy nsh" as used in connection with stahi
li.1.cd b:ues is well known and as used herein is intended 
LO indicate lhc finely divided ash residue produced by 

C"c111cne lila OlllC 
Fly"""' 
Aunp'8 
Tow.I 

Pc1ccnt by 

----°"---... ~ighl 
·~---11.0.. 

10.()'I. 
11XJ:1J'r 

However, the mi1turc: for U.'IC in mad stabilizer basc8 
may prcfcr11bly vary a.~ follo.,.-s: 

the combustion of pulverized coal or lignite, which ash •O --------------------
~ Pcrccal BJ 

is C:atried oCf 'Aith the g:iscs eWUSted 1rom the furnace Drt Wc~hl 
in which the coal is burned and which is collected from c~ ..... , Kii. °""' 4 - IR 

( 
fly A.all • - , ... 

these £3SCS usually by means o suil.:iblc precipit4lt.ion Au•~,.v 60 _ 90"I. 

iapp3rDlUS SUCh U c}ectric<lJ precipiUtOrs. Those (meJy 
pulveriz.cd ashes resulting from c:un1bus1ion o( oil and •S 
from combustion of wa.s&.c m:itcrials in a large incincr.a· ~ indicated above, tcsLS were conducted in accor-
lut or nacuraJ pouolans c;in ILl50 be utilized in the dance with ASTM C-593. More specifically. the test 
methods described herein providing their chcmic.aJ specimens were molded using a mcchanic:il compactor, 
cumpositions arc rc3.SOnably similar to pulverized coal havin' a 10 pound h:lmmer with an 18 inch drop. The 
ny :ashes. The fly a.sh so ob~cd is in a finely divided 50 material was placed in the molds in three equal !:ayers. 
stale such that usually at least 7~ by weighl pas.scs and compacted by 25 blows per layer. The machine has 
through a 200.mcsh sieve, although indnel'2l0r ashes a revolving turntable to evenly distribute lhe bluws 
may be consider:ibly coarser. Ay a.sh may be consid- over lhc surface o( the layer being compacted. 
crcd an "artificial pou:llan," ~ distinguished from a Aller molding, I.he samples were carefully removed 
-naaural pouolan." '' from the molds, weighed, and sc;iled in plastic bag. 

The term "aggregate" :is used in connection with bhcled for idenlific.·uion. and placed in a constant 
Jo01d supponin1 compositions is also well knnwn and temperature oven at 100• F to cure uncil lc:st.cd. Two 
rdcn 10 natur:i.1 or anilic:i:il inurg:inM: materials most of cylinders of c:ach mi1 were marked for 1csting at 7, 14 
.,.·hich ate ,ubstanti:ally chemically inert with respect lo and 28 days of curing. Aner removal from the oven, the 
Oy ash and lime:, and subsuntia.lly insoluble in water. 60 samples me submerged in .. .-atc:r (or four ho~. re-
Typically, auregate m:iy comprise limestones, &:and, moved, and 1i11owcd to drain on a non-a~rbant 1ur-
blas1 ru~ce slag. gr:ivcl, synthetic :ic,greg:ite and other bee, c:ippcd, and lestcd within one hour :incr removal 
1imilar materia.I. from the water. The capping compound used is .. Hy· 

Aggrc:g:itc:s can comprise a wide range of lypcs and drn·Slonc:'' :i lime based, quick-hardening co:npound. 
~r:acbtions, including ~nds, gravels, crushed stones, 65 Pl:ile gl:lll w:is used to nb&ain even, parallel caps on the 
and sever.al types o( sl:ig. A"rc:g:itcs shoulJ be of such test specimens. 
indation th:ic, when mixed wi&h cement k.iln dust, fly Eurnplcs ol various tcsu and composicions arc as 
llSh and water, 1hc resulting mi1ture is mcch:inic3lly follows: 
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EXAMPl.E I 
Wci1h1111 

PC'ICl'ftl ll11i:h 
Ccmc111 liln D"" -.-:w ,., n;; 
FlJ Aah 12.0'lo l.61ha 
l.i"'l'llOllC an.o .. 24 0 .... 
Total IOOJ:rr' Jo.o 1111. 

Spccimca Percent Wt. Aa Wet WL 01') Wt. Arca natc Mach. 
Nu. Water Muldcd Clt..) Per Cu. FL Per(',. ft. IS... In.I Tcalnl l.oad P.S.I. 

A 10.1 4.U 141.9 I :?I. I 12.31 10.16 13.ICO IOSO 
I 10.1 C.12 141.6 127.1 12.37 10.16 IC,370 1140 
c IQ.I 4.13 141.t nu 12..57 10·23 U.710 1260 
D IQ.I c.n ICl.t Ill.I 12.$1 10 23 IS •. SlQ 1240 
l 10 I 4.13 141.9 121.1 12.37 11·06 11.100 1420 
F ID.I 4.ll 141.9 1211 12.31 11-06 17,100 1420 

.... w: 
S"aM w...i.1 al .,.,_,,. el •.W. 

EXAMPLE 11 

Pcn-cnt 
Wdahl ol 

Datc)I 
Cemcal liln 0...1 I.I>'\ 2.i &: 
Fl7 Aal 12.~ 3.6 lb&. 
u- 10.11" 2c.o n.. 
Rr~rdcr 0.96 01 
Tow 100.M lo.o lbL 

Spccimc• Percent Wt. A1 Wet Wt. Dry Wt. Arca D~tc M.c:h. 
No. Water Moi.kd (lht.) Per Cu. Ft. Per Cu. J'L (Sq. In.) Tcalcd ~ p .S.I. 

A 10.1 C.73 ICl.9 lll.t 12.37 10.16 
II 10.1 4.n ICl.9 121.9 12..31 10.16 
c 10.2 4.1l 141.t 121.1 12.S7 10 2) I .(ISO 1)0 
D IQ.: C.73 141.9 121.1 12.37 10.23 1,9)() ISO 
E 10.) C.7) ICl.9 1216 12.S7 1 l-ll6 2.lOO ISO 
F J 10.) 4.7) 141.9 lll.6 12.'7 11-06 2.100 170 

......... 
Slttll• ......... S••r'-l·A"aad l·R Sci •r-1t .. ••1 &tw lo• 14) ~ ... ,:!"I 11-" •• .......... •.-.a. le•uhpfl'9C',....pt•-- ..... S.•,-C. 
D. l .... f' .. , ....... .... cs.ti'° u.. r ... ''' hcNI .~ ..... pftut '° •ot•e 

EXAMPLE Ill 
WC'iJht ol 

Percent 11.:nch 
Crmcnl X:iln CNal 1.04 2.4 Iii 
F17 Aall l::!.0-. 3.6 lb 
limca1onc 10.0'J. l4.0 lb 
Calcium Chloride Sot .. wa ~-l• ftl! 
i.-1 rua:O'\"" .o ll) 

Spocimcn Perce Ill Wt. Aa Wei WL Ory Wl Arca r>:o1c l.l:oc:h. 
Na. Waler M"ldcd (U..I Pct Cu. Ft. Pu Cu. FL is.;. la.) Tn1cd l..oad P.S.1. 

A 10.C C.71 143.1 129.6 12.S7 10-16 IS,160 1210 
B 10.C 4.71 10.1 129.6 ll.31 10.16 as.no 12SO 

c 10.U 03 141.9 129.0 ll..S7 10·23 17.250 1370 

D 9.9 4.13 1•1.9 129.1 ll..37 10·23 ll,9SO UIO 

E 9.1 4.13 ICl.9 119.2 12.S1 II~ 10.(.00 16-40 

F 9.l C.72 l•l.6 129.1 12.S7 11-06 20.700 16SO 

••• .,U: 

s ..... "'··-· 

EXAMPLE IV 

Wcishl of 
Pcrrcnl Pa~h 

Cement Kiln 0.-S -n;;- 2.4 Ill 
Slacl n..s1 3.0'I> 0.9 lb 

Fl7~ 120' 3.6 lb 
Limaiaac "~ 23.1 lb 
ia\al loo.K 10n-

Srrci-• ,., ...... WI. Aa W•I WL Ury Wt Arca o .. ac Mac Ii 
,.. ... W:otcr .. ColJcJ ilt..) Per Cu fL Per ("u Ft is.; .... , Tcsrc.f 1.-d p .S.I. 

A l.J C.,3) llS.9 l:?\.l 12.Sl lO·ll 1,200 6'2 

8 l.J ,.,,. 1)6.l 12S.S ll.Sl 10 11 1.900 701 

c 17 •.SI ll'J.4 126 c l:U7 IO·l• I0.9SO 111 

D I.I 4.S6 136.1 12S 7 12H 10.l4 11.775 937 .. -. ll.S7 11-47 E 90 
._,. 137.• 12'.I 16.0SO 1~10 
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EXAMPLE IV-continued 

\Vci1h& "' 
l'rr.:cnl u~ ... h 

Cement Kiln 0.... IM- -n·~ 
Sr.ac~ Duaa ).<>" 0.9 lb 
A7 Adi 12.0~ J.6 lb 
1.imcalOM 77.0'• 23.1 lb 
ToYI 100.K l'Ci'JJlO--

srccimc• ,.," .. W1. >.1 \\'cl t,a,·1. D11 Wt AIH n.ic fofuh. 
No.. • Wa&u Moldd C Ll:a.) Par C11. FL rcr c •. F\. (Sq .... , Tnlcd ~ , .S.I. 

F t.O 4.36 1)6.I llS.S ll.57 11-07 14.UO 1110 

&a•el'L 

... --·4••· 

F..xAMPLE V 

Wci\h&ol 
J!src&f 8:11C 

CcmC91 J;ilft 0- Ii l.6 Iii 
nyAU. 11.K 26.4 lb 
TuLll ·~ lO.o 16 

$pc.rime• Puuae WLAI Wei Wt. 0,, Wt. Arca l>a&c Mac I\. 
No. Wau:r Molded (lba.) Per C11. Fe. l'cr C11. Fe. (Sq. In.) Tcaacd l..-d P.3.l. 

A ,_, 2.17 16.J 71.6 1:.s1 10.11 2.lSO 117 
» t.7 2.90 n.o 7¥.3 12.57 10 17 . 2,)00 Ill 
c t.1 2.90 17.0 19.3 1:.57 10 24 2.nu 16S 
D 9.7 2.90 17.0 79.l 12.Sl 10-24 1,900 ISi 
E 9.7 l.90 17.0 79.l 12.57 11..07 ),OCO 240 
f 10.0 2.96 II.I 10.7 12 .S7 11-07 l,2)0 260 

..... ~ .. 
MIMI 4111k•kr • , • .,..._, u. 4 .. tr.4 •..mt••• ._._.,. Kc••• el ,.. "" .... ••••••••1 4rr c..-Jn .... !.all••etr -n.n,• ••w•t.L. 

EXAMPLE VI 

Pc~cnl 
Wci\hl al 
Dale 

cr .. cnl )(ila Dua& a:nir n Iii 
.,, Aall I.~ 2.4 Ill 
Linwalonc 79.<B ll.7 lb 
Li,.,coh>•• FU- 5.0'lo 1.3 lb 
Tow itl!r.lir 31ill~ 
Waler aJJcJ: 11,.-+ 1)6 - 1294 

Sprcimca Pcrccne WLAI WaWL Ory Wt. Aru 0.1c Mach. 
No. Waler t.ColJcd (U..) rcr c ... F\. Per C11. F\. (Sq. In.) Tata! Load p .3.1. 

A 9.1 us 10.S 132.5 12.57 10.20 llJlOO 1110 
B 9.1 4.11 144.l 131.4 12.57 10.10 U.000 1190 
c '·' 4.79 143.7 130.9 12.57 10-27 17.lSO 1310 
D u 4.11 144.3 13 l.l 12.57 10-27 11.lOO 1'41 
E 9.9 UJ 144.l 131.l 12.57 11-10 n.oso llS6 
F 9.1 4.11 10.• 130.S 12.57 11-10 16.600 1321 

...... &: 

r.-. ....-pecuM1111• w ... -w ... ,. .. eA-.lr ... , • ••' -~. 

EXAMPLE VD 

Pctccal 
Wc~blol 
Daic 

flJ_A•ll 
l:or uo n; 

i.:· Oval 10.0-. l.00 lb 
No. 304 Linou1..- ..!U!... 24 60 lb 

1Scrcc11cd o .. cr "4" oncce) 
100.K J0.00 lb Tow 

C7L Pc~ne WLN. Wc1WL OryWL 
No.. W•&n Molded (Lb&.) !'er C11. Fe. Po:rC11. FL 

Arca Da&c M.clL 
(Sq. , .... , TcatcJ i.-4 ,. .SJ.. 

I 11.J ,,7l 141.9 127.l , 11.1 4.71 1'1.l 127.2 

l II.I 4.il 141.9 127.7 
4 I I.I 4.74 142.2 ·121.1 

~ 11.0 4.75 142.S 121.4 

• 10.7 4.7• H2.l lll.5 

12.Si '-41 9350 74S 
12.Sl U>t 1610 6U 
12.37 4-01 9~90 740 
ll.l7 4-12 l40SO 1120 
ll.Sl 4-12 IJSOO 101S 
12.Sl 4-22 13620 IOU 

A Sloe•• ........... - .t •.W ......... ,M_ 
I WewNI .,,_ ..... •&;. .. 9 &.. .. ._. .,,._ (-Ne.• •ate.Wt. 
r'. s. .... ,.._ ............. at.iaa a&aM .,.._.,- •r.-u•M•. 
U. 1 ....... J.•pd. &.ae••a ......... ,...... ..W.. 
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EXAMPLE vm -----w .. ishc u( 

rrrcrlll n:a1c:11 
f\y A.i- IU:U'1' J.oo n;-
kaln l>ual ,_()'I, l.41l lh 
N.•. )°' l.in1ralnrw 21.!!l --1!.!~_ I!• • 

I ScruncJ <>•rr "'" acrnn l 
Tu1al I 1111 ()'I. 30.Mlh 

Pcr.:cnl W1. As Wl't Wt. Arra Dale Mach. ~I. o. Water Molded (Lbo.l Prr Cv. fl. 
Ot Wt. 

Per v. fl. (Sq. In) Tested l.oatl , .s.r. 
l 9.3 4.72 141.6 129.6 12.57 4°01 1060 640 
2 '·' 4.'71 141.l U'l.l ll . .5l 4 01 7730 61S 
> 9.4 "·" 141.J ll'J.2 n .. n •-01 1000 63' 
4 9.5 4.69 140.7 lllS 12.57 4-ll 9130 7lS 
) 9.11 4.111 140 .• Ill.I 12.57 .. :!l 10450 llO 
6 9.S 4.69 140.7 121.S ll.S7 4-22 11490 '" A. s .. ,w. ,.uM~.t •pr s.n..w.c ••vk1a.. Irv• -~-

I. N. flw1 ••Y• .-ic•' ,. ....... , 4uriaa •• ,..c.aw. 

EXAMPl.F. IX 

rrrccnl 
\\'ci\h' o( 
D:atc 

J'll Aah u' HOJ6 
JC· 11 Duat I 0 O'lo l.00 lb 
FiU San4 Ill O'• 24 110 lb 
Tow 100.a lb.GO 16 

Cyl. P'ucenl Wt.AA Wet WI. Ory Wt. Arn Ua1c Mal'h. 
1'10. Wa1cr Moltltd (Lbs.) Per Cu. Ft. Per Cu. Ft. (Sq In.) Tcsicd Load P.S.L 

I 9.1 4.09 122.7 111.7 12.ll J.]J 1100 145 , 10.0 4.12 123.6 112.4 12.S7 3-31 1700 us 
l 9.9 4.10 lll.O 111.9 12.57 3-31 1690 135 

' 9.9 4.11 Ill.] 112.2 12.57 4-21 2110 22' 
s 10.0 4.10 lll.O I I I.I 11.n 4-21 2110 230 
6 9.1 •.09 lll.7 111.7 12.57 4-21 2670 210 

A ............ o/ ........ 4 ....... CV•,llCI ... 

• ........ 1 ... , .... - • \i.J, ..... ,,. ... 4 ,., ........ 
c sa.1"' hllW-1 •euc•lllll. 
0 l:.u.&) c~pM"M4. 

EXAMPLE X 

Peroni 
Weir•°' 
Bate 

fl• A&h I.II" 2.'40 IS 
l~ Dual 10.D'o> ).UO lb 
c;1 ... 1C...shc.d eo 
·~'"'· ~·· ai&c) l2.0'L 9.60 lb 
f Santi 500S ,.0 lb 
Tow 100.0'S 30.bO IS 

91. Pcrcc111 Wt. /u Wc1 Wt. ~Wt. Arca Date Mach. 
No. Wucr Moldrd (Lba.) Per Cv. fl. Pc "·ft. (Sq. la.I 

0

Te11rd Load P.S.I. 

I '·' 4~0 13.S.O 123.4 12 • .S1 4-02 4390 350 
2 9.4 4.JO lll.0 12).4 12 . .S7 •-Ol 4590 '" ' 9.3 4 . .SI 13.S.3 123.I 12 . .57 •-02 4200 ll.S 
4 9.l 4 • .S2 13.S.• 124.2 12 . .s7 4-13 67.50 535 

.s 9.1 • • .SI 13.S.) 124.0 12.57 '23 6&70 50 

• 9.1 4.41 134.I 122.9 12.51 4-ll 6iao .soo 
A. MaauW •'1'-•l7 •'-..d .. 10 l1t •••••••. l..~c4 .... .,.uMW, ll•IC'••• • .,_ .• ._. .... _., nl 1la ... 
I A• 411'i1114 .,... •'- .,_, '° • ..,,oaU.etclJ 9.4~ ..... .,,.. , .. "°' ha •C &ltt. ,..,,., .. ,. c.tAtcat. ('. s-p.-..,,,. ............... •' ·'·· ................... rec .. .,., ... , ........ . 
D Sue•SiA vi c7•-.d•ft •ichrr &hu capwcw4 • ......,_,., IM •ia •..W tlip ttll IM 11M10th. 11Ma f• H. wM• ,... •-'C'f f'Olltprc..-

Cement liln Dual 
f17 AUi 
poi., )04 Crv.ahc.d l.imeatanc 
T.,tal 

Wt. lu 

l'Ul'Cnt 

la..O 
24.0 
611.0 

·~ 

EXAMPLE XI 

Weich& ul 
l\a1d1 
l.l 16 
4.1 lb 

12.0 lb 
lDll"lli--

Wei Wt. A•ca Oatc Mach. s ...... u. .... Prrc:.cnl 
IW. Waler M .. ldc<I (lbl.) Per Cw. Ft. 

D'1 W\. 
rcr C11 FL (Sq. ln.J Tntcd Load P.S.T. 

A 16.• 
J U.1 
c u.o 

4..SO 
4.46 
4.46 

1'35.0 
Ill.I 
133.1 

12 • .S7 12/22 .5190 '70 
12 . .S7 12122 6000 no 
12 . .S7 ll/22 61SO 490 
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EXAMPLE XII 
Wciah• nt 

rc1ccn1 llaich 
('cmcnl Kiln 0.... ~·.u 0.1 Nu. 
l'IJ Aili 11.0 1.2 Nu 
N•• )I)' (.

0

1111hcJ limuwnc YU.I> 110 N11. 
1"1.tal lllQ.0 200 No. 

s, .. cimcn l'nccnl WI. A1 Wei WI. Of) WI. AIU Oalc M"'h. 
Nu. Water MukkJ (Lb&.) l'cr C11. fl. Prr Cu. 1'1. (Sq. In.) Tntrd Load r.s.L ,. 11.1 4.94 141.2 llH 12 • .57 12n2 29.50 2l0 
D 11.l 4.9) 1•7.9 133.0 IU7 12122 J.570 210 
c 11.l U3 147.9 lll.O 12.$7 12/22 32SO 260 

EXAMPLEXJll 

Wei1h1 ol 
l'en:enl Date II 

Cc111cnl Kiln Dud 6.9 .. 140 lb 
F1y lull I I.I~ 2•0 lb 
lilllt:a'-C $nccninp 39 .... 100 lb 
No • .57 Crwhed l.imcs&oac 39 .... 100 lb 
Wa1e1 l . .5 .. .50 lb 
Toial 100.0'I. 2030 lb 

Srccianrn Pe1ccnl WLA1 Wet Wt. Dry WI. Arca Date Mach. 
Nu. 'llr'aicr MulJcd (Lia.) l'cr Cu. Fl. Per Cu. l"l. (liq. In.) TcMcd i.-.i P.S.I. 

A .5.6 4.49 134.7 127.6 12.Sl 11.22 1.9.50 712 
D S.I 4.SI 13'.3 121.7 ll.Sl 11.22 1.22.5 6S4 
c s.s 4.SI 13.5.l 121.2 12.Sl 11.22 9.0!10 7lo 
D .5.4 4.SO llU Ill.I 12 • .57 11-29 9,610 760 
E .5.S 4.49 130 127.7 llSJ 11.29 1.010 640 
F 4.9 4.SO 13.5.0 121.7 IU7 11-29 9,630 770 
G .5.1 4.46 133.1 127.l 12 • .57 12-13 1.120 700 
II .5.3 4 . .51 13.5J 121...5 I l..57 12-ll 9,310 7.50 
I S.4 ... so ll.5.0 Ill.I 12..57 ll-13 9,.00 7SO 
J S.3 4.46 Ill.I 127.1 12.S7 Cl2-0J 

K .5.1 UI llS.3 121.7 ll . .S'7 02-Cl3 
l 4.9 4.41 134.4 121.1 12 • .57 02-03 ... .5.0 4 • .54 136.2 • 129.l 12..57 For O..rahili17 Tat 
H ••• 4 . .54 136.2 129.I IU7 Few nutahili17 Te<t 
0 '·' 4.47 134.1 121.0 12 . .57 For l>llrahili1y Tell 

EXAMPLE XIV 

Wciahl ol 
l'cn:atl o ...... 

Cement Type I I.~ 20 lb 

Ccn1cnl 1'iln Dua& 6.1'1. \40 Ill 

Fly A&h 11.7~ 240 Ill 

Lunc1h111e Scn:cninp l'f.O'I. 100 lb 

Nn. H Ctvllwd Umu11u1c J9.~ 100 lb 

Weier l.S'lo .5Cl lh 

Toi.I 100.U'lo llUO lb 

Spn;mcn Puce•• WLA• Wei Wt. DryWL ,., .... Da~ Ma.ell. 

No. w .... MolJcd IL bo ) rcr Cu. Ft. Pct Cu. Fl. (Sq. In.) Tcllal Loa4 P..S.J. 

A .s.• •.n UH 130.4 12 • .57 ll·ll 10.0lO 100 

B 
,_, c.n ll7.• 130.4 12 . .57 I l·ll 11,710 •40 

c .S.4 4 . .51 137.4 IJ0.4 12.Sl 11-21 14,120 1120 

I) .5.l 4.JI ll7.• 130.J l:!.'7 11.21 1'..SOO lllO 

E s.o 4 • .51 ll7.4 130.9 12.S7 11·11 II.JOO 1'70 

f s.• 4.46 lll.l 126..5 12 . .57 11-29 14,'10 1190 

G .5.1 4.46 ll).I 126..S 1~.S7 12.13 11.900 1420 

II .S.7 4.46 133.I 126.6 12 . .57 12·1l 20,010 1590 

I .u 4.46 Ill.I 126.6 12 . .57 I Ml 14,910 1190 

J .S.1 ··" Ill.I 126.6 12 • .57 02-1) 

t.: .5.6 4.46 Ill.I 126.7 ll . .57 01.13 

l .5.6 •.•6 Ill.I 126.7 12 . .57 Ol·ll 

M .5.4 4.49 ll•.7 127.1 12.37 r ... O..r;shili11 Tnt 

"' .5.4 4.49 13•.1 117.1 12.Sl Fnr 0..rahility Tai 

0 l.4 •.49 ll4.7 127.1 ll.Sl f1• Ouraluli1y TelC 

B-7 
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Ccmcn1 t.:ila °"61 

fl7 ""' liftlc11 .. nc S.:runinr 
No. ,, c ... •hcJ \.i.nulOM 
Waicr 
To&M 

Src•-\mca Pcrccna W\. Aa 
No. Waicr Moi.kd (l.bt. J 

A I.I 4.2, 
D u 4.1' 
c I.) 4.29 
D l.1 4.2S 
£ 1.7 •.24 
f l.• •.26 
0 7.6 .c.JO 
II l.6 •.21 

' 1.6 4.ll 
J 1..5 •.27 

' l.l 4.21 
L 7.2 4.26 
M 7.2 4.27 
N 7.1 4.24 
0 7.2 4.2$ 

•S-.pll llw..,, ... ...._..llJ 4•.W.1 ••l'l'"'I· ......... : 

4 ,0 IR ,61 7 
14 

cXAMPLll XV 

rc1nnl 
Wci~l ul 
11••·· ----r.i"- -rr.a-r-

11.7 .. l-40 llt 
}9 ()'I. 11on lh 
J'I.~ ano 111 
U"- ~O Ill 

-,no~ m~ 

Wei WL ?rt W\. A11n Oate MKL 
Pu C11. f\. ,, ... ft. (~.la.I Tcaaed tAAd P.SJ. 

121.2 117.1 11.Sl 11·22 4,6SO no• 
lll.l 11 '7.9 IJ.Sl 11.12 S,700 450 
111.l Ill.I 12 .. n 11·22 6.030 CIO 
127.3 IJI.) 12.S7 11·29 7.220 S70 
127.2 1 ll.1 12.S7 ... ,. 6.150 S40 
Ill.I Ill.I 12.H 11-29 1,010 640 
129.0 119.9 12.S7 ll·IJ . 10.000 roo 
121.l 119.0 12..57 ll·ll •.soo 760 
121.1 119.0 IU7 Jl.I) 1,910 110 
121.1 119.2 12..51 OJ.fl 
lll.4 119.l 12..57 Ol·ll 
127.1 119.2 12.H 02.IJ 
Ill.I 119.~ IU7 Fnt Durabifny Tcsi 
127.2 Ill.I 12.Sl For Du~bili11 Tm 
127.J ltl.9 12.Sl Fnt Durabili17 Test 

,.... ,.....n .... ,.... .... - N ........ • ...... ... pl.d - N ...... ..., I) ~··w•iek ... lhs ..... - .. F ....... xm. ,.... ...... ,. ia. ~'-'ck ..... w... • .,, .,.: 
,,....... •. t.c. .. .... , .... , •"•" ................ , • ..,_ .. 

EXAMPLE XVI 

Pneenl 
We~ht ol 
B:uc 

.. ,, ""' 11.G'L -m~ 
Lirftc J.4 .. 61 lb 
1'10. )1)4 Crvahcd Limca1onc IS.()'1. 1700 lb 
Waler 
Total IOU.In 2000 16 

re re enc 'NI. A& Wet WI. l'>rf Wt. Ar<'& Dale Macl1. Srwci"'ca 
Na. Waler Mnldcd I Lb..) Per C11. ft. l'cr Cu. fl. (Sq. In.\ Tnicd Load P.SJ. 

A 10 . .C 4.C.0 IJl.O flS.O 12.'7 11·21 f0.J2S no 
8 10.4 4.70 141.0 121.7 12SJ 11-21 11,950 9'0 
c 10.2 4 •2 IJU 12H 12.S7 11-21 10.6~0 uo 
1) 10.l 4 ,., l•O.I 127.1 IUl u.o.s 19,600 13.59 
E IU.l .... 139.I 126.9 ns1 12.os 11,950 1301 
F I I.I 4.6' 139.S 12.S.6 12 . .Sl 12 OS 19.12.S 1.577 
G 10.1 4.114 139.I 126.2 12SJ 12-19 21.160 1740 
II 10.1 4.WI 139.I 12•.2 ll.Sl 1:.19 20.790 It.SO 
I 10.I 4.6-C ll9.l 12.5.6 U.J7 12·19 21 .000 1670 
J 10.I 4.70 141.0 127.l 12.S7 02.19 
l 10.9 4.llS 139.S 125.1 12.Sl 01.19 
L 10.9 4.61 l•0.4 176.6 12.H 02.19 
M 10.9 .... 1391 1":!6.I 12.H Few Dur ahilir7 T nt 
N 10.9 • Ill 140.4 1:116 1'57 ror Du1abili11 Tn1 
0 9.6 4.lll 1)1.9 126 l t:DT l'ar D11r,.hili17 TCSI 

The results o( the tests arc summ:iriz.cd in nas. J-3 • .so 
~ shown in flG. I, mixtures c&>nUining cement kiln 

dusl vary but in each instant produce a b•<;c lh:il is 
sr.:ibiJizcd. 

inwnlinn rcli·ascs :1.'lphalt for use in rc.'iurfacing or :a a 
hc:ivy industrial fuel. 

FIG. 4 is :a curve showing the U1'\J's per mile versus 
thidnc~'i for v:irious road p:ivin& m:llcri:i.ls uken rrom 
l lighw:iy Rcscr:i.ch Circular titled "fuel Usoige F:ic:ton 
for Highway Ce>nslruction," Numhcr I SR, July, 197'4. lt 
c:m he seen 1hat m~phalt concrete :ind ccmcnl type 
n1i.durcs rc•1uire suhst:intial energy :rncJ only v:mular 
b:isc or sub·b.'lSe of aigregatc ha.\ minim:iJ energy re· 
quirC'mcnts in h:iulin&, ~prc:iding. compacting and lin· 
ishing. Since lhc mi.uurc:s of lhc present invention uti· 
lizc W:L'ih: m:ucri:d"i, namely, cement kiln duss .uid fly 
:L">h. the energy rc:quirc:mcnu for n~king a s~bilized 
b:.i..-«: :ire only in h:mling, sprc:iding, comp:i.ctin& and 
fini\hing. A~ ;J r~ult. the mixtures n( che present invcn· 
tion h;ivc minim;LI energy rcquircmcn\S :ind thereby 
nbvi:11c the .:nercy intcn~ve maleri:ils ur prior sl.:lbi
li1nl ha.'\CS. 

As shown in flG. 2, th.: :idditinn or additives or :111· 
mi.srurcs gcncr...Jly do nor ;Jfccl the strength c1cL·p1 ~~ 
1.h:it a reurJer tends to prevent Lhc e:irly dcvcl1>pm&.·n1 

of scrcngth a.s micJ2l be c1 pcctcd. 
As mo,..,, in f1G. 3, the strength or mixtures induJ-

ing cemcnl kiln dust comp.llc favor:ibly with a lime:, Oy 
:ash, a~rcg:ile mixture. In :idditinn, even a mix111rc ur 1.0 

cement kiln dust :and Oy ash produces a s~biliz.cd ba."C. 
Thus, the mixtures or the prcsc:nt in..,enlion result in 

a st:1biliu:d b:ise th:it is comp:ir:ihle in strength l\nd 
required pcrfonn:incc ch:ir:icteristics to ccmcnl·:ICJ:fC• 
i::atc or lime-fly ash·:ig:re&:stc stabilized h~ aniJ )Cl 65 
~c not energy intcnsi-,,e. The mixtures or the present 
invention cost less tlun the prcJomin:inlly used Ot.'i· 

p~ll·:iureg:uc b~s. Also, the u~ or mi1.tura uf the 
The mixtures o( lhe present invcnzinn utilize cement 

kiln 1lust whil:h L\ :a w:i.'ilc prnduct th:it is relatively 

B-8 
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3,·ail:lblc Crom cement pt:mcs and fly :uh which is 
rc:Wily nail::i.blc Crom power pl:ints. 

I cl:1iin: 
I. A rni1.tu1c consistin& cssenti:illy oC Oy :i.'h jn :in 

11mount between nbout 6 11ml 24'li by dry weight .CC• 
;;,cnt kiln dust in :in :mount between about 4 ::i.nd 16'1> 
by dry weight, :ind :iggres:itc in :in amount bc:twccii 
:iboul 60 :ind 90% by dry weight, which through reac· 
tions p100UCC'S l h:ud, Strong, dur:ible m:w C:ipablc o( 

supporting surfacing.. 
l. The mixlure set forth in claim 1 wherein s::iid.J!x 

:uh comprises 12.~ by dry weight. s::i.id cement kiln 
dust comprises a.a~ by dry weight, a.nd s:iid :i;srcptc 
comprises 8()'1. by dry weight. 
-3. TI1e mixture scl forth in cl~m 1 including :i small 
:unount or c:ilc:ium chloride. 

rc:ict al ::i.mhicnt temperatures to produce a h:ud, 
~troni?. du rah le ma"'· 

5. A mixture cnn!>istin~ e~scnlially n( pnzml:in in an 
:11n1111111 hcr"·t·ci1 ahcml 6 and 24~ by dry weight, CC· 

.s mc-nt l..iln cl11~1 in an ;unount hc:lwC'cn nhnut 4 and I 6'1. 
by ilry weight, anJ :1ggr<'galc: in an amount between 
ahout 60 and 90% by dry weight, which through rcac· 
1iuns produces a h:trd, strong. durable ma.~' c:ipahlc o( 

supporting s111r:1cing. 
10 6. ·inc mixture S<"t fnnh in claim 5 wherein s:iid poz· 

7.ul:m cumrriscs 12.0'lo hy dry weight, s:iid ccmcnl kiln 
dust cnmrri~ 8.0% by dry weight. and s:iid aggregate 
c.impri~s 80'1> by dry weighL 

7. ·inc mixture set forth in cl:iim 5 including a small 
15 :imount of calcimn chloride. 

R. 1nc mcthnd or making a 
0

st:ibilized load bearing 
matt·ri:d which rnmpri~ mixing cement kiln dust, 
po7.7.olan, ar,grcg.:uc and water. said pozznlan being in 
an :imount between about 6 and 2411J by dry weight. 

20 i;.,id ccmcnl kiln du.'t being in :in :unnunt between 
about 4 and 16% by dry weight. and s:iid aggregate 
being in an amnunl hctwcen about 60 And 90'l> by dry 
weight, enmp:icting the mixture, and pennitting the 

4. The method or m:iking :a st:ibilizcd lo:id be:iring 
m:itcrioil which comprises miJ.ing cement kiln dust, fly 
ash, aggregate and w:itcr, s:iid fly ash being in an 
amount between about 6 and 24% by dry weight, s:iid 
cement kiln dust being in :111 :unount between about 4 
:md 16% by dry weight, :lnd s.:iid aurcg:ite being in an 
:imount between aboul 60 and 90'11 by dry wcighl, l.5 

rompacting the mixture~ :ind pcnniuing the mi11urc to 

mixture lo re:ict to :imhient temperatures tu produce a 
hard, strong. durable mau. 

• • • • • 

30 

JS 

~o 

60 
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MIXTURE FOR PAVE.\U:."i& OASl::s AND THE 
UKE 

Accordingly. among the objects or the invention arc 
to provide a mi11urc o( materials for produc:ins • •&.&bi· 
Ii.zed base compri~ins a hard, strong, durable ~ capa· 
blc or supporting surfacing which avoids or minimizes 

This invention relates to materials which arc capahlc 
of supporting surfacing sucb as povemcnl bases. 

DACKOROUND OF THE INVENTION 

S lhe use o( malcri11ls which arc energy intensive: and, 
moreover, utili~cs materials &hot normally arc waste 
molcrials chac arc readily available. 

· Jn ruad paving, 11c one time ii was thought that the 
buc fi>r the surfacing m:uerial should comprise 11 granu0 10 
Jar or gravel base. However, more recently, it hL~ bce11 
concluded th:al there was a considerable difference in 
the pcrforn\1111c:c: hctwcrn such bnscs and c:rn1C'nl·aggrc· 
gate or bicurninous (a.,phalt)·aggrcgatc b:a.\CS. As re· 

• portccJ in the Highwoy RCS4.·arch UrnucJ SpC'ci:al Jtt"rort IS 
61E. tillc.-d The AASHO Koad Test, Report '· Pave· 
mcnt Rc:scarch, publicalion 9.s4 or National AcaJemy 
or Sciences - N:uional R~nrch Council, there is a 
clear superiority ol such trc:ateJ bL\CS over untrcaccd 
b~s. Jn recent yurs, trcaled b:iscs have become com· 20 
monl)' known u stabilized biw:s. 

In subsequent work, for cum pie, use or asphalt mi•· 
lures in all courses of pavement obove &he subgradc has 
been proroscd, 1ne Asph:ah Institute, lnformatinn Sc· 
rics No. 146, June l 9b8. Asphall stabilized bases h:ive 25 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Hasically, the invention comprises a mixture consist• 
ing cs.~entialJy or ny ash, lime Slack dust and aggrcgale 
which lhrnugh pouoJanic reactions produces a hard, 
auong, clurnhlc mAss capable or suppnning sur(acing. 

Dl:.SCRll'TIO~ OF THE ORA WINOS 

FIG. J is a curve or comprcs.sive irrcngrh versus age 
al lcsl for varinus compositions. 

FIQ. 2 is a curve or comprnsive strc:nsth versus age: 
in a rrrctc·lhaw tat. 

FIG. 3 is a curve: n( healed failure load versus original 
failure load in an autogc:nous healing test. 

FJQ. 4 is a curve: or energy requirements for various 
pavement materials. 

DESCRIPTION 

become the most dominant stahili:r.ed baw: utilizccJ to In 1cc:ord11nce with the invention, the ~z.ulanic lo4d 
1uprort a OcJLiblc surf:icing such as uphall c:oncucc. In surrnrting composition utilizes lime stack dust. 
aJJi&ion, uph.:111 c:oncrclc h:as found extensive use as a The st1lid wutc gc:ncralcd by liibc manufacture is 
rcsur(:ac:ins maccrial for concrete pavement. primarily lime stack dust. This du~c contains a mixture 

Jc has also been propasccJ that a limc-ny uh-11ggrcga1c lO 0 ( raw kiln feed, parcly calcined material, and finely 
st:ibilized b:asc be used in rood paving. Such a base con· diviJed material. There is no value in returning the dust 
Sl)IS of a 1i1i11urc o( propcr qu;\nlitacs or ·lime, Oy ash, 10 Che kiln.Hit is 100 line and pauc:s directly through to 
and graded aggregacc: al optimum moiscurc content, in thc rrecipitaror again. Up tn abou1 IS7o or lhc raw 
"'·hii:h the s1.11bili&y is grc.11tly c:nh1111ced by the cement• malcri:ds prnces!ed may be collected as dust. Jr is usu· 
ing action which results from coinplc• chemical rc:ic:· lS ally stock-piled as a w11sre material which must be dis· 
lions between the Jimc and the 0y llSh in tht' J'lrCSC:nC:e n( J'OM'd and m;ay be a nuisance and possibly I hazard. 
\l.•atcr. AlthnuJ?h the chcmic.111 reactions occurring in the 

S111bilizcd bAScs arc usually employed as b:isc courses rcsuhanc lime stack dust arc not well known, typical 
under wcaring sur(occs r.uch as bltt mi.aeJ, hnc l:iicJ H· lime s111d d11!1.I has a chemical cnmposition as follows: 
phallic: c:oncrcce. A we.11ring sur(ACe is necessary to 40 CaO 
rcsisc 1hc high shearing stresses which arc c:.ausc:d by MgO 
traction, but the stabilized base provides the required S 
st.11bili1y 10 suprort wheel lo;ads. . . C0

1 
A w:rious obsuc:le to the expanded. use of stabil~zed ~n lgnirinn 

basc:s is the high c?crgy coses for making the m1t~r11ls. 'S ~vailablc Lime 
For cumple, ii is ~ell. known .'hat th_c:. ~rnducuon or More spc:c:ilically, typical lime slack dust may have: 

purtland cement whsc:h ts used in st11b1hz1ng bases re:· rhc following analyses: 
quires substMtial quanticitc:s or coal in manuf:-cturc .. In 
(act Che United States DcpArtment or Transrort:ll1on 
ha.\ ~ll""C:Stcd thlll Oy ash be subslitulc:d for D ponion or '° Samplr S Lm• °" A•L•,~~ 

•
0 

Nn. c.·.o r.110 CC>1 _.;,:l•~·-it---..... -·--...r--_so_, _ 
1hc porclo~d cc:~c:~l u~il;~~dh in c:c:~re.'\~ratf;:1~~ ;;< c.ffi];9 12 0 an 22.JO 24 61> t;1HP 
aggrega1e ascs, c er11 1g way mini r 2 .,,,.-- u. 10 1112 >• .. 
cice N'OS0.4, Jan. 17, 197-i. J lS.I• 2610 IJ.14 JO.U a.2• 

111c uK o( asphalt in ASrh11ll-11ggrc:gotc ha~s whi_c_h i1 ,). l l20l on 21.J ~':.':'z ®·' 
I I u y y U.24 0 12 U O • 

derived from petroleum pr~cssing not on Y Uta ~zc:s JJ ~ '-99 u1 ll 1 J6.JI 
n.ocrolcum which is in shon supply bu& alsa rrquarcs 

1
7 ~ol•? o 74 11 '' n 11 

,~ d h ,,, 0.!) II 9' JS 71 
high energy lo pro uc:c l cm. ' 40.'IO 3001 0.11 11.02 H •• 

Similarly, the lime, ny a.sh and graded agrrcgate Sii• 10 ~' '19 a_., 2U 

bilizcd b:L!:cs ucilizc lime which rcq~iri:s coal in proJ.uc:· vtl' 'iHi""i;: ~: 19·00 
1116 

tion. Such bases have bcc:n used in hm11ed gcograplucal 60 u acu2 .)0 72 o •2 2'.H 

11 rc:2s of rhe United St:alcs where they can c:ompcle ~:::• ~~ ;; i; ;! ~-: ~;·: ~: ~: 
economically bccllusc of 11'-'aibbility o( lime ond fly ash. ,.,,,. l'-" 2'.l' o.u 11 02 22 •2 

Thus, the: predominantly used st2bilizc~ ba.~s utiJi!c ~.-.:;~r l.14 • IS 0" 11.lt ll.46 

m:ucrials that arc in short supply and require: substanhal Ran"r ~·so 1111 o•J ,.,,, 2 .. s 
qu;an1itics of energy to produ~·C' them. The: m:ucri2ls 6~ --·-·-- ··--· ··----------- -· 

t.U 
I).~ 

~ 
16,. 
12"' 
20.11 
1.2• 

llU 

"lJ 

l.41 

··" 

may be termed energy inccnsivc:. There ~ 1
• nc:c:d. an When 1nis1urcs made in a::c:ordan::c: with the invcn· 

avoid or minimize chc use: of suc:h cncrl)' inten~1vc: tirn anJ ntisro with water to rroducc: :a pouoboic 
niatcri:als in ruad paving. 
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rc:11:1ion have ~en lcstcd in a1.:corJ<1m:c wiib lhc speci
f1ca1ions given in ASTM C-59) fur Oy A.Sh and other 
pozzolan5 for use wirh lime, ii h.u been found 1h:ir !he 
comrositiun, meet or cJ.tc:cu the: src:<.:i(u.::itiuns. 

4 
ancl c-ornpai:li:c.1 by 25 hlow1 per layer. 7"lu· mad1inc h.u 
a rcvolv1n~'. 1urn111hle 10 evenly distribute the blowa 
,1vcr tht" ~urfon· of rhc lnyr.r being comp:sclcd. 

After nmJJin1:. lhc ~rnplcs ·.verc 1.:arcfully rcrnnvcd 
The cenn ··ny ash" as used in connC'ccion wich scahi· 

lizl·J b.11"'' is well k.nown llnd D5 11:.C'd l":rc:in is iulc:ntlc:l.I 
to indicate the finely divided ash residue produced by 
the combustion of pulverized coal or lignite, whic:h &.\h 

is carried olT with the g:iscs uh11usted from lhe furnace 
in whi~h lhc coal is burned and which is c:ollcc:tcd from 
these sues usually by mc11ns or suitablt prC'c:ipitatinn 
appiaratus such as electrical precipitators. Thusc rmcly 
pulverized ashes resulting Crom con1hus1iun ar oil and 
from combustion or waste m•lcri:ils in a l:irgc: inc:inera. 
1nr or natural pouolans c:in also be utilized in the melh
ocb uesc:ribcd herein providing their chemical composi· 
tinn, arc rusonably similar to pulveri1.ed coal Oy ashes. 
1nc fly ash so obuined is in a r1ncJy divided st.ale such 
1h11c usually at least 70% by ..,.eight pa.s.s.cs through a 
200-mc:sh sieve, although incincralor Hhc:s may be con· 
sidcrably coarser. Ay ash may be considered an "artifi· 
cial pouolan", as distinguished from a "natural pozzo
lan". 

S from the molcb, Wf'iflhC'cf, And SC:lJrd in f'JUliC: bag, 
h1hc:lcll for i1Jc111if1c:i1inn, and placed in a con:.~( lcm· 
p«"rature nvcn 11 too• F to cure until lcslcd. Two cylin
d<'rs of c.och mi1 were marked ror testing al 7, 14 and 21 
days or curing. Af1c:r removal from lhe oven, lhe s.am· 

10 pies arc suhmer gcd in waler for four hours. removed, 
and 11llnwed In drain on a nnn.ab5<>rhanl aurlacc, 
caprcd. and lcslcd within one hour afler removal from 
1hc water. ·nie earring cnmpound used in "Hydro
Scnne" • Jimt' ba.~d. quick-hardening compound. Plalc 

IS gl11u was used to nhtain even, parallel caps on the I.ell 
s}'IC'Cimens. 

The term ~aggregate .. as used in cnnnc-ction with lnad 
supponing compositions is also well lnown and rt-fen 
10 nlluraf or artific:iaf inorganic m:ltc:rials most o( which 
arc substantially chemically inert with re~pcct to Oy ash 
and lime. and substantially insoluble in waler. Typi
cilly, aggreg11tc may comprise limestone. sand, blast 
furn:ic:c slag, gravel, synthetic: nggrcgate and other simi
l~r material. 

:0 

2) 

30 

A_sgrcg•1cs c:a!\t comprise a wide r:inge o( types and 
grada1ions, including SAnds, gravels. crushed s1ones, 
:inJ sC'vtrAI 1ypcs of slag. Aggreg:ues should be of such 
gradation that, v.hen mi1~ with 1.ime suck ~ust. Oy ash 3' 
ond walC'r. the resulcing n1111urc 1s mechanically stobk 
un1kr compa..:tion equipment and 1.:ap:ihle of being com
iu1L·ted in the field lO high density. The aF,gregate 
should be free from deleterious organic ar chemical 
subs1anccs whi..:h may interfere: with the desired chcmi- .a 
c11J rcac1in11 bciv.·crn the lime stack dust. ny ash and 
w:ucr. Furlher, the aggrc;atc should preferably consisl 
of hard, durable panicles. free from JOn nr disrinlc· 
gu1rd pieces. . • 

11 h11s been found th11t a prcfcr11blc mu.lure C()tr1pr~s: "' 

L•- S..a··~ l).,.1 
1·1) A1h 
A'llCJale 
T.>1al 

1·~ C" "" by 
Uty Wir111h1 ---·-

·~ U<i. 
__22.'i-

'~ 

llowt'vcr. the mixture for us.c in ro:id sc:ibilizer b:iscs S~ 
may prcfc:rabl)' vary .u follows: 

-----------
l.unr S1k"l I>""' 
Fly A1h 

• -i•rr (.".-111 ltJ' 
01) 'll.'c1ch1 

-·--s ;:;-;;;,.- -- eio 
10 ta I•~ 

AJJrC'J_••_r ________ _ JI tu U'll 

A~ indu:atccf above. tcsu 'll"CfC cunuut:fc.-J in IL"COr• 

d.:1nt"c ... -i1h ASTM C-593. Mure srcd~c:iUr. thC' IC'~t b~ 
~pc·L"imc1n v.·crc molded using ~ ntC'L·ham."·al 4:0mf>:JL"hlt. 

h.1,·ing a 10 round hammer w11h :in IK an~h Jrur. ThC' 

f . ,, ••. ,. nl;iccd in the mole.fl in rhrcc C'fual J3y,·u. 
nt:l11: 1 .. --· ,. 

EumplC'S ol various tests and compositions are as 
follnws: 

EXAMPLE I 
Lime rr«iri1.1nr dust ,,. 
Fly ash ,.~ 

On.Jed '""J•lr u- mui"""" tiar) _!!~ 

·~ 
n .. , sr .. ur nl cyh1.Jrn wn ik'il"••n.I n.1ch I. 

C1· ....... Ory 11. Mu. Failure 
R1u:ll lindrr '""' w.;1111 Dry t...Md c.amp,.,...;..e 
Nn. No. (SI (pct) Weis lit (Ibo) S1tcri1d1 (Joli) --· II l.• Ill I 99J ens ))() 

12 '·' 1190 '9.7 7•-'0 J9J 
IJ 7.6 ua.s 99.) 70)() ~ .. 7.1 1116 9'9.4 

" 71 129 ~ ICXI 0 7100 620 
16 11 m.2 .. } ,.,, 

'2' 
•Sf'"'• ... • H,. • dr\oo,.., rw•• kl t...J ,.,.., .... 

EXAMPLE 11 
·- ·--·--··lla1ch ~~~·i-- lta~ll~ 

I. 1mr prc.:il"lllOt du" 6 "- ) ~ 
Fl> uh II~ 1211. 
Gradc-d •nrc111t u~ 
rnaaimum sarr) 

JCl)';l. 

Tilil &tOVp of C"rlin~n WU dniJftllcd U 81IC'~ 2 11\d ). 

e .. 1ch 
Ntt. 

Cr· 
lin<kr 
Nu. 

21 
ll 
2) 

JI 
ll 
}) 

MnQ• Ury 
lu•~ Wri~ht 
,~ .. \ (p:I} 

1) lll.3 ,, llll 
u 126' .. , Ill l 

" ll:t 

'·' Ill' 

.,..Mu. Fs.ilurc 
Ory U...t CornrrcwNc 

Wcirh1 (lbs) S1rrn11lt (poi) 

"'1.l l•?S 2?0 
1no IHO 6110 

91 'I 1237S ICXl'I 
9') 9 1•1S ln 

"'·' )llX> ?U 
"·) ll~ 260 

···----- ----· --- --·--------·-··----
EXAMPLE Itl 

-.,~-------
1.ime rrecir11••ot du .. 
f'ly .. h 
Gradrd •rsrrp•r 11- mu1n1u,. sire) 

Cr· .. , ..... llry 'I.Mu . Fa1lurr 
lift.kl .... ,. Wrash• Ory u••J (.'aunprC'\.li"'c 
No. ,.,., CrrO Wrich• '""' Surna1ll lri) ··---

' •• ll ll'" "' C'lCll Wl 
42 • I 

"' I 
9'1.l wn "' 4) •• OH 9'.e. 0)11 lUJ 

'1 ,, .,~) "'' • U•tl )IU 

~1 . \ 11r.n 11n ,,.7, J70 

~' . \ 1\fo1 ..., . \~71 )M 

·''·' - ---
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.EXAMPLE JV In addilion, freeze-tlutw lc:sts were conducted Jn &c:· 

lime t'cc1pi111ot dl&ll I~ by wwi1h1 
cordancc wi1h ASTM Spccitications C-.S93. A lot.al o( 

fly" IJ~ (our batches were teslcd ror twelve rreeze-thaw cylccs 
Orldcd aurr1a1c (I• muimunt we) ~ eac:h. The doui is set forth in the fuJlowing table: 

FREEZE·TUAW TEST DATA 
c,. Aa· Ory Ori11i ... 1 Wri1h1 I.nu Comprruivc Comprnaive 
lia- JR• .. Dea· Com- Dry after 12 ._ Wri1hl S11cn11h S1rcn11hlll 
dcr J:'e a.toil- .. .. aicy prcuivrll Wri1hl f·T Cycln ~after U after 12 f:.T d\cr le· 
No. o. 1wrc -u .... - tlyub (pc0 S1rrn11b (poi) (tile) (lhal f.T Cycles cycles (pei) curiaa (psi) 

II I 1.7 I 10 132.7 ... 
·u I 1.7 I 10 Ill.• ,,, ., l u I 10 IJl.J ''° 14 I .., I 10 IJJ.f '·" O.ll s ., I u I 10 IJJ.I ..,, Olt • I06 .. I 1.7 I 10 IJJ.7 .. ,, 0.16 J CJ) lllO 
•I 1 u I 10 t2U 6U 
fl 2 u I 10 12U Ill 
tJ 2 9.2 I 10 IJU 701 

" 1 t.I I 10 IJOJ U7 O.IS J t01S 

" 1 ,.. I 10 IJ0.6 Ht o.u l )96 .. 2 t.I I 10 IJO.l '-'' 0.1• s 
101 I ••• I ll llU 161 
101 I .., I u 129.S 791 
IOJ I .., I n llU 621 
10- I 1.7 I ll IJOJ> . ., 0.11 II 
IOS I u I 12 llt.l UI 0.76 " '°' I L7 I u 129.4 •.Ja o.o lt 
Ill l 1.1 I 12 IJ0.0 160 
112 2 u I 12 llt.1 126 
Ill J 1.7 I 12 129.7 "' "' 2 u I 12 1JO.I C.Ct 0.•7 10 
IU 2 u I 12 129.1 '·" 1.i. JO 
IH l u I ll IJ0.7 •.l2 0.3' I 

"c-r-........ ,.~ '"" ' ... ,. ••• " 1ar r fW' Cl•J 
"Cw9' 11 doyo 11 Jiil" F pct Clt>. ann •"*''""'' 11 ,,.,., ....... CJCln 
•-SJllCia.M U .,.,,, I• Mf Ct1n-d .S 4•J'I al\•• cum,.W111M ol U t1ft1a thew c7dr" • .., klNI' fwnlw• ,,....,., 

ICD'Jo 

TIMs 1rolljt of cylindcn ia dni1na1C'd Bacch No. 6. 

C7· Mob.. Dry .,Maa. Failure 
Da&cll liadcr 1urr Wci1h1 Ory LoAd Comprcuive 
No. No. '"') (pd) \Vcighl (lbt) S1rcn11h (psi) 

• 61 u JJO.• "·' ll.'<XI 9)0 
62 u llO.O 9'.I 11.91, 9'0 
•J u 11t.S tU IJ.100 10'° 

" ••• IJ0.4 "·' 11.4~ 910 . , ... 129.1 ,.., 10.MX\ 1110 

" ... IJU 91.J ll.7C.O 930 
Av• 

'"'' llUI t40 

EXAMPLEV 
l.ime trccipiu1or dllll I .. by wcifllc 
fly u ·~ Citloded aurc&ale u• -simu111 aizc) ~ 

ICO're 

Thil 1roup of rylindtt1 ia dr1i1na1C'd Baich No. 7. 

c,. Moi .. Dry ., Maa. Failure 
S.1cll lindcr 1urc Wci1hl Dry L.oa4 C0111prnaivr 
Ha. No. I~) (pc/) Wei1hl (lbl) Stre1111h (pt1") 

2 71 1.7 129.J 99.7 7'JCO 6l0 
72 &.7 129.7 "·' 91'° lJO 
1J .., lll.9 91.t ·~ 

,,, ,, u ll0.2 99.t 1l00 SlS ,, '-' llt.I 99.I 17'0 ')CJ) 

" l.S 129.7 99.l &aX> "'° Av· ... ,. llU 670 

The results o( the rests are summarizC'd in FIG. l and 
the following table: 

TADLE OF INGREDIENTS 
~ B:z: Wci5h1 

Jnsrcdicac l J ' l 6 1 I 

AU"'"" •• •• .. u II &O ,, .. 
fll' Alla u •. o 11.0 IJ.0 ll.0 JI 0 11.0 11.0 
Prccipi1a1or 

20.0 
°"'' ••• l.0 10 9.0 10.0 

Hydrated LO- ).0 l.G 

l.S 

'° 

The following table summarizes the results o( the test: 

Summary or Freeze· Thaw Test Results 
Dry Dc111i1y 

A11rc· ~ • M ... 11 11t Mc .. 

~tr 
.,. Std. W~i1h1 lou c-.,..naivc 

ft. flyHh ).(rH Dev. Aller IJ Cycln Socn11h (pai) 

I 10 lll.J 0.3' ,_o .,. 
2 10 1)0.1 0.0 ).7 ns 
I 11 llU Q.ll 11.7 7lt 
l 11 1.)00 Q.JI 16.Q '" 
In addition. certain c:yJinden in Batch No. 6 contain· 

ing .,.. lime precipitator dust. 12'1o ny uh and aocr. 
0 aggregate were tested ror autogcnous healing. Cylinder 

No. 66 wu too badly damaged from the original c:om· 
pression test to be ••healed", but the remaining rive were 
utilized. 

We arc not aware o( a standard lest for aulogcnous 
so healing. The live cylinders in ques1ion were soaked in 

water for a days and then over cured in closed cans for 
7 days at 100· F. Ancr completion o( over curing. the 
five cylinders were inadvet1mtly alJowcd to remain in 
air at room 1empcn1ure (or 4 more days before the 

.5S compression lcsts were run. 
All the cylinders were, or c:ounc. cracked rrom the 

original compreuion test and slightly deformed. But 
norhing was done lo lhe cylinders other than the opera· 
tions described in the previous paragraph. The original 

60 caps were left in place and rc·used. 
Rcsulrs were as follows: 

Cr· Foih"• Lnlod Comp<cuivc •HcaJ. ..... Obol. Sura11h 12!'1 la ... ri1· 

6' drr o, .. -nral· Ott. ·urol· ()n. •Jfcal· on. 
Nn. ,ma1 cd- aiaol e11· ,; ... 1 c.s- ,; ... 1 

•• U.71'1> JUGO tlO IOU J ' I.Of 
•l 11.•2' ll.l'° ''° 1111> l 2 l 16 

•> l).J(I) l).JQ) 10» 1210 I I l.IS 
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·continued 
c:,. Fa1IYn Lwd Comprcn1u "llnl· 
hA· l''-l Strc11 •!!W.c?!l ~~ Id'' 

lier o,,. "llcal· On- •·Heel· Ori· "lltal- Ori· 
No , .... 1 w·· ''""' 

Id •• ..... 1 ,.,. rinal 

... 11.4)() 11.1)() 910 10)() ' l I.IS 
u IQ.IClO 1l,llS &60 IU l s 1.0.S 

An• .. ,, ,.,, 10)() 1.U 

The rcsuhs or these tests arc set forth in FJC. 3. 
1nus. the mi11ur~ of the present invention result in a 

1u:ibilizcd base that is comparable in strcnsth and re· 
quired rcrrorn\ancc ch1r11.clcristics to t.:Cn1cnt•l8irCg1tc 
or limc·Oy ash·aa;rcg:atc St~bilizcd wed and yet arc 
not cneray intensive. The n1i1turcs of the present inven· 
11011 Cnit lcu lh:an lhC J'lfedon1inantly UU'd asphalt• 
aurc,alc bases. Abo, the use of mixtures of the invcn· 
lion cclcasa ul'hal\ Car use in rcsurfacin• or a.s a heavy 
industrial fuel. 

FJC. 4 is a curve showins the BTU's per mile vcnus 
thickness for vuious road paving materials taken from 
Hi1>hway Research Circul:u litle'1 "Fuel USAsc Fac:ton 
fnr Highway Constnic:tion ... Number US, July. 1974. ll 
~:in ~ K\."tl ·that asphalt concrete 11nd cemcul lype mis· 
cures require substantial energy llnd only granular base 
ur sub-base of aggr"gate has minimal energy require· 
mc1m in hauling, srruding, com~cting and finishing. 
Sincc- the mi11urc of the prescnl in"ention uti)i~e waslc 
~1cri1b. name!)·, lime suck dust and fl)' ash, the cn
et&Y rcquircmcnts (or making 1 st:ibiliud buc arc only 
in h:iuling. sprelding, cnmru1c:lins and rtniihing. As I 
1~uh. 1hc mi11ura o( the present invention have mini
n1&l rnr-rgy 1cquircmcnts 11nd thereby obviate the en· 
C"f~)' in1rnSJ<v< matcriAls o( prior st:ibilizcd bases. 

I claim: 

1. A mi~tlUC cnn'l'tina essentially or Oy ash, lime 
111ck du~I and aggrcga.lc which through rouolanic 
rcuctinns prnduccs hard, strong, durable mL'i capable 
or s11pporting surracing. 

' 2. The mi11ure ~el for1h in claim 1 wherein the aggre· 
gate cOmJ'lri~cs the mnjor c:nn~tituenl. 

3. 1'hc miature sci forth in claim l wherein said fly uh 
js jn an amount hstwccn •bout \0% 11nd \4'9 by dry 
wright, Miid lime atac:k dust is jn an amount between 

10 11hclul ~% and I S?'o by dry wcisht. and said aggregate is 
in an amnunl between about 71 ?'o and as,; by d11 
\l.•cight. 

4. The miilurc: scr forth in claim t wherein Yid Oy ash 
comrri~s 12% by dry weight. uid lime stack dusL 

'' C'nmnrl~es Bf.i by dry weight. and $!lid 1ssreg11c cnm• 
~risrs so~ by dry weigh&. • 

5, 1"he millurc set for1h in cl:iim J including 1 unalf 
amount or calcium chloride. 

6. The mc1hnd of makins a stahiliz.cd lnad bearing 
lO material 'A·hich comprisa mising lime stack dust. Oy 

ash, aggregate and w11er, CClmpocting the miztun::, and 
rcrmitting lhe mi11ure to react to ambient temperahircs 
10 produce a hard, Mrong, t1urable n1us. 

7. A misture consisting csscnti.ially or pouolan, lime 
2' st;ack dust and aggrcgllle which through pouola.nic 

re-actions rroducn • hard, strong, durable mus capable 
of ~urrortins surfncing. 

8. The method n( making I stabilized \oad bcarina 
material which cnmprises mixing lime stack dust, Oy 

)0 ash, aggrcg11e and water, said Oy &Sb being in an 
amount between about IO'f and 14,.o by dry wci3h1, 
uid lime saad dusl ~ing in an amounl between about 
$90 and IS% by dry weight, compacting the mi1turc. 
and pennirting the mialure to react to 1mhient temper•· 

l' turcs tn produce a hard, strong. durable mus. 
• • • • • 

60 
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2 1 

ST AlllLlZEl> MIXl"\JRE 
ilu•·li<'n. Suda haw·~ h11vc been u,cd 111 lin1itcd JlCOgraph· 
ical 11rens o( the United States where thi:y can compete 
ecnnnmic:illy because or availabilily oflimc and ny ash. 

111us. lhc rrnJ,1111in:inlJy U!ICd Slahilitcd b:a~S utilize This application is a division o( 11pplication Ser. No. 
6~4,lll, Cited Feb. l. 1976, now U.S. Pat. No. 4,018,617. 

This invcntio·n relates to materials which arc ciapahle 
o( &upporting aurfacina such u piavcmcnt b~s. 

BACKGROUND OP THE JNVEl'fTJON 

5 materials that arc in ~hnrl ~upply and require substantial 
•1unntirirs nf cnery,y lo rrnducc lhcm. 1'he materials 
an11y be tcrnml <'nc:rgy intensive. 1'herc is o need lo 
avoid or minimilc the use or such energy intensive 

In road paving, at one time it wu thought th:at the 10 
bue (or 1he surfacing material should comprise a granu-
lar or gravel base. However, more recently, ii has been 
concluded that there wu a considerable difference in 
the performance between such bun and ccment·aggrc· 
gate or bituminous (nsphal1)-1ggrcg11tc hues. As re· U 
ported in the Highway RCSCArch Board Special Repor1 
61E. titled The AASllO Road Test, Report .S, Pave· 
mcnt Research, publication 9~4 or National Aciademy 
or Sciences· Nationial Rcsc.iarch Council, there: is a clt'ar 
SUJXriOrity O( &UCh treated bases Over unltclllCd bDSt"S. 20 
Jn recent ·yeu"S. treated bases have become commonly 
\:.nown u stabilized ba.sa. 

ln subsequent work, for eumplc, use or asphalt mi1· 
tures in &JI coul"$CS of pavement above the subgrade h:as 
been proposed, The Asphialt Institute, Information Sc· 25 
ries No. 146, June 1968. Asphalt slabilizeJ bases have 
become 1hc most dominant stabilized base utilized to 
support a nuible surf11..c:ing such u iuphalt concrete. In 
aJdi1ion, asphalt concrete hza.s found extensive use u a 
r1:1urfocing material for concrete pavement. 30 

It ha.s a.lso been proposed that a lime-ny ash-nggre· 
gale stabilized ba.sc be used in road paving. Such a base 
consisii of a misturc of proper quantities oflime, ny ash, 
auJ graded 1ggrcgialc at optimum moisture content, in 
which the s1.11bili1y is greatly cnlumccd by the cemcnl· 35 
ing action which results from c:omples chemical rcac· 
tions between the lime and the ny za.sh in the presence o( 

water. 
Stabili:zcd bf.jct arc usually employed IS base courses 

under wearing surface• such IS hot mi:sed, hot laid IS· .CO 
phaltic concrete. A wearing surface is necessary 10 
resist the high shearing stresses which are caused by 
traction. but the stabilized buc provides the required 
u.abilit)' to suppor1 wheel loads. 

A icrious obstacle to the expanded use of stabilized 45 
bases is the high energy costs for mzakins the materi11ls. 

for example. it is well known 1ha1 the rroduction or 
portland cement which is used in stabilizing biases re
quires subsliantial quantities of coal in manufat"ture. In 
fact the United States Ocpat1:ncnl of Transportation ~ 
h:u ~uucsicJ &hat fly 

1

ash be substituted for a portion or 
1he portland cement utilized in concrete or cemenl· 
aggreg:ate bases. Federal High~·ay Administration No
tice N.SOS0.4, Jan. 17, 191-4. 

The use of a.sphAlt in a.sphlllt·assregste bases which is 55 
derived (rom petroleum proc:es.sing nol only util~zcs 
petroleum which is in short supply but also requires 
hiiih energy 10 produce them. 

Similarly. the lime. ny ash and graded aggregate 
subilized bua utilize lime which requires coal in pro-

rruateri:als in road raving. 
Accordingly, 11mong the objects or 1hc invention arc 

In rrovidi: a mi.aturc or materials for producing a stabi· 
lized ba!IC comrrising ia hard, strong, dur:ablc mass car:a· 
blc or surrnrting ~urfacing which avoids or minimizes 
the use or mDlerinls which arc energy intensive and, 
morcov<'r. u1ili7.cs mntcri:ds that normally arc waste 
materials th:at arc rt":\dily available. 

SUMMARY Or THE INVENTION 

Jn 11ct"nrdance with the invention, &he mixture con· 
5jm CS.\t"nlinlly Of ny ll5h Dnd Cenicnt l:iln dust which 
rt"DCts al ambient lcmrcraturc with water to produce a 
durable mas~. 

OESCRll'TION OF THE ORA WINGS 

FIGS. 1-3 uc curves or co1n1m:ssivc strength versus 
ll8C Ill test (or v;1rio115 enn1positiuns. 

FIG. 4 is curve.' of enc:rgy requirements for various 
ravemenl malerials. 

DESCRIJPTJON 

In ac:cnrdanct' with the invcnlion. rhc pozzolanic 
load supporting compnsirion utilizes cement kiln dust. 

The solid waste "CJ>Cti'•cd by ccmcni mllnuracturc is 
rrimaril kiln ch1st. "hj d ~ • ' • I C IW 

k1 n ec:d, r:utl t'alcin~·d R\:lleri11J fincJ div' 
men sn c:r 11nd alk:ali sulfates ~uall sulfates . There 
is ccnno1nic va uc in rc.-turning the dust to the kiln, but 
when the alkali content nf the rerurncd Jusl is too high 
for the rnduct I< linker In meet s · · 
mu.'' be 1scankd. Ur rn aho111 l~':o of the raw matcri· 
als proc:cssc:d may he: collected u dust and of this ahout 
half may be In"' enough in :alhlis tn be returned to the 
kiln. The relit i5 usually stoc:ltpikd u a waste material 
which must be disposed and may be a nuilillnce and 
possibly a h;i:r.:ird. 

Although the chcmic:il rcat"tions occurring in the 
rcsult:ant cement kiln dust arc not well known, typic::al 
cement kiln duM h;is a chemical analysis as follows: 

Si02 
Al10, 
Fe10J 
Cao 
MgO 
so, 
Na20 
K 20 
loss Ignition 
More SJ'lt"cific:illy. typical cement kiln dust may h:ave 

the: following an~lysc.-s: 

····-·- ..... -·-- ·-----
~ ..... r Snur.:r Suur.:r s.,,.,. c Mid· --- --··-····· -

tngrc:dlCftl 
SiO Al,O, 
Fc.n, 
Cab 
M10 
so, 

Sauce 
A 

lU~ 

••• u 

'°·' u 
16.l 

5..Muct """"''~< Soun r s .. ur• r 
D C n f~ 

•07. 
).4 
01 

16.0 
o.a 
0.7 

ll 4~· 
01 
1.71 

uo 
l HJ 
1.11 

11.2~ 
\2 
I 4 

411 I 
11 
2' 
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-~ontinued 

~. Se>urcc S..urr• Snutcc S.•urn S.1t1u:r SclurC'• ~"''C'C i;...,,C'ir Mori· 

~'"~'~u~J-~_n•----~A~ __ "":"'.n~--~C-:---~11~--~£----~F-· _____ r. _____ 1_1 ____ , ••na• 
.... o J.11 0.01 0 . .24 0.2 00 0 . .2.. 0.9 0.9 o-.---,.--
IC 10 211.U I .DI 1.3 •.2 U US •.I 5.1 J O IJ 1 
l.na• o• 
1,._,,._. ,_ •• _. _____ J_1_.o_~ ___ ,_._1-i. ____ 2_.:io_':". __ 1_•_·•.?.. ____ ,_,,_"'-"'---'-1_•_.,, __ l_r ._1_"11o __ ;:i;...;;•_.,,..;..._';..;'..:.2..;;"°;... 11.1· • 

stahle under cnmr:action cquipmcnc and capable of 

~u1{ 10 bring comr11c1cd in the field 10 high dcnllicy. The aggre· 

ln1rflliirftl i.-- 'Jo llo1h ~, A"n•1r 1fo ttDtc should be free from deleterious organic or chcmi· 

5'0 •. o 21.J ... , cal 1ubs111nccs which may. interfere with the desired 
Al~1 u u 4.JS chemical rcac:rion hctwren Che c:emenf kiln dust. Oy uh 

''C• D.I u U6 and water. rurlhcr. the 11ggrcgale should preferably 
Ca IU tS.O •1.6 "an Q.I Ul 2.3' ., consisl of hard, durable p:uticlcs. free !rnm so(& or disin· 
5 I 0.7 JU 1.07 tegratcd pieces. 
'"'•ff 0.01 J.11 0.11 It has b<-cn found that a preferahle mi1ture comprises: IC1 1.01 lLll Ul 
1..,. ••• ,,, ...... l.SO 12.0 ll.O 

---------- -----20 
When misturcs made in accordance with the inven· __ ~~ ~~.~ 

tion anJ mixed with water lo produce a pouolanic: Crmcni ICil• Dnr an·------
rcac:tion hl\'c been lcsted in aecordancc with the srec:i- F11 Alli 12 ~ 
fic:ations 1ivcn in ASTM C-59) (or Ry ash and other Aurc111e IO.«r.. 
pouolans (or use with lime, it has bern found that the 2ST __ oc_., _______________ •ao_.K _____ _ 

c:11n1posi1ions meet or c:.cc:cd the spccific:arions. 
The tern' ••ny ash" u used in connection with srabi· 

liJcJ N51.-s is well known and u uscJ herein is intended 
10 indic11c the finely divided ash residue produced by 
the combuscion of puJ..,c:rized coal or lignite, which uh )() 
is carried o(f wiah lhe £1.SCS exhausted from the furnace 
in 'A0 hich lhe coal is burned lll\d which is collc:ctcd rrom 
thcM" gas.es usu:rlly by means o( suitable prccipit.acinn 
apr:ir:uus such u clcc:tric11I prec:ipit:aton. Those finely 
rulvcrizc:d ashes resulting from combustion or oil and lS 
(rom combustion Of WUtC m:lcrillls in a large incinera• 
1or or rurur.I pozzol1tns can also be utili7.cd in the rnclh· 
oJs de54.:ribcd herein providing their c:hcrnical c:on1posi· 
ti1lnS llf(' rcnsOnllbl)' sirnilar tO puJ\•cri1cd coal ny ashes. 
The ny uh SO obtained is in a finely divided llalC such "1 
that usiully al lc1tst '70'io hy weigh! passes through a 
200-mesh sieve, although inciner1ttnr ashes may be con· 
sidcrably co:irscr. Fly ash may be considered an '"arti· 
licial pouol.an", as distinauishcd from a -~1ural pozzo. 

Inn". '' 
TI1e term "aggreg.1tc• ~ used in conn«tion 'A'ith 

lo:id 'uprurcing c:omposi1ions is also well known and 
rc:fc:rs 10 natural or arcilici:il inorganic materials most or 
which :arc: substanci:lly chemically inert with respect 10 
ny :ish .and lime, and substantially insoluhle in water. '° 
Typically, aggrc:g:atc m.ay c:oinrrise lime)conc, sand, 
bl:is1 furnace ,bg, gr2vel, synthecic agsr<"a::iae and other 
similar nutc:riaL 

Assrep1es c2n comprise a wide rllllgc of types and 
gr:ad.1a1ions, including sands, gravels. crushed scones. S5 
.. ,d seven! types of slag. Aggrrg21cs ihould be o( such 
gradation 1hat, when mis.c:d "A;lh cenu:nc L:iln dust. ny 
uh and ""'atc:r, the resuhins mis.lure is mechanically 

Howcv<"r, lhe mislurc for use in road stabilizer baset 
may rrcferably v:iry as follows: 

C"r_,.I Kil11 n..t 
Fl1 Adl 
A.1111• .. 1••• 

•• 16-Z. 
6. HO::. 

tO .... ,.,... 

As indiatt"d above, lcsts were conducted m U:COt• 

d:inc"r with ASTM C-,93. Mnre 'f'CCilic:alfy, the tc:sc 
spcci1ncns wert" inolJc:d using a mechanic~! c:oml'aclOt, 
h11ving a 10 round h;immcr 'A;th an Ill inch drop. The 
malerial was rlac.-l"d in •he molds in chrce equal I.ayers. 
and c;ompac:lcd hy 25 hln_ws per t..ycr. The nwchinc hu 
a rc:voh-ing turnt:ahle 10 evenly distribute lhc blows 
over the ~urfacc: nf the layer being comractcd. 

Af1cr mnklini;. 1hc s:imrles were carefully removed 
rrum rhe n1<>1ds, "'"("i,,;hcd, and scaled in plastic: b:ag. 
labrlnl for iJn11i(sc:;uion, and placed in a cons12nt tem
rcuture oven al 100· Flo cure un1il lc:stcd. Two cyrm· 
dt"rs of each 1nis. were marked for rcscing at 7, 14 and 2! 
d:lys of c:urintt. After removal frnm 1hc oven, the: gm
rlcs UC SUhmcT~cd in 'A'alc:t fnr (our hnurs, removed, 
and allowed 10 Jrain on a non-a~rb.ant surfac:c. 
carrccl, and tested wi1hin one how after rc:mo..,•I from 
1hc: water. 1"be earring compound used is -Hydro
S1onc" a lime based, quick-hardening compound. P1ate 
glass WIS Used 10 nhtain even. paraJld cars 00 lhc lCSl 
spccimms. . 

Eumplcs o( vuiuus lcsts :and compositions arc as 
follows: 

--------------------~-----~-------------------'2'~~.:f.L 

rnc:rw ---,Oi--
JU>"J. 

-~~ imo-:. 
S~-iinca Pn.:cm Yo"\. As 'll•ct V.""l. l:lry Wt.. A- 0- lbdL 

No. ,.. .• in M~ (I la) rn Ca. l't.. rn Ca. Fi.. (Sq ~J TC'Md u...s p.5..J. 
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-c:onlinucd 
A 10.I 0) 141.t 121.l 12.'7 10-16 ll.140 1050 
8 10.I 4.72 141.6 Ill.I 12.S7 10-16 1071) u.o c IC.I UJ 141.9 1211 llSl 10-1) n.no 1lfi0 
D 10.I 4.l> ..... Ill.I 12.n 10-ll n.no IHO 
E IC.I 4.ll 141.t 121.I 12 '1 11-06 11.100 1420 
F 10.I •.7J 141.9 121.1 12.'7 II~ IUU> 1420 

11.....,u. si.a-· ~ .. "°''- o1-u. 

EXAMPLE II 

Pcrc.cn1 
Wri1h1 n/ 

U.1ch 
Cc111en1 Kila Ovsa l.01ft 2.41 
Ar Aall 12.0~ J.61 
Li-•- I0.01ft 2•.01 
Jlcw4cr ~r 
To\al ICO.K JOOI 

Spccllftft Pcrcclll \Vt. Al Wei Wt Dry Wt Arn Oaic J.t.ch. 
No. Water Molded (Ll:a.) Per CL Pt. Per Cu. Fl. (Sq. Jn.) Tr"cd Load P.S.l. 

" JO.I UJ m.t 121.t 12.'1 10-16 
B 10.I Ul 14U 121.9 12.'7 10-16 c 10.2 •.ll l4U 121.1 12.ll 10-ll 1,630 130 
0 10.2 47l .. .., Ill.I ll.57 10-ll l,9JO ''° ! 10.l UJ 141.f llU 12.'7 II~ J.JOD llO 
F 10.l 4..7l 10.t 12U 12.31 11-06 2. JllO PO 

··~· .. SloclMMoftli.1. 
S-rlft l·A - l-1 l.U •f'"I' don.a dlC """ (4) - -~iat n.... •• - ,~, .. , ,..,.,. "' ... ,.ct "' - ..... .._ '""-
s-.,i.. C. D. E. ...i f _,. - ••b,....,.,, 10 llw fovt ltl i.....r ~-~ - "''"'"'' 

Ss-ci- Ptt«DI 
No. v.•a1cr 

A 104 
a 10.4 
c 10.0 
D u 
e 9.1 
p 9.7 

•• _..., Slot"' ~. 

spec;..- PcrcCDI 
No. Wo1tt 

A l.S 
I u 
c u 
D I.I 
E t.O 
F ,.0 

....... u: ............ 

EXAMJ>l.E Ill 

Pere cal 
Wrishl n/ 

Daiei. 
Canena Kila 0-a l.01ft 2.41 
Fly AU. 12.0'$ l.61 
LimnlOM IO.K J'.01 
c:.kiv. Chloride Solu1iua -.!!!·.!!~> 
To&&! 

Wt.Aa 
Molded (U..) 

4.77 
07 
4.73 
'-7l 
4.7) 
4.72 

C.mtnl Kila Oua1 
S1ad011&1 
Fly Aili 
LimctlOAC 
To&al 

Wt.At 
Molded (U..) 

OJ 
'-" 
'·" '·" 4.jl 

'·" 

C.111tn1 Xii• 0 ... 1 
flJ A.JI 
Taul 

100.0'lli JOOI 

'A'ctWL Dry Wt. Aru Dale Mui.. 
Per Cu. FL Per Cu. Ft. (Sq. In.) Tntcd L.oo4 P.S.I. 

10.J 129.6 12.'7 10-" 1'.160 1210 
14].J 129.6 12.J7 10-1' "·''° 12'° 
141.9 129.0 12.57 IG-21 17.lJCI 1)70 
141.9 129.I 12-'l JG-Jl ll,950 mo 
141.t llt.2 12.J7 11-06 l0.600 1..0 
141.6 129.I 1:.'7 11-06 l0,700 "'° 

Wcish• nl 
Pcrccnl 1\01.:ll 

··~ 
2U 

JK o .. 
12.K UI 

~ -2!.!!. 
100.cn. J0.01 

\Vet WI. Dry W1. Arca 0.1e • Macia. 
Per Cu. FL Per Ca. FL (Sq. la.) T"°cd \Aad .... u. 

IJ).f llS.l 12.J7 10-17 1.lal 1132 
uu IU.S l?.57 10-17 1.900 '°' lll.4 12U 12 '7 10-24 IQ.9'4 171 
llU 12'.7 IUl 10-74 ll.71) tl7 
uu IJ6.1 12.57 11-47 16,050 lllO 
l~I 12'.S 12.'7 11.07 14.I~ 1110 

EXAMPLE V 

Pr,,;ca& 
~~~-1,-0-.,_..,.~~~~~~--:,~ .• ~,·~ 

llK -2!.!!... 
ICij'O;; 'JO.DI 

B-22 
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-continued 

SP"C"im"' l'crccft& WI.At Wet W1 Ory WI. Arn Oa1t' Me.-h 
1'111. '4'atcr Muklcd (Lbs.) rcr c ... fl. rcr C11. l'l. tS.1. 111.) Tct1cd I.Md P.S.I. 

A u 1.11 .... 11.6 ll.'7 1n.11 2.l~ 117 
u u 2'10 17.0 '9 . .) U.S7 10-17 2 •. \(tJ II) 

c u 2.90 n.o 19.l U.'7 10·2• 2.07' 16S 
D '·' 2.90 17.0 7U IU7 10-2• l.'IW ISi 
E t.7 uo 17.0 7U 12.S7 II~ J,040 2~ 
F 10.0 U6 II.I I0.7 IU7 11~7 J,UO 260 

a;..-r•a.. 
11-' 4Jr1n111 i. ,,..,i..., llw 4.W• --• _,.. - .... GI ,.,. ....,., ""•-Jr •r ._........ l:.au•-•r -11..n,-

-· .. L 

Ccmcn1 Kiln D1ISI 
Fly Aah 
Lirnnl
Umat- Finn 
Toi&! 

1.0-X. 
l.01ro 

79.K 
~ 

UlO.O'li 
Waler addad: I UI + 136 • 129' 

Spr.:11va rrrc11u W1.A1 Wt"I Wt. Dry Wt. Arca 
No. Watu Moldrd (Lb&.) Prr C1&. FL Per Ca. PL (Sq. IL) 

A u ... , 10.3 llZ.S 
8 u UI 144.J IJU 
c u '·" 10.7 IJ0.9 
D u UI 144..) Ul.l 
E u UI 14'.l lll.l 
F u ..,. I.CU IJO.J 

•• ... '"· c;o.,. ,...f'ei'aalkli17. liiC.acriM .,., rclau..-lr ... , .. _._., ..... ~ 

Pcrc.cn1 

EXAMPLE VII 

Fly Aa.h • 
Kila Dual 
No. lCM Urncst-
(S.-reencd ll•Cf S- lll:lt'CA) 
Tolal 

Wt. Al Wei \\'t. 

Puccnl 

I.~ 
10.Q'Xt 
~ 

100.cn. 

Dry Wt. 

12.'7 
12 • .S7 
12.'7 
12.S7 
12.'7 
12..s7 

Arra CyL 
No. Wa1rr Mal.Jed I Lba.) Per C11. F1. Per Ca. Ft. (Sq In.) 

I ''"' OJ 141.9 127.J 12.'7 
2 11.1 '·" 141..) ll7.l 12-'7 
l 11.1 4.7l 141.9 lll.7 12.'7 

' 11.l •. 74 J.C2..2 121.1 12.'7 

' 11.0 4.lS J.cl.J 12U IU7 

• J0.7 4.74 1'2.l 121-' ll.'7 

A. SliaM ...... ol ..,_,_ ol-W •-1 c_,_._ 
11. Mo••nol •1'1'""'"4 ,._,..._,_. ia ._.._ t- \- 14 .,ol<nal). 

C: s.- 1--- __._ 1h>•1 wi1M •1i.-1- •l'f'Cu-. 
D ~••• oi-pd. k>lk>•.,I '""""'"'• ,,_ ~ 

~AMl'LE VIII 

Pen:cal 

Cyl. Pero:u 
No. .Watct 

I 9.l 
2 '·' l u 

' 9.S 

' u 
• t..s 

Fly Ash 
ltiha D1111 
No. J04 LilllC'llOM 

(Screened -"' t• tettta) 
To&al 

W1.A1 Wet Wt. 
J.loldcd (U..) rcr C•. FL 

4.72 141.6 
4.71 1'1.l 
UI 141.l 
4.'9 140.1 
4.61 ''°' 4.6' 140.7 

A. S.•tM ,.,.,...N w,. toa..-..1 u1nct1C111 fr~ -Id& 

1 ,... ''" •••n .,,... ... •n.a.a1 tt.n.1 en•,..••• 

Dry Wt. A Ha 
l'e-r Ca. ft. (Sq la.) 

llt.6 u.n 
129.J 12.'7 
12!.2 ll.S1 
121.J 12.n 
12LI IJ.'7 
12U IJ.'7 

Date 
Tn1cd 

10-20 
10-20 
10·27 
10-27 
11-10 
H-10 

Daic 
Tn•rcl 

2.41 
l.41 

ll.71 
_UL 

lOOI 

Mech. 
LNd 

ll.900 
.,,<DJ 
17,3'0 
11.200 
17.0.SO 
16.600 

Wn1h1 ol 
Da1ch 

2.~. 
l.001 

.-1.'~ 

)(>.Ml 

t.facll. 

r.s.1. 
1110 
1190 
IJMI 
14'1 
llS6 
13!1 

u...S P.S.I. -----·- ----·-4-01 
'-01 
4~1 

4-ll 
4-22 
4-22 

Dalt' 
Tn•ed 

4-01 
'-01 
•-OJ 
.C-22 
•-22 
•·ll 

'''° 74S 1610 68' 
92"10 140 
''°~ 1120 mro 101' 
Dll20 IOU 

Wci1ht ol 
Bate II 

J.(X)f 
2.41.>I 
~ 

'4001 

t.tach. 
1.-4 

°" 7750 
l(XX) 

'7l0 

l'.S.I. 

""° .. , 
6H ,,, 

'°"'° ,..1.JO 
11490 91S 

B-23 
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~MPLEIX 

Pc~•• 

F17 Aa.11 10 .. 
IC.ii• 01111 10.Ki 
fall Saad ~ 
Tow 100.011. 

Wei WL Dry Wt. AIC'I 
PnC11. FL P.rCs. FL (Sq. Jn.) 

C:7L PrrclAI Wt. A1 
No. W11n Molde:t (UN.) 

I u '·°' IJU 111.T 12'7 
J 100 Ul m.6 m.• 12.n 
) u uo m.o llU 12.'7 

' u 4.11 lll.J 111.2 12.S7 
s 10.0 4.10 m.o Ill.I ll.Sl 

• ... 4.09 121.l 111.l 12.31 

A . .,._ "'-""t el -f"o •..c.a -.--
a .... ...., u.,.- 1a. -..11 ... - ~, .. '1 ~ 
c.s"'"'"""""_...._ D.Woil,_,_,_ 

EXAMPU!X 

C7L Pttecal 
No. WalC't 

f11 Adi 
x.n. o .... 
OlaM (Cnuhed IO OJ'ptVL 
.- aiu) 
r.n Saad 
To&al 

Wt. Al Wei WI. 
Molded (LbL) Par C11 fl. 

I.CW. 
10.CK. 

)2.K 

~ 
100.a.. 

Dry Wt Aon 
Per Ca. fl. (5'1. In.) 

Date 
Tft&ftl 

l->1 
J-31 
J-ll 
~JI 

'-JI 
' JI 

l'>alC 
T .. 1cd 

Wrl1h1 of 
Da1ch 

2 401 
)(Jll 

-l!.!2! 
30001 

Mac;ll. 
L.o.d 

IM'U 
1100 
16'>0 
2110 
2110 
J670 

wc;gh1 <ti 
Balch 

2 "'' ).001 

9.601 
-J1.!!!! 

lO.CXll 

Mae1'. ....... 

P.SL ,., 
m 
IU 
ns 
2:10 
210 

P.S.I . ------------m.o I '·' uo UH 12.Sl 4-0l 4J90 1'0 
2 '·i '·'° llS.O 123.• 12.'1 4-02 4)90 36' 
l t.l 4.SI m.J in.a 12.Sl 6-42 •200 ))j 

• t.l 4.Sl llU 124.l 12.S1 '-ll .,~ rn 

' t.I UI llS.l 124.0 12.Sl ~u •110 so 
• t.I 4.41 1)4.1 IJU 12.Sl 4-ll '2IO )00 

A l.lo...W ...,_,., _ ...... lo.J' -·•••· i..oa...t -1. ,_-111, ~·- ---1el1i.. 
I "" 4,.. ......................... ,, t ,, ---··"· , .. llllOI .... , el .... ---·-· C'OIUt' .. . 

c. s..,. ... ,., ·- .. ...._ "'-................. -· , .... o/ ··- ,. .. c ... 
D S..-.•11 .I,,,_..,. ~ .... , ai.- .. ,_,..._ ,.....,,,., 1M .,ia _., •ltr olf '"" _,.., 11- lout. ...... I"" .,_., ,_,..., -

Sp«i-• ~rc<al ,.... Wucr 

" IU 

• IS.I 
c IS.0 

l!XAMPLE XI 

Cc•m ~u. 0"8l 
f1r Aoll 
No. )()4 Cl\iahcd LimnlOftC 

Tolal 

WL.AI Wei WL 
"Molded (l.b&.) rn c .. fl. 

uo us.o 
'-'' uu 
4.4' Ill.I 

Pc'"111 

1'.0 
24.0 

~.L 
100.0 

Or7WL Arn 
Per Ca. ft. (Sq. la.) 

m.a U.Sl 
llU IJ.S7 
116.l 12.Sl 

~·ci1l11 ol 
!latch -------l.21 

4 II 

-~{_ 
:n.01 

011c >-tach. 
T<t1l'll lnlMI P.S.I. 

12/21 )190 470 
17122 I~ flt> 
!Ull 61'0 (Q\) 

-------------EX~A-:M~r=-:1.-:E:""X~l~I-----------·--

Ss--i-• Perce., 
No. ...... let 

A II.I 
I 11.l 
c II~ 

c..-ni x.m. Ouat 
Fly ..... 
No. )04 CnaAJled unactlOM 

Tolal 

WLM Wet WL 
Mold«J (1.bt ) rcr C11. Ft. 

'·" 141.l 
4.9) 

,,,_, 
4..U 141.9 

Pncn1 

4.0 
6.0 

__!!.,!_ 
ICX>.0 

DryWL 4,,.. 
Pn Ca. f1. IS.. I") 

!'>elC 
T""'trJ 

0.11 
1.11 
~ 

10.01 

Mae'-. 
IA>&d PS.I. --·------1)).4 ll )1 ll/ll l•"I 230 

UJ.O IUl 12n2 "'° lM> 
lll.O l:Z.Sl 12.lll ll'° HO 

10 
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12 

F.XAMPl.F. XIII 

Wrish1 ol 
PcrcCttl Datch 

Cunet11 Kiln Dusi 691'- 1401 
F11 Aah 111 .. 241>1 
Llmc11011e Scrrc11i1111 "·'' lltll 
No. '1 Cr111hcd Linicatonc )9.41'- IOOI w •• ., ~ 

__& __ 

TolAI IOOO'llo lOJOI 

Spc~illlH Pcrcca1 W\. A1 Wei W1. Dry WI. Arn Date 11.fach. 
No. Waler Molded (1.k.) Per Cu. F\. Per Cu. F\. (Sq. 111.) Teated Load P.U. 
A u '·" 1)4.7 127.6 IZ.'7 11-22 "''° 712 
D u '·" uu Ul.7 12.57 11-22 l.ll' .,, 
c '·' '·" m.J llU 12.S7 11-Jl 9,050 720 
I> ,,4 '·'° m.o 121.1 12.'7 11-29 f.610 leO 
E u 4.49 1)4.l lll.7 12.S7 11·2' l.OIO MO 
F '·' 4.JO ll'-0 t:lU ll,., 11-2' UlO 7'70 
0 "' 4.46 Ill.I 121.J 12.'7 12-IJ 1.1:0 700 
II u 4.H m.1 111.S 12.S7 12-ll t.llO 7'0 
I u '·'° m.o Ill.I tl.S7 12-IJ t,411> 7'4) 
J u U6 Ill.I m.a 12.'1 OZ-OJ 
K u '·" uu 12t.7 IU7 02..0J 
L u UI uu m.1 12.57 02·4l 
M ).0 4.'4 llfl.2 129.l 12.)7 Por Dunbili1y Tna 
N u 4.S• 1)6.J 12U 12.S7 Ftx Durabtl11y Tn& 
0 4.1 447 llU 121.0 12.57 F« Du,.bilil1 Tnt 

F..XAMrLE .XIV 

PercC'lll 
Wri1h1 ol 

Pa1~h 

Ccmcat T,,. a l.O'llo 201 
Ccmcal Kila 01111 u~ 1.01 
F11 /ull 11.7 .. 2401 
Limc11011e Scncait111 J9.0 .. IOOI 
No. n Cruahcd LimnlUM )9.0'llo IOOI 
Water ~ --12.L 
'l"otu 100.K 20101 

Spn:-1mct1 l'crccal W1. At We1 WI. Dry WI. Arca 01tc Mach. 
No. Waler Molded Ct.lit.) Prr Cu. F1. rrr Cu. Ft. (Sq. la.) Tested Lnod P.S.I. 

A '-' 4.3' I.JU ll0.4 12.S7 11-21 10,030 IOO 
n t.4 01 UH llCU 12.'7 11-21 11.710 •411 
l' "' 01 Ill.' ll0.4 12.n 11-21 14.120 1120 
D u 4." 1)7.4 1.10.s 12" 11-21 "·"lO IJ)() 
r: ,,0 ..,. 1.)7.4 IJO.t IB1 11-21 1..,<0 1470 
f S.I 4.46 IJJ.I 126.S 12.S7 11-29 14.910 ll'IO 
(.j u 4.46 IJJ.I Ul.S 12.S1 IJ-13 17,CllO 1410 
II '·' 4.46 Ill.I ll66 12.S7 n-u 20.010 "CJO 
I J.7 4.46 Ill.I 126.6 12.'7 ll-IJ 14,9&0 llCJO 
J u ' .. IUI IU.• 12.'1 02-IJ 
K S.6 4.46 Ill.I llU 12.)7 Dl-ll 
L u .... llJ.I 12U 11.'7 Ol·ll 
M '-' .... l:M.7 ll7.1 IJ.S7 For 011rahililr Tn1 
N u 4.'9 '"·' llU ll.S1 For Ourabili1r Tn1 
0 "' 4.49 ll4.l 121.1 11'7 For Durability Teti 

EXAMPLE XV 
Wrii;h1 ol 

PcrcctlC Ditch 

Cement X.ila Dull 7 .... '"°' Fly A.ah II.,~ 2401 
Limnto11c Scrrcnit111 l9K IOOI 
Nu. Sl Ctvthcd Linaft1- Jt.O'Ao l<Xll 
Wa1cr --'J1' __!IL 
Taul IUO.lno ,°'°, 

Si-i-11 Pere.ml WLAa WctWI. Dry W1. Arra Da11t Mach. 
No. °"'llCf Molded (U..) Per C11. F\. Per Cu. Ft. (Sq. la.) Tcsled lAad P.5.1. 

A I.I 4.2' 127.J 117.7 12.51 11-12 '·''° no• 
n 7.t 4.2• 127.2 117.t 12.Sl 11-22 ,,700 •30 
c l.l 4.29 121.7 Ill.I ll.S1 11-21 •.lllO 

D 7.1 4.lS 117.S 111.l ll S7 11-29 7,200 '70 
E 7.7 •.2' 127.2 Ill.I ,,,,, 11-lt '·''° )40 

f u 4.26 Ill.I Ill.I ll.S7 11-29 l.OIO "'° c; u 00 129.0 119.9 u.n ll-ll JO.CU> 100 

H 7.6 4.27 121.I 119.0 11.'' 11-13 ·-~ ioo 
I 7.6 4.ll llLl 119.0 11.'7 ll-13 USO 110 

J 1-' '-27 121.1 llU 11,, C!J-13 .. 7.J 4.ll 1214 119.7 12.S7 n:.13 
L 7.2 4.26 U7.I 119.2 ll,,, QJ.IJ 
M 1.l 4.n 121.1 11'-' ll.'7 J'"' o .. 1aholatr Tc.a 
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•s ... ,... r...: ... •• _..,.....,, •"""• c.,,.., ....... : 

14 
<Onlinued 

n .. ,,...,...,, ... ,...i..-..i.., Nu••-•''"" .... rw.1 - ..,.,.,._._, U. w-,;.i. "'' 11.c - .. la l!a_,i, XIII. 1luo 
.... ,. ••••• , ... '" ii ·~· ••• el &lot , • ..a ..... ""'°'' ......... ., tlrtet ............. ~ ,_ ... . 

EXAM I'll! XVI 

Perce.a 
Wri1h1 nl 

Dale II 
Fly A.all ....... u,, 
Lime H"' 611 
No. l04 Cnuhcd Umn1onc U.K 11001 
Waia 
To&al 100."- 10001 

rrr«nl WI. A1 Wrt WI. Dry W1. Arr1 n • ., Mach. S~·,n~a 
No. Waser Moldrd (lbl.) Prr c .. FL Per Ca. l'L (Sq. In.) Tntff LNd P.S.L 

A 10.4 uo IJl.O m.o 
B IU '"'° IUD ll7.7 
c 10.2 U2 IJU 125.1 
D ICU Ul 140.I 127.l 
E 10.2 '·" 139.I nu 
F II.I UJ ll9.S m.• 
Ci 10.1 U6 139.I 126.2 
H 10.1 ... , 1)9.1 116.2 
I JO.I 4.64 IJ9.l IJS.6 
J JO.I 4.70 141.D 127.J 
K 10.9 ,,U 139.S m.a 
L 10.9 UI J.10., 126.6 
M 10.9 4.66 139.1 116.1 
N 10.t ,_ .. .~.4 uu 
0 u Ul lll.t ll6.l 

The resulu or the tests arc summari%ed in FJOS. 1-3. 
As shown in FJO. l, mixtures containing cement kiln 

dusl vary but' in cnch instant produce a bue that is 
su1bili1cd. 

12.Jl 
12.'7 
12.57 
12.Sl 
12.'7 
IJ.Jl 
12.Sl 
12.Sl 
12.37 
12.Jl 
IU7 
12.Jl 
12.'1 
12.Jl 
12.Jl 

As shown in FIO. l. the addition o( additives or 35 
admi11ures sencrally do 'not a!Tcct the strength ciccpt 
1ha1 a retarder tends to prevent the c2rly development 
"'strength u nsight be expected. 

As shown in FJO. 3, the strength of mixtures includ
ing cement kiln dust comp:uc (avor:ably with a lime, fly '° 
ash. aggregate mixture. In addition. even a mi1ture or 
cement liln dust 11nd Oy ash pcoduccs a 1tabili1cd base. 

Thus. the mixtures o( the present invention result in a 
stabili1ed bAK that is comparable in 1trenglh and re· 
quired performance characteristics to c:emcn1-aggrcg11tc ,5 
or limc-Oy uh-aggregate st:1bili%cd b:ues and yet arc not 
energy interuive. The mi.:uurcs oC the present invention 
cost !cu than the predominantly used uphah-aggrcgate 
bases. Al50, lhe use of mixcurc:s of Che in\'ention rdeaSN 
asphalt for use in resurracing or U a heavy industr~I SO 

fuel. 
FJO. ' is a curve showing the DTU's per mile vcnus 

1hidnc:ss for various roAd paving materials taken from 
High-A-sy Rcsc:rch Circ:uw titled -Fuel Usage Factors 
Cur Highway Construction". Number JS!. July. 197'. It " 
ca be seen that asphalt concrete and cement type mi1-
turcs require subst11nti:al energy and only granulAr ba.se 
or sub-base oC aggregate hu minimal energy require· 
menu in lau!in,, sprellding. compacting and finishins. 
Since the mu tu res or the present invention utilize WI.SIC 60 
malcrials. namely, cemenl kiln dust and ny uh. lhe 
energy requirements for making a stabilucd ba.s.c arc 
only in hAuling, spre2ding, compacting and finishing. 

11-n 10.lZS no 
11-ll 11.9'° 9'° 
11-21 10.6'° ''° 12~' 19,600 "" 12~ .... '° I'°' ll·O' 1•.an 1'17 
12-19 21.160 1140 
12-lt 10. 7'1() '''° 12-" 11.ao 1670 
02-19 
02-19 
02-19 

Few Ourobility Tnt 
For Ourabili17 Tell 
for Ourohili1y Tnl 

As a result, the mislura o( the present invention have 
ntinimal energy requirements and lherehy obviale the 
energy intensive malerillls or prior Slabilizcd b~ 

The mixtures o( the prcsc:it invention utiti%e cement 
kiln dust which is a waste product that is relatively 
availahle from cement planta and fly ash which is 
readily aVAilable rrnm power pJanlS. 

I claim: 
1. A mi11ure consisting essentially o( ny ash and 

cement kiln dust. 
l. The mi11ure sci rorth in claim 1 including an 

amount o( rortl2nd cement. 
3. The mi.lturc Jc:I forlh in cbim 1 wherein aaid cc· 

mcnl kiln dust cnmprisc:s about 129'0 by dry weight and 
said ny a.sh C'Ompri~ about !8% by dry weight. 

4. The mc1hod which comprises mixing fly ash, ce
ment kiln dust and water and permitting the mixture to 
react 11 ambient lemrcratura to produce a durable 
m:iss. 

5. TI1e method SC'I rorth in claim 4 wherein said ny 
ash comprises about 123 by dry weight or the tow o( 
fly ash and cemcnl kiln dust and the cement kiln dust 
comprises about !83 by dry weight o{ the tow o( ny 
ash and cement kiln dust. 

6. The mixture set forth in claim J including about 
1'70 portland cement. 

7. The mi11ure set forth in claim l wherein the fly uh 
comprises the major cons1ituenL 

8. The method s.ct forth in claim 4 including mixing 
about 13 portland cement with said Oy ash and cement 
kiln dust. 

• • • • • 
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Appendix C 

SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION - ASPHALT RUBBER 

This Appendix contains support documentation ref erred to 1n 
Chapter 7 of Volume l. Included here are state specifications, company 
specifications, and certain other information submitted by companies. 
The company submissions may be in part promotional in nature, but are 
included here for the readers' information. Verification of the informa
tion contained in company submissions was not possible in all cases. 
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Ar.z.., ... Di17•,1,,.._1 o.f T..-°'"''>/"tlc..1,.

!TOR£D: Spec 4010821 on 20 

STR£SS-ABSORBINC MEMBRANE (Seal): 

8-23-79 

-
General: 

The Stress-Absorbing 
furnishing -either asphalt-rubber 
(Devulcanized) and applying it 
plans. -

membrane seal shall consist of 
(Vulcanized) or asphalt-rubber 

as a seal coat where shown on the 

A 
f'•:CJ 

~ £onstruction Materials: 

Tack Coat: 

The asphalt for tack coat shall be either Paving Grade Asphalt 
£ement-or tmulsified Asphalt, Grade CRS-3. 

The paving 
Table -705-l of 
specified for the 
asphalt £eient in 

grade asphalt shall conform to the requirements of 
the Supplemental Specifications, for the grade· 
asphaltic concrete or the contractor may utilize the 
which the rubber material is to be incorpor~ted. 

' 

Emulsified asphalt, Grade CRS-3, shall conform to the 
requirement.s £.f Table 705-5 of ·the Supplemental Specifications. 

~sphalt - Rubber (Vulcanized): 

!he· >.sphalt Cement shall conform to the requirements of Table 
705-1 of the Supplemental Specifications for Asphalt Cement AR-1000, 
~xcept that the absolute viscosity of the aged residue, AASHTO T-240, 
shall not exceed 1700 poises when tested in accordance with the 
£equirements of AASHTO T-202. 

The granulated rubber shall meet the following requirements: 

Passing Sieve Percent 

No. 8 100 
• No. 50 o- 15 

The sieves shall comply with the requirements of AASHTO M-92. 

c-2 
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4 

6 

8 
9 
10 

12 
I 
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16 
17 

19 
20 
21 
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24 
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29 
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31 
32 
33 

35 

38 

40 
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44 
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~he material shall have a specific gravity of l.ls~o.02 and 47 
shall be free of fabric, wire or other contaminating materials, except 48 
that u~ to four oercent of calcium carbonate may be included to 49 
prevenI

0

the £article; from sticking together. 50 

~sphalt-Rubcer (Devulcanizec): 52 

The asphalt cement shall conform to the requirements of Table 54 
705-1 of the Supplemental Specifications for Asphalt Cement AR-4000, 55 
except that the absolute viscosity of the ased residue, AJl.SHTO T-240, 56 
shall not exceed 4700 poises when tested in accordance with the 57 
reouirements of AASHTO T-202. The asphalt cemen~ shall be fully 58 
compatible with the ground rubber to be used to produce the asphalt- 59 
rubber. 60 

The extender oil shall be a resinous, high flash point ~romatic 63 
hydrocarbon ~eeting the following test require~ents: 

Viscosity, SSU at 100 degrees 
Flash Point, c.o.c., degrees 
Molecular Analysis 

Asphaltenes, percent by 
Aromatics, percent by 

F. {ASTM D-88) 
F. (ASTM D-92) 

(ASTM D-2007) 
weight 
weight 

2500 
392 

0.1 
55 

Min. 
min. 

max. 
min. 

66 
67 
68 
69 
70 

The ground rubber shall meet the following physical and chemical 73 
recuirements: 74 - -

a. Composition: 76 

The rubber shall be a dry, free flowing blend of 40 percent 78 
£Owdered reclaimed (i.e., devulcanized) rubber and 60 79 
Eercent ground vulcanized rubber scrap selected to have a 80 
high natural rubber content. It shall be free from fabric, el 
wire or other contaminants except that up to four percent 82 
calcium carbonate may be included to prevent the particles 83 
from sticking together. 84 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

Sieve ~nalysis: 

Passing Sieve Percent 

No. 8 100 
No. 30 60- 80 
No. so 15- 40 
No. 100 o- 15 

The sieves shall comply with the 
requirements of AASHTO M-92. 

Mill Test: 

5h~et 3 of 

87 

90 

92 
93 
94 
95 

97 
98 

101 

When 40 to 50 grams of rubber retained on the No. 30 sieve 103 
are added to a tight set six-inch rubber mill, the material 104 
shall band on the mill roll in one pass (Note: This test 105 
is to establish that a sufficient quantity of reclaimed, 106 
devulcanized rubber is present). 107 

Natural Rubber content shall be a minimum of 30 percent, by 
~eight, when tested in accordance with ASTM,D-297. 

109 
110 

Cover ~aterial: 112 

Cover material may be obtained from any source provided·that the 115 
naterial meets the requirements of the Specifications. 

The cover material retained on the No. 8 sieve shall contain, by 118 
•eigh~. net more than 30 percer.t cf lirnestc~e. Ne!t~er ~andston~ nor 
synthetic materials shall be used in the production of cover material. 11~ 
The aggregate !hall be relatively free from clay balls, clay coating, 120 
~rganic matter or foreign substances. 121 
I -

Cover material shall conform to the requirements of Table 704-1 124 
or Type CM-11, except that the maximum percentage of wear at 100 
evolutions shall be nine percent and the bulk specific gravity shall 125 
e a maximum of 2.9 as determined in accordance with the requirements 126 
f AASHTO T-85. The amount of material passing the No. 4 sieve shall 127 
e within the limits of 0 and 25 percent. 128 
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Blotter Material: 131 

Blotter material shall conform to the requirements of Subsection 134 
706 (Cf (2) of the Standard Specifications, except that the ~rading 135 
shall be as follows: 

Passing Sieve 

3/8 inch 
No. 4 
No. 16 
No. 200 

Percent 

100 
80-100 
45- 80 
o- 5 

138 

140 
141 
142 
143 

No source of blotter material is designated. Commercial 146 
sources or any source shall be allowed, providing the material 147 
complies ~ith the Specifications. 148 

Construction Details: 150 

~ixing Asphalt-Rubber Material: 152 

General: 154 

~11 equipment utilized in the mixing and application of the 156 
asphalt-rubber material shall meet the requirements for equipment 157 
specified for the placement of asphalt materials as called for in the 158 
Standard Specifications. The ecuipment shall also be capable of 159 
~aintaining a uniform, homoge~eous mixture throughout the s•aling 160 

. operation. 161 

The method and equipment for combining the·asphalt and 163 
rubber shall be so designed and accessible that the engineer can 164 
readily detercine ·the percentage, by weight, cf each of the two 165 
materials-being incorporated into the mixture. 166 

~sphalt-Rubber (Vulcanized): 168 

The prooortions ·of the asphalt and the granulated rubber, 170 
by ~eight, shall be

0

7e percent ~l percent asphalt and 22 percent ~l 171 
percent .s,ranulat-ed r"ubber. The weight of granulated rubber shall 172 
eGual 28 percent ;:_f the asphalt weight. 173 
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The materials shall be combined as rapidly as possible for 176 
such a tice-and at such a temperature that the consistency of the mix 177 
ipproaches that of a semi-fluid material. The temperature of the 178 
asphalt shall be between 350 degrees F. and 450 degrees F. The 179 
necessary reaction time required to achieve this semi-fluid state is a 180 
time-temperature relationship. The time may vary from a minimum of 10 181 
minutes at 450 degrees F. to as much as one hour at 350 degrees F. 182 

!o obtain optimum spraying and ~etting viscosity it may be 184 
necessary to add kerosene. A high boilin9 point kerosene shall be 185 
used in an amount not be exceed 7 l/2 percent, by volume, of the hot 186 
asphalt-rubber composition. The kerosene used shall have a boilin9 187 
£<>int of not less than 350 degrees F. and ~he temperature of the 188 
asphalt-rubber shall not exceed 350 degrees F. at the time the 189 
ierosene is added. 190 

~sphalt-Rubber (Oevulcanized): 192 

The asphalt-rubber blend shall be a combination of 
asphalt £ement, extender oil and ground rubber mixed together 
elevated !emperatures in accordance with the following proportions 
procedures: 

freparation of Asphalt Cement-Extender Oil Mix: 

the . 194 
at 195 

and 196 

198 

The asphalt cement shall be heated to between 250 and 400 200 
degrees F. and combined with from two to six per~ent of the extender 201 
oil to ~educe the viscosity of the asphalt cement to within the range 202 
of 600 :o 1800 poises at !40 de;rees :. when tested in ac~orcance vit~ 203 
~SHTO T-202. The mixture shall be thoroughly mixed by recirculation, 204 
!tirrin9, air agitation, or other means. 205 

~ddition of Rubber: 207 

The temperature of the asphalt cement-extender oil blend 209 
shall be incre~sed tc within the range of 350-425 degrees F- and an 210 
amount of ground rubber equ~l ·to 22 percent, plus or minus one percent 211 
by ~eight of the total asphalt-rubber blend shall be added. The 212 
rubber !hall be_acced as rapidly as possible and the mixture shall be 213 
recirculated for a period of not less than 30 minutes after ~14 

.incorporation -of all the rubber. Recirculation and stirring of the 215 
total combined material shall be maintained to provide 9ood mixin9 and 216 
dispersion. Sufficient heat should be applied to keep the temperature 217 
of the total blend to between 350-425 degrees F. 2:s 
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~pplication of Tack Coat:· 221 

The asphalt· cement shall be applied at the approximate rate of 223 
0.05 of a gallon per square yard. If the emulsified asphalt is 224 
utilized, it shall be applied at the approximate rate of o.o; of a 225 
gallon per ~quare yard. Should the contractor utilize asphalt-rubber 226 
(devulcanized), ~o tack coat will be required. 227 

Application of the Asphalt-Rubber Stress-Absorbing Membrane: 229 - ' 

The asphalt 
/////.-

rubber shall be applied only between ///// and 232 

The existing pavement shall be cleaned in accordance with the 235 
requirements of Subsection 4040-3.01 of the Stpndard Specifications: 

After cleaning and prior to the application of the membrane 237 
seal, the existing pavement surface shall be t~eated with a tack coat 238 
as hereinbefore specified. 239 

Placement of the asphalt rubber stress-absorbing membrane shall 242 
be made only when all of the following conditions can be met: 

(1) The ambient air temperature is above 65 
de9 rees F., 

(2) The pavement is absolutely dry, and 

(3) The wind conditions are such that a 
satisfacto1:y membrane Cl!n be achievec. 

245 
246 

248 

250 
25 .1 

The distribucor shall be capable of spreading the asphalt - 255 
rubber-mixture in accordance with the tolerances called for in 
Subseccion 401-3.02 of the Standard Specifications, except that the 256 
maximum deviation from the specified rate shall not exceed 0.06 of a 257 
gallon per !quare yard. 258 

After reaching the proper consistency, application of the 260 
material shall proceed immediately and in no case shall the material 261 
be held at a -temperature over 330 degrees F. for more than one and ~62 
one-half hours aft~r reaching the proper consistency. 263 
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The 
o.ss+o7os 
aal lon) • -.!!ecessary 

hot asphalt-rubber mixture shall be applied at the rate cf 
cf a gallon per square yard (based on 7 1/2 pounds per hot 

Some adjustment in the application rate may be deemed 
by the en9ineer due to varied surface texture encountered • 

267 

268 
269 

~11 transverse Joints shall be made by placing building £aper 272 
over the end of the previous application, and the joining application 273 
shall start on the building paper. Once the application irocess has 274 
progressed beyond the paper, the paper shall be disposed Ef as 275 
directed by the engineer. 

Transverse joints created by short stoppages (approximately five 27e 
minutes or less) such as changing chip or distributor trucks, can- be 279 
made by holding the chip applic~tion short of the end of the asphalt-= 280 
rubber application approximately 1-1/2 feet. The joining application 
of asphalt-rubber can then proceed immediately with as little overlap 281 
of the previous application as is necessary to insure a continuous 282 
~inder application. 283 

All longitudinal joints shall be lapped approximately four ·285 
inches7 Longitudinal joints shall be located at or near the 286 
centerline ~f the roadway, or in the center of the travel lane. 287 

~pplication of Cover Material: 289 

Cover 
requirements 
approximate 
rate will be 

material shall be applied in accordance with the 
of Section 404 of .the Supplemental Specifications at the 
.!.ate of 30 pounds per square yard. ·However, the actual 
determined by the en9ineer. 

291 
292 
293 
294 

At the time of application to the roadway, cover material shall 296 
~e at least as dry as material dried in accordance with the 297 
reGuirements ~f Section 4.2 of >.ASHTO T-85. 298 
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J!olling: 

~t least three pneumatic rollers conforming to the requirements 
of Subsection 406-3.0SCF) (2), of the Standard Specifications shall be 
Eroviced to accomplish the required rolling, except that the rollers 
shall carry a minimum of 4,000 pounds on each wheel and a minimum air 
£ressure of 100 pounds per square inch in each tire. At some 
Tocations or where production rates require, fewer rollers may be 
utilized as ~irected by the engineer~ 

Sufficient rollers shall be furnished to cover the width of the 
spread-with one pass. It is imperative that the first pass be made 
Tmmediately behind the spreader and if the spreading is stopped for 
any reason, the spreader shall be moved ahead so that all cover 
material spread may be immediately rolled. The rolling shall continue 
until a minimum of four complete coverages have been made. Final 
rolling shall be completed within two hours after the application of 
the cover material. 

~pplication of Blotter Material: 

Immediately behind the first pass of the roll~rs, dry blotter 
sand shall be applied at the approximate rate of one pound per square 
yard. Additional blotter sand may be required after opening the 
road~ay to traffic. However, the rate of application will be 
determined ~y the engineer. 

At the time of application to the roadway, blotter material 
shall be at least as dry as material dried in ~~co~da~ce with the 
requirements ~f Sec~ion 4.1 of A>.S8TO T-84. 

!raffic on Chip Seal: 

Traffic of all types shall be kept off the stress-absorbing 
membrane until it has had time to set properly and the minimum traffic 
free period shall not be less than three hours. How.ever, when it is 
absolutely necessary that hauling equipment or piloted traffic travel 
on the newly applied stress-absorbing membrane, tr.eir speed shall not. 
exceed 15 M.P. H. Stress-absorbing membrane operations shall be so 
scheduled that •the normal flow of traffic will be resumed before 
sunset. 
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!emoving Loose Cover Material: 

!he power broom used in removing loose cover material shall 
be a rotary sweeper type. 

Sweeping shall be performed at daybreak of the day 
following Eiacement, or at any time when it is required to remove 
loose cover material tha~ is detrimental to the membrane or is an 
inconvenience to iraffic. 

!f because of temperatures or other causes, there is 
displacement of the embedded cover material, sweeping shall be 
discontinued until such time as there will be a satisfactory retention 
of cover material. Additional final sweeping shall be done and all 
excess cover material removed prior to the opening of the ro~dway to 
traffic.-

~ethod of Measurement and Basis of Payment: 

342 

344 
345 

347 
348 
349 
350 

352 
353 
354 
355 
356 

3se 

The Bituminous Tack Coat will be measured in accordance ·360 
with Section 401 and paid for under ITEM 4030005 - ASPHALT FOR TACY. 361 
CCAT ISAM) • 362 

The Asph~lt-~ubber will be measured and paid for per ton of 36' 
the mixture-under ITEM 4010721 - ASPHALT CEM£NT (For Membrane Seal) 365 
(Rubberized), in accordance with Section 401 of the Specifications and 366 
Including asphalt, extender oil, granulated rubb~r, and any added 367 
kerosene. 368 

£over Material will be measured ~nd paid for at the 370 
contract frice per cubic yard for ITEM 4040122 - COVER MATERIAL (Type 371 
CM-11), which price shall be full compensation for the item complete, 372 
including-~olling as herein describec and specified. 373 

Blotter Material will be measured and paid for under ITEM 375 
!040501 - BLOTTER MATERIAL, which price shall be full compensation for 376 
!he item complete, includin9 brooming required, as describec ~77 
hereinbefore !n these special provisions. 378 

The Bidding Schedule relfects a quantity b2ses on the 380 
!PProximate-rate for the one application as herein specified; however, 381 
!ore than one application may be required. 382 

r 
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1Stored: Spec 4010721 on lO) 

STRESS-ABSORBINC ~EMBRANE (Interlayer): 

Rev.: 8/22/79 2 

General: 

The Stress-Absorbing membrane shall consist of furnishing 
either asphalt-rubber (Vulcanized) ·or asphalt-rubber (Oevulcanized) 
and applying it wbere shown on the lplan_s prior to .£lacement of the 
asphal tic concrete. pir~i'J 

Construction Materials: 

Tack Coat: 

The asphalt for tack coat shall be either Paving Grade Asphalt 
Cement or ~~ulsified Asphalt, Grade CRS-3. 

The paving 
fable 7~5-1 of 
specified for the 
asphalt ~ement-in 

grade asphalt shall conform to the requirements of 
the Supplemental Specifications, for the grade 
asphaltic concrete or the contract2r may ucilize the 
which the rubber material is to be incorporated. 

4 

9 
10 
11 

13 

15 

17 
18 

20 
21 
22 
23 

Emulsified asphalt, Crace CRS-3, shall conform to the 25 
requirements £f Table 705-5 of the Supplemental Specifications. 26 

~sphalt-Rubber (Vulcanized): 26 

'!'he Asphalt Cement shall confor:-.- Lo tb~ .:-e~:Jl:e::::=:;ts :>: ':'a.ble ;o 
705-l of the Supplemental Specifications for Asphalt Ce~ent AR-1000, 31 
except that the absolute viscosity of the aged residue, AASHTO T-240, 32 
shall not exceed 1700 poises when tested in accordance with the 33 
requiraments of AASHTO T-202. 3' 

The granulated rubber shall 

Passing sieve 

No~ 8 
No. so 

The sieves shall comply with 

meet the following !_equirer.ients: 

Percent 

100 
o- 15 

the requirements of AASHTO M-92. 

37 

40 

42 
.; 3 

The material shall have a specific gravity of 1.15!0.02 and 46 
shall be free of fabric, wire or other contaminating materials, except 49 
that up co four percent of calcium carbonate may be included to SO 
~ravent the ?articles from sticking together. Sl 
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~S?halt-Rub~er (Oevulcanized): 

The asphalt cement shall conform to the requirements of Table 
705-l of the Supplemental Specifications for Asphalt Cement ~R-4000, 
except that the absolute viscosity of the aged residue, AASHTO T-240, 
snall not exceed 4700 poises when tested in accordance with the 
requirements of AASHTO T-202. The asphalt cement shall-be fully 
compatible with the ground rubber to be used to produce the asphalt
rubber. 

The extender oil shall be a resinous, high flash point ~romatic 
hydrocaroon meeting the following test requirements: 

Viscosity, SSU at 100 degrees F. (ASTM D-88) 2500 min. 
Flash Point, c.o.c., degrees F. (ASTM D-92) 392 cin. 
Molecular Analysis (ASTM D-2007) 

Asphaltenes, percent by weight O.l max. 
Aror.iatics, percent by weight 55 min. 

55 

57 
59 
50 
61 

63 

66 

69 
70 
71 
72 
73 

The qround rubber shall r.ieet the following physical and chemical· 76 
.requirements: 77 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Composition: 79 

The rubber shall be a dry, free flowing blend of 40 percent 82 
?owdered reclaimed (i.e., devulcanized} rubber and 50 83 
percent ~round vulcanized rubber scrap selected to have a 94 
high natural rubber content. It shall be free from fabric, 85 
wire or other contaQinants except that up to four percent 86 
;alci~~ carbonate may be included tc prevent the ~articles aa 
from sticking together. 

Sieve Analysis: 

Passing Sieve Percent 

No. 8 lOO 
No. 30 60- so 
No. 50 l5- 40 

-No. 100 o- 15 

The sieves shall comply with the 
requirements of ~SHTO M-92. 

Mill Test: 

90 

93 

95 
96 
97 
98 

102 
103 

106 

When (Q to 50 grams of rubber retained on the No. 30 sieve 109 
ire acded to a tight set six-inch rubDer mill, the material 110 
shall band on the mill roll in one pass-(Note: This test !ll 
is to es~ablish that a sufficient- ~uantity of reclairaed, 112 
devulcanized rubber is present). 113 
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d. Natural Rubber content shall ~ea minimur.i of 30 per:ent, by lli 
weight, when tested in accordance ~ith ASTM 0-297. 113 

Cover Material: 121 

Cover material may be obtained from any source provided that the 124 
material meets the require~ents of the Specificat~ons. 

The ma~erial retained on the No. 8 sieve shall contain, by 126 
weight~ not more that 30 £ercent of licestone. Neither sandstone nor 127 
synethetic materials shall be used in the production of cover 128 
material. The aggregate shall be 7elatively free from clay balls, 129 
clay coating, organic matter or !oreign substances. 130 

Cover material shall conform to the reouirements 
for Type CM-11, except that the maximum perc~ntage of 
revolutions snall be nine percent and the bulk sp=cif ic 
be a maximum of 2.9 as determined in accordance with the 
of AASHTO T-85. The amount of material passing the No. 
be within the limits of 0 and 25 percent. 

of Table 70~-1 
wear at 100 
gravity shall 

requirements 
4-sieve shall 

133 
134 
135 
136 

137 

Cover material shall be applied at the approximate rate of 139 
30 pounds per square yard; however, the actual rate of application 140 
will be determined by the engineer. 141 

Construction Details: 143 

~ixing Asphalt-Rubber Material: 145 

General: 147 

~11 equipment utilized in the m1x1ng and application of t~e 149 
asonalt-rubber material shall meet the require~ents for equipment 150 
specified for the placement of asphalt materials as called for in the 151 
Standard Specifications. The equipment shall also be capable of 152 
iaintaining a uniform, homogeneous mixture throughout the sealing l53 
~peration. 154 

The -wethod and equipment for combining the as?halt and lSo 
rubber shall be so designed and accessible that the engineer can 157 
readilv deter~ine the percentage, by weight, of each of the two 158 
~aterials being incorporated into the mixture. 159 

~sphalt-Rubber (Vulcanized): l6l 

The proportions of the asphalt and the granulated rubber, 153 
oy weight, shall be 78 percent +l percent asphalt and 22 percent ~l 164 
nercent granulated rubber. The weight of granulated rubber shall 155 
.. 166 ~qual 23 percent of the asphalt weight. 
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The materials shall be combinec as rapidly as possible for 169 
such a time and at such a temperat.ure that the consistency of the mix 170 
a~proaches that of a semi-fluid material. The temperature of the 171 
asphalt shall ~e between 350 degrees r. and 450 degrees F. The 172 
necessary react.ion time required to achieve this semi-fluid state is ~ 174 
time-temperature relationship. The time may vary from a minimum of 10 175 
minutes at 450 degrees F. t.o as much as one hour at 350 £e~rees F7 176 

!O obtain optimum spraying and wetting viscosity it may be 178 
~ecessary to add kerosene. A hish boiling point kerosene may be ~sed 180 
in an amount not to exceed 7 1/2 percent, by volume, of the hot 
asphalt-rubber composition. The kerosene used shall have a boiling 181 
:Eoint of not less than 350 degrees F. and the temperature of the 182 
asphalt-rubber shall not exceed 350 degrees F. at the time the le3 
kerosene is added. 184 

~sphalt-Rubber (Devulcanized): 186 

The asphalt-rubber blend shall be a combination of the 188 
asphalt cement, extender oil and ground rubber mixed together at 189 
elevated temperatures in accordance with the following proportions and 190 
Erocedures: 191 

freparation of Asphalt Cement-Extender Oil Mix: 

The asphalt cement shall be heated to bet.ween 250 and 400 
degrees F- and combined with from two to six percent of the rubber 
extencer oil to reduce the viscosity of the asphalt cemen~ to within 
the range of 500 to 1800 poises at 140 degrees F. when tested in 
accordance with A>.SHTO T-202. The rnix~ure ;hall be thcrou;hly oixed 
by recirculation, s~irring, air agitation, or other means. 

Addition of Rubber: 

The temperature of the asphalt cement-extender oil blenc 
shall be increased to within the range of 350-425 degrees F. and an 
amount of ground rubber equal to 22 percent, plus or minus one p~rcent. 
by wei9ht of the total asphalt-rubber blend shall be added. The 
rubber shall be adced as rapidly as possible and the mixture shall ~e 
recirculated for a period of not less than 30 minutes after 
incorporation of all the rubber. Recirculation and stirring of t~e 
total combined material shall be maintained to provide good cixing and 
cispcrsion. Sufficient heat should be applied to keep the tecpera:ure 
of the total blend to between 350-425 degrees f. 
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~pplication of Tack Coat: 216 

The asphalt cement shall be applied at t~e approxiQate rate of 218 
0.05 of a gallon per square yard. If the emulsified asphalt is 219 
utilized, it shall be applied at tie approximate rate of 0.07 of a 220 
gallon per square yard. If the contractor utili2es the asphalt = 221 
rubber (devulcanized), no tack coat will be required on the exist.ing 
Eituminous surface. 222 

If the stress-absorbing membrane has been subjected to traffic, 224 
the tack coat shall be applied at the approximate rate of 0.06 of a 225 
~allon per square yard prior to the placement of the asphaltic 226 
concrete. 

~pplication of the Asphalt-Rubber Stress-Absorbing Membrane: 229 

The existing pavement shall be cleaned in accordance with the 231 
requirements of subsection 404-3.0l of the Standard Specifications. 232 

After cleaning and prior to the application of the membrane '234 
seal, the existing pavement surface shall be treated with a tack coat 235 
as hereinbefore specified. 236 

Placement of the asphalt-rubber stress-absorbing membrane shall 239 
be made only when all of the following conditions can be met: 

(l) The ambient air tempezature is above 65 
deg re es F., 

(2) The pavement is absolutely dry, and 

(3) The wind conditions are such that a 
satisfactory me~brane can be achieved. 

242 
243 

245 

247 
249 

The distributor shall be capabl~ of spreading the asphalt-rubbe! 251 
mixture in accordance with the tolerances called for in subsection 253 
iOl-3.02 of the Standard Specifications, except that the maximum 254 
deviation from the specified rate shall not exceed 0.05 of- a gallon 255 
per square yard._ 

After reaching the proper consistency, application of the 257 
material shall proceed immediately and in no case shall the material 258 
be held at a temperature over 330 degrees F. for more than one and 259 
one-half hours after reaching the proper consistency. 260 

The 
o. ss+o:-os 
gallon>. 
necessary 

hot asphalt-rubber mixture shall be applied at ~he rate of 
of a gallon per square vard (based on 7 1/2 pounds per hot 

Some adjustment in the applicacion rate may be deemed 
by the engineer due to varied surface texcure encountered. 
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All transverse Joints shall be made by ~lacing building paper 270 
0~er the end of the previous application, and ~he joining application 271 
shall start on the building paper. Once the application process h~s 272 
progressed beyond the paper, the paper shalI be disposed of as 273 
directed by the ensineer. 

All 
inches. 

longitudinal joints shall be lapped approximately four 

~pplication of Cover Material: 

Cover material shall be applied in 
recuirements of Section 404 of the Supplemental 
rate specified by the engineer. 

accordance with 
Specifications 

the 
at a 

At the time of application to the roadway, cover material shall 
be at least as dry as material dried in accordance with- the 
recuire~ents of Section 4.2 of AASHTO T-65. - . 

l , . B_o -lng: 

~t leas~ three pneumatic rollers conforming to ""the Eequire~ents 
of subsec~ion 406-3.0S(F) (2), of the Standard Specifications shall be 
provided to accomplish the required rolling,-except that the rollers 
shall carry a minimum of 4,000 pounds on each wheel and a minimum air 
pressure of 100 pounds p~r square inch in each-tire. 

Sufficient rollers shall be furnished to cover the width of the 
s~read-wi~h one pass. !t is imperative that the first pass be made 
immediately behind the spreader and if the spreading is stopped-fer 
any reason, the spreader shall be moved ahead so that all cover 
~aterial spread may be immediately rolled. The rolling shall continue 
until a minimum of four complete coverages have been made. Final 
rolling shall be completed within two hours after the application of 
the cover ma~erial.-

!raffic on Chip s~al: 

Traffic o{ all types shall be kept off the s:ress-absorbing 
~e~brane until it has had time to set properly and the minimum traffic 
!ree period shall not be less than three hours. However, when it is 
!bso!utely necessary that hauling equipment or piloted traffic travel 
on tne newly applied stress-absorbing membrane. their speed shall not 
!xceed 15 M.P.H. Stress-absorbing membrance operations shall be so 
!Cheduled that the normal flow of traffic will be resumed before 
!Unset. 
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~emoving Loose Cover ·Material: 319 

Loose cover material shall be removed in accordance with 3ZO 
Subsection 404-3.02(£) of the Supplemental Specifications. S•eeping 321 
shall be completed and all excess cover material removed prior to the 322 
Rlacement of the asphaltic concrete. 323 

!lacement of Asphaltic Concrete: 325 

The first lift of the Asphaltic Concrete shall not be 327 
£laced for at least forty-eight hours after the application of ~he 329 
Asphalt-Rubber Stress•Absorbing Me~brane. Any blotting, ~atching with 330 
asphalt-rubber, additional sweeping or other means necessary and 331 
called for by the engineer to insure the integrity of the membrane 332 
during this period will be paid for in accor.dance with. Subsection 333 
104.03 of the Standard Specifications. 

Method of Measurement and Basis of Payment: 335 

The Bituminous Tack Coat will be measured in accordance ~ith 338 
Section 401 and paid for under ITEM 4030005 - ASPHALT FOR TACK COAT 339 
{SAM) • 

The Bidding Schedule reflects a quantity based on the 341 .... 
approximate rate for the two applications of Emulsified Asphalt, Grade 342 
CRS-3, as herein specified; however, no adjustment in the contract 343 
unit price will be made because of an increase or decrease in the 34( 
quanticy utilized to complete the work under this item, as provided 

-. ·- f o r i n subs e c ti on 1O9 • O 3 • 3 4 S 

The Asphalc-~ubber will be measured and paid for per ton of the 349 
cixtur~ under ITEM 4010721 ASPHALT CEMENT (For Membrane Seil) 
(Rubberized), in accordance with Section 401 of the Specifications and 350 
including asphalt, extender oil, granulated rubber: and any added 351 
kerosene. 

Cover Material ~ill be ceasured and paid for at the contract 354 
price per ton for ITEM 4040120 - COVER MATERIAL lType CM-11) which 355 
price shall be_ full compensation for the item £Omplete, including 356 
rolling and brooming, a• herein described and specified. 
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Item 2000-0002 - Open Graded Rubberized Asphalt Friction Course, 
SBL-R (Bec1aimed) 

1. De::cr1pt1on 

This work shall consist or constructing a wearing course or hot-mixed, 
hotlaid, rubberized open-graded, asphalt friction course in accordance with 
these specifications and within reasonabl~ close conformity to the lines, 
grades, width, and depth shown on the drawing and as specified. 

2. Materials 

The materials and their use shall conform to the requirements of Section 
40i.2. 

(a) Asphalt Cement. The asphalt cement shall be Class AC 20 cont"orming 
to the requirements of Bulletin No. 25. 

In addition, the asphalt shall be of such composition that when heated in 
a mixture containing 20S rubber by weight for one hour at 425 F under direct 
heat, it will produce a material with a ring and ball softening point greater 

--ulan that of the untreated asphalt and a viscosity cot exceeding 1000 cos at 
420 F. 

-~ Samples shall be submitted and tested prior to use. Testing_9f the 
~bberized asphalt shall be in accordance with ASTM D-36. 

(b) Powdered Deyylcanized Rubber. The rubber shall be reclaimed and 
devulcanized tire tread rubber which has been milled so that 100~ passes the 
No. 10 sieve and not more than 50j passes the No. 30 sieve. 

The material shall be free from fabric, wire, cord, or other 
contaminating materials except dusting agents included to prevent the 
particles from sticking together. 

(a) Aggregates. 

(i) Fipe Agg~egate. The fine aggregate shall meet the quality of 
Section 703.2. 

(ii) Coarse Aggregate. The coarse aggregate shall be Type A stone, 
gravel, or slag, meeting the quality requirements of Section 703.3, 

Tbe coarse aggregate used in the wearing course shall have an SRL 
_J.etter of H, as defined, and be supplied from sources approved for this 
classification as listed in Bulletin No. 13. 

(d) Composition of Mixture. The fine aggregate, coarse aggregate, and 
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bitumen meeting the requirements herein specified shall be combined in such 
proportions that the total aggregate and bitumen in the wearing course shall 
conform to the percent by weight composition specified by the engineer, but 
within the limits or Table A of this specification. 

The rubberized asphalt shall be mixed with ~ggregate having a temperature 
or 350-400 F in.Jhe c9nx..~_anM.C... The rubberized asphalt snall be uaed. 

~/vi at its mixing temperature and not allowed to cool substantially before mixing 
with the aggregate. · 

. (e} freparation oC Bubbecized A=pbalt. Bituminous distributors or 
heated tanks with circulating pumps will be required. The tank shall be 

\/'vi' equipped so as to assure even heating of the material to 425 F. have ~umQ.. 
capacity to maintain up to 300 g9llon§ per minute c1rc1-!JJLt1on in t.lu:._t~ 
to transfer material in bulk. 

Asphalt cement shall be heated to 420 F and two pounds or powdered 
j,_evulcanized rubber added per gallon of asphalt. Adeguate circulation of the 
liquid shall be maintained to provide for dispersion and mixing. Atte~ 

addition of the rubber, heating shall be continued at 420 F (or an...std.ditiona.l.. 
thirty minutes to complete dispersion of the rubber· Rf. HC t> ~ ~TE!. A j).) £ R 

(t) Approyal of Job-Mix For;nula. The approval of the job-mix formula, 
the uniformity of the mixture, acceptance of aggregates, sampling and testing, 
and the design control and compaction of the mixture shall conform with 
Section ~Ol.2 except that the Marshall control requirements in_~!!.... 
40l.2(d)2. and 3 ahall not aoolv. PennDOT's Bureau of Material~. Testin2 end 
.Research shall be responsible for the design of the rubberized open-graded, 
asphalt friction cour,se. One hundred pounds Of as~regate, Gne gallon Of 

asphalt, and two pounds of powdered devulcanized rubber shall be submitted to 
the Bureau 30 days prior to the anticipated starting date. 

(g) Un~~or~ity. The general composition limits prescribed in Table A 
are master ranges of tolerance to govern any mixtures made from raw materials 
meeting the specifications and are the maximum in all cases. 

TABLE A 

COMPOSITION OF MIXTURE 

Rubb~rized, Open-Graded, Asphalt Friction Course 

Total Percent by Weight Passing Square Ope,ings 
based on Laboratory Sieve Tests 

Si eye Percept Passing 

l/2" 100 
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#200 

Bitumen S by Weight 
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Stone or Crushed Gravel 

Slag 

95 - 100 
30 - 50 
5 - 15 
2 - 5 

6.0-8.0 

7.0-10.5 

As an initial guide, the.following formula is suggested: 

Percent Asphalt = 2.0 Kc + 4.0 

Where Kc = value from CKE test = coarse aggregate absorption 
of SAE 10 lubricating oil. 

3, Cpn=truction Requirements 

Construction shall conform to the requirements or Section 401.3 and the 
following additional provisions: 

(a) Weather Limitation=· The rubberized, open-graded, asphalt friction 
course shall not be placed in late fall or in cold weather or when the pavement 
surface is below 60 F. 

(b) 9.c Mix!og. The temperature of the aggregate shall be controlled so 
that the temperature of the completed mixture taiC'eii' at the plant shall not 
exceed 400 F. The temperature of the asphalt shall not be more than 35 
~ress F above the temperature of the aggregate. 

(c) Hauling Equipment, Construction operations shall be closely 
coordinated to -eliminate standing time for loaded trucks. Excess asphalt tbat 
drains to the bottom or the truck bed shall be removed immediately. 

{f) Copditipning or Existing Surface. A tack coat conforming to Section 
460 shall be applied to a concrete pavement surface at 0.05 gallons per square 
yard and to a bituminous concrete surface if the surface is excessively lean. 

(g) Spreading and Finishing. lhe temP-erature or the asphalt friction 
course shall not be more than 75 degrees lower than the mixing temperature. 

The operation shall be as continuous as possible. Paving shall be 
limited to a speed which produces a uniform surface texture free or tearing. 
Any irregularities that occur shall be removed prior to compaction. The 
minimum lay down temperature shall be 325 F. 
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(h) Compaction. Due to the temperature of the mix, rolling shall be 
delayed until no pickup is produced. The contractor is cau;ioned that the 
asphalt friction course is likely to set-up more rapidly than conventional 
type mixes. Compaction shall be accomplished by one or two passes of a steel 
wheeled roller. Additional rolling is ineffective and harmful because of 
rapid heat loss and possible degradation of aggregate. 

4. Method of Measurement 

This work will be measured in accordance with Section 401.4(b). 

5. Basis of Payment 

The rubberized, open-graded, asphalt.friction course will be paid for at 
the contract unit price per ton as specified in Section 401.S(b). 

Utilities 

There is no utility involvement on the project. 
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Arizona Refining Cotnl)any 
Specification M 101-80 

SPECIFICATION FOR ARM-R-SHIEl.DTM 

1.0 DESCRIPTION 

ARM-R-SHIELD is a mixture of asphalt cement, rubber extender oil and 

ground rubber blended together at an elevated temperature in the manner, 

proportions and sequence herein described. When hot-spray applied and 

allowed to cool to ambient temperatures, it forms a tough, durable and 

adhesive membrane suitable for use in the construction of: 

a. • surface treatments for paved surfaces (chip seals) 

b. stress absorbing membrane interlayers (SAM!) 

c. bridge deck waterproofing membranes 

When hot-poured into pavement joints and cracks, and allowed to cool, it 

is suitable for use as a joint and crack filler. 

2.0 MATERIALS 

2.1 Asphalt Cement 

The asphalt cement shall be a grade meeting the general requirements 

of AASHTO Specification M-226 or ASTM Specification D-3381 as deter-

mined by prior laboratory testing of asphalts available in ~~e 

respective project area. It shall be fully compatible 

ground rubber to be used in producing A..~-R-SH!FTD. 

2.2 Aubber Extender Oil 

The extender oil shall be a resinous, high flash point arc~~:!.c 
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hydrocarbon meeting the following test requirements: 

Viscosity, SSU at l00°F (ASTM D-88) 2500 min. 

0 Flash Point, C.O.C., F (ASTM D-92) 392 min. 

Molecular Analysis (ASTM D-2007) 

Asphaltenes, %W 0.1 max. 

Aromatics, %W 55 min. 

2.3 Ground Rubber 

The rubber shall meet the following physical and chemical 

requirements: 

a. Composition: 

The rubber shall be a dry, free flowing blend of 40% powdered 

reclaimed (i.e. devulcanized) rubber and 60% ground vulcanized 

rubbe~ scrap selected to have a high natural rubber content. It 

shall be free from fabric, wire, or other contam.inants except 

that up to 4% of a dusting agent, such as calcium carbonate, may 

be included to prevent caking of the particles. 

b. Sieve Analysis: 

Sieve No. % Passing 

8 100 
30 60 - 80 
so 15 - 40 

100 0 - 15 

c. Mill Test: 

When 40 to SO grams of rubb.er retained on the No. 30 sieve are 

added to a tight set 6-inch rubber mill, the material shall band 

on the mill roll in one pass. (Note: This test is to establish 

that a sufficient quantity of reclaimed, devulcanized rubber 
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is present.) 

d. Natural Rubber Content (ASTM D-297), %W 30 min. 

3 .O ASPHALT-RUBBER BLEND 

The asphalt-rubber blend (ARM-R-SHIEl.D) shall be a combination of the 

asphalt cement, extender oil and ground rubber mixed together at elevated 

temperature in accordance with the following proportions and procedures: 

3.1 Preparation of Asphalt-Extender Oil Mix 

0 Blend together the preheated asphalt cement (250-400 F), and rubber 

extender oil (usually from 1% to 7% depending upon the type asphalt 

used). Mix thoroughly by recirculation, stirring, air agitation, 

or other appropriate means. 

3.2 Addition of Rubber 

Increase the temperature of the asphalt cement-extender oil blend 

with appropriate heat exchangers to within the range of 350-425°F 

and then add an amount of specified ground rubber equal to 22%, plus 

or minus 2% by weight of the total asphalt-rubber blend. Add the 

rubber as rapidly as possible and continue recirculating for a 

period of not less than 30 minutes after incorporation of all the 

rubber. Adequate recirculation and/or agitation of the total com-

bined material shall be maintained to provide good mixing and dis-

persion. Sufficient heat should be applied to keep the temperature 

of the total blend between 350-425°F while mixing. 

4.0 APPLICATION 

The final rubber-asphalt blend (ARM-R-SHIELD) is ready for application 

immediately after mixing by either hot-spray application in a distributor 

truck or by hot-pour in various devices. In the event a delay occurs 
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2/80 

when the product is ready to be applied, the heat shall be turned off 

until the job resumes. 

The product may also be allowed to stand overnight and be applied the 

following day, provided the heat is turned off and restarted at a time 

interval prior to application sufficient to insure that the application 

temperature is again within the application temperature range of 350-

4250F. Mixing by recirculation or stirring shall be maintained during 

reheating to obtain temperature uniformity and avoid localized overheating 

which may damage the product. 
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Arizona Refining Company 
Specification C 202-80 

ARM-R-SHIELD!}t STRESS ABSORBING MEMBRANE INTERLAYER 

1.0 DESCRIPTION 

This work shall cousist of the placement of a one-course aspha~t-rubber 

membrane (ARM-R-SHIELD) on an existing asphalt or Portland cement con-

crete s.urface prior. to placing an asphalt concrete overlay. 

2.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

2.1 Preparation of Existing Surface 

Prior to application of the asphalt-rubber membrane, the entire 

paved surface to be treated shall be cleaned by sweeping, blowing 

and other methods until free of dirt and loose particles. Pot 

holes, depressions and other in.-egularities shall be patched as 

required. No water shall be present on the surface. 

2.2 Seasonal and Weather Limitations· 

Construction shall not proceed when the ambient temperature is 

below 50°F, when rain is falling, or when wind conditions are 

unfavorable to obtaining a uniform spread. 

3.0 MATERIALS 

3.1 Asphalt-Rubber Membrane 

The asphalt-rubber membrane materi~l shall be ARM-R-SBIELD meeting 
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the requirements of Arizona Refining Company Specification M 101-80. 

3.2 Mineral A~gregate 

Aggregate to be spread on the membrane to provide a working surf ace 

-
for construction equipment shall consist of a hard, clean aggregate 

such.as crushed rock, dry pea gravel or sand. It shall be of uniform 

quality throughout. and shall be free from dirt and other deleterious 

substances. 

- .-
The aggregate shall conform to either of the following grading 

requirements: 

Medium Grade Fine Grade* 
Sieve Size % Passing · % Passing 

1/2 in • 100 
.3/8 in. 85_ - 100 100 

No: 4 10 -· 30 75 - 100 
· ..... 

No. 8 .Q - 10 30 80 
No. 16 0 - 5 0 - 50 
No. 200 0 - 2 0 - 5 

*(Uote: Should the interlayer be required to carry traffic longer 

than 24 hours prior to placing the overlay, it shall be necessary 

to place medium grade aggregate. listed herein or the type called. for 

in Arizona Refining Specification C 201-SO for "~"1-R-SHIELD Surface 

Treatment.") 

3.3 Cer~ification 

Prior to application, the Contractor shall submit certifications 

of specification compliance for all materials. 

4.0 EQUIPMENT 

4.1 Distributor Truck 

At least one pressure-type bituminous distributor truck in good 
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condition will be required. The distributor shall be equipped with 

an internal heating device capable of even heating of the material 

0 up to 425 F;· have adequate pump capacity to maintain a high rate of 

circulation in the tank; have adequate pressure devices and suitable 

manifolds to provide constant positive cut-off to prevent dripping 

from the nozzles. The distribution bar on the distributor shall be 

fully circulating. Any distributor that produces a streaked or 

irregular distribution of the material shall be promptly repaired 

or removed from the project. 

Distributor equ~pment shall include a tachometer, pressure gauges, 

volume measuring devices, and a thermometer for reading temperature 

of tank contents. 

It shall be so constructed that uniform applications may be made at 

the specified rate per square yard within a tolerance of plus or minus 

O.O? gal./sq. yd. 

4.2 Aggregate 

Any self-propelled aggregate spreader in good condition of sufficient 

capacity to apply the aggregate within the time period specified will 

be required. The spreader shall be so constructed that it can be 

adequately gauged and set to uniformly distribute the required 

amount of aggregate at regulated speed. 

4.3 Brooms 

Revolving brooms shall be so constructed as to sweep clean or 

redistribute aggregate without damage to the ARM-R-SHIE!.D membrane. 
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4.4 Pneumatic-Tired Roller 

There shall be at least two multiple wheel self-propelled pneumatic-

tired rollers with provisions for loading to eight to twelve tons as 

deemed necessarj-. Pneumatic-tired rollers shall have a total com-

pacting width of at ~east 60 inches and shall have minimum tire 

pressure of 60 pounds per square inch. 

4.5 Trucks 

Trucks of sufficient number and size to adequately supply the 

material will be required. 

5.0 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 
~ : 

5.1 Application of AR..~-R-SHIELD 

The asphalt-rubber material shall be applied by pressure distributor 

truck within th':_ temperature-range of 375-425°F and at a minimum 
·-

rate of 0.60 gallons (hot) per square yard. (For estimating purposes, 

use 7.6 pounds pe~ hot gallon.) If a job delay occurs, the heater in 

the distributor should be turned off and restarted in sufficient 

time before start of spreading to reheat material to at least 350°F 

prior to resumption of spreading. No spread shall be in excess of 

a length which can be immediately covered with aggregate. 

The application from the distributor shall be stopped before the 

tank is empty to be sure the application does not run light. At 

all startings, intersections, and junctions at transverse joints 

with previous spreads or other pavements, provision shall be made 

to insure that the distributor ~ozzles are operating at full force 

when the application begins. Building paper or other suitable 

devices shall be used to receive the initial application from the 
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nozzles before any material reaches the surf ace at the transverse 

joint. The paper or device shall be removed immediately after use 

without spilling surplus material on the surface. 

Longitudinal joints shall be reaso~ably true to line and parallel 
,. . 

to centerline. The overlap in application of asphalt-rubber material 

shall be the minimum to assure complete coverage. Where any con-

struction joint occurs, the edges shall be broomed back and blended 

so there are no gaps and the elevations are the same, and free from 

ridges and depressions. 

During application, adequate provision shall be made to prevent 

marring or discoloration of adjacent pavements, structures, vehicles, 

foliage or personal property •. 

5.2 Application of· Aggregate 

The application of the medium-sized aggregate shall follow as closely 

as possible behind the application of the hot asphalt-rubber material, 

which shall not be spread further in advance of the aggregate spread 

than can be immediately covered. The application of the fine-sized 

aggregate shall be delayed until the membrane has reached approxi-

mately the same temperature as the pavement. Construction equipment 

and other vehicles shall not drive on the uncovered apshalt-rubber 

material. 

The dry aggregate shall be spread uniformly at the rate of spread 

directed by the engineer, generally between 10 and 40 pounds per 
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square yard. Any deficient areas shall be covered with additional 

material. 

Only sufficient aggregate should be applied to provide a working 
~ . . 

surface for construction equipment needed to place the asphalt 

concrete overlay. Refer to the note on Mineral Aggregate, 3.2, 

under this Specification C 202-80. 

5.3 Rolling 

There shall be at least three complete coverages by the pneumatic-

tired roller to embed the aggregate particles firmly into the 

asphalt-rubber membrane. 

5.4 Sweeping 

Prior to placing ~he overlay all loose material shall be swept or 

otherwise removed. 

5.5 Tack Coat 

A tack coat shall generally be required prior to the placement of 

the asphalt concrete overlay on the asphalt-rubber membrane, 

e.~cept when the fine grade aggregate is specified as cover 

material. 

6.0 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT 

6.1 Quantities 

Quantities subject to payment are as follows: 

(1) ARM-R-SHIELD - per ton or gallon 

(2) Aggregate - per ton or cubic yard. 

6.2 Basis of Payment 

Payment for AR.~-R-SHIELD shall be in full compensation for all 
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labor, use of equipment, and incidentals necessary in f~ishing, 

hauling, heating and applying the material in accordance with these 

specifications. 

Payment for aggregate shall be in full compensation for all labor, 

use of equipment, and incidentals necessary in preparation of 

surface; furnishing, hauling and spreading aggregate; and rolling 

and s~eeping operations. 
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1.0 DESCRIPTION 

This work shall consist of the application of a hot asphalt-rupber membrane 

(ARM-R-SHIELD) to a paved surf ace and immediately embedding aggregate 

therein, by spreading and rolling procedures as described below, to form 

a multilayered aggregate ARM-R-SHIELD surface treatment. 

2.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

2.1 Preparation of Existing Surface 

Prior to application of the asphalt-rubber membrane, the entire paved 

surface to be treated shall be cleaned by sweeping, blowing and other 

methods until free of dirt and loose particles. Pot holes, depressions 

and other irregularities shall be patched as required. No water shall 

be present on the surface. 

2.2 Seasonal and Weather Limitations 

Construction shall not proceed when the ambient temperature is below 

0 50 F, when rain is falling, or when wind conditions are unfavorable 

to obtaining a uniform spread. When hot (125-300°F) cover aggregate 

is used, the above temperature requirements may be waived. 
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3.0 MATERIALS 

3.1 Asphalt-Rubber 

The asphalt-rubber material shall be ARM-R-SHIELD meeting the require-

ments of Arizona Refining Specitication M 101-80. 

3.2 Mineral Aggregate 

Aggregate to be embedded into the asphalt-rubber membrane shall con-

sist of a hard, clean aggregate such as crushed rock, crushed gravel 

or crushed slag. It shall be of uniform quality throughout and shall 

be free from dirt and other deleterious substances. It shall also be 

essentially dry, with a water content less than 0.5 percent as deter-

mined by AASHTO T-142. 

The aggregate shall also conform to the following requirements: 

a. Gradation - either of the following: 

Coarse Grade Medium Grade 
Sieve Size % Passing % Passing 

3/4 in. 100 
1/2 in. 70 - 100 100 
3/8 in. 0 40 70 90 

No. 4 0 - 10 0 - 10 
No. 200 0 - 2 0 - 2 

b. Wear Resistance 

Loss in Los Angeles Rattler 
(after 100 revolutions) ASTM C-131 10 max. 

c. Crushed Faces 

At least 75% by weight of the material retained on the No. 4 

sieve shall have at least one rough, angular surf ace produced 

by crushing. 
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3.3 Certification 

Prior to application, the Contractor shall submit certifications of 

specification compliance for all materials. 

4.0 EQUIPMENT 

4.1 Distributor Truck 

At least one pressure-type bituminous distributor truck in good con-

dition will be required. The distributor shall be equipped with an 

internal heating device capable of even heating of the material up 

·O to 425 F; have adequate pump capacity to maintain a high rate of 

circulation in the tank; have adequate pressure devices and suitable 

manifolds to provide constant positive cut-off to prevent dripping 

from the nozzles. The distribution bar on the distributor shall be 

fully circulating. Any· distributor that produces a streaked or 

irregular distribution of the material shall be promptly repaired 

or removed from the project. 

Distributor equipment shall include a tachometer, pressure gauges, 

volume measuring devices, and a thermometer for reading temperature 

of tank contents. 

It shall be so constructed that uniform applications may be made at 

the specified rate per square yard within a tolerance of plus or 

minus 0.05 gal./sq. yd. 

4.2 Chip Spreader 

A self-propelled chip spreader in good condition of sufficient 

capacity to apply the aggregate within the time period specified 

will be required. The spreader shall be so constructed that it can 
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be accurately gauged and set to uniformly distribute the required 

amount of aggregate at regulated speed. 

4.3 Brooms 

Revolving brooms shall be so constructed as to sveep clean or re

distribute aggregate without damage to the asphalt-rubber membrane 

or surface treatment. 

4.4 Pneumatic-Tired Roller 

There shall be at least two multiple wheel self-propelled pneumatic-

tired rollers with provisions for loading to eight to twelve tons 

as deemed necessary. Pneumatic-tired rollers shall have a total 

compacting width of at least 60 inches and shall have minimum tire 

pressure of 60 pounds per square inch. 

4.6 Trucks 

Trucks of sufficient number and size to adequately supply the material 

will be required. 

5.0 CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 

5.1 Application of ARM-R-SHIELD 

The asphalt-rubber material shall be applied by pressure distributor 

0 truck within the temperature range of 375-425 F and at a rate of 

0.45 to 0.70 hot gallons per square yard. (For estimating purposes, 

use 7.6 pounds per hot gallon.) If a job delay occurs, the heater 

in the distributor should be turned off and restarted sufficiently 

- 0 before start of spreading to reheat material to at least 350 F prior 

to resumption of spreading. No spread shall be in excess of a length 

which can be immediately covered with aggregate. Maximum distance 

between distributor truck and chip spreader should be 100 feet. 
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The application from the distributor shall be stopped before the tank 

is empty to be sure the application does not run light. At all 

startings, intersections, and junctions at transverse joints with 

spreads or other pavements, provision shall be made to insure that 

the distributor nozzles are operating at full force when the appli

cation begins. Building paper or other suitable devices shall be 

used to receive the initial application from the nozzles before any 

material reaches the surface at the transverse joint. The paper or 

device shall be removed immediately after use without spilling surplus 

material on the surface. 

Longitudinal joints shall be reasonably true to line and parallel 

to centerline. The overlap in application of asphalt-rubber material 

shall be the minimum to assure complete coverage. Where any con

struction joint occurs, the edges shall be broomed back and blended 

so there are no gaps and the elevations are the same, and free from 

ridges and depressions. 

During application, adequate provision shall be made to prevent marring 

or discoloration of adjacent pavements, structures, vehicles, foliage 

or personal property. 

5.2 Aoplication of Aggregate 

The application of aggregate shall follow as closely as possible 

behind the application of the hot asphalt-rubber material, which 

shall not be spread further in advance of the aggregate spread than 

can be immediately covered. Construction equipment or other vehicles 

shall not drive on the uncovered asphalt-rubber material. 
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Arizona Refining Company Specification C 201-80 - Page 6 

The dry aggregate shall be spread uniformly by a self-propelled 

spreader at the rate of spread directed by the engineer, generally 

between 30 and 50 pounds per square yard. Any deficient areas 

shall be covered with additional material. 

Aggregate may be preheated before application but to a temperature 

0 
not to exceed 300 F. Aggregate may also be precoated with 0.25 to 

0.75 percent of asphalt, if required by the engineer. 

5.3 Rolling 

Rolling shall commence immediately following spread of aggregate 

and maintain a distance of not more than 100 feet behind the chip 

spreader on the first pass. There shall be at least three complete 

coverages by the pneumatic-tired rollers to embed the aggregate 

particles firmly into the asphalt-rubber membrane. 

5.4 Curing 

The rolled ARM-R-SHIELD surf ace treatment may be placed under 

traffic immediately provided vehicles are. controlled to a speed not 

to exceed 25-miles per hour. Speed control should continue until 

sweeping is complete. At the conclusion of sweeping, the pavement 

may be returned to posted speed limit traffic. 

5.5 Sweeping 

When the maximum of aggregate has been embedded into the asphalt-

rubber membrane, all loose material shall be swept or otherwise 

removed at such time and in such a manner as will not displace any 

embedded aggregate or damage the asphalt-rubber membrane. Generally 

2 hours is sufficient elapsed time following rolling for setting to 

occur and sweeping to start. 
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6.0 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT 

6.1 Quantities 

2/80 

Quantities subject to payment are as follows: 

(1) ARM-R-SHIELD - per ton or gallon 

(2) Aggregate - per ton or cubic yard. 

6.2 Basis of Payment 

Payment for ARM-R-SHIELD shall be in full compensation for all labor, 

use of equipment, and incidentals necessary in furnishing, hauling, 

heating and applying the material in accordance with these 

specifications. 

Payment for aggregate shall be in full compensation for all labor, 

use of equipment, and incidentals necessary in preparation of surfaces; 

furnishing, hauling and spreading aggregate; and rolling and sveeping 

operations, in accordance with these specifications. 
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SAHUARO PETROLEUM & ASPHALT CO. 
GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

for 

November, 1979 

Asphalt Rubber for Stress Absorbing Treatments (SAM or SAf!I) 

1. SCOPE 

1.1 This specification covers the.materials, equipment and 
construction procedures for a stress absorbing * ( * ). ~~~~~~~-

2. MATERIALS 

2. 1 Asp_~al t 

The grade of asphalt cement for the as~halt rubber mixture 
shall be specified by the engineer prior to letting of the contract. 
The specified material shall comply with the applicable requirements 
of * and shall also have a maximum penetration of 
150 when tested in accordance with AASHTO T49 (ASTM D5). 

Emulsified asphalt for tack coat shall be SS-1, SS-lh, 
CSS-1 or CSS-lh and shall comply with the requirements of .. 

2.2 Rubber Material 

The gran4lated crumb rubber shall be 100 percent vulcanized 
and meet the following gradation requirements: 

Sieve Size 

No. 8 
No. 10 
No. 30 
No. 40 

Percent Passing 

100 
98-100 

0-10 
0-4 

The sieves shall comply with the requirements of AASHTO M92 
(AST:·l Ell) . 

The specific gravity of the material shall be 1.15~0.02 
and shall be free from fabric, wire or other contaminating materials, 
except that up to 4 percent calcium carbonate may be included to 
prevent the rJbber particles from sticking together. 

Granulated crumb rubber shall be accepted by certification 
from the rubber supplier*. · 

The granulated rubber, irrespective of diameter, shall not 
be greater than 7mm (1/4 inch) in length and contain mo more than 2 
percent moisture. 

*See "Notes to Engineer". 
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Guide.Specifications 
(~on t inoea; 

2.3 Diluent 

The diluent shall be a solvent with an initial boiling 
point (IBP) of +350 and an end point (EP) not exceeding 420F 
when tested in accordance with ASTM D86. 

2.4 Cover Material* 

Aggregate for cover material shall consist of crushed rock, 
crushed gravel or crushed slag conforming to the requirements of 
AASHTO Specification M43-54 (ASTM 0448-54). The aggregate shall 
meet one of the following gradation requirements: 

Sieve Size 
Percent Passing 

#6 #7 #8 

1 in. 100 
3/4 in. 90-100 100 
1/2 in. 20-55 90-100 100 
3/8 in. 0-15 40-70 85-100 
No. 4 0-5 0-15 10-30 
No. 8 0-5 0-10 
No. 16 0-5 

The sieves shall comply with the requirements of AASHTO M92 
(ASTM Ell). 

The contractor shall submit a minimum 75 pound sample of 
cover material to the en~ineer for testin~ at least 10 calendar 
days prior to the spreading of this material. 

2.5 Blotter Material 

The blotter material shall be a fine aggregate (sand) 
conforming to the following gradation requirements: 

Sieve 

3/8 
No. 
No. 
No. 
No. 

Size 

in. 
4 
16 
50 
100 

Percent Passing 

100 
80-100 
45-80 
10-30 

2-10 

The sieves shall comply with the requirements of AASHTO M92 
(ASTM Ell). 

*See "Notes to Engineer" 
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Guide Specifications 
(Continued) 

3. EQUIPMENT 

3.1 General 

The equipment used by the contractor shall include a self
propelled rotary power broom for pavement cleaning and excess 
cover material removal and a self-propelled pressure asphalt 
distributor capable of applying tack coat uniformly at the 
specified rate. If a blotter material (sand) is to be applied, 
a hopper or whirl-type tailgate spreader shall be required. 

3.2 Asphalt-Rubber Equipment 

All equipment utilized in processing and application of 
the asphalt-rubber material shall be as described below: 

(1) A truck or trailer mounted self-powered distributor 
equipped with a heating unit, a mixing unit capable 
of producing a homogeneous mixture of asphalt and 
rubber,+pump(s) capable of spraying asphalt-rubber 
within -0.05 gallon per square yard of the specified 
rate, and a fully circulating spray bar capable of 
applying asphalt-rubber without a streaked or other
wise irregular pattern. 

(2) The distributor also shall include a tachometer, 
pressure ga~es, volume measuring devices, an on
board weighing device to aid in r.roportioning 
materials and a thermometer. A 'bootman" shall 
accompany the distributor and ride in a position so 
thst all spray bar nozzles are in his full view and 
readily accessible for unplugging. 

3.3 Cover Material Spreader 

The cover material (chip) spreader shall be a self
propelled machine with an aggregate receiving hopper in the rear, 
belt conveyors to carry the aggre~ate to the front, and a spreading 
hopper equipped with full-width distribution au~er and spread roll. 
The spreader shall be in good mechanical condition and be capable 
of applying the cover material uniformly across the spread at the 
specified rate. 

3.4 Rolling Equipment 

Self-propelled pneumatic-tired rollers shall be used for 
the required rolling of the cover material. The pneumatic-tired 
rollers shall carry a minimum lo~ding of * pounds on each 
wheel and an air pressure of 100-5 pounds per square inch in each 
tire. 

*See "Notes to Engineer". 
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Guide Specifications 
(Continued) 

3.5 Hauling Equipment 

Trucks for hauling cover material shall be tailgate dis
charge and shall be equipped with a device to lock onto the hitch 
at the rear of the aggregate spreader. Haul trucks shall also be 
compatible wi~h the aggregate spreader so that the dump bed will 
not push down on the spreader when fully raised or have too short 
a bed which results in aggregate spillage while dumping into the 
receiving hopper. 

4. CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 

4.1 General 

Holes and depressions in the old pavement surfacing shall 
be re~aired by patching and transverse and longitudinal cracks 
+3/8 inch repaired by cleaning and pouring with crack filler. 

Immediately prior to application of a tack coat, the 
surface shall be thoroughly cleaned by sweeping. 

4.2 Tack Coat* 

A tack coat of diluted emulsified asphalt, of the type 
and grade designated in Section 2.1, shall be applied to the 
cleaned surface and allowed to fully cure before spreading of 
the asphalt rubber material. The emulsified asphalt shall be 
diluted 1 part water to 1 part emulsified asphalt by volume 
with from 0.10 to 0.15 gallon per square yard of the diluted 
material applied. 

4.3 Asphalt-Rubber Material Mixing 

The percentage of crumb vulcanized rubber shall be 33-1/3 
±2 percent by weight of the asphalt cement. 

The temperature of the asphalt shall be between 350 and 
425 before.addition of. the crumb vulcanized rubber. The materials 
shall.be carefully combined and mixed and reacted for a period of 
time as required by the engineer which shall be based on laboratory 
testing by the asphalt-rubber. supplier or contracting agency. The 
temperature of the asphalt rubber mixture shall be above 325F during 
the reaction period. , 

After the reaction between asphalt and rubber has.occurred, 
the viscosity of the hot asphalt-rubber ·mixture may be adjusted for 
spraying and/or better "wetting~' of the cover material by the 
addition of a diluent. The diluent shall comply with the require
ments of Section 2 .• 3 and shall not exceed 7~ percent by volume of 
the hot asphalt rubber mixture. 

*See "Notes to Engineer" 
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Guide Specificati~ns 
(Continued) 

If a job delay results after the full reaction has occurred, 
the materiai may be allowed to cool and be slowly reheated to an 
acceptable spraying temperature just prior to application. However, 
because of the polymer reversion that can occur when crumb rubber 
is held for prolonged high temperatures, the material shall not be 
reheated to temperatures above 32SF. Additional diluent up to a 
maximum of 3 percent by volume of the hot asphalt-rubber mixture 
may be used after reheating of the material. 

4.4 Application of Asphalt-Rubber Material 

Placement of the asphalt-rubber shall be made only under 
the following conditions: 

(1) The pavement surface temperature is not less than 
_::___ and rain is not inuninent, 

(2) The pavement surface is clean and absolutely dry, 

(3) The wind conditions are such that excessive blowing 
of the spray bar fans is not occurring, and 

(4) All construction equipment such as asphalt-rubber 
distributor, aggregate spreader, haul tru~ks with 
cover material, and rollers are in position and 
ready to commence placement operations. 

The asphal:-rubber mixture shall be applied at a temperature 
of 290 to 325F at a rate of * ~0.05 gallon 
per square yard (based on 7~ pounds per hot gallon). Transverse 
joints shall be constructed by placing building paper across and 
over the end of the previous asphalt-rubber application. Once the 
snraving has progressed beyond the paper~ the paper shall be removed 
immediately and disposed of as directed by the engineer. All 
longitudinal joints shall be lapped a minimum cf 4 inches. 

4.5 Application of Cover Material 

Cover material shall be applied immediately to the asphalt
'!:"..!ober after spreading at a rate of * to ------~--------
pounds per square yard. 

At the time of application to the asphalt rubber, cover 
~aterial shall be at least saturated surface dry in accordance 
~ith the requirements of Section 4.2 of AASHTO T-85. 

*See ·~otes to Engineer" 
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Guide Specifications 
(Continued) 

4.6 Rolling* 

At least 3 pneumatic-tired rollers complying with the 
requirements of Section 3.4 shall be provided to accomplish the 
required embedment of the cover material. At some project 
locations or where production rates dictate, fewer rollers may 
be utilized as directed by the engineer. 

Sufficient rollers shall be used for the initial rolling 
to cover the width of the aggregate spread with one pass. The 
first pass shall be made immediately behind the aggregate spreader, 
and if the spreading is stopped for any reason, the spreader shall 
be moved ahead or off to the side so that all cover material may 
be immediately rolled. Four complete passes with rollers shall 
be made with all rolling completed within 2 hours after the . 
application of the cover material. 

4.7 Application of Blotter Material* 

Blotter material meeting the requirements of Section 2.5 
may be required immediately after the initial pass of the rollers 
(usually 4 to 6 pounds per square yard) or after opening to traffic 
and sweeping so as to prevent asphalt-rubber bleed through and 
pick-up. The use, rate and locations for blotter material shall be 
desi~ed by the engineer. The blotter material shall be uniformly 
applied using equipment specffied in Section 3.1. 

At the time of application, the blotter material shall be 
at least saturated surface dry in accordance with the requirements 
of Section 4.1 of AASHTO T-84. 

4.8 Traffic Control 

Traffic shall be directed through the project with warning 
signs, cones and flagmen in a manner that provides maxir:rum safety 
for the workmen and the least interruption of the work. 

Except when it is necessary that hauling equipment must 
travel on the newly applied membrane, traffic of all types shall 
be kept off the membrane until it has had time to set properly. 
The speed of all hauling equipment shall not exceed 15 miles per 
hour when traveling over a membrane which is not adequately set. 
The minimum traffic free period shall not be less than two hours. 

~--see "Notes to Engineer". 
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(Continued) 

4.9 Removing Loose Cover Material* 

The sweeping shall be a multi-step operation followin~ 
placement of the membrane. The initial sweeping shall be a light 
brooming at the end of the placement day with a second sweeping 
completed at daybreak of the day following membrane placement. 
If because of high temperatures or other causes there is dislodgment 
of cover material, sweeping shall be discontinued until such time 
as there will be satisfactory retention of cover material. 

4.10 Placement of Asphalt Concrete* 

The elacement of the asphalt concrete overlay shall be 
delayed as directed by the engineer for sufficient time to 
allow for adequate evaporation of the diluent. 

If the SAMI has been subjected to traffic, an emulsified 
as~halt tack coat shall be applied as described in Section 4.2 
prior to overlaying. 

4.11 Method of Measurement and Basis of Payment 

The Asphalt-Rubber will be measured and paid for per ton 
of mixture in-place under ASPHALT CE:IBNT (Rubberized) which includes 
asphalt cement,. granulated crumb rubber and diluent (based on 7~ 
pounds per hot gallon). 

The Cover Material will be measured and paid for per ton 
under COVER MATERIAL, as hereinbefore specified. 

The Blotter Material will be measured and paid for per 
ton under BLOTTER MATERIAL, as hereinbefore specified. 

The Tack Coat will be measured and paid for per ton under 
ASPHALT FOR TACK COAT, as hereinbefore specified. 

*See "Notes to Engineer" 
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NOTES TO ENGINEER 

Section 1.1 

For a stress absorbing membrane, the first blank should be 
"membrane" and the second "SAM". For: a stress absorbing membrane 
interlaver, the first blank should be·"membrane interlayer" and 
the second "SAM!". 

Section 2.2 
' 

Requirements for asphalt cement may be AASHTO M226 or ASTM 
D3381 for viscosity graded materials, AASHTO M20 or ASTM 0946 
for penetration· graded materials, or the local state highway 
department specification. 

Requirements for emulsified asphalts may be AASHTO Ml40 and 
M208 or ASTM 0977 and 02397 (indicate both AASHTO or ASTI1 
specifications as this is necessary to cover anionic and cationic 
materials which are indicated.) Also, local state highway depart
ment specifications may be indicated in lieu of AASHTO or ASTN. 

Section 2.2 

Specific standards for sampling and testing of granulated 
crumb rubber have not yet been established. Until standards are 
established, it is recommended that the rubber be accepted if 
accomuanied bv ~ certificate of compliance from the rubber 
suppl1er that' the material has been tested during the grinding 
process and meets the gradation and specific gravity as specified. 

Section 2.4 

·Only one of the $radations shown in this Guide Specificatio~ 
should be-uidicated in the actual project specifications. Usually 
sizes #7 or #8 have been selected for SAM or SAMI treatments. 
However, size #6 might be used for a SAMI if regular traffic were 
not allowed over it prior to overlay. 

When aggregate surface dustiness is a probability, a require
ment for cover material washing or pre-coating with asphalt cement 
or emulsified asphalt (0.5 to 0.75' percent asphalt residue) should 
be included. Also, if cool weather during placement and/or high 
traffic volumes are involved, a requirement for pre-heating and/or 
pre-coating of the cover aggregate should be considered. 
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NOTES TO E~GINEER 
(Continued) 

Section 3.4 

~1ost SANI construction has involved the use of l.:irge pneumatic
tired rollers ballasted so as to achieve a minimum 5.000 pound 
wheel load. However, successful SAn's and SAfU's have been achieved 
using smaller pneumatic-tired rollers of about 10 tons ballasted 
w~i~ht. Therefore, a change in r~ller requirements ~J,000 po~nd 
minimum wheel load) could be considered for SAMI projects subjected 
to only construction traffic (closed to regular traffic) and for 
SAM' s and SAfII' s when placed during warm we~ ther. If smaller 
rollers are allowed, however, it is critical to maint~in a tight 
placement operation. Also, a tandem steel-wheeled roller has been 
used in some instances in lieu of a third pneumatic roller for 
final rolling (acceptable only if pavement transverse profile 
smooth, i.e. without noticeable wheel-path rutting). 

Section 4.2 

Elimination of the tack toat requirement should be considered 
if the pavement has free asphalt already on the surface (bleeding, 
tracked crack_pouring material, etc.). Also, RS type emulsified 
asphalts (undiluted) and asphalt cement have been used successfully 
for tack coats and could be specified if SS emulsion products are 
not readily available. However, excess tack coat is a much greater 
possibility with these materials so close control of application 
is very necessary to achieve 3 residual asphalt rate of 0.03 
to 0.05 gallon per square yard.~ 

Section 4.4 

The minimum pavement surface temperature shall be 70F for a 
SAM and 60F for a SANI. 

Asphalt rubber application rates generally have varied from 
0.55 to 0.70 gsy with the quantity selected based on pavement 
surface condition (fatness, texture, etc.), cover material size, 
and the type of treatment (SAM or SA}-1!). 

Section 4.5 

Cover material quantities generally used have bee~ 39 to ~O 
pounds per square yard. The actual amount selected within this 
range on the project has been based on the appearance of the SA~! 
or SA.MI after initial rolling. Tracking of the asphalt rubber 
binder by the aggre~ate spreader or hauling trucks is one indicator 
of the need for an increase in spreading rate. Adjustments from 
the 30 to 40 psy rate may be necessary for aggregates with unusual 
specific gravities such as for slags. 
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NOTES TO ENGINEER 
(Continued) 

Section 4.6 

If a tandem steel-wheeled roller is permitted for final rolling, 
then the equipment requirements in Section 3.4 and the first 
sentence in paragraph one of this section will require rewriting 
so as to allow this modification from these Guide Specifications. 

Section 4.7 

In some instances, particularly for SAL~! treatments, the 
application of a sand blotter material has not been necessary. 
Thus, consideration should be given to eliminating this require
ment, especially when previous project experience has indicated 
no difficulties without a blotter application. 

Section 4.9 

When the treatment is a SAMI, a second paragraph is required 
as follows: "Final swee{>ing shall be done and all loose cover 
material removed j~st prior to the placement of the asphalt 
concrete overlay". 

Section 4.10 

This item onlv included for SAM! treatments. For Sfu'1 projects, 
this section eliminated and the nMethod of Measurement and Basis 
of Payment" indicated as Section 4.10. 
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~ I 
ARIZONA REFINING COMPANY 

P 0. BOX 1453 
PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85001 
(602) 258-4843 

SPECIFICATION FOR ARM-R-SHIELD-CF 

ou;s1oe ""'ZON• .ac'(l1 ;2a-;J~s 
'NATS 

INSlCE .. AIZONA •9001 J52-5Jlt 

ARM-R-SHIELD-CF crack sealing material shall be a blend of asphalt cement, 

aromatic rubber extender oil, and a minimum of 23% powdered rubber by weight, 

combined in such a manner as to produce a material with the following properties: 

I. WORKABILITY - The material shall pour readily and penetrate large 

0 cracks at temperatures below 400 F. 

II. CURING - The product shall contain no water or volatile solvents 

and shall cure immediately upon cooling to a sufficient viscosity 

to prevent tracking by traffic. 

III. LABORATORY EVALUATION - When a sample of the product has been 

0 heated at 350 F for one hour, it shall pass the following tests: 

A. Softening Point (R & B) - 135°F minimum. 

B. Flexibility - A 1/8"-thick specimen of the product con

ditioned to 0°F shall be capable of being bent to a 90° 

angle over a l" mandrel without cracking. 

The type rubber and asphalt used shall be at the discretion of the supplier to 

produce the desired finished product. 
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GENSTAR Conservation Systems Inc. 
c( )> F1UBBER F1ECYCLING OIVISION 

'Y/ 

DESCRIPTION OF GENSTAR TIRE RECYCLING PROCESS 

The Genstar plant is designed to handle all types of road 

tires; truck, bus, passenger, steel and fiber belted, in sizes 

up to 42 inches in diameter and weighing from 15 to 90 pounds 

each (excluding off-road farm tractor and construction types). 

It is unique in design in that it is capable of processing 

and blending the shredded tires as required, to mee~ exacting 

specifications for synthetic or natural rubber content, and with 

further in-process blending of finished products, to an even 

more finite ~pecification of particle sizes, comprised of both 

vulcanized and devulcanized mate~ials. 

All final product will be packaged in bags or semi-bulk 

sling bins (with future bulk handling as an option). 

By designing the plant in this fashion, we have attempted 

to provide a certain flexibility to the asphalt/rubber technolo-

gist, as we proceed to find the best material and process solu-

tion to provide optimum pavement construction and maintenance 

performance characteristics, while ever expanding the recycling 

rate of 200 million waste tires each year. 

As you proceed through the plant, you will observe several 

stages of processing. 

YARD OPERATIONS Tire Stockpiling & Handling 
Tire Shredding 
Metal Removal 
Shredded Material and· Storage 
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INSIDE THE PLANT 

A. Primary 

B. Secondary 

c. Quality Control 

I 
Primary Grinding 
Particle Sizing 
Metal Removal 
Fiber Removal 

Particle Sizing 
Metal Removal 
Fuzz Removal 

Sampling 
Lab Tests 

D. Final Packaging and Storage 

This is the newest and most modern plant of its type in the 

United States, and we believe it demonstrates three important 

objectives: 

1. It is a clean, safe anc cost-effective recycling 
facility that can be introduced throughout the 
United States and Canad~ without environmental 
concerns someti~~D experienced; 

2. It recycles nearly all waste tires and provides, 
in the process, for a wider range of product 
specifications to meet current and future asphalt/ 
rubber technical requirements; 

3. It is extremely energy effective, conserving 
nearly 90,000 BTUs for each pound of rubber 
placed in asphalt/rubber construction and/or 
maintenance. 
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A R M - R - S H I E L D 

CUTS RESURFACING COSTS IN HALF 

SAVES ENERGY 

CONSUMES OLD TIRES 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 

The key to such savings is in the design. A research study has shown 
that an Arm-R-Shie1d surface treatment, followed by a 3/4 inch thick conven
tional overlay, is as effective, and sometimes more effective, as four inches 
of regular asphalt concrete overlay when it comes to resisting reflective cracking. 
So, the thinner resultant structure reduces construction costs, even though 
Ann-R-Shield is more expensive than regular asphalt. 

Cost savings using the Arm-R-Shield approach are recapped as follows: 

Four-inch overlay 
Arm-R-Shield Interlayer 

Cost/S.Y. 

$5.75 
2.59 

Savings/S.Y. % Savings 

$3.16 55% 

Note: Actual costs and savings may vary throughout the U. S. 

Another plus is a construction energy savings equivalent to 8,200 gallons 
of diesel fuel per mile of pavement, 24 feet wide. 

And, a disposal for about 1,280 old tires will be found per mile of pave
ment, 24 feet wide. 

Even more money can be saved with the Arm-R-Shield approach because the 
thinner section ties into curb lines and utility holes in the pavement easier 
and has little effect on overhead clearances. 

And, to top it all off, there should be additional savings due to the 
longer life of Arm-R-Shield. 

Calculations for these claims are attached. 
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ESTIMATED COST COMPARISONS 

ARM-R-SHIELD SAMI'S 

vs. 

OTHER ASPHALT HOT-MIX OVERLAYS 

BASIC PREMISES -

1. Ann-R-Shield SAMI (stress absorbing membrane interlayer) applied 
at 0.6 hot gallons per square yard, plus 40 pounds of chips per 
square yard, plus a tack coat, plus a 3/4 inch thick 6% asphalt 
content open graded overlay, has the ability to resist reflective 
cracking (a) equal to a 4 inch thick hat-mix overlay placed in 

two lifts with two tack coat applications, and 
(b) far more effectively than a 2 inch thick hot-mix 

overlay placed in one lift with one tack coat 
application. 

2. Ann-R-Shield SAMI applied at 0.6 hot gallons per square yard, plus 
40 pounds of chips per square yard, plus a tack coat, plus a 3/4 
inch.thick open graded overlay using 7% Ann-R-Shield as a binder, 
is superior in ability to resist reflective cracking than a 4 inch 
thick hot-mix overlay placed in two 1 ifts with two tack coat 
applications. 

CONCLUSIONS -

1. The Arm-R-Shield approach, per Premise No. 1 above, will be about 
$3.16 per square yard less than a 4 inch thick hot-mix overlay, and 
$.29 per ·square yard less than a 2 inch thick hot-mix overlay. 

2. The Arm-R-Shield approach, per Premise No. 2 above, will be about 
$2.65 per square yard less than a 4 inch thick hot-mix overlay. 

COSTS OF COMPONENTS USED IN COMPARISONS -

1. Arm-R-Shield SAMI applied at 0.6 gals./yd.2, plus 
40 lbs./yd.2 of chips {Arizona Refining's experience) $1.25/yd.2 

2. SS or CSS Emulsion Tack Coat applied at a.as gals./yd.2 
{0.1 gals./yd.2 undiluted)-($300/ton) .06/yd.2 
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3. 3/411 thick open graded mix with 6% asphalt content 
{$30/ton) 

4. 3/4" thick open graded mix with 7% Ann-R-Shield as 
a binder ($42/ton) 

5. 4" thick hot-mix overlay ($25/ton) 

6. 2" thick hot-mix overlay ($25/ton) 

COST COMPARISONS -

$1.28/yd.2 

1. 79/yd. 2 

5.63/yd.2 

2.82/yd.2 

Premise No. 1 $/Sg. Yd. 

Arm-R-Shield SAM! with chips 
SS or CSS Tack Coat 
3/411 thick open graded mix 

Total 

-Regular Overlays 
SS or CSS Tac~ Coat{s) 

Totals 

Savings with Ann-R-Shield approach 

Premise No. 2 

Ann-R-Shield SAM! with chips 
SS or CSS Tack Coat 
3/411 thick open graded mix wtth 

Arm-R-Shield binder 

Total 

Total cost 411 overlay per Premise No. 1 -

Savings with Ann-R-Shield approach 
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$1 .25 
.06 

1.28 

$2.59 

4" Overlay 211 Overlay 

$5.63 
• 12 

$5.15 

$3.16 

$1.25 
.06 

1. 79 

$3.10 

$2.82 
.06 

$2.88 

$ .29 

$5.75 

$2.65/sq. yd. 



ESTIMATED ENERGY SAVINGS USING ARM-R-SHIELO 

BASIC PREMISE -

Ann-R-Shield applied at 0.6 hot gallons per square yard, plus 40 
pounds of chips per square yard, plus a tack coat, plus a 3/4 inch 
thick open graded overlay, is equivalent in ability to resist 
reflective cracking to a s.traight 4 inch thick hot-mix overlay, 
placed with 2 tack coats. 

CON CL US IONS -

Arm-R-Shield SAM! ·approach 
Straight 4 inch thick overlay 

BTU's savings per square yard 
BTU's savings per mile of 24 'foot wide road 
Savings in diesel fuel per mile 

C A L C U L A T I 0 N S 

ARM-R-SHIELD SAM! PLUS 3/4 INCH THICK 
OPEN GRADED OVERLAY 

. 

BTU' S REQUIRED 
PER SQ. YO. 

30,601 
111,412 

80 ,811 
l,137,819,000 

8,200 gals. 

BTU's TO PRODUCE ASPHALT AND RUBBER - Asphalt Institute Publication 
MISC-75-3 estimates that it takes 587,000 BTU's to manufacture one 
ton of asphalt at a refinery. The energy consumption to produce one 
pound of rubber used in the Arm-R-Shield process is 843 BTU's per 
pound. For an average haul of 1,000 miles for the rubber to jobsite, 
an average of .009 gallons of diesel fuel per pound of rubber hauled 
will be consumed on the round trip, or at 1,251 BTU's per pound of 
rubbet·. The to ta 1 rubber production and transportation wi 11 therefore 
consume about 2.094 BTU's per pound of rubber, or 4,188,000 BTU's 
per ton of rubber. 

78~ asphalt@ 587,000 BTU's/ton 
2~ rubber @ 4,188,000 BTU's/ton 

Total 
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BTU 1 S/TON ARM-R-SHIELD 

457,860 
921 ,360 

1,379,220 



Ann-R-Shield weighs about 7.75 pounds per hot gallon. At 0.6 hot 
gallons per square yard, there are about 4.65 pounds per square yard -

1,379,200 BTU's/ton = 689 BTU's per pound 
2,000 lbs. · 

689 BTU's/lb. x 4.65 lbs./yd.2 = 3,204 BTU's/yd.2 

STU'S TO MIX AND APPLY ARM-R·SHIELD - Arizona Refining's experience 
has been that one mixing tank plus two distributors will consume about . 
570 gallons of diesel fuel per day. Diesel fuel contains about 139,000 
.BTU's per gallon, so consumption is 79,230,000 BTU's per day. Average 
daily application is 100 tons, so consumption is 792,300 BTU's per ton. 
This is equal to 396 BTU's per pound. There are about 7.75 pounds per 
hot gallon for Ann-R-Shield x 0.6 hot gallons per square yard = 4.65 
pounds per square yard. 396 x 4.65 = 1,841 BTU's per square yard. 

COVER AGGREGATE AT 40 POUNDS PER SQUARE YARD - Asphalt Institute 
estimated a BTU consumption of 2,300 BTU's per square yard to produce, 
haul, apply and roll 20 pounds per square yard of chips •. We are applying 
twice that amount, or 4,600 BTU's per square yard. 

SS OR CSS EMULSIFIED ASPHALT TACK COAT ~ Asphalt Institute estimated 
that it takes 1,980 BTU's per gallon to manufacture these emulsions 
and 144 BTU's per gallon for distributor application for a total of 
2,124 BTU's per gallon. Application of 0.05 gallons per square yard 
(O.l gallons per square yard diluted) x 2124 = 106 BTU's per square yard. 

3/4 INCH THICK OPEN GRADED OVERLAY - Asphalt Institute estimated that 
it takes 27,800 BTU's per square yard per inch of thickness to manufacture 
al:l the components of hot mix, haul them to a plant, mix, haul to jobsi te. 
lay and roll. 27,800 x .75 = 20,850 BTU's per square yard. 
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RECAP OF BTU CONSUMPTION FOR ARM-R-SHIELD SAMI 
WITH 3/4 INCH THICK OPEN GRADED OVERLAY 

Manufacture of asphalt and rubber 
Mixing and application of Arm-R-Shield 
Manufacture and application of chips 
Tack Coat 
3/411 thick open-graded overlay 

Total 

FOUR INCH OVERLAY PLACED IN TWO LIFTS 

BTU' s/Sg. Yd. 

3,204 
1,841 
4·,600 

106 
20,sso 
30,601 

Two Tack Coat Applications - Double the quantity in the
2
above 

Arm-R-Shield SAM! calculation. 106 x 2 - 212 BTU's/yd. 

Four Inch Overlay - Asphalt Institute estimated that it takes 27,800 
BTU's per square yard per inch thickness to manufacture all the mix 
components, haul them to a plant, mix~ haul to jobsite, place and 
roll. 27,800 x 4 = 111,200 BTU's/yd. 

Recap of 4 .. Thick Overlay 

Tack Coat 
411 thick overlay 

Total 
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BTU's/Sg. Yd. 

212 
111 ,200 

111,412 



CONSUMPTION OF OLD TIRES WITH USE OF ARM-R-SHIELD 

ARM-R-SHIELD MEMBRANE 

Ann-R-Shield wt/hot gallon 
22i rubber content 
Arm-R-Shield appli2ation/hot gal. 
Rubber content/yd. 
Square yards in one mile road, 24' wide 
Rubber used/mile of road - 24' wide 
Percent of tire rubber in rubber component 
Calculation of number of tires: 

jg (20 lbs./tire .x 80%) + ~g (5 lb./tire} = 

7.75 lbs. 
1. 71 1 bs. 

2 0.6 gals./yd. 
1,026 lbs. 

14,080 yds.2 
14,446 lbs. 

70~ 

11.29 lb/tire 

14 ,446 1 bs. 
11.29 lbs./tire = 1,280 tires per mile of 24' road. 

ARM-R-SHIELD IN OPEN GRADED MIX 

Weight of 3/411 thick mix/yd.2 
7% Ann-R-Shield co2tent 
Rubber content/yd. 
Square yards in one mile road - 24' wide 
Rubber used/mile of road - 24' wide 
Number of tires/mile of road - 24' wide: 

84 1 bs. . 2 5.88 lbs./yd. 
1. 29 lbs . ~d. 2 

14,080 yds. 
18, 163 lbs. 

18, 163 lbs. 
11.29 lbs./tire = 1,609 tires per mile of 24' road. 
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Appendix D 

DATA AND CALCULATION - ESTIMATES OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
OF SELECTED HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION 

INTRODUCTION 

This summary is a brief compilation of the energy and environmental 

impacts of the manufacture and installation of selected highway construction 

products. A series of comparisons are presented whereby products of approx-

imately equivalent quality and usefullness are compared. Three product cate-

gories treated quantitatively are common base course alternatives utilizing 

recovered materials as replacements for asphalt; asphalt bases using various 

recovered materials as replacements for aggregate; and asphalt rubber stress 

absorbing membranes as compared to conventional asphalt overlay. A qualitative 

analysis is included of fly ash used as a fill material, and asphalt rubber 

as a seal coat. 

The impacts included here are for the manufacture and installation 

of ·the construction products. The possibility of pollutants leaching from 

the products after installation is a subject of experiments presently underway, 

and will be discussed later. 

The basic methodology used was to analyze all steps in the manuf ac-

ture and installation system for each product paying careful attention to each 

component. For example, the lime-fly ash-aggregate (LFA) system has three 

separate components--lime, fly ash, and aggregate. To analyze the lime system, 

the mining, processing, and transport of the limestone was included, as well 

as the manufacture and transport of the lime itself. Even the drilling of 

wells, transporting, and refining of fuels used in lime processing was included. 

Each other product component was also analyzed in detail. 

In products that include asphalt, special consideration had to be 

made because of the fact that asphalt is made from a fuel resource. Contact 

with manufacturers revealed that asphalt is in fact a fuel resource. In fact, 
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when asphalt is not marketed for construction products, it is sold as a fuel. 

Thus, the placement of asphalt in a road causes a depletion of energy re

sources, just as if it had been burned. Thus, the fuel value of the asphalt 

was included as an energy impact in the subsequent calculations. 

What follows is a brief summary of a set of comprehensive, lengthy, 

and complex calculations. However, the full details are discussed in the 

appendix, to which the interested reader is referred. 

STABILIZED AND AGGREGATE BASE COURSE ALTERNATIVES 

The two most common bases used under flexible pavements are aggre

gate bituminous (black base) and crushed stone (aggregate). To some extent 

portland cement stabilized bases are used, but they are more commonly used 

under rigid pavements and therefore frequently are not a viable alternative. 

Recently, recovered materials have been used in stabilized (or pozzolonic) 

bases. The most common application is a lime-fly ash-aggregate (LFA) base. 

However, other recovered materials can be used in LFA variations, such as 

boiler slag as a partial replacement for aggregate; cement or lime kiln dust 

as a replacement for lime; and incinerator residue as a replacement for 

aggregate. 

For each of these options, a base of apprapriate thickness was 

chosen for a typical pavement design, the details of which are in the ap

pendix. The energy and environmental calculations were made for the materials 

needed to lay one mile of 2-lane highway. These calculations are summarized 

in Table D-1. 
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Table D-1 

STAllILIZED AND AGGREGATE BASE COURSE ALTERNATIVES 
(One mile of 2-lane road) 

Lime 
Lime Fly Ash- Kiln 

Lime Fly Ash- Boiler Dust- "Kiln Dust-
Fly Ash- Aggregate Crushed Aggregate Bottom Slag-: Fly Ash- Incinerator 

Aggregate Bituminous Stone Cement Ash Aagregate Aggregate Residue 

Thickness (inches) 9.0 6.7 12.9 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 10.5 

9 
3.9 1.8 4.2 3.0 2.7 Energy (10 Btu) 10.3 3.8 2.9 

3 Air Pollution (10 lb) 123-160 60 117 116 43-72 72-102 104-166 18-38 
3 1.5 4.0 ti 

Water Pollution (10 lb) 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.3 . 
I 

w 
Processing Solid Waste 

(103 lb) 90.6 7.4 9.8 107 70.4 71.9 10.1 5.5 

Materials Diverted from 
3 Waste (10 lb) 1,500 0 0 0 9,200 5,300 2,600 10,600 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 



There are many important conclusions which can be drawn from the 

table. It is clear that use of recovered materials can result in substantial 

energy savings as compared to the most widely used base--aggregate bituminous. 

The lowest energy use is for a crushed stone base, but this base type is not 

strictly competitive with the others listed as they are stabilized and develop 

strength with time whereas crushed stone does not. Thus, crushed stone is not 

always an alternative. 

The first level of energy conservation is achieved when asphalt cement 

is replaced by lime and fly ash as the cementitious material. LFA, lime-fly 

ash-bottom ash and lime-fly ash-boiler slag-aggregate range in energy from 

3.4 to 3.9 x 109 Btu, about one-third of the energy requirement of black base. 

Portland cement treated aggregate is also approximately in the same energy 

range as the bases using lime and fly ash. 

Finally, the replacement of lime with another recovered material-

9 kiln dust--results in still lower energy values of 2.7 to 2.9 x 10 Btu. This 

is only slightly more than one-quarter of the energy for black base. 

Examining the air pollution category in Table D-1 shows that it is more 

complex to evaluate the use of recovered materials. Reference to the detailed 

appendix tables re~eals that the dominant pollutant is particulates, primarily 

dusts from mining and crushing aggregates, and in the handling of fly ash. The 

use of recovered materials affects the use of aggregates, and therefore affects 

the amounts of particulates generated. In addition, dusting is a problem in 

the handling of fly ash, and varies greatly from situation to situation. Thus, 

the air pollution situation with respect to use of recovered materials is 

inconclusive. 
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Water pollution is generated in the systems studied primarily because 

of brines generated in oil field development. Thus, fuels or asphalt required 

generate indirect water pollution in this way. Because the black base requires 

substantially more petroleum-derived resources than the other bases, it results 

in the most water pollution. 

The process solid wastes generated by the systems studied here are 

primarily solid residues from lime manufacture. Systems not requiring lime 

have relatively low solid waste. Thus, black base and the kiln dust bases 

result in less generation of solid waste. 

In all cases where recovered material is used, the amount of material 

diverted from waste is much larger than processing wastes generated. The wastes 

diverted range from LFA and kiln dust-fly ash-aggregate where the recovered 

materials are only about 15 percent of the batch, to amounts as much as seven 

times as much .where the base is entirely made from recovered materials. In 

any event, the use of recovered materials results in substantial amounts of 

diverted wastes. 

In summary, it would appear that use of recovered materials for high-

way bases results in significantly less energy used as compared to the commonly 

used black base, but crushed stone bases require less energy than any other 

alternative. Also, less water pollution results from use of recovered materials 

• and substantial diversion of materials from waste occurs. On the other hand, 

the processing solid wastes generated and the particulate air pollution may be 

either greater or less for recovered material use than for use of conventional 

materials, depending on particular applications. 
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ASPHALT BASE COURSE ALTERNATIVES 

Previously, black base was considered in relation to alternative 

materials. But, recovered materials can be used in conjunction with asphalt 

as an aggregate replacement. However, in most cases the recovered materials 

have a higher surf ace area than conventional aggregates and are more absorb

tive, thus increasing the asphalt requirement. The result is that the use of 

recovered materials in conjunction with asphalt generally increases the energy 

and environmental impacts, as shown in TableD-2. The only possible exception 

is that recovered materials may result in marginally less particulate air pol

lution than conventional aggregates in some cases. Of course, the diversion 

from waste when recovered materials are used is a positive envirpnmental factor 

for these options. 

ASPHALT RUBBER AS STRESS ABSORBING MEMBRANE INTERLAYER (SAMI) OR SEAL COAT 

Asphalt rubber is reported to be effective in absorbing stress and 

preventing crack reflection when used as a SAMI or as a seal coat. Table D-3 

contains calculations based on a comparison suggested by an asphalt rubber 

supplier. The comparison is a three-quarter-inch SAMI to a conventional two

inch asphalt overlay. As shown, the asphalt rubber SAMI results in less impact 

in every category. 

However, comparison of asphalt rubber to conventional asphalt is 

questionable. Most persons interviewed in the course of this study felt that 

asphalt rubber is a unique material, with characteristics quite different from 

conventional asphalt. Thus, the comparison in Table ~-3 will not be valid in 

the majority of applications. 
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Table D-2 

ASPHALT BASE COARSE ALTElU~ATIVES 
(One mile of 2-lane road) 

Asphalt- Asphalt-
Incinerator- Boiler 

Asphalt Residue- Slag- Asphalt~ 
Concrete Aggregate Aggregate Bottom Ash 

Thickness (inches) 4.0 6.0 6.0 

9 Energy (10 Btu) 7.1 13.1 15.8 

Air Pollution (10 3 
Btu) 37.3 34.2 41.4 

3 Water Pollution (10 lb) 2.7 4.9 6.0 

Processing Solid Wastes (103 lb) 4.8 5.4 6.6 

3 Materials Diverted from Waste (10 lb) 0 3,100 4,100 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

Table D-3 

STRESS A~ORBING MEMBRANE INTERLAYER (SAM!) ALTER...~TIVES 
(One mile of 2-lane road) 

Energy (109 Btu) 

Air Pollution (103 lb) 

water Pollution (103 lb) 

Asphalt 
Concrete 

9.1 

39.9 

3.5 

Processing Solid Wastes (103 lb) 5.2 

Materials Diverted from Waste (103 lb) 0 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 
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Asphalt 
Rubber 

5.9 

25.1 

2.3 

3.4 

16 

6.0 

16.2 

4.9 

5.7 

5.5 

7,600 



FLY ASH AS A FILL MATERIAL 

Fly ash may be used as a structural fill or embankment material 

as a replacement for dirt. In this application, fly ash is transported to 

the site and compacted in much the same way as dirt. The exception is that 

fly ash is less dense than dirt so that less fuel may be used in hauling. 

However, this may be easily offset by the fact that it may be hauled greater 

distances than would be dirt, and the fact that water must be added to achieve 

satisfactory compaction and for dust control. Also, care must be taken in 

the design and construction of the fill to ensure that there will be no problems 

from leaching. Encapsulating the fill with two feet or more of dirt is common 

to prevent any possible problem. 

No data were found that indicated there would be any systematic pro-

cess energy or environmental differences between fly ash and dirt. Thus, we 

conclude that any differences would be related to specific situations. How-

ever, the potential for diversion of fly ash from conventional disposal is quite 

significant. Even a moderate embankment or fill will use from one to three 

years of the total ash output of a typical power plant. In addition, the ash 

can be of variable quality which would make it unusable for other applications. 

Therefore, the potential for use is quite large, and subsequently the environ

mental benefits may be greater for this application than for any other application. 



DATA AND CALCULATIONS 
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FOREWORD 

The basic data for calculating the energy and environmental impacts 
associated with producing the different highway construction product mixtures, 
including data for the individual components which make up the mixtures, are 
presented in this report. The energy requirements and pollution factors used 
in this study include the handling, processing, transporting, and placing of 
the component materials and mix products. Many different sources of informa
tion were consulted for this study, in order to present an objective and ac
curate picture, though in some cases information was incomplete and assump
tions had to be made. Nonetheless, all numbers and calculations are referenced 
or footnoted to enable examination or replication. 

In order to present this detailed analysis in as simple a form as 
possible, it has been divided into two sections. First, the "Individual 
.Components" section which describes the process and energy/environmental 
factors calculated for each specific material is presented, followed by the 
"Mixtures" section which contains information on the combinations of the 
individual components. 
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INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS 

The following 14 materials are discussed in this section: 

Limestone 
Lime 
Crushed stone 
Crude cil 
Asphalt cement 
Emulsified asphalt cement 
Asphalt aggregate 
Sand 
Portland cement 
Fly ash 
Bottom ash/boiler slag 
Lime and cement kiln dust 
Incinerator residue 
Waste rubber 

A detailed breakdown of air and water pollution sources associated 
with t?le production of each of these materials is given at the conclusion of 
this section. 

L~STONE MINL'iG 

limestone is quarried primarily from open pits. The most economical 
~ethed of recovering the stone has been blasting, followed by mechanical crush
ing and screening. According to the Bureau of Mines environmental problems 
?l.ague these crushed stone producers more than any other mineral industry except 
sand and gravei. The reason for this is that limestone typically is mined quite 
C.:ose to the ultimate consumer, which frequently dictates that the mining oper
atien :e ~ear, er even w-ithin, heavily populated areas. Hence, their environ
~e::.tal problems are accentuated by their high visibility. 

The environmental consequences of limestone mining include: noise 
!!"om =:e.a.vy equipoent and from blasting; dust from mining; crushing and screen
i~g; sc::id residues not properly disposed of; general unsightliness; and 
eccas"!.e-....al ceutar:ination of streams. None of these problems is insurmountable 
a:.d ::ally q~ar:-ies are presently operated in an acceptable fashion. 

:Jata used to calculate the impacts are shown in Table D-4. 
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Table D-4 

DATA FOR MINING l,000 POUNDS LIMESTONE 

Energy 
Coal 
Distillate Oil 
Residual Oil 
Natural Gaa 
Gasoline 
LPG 
Electricity 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydro Carbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste 

Transportation 
Truck 
Rail 
3arge 

LIME MA..l>it7 ACTURE 

0.12 pound 
0.078 aallcm 
0.005 gallcm 
3.lS cubic feet 
0.021 gallcm 
0.003 gallon 
0.459 k.wh 

6.55 pounds 
0.15 pound 
0.04 pound 
0.06 pound 
0.16 pound 
0.01 pound 

0.05 pound 
<0.01 pound 

0.16 pound 

21 ton-miles 
5 ton-miles 

13 ton-miles 

Source• 

CU) 

(16, 19) 

(16, 19) 

(16, 19) 

(19) 

Li::le is produced by calcining limestone. r.~~est~ (~~:!.:.:::t 
carbonate) is heated in a kiln to a high te:izpera~re sc that any va:e= 
present is driven off aud the carbonate is broke: up by tile evol.u-::.cc 
of carben dioxide. The product remaining is lime (calcium oxide). s~~
nificant environmental il:Jpacts occur due to fuel combo..sti.on and ~~er-..~ 
losses. For 1,000 pounds of lime produced, apprax!mate.:7 SOC ?~ == 
carbon diexide are released. An additional 200 pounds 0£ ~~er:.a:. ... "'"'.'."~';.:; 
the environment as solid waste and dust (particulate E!!!l.i.ssi.otl.). :-.:.e i.a~ 
are su:mmarized in Table D-5. 

* Sources are found in the Reference section at c~c e::C. -- ';h~s .!::~e:?C.::.i& 
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Table D-5 

DATA FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF 1,000 POUNDS LIME 

Energy 
Coal 113 pounds 
Distillate Oil 0.63 gallon 
Residual Oil 0.27 gallon 
Natural Gas 1,186 cubic feet 
Electricity 19.4 kwh 

Raw Materials 
Limestone 2,000 pounds 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 19.90 pounds 
Nitrogen Oxides 1.84 pounds 
Hydro Carbons 1.47 pounds 
Sulfur Oxides 3.87 pounds 
Carbon Monoxide 0.79 pound 
Other 0.03 pound 

Water Pollutants 
Dissolved Solids 0.39 pound 
Other 0.37 pound 

Solid Wastes 211.90 pounds 

Transportation 
Rail 72 ton-miles 
Truck 27 ton-miles 

CRUSHED STONE 

Source 

(15' 20) 

(19) 

(16, 19) 

(16, 19) 

(16' 19) 

(19) 

The initial step in the processing of crushed stone occurs at the 
quarry site. Rock and stone products are loosened by drilling and blasting 
from their deposit sites. Primary drilling, primary blasting, and secondary 
blasting or breakage comprise the principal steps in the quarry operation. 
The secondary blasting operation in many quarries is now either eliminated 
by better fragmentation during primary blasting, or by the use of "drop ball" 
cranes. Tractor-mounted air or hydraulic operated "rock-splitters" have 
proven satisfactory for some operations. 
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The broken rock or stone is transported from the quarry to the 
processing plant. Transport is usually by truck or heavy earth moving 
equipment. The processing of stone includes such operations as drying, 
crushing, pulverizing, screening, and conveying. Primary crushers will 
normally reduce stone to l to 3 inches in size. Secondary crushers are 
used to reduce stone to sizes below 1 inch. Following the processing 
operations, the stone or rock is loaded for shipment to the customer or 
sent to storage. Data used to calculate the impacts are shown in Table D-6. 

Table D-6 

DATA FOR PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION OF 1,000 POUNDS OF CRUSHED STONE 

Energy 
Gasoline 
Diesel Fuel 
Electricity 

Air Pollutants 1/ 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants 1/ 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste 

Transportation 
Truck 

Spread and Compact 
Diesel 

0.015 gallon 
0.043 gallon 
2.33 kwh 

6.72 pounds 
0.248 pound 
0.062 pound 
0.084 pound 
0.11 pound 
0.015 pound 

0.05 pound 
0.01 pound 

0.61 pound 

17.5 ton-miles 

0.06 gallon 

Source 

(13) 

(10, 16) 

(10' 16) 

(10, 16) 

(13) 

(13) 

1/ Includes pollutants from mining, crushing, transportation, spreading, 
and compacting. 
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Crude Oil Production 

Oil is produced by drilling holes into porous rock structures which 
contain oil. These rock strata are generally several thousand feet under
ground. Once an oil deposit is located, numerous holes are drilled ·and 
lined with steel casing. Some oil is brought to the surface by natural pres
sure in the rock structure, although most oil requires some energy to drive 
pumps which lift oil to the surface. 

Once oil is on the surface, it is stored in tanks to await trans
portation to a refinery. Two significant Un.pacts associated with the handling 
and storage of crude oil are the evaporation of hydrocarbons (air pollution) 
fr01n the oil and the inappropriate disposal of "oil field brine" (water pol
lution) which accompanies crude oil from the ground and is separated at or 
near the veil head. 

Data for the production of crude oil are summarized in Table D-7. 
Transportation values are given for both foreign and domestically produced 
crude oil. It was assumed that 60 percent of the crude oil used will come 
from domestic sources and 40 percent from foreign sources. 

Table D-7 

DATA FOR THE PRODUCTION OF i.ooo POt~S CRUDE Oil 

~ergy 

Electricity 
Residual Oil 
Ga.soli:le 
~atural Gas 

Air ?01..iutants 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Ox.ides 
Eydrocar~ons 

Sulfur Oxides 
Carl>on ~uoxide 
Other 

'i'a~e.r Po:J.utants 
Dissolved Solids 
Oil and Grease 
Sol:ie wastes 

:ra:.spo~a t:ion 
:?a.:-ge 
:r:lek 
?:i?e.:!::.e 

6.18 kwh 
0.47 gallon 
0.02 gallon 
287.2 cubic feet 

0.050 pound 
0.355 pound 
9.058 pounds 
0. 284 pot..-nd 
0.152 pouud 
0.008 pound 

6.196 pounds 
O.UO pound 
2.181 pounds 

28 ton-miles 
10 ton miles 
70.95 cubic feet 
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Asphalt Cement Refining 

Asphalt cement is refined from crude oil which contains approxi
mately 4 percent asphalt. The asphalt and other heavy residuals remain be
hind after the lighter fractions are distilled off in the refining process. 
From here it receives further processing, depending upon specifications re
quired, and handling and storage before being shipped out. 

Estimates of overall energy consumption by refining process do 
exist, but can vary greatly from plant to plant. Many refineries do not 
measure fuel flow to individual processes, and those that do usually cannot 
pinpoint fuel consumption associated with each distillation process. However, 
according to two reliable sources (13, 25) the energy consumption attributed 
to asphalt cement refining is approximately 600,000 Btu per ton. 

According to a number of refineries contacted, asphalt cement can 
be, and commonly is, mixed with diesel fuel or kerosene to produce a range of 
fuel oils from No. 2 to No. 6. Therefore, a fuel content equivalent to No. 2 
fuel oil (diesel) has been assigned to all asphalt cement included in this 
report. Calculations are in reference 27. Table D-8sU!l'.mlarizes the asphalt 
cement refining data. 

Table D-8 

DATA FOR R!:FiliING l,000 POUNDS OF ASPHALT C~~ 

Energy 
Electricity 
Natural Gas 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants 
BOD 
Phenol 
Sulfides 
Oil and Grease 
COD 
Suspended Solids 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste 

Transportation 
Truck 

Energy Content 

4.05 kwh 
234.8 cubic feet 

0.42 pound 
0.526 pound 
3.49 pounds 
3.66 pounds 
0.17 pound 
0.20 pound 

0.050 pound 
0.014 pound 
0.018 pound 
0.03 pound 
0.16 pound 
0.09 pound 
0.11 pound 
0.003 pound 

l.07 pounds 

SO ton-miles 

18.3 x 106 Btu 

0-16 • 

Source 

(9, 13, 14) 

(14' 16) 

(14, 16) 

(14, 16) 

(13) 

(27) 



Emulsified Asphalt Cement Production 

Emulsified asphalt is an emulsion of asphalt cement and water with 
a small amount of emulsifying agent. The asphalt content is generally bettJeen 
55 and 65 percent by volume. 

In an Asphalt Institute publication, the Asphalt Emulsion Manufac
turers Association states that 1.2 to 3.6 kwh are required to make 1,000 pounds 
of emulsified asphalt. If the asphalt cement content is 60 percent, the energy 
to refine 600 pounds of asphalt must be added to this. Using thesa percentages 
along with information presented in Table D-8, Table D-9 was calculated. 

Table D-9 

DATA FOR 1,000 POUNDS OF EMU1..SIFIED ASPHALT CEMENT 

Energy 
Electricity 
Natural Gas 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbens 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

~ater Pollutants 
BOD 
Phenon 
Sulfides 
Oil and Grease 
COD 
Suspended Solids 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Wastes 

Transportation 
Truck 

Energy Content 

3.87 kwh 
140.9 cubic feet 

0.244 pound 
0.43 pound 
2.065 pounds 
2.173 pounds 
0.162 pound 
0.103 pound 

0.030 pound 
0.008 pound 
0.011 pound 
0.018 pound 
0.096 pound 
0.054 pound 
0.071 pound 
0.002 pound 

1.625 pounds 

50 ton-miles 

11.0 x 106 Btu 
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Source 

(9, 13, 14) 

(14, 16) 

(14, 16) 

(14' 16) 

(13) 

(27) 



ASPHALT AGGREGATE 

Asphalt aggregate is generally a mixture of sand and gravel 
containing roughly 60 to 70 percent gravel. The process for producing 
the gravel component is the same as for crushed stone described on page 
0-13. Likewise, the data for mining sand can be found on this page. Table 
D-10 below represents a combination of the two separate components, 65 per
cent crushed stone and 35 percent sand. 

Table D-10 

DATA FOR PRODUCTION OF 1,000 POUNDS 
OF ASPHALT AGGREGATE 

Energy 
Gasoline 
Diesel 
Electricity 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste 

Transportation 
Truck 

SAND MINmG 

0.013 gallon 
0.080 gallon 
1. 93 k.wh 

4.387 pound 
0.171 pound 
0.028 pound 
0.064 pound 
0.075 pound 
0.017 pound 

0.032 pound 
0.004 pound 

0.497 pound 

10 ton1Ues 

Source 

(13) 
(13, 2) 
{13, 2) 

(10, 16) 

(16) 

(16) 

(13) 

Sand may be dredged from a river or quarried free depcsi~s ~ ~~e~ 
transferred by vehicle to the crushing and screening equi~ent. :-:.e ~ter-4..a: 
is frequently washed prior to processing to obtain a product 'Which :ee~s '.!Se=s' 
specifications. Following processing and classification, the :ater!.al !.s ::acec 
for shipment or stockpiled in storage areas. 

In 1976, 6,162 sand deposits were being m;ned throug~cr~t ~ 50 
states (1). Thus, everyone has relativel.y close ac~ess,. keepi:lg tt~~_a~~~ 
impacts and cos~s low. !able D-11 Suml6Mll'izes Cie c.aea. 
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Energy 
Diesel 
Electricity 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste 

Transportation 
Truck 

PORTLAND CEMENT 

Table D-11 

DATA FOR MINING 1,000 POUNDS SAND 

0.052 gallon 
1. 217 kwh 

0.061 pound 
0.142 pound 
0.022 pound 
0.045 pound 
0.056 pound 
0.002 pound 

0.027 pound 
0.002 pound 

0.316 pound 

10 ton-miles 

Source 

(2) 

(ll, 16) 

(16) 

(16) 

(5) 

Portland cement is made by mixing and calcining calcareous and 
orgillaceous materials in the proper ratio. The principal minerals used 
for manufacturing cement are limestones, clays and shales, ferrous minerals, 
sand, and gypsum. 

There are two methods used in producing portland cement, the wet 
process and the dry process. In the United States, 60 percent of the cement 
plants employ the wet process while the remaining 40 percent use the dry 
method (l, 10). In the wet process, the wet ground material is pumped in 
the form of a slurry containing about 40 percent water into a series of large 
mixing tanks and from these it is pumped into the kiln. In the dry process, 
the dry ground raw material is carried by a conveyor to the storage bins, and 
from the bins it is fed into the kiln. From the kiln to the finished product 
the cement making process is basically the same for the wet or dry process. 
There are differences in energy requirements for the two processes, but the 
figures presented in this report are based on the total energy consumption 
per ton of cement produced by the entire cement industry. Figure D-1 represents 
a materials and process flow diagram for the manufacture of portland cement. 
Table D-12 summarizes the energy and environmental factors for the national 
mixture of wet and dry cement. 
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Ftgure D-1. Materials and process flow diagram for the manufacture of 1,000 pounds of portland cement. 



Table D-12 

DATA FOR PRODUCTION OF l,000 POUNDS OF PORTLAND CEMENT 

Energy 
Coal 
Natural Gas 
Residual Oil 
Electricity 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants 
Dissolved Solids 
Others 

Solid Waste 

Kiln Dust 

Transportation 
Truck 
Rail 
'Sarge 

FLY ASH/BOTI'OM ASH 

135.4 pounds 
964 cubic feet 
2.3 gallons 
70.7 kwh 

14.942 pounds 
3.594 pounds 
l. 437 pounds 
10.317 pounds 
0.912 pound 
0.029 pound 

0.520 pound 
0.507 pound 

46. 79 pounds 

lll pounds 

29 ton-miles 
16 ton-miles 
16 .5 ton-miles 

Source 

(l, 2) 

(10' 16) 

(16) 

(16) 

(23) 

(18) 

The residual tiaterials collected from the burning of coal at 
electric utility plants are ref erred to as power plant ash. These materials 
ue produced in twO for.ns: fly ash and bottom ash. Fly ash is the fine
grained dusey :naterial from the combustion of ground or powdered coal that 
is recevered from boiler flue gases by means of electrostatic or mechanical 
collection systems. Bottom ash is the granular material, which, after coal 
combustion, collects in the ash hopper at the base of the boiler unit. 
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'Ihe relative amounts of fly ash and bottom ash produced at a par
ticular power plant location are determined mainly by the design of the 
boiler units. However, as a general rule, 70 percent or more of all power 
plant ash is fly ash. According to statistics compiled by the National Ash 
Association, a total of 48.1 million tons of fly ash was collected in 1978. 

Fly ash and bottom ash have been used in substantial quantities as 
highway construction materials. 'Ihe applications for fly ash studied in this 
report are for structural fill and backfill and stabilization agent for high
way and parking lot base courses. 'Ihe applications studied for bottom ash 
are aggregate replacements in stabilized base course and asphalt base course 
mixtures. 

In some cases, fly ash as generated by power plants, needs no further 
processing or preparation before being used in highway construction. However, 
it is common for fly ash with a high calcium content to set up and become hard, 
if stored as received. Therefore, in many cases fly ash is conditioned prior 
to storage. 'Ihis involves dampening the fly ash and allowing a few days for 
the water to react with the pozzolanic components. 'Ihen the ash is processed 
through a pug mill, allowing it to be stored safely. Table D-1'3 summarizes the 
data for conditioning and transporting fly ash. · 

Energy 
Electricity 

Handling 
Gasoline 

Transportation 
Truck 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 

Table D-13 

DATA FOR CONDITIONING AND TRANSPORTING 
1,000 POUNDS OF FLY ASH 

1 kwh 

0.018 gallon 

40 ton-miles 

1-25 pounds 

D-22 

Source 

(21) 

(13) 

(24) 

(30) 



Bottom ash, sometimes referred to as boiler slag, which is used as 
an aggregate replacement, is screened, sized, and separated similarly to a 
natural aggregate. Table D-14 summarizes the energy and environmental factors 
associated with processing 1,000 pounds of dry bottom ash or boiler slag. 

Table D-14 

DATA FOR PROCESSING 1,000 POUNDS DRY BOTTOM ASH OR BOILER SLAG 

Energy 
Conveying 
Screening 

Handling 

Transportation 
Truck 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste 

LIME/CEMENT K!LN DUST 

0.75 kwh 
0.20 kwh 

Source 

(2) 

0.018 gallon gasoline (13) 

40 ton-miles (24) 

0.073 pound 
0.482 pound 
0.074 pound 
0.085 pound 
0.210 pound 
0.009 pound 

0.090 pound 
0.004 pound 

0.277 pound 

(16) 

(16) 

(16) 

Kiln dust is one of the major wastes Jf the cement and lime industries. 
The dust is generated in the kilns during the calcining process. In most 
plants the amount of dust is minimized in order to save energy and materials, 
but even under the best conditions with current technology, the dust produced 
is not likely to be less than 5 percent of production. ¥.any plants, due to 
their particular equipment and raw materials, generate significantly more. 
A typical wet process plant produces from 150 to 250 tons of dust daily and 
often one-third of raw material is converted to dust, not clinker (23). 

In this study, kiln dust is looked at as a pozzolonic binder for aggre
gate or incinerator residue base courses. Table D-15 summarizes the energy 
and enviromnental factors for delivering kiln dust. 
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Table D-15 

DATA FOR DELIVERING 1,000 POUNDS OF LIME 
OR CEMENT KILN DUST 

Handling 
Gasoline 

Transportation 
Truck 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste 

INCINERATOR RESIDUE 

0.018 gallon 

40 ton-miles 

1.25 pounds 
0.472 pound 
0.069 pound 
0.064 pound 
0.193 pound 
0.008 pound 

0.088 pound 
0.003 pound 

0.039 pound 

Source 

(13) 

(24) 

(16) 

(16). 

(16) 

Many municipalities throughout the United States employ incineration 
as a means for solving solid waste disposal problems. At the present time 
there are approximately 72 incinerator plants operating in this country, gen
erating 10 to 12 million tons of residue yearly. An average of approximately 
25 percent by weight of the original waste material still remains in the form 
of a non-combustible residue, after incineration. Therefore, some 2.5 to 3 
million tons of this residue is available for use as base course aggregate. 
Like other aggregates, the incinerator residue must be screened, sized, and 
separated. The data for incinerator residue is summarized in Table D-16. 
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DATA FOR PROCESSING AND DELIVERING i,ooo POUNDS OF INCINERATOR RESIDUE 

Source 

Energy 
Handling 0.018 gallon gasoline (13) 
Conveying 0.75 kwh {2) 
Screening 0.20 kvh (2) 

Transportation 
Truck 40 ton-miles (24) 

Air Pollutants (16) 
Particulates 0.028 pound 
Nitrogen Oxides 0.482 pound 
Hydrocarbons 0.074 pound 
Sulfur Oxides 0.085 pound 
Carbon Monoxide 0.210 pound 
Other 0.009 pound 

Water Pollutants (16) 
Dissolved Solids 0.090 pound 
Other 0.004 pound 

Solid 'Waste 0.277 pound (16) 

GROIDi"D R!IBBER 

To produce the rubber component of asphalt-rubber mixtures from 
discarded truck and auto tires, the tires l!lUSt go through a number of basic 
?recesses. These processes are shredding, metal and fabric removal, grind-
1.:lg, sizing, and packaging. The finished product consists of particles 
finer than 2mm and can be tailored to meet exacting specifications for syn
t.~etic or natural rubber content. Table D-11 au:mnarizes the energy data for 
producing 1,000 pounds of ground rubber used in asphalt mixtures. 
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Table D-17 

DATA FOR PRODUCING 1,000 POUNDS OF GRANULATED RL"BBER 

Energy 
Electricity 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste 

Tra:isportation 
Truck 

76.6 kwh 

0.635 pound 
5.812 pounds 
1.497 pounds 
2.496 pounds 
6.686 pounds 
0.381 pound 

1.398 pounds 
0.168 pound 

19.8 pounds 

1,000 ton-miles 

Source 

(26) 

(16) 

(16) 

(16) 

(28) 

1/ P~llutants are the result of electricity generation and transporta~ion. 
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Table l>-18• 

DETAILED AIR AND WATER POLLlTTAHTS RESULTING FROM 
THE PRODUCTION OF HIGHWAY ROAD CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

(All tables are based on l,000 pounds of material) 

1.imeatona Hintna Lime Manufacture Portlaod Cement Coacrete Batch!!!g 
Proceaa Proceaa Proceaa 
Fuell Proceaa Tranaeortatton !!!.£!! Fuel a Proceaa Tranaportattoo !!!!!_ Fueh Process Transportation ~ 

A!r Popytanta 
Part culatea lb• o.oos 6. so 0.001 6.548 1.887 18.00 0.013 19.900 0.010 0.003 0.013 
Nitrogen Oxides lba 0.015 0.135 O.HO l.541 0.303 1.844 0.003 0.171 0.180 
Hydrocarbona lba 0.010 0.033 0.043 l.41S 0.059 1.474 0.001 0.020 o.on 
Sulfur Oxtdea lba 0.024 0.034 0.058 3.823 0.044 3.867 0.002 0.012 0.014 
Carbon Monoxide lbe 0.021 0.140 0.161 0.545 0.248 0.793 0.012 0.072 0.084 
Other lb• 0.001 0.008 o.009 0.014 0.014 0.028 0.001 0.006 0.007 

Water Pollutant! 
BOD lba 

! Phenol lbe 
Sulfidee lbe .... OU and Greaae lb• 
COD lba 
Suapendad Solid• lbe 
Dtaaolved Soltda lb• 0.010 0.036 0,046 0.328 0.065 0.393 0.001 0.020 0.021 
Other lbe 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.372 0.002 0.374 

Solid Waatea lba 0.145 0.012 0.157 29.870 182.00 0.028 211.898 0.027 0.009 0.036 

Sourca1 Franklin Aeaociatea, Ltd. 



'l'.able D-18b 

DETAILED AIR AND WATER POLLUTANTS RESULTING FROM 
THE PRODUCTION OF HIGHWAY ROAD CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

(All tables are based on 1,000 pounds of material) 

Drl Bottom Ash Emulsified Aeehalt Cement 
Process Process 

Fuels Process Transportation Total Fuels Process Transportation Total 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates lbs 0.004 0.050 0.019 0.073 0.021 0.210 0.013 0.244 
Nitrogen Oxides lbs 0.010 0.472 0.482 0.104 0.339 0.443 
Hydrocarbons lbs 0.005 0.069 0.074 0.155 1.860 0.050 2.065 
Sulfur Oxides lbs 0.021 0.064 0.085 0.087 2.040 0.046 2.173 
Carbon Monoxide lbs 0.017 0.193 0.210 0.023 0.139 0.162 
Other lbs 0.001 0.008 0.009 0.001 0.096 0.006 0.103 

Solid Wastes lbs 0.238 0.039 0.277 0.971 0.626 0.028 1.625 

? Water Pollutants N 
00 BOD lbs 0.030 0.0)0 

Phenol lbs 0.008 0.008 
Sulfides lbs 0.011 0.011 
011 and Gr,aae lbs 0.018 0.018 COD lbs 0.096 0.096 
Su-.pend«:td Solids lbs 0.054 0.054 Dia.aolved Solids lbs 0.002 0.088 0.090 0.0)) 0.063 0.071 Other lbs 0.001 0.003 0.004 0.006 0.002 0.002 

Sources Franklin Aaaociatos. Ltd. 



Table D-18c 

DE1'A ILED AIR AND WATER POLLUTANTS RESULTING FROM 
THE PRODUCTION OF HIGHWAY ROAD CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

(All tables based on 1,000 pounds of material) 

PlI Ash Lime-FlI Ash-Aggregate Batching Sand Htning 
Proc•H Process Process 
Pull• Proc••• !£.!!lsportation !2!.!!. ~ Process Transportation Total __!!!!!! Process Transportation ~ 

AlI f0Uut1nl• 
ParticulatH lb• 0.005 1-25 lb• 0.019 1-25 0.006 1.55 0.004 1.560 0.007 o.oso 0.004 0.061 
Nitt'O&eo OxidH lb• 0.011 0.472 0.483 0.037 0.177 0.214 0.032 0.110 0.142 
llydroc ar bona lb• 0.005 0.069 0,074 0.009 0.019 0.028 0.006 0.016 0.022 
Sulfur OxtdH lb• 0.022 0.064 0.086 0.025 0.012 0.037 0.030 0.015 0.045 
Cerbon Monoxide lb• 0.017 0.193 0.210 0.028 0.072 0.100 o.ou 0.045 0.056 
Other lb• 0.001 0.008 0.009 0.001 0.007 0.008 .,. 0.002 0.002 

'i' 
Water Pollutants 

.... Dissolved Solids lbs 0.002 0.088 0.090 0.007 0.020 0.027 0.006 0.021 0.027 
'° Other lb• 0.001 0.003 0,004 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 

Solid llastes lba 0.251 0.039 0.290 0.253 0.009 0.262 0.307 0.009 0.316 

Source: Franklin Associate&, Ltd. 



Table D-18d 

DETAILED AIR AND WATER POLLUTANTS RESULTING FROM 
THE PRODUCTION OF HIGHWAY ROAD CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

(All tables are based on 1.000 pounds of material) 

Cru•b•d Stoe• Aaphelt Ceiaent Refining Crude Oil Production 
Proceaa Proceas Process 
Fu•l• Proca11 Tr1n1portation !2!!! Fu ala Process 'l'ranaportatton 12!!!. Fuels hocesa Transportation ~ 

Atr P2pu t!n te 
Put cuhtH lbl 0.012 6. 700 0.010 6.722 o.ou 0.350 o.ou 0.406 o.ou 0.001 0.050 
lttroaen OddH lb• 0.041 0,207 0.248 0.181 0.339 0,526 0.217 0.118 0.355 
ltyclroeubon1 lbl o.ou 0,050 0.062 0.264 3.100 0.050 3.414 0.340 8.620 0.098 9,085 
lulfur OddH lb• 0.054 0.031 0.085 0,182 l.400 0.046 l.628 0.211 0.053 0.284 
C•rt.on Hu11oxid• lb• 0.026 0.084 0.110 0.04l 0.119 0.181 0.068 0.084 0.152 
Other lb• 0.001 0,014 0.015 0.002 0.160 0.006 0.168 0.004 0.004 0.008 

!!ti£ lJUtUIOU 
lb• 0.050 0.050 

'r' rtiano1 lh11 0.014 0.014 ... lulftdH Jli• 0.018 0.018 
G 

<HI ind Ora111 lb• 0.030 0.030 0.110 0.110 
WI> lb• 0.160 0,160 
~·11pand11d l0Ud1 lb• 0.090 0.090 
~•••olvad l0Jtd1 lli• 0,050 0.050 0.056 0.063 0.119 O.lOl 6.050 0.043 6.196 
Otl11r lb• 0.010 0.010 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.010 0.010 

!f!llH t'U'!l 111• O,S87 o.ou 0.609 l.016 0,028 1.044 1.568 0.600 0.013 2.181 



Table D-18e 

DETAILED AIR AND WATER POLLUTANTS RESULTING FROM 
!HE PRODUCTION OF HIGHWAY ROAD CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

(All tables are based on 1,000 pounds of material) 

A1ph1lt Concrete Batching Portland Cement AaEbalt·~gregate 
Proce1s Procees Process 
Fuell Proce11 Tran1portatton ~ Fuell Process Transportation .!£!!!. Fuela Process Trans2ortat1oo !!!!!! 

Ah' Pollutanta 
Putlculatea lb• o.ou 0.050 0.010 0.073 2.431 12.50 0.011 14.942 0.010 4.372 o.oos 4.387 
Nttroa•n Oxtdea lb• 0.280 0.177 0.457 2.081 l.30 0.213 3.594 O.OS3 0.118 0.171 
Rydrocat'bon1 lb• o.us 0.026 0.141 1.386 0.051 1.437 0.011 0.017 0.028 
Sulfur Oxide1 lb• 0.046 0.026 0.072 5.755 4.50 0.062 10.317 0.048 0.016 0.064 
C&t'bon Monoxide lb• 0.122 0.012 0.194 0.683 0.229 0.912 0.027 0.048 0.075 
Otbu lb• o.oos 0.003 0.008 0.016 0.013 0.029 0.002 O.OlS 0.017 

Vat&l' Pollutants 

? 
101> Iba 
Phenol lb• w Sulflde1 lb• .... 
OU and Grease lbs 
COD lba 
Suapended Salida lb• 
Diseolved Salida lbs 0,060 0.051 0.111 0.466 0.054 0.520 0.010 0.022 0.032 
Other lba 0.003 0.001 0.004 0.506 0.001 0.507 0,003 0.001 0.004 

Solid Waste lbs 0.166 0.014 0.180 46.550 111.111 0.024 157.658 0.487 0.010 0.497 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd, 



PRODUCT MIXTURES 

In this section, the combinations of the individual components 
making up the road construction materials, are presented. There are five 
separate application categories consisting of the alternate mixture pro
ducts compared in this report. The list below summarizes the categories 
and mixture products. 

SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS OF PRODUCTS FOR HIGHWAY A."'lD ROAD CONSTRUCTION 

A. Stabilized Base Course 
1. Lime-fly ash-aggregate 
2. Aggregate bituminous 
3. Crushed stone 
4. Aggregate cement 
S. Lime-fly ash-bottom ash 
6. Lime-fly ash-boiler slag-aggregate 
7. Lime kiln dust/cement kiln dust- fly 

ash-aggregate 
8. Lime kiln dust-incinerator residue 

B. Asphalt Base Course 
1. Asphalt-incinerator residue 
2. Asphalt-boiler slag-aggregate 
3. Asphalt-bottom ash 
4. Asphalt concrete 

C. Asphalt Seal Coat (SAM) 
1. Asphalt emulsion 
2. Asphalt cement 
3. Asphalt rubber 

D. Stress Absorbing Membrane Inter!ayer (~~) 
1. Asphalt rubber 
2. Asphalt cement 

E. S true tural Fill and E::lbanlcaen t 
1. Fly ash with earth cover 
2. Earth fill 

Included within e.ach category section :!.s a: 

• Energy and envircmmen ~ profiles ~-ary 
• Material require!&lellts f!Q\; chart 

Table 

D-22 
D-22a 
D-22a 
D-22b 
D-22b 
D-22c 
:>-22d 

D-22e 
D-22d 

D-23 
J-23a 
D-23a 
D-23b 
D-23b 

J-24 
D-24a 
D-24a 
J-24b 

J-25 
:J-25a 
:-2Sb 

• Detailed breakdown of '"Energy a:id :::rr -=-. · • e== ~ 
Prcf iles" for each mixeure product 



The detailed energy and environmental profiles tables were calcu
lated from the amount of material required, times the energy required and 
associated pollutants, which are found in the first section of this report, 
the Individual Compoents. For example, refer to Table 22a; Lime-Fly Ash
Aggregate category, Limestone Mining and Table l5a Limestone Mining. In 
Table D-22a, 1,215 tons of LFA require the mining of 72.8 tons of limestone 
to produce the necessary 36.4 tons of lime. The process and transportation 
energy requirements for 72.8 tons of limestone were calculated from the fuels 
consumed to produce 1,000 pounds of limestone, contained in Table D-3. The 
associated air and water pollutants were calculated from Table D-18a. 

BATCHING, SPREADING, AND COMPACTING 

The energy requirements for batching, spreading, and compacting 
the different pozzolanic mixtures are generally similar since the same basic 
process is used in each case. The processes include conveying the materials 
into a pugmill, operating the pugmill, then spreading and compacting the 
mi."Cture. The energy requirements for batching the pozzolanic mi."Ctures were 
calculated from information contained in Reference 21. 

The handling, spreading, and compacting energy requirements were 
calculated from Reference 13. Table D-19 presents the data used for the poz- - - -
zolanic mixtures in this section. 

Table D-19 

DATA FOR BA!CHING, SPREADING, AND COMPACTING 
1 1 000 POUND3 OF POZZOLANIC MIXTt"RES 

Energy 

Handling, Spreading, and 
Compacting 

Gasoline 
Diesel 

Transportation 
Truck 

l kwh 

0.018 gallon 
0.06 gallon 

15 ton-miles 
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Source 

(21) 

(13) 
(13) 

(22) 



Table D-20 contains the energy and environmental factors for batching, 
spreading, and compacting 1,000 pounds of asphalt concrete. 

Table D-20 

DATA FOR BATCHING 1,000 POUNDS ASPHALT CONCRETE 

Energy 1/ 
Diesel Fuel 
Gasoline 
Natural Gas 
Electricity 

Air Pollutants 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste 

Transportation 
Truck 

0.60 gallon 
0.02 gallon 
75.4 cubic feet 
0.6 kwh 

0.073 pound 
0.457 pound 
0.141 pound 
0.072 pound 
0.194 pound 
0.008 pound 

O.lll pound 
0.004 pound 

0.180 pound 

15 ton-miles 

1/ Includes fuel for spreading and compacting. 
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Source 

(12, 13) 

{ll, 16) 

(16) 

(16) 

(13) 



Table D-21 summarizes the data for batching 1,000 pounds of asphalt 
rubber. 

Table D-21 

DATA FOR BATCHING l,000 POUNDS ASPHALT RUBBER. 

Energy !/ 
Diesel Oil 

Air Pollutants 2/ 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste 

2.86 gallons 

0.049 pound 
l.238 pounds 
0.181 pound 
0.168 pound 
0.506 pound 
0.021 pound 

0.231 pound 
0.009 pound 

0.103 pound 

Source 

(28' 13) 

(16) 

(16) 

(16) 

l/ Includes mixing and applying asphalt rubber and spreading and compacting 
aggregate. 

1: . ./ Pollutants are the result of burning process fuel only. 

STABILIZED BASE COu~E 

Eight stabilized base course product mixtures were chpsen for com
parison in this report. Equivalent thicknesses, based on average state base 
course thickness design coefficients, were calculated by Valley Forge Labora
tories. Then from the known densities of these mixtures, the total tonnage 
of mixture required for 24,000 square feet of base course was calculated. A 
standard mix design for each of the products was determined by Valley Forge 
Laboratories, cased on current, accepted practices. 

Table D-22 summarizes the eight product mix designs, and total energy 
requirements for constructing 24,000 square feet of stabilized base course, 
which is 1,009 feet of two-lane highway. 
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Table D-22 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES SUMMARY 

Asgre,ate Bituminous Aggregate Cement time-Fl? Aah-!lgregate L:llM!-FlI Ash-BottOll Ash 
6.7 Inches (9.0 Inches (9.0 Inches (9.0 Inches 

Aggregate 96%. Aggregate 951. time 3%. Fly Ash 121. L:llM! 3% 1 Fly Ash 121, 
As2halt Cement 4%2 Portland Ce11111nt 5%} Aggregate 851} Bottom Ash 85%} 

Material• Required - tons 905.0 1.215.o l.ns.o 960.0 

Enar1y Cooaumad - 106 Btu 
l'roc••• 1,777.527 !/ 597.336 365.978 255.623 
Tranapor ta Uon 212. 703 202.623 385,623 468.151 

Total l,990.230 799.959 751.601 723.774 

Air Pollutant• - pound• 
Pardculat .. 7,788.0 18.630.5 20,368.8-27,367.8 s.285.9-10.863.9 

' 
lfitro1H Oxfd .. 1,188.9 1,102.4 1.329.1 1.444.0 
Hydrocarbon• 1,226.7 335.3 331.3 283. 7 

~ Sulfur Odd11 525.3 1,469.0 578.4 462.5 
Carlion Houuxtda 505.8 422.6 612.S 652. 7 
Othar 56.8 41.0 56.2 35.0 

Waler l'olJ11t111h - pound• 
llOIJ 'Lf> 
1'11•1111 J 1.0 
!h1l f td11 1. J 
Ol J and CJrHH 2.2 
C;(JIJ 11.6 
lu•v•ndad Pl11l ld1 6.5 
1Jh101Ved !Jo) td1 727.l 199.5 230,4 249.4 
Ill hu 21. 5 85.l 54.1 33.3 

""' I,, Waua • 11111111111 l,4'17.7 20,560,0 17 .428.0 u,:na. 1 

JI lttt'l111Ju I, 'J71. I 11 10
6 

Btu fut fuul c1111t11nt of uphalt cement. 

l41111t1•1 1"11111~1111 Ait1odata1, I.tit, 



Materials Required - tone 

Energy Consumed - 106 Btu 
Process 
Transportation 

Total 

Air Pollutants - pounds 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants - pounds 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste - pounds 

Table D-22 (continued) 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES SUMMARY 

Lime-Fly Ash
Botler Slag-Aggregate 

Lime 3%. Boiler Slag 40% 1 

Ply Ash 12%. Aggregate 45%) 

968.0 

274.657 
382.961 
657.618 

11,078.5-16,656.5 
1,240.l 

273.2 
462.4 
565.5 
40.3 

214.5 
38.5 

13,627.9 

IJCD-Incinerator 
Redidue 

(10.5 Inches, 
LICD 8% 1 IR 92%) 

1,000.0 

71.102 
478.059 
549.161 

911.5-4,751.5 
1,390.4 

203.2 
240.6 
617 .3 
33.8 

231.7 
11.9 

1,039.9 

LKD/CICD-Ply Ash-Aggregate 
(9.0 Inches, ~iln Dust 8% 1 

Aggregate 80% 1 Ply Aah 121) 

1,215.0 

129.022 
390.749 
519.771 

17,343.3-29,000.3 
1,234.6 

223.5 
292.6 
555.5 
52.6 

206.1 
26.0 

1,912.6 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

Crushed Stone 
(12.9 Inches) 

1,548.0 

108.360 
235.466 
343.826 

20,811.l 
767.8 
191.9 
263.1 
340.5 
46.4 

154.8 
30.9 

1,885.4 



Table 0-22a 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES FOR 24,000 SQUARE FEET OF STABILIZED BASE COURSE MATERIALS l/ 

Lime-Fll[ Ash-A11sregate (l ,215 tons~ ~gregate Bituminous ~905 tons) 
Aggregate Batchina, Asphalt Asphalt Aggregate Batching, 

Limestone Llme Fly A<lh Hinlng Spread, Crude OU Cement Cement Hining, Spread, 
Hinins Manufacture Processing & Crushing t. Coml!act Total Production Refining Fuel Content ' Crushing r. Com2act Total 

Materials Required - tons 72.8 36.4 145.8 1,032.8 1,215.0 J7 .3 36.2 36.2 868.8 905.0 

Energy Consumed - 10
6 

Btu 
Process 3.887 229.320 3.997 72. 296 56.478 365.978 34.558 21. 720 1,321.l 61.831 338 .075 1,777.527 Transportation 10.265 9.155 50.692 157.099 158.412 385.623 10.163 9.030 75.516 117.994 212.703 Total 14.152 238.475 54.689 229.395 214.890 751. 601 u:nr 30.750 1,321.3 137. 347 456.069 1,990.230 

Air Pollutants - pounds 
Particulates 'Y 953.4 1,448.7 291-7,290 13,884.9 3,790.8 20,368.8-27,367.8 3.7 29.4 7,622.8 132.l 7,788.0 

"' Nitrogen Oxides 21.8 134.2 140.8 512. 3 520.0 1,329.l 26.5 38.1 297.l 827.2 1,188.9 I Hydrocarbons 6.3 107.3 21.6 128.l 68.0 331.3 675.7 247.2 48.6 255.2 1,226.7 ..... 
00 Sulfur Oxides 8.4 281.5 25.l 173.5 89.9 578.4 21.2 262.6 111.2 130.] 525.3 Carbon Monoxide 23.4 57.7 61.2 227 .2 243.0 612.5 11. 3 13.l 130.3 351.l 505.8 Other 1. 3 2.0 2.6 30.9 19.4 56.2 0.6 12.2 29.5 14.5 56.8 

Yater Pollutants - pounds 
BOD 3.6 3.6 Phenol 1.0 1.0 Sulfides 1. 3 1.3 011 and Grease 2.2 2.2 coo 11.6 

11.6 SuapenJed Solids 6.5 
6.5 Dissolved Solids 6.7 28.6 26.2 101.3 65.6 230.4 462.2 8.6 55.6 200.9~ 727 .3 Other 0.3 27.2 1. 2 20.6 4.8 54.l 8.2 0.2 6.9 7.2 22.5 

Solid Waste - pounds 22.8 15,426.2 84.5 1,257.9 636.6 17,428.0 162.7 75.6 863.6 325.8 1,427.7 

11 All materials are assumed transported to a permanent mixing plant for batching. 
It \lhenever a range is indicated, the lower figure is used in the total. Thus the total represents the minimum particulate pollutant 

figure. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 
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Table D,;22b 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES FOR 24,000 SQUARE FEET OF STABILIZED BASE COURSE MATERIALS 

Cl'Ushed Stone !/ 
!1 1548 tons) Assregate Cement (1 1215 tons) 

Min ins Limestone Clay & Shale Sand 6 Mtac. Cement Aggregete !/ Batching, 
6 Crushing Mining Mining 1./ Mining ~ Mining S2radin1 1 Com2act 12!!!. 

Hatariale Required - tons l,548.0 89.8 9.3 3.0 60.7 1,154.3 1,215.0 

Energy Coneumed - 10 6 Btu 
Proce11 108.360 4.795 0,497 0,130 488.028 80.801 23.0BS 597.336 
TraneportaUon 235.466 12.662 1.311 0.261 12.809 175.580 202.623 

Total 343.826 17.457 i.808 O,ffi' 500.837 256.381 n:m 799.959 

AJr Pollutant• - pounde 
ParticuhtH 20,811.3 1,176.0 121.8 0.4 1,813.9 15,518.4 ll 18,630.5 

I 
Nitrogen OxtdH 767 .8 26.9 2.8 0.8 436.3 572.5 63.1 1,102.4 
Hydnc:arbona 191.9 7.7 0.8 0.1 174.4 143.l 9.2 335.l 
Sulfur OxidH 263.l 10.4 1.1 0.3 1,252.5 196.2 8.S 1,469.0 
Carbon Monoxide 340.5 28.9 3.0 0.3 110.7 253.9 25.8 422.6 
Other 46.4 1.6 0.2 <O.l 3.5 34.6 1.1 41.0 

Weter Pollutant• - pounds 
Dlaaelvad Solid• 154 .8 8,2 0.8 0.2 63.1 115.4 11.8 199.5 
Other 30.9 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 61.5 23.l 0,4 85.3 

lolid Waat• - pound• 1,885.4 28.2 2.9 1.9 19,155.7 1.405.9 5.3 20,560.0 

r Flsuraa inc:luda data for mining, crushing, tranaportation, apreadtna, and compacting, 

~ 8&1111 anaray and pollution factore •• llmaatona. 
Included in •aar•a•t• mlnlna. 

leuru1 Franklin Aa1oci1ta1, Ltd, 



ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES FOR 24,000 SQUARE FEET Of STABILIZED BASE COURSE HATERIALS 1/ 

Lt.e-nl Aab-lottOll Aab (960 tou) 
LKD!CKD-Fll Aah-A11r•a•t• ~1 1 215 ton•} l•tcb, 

Aaaresat• latch, Lt.e&tOlla Lt.e Spread, 
Ktln Dun ~ Hin!n1 & Cruahtn1 Seread 1 & Co•e•ct ~ H1n1.J11 Prou••ill& nr uh lotCOll Asb 6 C-S.act !!!!!! 

Metetlal• Required - ton• 97.2 145.8 972.0 l,21S.O 58.0 29.0 116.2 822.8 968.0 

Eneray Con11J111ed - io6 Btu 
Proc••a 0.507 l.997 68.040 56.478 129.022 l.097 182. 700 J.186 21.644 44.996 2S5.62l 
Tran•portatlun )) • 794 S0.692 147.851 158.412 190. 749 8.118 7.294 40.400 286.071 126.208 468;151 

Total l4.TciT 54."m' 215.891 214.890 m.m- ii.in ii9.i94 4l.Si6 301.fil 171.204 m:-m-
Air Pollutant• - pound• 

S,286-10,864 Perttculataa 194-4,860 291-7,290 U,067.5 l,790.8 17 ,)41-29,008 7S9.S 1,154.2 212-S,810 120.1 l,OZO.l 
? Mltroaen Ollid11 91. 7 140.8 482.1 520.0 1,2)4.6 17.4 106.9 112.2 791.2 '14.) 1,444.0 
l:- lly~rocarbona 13.4 21.6 120.5 68.0 221.S s.o BS.S 17.Z 121.8 54.2 28). 7 ..... Sulfur Oddea 12.4 25.1 165.2 89.9 292.6 6.7 224.l 20.0 U9.9 71.6 462.5 

Carbon Honoside 37.S 61.2 21).8 243.0 5SS.5 18. 7 46.0 u.a )45.6 191.6 6SZ.7 
Other 1.5 2.6 29.l 19.4 52.6 LO 1.6 2.1 14.8 15.S lS.O 

Veter Pollutants - pound• 
Dtaaolved Solidi 17 .1 26.2 97.2 65.6 206.1 5.l 22.8 20.9 148.1 52.) 249.4 
Other 0.6 1.2 19.4 4.8 26.0 0.2 21. 7 0.9 6.6 1.9 ll.l 

Solid Waste - pound• 7 .6 84.S 1,181.9 636.6 1,912.6 18.2 12,290.l 67.4 455.8 507.2 ll,118. 7 

!l All aatertal• ar• •••Wll4d transported to a permanent aixtog plant for batching. 

Source; Frankl.in Aaaoclatea, Ltd. 



Table D-22d 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES FOR 24,000 SQUARE FEET OF STABILIZED BASE COURSE MATERIALS !/ 
Lime-FlI Ash-Boiler Slas-~sresate ~968 tons} LICD-Incinerator a&sidue (1 1000 tons) 

Aggregate Batch, Batch, 
Limestone Lime Boiler Mining, Spread, Kiln Incinerator Spread, 
Hinina ProceHin15 FlI Ash ..ll!L & Crushing & Com2act '.!!!!!! ~ Re at due & Co!}?act !!!!!!:. 

Hatariala Required - tone 58.0 29.0 116.2 387.2 435,6 968.0 80.0 920.0 1,0011.0 

Energy Con1umad - 106 Btu 
Proceaa 3.097 182.700 3.186 10.186 30.492 44.996 274.657 0.417 24.201 46.484 71.102 
Tran1portation 8.178 7.294 40.400 134.622 66.259 126.208 382.961 

Total Il.1'7J 119.994 43.586 144.808 96.751 111.204 657.618 
27.814 319.865 lJ0. 380 478.059 
28.211 344.066 176.864 549.161 

Air Pollutant• - pound• 
Partlculataa 759.S 1,154.2 232-5,810 56.S S,856.2 3,020.1 11,078.5-16,656.5 

? Nitroaan Oxid11 17.4 106.9 112.2 373.3 216.0 414.l 1,240.l 
Hydrocarbon a s.o 85.5 17.2 57.3 54.0 54.2 271.2 ..., 
lultur Oxide• 6.7 224.l 20.0 65.8 74.0 71.6 462.4 

160-4.000 51.5 700.0 911. 5-4. 751. s 
75.5 886.9 428,0 1.390.4 
11.0 136.2 56.0 203.2 
10.2 156.4 74.0 240.6 

Carbon Honoxtde 18.7 46.0 48.8 162.6 95.8 193.6 565.5 30.9 386.4 200.0 617.) 
Other 1.0 1.6 2.1 7.0 13.l 15.5 40.3 1.3 16.S 16.0 33.8 

Water Pollutant• - pound• 
Dt11olved Solid• 5.3 22.8 20.9 69.7 0.5 52.3 214.5 14.l 165.6 54.0 233.7 
Olh•r 0.2 2L. 7 0.9 3.1 8. 7 3.9 38.5 o.s 7.4 4.0 11.9 

801 ld Waite - pound• 18.2 12 1290.L 67 .4 214.5 530.S 507.2 11,621.9 6.2 509.7 524.0 l.039.9 

1/-AJJ-.i,o:erldlo ua aa1um1d tranaportad to a panunent mtxin1 plant for batching. 

~Q~r·.•• Yt4tt~lln A11oci1t11, Ltd. 



ASPHALT BASE COURSE 

Four asphalt base course products were chosen for comparison in 
this category. Equivalent thicknesses based on average state base course 
thickness design coefficients were calculated by Valley Forge Laboratories. 
Then from the known densities of these mixtures, the total tonnage of mix
ture required for 24,000 square feet of base course was calculated. A 
standard mix design for each of the products was determined by Valley Forge 
Laboratories, based on current, accepted practices. In all these products 
compared to asphalt concrete, the recovered materials serve only as sub
titutes for aggregate. 

Table D-23 summarizes the four product mix designs and total energy 
requirements for constructing 24,000 square feet of asphalt base course. 
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Table D-23 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES SUMMARY 

AsEhalt-Boiler Sla1-Ag1re1ate Asphalt-Dry 
(6.0 Inches Bottom Ash 

Asphalt Ce1Dent 8%, (6.0 Inches 
Boiler Slag 46%, Asphalt Cement 8%, 
A&sregate 46%~ nrx 92%) 

Material& Required - ton& 780.0 780.0 

6 Energy Con1umed - 10 Btu 
Process 2,700.874 !/ 2 ,684. 778 ~./ 
Tranapor tat ion 290.686 384.248 

Total 2,991.560 3,069.026 

Air Pollutants - pounds 
Particulate• 3,340.9 257.4 
Nitrogen Oxides 1,292.7 923,6 
Hydrocarbons 1,889.4 l,913.9 
Sulfur Oxides 712.3 658.6 
Carbon Monoxide 549.1 1,046.3 
Other 53,0 99.4 

Water Pollutants - pound• 
BOD 6.2 6,2 
Phenol 1.7 l. 7 
Sult idea 2.2 2.2 
OU and Grea1e 17.8 17.8 
COD 19.9 19.9 
Suapandad Solids 11.2 11.2 
Dieaolvad SoUda 1,070,9 1,017.8 
Other 12.3 9.5 

Solid Waatea - pounda 1,242.5 1,050.2 

Aaphalt cament energy content for each product ta aa follows: 
6 !/ 2,277,6 x 106 Btu. 

l/ 2,277.6 x 10 Btu, 
"II 1,883,4 x 10~ Btu. !I 918.8 x 10 Btu. 
Saurca1 Franklin Aaaociataa, Ltd, 

Asphalt-Iocin-
erator llesidue 

(6.0 Inches Incinerator 
Residue 46%, Aggregate 46%, 

As2halt Cement 8%~ 

645.0 

2,233.426 ]./ 
240.378 

2,473.804 

2,759.0 
1,069.4 
1,562.5 

589.0 
454.1 
47.l 

5.1 
1.4 
1.9 

14.8 
16.5 

9.3 
885.9 
10.2 

1,027.5 

AsEhalt Concrete 
(4.0 Inches 

Asphalt Cement 4.SZ, 
A11regate 95.5%) 

560.0 

1,206.173 ii 
132.841 

1,339.014 

4,797.8 
739.6 
832.9 
348.l 
314.5 

37.6 

2.5 
0.7 
0.9 
7,2 
8.l 
4.5 

485.4 
8.9 

900.0 



ASPIW.T - DRY BOTl'OM ASll 
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Figure D-3. Materials flow for asphalt base alternatives (in tons). 
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Table 0-Ue 

ENERGr ANO ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES FOR 
24,000 SQUARE FEET OF ASPHALT BASE COURSE MATERIALS 

All halt-Boller Sla -A re at• 180 tone A•eh•lt-lncln•rator la1ldue S64S coa•~ 
Alp 1lt A1pha t A&&H&ate latch, A1phalt Aaph•lt Aaareaaca lacchtaa. 

Cnad1 OU CDent C11m1nt loller Hlntn1, SprHd, Crude OU Cament Ce•nt lnclaarator Hlntna, Spread, 
fr~11ctll)R lleflntn1 £nar1:t Guntent ._.ll!L. 'Cru11Mn1 ' C!l!!l!•Cl !!?S!! Production l.aflnly £n•l'U Content baldua • cs:uahty .. C!!!l!ect Total 

Hlc1rta11 laqutred - ton1 64.2 62.4 62.4 JS8,8 lS8.8 180,0 SJ.l U.6 n.6 2116.1 2!16,7 645.0 

l11erar Con1 ... d - 10
6 ltu 

Proc••• H.481 17.440 2,211.6 !l.4l8 n.sn 2!11.180 2, 100.814 0.1111 10.960 1,18l.4 1.805 21.us 240.!14!1 2,211.426 
Tr1a1pou1Uoa u:an U:&H 1u.14~ w. 101.696 2!10.686 14.461 12.81l - 101.U6 25.189 84.095 240.118 

Total r:nn a . l l9l.OJt i,9§1.560 n:nt o.in r.m:t m:m 4'.904 12S.044 1,l11.ao4 

Atr Pollutant• • polllld1 
ParctcubcH 6.4 U.4 20.1 l,141.l lU.9 1,140.1 S.J U.l u.o 2,601.2 94.Z 2,15!1.0 
IUtru .. 11 Oatd .. o.6 65,6 145.9 122. 7 JU.9 1,292.1 l1.1 S4.l 286.0 101.S 519.!I 1,06!1.4 
ll~drocar!lon1 1,1u.o us.s SO,!I 20.1 219.9 1,889.4 961.9 360.1 u.1 16.6 Lil.I 1,562.5 

I ..,Uur OlldH 16.4 06.8 60.t o.t 112.1 712.l 10.1 111.1 50.4 17.t 92.t 589.0 
Carllaa Mll110ald1 l9.5 n.s UO.l 51.8 102.6 549.1 u .. 1 11.l 124.6 44.5 250.l 454.l 
Other 1.0 ao.t 6,ti U.2 u.s H.O o.a 20.6 S,) 10,1 10.l U.1 

VIC•r PollutlOCI - pound• 
1110 6.2 6.J S.l S.l 
rti.aol 1.15 1.15 l,U .... 
luU&d11 J,24 2.2ti 1.86 1.1 
OU • OreHe 14.l l, 1ti 11.114 • ll.J l.09 lti.8 
a.111 19,91 19.97 16.51 16.S 
lu1pend•d lulld1 11.n 11.n 9.29 9.l 
Dt11uh .. l0Ud1 1115. ~ 14,8 64.6 U.9 11>.L 1,070.9 6S8,0 U.l n.ti 19,0 141,2 88S.9 
Oilier 0,4 2.9 2.1 6.2 12.l 0.) Z.4 2.ti 5.l 10.z 

lo&U V1HH • pouad1 2110 .o 1U.n 191.6 156.6 zao.a 1,2U.5 211.6 U0,4 Ul,4 294.t 2l2.2 1,021,5 

v-tr.iiiP11n1Uoa u,,., ... for r1oov1r1d .. terlal1 ••• lla1ed on 40 all• tran1port dl1t1nce, 

'"""'' rr•11lilln MIOGh&H• l.td. 



Haterials Required - ton• 

Energy ConaUIMld - 106 Btu 
Proce&• 
TranaporcaUon 

Total 

Air Pollutant• - pound• 
Particulate• 

}' Nitrogen Oxides 
~ Hydrocarbon• 
.....,. Sulfur OxtdH 

Carbon Honoxtde 
Other 

~ater Pollutant• - pound• 
BOD 
Phenol 
Sulf1dH 
011 ' GTeeae 
COD 
Suapeaded Solid• 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Soiid Wastes - pounds 

Crude Oil 
Production 

2S.9 

23.996 
7.0S7 

n:m-

2.6 
18.4 

469.2 
14. 7 
7.9 
0.4 

5.7 

320.9 

112.9 

Asphalt 
Cement 

Rafinina 

25.2 

lS.120 
6.286 

21.406 

21.2 
26.S 

17s.!I 
184.4 

9.1 
10.1 

2.5 
0.7 
0.9 
l.S 
8.1 
4.S 
6.0 
O.l 

53,9 

tabh D-23b 

24,000 
ENERGY AND EHVl!iONHENTAL PROFILES FOR 
SQUARE FEET oP ASPHALT BAst COURSE MATERIALS 

Asphalt Concrete (560 tons) 
Asphalt Aggngate Asphalt 
Cement Mining, Concrete Bat.ch Crude 011 

Ener1x Content 4 crushing & S2raad !2!!! Production 

25.2 534.8 560.0 64.2 

919.8 38.061 209.196 1,206.173 59.481 
46~485 73.01) 132.841 17.lo92 

9in 8i.546 282.209 1,339.014 76.973 

4,692.3 81. 7 4,797.8 6.4 
182,9 SU.8 739.6 45.6 

29.9 157.9 832.9 1,163.0 
68.4 80.6 31,8.1 36.4 
80.2 217 .3 314.5 19.5 
18.2 8.9 37.6 1.0 

2.S 
0.7 
0.9 
7,2 14.1 
8.1 
4.5 

34.2 124.3 485.4 795.5 
4.3 4.5 8.9 

531.6 201.6 900.0 280.0 

!f fran•port•tion figure• for recovered materials are baaed on 40 mile tran•port distance. 

Source: Franklin Aa&ocS..tes, Ltd. 

Asphalt 
A&£h•lt-l?!I Bottom Ash ~780 tons~ 

Aaphalt Batching, 
Cement Cement Dry Spread 

Refining Energx Content Bottom Ash !/ 6 Com2act !2!!.!. 
62.4 62.4 717 .6 780.0 

37.440 2,277.6 18.877 291.380 2 ,684. 771! 
15.565 249.495 101.696 384.248 
n:oos 2,277.6 268. 372 m.on 3,069.026 

52.4 84 .7 113.9 257.4 
65.6 183.7 628.7 923.6 

435.S 31.5 283.9 1,911.9 
456.8 53.1 112.3 t58.6 
22.5 93.3 911.0 1,046.3 
20.9 22.9 54.6 99.4 

6.2 6.2 
l.75 1. 75 
2.24 2.24 
3.74 17.84 

19.97 19.97 
ll.23 11.23 
14.8 34.4 173.l 1,017 .8 
0.4 2.9 6.2 9.5 

113.Sl 355,9 280.8 1,050.2 



ASPHALT SEAL COATS 

Three asphalt seal coat products were chosen for comparison in 
this category. Mix designs and material requirements were determined by 
Valley Forge Laboratories, based on past and present practice. 

Table D-24 summarizes the three product mix designs and total energy 
requirements for laying 24,000 square feet of seal coat. 
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Materials Required - tons 

Energy Consumed - 106 Btu 
Process 
Transportation 

Total 

Air Pollutants - pounds 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants - pounds 
BOD 
Phenol 
Sulfides 
Oil & Grease 
COD 
Suspended Solids 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Waste - pounds 

Asphalt cement energy content 
6 1/ 635.1 x 106 Btu. 

2./ 167.9 x 106 Btu. 
3/ 68.2 x 10 Btu. 

Table D-24 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAi. PROFILES SUMMARY 

Asphalt Concrete 
(2.0 Inches 

Asphalt Cement 6%, 
Aggregate 94%) 

290.0 

789.857 !/ 
70. 721 

860.578 

2,450.0 
389.2 
540.1 
213.0 
165.1 
19.9 

1. 7 
0.5 
0.6 
4.9 
5.5 
3.1 

307.4 
4.6 

490.6 

Asphalt Rubber 
. (Asphalt Rubber 10%, 

Aggregate 90%) 

59.5 

235.608 '!:_/ 
14.247 

249.855 

479.6 
192.2 
145.8 

70.9 
92.6 

7.1 

0.5 
0.1 
0.2 
1.3 
1.5 
0.8 

94.6 
2.0 

158.8 

for each product is as follows: 

Asphalt Emulsion 
(Asphalt Emulsion 8%, 

Aggregate·92%) 

36.4 

87.226 3/ 
8.939 -

96.165 

299.2 
48.7 
59.7 
24.0 
20.7 

2.3 

0.2 
<0.1 
0.1 
0.5 
0.6 
0.3 

34.5 
0.7 

64.7 



ASPRALT EMUt.SION 

A<".c:RF.l:AT! AC:c:RF.CA TF. 31.3 
M!N!NC 

....__ 
r.llUSllttU: 

36.4 

l'ETllOLF.UM ~ llSl'l!Af.T 3.1 !/ 
Rt:FTNT!«: F:MrJL,«; TON 

ASPHAl.T RITRRF.11 

AGl:Rf.C:ATP: A<'.r:RF.r.ATE 53.3 
MTNTNC: -- CllUSl!lNC: 

59.5 

Pl':'TROT.F.UM 4.7 A.«;PllALT 4.61/ - --llE'F'TNtNr. CEKF.NT 

6.2 
. 
S1'.AL 
COAT 

llASTF. r.ann:mrr: 1 1.6 (24. 000 SQ PT) 
RUR8£R 

..._ 
l'llOCESStNC ·-

ASPHALT COl'ICRETE 2" OV'E'RLAY 

PF:T'R11t.F.tlM 17.9 ASl'llAJ.T 17.4 y 
llV.'F'TNTl'IC: ~ 

290 2" 

M:l':lll"r'-ATI"'. M"nf'.t:ATf: 
l!TNTN'r. - CRIT$1H~ 272.6 

Figure D-4. Materials flow for seal coat alternatives (in tons). 

1/ Allows for .m """'""" 1% los" tn cnde nfittiftlt. 
"i Numher" represent ton" re<ttdred. 
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Tai.la 0-24a 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES FOR 
24,00o SQUARE tEgt OF SEAL coAT RATERfAts 

A•ehalt Emulalon p6.4 tons} ••ehalt Concrete {290 tona) 
A•phalt Aaphalt A111re1ate latch, .hphalt A•phalt Aaaregate latch, 

Crude 011 Eawhton Cement HJnln11 Spread ' Crude OU CeMnt Ce•nt Htoln11, Spread, ' P roduc tl!!!! Production EnerKY Content ' CruHMna Co•e•ct !ill.! ProducJlen @eUnlna f;nargy Content ' Cru•hln& CO!Qpact !ill! 
Haterl•l• Required - tone l.9l J.l l.87 }).) 16.4 17.9 11.4 17.4 212.6 29(1.0 

Enargy Coneuaad - 106 ltu 
Prue••• 1.788 l.21S 68.H5 2.170 11.598 87.226 16.584 10.440 615.l 19.400 108. lll 789.657 
Tun1porcatlon 0.526 0.111 2.894 4. 746 8,919 4.817 4.140 21.694 17.810 10.121 

Total 2.114 1.988 68.255 5.264 18.m %:'ffi 21.461 14.780 6fi:T u:cm 146.143 i6o.ill 

'i' 
Alt Pollutanu - pound• 

... Parttculue• 0.2 1.5 292.2 5.l 299.2 1.8 14.l 2,191.8 0.1 2,450.0 .. lflnoa•n OatdH 1.4 2.7 \1.4 ll.2 48. 7 12. 7 18.) 93.2 265.0 389.2 
Hydrocarbon• 14.9 12.8 1.8 10.2 59. 7 l24.l 118.8 15.2 111.8 540.l 
Sulfur OddH 1.1 U.5 4.2 5.2 24.0 10.2 126.2 34.9 41. 7 21).0 
Carbon Honoatde 0.6 1.0 5.0 14.l 20.7 5.4 6.l 40.9 112.5 165.l 
Other •0.1 0,6 1.1 0.6 2.) 0.3 5.8 9.2 4.6 19.9 

Water Pollutant• - pound• 
llOD o.z 0.2 1.1 1.1 
Phenol 0.05 0.05 0.5 0.5 
SuUldH 0.01 0.01 0.6 0.6 
OU I. GraHe 0.4 0.1 0.5 1.9 1.0 4.9 
COi> 0.6 0.6 5.5 5.5 
Suapendad Solid• O.l O.l J.1 l.l 
DlM•olvad Solld• 21.9 0.4 2.1 8.1 14.5 221.8 l.8 11.4 64.<!i 107.<!i 
Other 0.01 O.l o.) 0.1 0.1 2.2 2.) 4.6 

SoU4 llutH - pounJ1 8.4 10.l ll.1 11.l 64.1 78.l l7.2 210.9 104.4 490.6 

Souirce1 FirenkllA Aa•ocletea, Lt4. 



Materials Required - tons 

Energy Consumed - 106 Btu 
Process 
Transportation 

Total 

Air Pollutants - pounds 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants - pounds 
BOD 
Phenol 
Sulfides 
Oil & Grease 
COD 
Suspended Solids 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Wastes - pounds 

Table D-24b 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES FOR 
24a000 SQUARE FEET OF SEAL COAT MATERIALS 

Crude Oil 
Production 

4.7 

4.354 
1.280 
5.634 

0.5 
3.3 

85.1 
2.7 
1.4 
0.1 

1.0 

58.2 

20.5 

Asphalt 
Cement 

Refining 

4.6 

2.760 
1.147 
3.907 

3.7 
4.8 

31.4 
33.4 
1.6 
1.5 

0.5 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
1.5 
0.8 
1.0 

<0.1 

9.8 

Asphalt Rubber (59.5 
Asphalt 
Cement Rubber 

Energy Content Processing 

4.6 

167.9 

167.9 

1.6 

2.721 
7.187 
9.908 

2.0 
18.6 
4.8 
8.0 

21.4 
1.2 

4.5 
0.5 

63.3 

!/ Transportation factors included in asphalt cement refining column. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

tons) 
Aggregate 
Mining, 

& Crushing 

53.3 

3.793 
4.633 
8.426 

467.6 
18.2 
3.0 
6.8 
8.0 
1.8 

3.4 
0.4 

53.0 

Batch, 
Spread, & 
Compact 

59.5 

54.080 
1/ 

54.080 

5.8 
147.3 

21.5 
20.0 
60.2 

2.5 

27.5 
1.1 

12.2 

Total 

235.608 
14.247 

249.855 

479.6 
192.2 
145.8 

70.9 
92.6 
7.1 

0.5 
0.1 
0.2 
1.3 
1.5 
0.8 

94.6 
2.0 

158.8 



STRESS ABSORBING MEMBRANE/INTERLAYER 

In this category two products were selected for comparison, a four
inch layer of asphalt concrete versus a layer of asphalt rubber and aggregate 
with a two-inch overlay of conventional asphalt concrete. The asphalt rubber 
mix design and energy requirements are based on data supplied by Arizona Re
finery Company, gathered from their experience with Arm-R-Shield, the trade 
name of their asphalt rubber. Table D-25 summarizes the mix design and energy 
data. 
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Table D-25 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES SUMMARY 

Materials Required - tons 

Energy Consumed - 106 Btu 
Process 
Transportation 

Total 

Air Pollutants - pounds 
Particulates 
Nitrogen Oxides 
Hydrocarbons 
Sulfur Oxides 
Carbon Monoxide 
Other 

Water Pollutants - pounds 
BOD 
Phenol 
Sulfides 
Oil & Grease 
COD 
Suspended Solids 
Dissolved Solids 
Other 

Solid Wastes - pounds 

Asphalt Concrete 
(4.0 Inches 

Asphalt Cement 6%, 
Aggregate 94%) 

580.0 

1,579.717 1/ 
141.443 -

1, 721.160 

4,900.1 
778.5 

1,080.1 
426.1 
330.3 
40.1 

3.5 
1.0 
1.2 
9.9 

11.1 
6.2 

614.9 
9.1 

981.3 

Asphalt cement energy content for each product is as follows: 
!/ 1,270.2 x 10~ Btu. 
~/ 803.0 x 10 ntu. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

Asphalt Rubber with 2-Inch Asphalt 
Concrete Overlay 

1,025.295 2/ 
84.519 -

1,109.814 

2,929.5 
580.3 
685.6 
283.3 
256.3 
26.9 

2.2 
0.6 
0.7 
6.2 
7.0 
3.9 

401.7 
6.4 

645.4 



t::t 
I 

V1 
V1 

ASPHALT CONCRETE 

PETROLEUM 35.8 
REFINING 

AGGRF.GATF. 
MINING 

ASPHALT RUBBER 

AGGREGATE 
MINING 

ASPllAT.T 
CEMl~NT 

AGGRF.GATF. 
CRUSllIN(; 

AGGRF.GATF. 
CRUSHING 

34.8 

545.2 

53., 

WASTE GRINDING & l.' 
RUBBER PROCESSING 

6.2 

I 

4.6 l. Pf.TROLEUM 4.7 ASPHALT 
REFINING CEMENT 

AGGREGATE AGGREGATE 272.6 
MINING CRUSHING 

. 
PETROLEUM 17.9 ASPHALT 17.4 ! 

REFINING CEMENT 

580 

S9.5 

290 2" 

4 II 

SAM 
OR 

SAMl 
(24,000 SQ FT) 

149.5 

Figure D-5. Materials flow for SAM or SAMI (in tons). 

1/ Allows for an average 3% lose in crude refining. * Numbers represent tons required, 



Table D-25a 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES FOR 
24,000 SQUARE FEET OF STRESS ABSORBING MEMBRANE MATERIALS 

Asehalt Rubber with 2" Asehalt Concrete Overla;r: 
Asphalt Asphalt Waste Aggregate Batch, Asphalt Asphalt Aggregate Batch, 

Crude OU Cement Cement Rubber Mining, Spread, Crude Oil Ceunt Cement Mining, Spread, 
Production Refinln11 Fuel Content Proceesin11 6 Cruahin11 6 Com2sct Production Ref1ntn11 Fuel Content 6 Crushin11 6 Coar>act !2!!1 

Matacials Required - tons 4.7 4.6 4.6 1.5 53.3 59.5 17.9 17.4 17.4 272.6 290.0 

Enersy Consumed - 106 Btu 
Process 4.354 2.760 167.9 2.551 3.793 54.080 16.584 10.440 635.l 19.400 108.3]) 1,025.295 
Transportation 1.280 1.147 6. 718 4.613 _jJ_ 4.877 4.340 21.694 37.810 84.519 

Total r.rn 3.'907" ill:9 9.m 8.426 54.080 n.m I4.ffii 635.I 43."ii94 m:m 1,109.814 

Air Pollutants - pound• 
'i' ParticulatH o.s l.7 1.9 467.6 5.8 1.8 14.l 2,191.8 42.l 2,929.5 

"' Nitrogen Oxides 3.3 4.8 17.4 18.2 147 .3 12. 7 18.3 93.2 265.l 580. 3 
°' Hydrocarbons 85.l 31.4 4.5 3.0 21. 5 324. 3 118.8 15.2 81.8 685.6 

Sulfur Oxidee 2.7 33.4 7.5 6.8 20.0 10.1 126.2 14.9 41.7 283.3 
Carbon Monoxide 1.4 1.6 20.0 8.0 60.2 5.4 6.3 40.9 112.5 256.l 
Other 0.1 1.5 1.1 1.8 2.5 0.3 5.8 9.2 4.6 26.9 

Weter Pollutant• - pound• 
800 0.5 1.7 2.2 
Phenol 0.1 o.s 0.6 
SultidH 0.1 0.6 o. 7 
OU & CrHH l.0 0.3 3.9 1.0 6.2 
COD 1.5 5.5 7.0 
Sum pended Solidi 0.8 3.1 3.9 
Dluolved Solids 58.2 .LO 4.2 3.4 27 .5 221.8 1.8 17 .4 64.4 401. 7 
Other <O.l 0. 5 0.4 1.1 0.1 2.2 2.l 6.4 

Solid Waste - poun~1 20.5 9.8 59.4 S2.9 12.2 78.1 17.2 270.9 104.4 645.4 

!l Tranaport•tlon fectora included lo aaphelt cement ref inlng column. 

Sourca1 Franklin A11oclat11, Ltd. 



Table D-25b 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILES FOR 
24,000 SQUARE FEET OF STRESS ABSORBING MEMBRANE MATERIALS 

As~halt Cement (580 tons) 
Asphalt Asphalt Aggregate Batch, 

Crude Oil Cement Cement Mining, Spread, 
Production Refining Fuel Content & Crushing & Compact Total 

Materials Required - tons 35.8 34.8 34.8 545.2 580.0 

Energy Consumed - 106 Btu 
Process 33.169 20,880 1,270.2 38.801 216.667 1,579.717 
Transportation 9.754 8.680 47.389 75.620 141.443 

Total 42.923 29.560 1,270.2 86.190 292.287 1, 721.160 

Air Pollutants - pounds 
Particulates 3.6 28.2 4,783.6 84.7 4,900.1 

t:j Nitrogen Oxides 25.4 36.6 186.4 530.1 778.5 I 
Vl Hydrocarbons 648.5 237.6 30.5 163.5 1,080.1 ...,. 

Sulfur Oxides 20.3 252.5 69.8 83.5 426.1 
Carbon Monoxide 10.9 12.6 81.8 225.0 330.3 
Other 0.6 11.7 18.5 9.3 40.1 

Water Pollutants - pounds +' 

BOD 3.5 3.5 
Phenol 1.0 1.0 
Sulfides 1.2 1.2 
Oil & Grease 7.9 2.0 9.9 
COD 11.1 11.1 
Suspended Solids 6.2 6.2 
Dissolved Solids 443.6 7.6 34.9 128.8 614.9 
Other 0.2 4.3 4.6 9.1 

Solid Wastes - pounds 156.1 74.5 541.9 208.8 981.3 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 
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Appendix E 

LEACHATE EXTRACTION AND EVALUATION 

As a part of this research project, a limited number of samples 
were obtained from existing roads and embanlanents in which recovered ma
terials had been utilized. These samples were subjected to leachate ex
traction procedures, with the leachate being subsequently evaluated by 
standard laboratory procedures to determine if it is potentially hazardous. 
The procedures used were in accordance with EPA recommendations. 

Included in this Appendix is a description of the method used in 
the leaching tests, the Federal Register notice describing the "EP Toxicity 
Test," and a summary of the results. 
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Method for Leaching of Highway Construction Products Containing 
Recovered Materials 

l. Scope 

l.l This method covers procedures for sampling and testing 

highway construction products, which contain recovered materials, 

to obtain an aqueous solution to be used to determine the mater

ials leached under the specified testing conditions. 

1.2 The method outlines the types of sampling methods that 

may be used, and provides for the leaching of a known weight of 

waste with an appropriate extraction fluid and the separation of 

the aqueous phase for analysis. 

2. Summary of Method 

2.1 The method is organized by the following sections: 

Section 1 
Section 2 
Section 3 
Section 4 
Section 5 
Section 6 
Section 7 
Section 8 
Section 9 
Section 10 
Section 11 

- Scope 
- Sl.lltlmary of Practice 
- Applicable Documents 
- Significance and Use 
- Definitions 
- Apparatus 
- Reagents 
- Sampling Methodology - Field Samples 
- Preparation of Solidified Samples 
- Leaching Methodology 
- Analysis of Leachate 

3. Applicable Docmnents 

3.1 Sampling --

3.1.1 ASTM Methods 

0420 - Practice for Investigating and Sampli~g 
Soil and Rock for Engineering ?t.:rposes 

01452 - Method for Soil Investigation and Sa:--:11-
ing by Auger Borings 

02013 - Method for Preparing Coal Samples for 
Analysis 
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02113 - Method for Diamond Core Drilling for Site 
Investigation 

02234 - Method for Collection of a Gross Sample of 
Coal 

3.2 Leaching 

3.2.l Federal Register Vol. 43, No. 243 (December 18, 
1978) 

3.2.2 Federal Register Vol. 45, No. 98 (May 19, 

3.2.3 ASTM Methods . 
01193 - Specification for Reagent Water 

3.3 Analysis 

1980) 

3.3.l "Methods for Analysis of Water and Wastes," EPA 
600/4-79-020, March 1979. 

3.3.2 ASTM Methods 

"Water", Part 31 of Book of Standards 

4. Significance and Use 

4.1 The method is intended to provide a laboratory method for 

determining the relative level of pollutants which can be extracted 

under controlled conditions from construction products using recov-

ered materials. The information thus obtained can be used to cate-

gorize the relative environmental hazard associated with a particu-

lar construction product. 

4.2 It is intended that leaching of the product be done in an 

aqueous solution which simulates the most severe exposure that is 

anticipated in use. 

4.3 In practice, environmental impact depends on many site 

specific factors, such as climate and hydrogeologic conditions, 

cuantity of waste used, etc. Since these factors cannot be con-
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sidered as a part of the method, the method is not intended to pro-

vide a site-specific estimate of environmental impact. 

4.4 The method is intended for use with products which have 

structural stability; that is, are not liquid or semi-solid ma

terials. 

4.5 Within the constraints which are created by the type of 

sample utilized, it is intended that all sample surfaces shall 

be continuously brought into contact with well mixed extraction 

fluid during the leaching test. 

5. Definitions 

5.1 Highway Construction products -- materials which are in-

tended for use in highway construction, including roadbase mix-

tures, asphalt paving mixtures, structural fill or related appli-

cations. 

5.2 Recovered materials -- postconsurner waste and other sec-

ondary materials or by-products which have been collected from 

solid waste that has been disposed of or is destined for disposal. 

6. Apparatus 

6.1 Field Sampling Apparatus 

6.1.1 The apparatus used depends on the sampling method
ology selected, as discussed in Section 8, but 
typically may include coring or excavation proced
ures for physically stabilized materials and sampl
ing tube, split-barrel samplers or excavation pro
cedures for granular materials. 

6.2 Apparatus for Leaching Method 

6.2.1 EPA Extractor -- A stirring type agitator, as 
described in Federal Register, Vol. 43, No. 243, 
December 18, 1978, pages 58956-58957 and illus
trated on p. 58961. 
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6.2.2 NBS Extractor -- A rotary tumbling agitator, as 
described in "Test Methods for Evaluation of 
Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods." Report 
No. SW846 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 

6.2.3 Reciprocating Platform Shaker -- A shake table, 
capable of operating continuously at 110 to 130 
one-inch cycles per minute without incorporation 
of air or heat in the sample being tested. A 
cycle consists of one forward and one equal return 
movement. 

7. Reagents 

7.1 Reagent water -- Typ~ IV (Specification 01193), at 18 to 

27C 

7.2 Acetic acid -- O.SN acetic acid. 

8. Sampling Methodology - Field Samples 

8.1 Cementitious Compositions 

8.1.l Diamond core drilling procedures are recommended, 
but excavation techniques may also be used. 

8.1.2 If diamond core drilling is used, a four or six
inch diameter core can be used to obtain a large 
enough sample to be representative. 

8.2 Non-Cementitious Compositions 

8.2.l Auger sampling is recommended, but excavation tech
niques may be used. 

8.2.2 If auger sampling is used, a six-inch diameter geo
logical soil auger pinned to the bottom of a con
tinuous flight auger can be used to sample the non
cementi tious material. The material received should 
be quartered down to a sample size of 100 gm. 

9. Preparation of Solidified Samples 

9.1 When tests are to be performed on solid samples, the sam-

ples are to be prepared as follows. 

9.1.l Samples will be crushed to pass a 0.375 inch sieve 
as specified in the Federal Register, Vol. 45, No. 
98, May 19, 1980, page 33127, section 3. The 
sample will then be quartered down to 100 gms. 
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10. Leaching Methodology - The leaching procedure shall be in 

accordance with the method described in Federal Register 

Vol. 45, No. 98 (May 19, 1980), pp. 33127-33128. 

10.l The agitation procedures shall be as follows: 

10.1.1 Cementitious Materials - The NBS extractor shall 
be the preferred agitation device, but a recipro
cating shaker may also be used. 

10.1.2 Granular Materials - The NBS extractor shall be 
the preferred agitation device, but an EPA extrac
tor may also.be used. 

11. Analysis of Leachate 

11.1 The leachates that are obtained from a minimum of three 

samples shall be analyzed for concentration of arsenic, barium, 

cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury, selenium, and silver. · 

11.2 The preferred analytical techniques are specified in the 

Federal Register Vol. 45, No. 98, pages 33130-33131 (see especially 

Table 2) • Appropriate substitutions from the ASTM Book of Stand-

ards, Part 31, may be made. 

11.3 If the individual results on the leachates do not agree 

within 20% of the average results, in all cases, the number of 

leach tests performed shall be increased in order to improve the 

estimate of the leaching potential. 
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Appendix 1-Reprnentative Sampling 
Methods 

Appendix II- EP Toxicity Teat 
Procedure 

A. Extraction Procsdun {EP) 

brought into contact with well mixed 
extraction fluid. 

5. After the solid material and 
deionized water are placed in the 

1. A representative sample of the extractor, the operator should begin 
waste to be tested (minimum size 100 agitation and measure the pH of the 
grams) should be obtained using the · _ solution in the extractor. If the pH ia 
methods specified in J\ppendlx I or any sreater than 5.0, the_ pH of the solution 
other methods capable of yieldlns a should be decreaaed to s.o :t: 0.2 by 
representative 1ample within the adding 0.5 N acetic acid. If the pH is 
meaning of Part 280.1For detailed equal to or le11 than 5.0. no acetic acid 
guidance on conducting the various should be added. The pH of the solution 
aapecta of the EP see "Test Methods for should be monitored. aa·described 
the Evaluation of Solid Waste, Physical/ below, during the courae of the 
Chemical Method1," SW-346. U.S. extraction and if the pH rises above 5.2. 
Environmental Protection Agency Office O.~N acetic acid should be added to 
of Solid W aate, W aahington. D.C. bnng the pH down to 5.0 :t: 0.2. 
20t60. '] However,-in no event shall the aggregate 

2. The aample should be separated amount of acid a~ded to the aoluti~n 
into Ila component liquid and solid exceed 4 ml of aetd per sr_am of solid. 
phases using the method described in The mixture should be aSJtated for 24 
"Separation Procedure" below. If the hou;a and !Daintain~d at 2~•-ta• C (tMr-
solid residue s obtained using this 104 Fl dunng this time. It 11 
method totals leH than o.s~ of the recommended that th~ operator monitor. 
original weight of the waste, the residue and adjust _the p~ dW'Ulg _the coune of 
can be discarded and the operator the extraction with a deVJce such u the 
should treat the liquid phaae aa the Type 45-A. pH Conti:oller manufactured 
extract and proceed immediately to Step by Chemtrtx. Inc., Htlls~oro, <?reao_n 

The methods and equipment used for 8. · 971Z3 or its equivalent. m con1unction 
sampling waste materials will vary with s. The solid material obtained from with a m~te~ pump and reserv~ir of 
the form and consistency of the waste the Separation Procedure should be 0.5~ acetic aad. If s~ch a. system 1a not 
materials to be sampled. Samples evaluated for i•a p rticl i U th lid . avaiJable, the followmg manual 

ll 
. ... a e 8 ze. e 80 procedure shall be em 1 ed: 

co ected using the sampling protocol.a matenal has a surface area per gram of P oy 
listed b~low, for sampling waste with material equal to, or greater than. 3.1 (a} A pH meter 1houJd be calibrated in 
properties similar to the indicated cm a or passes through 8 u mm (0.375 accordance with the DW1ufacturet'1 
materials. will be considered.by the · ch) d rd · th , 1pecificatione. m stan a steve, e operator (b) The pH of the 1oluUon 1hould be 
Agency to be representative of the should ro d t St 4 If th .. ..z P cee o ep · e aw-,ace checked and. il nece1aary. 0.5N acalic add 
waste. area ia smaller or the particle size laraer abould be manually added to the extnctor 
Extremely viecoU liquid-ASTM Standard than.specified above, the solid material until the pH reache1 5.0 ± o.z. The pH of the 

Dlf0-70 Cruahed or Powdered mawnal- should be prepared for extraction by eolution should be adjuated at 15. 30 and 60 
ASTM Standard 0346-75 Soil or rock-like auahing. cutting or grinding the material minute interval1. moV'ina to the next longer 
material-ASTM Standard 0420-69 Soil- so that it paaaea through a 9.5 mm (o.375 interval if tha pH don not have to be 
lib material-ASTM Standard 014~ itlch) sieve or. if the material is in a adjuated more than O.SN pH unita. 

Fly Aah-Uke material-ASTM Standard . ainale piece, by subJ"ectin' 8 the material (cj The edjuatmenr procedure ahouJd be · ....., continued for at leaat 6 houn. 
02234-78 (ASTM Standarda are available to the "Structural Integrity Procedure" (d) If at the end of the 24-bour extraction 
from ASTM. 1910 Race SL. Philadelphia. described below. period. the pH of the solution i• not below 5.l 
PA 191~) · .. 4. The solid material obtained in Step . and th. maximum amount of acid (4 ml per 

Containerised liquid WHte1-"COUWASA · 3 should be weighed and placed in an · gram of aoiida) ha1 not baen added. the pH 
de.cribed In "Test Methoda for the "th inl. f 1bould be adjuated to 5.Q :e O..l and the 
Eval11ation of Solid Waite.. Physical/ extractor Wl 16 times ita we~t 0 extraction continued for an additional four 
Chemical Methods." 'U.S. F.nvironmental . deionized water. Do not allow the boun. durlns which the pH ihould be . 
Protection Aaency, Office of Solid Waeta. material to -dry prior to weighing. For adjuated at one hour intervala. 
WaahilJ8ton. O.C. 20480.. (Copies may be purposes of this test. an acceptable 6. At the end of the 24 hour extraction • 
obtained from Solid Wute Information. extraclor is one which will impart .od. d , d h .. 1...1 be sufficient aoitation to the mixture to not' pen e1onize water s OWll added 
U.S. Environmental Protection .a.a""""• .2D e- to the tr t · t W. St. Clair St.. Cinc:innati. otiio~J only prevenotratiftcation of the sample ex ac or in an amoun ' 

Uquid wute in pita. ponds. laaoona. and and extraction Ouid but alao inaure thal determined by the following equation: 
1imilv raervoira.-MPond Sampler" all sample surfaces are continoualy V • [20l(W)-18(W)-·A 
deecribed in -rest Methods for the V • ml deioni2ed water to be added 
EvaJutton of Solid W&1ta. Phyaial/ 'Cop1 .. maybe obtalllltd from Solid Wa11e W • weisht in gnum of aolid charsed to ax tractor 
Chemic:&! Methoda." 1 1a1-11aa. U.S. Enviroamaalal Protec:tton AclllCJ· A• ml of o.aN acadc acid added duriq 

:aw. SL Clair StreeL Claclmi•U. Obie 452118. extraction 
Thia manual also containa additional 

information on application of theae 
protocola. 

''"-e ~are al8o dncribed ID~ 
•lid S.lllplina Praadma frw Huudoua Wuta 
S......· !PAeao/~ ~ 18IO. 

1 '1'be percent eollda ia determlud by ~ the 
filter pad at 161" C uall.l 11 r .. c:lt .. conatut ••isbl 
ud lhaa cal=latiJ!t t1ie ~ eolida uemc 111e 
lollowtaa equatiaa: 

(lwollglllofpml+ midi _ _.,....°' ... 
--------- X IOll •·1fo ... 
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1. The material in the extractor should 
be separated into iti component liquid 
and solid phases as described under 
'"Separation Procedure ... 

a. The liquids resulting. Crom Ste1>9 z 
and 7 1bould be combined. Thia 
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combined liquid (or the waste itself if it 
has less than ~ percent solids, as noted 
in Step 2) is the extract and should be 
analyzed for the presence of any of the 
contaminants specified in Table I of 
§ 261.24 using the Analytical Procedures 
design& ted below. 

Separation Procedure 
Equipment A filter holder, designed 

for filtration media having a nominal 
pore size of 0.4S micrometers and 
capable of applying a 5.3 kg/ cm• (75 psi) 
hydrostatic pressW'8 to the solution 
being filtered shall be used. For mixtures 
containing nonabsorptive solids. where 
separation can be affected without ' 
imposing a 5.3 kg/ cm 1 pressure , 
differential vacuum filters employing a 
0.45 micrometers .filter media can be 
used. (For further guidance on filtration 
equipment or procedures see ·-rest 
Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, 
Physical/Chemical Methods.") 

Procedure: • 
(i) Following manufacturer's 

directions, the .filter unit should be 
assembled with a· filter bed consisting of 
a 0.45 micrometer filter membrane. For 
difficult or slow to filter mixtures a 
prefilter bed consisting of the following 
prefilters in increasing pore size {0.65 
micrometer membrane. fine glass fiber 
~refilter. and coarse glass fiber prefilter) 
can be used. 

(ii) The waste should be poured .into 
the filtration unit. 

[ili) The reservoir should be slowly 
pressurizad until liquid begins to flow . 
from the filtrate oudet at which poirit the 
pressure in the filter should be 
immediately lowered to 10-15 psig. 
Filtration should be continued until 
liquid flow ceases. 

(iv) The pressure should be increased 
stepwise .in 10 psi .increments to 75 psig 
and filtration continued until flow 
ceases or the pressurizing gas begins to 
exit from the filtrate outlet. 

(v} The filter unit should be 
depressurized. the aoUd material 
removed and weighed and then 

._, transferred to the extraction apparatus, 
or. in the case of final filtration prior to 
analysia, diaCarded. Do not allow the 

•nu. procedare ii Intended to l119111t ID 
uparalioa of thli "free" liqldd porliclll al the_.... 
&am uy eolid -ttisr having. partic:la me 
>0.411-. If the HJDple will aat lilt«. ftrioa other 
•P81'8llOD hll:lmlqun cu be ued to eid ID the 
fUtraliDD. M clnc:ribed abaft. J119U11r9 filtration la 
amployed to .peed up the filtration proc:eu. nu. 
does not alter the utun of the MpefttfOQ. If liquid 
does not eeparate during filtratiaa, the .WUle CUI be 
c:mtrifuged. If aeparadatl OCClll'll d1lriDI 
cmtrlfugatiaa tbe Uqqjd pardoa (amlrifllpta) la 
flJtand tbraaah the 0.'5am filter prior to becamiDa 
mixed with the liquid par1ioa of the wute obtained 
from lhe Initial .6lnll011. lizJy materi.al thet will not 
pua thraqD the filter alter czntrtfuptiaQ la 
comldered • IClifd and .la anc:t.d. 

material retained on the filter pad to dry 
prior to weighing. 

(vi) The Uquid phase should be stored 
at 4•c for subsequent use in Step 8. 

B. Structural Integrity ProcedUl'fl 

Equipment: A Structural Integrity 
Tester having a 3.18 cm (1.ZS in.) 
diameter hammer weighing 0.33 kg (0.73 
lbs.) and having a free fall of 15.24 cm (6 
in.) shall be used. Thia device is 
available from Associated Design and 
Manufacturing Company, Alexandria. 
VA., 22314. u Part No. 1%5. or it may be 
fabricated to meet the specifications 
shown .in Flgure 1. 

Procsdure: · 
L The sample holder should be filled 

with the material to be tested. lf the 
sample of waste ia a large monolithic 
block, a portion should be cut from the 
block having the dimensions of a 3.3 cm 
(1.3 in.) diameter x 7.1 cm (2.B in.) 
cylinder. For a fixated waste. samples 
may be cast .in the form of a 3.3 cm (1.3 
in.) diameter x 7.1 cm (2.B in.) cylinder 
for purposes of conducting this tesL In 
such cases. the waste may be allowed to 
cure for 30 days prior to further testing. 

2. The sample holder should be placed 
into the Structural Integrity Tester, then 
the hammer should be raised to its 
maximum height and dropped. Thia 
should be repeated fifteen times. ~. 

3. The material should be removed 
from the sample holder, weighed, and 
transferred to the extraction apparatus 
for extraction. 

Analytical Procedures for Analyzing 
Extract Contaminants 

The test methods for analyzing the 
extract are as follows: 

4 

(1) For arsenic, barium. cadmium. 
chromium. lead. mercury, selenium or 
silver: "Methods for Analysis of Water 
and Wastes." Environmental Monitoring 
and Support Laboratory, Office of 
Research and Development, U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, 
Cincinnati. Ohio 45288 {EPA-800/4-19-
020. March 1979). 

(2) For Endrin: L.indane; 
·. Methoxychlor; Toxaphene: 2.~D; 2.4.5-

TP Silver. in '"Methods for ,Benz:idine, 
Chlorinated Organic Compounda. 

. Pentachlorophenol and Pesticides in 
Water and Wastewater," September 
1978. U.S. Environmental Protection 

· Agency, Environmental Monitoring and 
Support Laboratory, Cincinnati. Ohio 
42588, 
·aa standardized in -rest Methods for 
the Evaluation of Solid W aate. Physical/ 
Chemical Methods." 

For all analyses. the method of 
standard addition shall be used for the 
quantification of species concentration. 
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This method is described in '-rest 
Methods for the Evaluation of Solid 
Waste." (It is also described in 
"Methods for Analysis of Water and 
Wastes.") 
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Appendix III-Chemical Analysis Test 
Methods 

Tables 1, 2 and 3 specify the 
appropriate anal~cal procedures, 
described in "Test Methods for 
Evaluating Solid Waste" (SW-846), 
which should be used in determining 
whether the waste in question contains 
a given toxic conatituenL Table 1 
identifies the analytical clasa and the 
approved measurement techniques for 
each organic chemical listed in 
Appendix Vll. Table 2 identifies the 
corresponding methods for the inorganic 

species. Table 3 identifies the specific 
sample preparation and measurement 
instrument introduction techniques 
which may be suitable for both the 
organic and inorganic species as well as 
the matrices of concern. 

Prior to final selection of the 
analytical method the operator should 
consult the specific method descriptioria 
in SW-846 for additional guidance on 
which of the approved methods should 
be employed for a specific waste 
analysis situation. 
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Mr. William J. Kline 

February 23, 1981 
Project No. 15170 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Office of Solid Waste Management 
401 M Street, s.w. 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

Dear Bill: 

Re: EPA Contract No. 68-01-6014 
"Development of Guidelines for Procure
ment of Highway Construction Products 
Containing Recovered Materials" 

Leachate extraction tests have been perfonned on a total of ten 
samples of highway construction products containing one or more of 
the following recovered materials: power plant ash, cement or lime 
kiln dust~ or incinerator residue. The tests have been perfonned in 
accordance with the EPA extraction procedure and as discussed in my 
letter to you dated November 5, 1980. The purpose of these tests was 
to determine the concentrations of various inorganic chemicals present 
in leachates from each of the samples tested and what, if any, degree 
of potential hazard would be associated with their use in a highway. 

The enclosed table stanmarizes the test results and clearly indi
cates that none of the samples tested appear to be hazardous, insofar 
as leachate concentrations from all samples tested were well within 
the established limits of 100 times the drinking water standards. No 
test was performed on an asphalt-rubber test specimen because the test 
results for the incinerator residue black base test sample were defi
nitely not hazardous and the asphalt-rubber was an interlayer between 
two layers of blacktop. The asphalt-rubber would have to have been 
scraped and divided into particles all of which would have to be less 
than 3/8 inch size prior to leachate testing. Since the sample con
taining 70 percent incinerator residue bituminous base was not found 
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Mr. William J. Kline 
Paqe 2 
February 23, 1981 

to be hazardous, then it seems highly unlikely that a sample in which 
only 25 percent of the mix is granulated rubber tires would be in any 
way hazardous. 

It should be noted that four tests were performed on fly ash em
bankment samples taken at various depths from a project in Waukeegan, 
Illinois. In no case was the fly ash leachate concentration near the 
hazardous level. 

Although the number of tests performed is not of sufficient mag
nitude to extrapolate the results to all highway construction products 
containing recovered materials, it does indicate that there does not 
appear to oe any environmental hazard associated with such use. As 
far as I know, there are no known leachate extraction test results 
from field highway construction samples that do indicate any degree of 
hazardousness associated with this kind of use. 

If there are any questions concerning these test results or the 
methods employed in deriving the test results, please feel free to 
contact me. 

RJC: lor 
Enclosures 
cc: cjpt· .? illlzf;: 

William C. Webster 

Sincerely, 

~d-
Robert J. Collins, P.E. 
Executive Vice-President 
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RESULTS OF LEACHATE EXTRACTION TESTS PERFORMED ON SAMPLES 
OF HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS CONTAINING RECOVERED MATERIALS 

Sample Leachate Analxsis Concentration {~~m) 
Sam~le Oescri~tion Location As Ba Cd Cr Pb ~ Se ~ 

1. Fly Ash Embankment Waukegan, .05 <l.O .06 .20 <.20 <.001 <.01 <.05 
(Sample l - 2 to 6 ft.) 11 l inois 

2. Fly Ash Embankment Waukegan, <.05 <l.O .04 . 13 <.20 <.001 <.01 <.05 
(Sample 2 - 6 to 9 ft.) 11 lino is 

3. Fly Ash Embankment Waukeqan, <.05 <1.0 .09 • 13 <.20 <.001 <.01 <.05 
(Sample 3 - 12 to 16.5 ft.) 11 l inois 

4. Fly Ash Ermankment Waukegan, <.05 l l.O .06 .10 .20 <.001 .01 <.05 
(Sample 4 - 20 to 24 ft.) Illinois 

5. l ime-Fl,y Ash-Aqqre~ate Chicago, .05 17 .0 ~.05 .05 <.20 <.001 < .01 <.05 
(Wyo. Coal Fly Ash) 111 inoi s 

6. Lime-Fly Ash-Aqqreqate Chicago, .05 9.0 .06 . 10 <.20 <.001 .01 <.05 
pj (Ill. Coal Fly Ash) Illinois 
t. 
.r:- 7. Kf ln Oust-Fly Ash-Aggregate Chicago, <.01 <l.0 <.05 .05 .20 <.001 <.01 <.05 

111 f noi s 
8. Lime-Fly Ash-Boiler Slag Coffeen, <.01 <1.0 . 26 • 10 .40 <.001 <.01 <.05 

111 inois 
9. Cement-Stabilized Bottom Ash Charles ton, <.05 26.0 <.05 .05 .40 <.001 <.01 <.05 

W. Va. 

10. Incinerator Residue Black Base Wash., O.C. <.05 1.0 <.05 <.05 <.20 <.001 <.01 <.05 

Orinkinq Water Standards (~~m) 

.05 1.0 .01 .05 .05 .002 .01 .05 
lOOX Drinking Water Standards ( (!(!m) 

5.0 100.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 0.2 1.0 5.0 
~v- --.... -_,.. ________ ----·-·-



Appendix F 

SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 

In the course of this study, the American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) surveyed their membership 
with regard to some of the issues considered in this report. This Appen
dix is a summary and analysis of the responses received. 
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ASSESSMENT OF RECOVERED MATERIALS USE BY STATE 

This section will assess on a state-by-state basis the use of the 
individual recovered material products, tests or experiments with regard to 
use, attitudes of states towards use of the products, barriers to implemen
tation of procurement guidlines or material use, and recommendations to EPA 
on the most favorable policy or alternatives to pursue with each state. 

The method of assessment is through analysis of a questionnaire dis
tributed to highway and transportation officials in each of the 50 states by 
the AASHTO Subcommittee on Materials and the AASHTO Subcommittee on Construc
tion. These were sent to the materials and construction engineers of the U.S. 
member departments from each state during April 1980. 

Following is a complete summary of the Materials and Construction 
Subcommittee's replies to the questionnaire. Generally, the results from the 
questionnaires show about 70 percent of the states having used fly ash and 
granulated rubber tires, over 40 percent of the states having used bottom ash 
or boiler slag, about 30 percent having used cement or lime kiln dust, and only 
about 10 percent having used incinerator residue. The most frequently used 
applications of the recovered materials in descending order are: granulated 
rubber tires as an asphalt-rubber seal coat (~26 states) and as a stress-ab
sorbing membrane or stress-absorging membrane interlayer c~22 states), bottom 
ash or boiler slag as an aggregate in asphalt paving (~18 states), and fly ash 
as a mineral filler in asphalt paving c~1s states) or in lime-fly ash-aggregate 
base, sub-base, or shoulders (~16 states). 
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SUMMARY OF RECOVERED MATERIALS QUESTIONNAIRE 

The Subcommittee on Materials circulated a questionnaire to the 
materials engineers of the U.S. member departments in April 1980 concerning 
their experience and attitude toward the use of various recovered materials. 
Following is a tabulation of the replies. Forty-six member departments re
sponded to the questionnaire. The large majority of those responding favor 
increased use of recovered materials but do not favor any mandatory guide
lines to stimulate such use. 

1. Which of the following recovered materials have been used in highway 
construction products in your state? 

34 Fly Ash AL, AZ, AR, CA, CO, CT, DC, FL, GA, IL, IA, LA, }ID, MA 
MI, MN, MS, MO, Mr, NE, NJ, NM, NY, NC, ND, OH, OR, PA, SC, TX, 
VA, WV, WI, WY 

22 Bottom Ash or Boiler Slag AL, AZ, AR, CT, FL, GA, IL, IA, KS, MI, 
MN, MO, NE, NY, NC, OH, OK, OR, TX, WA, WV, WI 

18 Cement of Lime Kiln Dust AZ, AR, CA, CO, CT, DC, IL, IA, KS, LA, MT, 
NE, NJ, NY, OR, TX, VA, WY 

38 Granulated Rubber Tires AL, AK, AZ, AR, CA, CO, CT, DE, DC, FL, GA, 
HI, ID, Il., IA, KS, LA, M!, MN, MS, MI, NE, NV, NH, NM, NY, NC, ND, OK, 
OR, PA, RI~ SD, TX, UT, VT, WA, WY 

6 Incinerator Residue AL, CT, DC, MA, OH, PA 

l None of these (If so, omit questions 2 through 5). CT 

The remaining questions pertain to specific applications for recovered 
materials. (Please refer to the appropriate letter code when answering these 
questions.) For example, fly ash use as structural fill will:, be referred to by 
the letter "A." 

2. In what applications have these recovered materials been used in your state? 

fl.Y ASH 

A. 9 Structural Fill AZ, IL, IA, MN, NY, OH, WV, WI, WY 

B. 16 Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders AZ, CO, GA, IL, 
~.fil,~,MO,D,NY,K,~,OO,ll,ll,WV 

C. 18 Mineral Filler in Asphalt Paving AL, AR, CO, GA, IL, IA, LA, MD, MI, 
Mr, NE, NY, NC, OH, SC, TX, WV, WY 
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BOTTOM ASH OR BOILER SLAG 

D. 7 Aggregate in Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders 
IL, NC, OH, OR, TX, WA, WV 

E. 17 Aggregate in Asphalt Paving AL, AZ, AR, CT, FL, GA, IL, IA, KS, 
MI, MN, NE, NY, OH, OK, TX, WV 

CEMENT OR LIME KILN DUST 

F. 8 Kiln Dust-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders CO, I!., 
IA, KS, Ml', OR, VA, WY 

GRANULATED RUBBER TIRES 

G. 24 Stress-Absorbing Membrane of Stress-Absorbing Membrane Interlayer 
AL, AZ, AR, CA, CO, FL, HI, ID, IL, KS, MI, MN, NH, NM, NC, ND, OK, OR, 
PA, TX, UT, VT, WA, WY 

H. 26 Asphalt-Rubber Seal Coat AZ, CA, CO, CT, DE, FL, GA, ID, IA, KS, LA, 
MI,MN,~,m,n,NM,NY,~.~.U,ll,~,TX,UT,WY 

2. INCINERATOR RESIDUE 

I. 4 Aggregate Supplement in Asphalt Paving AL, DC, MI, PA 

J. 3 Li.me Stabilized Base, Subbase, or Shoulders MI, NY, OH 
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Questionnaire 3 of 24 

2. K&L Other Applications 

Fly Ash in PC Concrete - Wisc., CA, MO, Oreg. Iowa, Fla., Ohio, Nebr •• Va •• 
Minn., W.VA 

Fly Ash in PC Concrete Pavem!nt - New Mexico 
Fly Ash in PC Concrete base - Ohio 

Recycled Bituminous Concrete Pavement - Conn., Vennont 

Blast Furnace Slag Aggregate in Bituminous Concrete - Wisc., MD. 
Blast Furnace Slag for concrete & bituminous aggregate - Mich. 

Kiln Oust is used as a mineral filler in bituminous concrete - N.J., Nebr., Ark •• Louisiana, 
CA 

Steel Slag from Open Hearth Furnace used in Asphalt Paving - Missouri 
Steel furnace slag for bituminous aggregate and base course - Michigan 
Steel slag-aggregate in asphalt paving - Minn. 
Steel Slag for structural fill, base, asphalt paving - Ohio 

Granulated Rubber Tires-subgrade waterproofing membrane - N.M. 

Fly Ash and wet bottom boiler slag in Type IP Cement {produced by intergrinding 
Portland Cement and pozzolan) An experimental project to let in the near future - Missour 

Glass in AC Pavement Demonstration - Iowa 

Boiler slag - ice control - Iowa 

Granulated rubber - AC crack sealing - Iowa • • 

Use of CAS04 (recovered from production of H2so4 by Allied Chemical) as base 
material - Delaware 

Glass Waste for structural fill - Ohio 

Winter Ice and Snow Control on New Concrete Pavement - Nebraska 

Chalk Sealing on Concrete and Asphalt Highways-- Nebraska 

Ground rubber tires in hot asphalt pavement (SKEGA) - Alaska 

Fly ash in concrete paving (research) - Texas 

Fly ash in concrete box culverts (research) - Texas 

Fly ash in sub-sealing concrete pavement - Texas 

Sawmill waste {hog fuel) - lightweight fill - Washington 

Magnethenn Slag {decrepitated)-soil stabilization - Washington 

Sulfur extended asphalt - Illinois 

Granulated rubber tires in Joint and crack sealer - Illinois 

Cold Milled Asphaltic Concrete - Illinois 
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2. K&L Other Applications -{continued) 

Bottom ash for winter anti-skid material - PA 

Asphalt-Rubber in Hot Dense Graded Wearing Course - PA 

Questionnaire 4 of 24 

Fly ash and Kiln Dust used to fill abandoned underground structures - O.C. 

Asphalt-Granulated Rubber in bituminous mixtures - O.C. 

Waste lime from Acetylene production used for soil modification - Oklahoma 

Fly ash (class F) as an admixture - Florida 

Recycled PCC - Conn. 

Rubber in ~oint seal and asphalt concrete mixes - N.Y. 

Fly ash in cement-fly ash grout - N.Y. 

Fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - Louisiana 

Asphalt-Rubber Crack Sealant - N.O. 

Granulated Rubber Tires in Guardrail blocks - Oregon 

Taconite Tailings-Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - Minn. 

Slag Base ~Surfacing - Slag waste from Phosphate Fertilizer Plant - Idaho 

I •· 
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3 EXTENT OF USE (con't.) 
OTHERS - K&L 

LABORATORY INVESTIGATION 
Fly ash in PC Concrete - (7) FL, MD, NM, OH, OR, TX, WI 
Recycled Bituminous Concrete Pavement - (1) CT 
Sulfur Extended Asphalt - (1) IL 
Fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (1) LA 
Ma.gnetherm Slag (decrepitated) - soil stabilization - (1) WA 
Recycled PCC - (1) CT 
Blast Furnace Slag Aggregate in Bituminous Concrete - (1) WI 
Fly ash in sub-sealing concrete pavement - (1) TX 
Slag Base & Surf acing - Slag waste from Phosphate Fertilizer Plant - (1) ID 

FIELD EXPERIMENTATION 
Glass Waste for Structural Fill - (1) OH 
Steel Slag from Open Hearth Furnace Used in Asphalt Paving - (1) MO 
Use of Ca S04 (recovered from production of H2S04 by Allied Chemical) 

as base material - (1) DE 
Sulfur Extended Asphalt - (1) IL 
Fly Ash and Kiln Dust used to fill abandoned underground structures - (1) DC 
Recycled Bituminous Concrete Pavement - (2) CT, VT 
Fly Ash in PCC - (4) FL, NM, TX, WI 
Blast Furnace Slag Aggregate in Bituminous Concrete - (1) WI. 
Granulated Rubber Tires - Subgrade waterproofing membrane - (1) NM 
Recycled PCC - (1) CT 
Asphalt-Granulated Rubber in bituminous mixtures - (2) AK, DC 
Boiler Slag - ice control - (1) IA 
Fly ash in concrete box culverts (research) - (l) TX 
Cold Milled Asphaltic Concrete - (1) IL 
Granulated Rubber - A.C. crack sealing - (1) IA 
Slag Base & Surfacing - Slag waste from Phosphate Fertilizer Plant - (1) I~ 

LIMITED FIELD USE 
Waste Lime from Acetylene production used for soil m.odif ication - (1) OK 
Steel Slag from Open Hearth Furnace used in Asphalt Paving - (l) MO 
Sawmill Waste (hog fuel) - lightweight fill - (1) WA 
Fly Ash in PCC - (7) FL, IA, NY, NM, OR, VA, WI 
Fly Ash and Kiln Dust used to fill abandoned underground structures - (1) DC 
Cement Kiln Dust - Mineral Filler in Asphalt Paving - (2) AR, NE 
Blast Furnace Slag Aggregate in Bituminous Concrete - (1) WI 
Granul~ted Rubber Tires in Joint and Crack Sealer - (2) IL, ND 
Fly Ash and Wet Bottom Boiler Slag in Type IP Cement EMO - (1) MD 
Fly Ash in Sub-sealing Concrete Pavement - (1) TX 
Bottom Ash or Boiler Slag in Ice and Snow Control - (1) NE 

ROUTINE FIELD USE 
Kiln Dust is used as a mineral filler in bituminous concrete - (2) LA, ~: 
Rubber in joint seal and asphalt concrete mixes - (1) NY 
Fly Ash in PCC - (2) CA, FL 
Taconite Tailings - Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 
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3 EXTENT OF USE (con't.) 
OTHERS - K&L 

ROUTINE FIELD USE (con't.) 
Stael Slag-Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 
Steel Slag for Structural Fill, Base, Asphalt Paving - (1) OH 
Cement Dust as AS Supplemental Fine Aggregate - (1) CA 
Blast Furnace Slag as Aggregate - (l) MD 
Granulated Rubber Tires - subgrade waterproofing membrane - (l) NM 
Fly Ash in PCC Base - (1) OH 
Slag Base & Surfacing - slag waste from phosphate fertilizer plant - (1) ID 
Granulated Rubber Tires - check sealing on highways - (1) NE 
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4 PERFORMANCE (con't.) 
OTHER APPLICATIONS K&L 

Excellent 
Glass Waste for Structural Fill - (1) OH 
Taconite Tailings-Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 
Sawmill Waste (hog fuel) - lightweight fill - (1) WA 
Fly Ash in Concrete - (4) FL, MN, TX 
Magnetherm Slag (decrepitated) - soil stabilization - (1) WA 
Steel Slag-Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 

Good 

Fly Ash in PCC Base - (1) OH 
Slag Base & Surf acing - Slag waste from Phosphate Fertilizer Plant - (1) ID 
Granulated Rubber Tires - Crack sealing on concrete & asphalt highways - (1) NE 

Steel Slag from Open Hearth Furnace used in Asphalt Paving - (1) MO 
Use of Cs S04 (recovered from production of H2S04 by Allied Chemical) as 

base material - (1) DE 
Fly Ash in Concrete - (5) IA, CA, OR, WI, NE 
Asphalt-Rubber Crack Sealant - (2) IL, ND 
Sulfur Extended Asphalt - (1) IL 
Recycled Bituminous Concrete Pavement - (1) VT 
Ground Rubber Tires in Hot Asphalt Pavement (SKEGA) - (1) AK 
Fly Ash and Kiln Dust used to Fill Abandoned Underground Structures - (1) DC 
Steel Slag for Structural Fill, Base, Asphalt Paving - (1) OH 
Granulated Rubber Tires - subgrade, waterproofing membrane - (1) NM 
Blast Furna~e Slag Aggregate in Bituminous Concrete - (1) WI 
Fly Ash in Cement-Fly Ash Grout - (1) NY 
Fly Ash Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (1) LA 
Cement Dust as AS Supplemental Fine Aggregate ~ (1) CA 
Fly Ash or Boiler Slag - ice & snow control - (1) NE 

Acceptable 
Fly Ash in Concrete - (6) FL, MD, NM, OH, TX, VA 
Cement Kiln Dust for Mineral Filler in Asphalt Concrete - (1) AR 
Rubber in Joint Seal and Asphalt Concrete Mixes - (1) ..NY 
Kiln Dust is Used as a Mineral Filler in Bituminous Concrete - (1) NJ 
Cement Kiln Dust - mineral filler in asphalt paving - (1) LA 
Glass Waste for Structural Fill - (1) OR 
Blast Furnace Slag as Aggregate - (l) MD 
Fly Ash and Wet Bottom Boiler Slag in Type IP Cement (produced by inter

grinding PCC and pozzolan) - (l) MO 
Fly Ash in Sub-sealing Concrete Pavement -
Waste Lime from Acetylene Production used for Soil Modification - (1) OK 

Marginal 

Poor 

Fly Ash Used in Hydraulic Cement Concrete - (1) VT 
Asphalt-Granulated Rubber in Bituminous Mixtures - (l) DC 

~~Kiln-Dust-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders -
Boiler Slag - ice control - (1) IA 
Granulated Rubber - AC crack sealing - (1) IA 
Cement or Lime Kiln Dust - mineral filler in asphalt paving - (1) NE 
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S. Applications that have performed either excellently or poorly and the 
reasons given for such performance 

Excellent Performance: 

a. Granulated rubber tires in Stress-Absorbing Membrane or Stress
Absorbing Membrane Interlayer - No reflective cracking noted 
after 3 years. (AL) 

b. Granulated rubber tires in asphalt-rubber seal coat - Effective as 
retarder for reflective cracking. (GA) 

c. Fly ash as a mineral filler in asphalt paving - There was a severe 
need for additional fines and fly ash solved the problem. (CO) 
Excellent pavement performance, low prices and lower asphalt demand 
than other mineral filler. (NE) 

d. Fly ash as a portland cement replacement - The substitution ratio of 1.0 
is nearly adequate at high cement content used in lab tests, while the 
ration should exceed 1.0 for cement content of 5-1/2 bags per cubic yard 
used in field. (FL) Improves concrete work.ability, reduces cost but 
increases time of set. (MN) Quality fly ash, knowledgeable ready mixed 
concrete plant, good contractor, excellent inspectors. (TX) 

e. Fly ash as an admixture in concrete - Lab tests with high cement content 
have demonstrated that fly ash will (1) increase corrosion protect prop
erties (2) increase sulfate resistance, (3) reduce heat of hydration 
(hot weather concreting). (FL) 

f. Taconite tailings used as an aggregate in asphalt paving - Good skid 
resistance, high stability, low abrasion loss, somewhat higher in cost 
in southern part of state. (MN) 

g. Steel slag used as aggregate in asphalt paving - Good skid resistance, 
high stability, low abrasion loss, limited availability. (MN) 

h. Fly ash-lime-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulder - Gains strength with 
age. (OH) Accomplishing the needed laboratory study in the design phase 
along with mixing and compaction on the project. (TX) Pozzolanic activity 
of fly ash when mixed with calcium (cement). (WV) 

i. Fly ash in portland cement concrete base - Greater concrete workability 
with less water and excellent strengths. (OH) 

j. Fly ash used in structural fill - Compacted easily, stable, low cost, no 
volume change. (WI) 

k. Magnetherm slag (decrepitated) for soil stabilization - similarity of 
this material to commercial lime. (WV) 

1. Granulated rubber tires as crack sealing on concrete and asphalt high
ways - Cracks remain sealed and higher initial cost have good benefit/ 
cost ratio since we expect longer service life. (NE) 
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5. Applications that have performed either excellently or poorly and the 
reasons given for such performance (continued) 

Poor Performance: 

a. Granulated rubber tires in asphalt rubber seal coat - Due to inadequate 
binder properties, we did not obtain the reflection crack retardation 
and/or the chip retention expected or desired (CA). Did not control 
reflective cracking (CO). After l year of service most of the cover 
aggregate is gone (DE). Construction conditions: (1) distribution of 
asphalt rubber, (2) cover aggregate application (PA). Workmanship in 
mixing rubber and asphalt; also application onto roadway and subse
quent coverage with chips (UT). Wet chips, loss of chips and did not 
impede cracking (WY). Critical temperature and aggregate conditions 
that seriously affect performance (KS). 

b. Granulated rubber tires in stress-absorbing membrane or stress-absorbing 
membrane interlayer. - While SAM and SAM! seem to be beneficial we were 
anticipating a prolonged period of non-cracking, both showed extensive 
cracking within 6 months (ID). - May have used incorrect formulation (NH). 

c. Boiler slag for ice control. - Crushed too easily under traffic (IA). 

d. Granulated rubber in an asphalt cement crack sealer. - Did not significant:::: 
reduce crack reflection (!A). 

e. Fly ash in lime-fly ash-aggregate base, subbase or shoulders. - Too temp
erature and moisture sensitive for cure, frost susceptibility, poor drain 
ability, and more expensive than conventional aggregate mixtures (MI). 

f. Kiln dust as a mineral filler in asphalt - Good results obtained several 
years ago but recent pollution equipment added at cement plant has pro
duced cement dust that is very fine and has such a high asphalt demand 
that mixes tend to become unstable (NE). 

g. Kiln dust-fly ash-aggregate base subbase, or shoblders. - Lime kiln dust 
to non-uniform, contains variable amounts of lime (VA). 

h. Fly ash used in portland cement concrete - Perf orma.nce of concrete was 
poor with much scaling noted in first winter (VA). 

i. Sawmill waste used in a light-weight fill. - Limited application to 
specific sites (WA). 

j. Fly ash as mineral filler in asphalt pavings - Periodic poor behavior 
noted - Believed due to gradation and source differences of fly ash (LA). 
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6. Attitude toward future use of recovered materials OTHER APPLICATIONS - K&L 

Favor Increased Use 
Taconite Tailings - Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 
Fly ash in concrete - (9) FL, IA, MN, NE, MN, OR, TX, WV, WI 
Sawmill waste (hog fuel) - lightweight fill - (1) WA 
Glass waste for structural fill - (1) OH 
Slag base and surfacing - slag waste from phosphate fertilizer plant - (1) ID 
Recycled bituminous concrete pavement - (l) VT 
Sulfur extended asphalt - (1) IL 
Cement kiln dust for mineral filler in asphalt concrete - (1) LA 
Asphalt-rubber crack sealant - (1) ND 
Fly ash and kiln dust used to fill abandoned underground structures - (1) DC 
Waste lime from acetylene production used for soil modification - (1) OK 
Fly ash in cement-fly ash grout - (1) NY 
Granulated rubber tires in joint and crack sealer - (1) IL 
Steel slag- aggregate in asphalt paving - (1) MN 
Fly ash in sub-sealing concrete pavement - (1) TX 
Fly ash in PCC base - (1) OH 
Cold milled asphaltic concrete - (1) IL 
Granulated rubber tires - crack sealing on concrete and asphalt highways - (1) 

More Field Study Needed 
Kiln dust is used as a mineral filler in bituminous concrete - (1) NJ 
Ground rubber tires in hot asphalt pavement (SKEGA) - (1) AX 
Steel slag from open hearth furnace used in asphalt paving - (1) MO 
Recycled ~ituminous concrete pavement - (1) CT 
Fly ash used in concrete - (1) VA 
Boiler slag - ice control - (2) IA, NE 
Magnetherm slag (decrepitated) soil stabilization - (1) WA 
Recycled PCC - (1) CT 
Blast furnace slag aggregate in bituminous concrete - (1) WI 
Fly ash aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (1) LA 

More Laboratory Study Needed 
Kiln dust as a mineral filler in bituminous concrete - (1) NJ 
Steel slag from open hearth furnace used in asphalt paving - (1) MO 
Recycled bituminous concrete pavement - (1) CT 
Fly ash used in concrete - (1) VA 
Fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (1) LA 
Recycled PCC - (1) CT 

Do Not Favor Further Use 
Cement kiln dust-mineral filler in asphalt paving - (2) AR, NE 
Asphalt-granulated rubber in bituminous mixtures - (1) DC 
Granulated rubber - AC crack sealing - (1) IA 
CaS04 (from H2S04 - Allied Chemical) as base materials - (1) DE 

Uncertain 
Glass waste for structural fill - (1) OH 
Rubber in joint seal and asphalt concrete mixes - (1) NY 
Boiler slag - ice control - (1) IA 
Fly ash and wet bottom boiler slag in Type IP cement (produced by inter

grinding PCC and pozzolan) 
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7. Reasons for not wanting to use a recovered material 

The recovered material did not perform acceptably 

Fly Ash 

Lime-fly ash-aggregate base, subbase or shoulders - (1) MI 

Granulated Rubber Tires 

Stress-absorbing membrane or stress-absorbing membrane interlayer - (1) CO 
Cement or lime kiln dust - mineral filler in asphalt paving - (1) NE 

The recovered material is not available in sufficient quantities 

Granulated Rubber Tires 

Stress-absorbing membrane or stress-absorbing membrane interlayer - (l) KS 
Asphalt-rubber seal coat - (1) KS 

Incinerator Residue 

Aggregate supplement in asphalt paving - (1) PA 

Other ·recovered materials or other applications of listed materials 

Cement kiln dust - mineral filler in asphalt paving - (1) AR 
Use of Ca S04 (recovered from production of H2S04 by Allied Chemical) as 

base material - (1) DE 

The cost of using the recovered is too high in this application 

Fly Ash 

Lime-fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (1) MI 

Bottom Ash 

Aggregate in lime-fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (1) WY 

Granulated Rubber Tires 

Stress-absorbing membrane or stress-absorbing membrane interlayer - (3) co. ID, KS 
Asphalt-rubber seal coat - (3) ID, KS, NE 

Incinerator Residue 

Aggregate supplement in asphalt paving - (1) PA 
Lime stabilized base, subbase or shoulders - (1) SC 

Other Recovered Materials or Other ApPlications of Listed Materials 

Aggregate in lime-fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - ''Economics 
of Haul Restricts Use to Close Vicinity of Source" (1) OR 
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7. Reasons for not wanting to use a recovered material (continued) 

Kiln dust-fly ash aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - "Economics of Haul 
Restricts Use to Close Vicinity of Source" (1) OR 

Asphalt-granulated rubber in bituminous mixtures - "Use of material did not 
significantly improve long term pavement performance" (1) DC 

Granulated rubber - AC crack sealing - "Did not justify additional expenses; 
there was no improved performance" (1) IA 

Performance was not acceptable in reducing amount of cracking. We may find 
reduction in magnitude of the reflected cracks (1) ID 

The actual materials costs are not too high, however, the special equipment 
and handling or application costs are too high for benefits received (1) KS 
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8. Assuming sufficient research funds are available, what is your attitude 
toward possible future use in applications which you have not as yet inves
tigated? 

Would not be interested in investigating any other recovered materials - (5) 
CO, CT, ID, NH, OK 

May possibly be interested in investigating other recovered materials - (33) 
AZ, AR, DE, FL, GA, IL, IA, KS, LA, MI, MN, MS, MO, MT, NE, NV, NJ, NM, NY, 
ND, OH, OR~ PA, RI, SC, SD, TX, VT, VA, WA, WI, WY 

Fly Ash 

Structural fill - (7) AR, MO, OH, OR, SD, TX, WY 
Lime-fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (15) AR, DE, DC, IA, KS, 
LA, MT, NM, OH, OR, RI, SC, WY, VA, SD 
Mineral filler in asphalt paving - (8) AZ, KS, MO, NV, OR, PA, VA, WA 

Bottom Ash 

Aggregate in lime-fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (7) AR, IA, 
KS, MS, MO, ND, OH 
Aggregate in asphalt paving - (9) KS, NJ, NC, ND, RI, SC, WA, WI, WY 

Kiln Dust 

Kiln dust-fly ash-aggregate basa, subbase, or shoulders - (4) AZ, DC, GA, TX 

Granulated Rubber Tires 

Stress-absorbing membrane or stress-absorbing membrane interlayer - (6) LA, MO, 
NE, NV, OH, SC 
Asphalt-rubber seal coat - (8) AR, MO, NE, ND, OH, SC, VA, WI 

Incinerator Residue 

Aggregate supplement in asphalt paving - (8).GA, IL, MI, MN, ~J, NM,~, OH 
Lime stabilized base, subbase, or shoulders - (6) GA, IL, Mr, NY, SC, WA 

Would definitely be interested in investigating the following applications for 
recovered materials. 

Fly Ash 

Structural fill - (3) KS, LA, VT 
Lime-fly ash-aggregate base,-subbase, or shoulders - (2) HI, KS 
Mineral filler in asphalt paving - (3) HI, NJ, TX 
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Bottom Ash 

Aggregate in lime-fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (2) GA, LA 
Aggregate in asphalt paving - (3) MI, PA, TX 

Kiln Dust 

Kiln dust-fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (5) AL, GA, MS, MO, TX 

Granulated Rubber Tires 

Stress-absorbing membrane or stress-absorbing membrane interlayer - (5) DE, GA, 
MI, NY, RI 
Asphalt-rubber seal coat - (4) IL, MI, RI, WY 

Incinerator Residue 

Aggregate supplement in asphalt paving - (3) CA, GA, HI 
Lime stabilized base, subbase, or shoulders - (2) CA, GA 
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9. Attitude toward procurement guidelines - Other Applications K&L 

Favor Optional Guidelines 
Recycled bituminous concrete pavement - (2) CT, VT 
Fly ash (Class F) as a PC replacement - (2) FL, WV 
Waste lime from acetylene production used for soil modification - (1) OK 
Fly ash used in hydraulic cement concrete - (1) VA 
Sulfur extended asphalt - (1) IL 
Kiln dust is used as a mineral filler in bituminous concrete - (1) NJ 
Steel slag from open hearth furnace used in asphalt paving - (1) MO 
Fly ash - PCC pavement - (1) NM 
Cement kiln dust for mineral filler in asphalt concrete - (1) LA 
Blast furnace slag for concrete and bituminous aggregate - (1) MI 
Use of Ca S04 (recovered from production of H2S04 by Allied Chemical) 

as base material - (1) DE 
Fly ash as additive in PCC - (1) OR 
Steel furnace slag for bituminous aggregate and base course -
Fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (1) LA 
Granulated rubber tires - subgrade waterproofing membrane - (1) NM 
Fly ash and wet bottom boiler slag in Type IP cement - (1) MO 
Granulated rubber tires in joint and crack sealer - (1) It, IA 
Fly ash (Class F) as an admixture - (1) FL 
Recycled PCC -
Cold milled asphaltic concrete - (1) IL 
Fly ash - cement replacement - (1) IA 

Opposed to Mandatory Guidelines 
Glass waste for structural fill -
Steel slag for structural fill, base, asphalt paving -
Fly ash in PCC base -
Fly ash in concrete - (8) IA, MN, MO, NE, OR, TX, WV, WI 
Blast furnace slag for concrete and bituminous aggregate - (1) MI 
Use of Ca 504 (recovered from production of H2S04 by Allied Chemical) 

as base material - (1) DE 
Cement kiln dust - mineral filler in asphalt paving - (3) LA, NE, AR 
Steel slag from open hearth furnace used in asphalt paving - (2) MN, MO 
Taconite tailings - aggregate in asphalt paving - (1) MN 
Waste lime from acetylene production used for soil modification - (1) OK 
Recycled bituminous concrete pavement - (1) CT 
Recycled PCC -
Blast furnace slag aggregate in bituminous concrete -
Fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (1) LA 
Granulated rubber - AC crack sealing - (1) IA 

Opposed to Any Guidelines 
Asphalt-rubber crack sealant - (1) ND 
Slag base and surfacing - slag waste from phosphate fertilizer plant - (1) ID 
Rubber in joint seal and asphalt concrete mixes - (1) NY 
Fly ash in cement-fly ash grout - (1) NY 
Sawmill waste (hot fuel) - lightweight fill - (1) WA 
Fly ash in concrete - (1) CA 
Ground rubber tires in hot asphalt pavement (SKEGA) - (l) AK 
Cement dust as AS supplemental fine aggregate - (1) CA 
Bottom ash or boiler slag - winter ice & snow control on new concrete 

pavement - (1) NE 
Cement or lime kiln dust - mineral filler in asphalt paving - (1) NE 
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COMMENTS 

1. Essentially no recovered materials available for use within the state. (AK) 

2. Would be opposed in general to any mandatory guidelines. Believe the "State 
of the Art" of these recovered materials is not to development point that 
anything beyond advisory comments is justified. (AZ) 

3. It is hard to express an opinion on guidelines without knowing something 
about what they will contain. (AR) 

4. Recyclng of existing asphalt plant mix is becoming absolutely necessary be
cause of high cost of asphalt. Other recovered materials listed in this re
port may prove beneficial but a limited budget will not allow us to par
ticipate. (ID) 

5. The general goal to utilize recovered or postconsumer "waste" material is 
certainly laudible, however at the current time very few of these products 
have any kind of quality control or quality assurance systems. In the cur
rent state it would seem entirely inappropriate to insist or mandate that 
states must provide a market to dispose of these materials. The prodccers 
of the "waste" products should p-rovide controls to assist in development of 
proper markets. I seriously doubt that all "waste" materials have poten
tial for road building materials. (KS) 

6. Fly ash as lime-fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders and as port
land cement substitute - use limited due to economic considerations. f!-';D) 

7. Just starting to investigate use of fly ash as structural fill and li.::::1.e
fly ash stabilization. Also one experimental project using incinerator 
residue. (MA) 

8. High quality, long lasting construction must be a pril!le cancer::. in the use 
of waste materials for constructing and maintaining trans?ortat~on fac:..1-
ities. (MN) 

9. We would not favor guidelines, either optional or mandatory, s:=.ce .,.e are 
now using these products) exception incinerator residue as ~one :..s a7a:.:.
able) and see no purpose for imposing guide.1ines on states t::Z~ are alrea.:.'7 
using waste/recovered products. {NE) 

10. We favor the use of recovered materials when use is ccst-e!fect:_7e as ~e
termined by our department. (NY) 

11. NC is fortunate in having ample good qualiry natural aggregate. • :...: 
doubtful that bottom ash will be competitive in the iaaedia~e !-.:-:-..:.=e c·.:e 
to the fact that haul distances would seldom be less t".a..., a gcc-d a~grega~e 
source. Attached letter. (NC) 
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COMMENTS (continued) 

12. We have found that while a product may work satisfactorily in one area 
it may not in a different area of the country where the climate is dif
ferent. It should be up to the user to determine if a product is bene
ficial or not. (ND) 

13. In general I am opposed to mandatory guidelines. The use of a material 
must be determined by satisfactory performance, availability, and eco
nomics. All of these are related. (OH) 

14. Availability, hauling costs, and limited uses to which these materials 
have been found acceptable necessitate opposition to mandatory guide
lines. (OR) 

15. In the above you will see that I checked "Favor Optional Guidelines." 
I am reluctant to do this, however, because optional guidelines often 
become mandatory and I am definitely opposed to mandatory guidelines. (SC) 

16. Any application would favor optional guidelines. (SD) 

17. Approximately $500,000 obligated to fly ash research; 30 test sections 
being evaluated; approximately a dozen projects with some dating back to 
1959. (TX) 

18. Opposed to EPA establishing guidelines for materials to be used in con
struction. Recommended that they make suggestions only and guidelines 
to be established by states or AASHTO. (UT) 

19. Would be interested in using recovered materials which are available within 
a reasonable distance. (VT) 

20. We would favor guidelines encouraging use of these materials where con
ditions would allow for their use. Any mandatory guidelines are opposed. (WV) 

21. We favor use of more alternative materials, including waste products, if we 
could be reasonably assured of producing a durable and serviceable product, 
but we must proceed carefully in attempts to lump all waste products into 
our work. Directives and mandatory guidelines, we don't want. (WI) 
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Summary of Recovered Materials Questionnaire 

The Subconmittee on Construction circulated a questionnaire to the construction 
engineers of the U.S. member departments in April 1980 concerning their experi
ence and attitude toward the use of various recovered materials. Following is a 
tabulation of the replies. Forty-eight member departments responded to the 
questionnaire. The large majority of those responding favor increased use of 
recovered materials but do not favor any mandatory guidelines to stimulate such 
use. 

1. Which of the following recovered materials have been used in highway con
struction products in your state? 

Fly Ash - (34) AL, AZ, CA, CO, DC, FL, GA, IL, IN, IA, KY, LA, MI, MN, MS, 
MO, MT, PA, NE, NJ. NM, NY, NC, NO, OH, OK, OR, TN, TX, UT, VA, WV, WI, WY 

Bottom Ash or Boiler Slag - (22) AL, FL, GA, IO, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, MI, MN, 
MO, NE, NJ, NY, OH, OR, TX, WA, WV, WI, PA 

Cement or Lime Kiln Oust - {13) CA, CO, DC, IL, IA, KS, LA, NE, NJ, NY, OR, 
WY, PA 

Granulated Rubber Tires - (32) AL, AK, AZ, CA, CO, DE, DC, FL, GA, HI, KS, 
LA, ME, MI, MN, MS, NE, NJ, NM, NY, NC, ND, OK, OR, SD, TN, TX, UT, VT, ~lA, 
WY, PA 

Incinerator Residue - (4) AL, DC, TX, PA 

None of these (if so, omit questions 2 through 5). (4) CT, MO, NV, SC 

The remaining questions pertain to specific applications for recovered materiaJs. 
(Please refer to the appropriate letter code when answering these questions). 
For example, fly ash use as structural fill will be referred to by the letter "A." 

2. In what applications have these recovered materials been used in your state? 

FLY ASH 

A. Structural Fill - (8) WV, WI, WY, AZ, IL, IA, r-fl, NY 

B. Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (15} AZ, CO, GA, IL, 
MA, MI, WV, TX, OK, OH, ND, NC, NY, NJ, ttfJ 

C. Mineral Filler in Asphalt Paving - (17} AL, CO, Fl, GA, IL, KY, LA, MI, Y7", 
NE, NY, NC, ND, TN, WV, WY, PA 

BOTTOM ASH OR BOILER SLAG 

D. Aggregate in Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (5) ::, 
IL, OH, OR, WA, WV 

E. Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (18) AL, AZ, FL, GA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, ,":, 
MN, MO, NE, NJ, NY, TX, WV, PA 
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CEMENT OR LIME KILN DUST 

F. Kiln Dust-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (4) CO, IA, 
KS, OR 

GRANULATED RUBBER TIRES 

G. Stress-Absorbing Membrane or Stress-Absorbing Membrane Interlayer - (21) 
AL, AZ, CA, CO, FL, HI, ID, KS, ME, MI, MN, MS, NM, NC, NO, OK, OR, VT, 
WA, WY, PA 

H. Asphalt-Rubber Seal Coat - (26) AK, AZ, CA, CO, DE, FL, GA, KS, LA, ME, 
MA, MI, MN, MS, NM, NY, ND, OK, OR, SD, TN, TX, UT, WA, WY, PA 

INCINERATOR RESIDUE 

I. Aggregate Supplement in Asphalt Paving - (6) AL, DC, MA, MI, TX, PA 

J. Lime Stabilized Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (3) MA, MI, NY 

OTHERS 

K. and L. 
Fly Ash in PC Concrete - (15) AZ, CA, IN, IA, MN, NM, OR, UT, WV, WI, 
WY, MS, MO, NY, NE 

CaS04 (from-H2S04 - Allied Chemical) as base material - (1) DE 

Fly Ash & Kiln Dust Used to Fill Abandoned Underground Structures - (1) 
DC 

Sulfur Extended Asphalt (hot mix base & pavement) - (2) IL, MS 

Boiler Slag as Deicing Agent - (4) KS, IN, IA, NE 

Waste from Coal Processing - Shoulder Material - (1) KY 

Cement Kiln Dust as Mineral Filler in Asphalt Concrete ~ (5) LA, NJ, AZ, i~E, CA 

Rubberized Bituminous Pavement - {l) ME 

Rubber-Asphalt As a Crack Filler - (2) MA, NE 

Blast Furnace Slag for Concrete & Bituminous Aggregate - (2) MI, WI 

Taconite Tailings - Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 

Steel Slag from Open Hearth Furnace in Asphalt Paving - (1) MO 

Phosphate or Iron Ore Slag - Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) TN 

Vulcanized Rubber Shreds and Fine Aggregate in Emulsion Slurry as a 
Strain Relieving Interlayer - (1) VT 

Saw Mill Waste (hog fuel) - lightweight fill - {l) WA 



OTHERS (continued) 

Fly Ash in Cement Treated Base and Slabjacking - (1) WY 

Rubber in Joint Seal - (2) NY, NJ 

Asphalt Granulated Rubber in Bituminous Mix - {2} DC, NY 

Cold Milled Asphaltic Concrete - (2) IL, VT 

Fly Ash - Aggregate Base, Subbase or Shoulder - (1) LA 

Steel Furnace Slag - Bituminous Aggregate and Base Course - (2) MI, MN 

Wet Bottom Boiler Slag in Cement - (l) MO 

Ground Rubber Tires - Subgrade Waterproof Membrane - (1) NM 

Fly Ash Grout - (l) NY 

Ground Rubber Tires in Guard Rail Blocks - (1) OR 

Magnetherm Slag (decrepitated) soil stabilization - (l) WA 

Cement Kiln Dust-Subgrade Stabilization - (1) WY 

Slag-Coarse Aggregate in PCC Pavement - (1) TX 
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3. Extent of Use OTHERS 

LABORATORY INVESTIGATION 

Fly Ash in PC Concrete - (3) NM, OR, WI 

Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - {1) LA 

Magnethenn Slag (decrepitated) - soil stabilization - (1) WA 

Blast Furnace Slag Aggregate in Bituminous Concret~ - (1) WI 

Rubberized Bituminous Pavement - (1} ME 

Steel Slag - Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 

FIELD EXPERIMENTATION 
Steel Slag from Open Hearth Furnace used in Asphalt Paving-· (1) MO 

Use of Ca S04 (recovered from production of H2S04 by Allied Chemical) 
as base material - (1) DE 

Sulfur Extended Asphalt - (2) IL, MS 

Fly Ash and Kiln Dust used to fill abandoned undc!rground structures -
(1) DC 

Fly Ash in PCC - (2) NM, WI 

Blast Furnace Slag Aggregate in Bituminous Concrete - (1) WI 

Asphalt-Granulated Rubber in bituminous mixtures - (1) DC 

Boiler slag - ice control ~ (1) IA 

Cold Milled Asphaltic Concrete - (1) IL 

Rubberized Bituminous Pavement - (1) ME 

Granulated Rubber - Joint Sealer - {1) NJ 
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3. Extent of Use (Continued) Others 

LIMITED FIELD USE 
Cold Recycling of Bituminous Concrete Pavement - (l) VT 

Steel Slag from Open Hearth Furnace Used in Asphalt Paving - (1) MO 

Sawmill Waste (hog fuel) - lightweight fill - (1) WA 

Asphalt-Rubber Crack Sealant - (1) NE 

Fly Ash in PCC - (6) IL, IA, NM, OR, UT, WI 

Fly Ash and Kiln Dust used to fill abandoned underground structures - (l) DC 

Cement Kiln Dust - Mineral Filler in Asphalt Paving - (1) NE 

Blast Furnace Slag Aggregate in Bituminous Concrete - (1) WI 

Fly Ash in Cement-Fly Ash Grout - (1) NY 

Waste from Coal Processing - Shoulder Material - (1) KY 

Bottom Ash or Boiler Slag - Ice and Snow Control - (1) NE 

Vulcanized Rubber Shreds and Fine Aggregate in Emulsion Slurry - (1) VT 

ROUTINE FIELD USE 
Rubber in Joint Seal and Asphalt Concrete Mixes - (1) NY 

Cement Kiln Dust for Mineral Filler in Asphalt Concrete - (3) CA, LA, NJ 

Fly Ash in PCC {S) CA, MN, MS, NE, WV 

Taconite Tailings - Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 

Steel Slag-Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 

Sulfur Extended Asphalt Hot Mix Base and Pavement - (1) MS 

Phosphate or Iron Ore Slag - Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) TN 
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4. Perfonnance 

Other Recovered Materials or other Applications of.listed Recovered Materials 

Excellent 

Taconite Tailings-Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 

Sawmill Waste (hog fuel) - lightweight fill - (1) WA 

Fly ash in concrete - (3) MN, MS, WV 

Magnetherm Slag (decrepitated} - soil stabilization - (1) WA 

Steel Slag-Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 

Cold Recycling of Bituminous Concrete Pavement - (l) VT 

Good 
Steel Slag from Open Hearth Furnace used in Asphalt Paving - (1) MO 

Use of Ca S04 (recovered from production of H2so4 by Allied Chemical) as 
base material - (1) DE 

Fly ash in concrete - (5) CA, IA, NE, OR, WI 

Cement dust as .mineral filler in asphalt concrete - (2) CA, NE 

Asphalt - Rubber Crack Sealant - (1) NE 

Sulfur Extended Asphalt - (2) IL, MS 

Recycled Bituminous Concrete Pavement - (l) IL 

Fly ash and kiln dust used to fill abandoned underground structures - (l) DC 

Granulated Rubber Tires - subgrade waterproofing membrane - (1) NM 

Blast furnace slag aggregate in bituminous concrete - (1) WI 

Fly ash in cement-fly ash grout - ~1) NY 

Boiler Slag as Deicing Agent - (2) IN, NE 

Phosphate or Iron Ore Slag - Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) TN 
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4. Perfonnance (continued) 

Other Recovered Materials or other Applications of listed Recovered Materials 

Acceptable 
Fly ash f n concrete - (2) IN, NM 

Rubber in joint seal and asphalt concrete mixes - (1) NY 

Cement kiln dust - Mineral filler in asphalt paving - (1) NJ 

Fly ash and wet bottom boiler slag in Type IP cenent (produced by intergrind
f ng PCC and pozzolan) - (1) MO 

Marginal 

Asphalt-Granualted Rubber in bituminous mixtures - {1) OC 

Waste from coal processing - shoulder material - (1) KY 

Rubberized Bit1111inous Pavement - {1) ME 

Poor 
Boiler slag - ice control - (1) IA 

Rubber tires - joint sealer - (1) NJ 

Vulcanized Rubber Shreds and fine aggregate in emulsion slurry for stra~~ 
relieving interlayer - (1) VT 



5. Applications that have perfonned either excellently or poorly and the rea
sons given for such perfonnance. 

Excellent perfonnance 

a. Granulated rubber tires in Stress-Absorbing Membrane or Stress-Absorbing 
Membrane Interlayer - no reflective cracking noted after 3 years. (AL) 

b. Bottom Ash or Boiler Slag as Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - heavy, stabl~, 
sharp faces (do not use in seal coat chip application - Sp. Gr. too heavy 
- breaks windshields). (AZ) 

c. Fly Ash as mineral filler in Asphalt Paving - There was a severe need for 
additional fines and fly ash solved thts problem. (CO) 

d. Granulated Rubber Tires in Asphalt-Rubber Seal Coat - retarder for cracking. (GA): 

e. Boiler Sla~ as ice control material - salt wasn't used - the angularity 
and color (black) of slag eliminated the ice rather rapidly. (KS) 

f. Bottom Ash or Boiler Slag as Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - bituminous 
surface, crushed, sharp edges provide good skid resistance. (KY) 

g. Fly Ash in Concrete - improves concrete workability, reduces cost but in
creases time of set. (MN), 

h. Taconite Tailings as Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - good skid resistance, 
high stability, low abrasion loss, somewhat higher in cost in southern 
part of state. (MN) 

i. Steel Slag - Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - Good skid resistance, high 
stability, low abrasion loss, limited availability. (MN) 

j. Fly Ash used in Structural Concrete - Provides a more dense concrete for 
the pipe or small drainage structure, therefore, more resistant to sul
fate reaction. (_MS) 

k. Fly Ash as Mineral Filler in Asphalt Paving - lower price and lower as
phalt demand than other mineral fillers. (NE) 

1. Granulated Rubber Tires in Asphalt-Rubber Seal Coat - excellent chip re
tention and resistance to bleeding. (?rnJ 

m. Cold recycling of bituminous concrete pavement - process of cold recycling 
is relatively simple. (VT) 

n. Saw mill waste (hog fuel) - lightweight fill - limited application to 
specific sites. (WA) 

o. Magnetherm Slag (decrepitated) soil stabilization - similarity of this 
ma teri a 1 to corrme rci a 1 1 i me. (WA) 

p. Fly Ash in Portland Cement Concrete for pavements - provides equal strength 
and durability and improved workability. (WV) , 



5. Applications (continued) 

Excellent perfonnance 

q. Fly Ash in Structural Fill - compacted easily - stable - low cost - no 
volume change. (WI) 

r. Incinerator Residue as Aggregate Supplement in Asphalt Paving - good 
quality aggregate-type material, but too costly. (PA) 

Poor Perf onnance 

a. Granulated Rubber Tires in Asphalt-Rubber Seal Coat - inadequate binder 
properties, chips not retained, cracks reflected through •. (CA) 

b. Granulated Rubber Tires - problems in application. (AZ) 

c. Granulated Rubber Tires in Stress-Absorbing Membrane or Stress-Absorbing 
Merli>rane Interlayer - did not control reflective cracking. (CO)~; 

d. Granulated Rubber Tires in Asphalt Rubber Seal Coat - chips not retained. (DE) 

e. Boiler Slag - ice control to minimize slipping - crushed too· easily under 
traffic. (I-A) 

f. Granulated Rubber Tires.in Asphalt-Rubber Seal Coat - Air temperature 
requirements appear to be above 70°F for proper sealing. Aggregates 
must be dry - otherwise failure. (KS) 

g. Waste from coal processing - shoulder material - material weathered and 
produced excessive fines. (KY) 

h. Fly Ash as Mineral Filler in Asphalt Paving - periodic poor behavior noted, 
believed due to gradation, differences of fly ash. (LA) 

i. Granulated Rubber Tires as Stress-Absorbing Membrane or Stress-Absorbing 
Membrane Interlayer - did not stop reflective cracking. (ME) 

j. Granulated Rubber Tires in Asphalt-Rubber Seal Coat - has more cracks 
than adjacent conventional pavement. (ME) 

k. Fly Ash as Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - Too 
temperature and moisture sensitive for cure, frost susceptible, poor 
drain ability, and more expensive than conventional aggregate mixtures. (~~) 

1. Cement or lime kiln dust as mineral filler in Asphalt.Pav~ng- good re
sults obtained several years ago but recent pollution equipment added 
at cement plant has produced cement dust that is very fine and has such 
a high asphalt demand that mixes tend to become unstable. (~) 

m. Bottom Ash or BoilerSlag as Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - poor skid 
resistance. (NJ) 
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5. Applications (continued) 

Poor perfonnance 

n. Granulated Rubber Tires as joint sealer - Rubber difficult to get into 
solution, clogged hand pouring pots, need double wall kettle, uses more 
energy, remained too soft and tracked. (NJ) 

o. Fly Ash in Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - Strength 
of Lime•Fly Ash- stabilization of aggregate base at 7 days was about 12% 
of aggregate base with 3% cement & 3 times as expensive. (NC) 

p. Vulcanized Rubber Shreds & Fine Aggregate in emulsion slurry for stress 
relieving interlayer - pavement overlay shoved, ravelled, and stripped 
severely; rubberized interlayer acted as a moisture barrier which caused 
surface moisture to be retained in the overlays. (VT) 
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6. Attitude toward future use of recovered materials 

Other Recovered Materials or Other Applications of listed materials 

Favor Increased Use 

Taconite Tailings - Aggregate:in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 

Fly Ash in concrete - (10) PJ., CA, IA, MN, MS, NE, NM, OR, WV, WI, 

Sawmill waste (hog fuel) - lightweight fill - (1) WA 

Sulfur Extended Asphalt - (1) IL 

Cement kiln dust for mineral filler in asphalt concrete - (2) CA, LA 

Fly ash and kiln dust used to fill abandoned underground structures - (1) DC 

Fly ash in cement - fly ash grout - (1) NY 

Steel Slag - aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) MN 

Cold Milled Asphaltic concrete - {2) IL, VT 

Granulated Rubber - (1) IN 

Phosphate or Iron Ore Slag - Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) TN 

ft>re Field Study Needed 

Kiln Dust is used as a mineral in bit1m1inous concrete - (1) NJ 

Steel Slag fran Open Hearth Furnace used in Asphalt Paving - (l} 1-X> 

ny Ash used in Concrete - (2) IN, UT 

Boiler Slag - ice control - (2) IA, NE 

Magnethena Slag (decrepitated) soil stabilization - (1) WA 

Blast Furnace Slag Aggregate in Bituminous Concrete - (1) WI 

Fly-ash aggTegate base, subbase, or shoulders - (1) LA 

!~l~ur extended Asphalt hot mix base and pavement - (1) MS 

Ground P..t.i:>ber Tires - joint sealer - (1) NJ 
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6. Attitude (continued) 

Other Recovered Materials or other Applications of listed materials 

More Laboratory Study Needed 

Kiln Oust as a mineral filler in bituninous concrete - (1) NJ 

Steel Slag from Open Hearth Furnace used in Asphalt Paving - (1) MO 

Fly ash used in Concrete - (1) A1. 

Fly ash-aggregate base, subbase, or shoulders - (1) LA 

Ground Rubber Tires - joint sealer - (1) NJ 

Do Not Favor Further Use 

Asphalt-Granulated Rubber in bituminous mixtures - (1) DC 

CaS04 (from H2S04 - Allied Chemical} as base material - (1) OE 

Waste from coal processing - shoulder material - (1) KY 

Vulcanized Rubber shreds and fine aggregate in emulsion slurry for strain 
relieving interlayer - (1) VT 

Fly Ash used in concrete - (1) UT 

Uncertain 

Rubber in joint seal and asphalt concrete mixes - (1) NY 

Boiler Slag - ice control - (2) IN, IA 

Fly ash and wet bottom boiler slag in Type IP Cement (produced by inter
grinding PCC and pozzolan) - (1) Kl 

Rubberized Bituminous Pavement - (1) HE 
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7. Reasons for not wanting to use a recovered material 

The recovered material did not perform acceptably 

Fly Ash 

Lime-Fly Ash Aggregate Base, Subbase or Shoulders - (2) MI, NC 

Bottom Ash or Boiler Slag 

Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) NJ 

Cement or Lime Kiln Oust 

Kiln Dust-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (1) NE 

Granulated Rubber Tires 

Stress-Absorbing Membrane or Stress-Absorbing Membrane Interlayer - (3) CO, 
ME, NE 

Other Recovered Materials or other applications of listed materials 

Waste from coal processing - shoulder material - (1) KY 

Rubberized bituminous pavement - (1) ME 

Vulcanized rubber shreds and fine aggregate in emulsion slurry - {l) VT 

The recovered material is not available in sufficient quantities 

Bottom Ash or Boiler Slag 

Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (0) 

Incinerator Residue 

Aggregate Supplement in Asphalt Paving - (1) NV 

Other Recovered Materials or other applications of listed materials 

Caso4 (from H2so4 - Allied Chemical) as base material - (1) DE 

The cost of using the recovered material is too high in this applicatton 

Fly Ash 

Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders {2) MI, NC 

Bottom Ash 

Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (1) AZ 
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7. Reasons (continued) 

The cost of using the recovered material is too high in this application 

Granulated Rubber Tires 

Stress-Absorbing Membrane or Stress-Absorbing Membrane Interlayer - (2) CO, KS 

Asphalt-Rubber Seal Coat - (1) UT 

Incinerator Residue 

Aggregate Supplement in Asphalt Paving - (1) PA 

Other Reasons 

Ambient Temperature and Moisture Requirement too critical and results not 
worth the cost 

Granulated Rubber Tires 

Stress-Absorbing Membr.ane or Stress-Absorbing Membrane Interlayer - (1) KS 

Asphalt-Rubber Seal Coat - (1) KS 

Economices, or Haul restricts use to close vicinity or source 

Bottom Ash or Boiler Slag 

Aggregate in Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (1) OR 

Cement or Lime Kiln Dust 

Kiln Dust-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - {l) OR 

Did not improve perfonnance 

Asphalt granulated rubber in bituminous mixtures - (l} DC 

Not certain to the effect on concrete durability 

Fly Ash- PC Concrete {l) UT 
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8. Assuming sufficient research funds are available, what is your attitude 
toward possible future use in applications which you have not as yet in
vestigated 

Would not be interested in investigating any other recovered materials - (~) 

May possibly be interested in investigating other recovered materials (31) 

Fly Ash 
. 

Structural Fill - (6) MA, MO, OR, TX, WY, PA 

Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (13) AK, DE, DC, FL, HI, 
IA, LA, NM, OR, SD, TN, WY, PA 

Mineral Filler in Asphalt Paving - (7) HI, ID, MO, NV, OR, WA, PA 

Bottom Ash 

Aggregate in Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (5) IA, MO, 
ND, WY, PA 

Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (4) WA, WI, WY, PA 

Kiln Dust 

Kiln Dust-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (7) DC, GA, NV, 
OH, TX, WY, PA 

Granulated Rubber Tires 

Stress-Absorbing Membrane or Stress-Absorbing Membrane Interlayer - (10) AZ, 
KY, LA, NO, NE, NV, OH, TN, TX, PA 

Asphalt-Rubber Seal Coat - (8) AZ, KY, NO, NE, NC, OH, WI, PA 

Incinerator Residue 

Aggregate Supplement in Asphalt Paving - (10) FL, GA, HI, IL, MI, MN, NM, NY, 
OH, PA 

Lime Stabilized Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (7) AK, FL, GA, NY, OH, WA, PA 

Others 

Fly Ash in concrete - (1) AZ 

Ground rubber tires in guard rail blocks - (l) OR 

Would definitely be interested in investigating the following applications 
for recovered materi a 1 s ( 14) 

Fly Ash 
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S. Future use (continued) 

Would definitely be interested in investigating the following applications 
for recovered materials 

Structual Fill - (4) KS, LA, OK, WY 

Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (2) KS, MS 

Mineral Filler in Asphalt Paving - (3) KS, OK, WY 

Bottom Ash 

Aggregate in Lime-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (3) GA, LA, 
MS 

Aggregate in Asphalt Paving - (2) MS, OK 

Kiln Dust 

Kiln Dust-Fly Ash-Aggregate Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (6) AL, GA, MS, MO, 
NJ, OK 

Granulated Rubber Tires 

Stress-Absorbing Membrane or Stress-Absorbing Membrane Interlayer - (4) DE, 
GA, MI, NY . 

Asphalt-Rubber Seal Coat - (2) MI, NJ 

Incinerator Residue 

Aggregate Supplement in Asphalt Paving - (2) CA, GA 

Lime Stabilized Base, Subbase, or Shoulders - (2) CA, GA 

Fly Ash in cement treated base and slabjacking - (1) WY 
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9. Attitude toward procurement guidelines 

Other Recovered Materia1s or other app1ications of 1isted materials 

Favor Optiona1 Guide1ines 
Fly Ash in concrete - (7) AZ, IN, IA, NM, OR, UT, WV 

Su1fur extended asphalt - (1) IL 

Cold milled asphaltic concrete - (1) IL 

Boiler Slag as deicing agent - (1) IN 

Cement Kiln Dust as mineral filler in aspha1t concrete - (1) LA 

Fly Ash & Wet bottom boiler slag in cement - (1) MO 

Stee1 Slag from dpen hearth furnace in Asphalt Paving - (1) HD 
Fly Ash - Aggregate base, subbase or shoulder - (1) LA 

Ground rubber tires - subgrade waterproof membrane - (1) NM 

Phosphate or iron ore slag - aggregate in aspha1t paving - (1) TN 

Opposed to Mandatory Guidelines 
Sulfur extended asphalt - (2) IL, HS 

Cold milled asphaltic concrete - (2) IL, VT 

Fly Ash in concrete - (7) IA, Ki, HS, NE, OR, WV, WI 

Cement K11n Dust as mineral filler in asphalt concrete - (1) LA 

Fly Ash - Aggregate base, subbase, or shoulder - (1) LA 

Taconite tailings - aggregate tn asphalt paving - (1) ~ 

Steel Slag - aggregate in asphalt paving - (1) MN 

Steel slag from open hearth furnace in asphalt paving - (1) HO 

Fly Ash and Wet bottom boiler slag in cement - (1) MO 

Saw mill waste (hog fuel) - lightweight fill - (1) WA 

Blast furnace slag for concrete & bitLJDinous aggregate - (1) WI 
Opposed to Any Guide1ines --

Fly Ash in PC Concrete - (1) CA 

Cement Kfln Dust as mineral filler in asphalt concrete - (2) CA, NE 

Waste from coal processing - shoulder material - (1) KY 

Rubber-asphalt as crack filler - (1) NE 

Boiler Slag as deicing agent - (1) NE 

Rubber in joint seal - (1) NY 

Slag - coarse aggregate in PCC pavement - (1) TX F-44 



Corrments 

l. Guidelines promulgated by any federal agency for procurement of any 
material can only result in red tape, paper work, increased cost of 
the product and possible use of materials unsuitable for highway con
struction use at any cost. AL (letter included) 

2 .... waste products sh-ould be utilized wherever possible and welcomes the 
circulatiQn of information on the subject .... oppose the imposttion of 
federal guidelines ••• CA (letter included) 

3. High quality, long lasting construction must be a prime concern in the 
use of waste materials for construction and maintaining transportation. 
facilities. MN 

4 •... utilizes certain waste materials where economically feasible to do so. 
trap rock in seal coat or asphaltic concrete mixtures, by-product of lead 
and zinc mining in asphaltic concrete mixtures and ice control, etc. 
MO (letter included) 

5. We would not favor guidelines, either optional or mandatory, since we are 
now using these products (except incinerator residue as none is available) 
and see no purpose for imposing guidelines on states that are already using 
waste/recovered products. NE 

6. We favor the use of recovered materials when use is cost-effective as 
detennined by our.department. NY 

7. Availability, hauling costs and limited uses to which these materials have 
been found acceptable necessitate opposition to mandatory guidelines. OR 

8. We are interested in use of these materials because they are recoverable, 
should not be wasted and are fairly cost competitive at this time. Guide
lines, particularly mandatory ones, would tend to remove the "cost com
petitiveness" by reason of requiring their use. TX 

9. We are opposed to mandatory EPA or FHWA guidelines for any use of any 
recovered materials. VT 

10. We favor use of more alternative materials, including waste products, if 
we could be reasonable assured of producing a durable and serviceable 
product, but we must proceed carefully in attempts to dump all waste products 
into our work. Directives and mandatory guidelines, we don't want. WI 
(letter included) 
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Other recovered materials or other applications of the listed 
materials are shown in the summaries. A few of the more common· "other" 
applications are fly ash in portland cement concrete, boiler slag as a 
de-icing agent, cement kiln dust as a mineral filler in asphalt concrete, 
and recycling of bituminous concrete pavement. 

The extent of use for each of the recovered materials and their 
applications is shown in the summary in Table 3. This gives an indication 
of the low level of development of recovered material use with only a limited 
number of applications in routine field use. Granulated rubber tires and fly 
ash have the highest extent of use in most categories. 

The performance rating from the construction group (Table 4) shows 
a high response of "good" performance replies for most of the recovered ma
terials with a varied response for granulated rubber tires. The materials 
group results were more evenly spread over "marginal," "acceptable," and 
"good" replies. There were some "excellent" and some "poor" performance 
ratings for many of the recovered materials. The reasons for either excel
lent or poor performance are shown in the summary in Section 5 along with 
"Attitude Toward Future Use of Recovered ~..aterials" - Table 6, and "Reasons 
for Not Wanting to Use a Recovered Material" - Section 7. 

A considerable number of states from both the materials and construc
tion groups favor increased use and remark that more field stUdy is needed. 
There were considerably less states seating that more labortory study is needed 
and only a few states did not favor further use of a few of the recovered ma
terials. 

Many of the states showed possible and definite interest in investi
gating applications for the recovered materials. 

There was a strong response from states who are "opposed to mandatory 
guidelines" and also who "f avol! optional guidelines" with a notable a.umber of 
states "opposed to any guidelines." These responses were consistent across all 
recovered materials and applications of recovered materials. 

Following are general comments from the questionnaire concerning 
guidelines for the use of recovered materials in highway constr.iction: '":~e 
favor use of more alternative materials, including waste products." "Guide
lines can oul.y result in red tape, paper work, increased cost of the product 
and possible use of materials unsuitable for highway construction ••• " "We 
favor the use of recovered oaterials when use is cost effective ..• " "Guide
lines, particularly mandatory ones, would tend to remove the cost coapetitive
ness by reason of requiring their use." nAvailability, hauling coses, and 
limited uses ••• necessitate opposition to mandatory guidelines." ..• "Ve..-y :e~ 
of these products have any kind of quality conttol or quality assurance systa-:=s. 
" ••• inappropriate to insist or tDandate that states must provide a market to 
dispose of these materials. The producers of the 'waste' products should prc
vide controls to assist in development of proper markets." "High quality, 
long lasting construction must be a prime concern in the use of waste materials 
for constructing and maintaia:ing transportation facilities.•• "'Recommended t=.at 
they (EPA) make suggestions only and guidelines be established by scaces or 
AASHTO." "'Directives and mandatory guidelines, we don't i;.-.mt.." 
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By taking the questionnaire summaries and comparing the states 
which produce the various recovered materials with the states which have 
used the recovered material as a highway material, the following obser
vations have been made: 

o Power plant ash (fly ash and bottom ash) is available 
in approximately 37 states. Fly ash has been used to 
varying extents as a highway material in 36 states. 
There are 10 states with fly ash available who do not 
use it; and there are 7 states who use fly ash although 
it is not produced in that state. Bottom ash has been 
used as a highway material in 22 states. There are 14 
states where bottom ash is produced but not used and 3 
states where boetom ash is used although not produced in 
that state. 

o Cement or lime kiln dust is produced in approximately 
43 states and it has been used in highway construction 
in about 15 states. There are approximately 27 states 
where cement or lime kiln dust is avai:J.able and not used; 
and only one state which has used cement or lime kiln 
dust and does not produce it. 

o Since all states have automobiles, it is assumed that 
granulated rubber tires are available in all states. 
There. are about 35 states which have used granulated 
!"'.!bber tires in highway construction. 

o Incinerato-r residue is produced in 23 states. Incin
erator residue bas been used in highway construction 
in only about S states. There are about 19 states 
which have incinerator residue available but do not 
use it in highway construction, and only one state in 
which incinerator residue is not available and has been 
used. 
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